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“So can you like arrest people again now?” Daniel tilted
his head at Stephan.
“No. I can however, turn over information to the police
and let them arrest people.” Stephan shook his head as he
looked over the paperwork.
“I want one.” Daniel pulled the private investigator’s
license closer to him.
“Excuse me…” Stephan raised an eyebrow at him. “Raise
your hand if you aren’t a wanted fugitive.”
“Arf.” Ash raised his hand.
“You’re wanted…” Stephan reached over and petted him.
“Just not a fugitive.” Ash leaned into the petting. “So I get
to be the legit one.”
“We need a case.” Daniel budged over on the couch to make
room for Matthias, then immediately snuggled back into him.
Matthias draped an arm over his shoulders before taking a sip of
his coffee. “Oh, and a logo and catch phrase and —”
“And capes.” Anna piped up. Ash immediately woofed in
agreement.
“No capes.” Matthias shook his head.
“Oh come on…” Anna put her hands on her hips, a pose that
made her belly protrude even more.
Only Stephan still used his real name, though he had a
second identity set up as well, just in case. The ID in
Daniel’s wallet made him, Ash, and Anna all siblings with the
last name of McNamara. There was enough resemblance that they
could pull it off pretty convincingly. At least, when Ash was
being a human. Magda and Matthias remained mother and son, but
they were now using the last name Savatier. A set of already
prepared IDs was going to make Anna’s child the child of a sadly
diseased mother and Ash’s real identity. That way, in a worst
case scenario, the child would be insulated from the cabal and
hopefully end up in the custody of Ash’s maternal aunt. It
wasn’t a good plan, but if things actually did get to the plan Z
point it was the best they could do.
“Capes are impractical.” Magda brought Stephan a cup of
the coffee. “They hamper, catch on things, get grabbed by
opponents, and can off balance you at a critical moment.”
“You sound like you’re speaking from experience.” Daniel
grinned up at her, then when she just gave him a look, he
blinked. “You’ve fought somebody while wearing a cape?”
“I was born in sixteenth century France, Daniel.” She
chuckled. “The only thing worse than fighting in a cape is
fighting in a corset and petticoats.”
“So I guess adding a corset to the ensemble is out of the
question?” Daniel raised an eyebrow at Stephan.
“Depends on how drunk I am.” Stephan chuckled.
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“We still need a case.” Matthias finished his coffee.
“Not a lot of call for private dicks way out here.”
“Hoping Anna will flash something, get us a lead.”
“Okay, the words ‘flash’ and ‘private dick’ are never again
to be uttered in the same conversation.” Magda shook her head.
“I did already.” Anna rolled her eyes.
“A slightly less metaphorical lead.” Stephan glanced at
her.
She made a vexed noise. “Not my fault none of you know
where to find an angel.”
#
Magda finished the last braid, then gave Anna a critical
look to inspect her work. The style was one she’d worn as a
girl, with flowers and ribbons woven in to make a sort of crown.
They’d left out the flowers, but pink sparkled ribbons made
their presence very loudly known.
“What was her name?” Anna looked up at her.
“Hmmm?” Magda blinked. “What was that?”
“Your daughter. I didn’t mean to peek, but…” Anna
shrugged. “You were thinking of her really loud just then.”
“I was thinking of when I taught her to braid hair.” Magda
swallowed past the lump that had risen in her throat. “Her name
was also Anna.”
“Oh.” Anna’s voice was small. She shifted a little in the
chair, then put a hand on her belly. “Is it hard?” She looked
up at Magda. “Being a momma?”
“It…” Magda sat down across from her. “Yes. And it’s
easy.” She put her hand atop Anna’s. “You’ll have us to help
you.”
“How old were you when…” Anna clutched her hand.
“Seventeen.” Magda smiled. “My Elias.”
“And…”
“Elias, Anna, Benjamin, and Matthias.” She squeezed Anna’s
hand.
“Matthias never got to meet any of them. He doesn’t even
know what they look like, because you don’t have pictures.”
Anna sighed. “I thought about taking the pictures from your
head and putting them in his, but I don’t know how.”
“You are a sweet girl, Anna.” Magda blinked back tears.
Then she stood and went to a shelf. She took an album, and came
back over. “This is his father, here.” She turned to a photo
of a man that bore a lot of resemblance to her son despite the
streaks of gray in his hair. In the photo, he looked a man of
sixty, though one still powerfully built. Jarl had dwarfed her,
something few men could do.
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“What was he like?” Anna leaned on the table, looking at
the photos. There were a few, including some that contained
Matthias himself as a small child. Anna smiled at those.
“He was born in Norway, in the 7th century.” Magda put her
hand on Anna’s shoulder. “He used to raid the coasts, when he
was a young man. Fighting the English before they were the
English.”
“Like a…” Anna’s eyes widened when she looked up at Magda.
“Matthias’s dad was a viking?”
“Yes.” Magda grinned.
“That is so cool.”
#
“I’m confused.”
Matthias turned to look at Daniel. “About what?”
“Well, I thought your mom was with Stephan, but apparently
they overslept and got a late start this morning and I’m pretty
sure your mom showered with Ash.”
“Considering Ash is currently playing fetch with your
sister…” Matthias glanced over, then shrugged. “Or rather tug
of war, and thinks he’s a dog, I wouldn’t really worry too much
over it. Guy’s nice, but he’s got issues.” Ash had a tendency
to crawl into people’s laps. Having a very handsome young man
who wasn’t always so good about remembering to put clothes on
crawl into his lap had been a rather awkward experience,
especially with his mother in the same room. Daniel had found
it hilarious.
“How weird would it be to have a stepdad like a hundred
years younger than you?” Daniel tilted his head.
“I’m not that…” Matthias swatted Daniel across the ass,
making Daniel yelp and then laugh. “Hand me the screwdriver
there.”
Daniel handed him the tool. Matthias was adding features
to the campers, both his and the one his mother had purchased.
If they were going to start after the cabal, they’d need to stay
mobile. On paper, they were working for Stephan, though it was
pretty clear Magda was the one actually in charge. It was kind
of strange, taking orders from his mother again.
“What if it’s breech?” Daniel shifted nervously. He was
fretting over the birth again.
“Then we take her to a hospital.” Matthias growled as the
screws failed to line up properly. “We let them do a csection.” He recited the words, as he did every time Daniel
worried. “Then we break her out, you heal everybody up, and we
get the fuck out of Dodge.”
“But what if the nearest hospital is too far —”
“Boss, you’re a healer. We have Stephan drive fifty feet
up the road, and your magic hands make everything okay.”
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“But what if —”
“What if you don’t stop what ifing and I put you over my
knee?” He managed to get the metal to stay put long enough to
get the screws in.
“Ugh.” Daniel rolled his eyes before going back to the
medical textbook they’d picked up for him. “Where do your
internal organs go when you shapeshift into a wolf?”
“What?” He nearly dropped the next piece.
“You weight almost two hundred pounds. Big as that wolf
you turn into is, it still only weighs about half that. So
where does the rest of you go?”
“I…” Matthias set the screwdriver down. “Well I…” He
exhaled, then made a frustrating sound. “You realize now that’s
going to be driving me nuts from now on, right?”
#
“No.” Matthias and Magda said in unison. Ash barked as if
agreeing.
“Come on.” Anna bounced a little.
“The logo is kind of cute.” Stephan held up the picture.
“You’ve got it upside down.” Anna glared.
He turned it the other way, then shrugged. “Yeah, I’m
going to have to say no.”
“Well you have to name the detective agency something!”
Anna spread her hands. “Bad Dog Detectives is perfect.” She
turned toward her brother. “Help me out here.” When Daniel
didn’t immediately leap to her aid, she narrowed her eyes.
“Anna…” He started shaking his head.
“Your junior high homecoming.” She glared.
“Bad Dog Detectives does have some potential.” Daniel
switched to nodding.
“Arf.” Ash shook his head.
“Good point.” Stephan nodded to him before glancing at
Anna. “Plus I don’t want that bounty hunter guy suing over
trademarks.”
“What’s this about a homecoming?” Matthias raised an
eyebrow.
“That’s fine. Bad Wolf fits better anyway.” Anna folded
her arms.
“Woof.” Ash glanced at Stephan.
“You can’t have a fez.”
Ash whimpered, then gave an inquisitive whine.
“Oh, yeah, right, that was…” Stephan shook his head.
“Eleven.”
“Homecoming is a dance, right?” Matthias glanced at
Daniel.
“We are trying to hide from the cabal. Can we not pick
something that screams werewolf?” Magda sighed.
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“So, what, is it an embarrassing suit or…” Matthias was
still staring at Daniel.
Daniel sighed and turned to his sister. “See what you
did.”
“Well it needs a cool name.” Anna stamped her foot.
“I’m the detective, shouldn’t it be entirely my decision?”
Stephan leaned back in the chair. A low growl came from Ash.
“If you bite me I’m not sharing my chocolate.” Ash whimpered
and pawed at Stephan’s leg. “Puppy eyes are cheating.”
#
Ash lay with his head on Stephan’s belly, enjoying the warm
sun. He’d thought about spending their last day here fishing,
then decided he’d rather just take a final nap in the sun. It
hadn’t taken much effort to convince Stephan to join him.
Stephan had done what he could to help, but his leg had given
out on the eighth or so trip down the stairs.
And the prospect of moving out of the place that had been
his shelter for the past few months was making him want to crawl
under a bed and hide. He couldn’t get under the beds in the
camper, and the cabinets were too small to hide in. A few
months ago, he didn’t think he’d have been able to bring himself
to agree to leave.
The fact that they would have stayed with him if he’d said
he couldn’t handle it was the part that made him sure he could.
Stephan and Magda had both assured him they didn’t mind if he
needed to be a dog still, and they hadn’t taken his collar away.
And now they had a bigger pack. Matthias was scary, but if he’d
been with them before he could have torn Lisa in half.
If they stayed on the move, they could hunt the cabal and
the cabal couldn’t hunt them. The cabal didn’t even know about
him and Stephan and Magda, so they could help stop the bad guys
from getting Anna’s baby. He wasn’t a cop anymore. He couldn’t
be a cop anymore. But he was still one of the good guys.
Protecting people. And that was the part of being a cop he’d
wanted.
“I’m going to miss the quiet.” Stephan rubbed Ash’s hair.
He sighed, tilting his head into the petting. “Woof.”
“But not the fish.”
“Fishies are good for you.” Ash continued leaning into
Stephan’s hand as Stephan began scratching his head.
“You going to be okay, Ash?” Stephan sat up a little to
look at him.
“I think…” Ash turned to look at him. “I think I am.”
#
It being the last night they could play freely, Matthias
had brought Daniel out to the barn. Daniel’s hands were bound
together above his head, suspending him a few inches from the
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floor. Or they would have, if he hadn’t had his knees braced
against Matthias’s legs as Matthias took him from behind.
Fortunately, at this point Daniel’d had plenty of practice
healing his own bruises. Matthias never used more than his
hands the times he spanked Daniel, as much because he liked the
feel of skin against skin as it was a safety measure. Even
helpless like this, Daniel felt safe. His lover never forgot
his own strength.
By the time Matthias came, he’d wrung two orgasms from
Daniel and Daniel could no longer support his own weight.
Matthias had no problem holding him up, and when he’d finished
he gently lifted Daniel down. Daniel spun on wobbly legs and
put his still bound wrists over Matthias’s head and tugging the
bigger man down for a kiss. Matthias obliged him. “Gonna untie
me?” Daniel grinned up at him.
“Nope.” Matthias picked him up and carried him over to
where they’d put a blanket down over some straw. “Not for a
while yet.”
#
She held Ash to her, listening to him sleep. The red dog
collar was too much, so they’d found him a leather one. It
looked like something a biker might wear, but it had satisfied
Ash. At least, it had after she’d written her name on the
inside. He didn’t care what the rest of the world saw, as long
as he knew he belonged to her.
Ash’s breathing changed, and he stirred in her arms. Then
he raised his head to look at her. He tilted his head, and she
patted his shoulder. “You’re a good boy, Ash. Go back to
sleep.”
“You’re not sleeping.” He frowned. “I can help.”
“Ash…” She kissed his forehead. “You don’t need to —”
“You take care of me.” Ash bent his head and kissed her
breast. “I like making you happy.” He began trailing kisses
down her belly.
Magda let out a gasp as his kisses found more sensitive
areas. “That’s my good boy.” She moaned softly. “Oh, that’s
my good boy.”
#
Stephan put a hand on Magda’s shoulder as she sighed at the
house. Everything was sealed up again, as safe as they could
make it. And everything that was really important they were
bringing with them. Still, it was always hard to leave. She
rubbed Ash’s head as he leaned into her on the other side.
“Alright, boys.” She smiled. “Ready?”
“Shotgun.” Stephan immediately started to turn around.
Ash barked in protest and immediately launched to his own
feet before heading toward the truck. He outdistanced Stephan
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within a few steps. “Hey,” Stephan protested as Ash began
climbing into the passenger seat.
“Woof.”
“Because I called it first.”
“Woof.” Ash shook his head.
“We are so calling it.”
“Woof.” Ash narrowed his eyes.
“It does so work that way.”
“Woof.” Ash lowered his head.
“Because I’m older than you and I said so.”
“Woof.” Ash gave Stephan an indignant look.
“That is not age discrimination.”
“Woof.” Ash folded his arms.
“Magda isn’t going to let you stick your head out the
window anyway.”
“Woof.” Ash frowned.
“He’s right.” Magda went around to the driver’s seat.
“I’m not.”
“Woof.” Ash sighed and crawled into the back.
Matthias ran a hand down his face, then looked at Daniel.
Daniel shrugged. “Come on, let’s get this circus moving.”
Daniel pointed at where Anna was already in the backseat of
their truck, waving.
“Whatever you say, Boss.” Matthias just shook his head.
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He glared. Ash made a whining sound, then pawed at his
leg. “Mine.” Ash whimpered. “You ate your share already.”
Ash stuck out his lower lip, then nuzzled Stephan before
whimpering again. “Fine.” He handed the rest of the container
of fries to Ash, who grabbed them and immediately retreated
before Stephan could change his mind. “Butthead.”
Magda just rolled her eyes. “Ash, it’s your turn for
cleanup duty and puppy eyes are not going to get you out of it.”
“Okay,” he said around a mouth full of curly fries. “Dibs
on the TV.”
“No. We’ve watched Star Wars three times already this
week.” Stephan shook his head.
“We’ve watched Star Trek five times.” Ash glared at him.
“There are like eight Star Wars movies. There are hundreds
of Star Trek episodes spanning several different…” He narrowed
his eyes. “Don’t you growl at me.”
“I’m pulling rank.” Magda shook her head. “We’ve got a
clear signal, and I’m watching something that does not involve
space ships, lasers, or people in rubber masks.” She laughed as
they both turned to growl at her. Then she picked up the remote
and turned on the TV. The signal from their little satellite
wasn’t quite good enough to get every channel, but she was able
to find a comedy.
As soon as she sat down on the couch, both men joined her.
Ash curled up with his head in her lap as Stephan sat down next
to her on the other side. She put a hand on Ash and petted his
hair. before leaning against Stephan. Stephan’s arm went
around her shoulder as they settled in for the evening, and it
was all she could do not to let out a contented sigh.
#
“So the horned ones have magic, but the flying ones don’t?”
Matthias tilted his head as he tried to make sense of what was
on the screen.
“No and yes. They all have magic but the unicorns have the
most magic and can cast spells.” Anna sat under a blanket and a
pile of stuffed horses.
“I’m getting diabetes just watching this shit.” Matthias
shook his head.
“Yet you’re actually watching it.” Daniel grinned before
snuggling in closer. Matthias wrapped his arm around him.
“It’s like a train wreck.” Matthias pinched the bridge of
his nose. “I can’t make myself look away.”
“That’s the power of friendship.” Anna nodded.
“I think I just threw up a little.” Matthias sighed.
“We’ve established they can paint, so why doesn’t she just paint
one of those marks on herself?”
“It’s a metaphor for breasts.” Daniel snickered.
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“Oh….” Matthias nodded. “See, now it makes sense.”
“It is not. Cutie-marks are about finding your special
talent because everyone is good at something, and they just
don’t know what they are good at yet so they can be good at
anything and that’s just as special.” Anna waved her hands.
“And how having friends makes everything better and can I have a
tattoo?”
“Only if it’s henna or otherwise temporary.” Matthias
shrugged. “And the kites are a metaphor for crashing and
burning but having fun anyway?”
“Yes.” Anna bounced. “Now you’re getting it.”
“I told you you’d like it.” Daniel kissed his cheek.
“Your approval fills me with shame.” He sighed as he
watched the colorful cartoon horses frolicking on the television
screen. “Anyone finds out about this, I’m putting you over my
knee.”
“Promises.” Daniel grinned.
#
He brought Stephan the cane, then helped the other man to
his feet. “Stephan?”
“I’m alright.” Stephan smiled at him. “Just a little
stiff. Too much sitting yesterday.”
“You could take me for a walk?” Ash smiled at him.
“You going to pee on any fire hydrants?” Stephan gave him
a suspicious look.
“No promises.” Ash grinned. Then he lowered his voice.
“I want to get Magda a present, but, uh…” He shifted a little.
“The store has strangers and…” He made a soft whining sound.
“I’ll go with you.” Stephan nodded and reached for a clean
shirt. “What do you want to get her?”
“I…” Ash exhaled. “I don’t know. You’re easy to shop
for. I just pick the stupidest thing in the shop and you love
it.”
“Hey, that…” Stephan shrugged. “Okay, that is true, but
you don’t have to say it like that.”
Ash looked away, then exhaled. “You two gave up everything
for me. I…” He swallowed.
Stephan pulled him into a hug. “You don’t have to do
anything, Ash. Just be you. I promise, that’s enough for us
both.”
“But I want to get her something.” Ash hugged him back.
“She, uh…” Stephan shrugged. “She hasn’t replaced her
knitting basket yet, and knitting is something she can do in the
truck.”
“Oh, yes, and yarn comes in balls.” Ash grinned.
“If you start acting like a cat…”
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Ash hissed at him playfully, then grabbed his hand.

“Come

on.”
#
Magda set the finished baby bootie in the basket. She
hadn’t decided yet what pattern to use for the blanket, but it
only took a quick look at Anna to make it clear she better get
started soon. So far the girl seemed healthy, though they had
to keep her fairly sequestered to prevent awkward questions.
Anna was watching her with rapt fascination, a set of knitting
needles in her own hands.
“I think they are based out of France.” Stephan frowned at
the laptop.
“Wouldn’t surprise me.” Matthias shrugged. “Cabal goes
back further than the US does.”
“Makes it harder to hunt them.” Stephan shook his head.
“Nah, plenty of them in the US. Were you able to do the
transfer?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Four million to your alias, another two to Daniel’s.”
Stephan nodded.
“That could buy so many squeaky toys…” Ash stared.
“Wait…” Daniel’s eyes nearly fell out of his head. “You
just gave me two million dollars?”
“Told you, boss.” Matthias nodded. “Always have running
money. Mom, you covered or, uh…”
“We’re good.” Magda nodded. Most of her accounts were
overseas, but Stephan had created a joint account for them that
was easily accessible.
“Two million dollars is a hell of a lot more than running
money.” Daniel folded his arms.
“Boss, past a certain point, money is just how you keep
score.” Matthias shrugged.
“We’re gonna have a talk about this later.” Daniel shook
his head.
“How are we doing on cash?” Magda raised an eyebrow.
“I’ve got about four hundred thousand still. You?”
“About a hundred thousand cash, and a cache of diamonds.”
Magda nodded. She wasn’t sure the exact value on those, but
they were unmarked and easily moved. Plus she did still have
some contacts of her own. Plus diamonds were easily hidden and
didn’t take up as much space as large amounts of cash.
Sometimes, there was no school quite like the old school.
“Still with the diamonds?” Matthias blinked at her.
“Cash is heavy and traceable.” She smiled. “And you never
know when you might need to bribe a dragon.”
“Wait…” Daniel blinked. “Dragons really are real?”
“Oh, yes.” Magda nodded. “Ryuu is an old —”
“He set me on fire.” Matthias glared.
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“He gave you two warnings. Most only get one.” Magda gave
him a level look.
“He set me…” Matthias shook his head. “On fire.”
“Matthias, you are my son, and I love you…” She picked the
knitting needles back up. “But you absolutely had that one
coming.”
#
“Two million…” Daniel stared. “That’s not okay.”
“Most people, upon finding themselves millionaires, are
considerably more pleased.” Matthias folded his arms.
“Matthias, I…” Daniel exhaled. “Anna and I have cost you
a hell of a lot already, and I’ll never be able to pay you back
for —”
“Hey.” Matthias shook his head. “Hey, I…” He shook his
head, then caught Daniel by the front of the shirt and pulled
him into a hug. “Boss, somehow, you and Anna…” He kissed the
top of Daniel’s head. “You pulled me back out of the dark. And
that’s worth a hell of a lot more than money.”
“You should have said something before just…” Daniel
leaned his forehead against Matthias. He took a deep breath.
“Most money I’ve ever been responsible for is three hundred
bucks.”
“Eh, let Anna take care of it. Way she works, with a two
million stake she’ll own Atlantic City inside a week.”
“Not Vegas?” Daniel blinked. He’d always kind of wanted
to go to Vegas, but Matthias had been pretty adamant about not
going near the place.
“Let’s not fuck with dragons, alright?” Matthias shook his
head. “Cause being set on fire sucks.”
Daniel shrugged. He put his arms around Matthias’s neck,
then stood up on tiptoe to kiss him. Then he grinned before
leaping up into Matthias’s arms. A smile came to his face as
Matthias caught him without staggering even a little. He locked
his ankles together behind Matthias’s back. “Does this I’m
going to pay you in cash rather than sex from now on?”
“I sure as hell hope not.” Matthias glared at him before
tilting his head. “Uh, where is your sister?”
“Your mom is teaching her to knit.” Daniel grinned, then
raised himself up a little to whisper into Matthias’s ear. “So
we’ve got the camper to ourselves.”
“Heh.” Matthias started carrying him to the bed.
#
The burner phone rang. It took Matthias a moment to find
it. The number was unfamiliar. He shrugged, then hit the
button. “Hello?”
“Matthias?”
He blinked. “Rosa?” He saw Daniel’s eyes widen.
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“Oh, thank god. It’s you.” She sounded terrified. “They
found me.”
“Rosa…” All things considered, people finding her wasn’t
really his problem. “What are —”
“The cabal, Matthias.”
“The cabal?” Still not his problem, but they did need a
starting point. He gestured at Daniel, who immediately went to
the camper door and gestured to the man outside.
“Please, Matthias. There is no one else I can call. They
already killed…” Her voice shook. “Please.”
Stephan stepped into the camper, and Matthias nodded to
him. “Alright, Rosa. Where do you want me to meet you?”
“I’m in Washington. West coast one.” Rosa exhaled.
“Myralis city. Just get here, Matthias. I’ll find you.”
“Myralis city, Washington state.” He saw Stephan make note
of the location and start pulling up information on his phone.
“Please hurry.” She sounded near tears.
“We’ll be there tomorrow.” They were close enough to the
west coast that should be manageable without breaking any
traffic laws.
“I need to move.” The phone went dead in his ear.
“Stephan?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Got it.” Stephan held up the phone. “It’s about six
hundred miles. We can do that in a day. Looks like…” He
shrugged. “Good sized city, off the coast.” He looked up at
Matthias. “You think she’s on the level?”
“She sounded scared and for Rosa…” Matthias exhaled.
“Level or not, it’s a lead and…” He took a deep breath. And
for better or worse, he and Rosa did go back a hell of a long
way. “Yeah, I think we need to go, but we need to be careful
about it. They might be counting on her calling me in.”
“I’ll round up the posse.” Stephan shrugged.
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Stephan switched radio stations a few times before sighing
and just turning the radio off entirely. “Today’s music sucks.”
“You really want to get into a ‘back in my day’
conversation with me?” Magda raised an eyebrow.
“Not all today’s music sucks. Just the popular stuff that
gets played all the time.” Ash leaned forward from the
backseat. “No classical station?”
“Lost it about twenty miles ago. Doubt we’ll pick another
up until we are closer to a big city.” Stephan looked out the
window. “At least the landscape is pretty.”
“I remember reading once that the Pacific Northwest is
technically a rainforest, just not a tropical one.” Magda
smiled. “If we weren’t in a hurry, I wouldn’t mind…” She
shrugged. “Well, going wolf and running around in there a
while.”
“Me either.” Ash chuckled. “There is a lot of seismic
activity, and the Cascade Range has risen in just the last 5
million years. Volcanoes are all over, and it’s not just the
big ones Mount St. Helens. There is a string of like twenty
major volcanic centers that create a network of small, shorterlived volcanoes and underneath that the ocean plate plunges
under the North American plate. The subduction creates all
kinds of cool effects and there are things like hot springs and
stuff all over the place.”
“Who let the nerd out?” Stephan grinned at him. His tone
was light, but he couldn’t help but give a quick look at Magda.
She was smiling too. That was the most words Ash had strung
together since they’d rescued him. “Can’t say I’d mind visiting
a hot spring after we save the day.”
“It goes up into Canada. Mount Cayley is one of the most
spectacular landscapes in the world. The natives call it the
landing place of the thunderbird, and Dad promised…” Ash
trailed off. He made a small whimpering sound before retreating
into the backseat again.
He swallowed, then glanced at Magda. “I bet some of the
best geological stuff is under the water. Maybe after we save
the day, we can look into renting one of those glass bottomed
boats.” He turned toward the backseat. “Do some fishing?”
“Woof.” Ash nodded.
#
Despite the beautiful surroundings, the campground was all
but abandoned. Then again, it was a weekday. Matthias paid for
their camper and his mother’s, then drove until he found a
fairly isolated area. The place had wi-fi, and they were still
in range of the signal. Daniel started hooking the camper up to
the electrical outlet as Matthias put the supports down and
unhooked the truck.
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By the time they’d finished, Stephan already had his laptop
up. “Where do you think Rosa will meet you?” He raised an
eyebrow.
“She’s a seer. I pick a spot, she’ll find me.” Matthias
shrugged. “Though best bet is a dive bar that serves good
margaritas.” He smirked. “Kind of traditional.”
“Can I take Ash for a walk?” Anna raised an eyebrow.
“Go ahead.” Magda nodded. “But don’t go far.”
“Woof.” Ash grinned as Anna grabbed his hand and started
dragging him toward an open area. At least he wasn’t wearing a
leash today. That just got kind of weird.
Daniel turned toward him. “Are we going to be here long
enough for me to open the camper up for airing?”
“All things considered…” Matthias frowned. “Rosa was
scared. I want to be ready to move fast if —”
“Matthias.” Stephan looked up at him.
“What?”
“Rosa’s dead.”
“I…” He started shaking his head. “No, we just talked to
her…”
Stephan turned the laptop around to show him the website
for the local news. He recognized her from the photograph. Her
driver’s license photo, from the look of it. Quickly he scanned
the article. “Matthias?” Daniel came toward him.
“Car accident.” Matthias narrowed his eyes. “From the
sound of it, this couldn’t have happened more than an hour after
she called us.” His fists clenched, and he knew his eyes were
golden. Daniel’s hand was on his shoulder, providing a calming
influence. He wasn’t sure if it was the young man’s magic, or
just his presence.
The laptop was turned back around. Stephan went back to
the article. “According to this, a local LEO witnessed the
accident. Detective L. Michaels.”
“Witnessed, it says?” Matthias shook his head. “No
offense to those present, but we know the Cabal has cops in it’s
number. Find this —”
“Matthias.” Magda’s voice was sharp.
“I…”
“You are not going off half-cocked after a police officer.”
She shook her head. “That kind of trouble we do not need.” She
gestured at Stephan. “It is why he got the PI license. He can
question Michaels, say he was looking into her, and we can get
information that way.”
“And if it turns out this cop is Cabal…” Matthias folded
his arms. All the shit under the bridge, it was still Rosa.
“You’re going to get the hell out of my way.”
“Matth —”
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“I’m the one that picked her and her mom up from the
hospital when she was born, Mother.” He narrowed his eyes.
“This cop had anything to do with her death, you’re getting the
hell out of my way.”
Magda stared at him for a long moment, then nodded.
#
“Are you alright going in solo?” Magda raised an eyebrow
at Stephan. She felt a little sheepish about worrying. It
wasn’t like he wasn’t an adult capable of handling himself even
with a bum leg. Still, he was one of her pack and they had no
idea what the situation really was.
“Considering everyone else here is either a wanted fugitive
or dead, I suppose I’ll have to be.” Stephan smiled. Then he
frowned. “I’m the best option for multiple reasons, Mags.”
“I just…”
“Reason one, I’m a former cop myself and that carries
weight.”
“I know, I just…”
“Reason two, I have a PI license and that gives me an
actual right to request information.”
“True, I just…”
“Reason three, I can’t actually be affected by any magic,
so…” He gave her a pointed look.
“I actually hadn’t considered reason three when coming up
with reasons to worry.” Magda gave a slightly abashed chuckle.
“It’s a really good point.”
He clicked on the laptop and brought up another website.
“Check this out.”
She sat down next to him. “A local natural history
museum?” She smiled. “Ash used to collect rocks.”
“Anna apparently likes them too.” Stephan snickered.
“According to Ash, her necklace is made of corprolite. Which is
apparently the fancy technical term for fossilized dinosaur
feces.”
“Her necklace is made out of dinosaur poop?” Magda stared
at him. “My son bought her a dinosaur poop necklace?”
“Yep. Paid almost a hundred bucks for it too.” Stephan
nodded.
“That uh…” She shook her head and laughed a little. “That
girl…” She glanced at where Matthias and Daniel were talking
quietly. “They really did find his heart, didn’t they?”
“If uh…” Stephan took a deep breath. “If this Rosa thing
goes sideways, you think you and Daniel can talk him down?”
“I don’t know.” Magda sighed. “He and Rosa weren’t an
uncomplicated relationship. Matthias led the pack her father
belonged to and…” She looked down at Stephan. “And Matthias is
the one that killed her father.”
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“So when you say they weren’t an uncomplicated
relationship, you mean like a minefield isn’t an uncomplicated
walk through a park.” Stephan rubbed the back of his neck.
“Wow.”
“Pretty much.” Magda nodded. “Strangely, while I’m not
surprised she would sell the kids out…” She frowned. “I don’t
think she would have ever sold out Matthias himself.”
“He killed her father.”
“And her mother thanked him for it. Matthias was
effectively Rosa’s stepfather for a couple years.”
“I thought he was…” Stephan blinked.
“We live a long time, Stephan. Sometimes we try things. I
spent almost twenty five years with another woman.” When he
gave her a surprised look, she just smiled. “And you already
know I worked in a brothel for a decade.” She glanced back at
her son. “I think Rosa was more upset about Matthias leaving
her mother than she was about him killing her father.”
“Rosa was the daughter of a werewolf, and a witch herself.
She knew about all this shit, and apparently had no problem
holding a gun on someone like Matthias…” Stephan frowned. “And
yet, Matthias said she sounded scared.”
“Be careful, partner.”
“Will do.”
#
“Matthias…” Daniel sounded apprehensive as he approached.
He kept his voice quiet, and sent a glance at where Anna and Ash
were playing fetch before relaxing a little.
“Daniel?” Matthias frowned. “What’s wrong?”
“Are you…” He put a hand on Matthias’s arm. Whatever his
feelings toward Rosa were… “I know she was important to you.”
“I was tempted to kill her for selling you two out, but
uh…” He rubbed his neck. “She and I went back fifty years,
kid. That’s a hell of a lot of history. And…” He trailed off.
“And she called you for help and you didn’t get here in
time.” Daniel nodded. For a man like Matthias, that kind of
thing was going to leave a mark.
“I…” Matthias nodded. “Yeah. She asked me for help, and
I didn’t get to her in time.” He took a deep breath.
“I’m sorry.”
“Me too.”
“There uh…” He glanced toward Anna again. She and Ash
were still oblivious to what was going on, and since they were
still near Stephan, he knew Anna couldn’t pull the information
out of their heads. “There is something else.”
“Rosa’s vision.” Matthias nodded. “She dies the day she
meets…”
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“The broken angel.” Daniel exhaled. “Which means who or
whatever that is, it’s here, or was here yesterday. We should
make sure Stephan knows before he goes to ask the questions.”
“Really don’t like sending him in by himself.” Matthias
shook his head.
“Only other person we’ve got who isn’t a fugitive is
currently chasing a rubber dog bone being thrown by my sister.”
Daniel shrugged.
“I get that we don’t have another option, but that doesn’t
mean I like it. Something goes down, the guy can’t run for
shit.”
And that remained a source of frustration for him. “And
until we figure out some way to turn his power off, I can’t fix
that.” Daniel sighed. “Anna and I can both control our powers,
so it seems like he should be able to do the same thing.”
“I’m guessing the biggest roadblock there is he doesn’t
want to.” Matthias frowned.
“Matthias?” Daniel raised an eyebrow.
“Day the guy learned about the supernatural, he got
crippled for it. He’s got a power that can protect him. Can’t
really blame him for turning it up to eleven and leaving it
there.”
“I get it. I just…” Daniel glanced at Stephan, who was
showing Magda something on the laptop. Stephan was a nice guy
and pretty open about most things, but he tended to change the
subject whenever Daniel tried to ask about how they’d ended up
effectively on the lam. All he knew was that the werewolves
that had crippled Stephan were the same ones that had broken
Ash, and one of them was still out there. Sometimes it amazed
him either of those two accepted the fact Matthias and Magda
were werewolves themselves.
“Someone’s got a hurt, you want to make it better. It’s
who you are, Boss.” Matthias smiled. Then he sent a look
Anna’s way. “She’ll put it together herself, you know. She’s
not even halfway dumb.”
“Guess we better start figuring out how to identify a
broken angel.” Daniel nodded.
“Crooked wing?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“I’d have gone with bent halo, but crooked wing works too.”
Daniel smiled.
#
Magda dropped him off at the library, and said she’d wait
there for him. He took a cab to the police station. It wasn’t
far, and most would consider it within walking distance.
Stephan leaned on the cane as he started up the steps to the
police station. Walking distance had become a dismayingly short
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span since his leg had been ripped open by one werewolf and shot
by another.
The PI license worked exactly as they’d hoped. It only
took a couple minutes for him to be directed to a desk.
Detective Michaels looked to be about thirty five, and if he
didn’t know Matthias he’d have characterized the detective as a
fairly big man. The inside of the man’s left arm had an armed
forces tattoo. Marines. “An actual PI.” Detective Michaels
smiled. “You know, I didn’t think you guys even existed
anymore.”
“I used to be a cop.” Stephan leaned his cane against the
desk as he sat. “Can’t pass the physical anymore.”
“That’s shit.” Michaels nodded. A strange expression
briefly crossed his face, and he gave Stephan a second look.
“What can I do for you?”
“You witnessed the demise of one…” He pulled out his
tablet. “Rosa Gutierrez?”
The friendly smile vanished, and Michaels nodded. “And
you’re asking because?”
“I’m investigating another individual. She’s possibly a
‘known associate of’.” Stephan shrugged.
“I’m going to need information on your investigation.”
Michaels eyes narrowed. “Starting with who hired you.”
That was a strange reaction from someone who’d witness what
the newspapers had suggested was an accidental death. “I’m just
trying to confirm if it’s the same Rosa Gutierrez. She has a
habit of…”
“Am I going to need to subpoena the information?” Michaels
raised an eyebrow. “Cause I’m sure I can find something to
charge you with while I go track down a judge.”
Michaels definitely knew something. “Look, Detective…”
Stephan smiled. “As I told you a few minutes ago, I used to be
a cop. So if you want to make this an in the system thing, my
hourly rate is substantially more than yours. I’m happy to
waste your time, make you look like an idiot in front of your
boss when you try to justify those charges, maybe even get IA
involved cause we know how much everyone just loves when they —”
“You want info, you give info.” Michaels face had darkened
considerably during Stephan’s speech. “Unlike you, nothing
obligates me to cooperate. If you do know something and didn’t
share, well, you were a cop. You know how much trouble
‘obstruction of justice’ charges can make for someone with a
license.”
“My card.” Stephan put one of the cards down. It just had
an email address and the number of one of their burner phones.
“Once you’ve confirmed her identity, please give me a call. If
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it turns out to be the same Rosa Gutierrez, perhaps we can
exchange some information. Good day, detective.”
He was very aware the detective didn’t take his eyes off
him as he limped out of the building. Rosa’s death couldn’t
have been an accident. Not for the man who supposedly witnessed
it to have reacted like that. He took a deep breath. Now he
just needed to figure out a way to tell Matthias that wasn’t
going to end in someone getting their head literally ripped off.
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“Hey, check this out.” Daniel waved Anna over to the
laptop. Ash followed. “This town has actual superheros.”
“Seriously?” Anna’s eyes widened.
“They call themselves…” Daniel snickered. “The Crimson
Crusaders.”
“That’s an awesome name.” Anna glared.
“Arf?” Ash gave her a look that suggested she was insane.
And from a man that thought he was a dog half the time, that was
saying something.
“Seriously?” Matthias glanced over from where he was
grilling them all hot dogs. “Superheroes?”
“A couple of masked vigilantes. First sighting was
apparently when they rescued a bunch of teenage girls from a sex
trafficking ring, and well…” Daniel shrugged. “That certainly
fits my definition of superheroes.” He grinned over at
Matthias. “Come on, I bet you’ve wanted to do the superhero
thing.”
“I did do the superhero thing.” Matthias turned the hot
dogs over. “Told you about it. Batarang, Nazi bunker.”
“Yeah, but you weren’t wearing a mask. These guys have
masks.” Daniel waved a hand at the laptop.
“I was, actually. Gas mask.” Matthias rolled his eyes.
“So doesn’t count.”
“Do they have capes?” Anna began scrolling through the
article. “Superheroes need capes.” She glanced at Daniel. “We
need to get Matthias a cape.”
“No.” Matthias shook his head.
“Come on.” Anna gave him a beseeching look. “What’s
cooler than a ten foot werewolf with a swirling black cape?”
“She uh…” Daniel shrugged. “Does have a point on the cool
factor.”
“My luck, I’d end up blown of a building by a gust of
wind.” He started putting the dogs into buns. “Ash, grab
plates?”
“Woof.” Ash went into the camper to retrieve a stack of
paper plates.
“Oh, and they busted a dog fighting ring.” Anna giggled.
“It says here when the cops showed up they found the guys
running it all shoved into a dumpster half full of dog waste,
and the Crimson Crusaders had locked it shut.” She giggled
again. “It had been moved into full sun, and the police didn’t
receive the anonymous tip about it’s location until six hours
after the dogs had been rescued by the humane society.”
“My kinda heroes.” Matthias took the paper plates from
Ash, who was snickering himself.
#
“He was hiding something.” Magda exhaled.
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“He was definitely hiding something.” Stephan bowed his
head, then frowned. “The really disturbing part is…” He looked
up at her. “I raised his suspicions before I asked about Rosa.”
“No.” Magda shook her head. “That doesn’t make any sense.
There is no way the cabal knows about you.”
“They ID Matthias, trace his history back, learn about
you…” Stephan shrugged. “Trace you forward…”
“Except records show that I’m dead.” Magda leaned back.
“They might not believe that.” Stephan shook his head.
“Or they might figure that Matthias needed help dealing with cop
trouble, he might have thought to call up a friend of his
mother’s…”
“Who went off grid about the same time Rosa sold the kids
out.” Magda exhaled. “Shit.”
“I suggest we start watching for tails. Last thing we want
to do is lead them back to Anna.” Stephan took a deep breath.
“Alright, so, how to we warn Matthias we might have trouble
without him…” He glanced back in the direction of the police
station. “There is no way him going after a cop is going to end
well.”
“Neither will keeping secrets from him.” Magda started the
car. “I’ll convince him to let us run down information the
proper way. Just because the cop knows something doesn’t mean
he’s Cabal.” She pulled out of the parking lot. “But we still
need to know what he knows.”
“Would Matthias stop as just intimidation?” Stephan raised
an eyebrow.
She checked her mirrors. She didn’t spot a tail, but it
was possible all that meant is the tail knew what they were
doing. The campground was north. She headed south. “Depends a
lot on what information we get. He decides anybody is a threat
to Daniel or Anna and well…” She glanced at him. “Lisa
survived the explosion. I had to finish her, or she’d have
recovered within a few hours.”
“You didn’t tell me that.” His voice was quiet. Stephan
exhaled, then leaned the back of his head into the car seat. “I
fell for her.”
“I know.” She could remember the way he’d smiled whenever
he’d headed out to meet her. Her stomach lurched a little every
time she realized how easily Lisa could have taken him from her.
“I figured you’d been through enough, and…” She sighed, and put
her hand on his.
He squeezed her hand before releasing it again. “Daniel’s
good people, and in a lot of ways, he’s the one calling the
shots.” Stephan took a deep breath. “Then there is Anna.”
“You want to bring Anna into it?”
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“Simplest solution would be to throw a bag over the guy’s
head, drag him out somewhere, let Anna pull the intel out of his
brain, then take off before he gets a glimpse of us. Leave
town, regroup, plan the next phase.” He glanced at her. “It
turns out the guy is full on Cabal, well…” He shrugged. “Not
sure I’m going to get all bent out of shape about Matthias
gutting somebody who’d do that to a little girl. Especially…”
He looked away.
“Especially when they have the nerve to do it while wearing
a badge.” She nodded. That the kids’ stepfather had been a
police chief was something she found more than a little
offensive.
“Yep.” Stephan shrugged. “And if the guy is innocent,
Daniel heals him up, Anna tells him he was sleepwalking, we go
on with our lives.”
“You know it’s not going to be that easy, right?” She
smiled.
“Nothing ever is.” He sat up straighter and pointed.
“Hey, Drive thru coffee and donuts. Be my hero.”
#
Matthias had to take a few deep breaths before he could
process Daniel’s words. “Alright, Boss…” He slowly nodded.
“I’ll play it cool until we know for sure.” He forced his hands
to return all the way to human, making the claws vanished. “But
if it turns out he killed her…”
He could tell from the look on Daniel’s face that his lover
still didn’t like the notion, but Daniel reluctantly nodded.
Magda and Stephan both looked a little relieved. Daniel turned
back toward them. “We wait until dark, grab the guy, take him…”
He looked around. “I assume not here?”
“We’ve scouted a couple areas. There are some old
warehouses downtown, but uh…” Stephan glanced at Magda.
“I think our chances are better if we head out to the
woods. Worst case scenario, can always use the ‘attacked by a
bear’ story.” Magda nodded.
“And nobody outruns a couple wolves in the woods.”
Matthias folded his arms.
“So who grabs the guy?” Daniel shifted his weight from
foot to foot.
“Stephan and Matthias will take care of that part.” Magda
glanced at him. “Well, mostly Matthias. Stephan will drive,
plus if we are dealing with witches his power will keep Matthias
shielded.”
“We have a plan.” Daniel nodded. “Or something resembling
one, anyway. We should fill Ash and Anna in and…” He sent a
glance over his shoulder. “Is Ash going to be alright with
everything?”
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“That’s why I’m staying.” Magda smiled. “I’ll get him
settled before anything gets chaotic.”
“When do you want to head out?” Matthias turned toward
Stephan.
“I’ve got an address. We can stake the place out.”
Stephan frowned. “Depending on layout, might be better to nab
him as he’s going in or coming out rather than try breaking into
the place.”
“Yeah, a cop is going to be armed.” Matthias nodded.
“Let’s go.”
#
Ash made a slight whimpering sound, and Magda ran her
fingers through his hair. “If he’s a good cop, everything will
be fine.” She smiled at him, and he nodded, then he sent a
worried look at Anna. “I know, I’m not happy about her being
involved either, but it’s either have her peek in the guy’s head
or let Matthias…” She exhaled. That was not a path her son
needed to go down again.
A look at Daniel’s face told her that he was thinking along
the same lines. It was likely the only reason he was allowing
his sister anywhere near this mess. She was almost as reluctant
about letting Stephan go with Matthias, and had to keep
reminding herself that Stephan was capable of deciding what
level of risk he was willing to assume. Ash, however, was a
different matter. “Once we have him here, I want you to stay
with Stephan.”
“She’s worried about her angel. Wants to go into the town
and look.”
“Once we know what’s going on here, we may be able to do
that.” Magda nodded. “It’s part of why we are doing this. If
Rosa’s vision was right, then whoever killed her might know
something about the broken angel.”
“You think they might be after the angel too?” He frowned.
“Anna is certain the angel will know what to do to keep the baby
safe.”
“I hope she’s right.” She petted him, and looked over at
where Daniel was fussing over Anna again. The young man had
very definite mother hen tendencies. Then again, he managed to
get Matthias to eat his vegetables, which was something she’d
never been able to do. She kept her ears firmly closed whenever
he and Matthias disappeared together, but outside of their
bedroom activities Daniel took the lead. Matthias even
affectionately called the young man ‘boss’.
“She said the baby is going to be a girl.” Ash laid down,
putting his head in her lap as he curled up next to her. “She
can’t think of any names.” He hesitated a bit. “If it was a
boy, I would suggest she name him after my dad.”
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“Your dad was a good man, Ash.”
He started to whimper, then managed to nod. “I know.” He
took a deep breath. “You killed Lisa.”
“Yes.” She rubbed his neck. “I tore her heart out.”
For a moment, he was quiet. When he spoke again, his voice
was fierce. “Good.”
#
They’d both been in their share of stakeouts, and managed
to refrain from annoying each other. Stephan offered the bag of
licorice to Matthias, who took a couple pieces before looking at
the clock again. “It’s almost 3 AM.”
“Just our luck he spent the night somewhere else.” Stephan
pulled up his tablet again. “This is the right address.”
“There is somebody inside. Female.” Matthias frowned at
the house.
“You sure?”
“Men and women smell different. And it’s, uh…” Matthias
shrugged. “Her time of the month so yeah, I’m sure.”
“Sometimes I envy you guys the enhanced senses…” He shook
his head and winced. “And sometimes I don’t.”
Matthias was quiet again for a few minutes. Then he
finally shrugged. “So we haven’t had the chance to talk about…”
He trailed off.
“About?” Stephan asked after Matthias went quiet again.
“About you and my mother.”
Stephan blinked. “What about me and your mother?”
“You’re a nice guy and all, but she is my mother.”
Matthias shrugged. “And you’re about three hundred and fifty
years younger than she is so…”
“Wait…” Stephan choked a little on the bite he’d just
taken of licorice. “You think Mags and I…”
“You uh…” Matthias looked genuinely startled. “But you
guys live together. And you hug each other like all the damn
time and snuggle up next to each other on the couch and…”
“Well yeah, because we are friends but uh…” Stephan
snickered. “I’m not sleeping with your mom.”
“Look I’ve got enhanced senses, and she was definitely
with…” Matthias paused. He tilted his head to one side, then
tilted it to the other. Almost a full minute passed before he
turned to look at Stephan. “Seriously?”
“You’ve been around us for a couple months now, and you are
just now catching on to…” Stephan stared at him.
“Huh.” Matthias went silent again. Then he shook his
head. “Really?”
“You could try asking her if you don’t believe me.”
Stephan took another bite of licorice.
“How old is he?”
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“Okay, considering Daniel —”
“Fine, fine.” Matthias exhaled. He was quiet again for
under a minute this time. “Stephan please tell me my mother is
sleeping with you and not with a guy that thinks he’s a dog.”
“Well to be honest…”
“Please…” Matthias gave him a hopeful look.
“I’ve never even seen your mother naked.”
There was another long silence. Finally, Matthias sighed.
“You’re gay, aren’t you?”
“You hitting on me, Matthias?” He snickered.
“I’m going to hit you.” Matthias glared. “I mean, come on,
you…” His eyes narrowed. “Ten o’clock.”
“That’s our man.” They both opened their car doors.
#
The guy had no shirt on under his windbreaker. According
to Anna’s recent monologue on pop culture, that qualified the
guy as a ‘level two douche-bag’. Both he and Daniel had
declined to explain to her exactly what the term ‘douche-bag’
actually meant. And the guy was whistling. That might bring
him all the way up to level one. Though he might be a bit
biased.
Matthias glanced over his shoulder to make sure Stephan was
still in range. Over short distances, the guy could move
quickly enough even with the cane. The douchebag was putting
his keys in his doorlock when Matthias stepped out of the
shadows. Immediately, the guy was reacting, reaching for a
holster that wasn’t present in his current attire. “Detective
Michaels?”
“Can I help you?” The man started to narrow his eyes, then
they widened again and he kicked off the porch to start running.
Fucker did know something. Matthias caught him before he’d
made it more than five steps, tackling him to the ground. The
guy tried fighting, and had Matthias been an ordinary man, might
have made a good show of it. Matthias caught his arm and
flipped him over, making short work of securing his hands behind
his back.
The porchlight came on. A young woman’s voice called out
from inside. “Michaels?”
“Laura, run!” The man on the ground tried to leverage
Matthias off him.
Whoever was inside didn’t hesitate. She slammed the door
closed and he heard a lock click home. A moment later, he heard
her fumbling for something and muttering ‘please pick up’.
He grabbed the guy off the ground, then threw the bag over
his head before dragging him toward the car. They could deal
with whoever Laura was later. They needed to get clear before
reinforcements showed.
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Magda paced. They’d found a good spot, and from the smell
of things nobody human had been anywhere near the place in a
long time. Anna was nervous, and she couldn’t really blame the
girl. This was the first time she’d ever really considered
using her ability offensively. She sat in Ash’s lap, and Ash
had his arms around her while he watched Magda pace. Daniel
leaned against a tree, his expression a little hollow. He
caught her looking at him, and gave her a kind of sickly smile.
“I’m not so good with violence.”
“That’s not a defect.” Magda put her hand on his shoulder.
“Or a weakness.”
“It just feels hypocritical.” Daniel swallowed. “Letting
him…” He looked away. “I mean, if it’s the right thing to do
shouldn’t I be willing to do it?”
“A long time ago, someone asked me why I fought.” Magda
smiled at him.
“What did you tell them?” Daniel met her eyes.
“Because I can.” She nodded to him. “And that makes it my
responsibility.”
“I’m telling myself it’s like medicine. To make a body
healthy, sometimes you have to cut something out. But uh…”
Daniel shook his head. “I’m not sure I believe me. What if
we’re wrong?”
“That is why you are here, Daniel. If we are wrong, then
you can undo the harm.” She hugged him, and felt her hug him
back. Then she stepped back a little. “You are a good man,
Daniel.”
“That means a lot, from someone like you.” He smiled at
her. “Thank you.”
Her phone beeped, and she glanced at it. “They are coming.
Wait here, I’ll be back soon.” She shifted as she turned, and
in the form of the wolf headed through the woods.
#
Stephan watched Matthias haul the detective out of the back
of the car. Matthias had bought the car just previous day from
an online ad. The kid who’d sold it looked like he couldn’t
believe his luck when he’d got the full asking price in cash.
Matthias had apparently planned to just steal a vehicle, but
Daniel had stopped that with no more than a single look. For a
scrawny teenager, Daniel had one hell of a glare.
Magda was already waiting. She raised her eyebrow at him,
and he gave a resigned shrug. There was no way in hell he’d
manage a long walk through the woods. She kissed his cheek
before turning to offer him a piggy back ride. He saw the look
Matthias gave him, and smirked a little when he recalled their
earlier conversation. Then he climbed onto Magda’s back.
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Matthias ran a hand down his face, then started walking.
The guy he was carrying over his shoulder struggled a few times,
but Matthias would just issue a threat and the guy would stop
moving. “How’d it go?” Magda tilted his head.
“Matthias only wolfed out a little. Some eyes and teeth to
get the guy to stop trying to kick his way out of the trunk.
Safe to say the guy has at least some clue things are out in
left field.”
“I smell fear, but no confusion.” Magda frowned.
“Shit.” Stephan exhaled. “That meshes with the theory
he’s Cabal. Knows werewolves exist, and knows they aren’t
really something to fuck with.”
“I suppose in a way, that’s going to make all this easier.”
Magda shook her head. “I really wasn’t thrilled about the idea
we might be terrorizing an innocent just for being a suspicious
asshole.”
“I think he might have recognized Matthias. Cause that
guy’s no wuss, but he started running before Matthias showed any
sign of being anything other than human.”
“Campers are closed and ready to move. If we need to get
out fast, we can.” Magda nodded.
#
Daniel watched as Magda, Stephan, and Matthias tied the
captive between the trees. He heard Ash make a whimpering
sound, and crouched down next to him. “Ash, you…”
“It hurts.”
“Ash?” He frowned. “Are you…”
“Ropes around the wrists, pulling as…” He whimpered again,
then closed his eyes and put his hands over his ears.
“Danny…” Anna’s eyes went wide. “We need to…” She put
her hand on Ash’s shoulder. “He’s remembering what they did to
him and…”
He saw Magda turned toward them, then grab Stephan and head
their way. “Ash?” Magda’s voice was gentle. He made a soft
whining sound before clinging to her.
“We need to get him out of here.” Stephan nodded. “Ash,
will you help me walk to the river?” He touched Ash’s head.
“Ash?”
Stephan had to say Ash’s name three more times before Ash
stopped rocking in place and managed to get to his feet. He
could tell Stephan was leaning on Ash more heavily than
necessary as the two of them made their way down to the spot
they’d scouted by the river. Hopefully tending to Stephan would
keep Ash from remembering…
From remembering being tortured. He felt sick to his
stomach. “We’re going to do to that guy what…”
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“No.” Magda shook her head. “Ash was a pup, an innocent.”
She glanced at the captive. “We’re scaring the guy, but with
Anna, we don’t need to hurt him, alright?”
“Unless he’s cabal, in which case Matthias is going to kill
him.” Daniel looked up at her.
“If he’s cabal, he’s no innocent.” She straightened.
“Daniel, you know that better than anyone.”
“Yeah.”
“Stephan’s nearly out of range.” Anna started walking
toward the prisoner. “I’m gonna need a minute to focus.”
#
Matthias squeezed Anna’s shoulder as she closed her eyes
tightly in concentration. In a couple moments, they’d have all
they needed to start hunting for real, and he could keep his
little pack safe. He sent a glance at Daniel, then touched his
shoulder. Daniel started to smile at him.
Then Anna recoiled, her eyes wide with horror. “There is a
demon in his head!”
“Both of you, get back.” He didn’t give them a chance,
just grabbed them and hauled them back to the fallen log they’d
been sitting on earlier. He glanced over his shoulder to see
his mother had followed. She looked a little pale. “If he…”
“Daniel’s older, his powers are developed. He should be
safe, but we should get Anna to Stephan.”
“You think he can block…?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“I’m not sure what his powers can do, but I think yes.”
Magda nodded. “His gift functions like a solid ward, and those
do block demonic influences.” She glanced back at the captive.
“If he’s a witch, he’s got a gift, and we don’t know what it
is.”
“It hasn’t helped him so far…” Matthias narrowed his eyes.
“Guess we are going to have to do this the hard way.”
“Daniel…” Magda put a hand on Daniel’s shoulder. “You
could go with your sister, you don’t have to…”
“Yes, I do.” Daniel lifted his chin, then reached out and
took Matthias’s hand. Matthias squeezed his hand gently. “I
do.”
“I’ll take Anna to Stephan.” Magda nodded. Rather than
make Anna walk, Magda simply picked the girl up and started
walking.
Slowly, Matthias turned back toward the prisoner. He let
go of Daniel’s hand when they were within a couple feet. The
captive was breathing hard, and was definitely scared, though
nowhere near as scared as he should be in this situation.
Matthias reached up and pulled the bag off his head. The
detective blinked, trying to focus his eyes in the dim light.
Dawn was still an hour off. “Detective Michael.” Matthias
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tilted his head. “We need to talk about what the fuck you did
to Rosa.” He let his eyes change.
Michael returned his stare as he muttered denials from
behind the gag. Matthias lifted his hand, and saw Michaels eyes
widen as the claws began extending. He let the change come over
him slowly, shifting from human into full were until he was
towering over the detective. Michaels started yanking at the
restraints. Matthias reached a claw out and used it to cut
through the gag. “Let’s start with what the Cabal is doing in
this town?”
#
Magda came back to the scene to see her son in full were
form. Matthias stood ten feet tall and covered in muscle and
fur. His claws were nearly finger-length, and his fangs curved
wickedly as he snarled at the man tied between the trees. She’d
seen men wet themselves at the sight of an alpha werewolf.
Hell, she’d seen other werewolves panic at the sight of an angry
alpha.
She didn’t bother taking her own wolf form. It really
wouldn’t have been all that intimidating next to Matthias
anyway. Daniel had moved behind the man. To look at Daniel,
the detective would have to take his eyes off Matthias. From
the look of things, that wasn’t something he was willing to do.
She stopped a couple feet away.
“I’m not part of any Cabal.” Michael was shaking his head.
“And I didn’t do anything to Rosa.”
Matthias lashed out, raking claws across the detective’s
torso. The wounds weren’t deep, maybe a quarter inch at most.
It was enough to make the captive cry out in pain. “I suggest
you tell him what he wants to know.” She folded her arms.
“Before he starts biting off fingers.”
“I’m not…” Michael glared. “Part of any Cabal.”
“You’re possessed.” Magda shook her head, then glanced up
at Matthias. Matthias reached out, extending a single claw. He
pressed it into the side of the detective’s jaw, drawing blood,
then slowly began tearing a shallow gash down the side of the
man’s face. “How did this come to be?”
“I’m not possessed either.”
“Now you’re lying.” Magda narrowed her eyes. “Perhaps
you’d like to remain symmetrical?” Matthias had yet to do any
damage Daniel couldn’t completely heal without half trying.
“Fuckin…” Michael shook his head as Matthias started to
reach for the other side of his face. “You people are insane.
I’m not possessed, I’m not part of any cabal, and I didn’t do
anything to Rosa. Fuck, we heard her yell and went in to try to
help her.”
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“Now we are almost getting somewhere.” Magda started
nodding. “Tell us what happened.”
#
He tried not to vomit. He didn’t have enhanced senses, so
he was probably just imagining the smell of blood. The guy was
possessed. They weren’t dealing with a person, they were
dealing with a demon. Daniel tried breathing through his mouth.
The full were form was something he’d seen before, but even
knowing it was Matthias didn’t make it any less frightening.
Then again, the last time he’d seen Matthias in werewolf form
his boyfriend had been fighting three other werewolves. And
winning. Magda was trying to get the captive to tell them who
he was working with, but all the guy would say is that he was a
member of the Myralis police department.
And that was all he said even as Matthias continued slowly
raking his claws down the man’s side. Blood dripped from the
wounds. He waited, then healed the man when Matthias nodded to
him. They needed this guy alive a while longer. It was sort of
strange to realize that deep down, he was okay with the guy
dying. The Cabal intended to hurt his sister, and they needed
to be stopped.
They began a second round of questioning, and this time the
guy decided to just start responding with the words “Michaels.
Detective. 74118.” Matthias clearly did not find that amusing,
because he backhanded the guy hard enough to break his jaw.
Daniel had to heal him again. Magda was halfway through another
question when her head came up. She sniffed the air. Matthias
did the same thing a moment later. “What?” Daniel looked from
one to the other. “Is something?”
“There is someone out there.” Magda shook her head. “Were
you followed?”
“No.” Matthias growled. He turned, scanning the woods.
He shifted position, and Daniel knew he was making sure he was
between Daniel and whatever was coming. Magda ducked under the
captive’s arm, and put her hand onto the man’s shoulder. He saw
the detective glare at her and realized her position was so she
could use the captive as a hostage. Something the detective had
also apparently realized. “You got six seconds to —”
A gray blur came out of the woods and took Matthias off his
feet. A heartbeat later there was the sound of a gunshot, and
Magda gasped as a spot of red exploded on her shoulder. Her
eyes widened a heartbeat later as she staggered back. “Silver.”
“Shit.” He moved to her side, focusing his power.
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The sound of the gunshot made them all go still. Stephan
started to stand, and heard Ash made a whimpering sound. Anna
started moving, and he caught her arm. She tried to pull free.
“Anna…”
“What if Danny is…” She started shaking her head.
“There would have been a lot more than one gun shot if it
was —” There was a roar, and then a crashing sound as a tree
fell somewhere. “What the…” Then there were two more shots,
close together.
“Stephan?” Ash looked up at him. “Stephan?”
“Come on, let’s get you two back to the truck.” Magda, you
better be alright.
“I’m not leaving without Daniel.” Anna started shaking her
head.
“Anna, you know the plan.” Stephan put a hand on her
shoulder. “Anything happens, I get you and Ash to the truck,
and we retreat. They’ll —” Anna yanked away from him and
started running back toward the commotion. “Dammit.” Stephan
started after her, hampered by the bum leg. A moment later, Ash
was racing past him after the girl.
#
Matthias snarled and slashed his claws out at the guy who’d
tackled him. Then he took a step back. The guy was wearing a
mask, a red mask with some kind of symbol on it. Daniel had
said — The guy hit him hard enough to send him flying into a
tree with enough force that the tree cracked and fell. The
edges of his vision started to turn fuzzy as he focused on the
guy who’d hit him.
Then he roared before grabbing a nearby rock and throwing
it at his opponent. The guy dodged and rolled back to his feet.
He was fast. Inhumanly fast and inhumanly strong and coming in
for another attack. Rage beat at his senses, and he slashed out
again, catching the man and sending him flying.
Somehow, the man landed on his feet in a battle crouch and
immediately launched himself back at Matthias. Matthias dodged,
and then the guy drove his elbow into his torso hard enough
Matthias felt ribs crack.
#
He couldn’t quite make out the form that had taken the
massive werewolf into the woods, but he was pretty sure he knew
who it was. Michaels managed to look behind him, and noted that
the scarecrow looking witch was already healing the bullet
wound. He pulled at the restraints, then saw the woman on the
ground grab the witch and yank him into cover just as two more
shots impacted the ground where they’d been standing.
A heartbeat later he saw a masked Laura step out of the
woods and start toward him, gun in her hand. It took exactly
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three steps before he realized he wasn’t looking at Laura. Her
eyes glowed faintly red when they caught his. “Erilon.”
“I’m sorry, pet. I should have taken better care of you.”
She began slicing through the restraints on his left wrist.
“How badly are you hurt?”
“I can move.” He nearly fell when she cut his other wrist
free, and she had to catch him. “Is Laura alright?”
“I’m fine.” She cut his legs free. Then she offered him a
gun. “I’ve got a silver left, and there are four in this.
Gabriel is —”
Michaels heard the big werewolf roar, and a moment later a
tree crashed to the ground. “Yeah, I don’t think this is the
safest place to be.”
“Ted is in the car. Let’s get you to safety.”
“What if Gabe needs help?” He started shaking his head.
“We can’t just?”
“Michaels, you can barely walk. He’s creating a
distraction so we can get you out, and he’ll rejoin —” Erilon
turned and stretched out her palm. He heard the echo of a
gunshot, and realized she’d just blocked the bullet with her
hand. With Laura’s hand. Holy shit. Because the woman was
already back on her feet, and she was shooting at them.
“And I was having such a good day.” Michaels sighed.
#
Gabriel dodged the alpha werewolf’s counter-attack. Erilon
had told him how big the thing was, but seeing was definitely
believing. The thing snarled before ripping a boulder out of
the ground and hurling it at him. Fuck. Then it came at him
again, hitting with the force of a speeding car. She was right,
he was going to need to step up his game. He rolled, then drove
an elbow into the thing’s torso. It grabbed for his throat, and
he twisted to hit it with a roundhouse kick to the chest with
the same force he’d used against the vampires. The werewolf
flew back and slammed into another tree. This tree made a
cracking sound when the werewolf hit it, but didn’t fall.
“Matthias!” Someone yelled. It sounded like a young man.
A moment later, he heard gunfire. A glance to his left showed
the woman was shooting at his partner and Laura. Gabriel
narrowed his eyes and headed in her direction.
#
To Daniel’s shock, he saw the newcomer send Matthias flying
backward with a kick. Matthias hit a tree with a sickening
crack. “Matthias!” His heart lurched before he saw Matthias
get back up. Daniel blinked when he caught a better look at the
newcomer. The guy was wearing a red mask.
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“He’s not alone.” He turned toward the sound of Magda’s
voice, then followed her gaze. The woman freeing the captive
was also wearing a red mask.
Magda had her gun up and was firing before he could stop
her. “No.” His eyes widened when he saw the woman block the
bullets with her bare hand. Okay, they weren’t dealing with the
ordinary. Then again, ordinary people didn’t put on masks and
tackle werewolves. “Magda, I think …” The man who had been
fighting Matthias grabbed Magda and flung her into the woods.
She bounced before rolling out of sight.
Then he turned toward Daniel and gave a slight tilt of his
head. Daniel immediately put his hands up. “Look, I think this
has all been —”
Matthias snarled as he attacked, raking his claws along the
guy’s back and ripping his jacket apart. The Crimson Crusader
whirled around, and to Daniel’s shock he realized even though
the jacket was torn open, the skin underneath wasn’t. “Wait.”
He started shaking his head. Matthias lunged, trying to sink
his teeth into the guy’s shoulder. The guy kicked off the
ground, shoving Matthias backward before flipping over him and
then slamming Matthias into the ground.
Oh shit. Oh shit. Matthias lay on his back, clearly dazed
from the blow as the Crimson Crusader started to come in again.
Daniel lunged forward, his hand catching hold of the guy’s upper
arm. He didn’t need to take much, just to…
Pain swept through him as though his blood had caught fire.
He screamed.
#
He drew his gun, but Gabriel was already handling the
issue. He sent the woman flying. Unfortunately, the big one
was still up and moving, and there was the scarecrow kid. The
scarecrow kid held his hands up in a gesture of surrender,
trying to distract Gabriel from the werewolf coming up behind
him. Fortunately, his partner wasn’t an idiot. “Erilon, he
uh…” Michaels shrugged as he watched Gabriel lay the giant
werewolf out. “He might have this.”
“I…” Her eyes flashed as the kid moved in toward Gabriel.
The kid grabbed Gabriel’s arm, and Erilon gasped. “No.”
There was a flash of white light, and the kid started
screaming. Gabriel staggered a little, and there was a howl of
rage from the werewolf. He came up and took Gabriel off his
feet just as the second werewolf came charging in. “Dammit.”
Michaels started toward his partner as Erilon ran for the
screaming kid.
#
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Daniel screamed. His mate screamed. The man above him had
hurt Daniel. Conscious thought fled as fury took over, and then
he was moving again.
#
He caught up with Anna just as Daniel screamed. “Danny!”
A woman in a mask had hold of the screaming Daniel, who was
writhing in her grip. Ash growled, then shoved Anna back toward
where Stephan was coming and moved in. His shoulder caught the
woman, who let out a surprised sound when he took her off her
feet.
Ash used his body weight to drive her into a tree, and she
fell backward. He started to grab her before realizing that
behind the mask, her eyes were glowing. They widened. Her
voice was odd when she spoke. “Bernard Rudolf Achterberg.”
His eyes widened as he was startled enough to take a step
back. “How…”
“Oh child, I am so sorry.” She shook her head.
Then she grabbed his arm and flung him down the embankment
with far more strength than a girl her size should have.
#
There was nothing human behind the werewolf’s eyes. It
kept coming, howling with a berserker fury like nothing he’d
heard before. Keeping it at bay while the other one kept going
for his back was pressing him hard. There was the sound of a
gunshot and then the smaller werewolf yelped. Out of the corner
of his eye he saw Michaels in a shooter stance, his expression
fierce as he fired twice more. The first shot grazed the
alpha’s upper arm, while the second caught it in the shoulder.
Neither bullet seemed to faze the rampaging beast at all.
Despite her wounds, the smaller werewolf turned toward
Michaels. Michaels fired the fourth shot, but missed as the
werewolf started moving toward him. His partner grabbed a
nearby branch and swung it like a bat, hitting the werewolf
right in the jaw.
The big one came at him with teeth again. If he didn’t get
this thing down soon, his friends were going to be in deep shit.
He just prayed Ted had stayed in the car.
#
Daniel stopped screaming and went limp the moment he got
close. He hoped it was because of the range of his powers and
not because the kid was… Anna was still ahead of him. There
was a woman in a mask. She was bending toward where Daniel had
fallen when Ash emerged from the trees and knocked her away. He
grabbed Daniel’s wrists and started pulling him toward Stephan.
Stephan could hear the sounds of combat coming from
elsewhere, and heard a couple more shots fired. There was a
yelping sound. The woman reached Ash the same time Stephan got
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there, and he jammed his cane into her shoulder and hit the
trigger to send a jolt of electricity into her. She staggered
back a step. “You…” She started to bring her gun up and Ash
drove his shoulder into her. The young man definitely
remembered his combat training, because he got the gun away from
her and sent it flying. It occurred to him that he should be at
least a little pleased Ash was capable of joining the fight.
Unfortunately, the woman sent Ash flying in the same
direction a moment later. Ash landed with a loud omph sound. A
heartbeat later, the smaller werewolf he knew was Magda came
crashing through the trees as well. She was bleeding from a
wound on her leg.
#
The screaming stopped, and instead of continuing toward him
the werewolf shifted direction. She was going after Erilon, and
he was out of silver. Michaels adjusted his grip on the branch
and glanced at his partner and…
Gabriel’s eyes were glowing with the same white light that
had healed Laura. He’d never seen that happen in a fight
before. A heartbeat later, Gabriel had the werewolf by the
throat and smashed it into a tree twice before throwing it back.
Alright. Gabriel had the alpha covered. Somehow. After
this was done, he was absolutely buying the drinks. But first,
time to go rescue his crazy ass demon hobo girl. Michaels
headed after the smaller werewolf.
#
Daniel was on the ground, Ash had just been hurt, and the
masked woman was heading toward Stephan. Magda started for her,
and then something hit her across the back hard enough to send
her staggering forward. She turned to see the detective, still
with a tree branch in his hand, and roared.
The woman backhanded her hard enough to send her staggering
back, and then came forward, hitting her again. The detective
started to come in with the branch, and Stephan lunged forward,
hitting the detective with the cane. A cry of pain escaped the
detective as the tazer did its work, and then the woman turned
back toward Stephan. Magda started to move in.
Something crashed through the trees back into the clearing,
and she realized to her horror that it was Matthias. His form
was…
Her son was returning to human form.
She howled with rage as she saw the masked man moving in on
her son’s unconscious form. He drew his sidearm, and started to
take aim.
Two voices shouted in near unison.
“No.”
“Stop.”
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Magda whirled. Anna was staring at Gabriel, and the masked
woman was staring at her.
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Gabriel kept the gun sights firmly trained on the
werewolf’s head. Claw marks decorated Michael’s torso front and
back, and his partner was covered in blood. Though he was
getting back to his feet with the tree branch still in his hand.
“Erilon?”
“It’s you.” The little girl was still staring at him.
Something about her was strangely familiar, and for a moment he
felt dizzy. He pushed the sensation away and focused on the
situation at hand. “It’s you.” She glanced at the werewolf
standing a few feet away. “Magda, it’s him. He’s the one we
are looking for.”
Michaels turned toward Erilon. “There is a heavily
pregnant barely pubescent little girl here and that guy there
literally tried ripping my face off.”
“Explanations had better be good.” Gabriel nodded.
“They are, just…” The black man who had tazed Michaels
spread his hands in a placating gesture before nodding toward
Michaels. “Look, whoever you are, this guy here is possessed
and have reason to —”
“I am going to jam that cane so far up your ass —”
Michaels shifted his grip on the tree branch.
“One step toward him and I tear your guts out.” The
werewolf lowered her head.
“Rosa called us for help.” The black man looked toward
Gabriel. “We came her to find that —”
“Rosa?” Gabriel blinked.
“They seem to think I’m a member of a cabal and threw her
in front of that car or something.” Michaels shook his head.
“He’s possessed.” The black man shook his head. “Look, I
know this is hard to believe, but Anna here sensed a demon in
his —”
“She sensed me.” Erilon narrowed her eyes.
“She sensed…” The werewolf turned toward her, and started
to lower her head as if preparing to charge.
“Magda, don’t.” The little girl held up her hands. “It’s
him, Magda. He can’t be a bad guy.”
“You don’t…” The werewolf started shaking her head.
“Gabriel, please, don’t shoot Matthias. He’s my friend. I
know you’re angry because he hurt your partner but please, I
need you to listen.” The little girl turned to look at him.
“Rosa ran because she recognized you and knew who you were. She
was fated to die the day she met you, and she panicked. But you
guys know what really happened and that’s why you were
suspicious about us showing up and asking because there was
another werewolf and you saw it.”
“How the fuck…” Michaels started shaking his head.
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“Gabriel put the gun down.” Erilon turned back toward him.
“Let me get the healer back on his feet so he can repair the
damage done to Michaels.”
“You keep away from —” The female werewolf’s head came up
again and she glared.
“Alternately, kill the wolves, I easily take possession of
the boy due to his current state, Michaels takes his temper out
on the other witch, and we regroup and discuss what to do about
the potential apocalypse in her womb.” She shrugged. “Don’t
hurt the other young man though, he’s an innocent.”
“I’d like to register my vote for plan B.” Michaels shook
his head.
“It is for their leader to decide.” Erilon stared at the
female werewolf.
#
Stephan watched as Magda slowly nodded before returning to
human form. She didn’t look the slightest bit happy, but
whatever they were dealing with her had just managed to take
Matthias and Daniel down. And if the masked woman was a demon,
then it was possible she could make good on her offered ‘plan
B.’
The masked man, however, didn’t move. “Michaels?”
“I…” The detective took a few deep breaths, then lowered
the branch. “Yeah. Okay.” Only then did the masked man lower
the gun. Considering what Magda had told him about alphas, not
to mention what he’d seen of Lisa, he couldn’t help but wonder
what exactly they were dealing with at the moment.
“Is Danny going to be alright?” Anna turned toward the
demon woman.
“He overloaded himself.” The woman knelt next to him. “I
just need to take a bit off the top and —”
Daniel came awake with a gasp. He started to sit up, then
stared around in confusion. “What the —”
“Daniel you need to heal the detective.” Magda’s voice was
flat. She didn’t take her eyes off the demon.
“Okay, I…” Daniel blinked. “But —”
“Preferably before the other guy over there changes his
mind about shooting Matthias.” Stephan nodded at the scene over
in the clearing. Out of the corner of his eye he saw Ash coming
toward them. Ash was scraped up but otherwise looked alright.
He went immediately to Magda’s side, putting a hand on her arm.
Magda nodded to Ash.
“Shooting —” Daniel’s eyes widened and he quickly got to
his feet. He looked down at his hands. “Holy shit, what the…”
He shook his head. “Never mind. Okay. Uh…” He looked up at
Detective Michaels. “I need to touch you to heal you.”
“Whatever.” The detective shook his head.
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The wounds on the detective vanished, though there was
still blood all over him. Daniel immediately started to go
toward Matthias, and the detective caught his arm. “I need to —
”
“Let him go.” The masked woman nodded to the detective,
who released Daniel. Daniel gave the masked man a wide berth as
he went to Matthias.
“He’s alive.” Daniel looked back over his shoulder at
them.
#
Ash gave the detective a worried look. The man’s clothing
was covered in blood, and his body was smeared with it despite
the healing he’d received. His windbreaker hung off him in
tatters. Ash shrugged out of his own jacket, and held it out.
The detective blinked at him, then nodded before taking it.
“Sun is coming up.” Ash shifted his weight from foot to foot.
“Perhaps everyone should…” Stephan slowly nodded. “Go to
their separate corners and do a lot of calming down.”
The detective put the jacket on. “You fucking electrocuted
me. I’m just trying to figure out how the fuck I can fucking
throw you all in fucking jail for the next six fucking decades.”
“Case in point.” Stephan rubbed his forehead.
“You fucking tied me the fuck up and fucking threw me in
the fucking trunk of your fucking car.” The detective glared.
“That isn’t fun.” Ash nodded in agreement. Both Magda and
Stephan flinched slightly.
“If we let these people go, they are just going to light
the fuck out of here.” The detective turned toward the masked
woman.
“No they won’t. We need to talk to him.” The little girl
pointed at the masked man, who was walking up behind the
detective. The masked man put a hand on the detective’s
shoulder, and the detective hesitated a moment before nodding.
Checking on his pack brother.
“It would be better if they did.” The masked man’s voice
was quiet. “You went after a citizen of my city. You abducted
him. You tortured him. Even if he were not my friend, that
would be reason enough for me to want you all gone.”
“But…” Anna started shaking her head.
“Anna, perhaps it is best.” Stephan put a hand on her
shoulder.
“We cannot let them leave.” The masked woman shook her
head. Her voice was unusual, echoing strangely.
“Shit is going to hit the fan when Matthias wakes up.”
Stephan exhaled.
“We will clear out for a day, then we can arrange a meeting
to discuss…” Magda sighed. “Look, I know you have no reason to
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trust us, but…” She rubbed the back of her neck. “We need to
regroup, to discuss among ourselves before we explain what
happened here.”
He could see from the expression on the detective’s face
that they might well not get that chance. The masked man would
back his pack brother. The detective shook his head. “So you
leave and come at us from another angle now that you know we can
—” He cut himself off, shaking his head.
The masked man patted his friend’s shoulder.
“Woodchipper.”
“Woodchipper?” The detective raised an eyebrow.
“Woodchipper.” The masked man nodded.
“Right then.” The detective shrugged. “Fuck, they already
know where my place is. They can fucking meet us there
tomorrow.”
#
Ted started to breath a sigh of relief when he saw them
coming back, then he caught sight of the bloodstained Michaels.
“My god.” He started fumbling for the first aid kit.
“Ted, I’m…” Michaels held up his hands when Ted started
toward him. “I’m fine. I just…”
“We need to get him home.” Laura gave Michaels a worried
look. She actually opened the door for him.
Michaels all but fell into the backseat. Ted gave Gabriel
a concerned look, and Gabriel just nodded before going to the
passenger side. “Your place, Ted. Please.”
He was nearly back to the highway before Laura spoke.
“Erilon’s going to need a few hours to recoup, but she left me
some intel.”
“Alright, just…” Michaels sat up, his face furious. “On
top of everything else, what the fuck were you guys thinking
bringing Laura into a fight?” He slammed the back of his head
into the headrest. “And what the fuck am I supposed to do about
it? I can’t punch Gabe in the face because I’ll break my hand
and if I punch Ted in the face I’ll feel bad.”
“I was worried about you, jackass.” Laura glared at him.
“Pretty-Boy needed Erilon backing him up or even though…” She
shrugged. “And Ted he was totally bad-ass, by the way…” She
turned back to Michaels. “He could take on the big bad wolf the
others would have dog piled him or used you as a hostage or
something.”
“We left a pregnant little girl with a bunch of fucking
psychos, Gabe.” Michaels shook his head. “Not okay with that.”
There was silence for a moment. Gabriel was staring out
the windshield, his head tilted slightly. Ted frowned.
“Gabriel?”
“Hmmm…?” Gabriel shook his head and blinked.
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“Gabe, are you alright?” Michaels leaned forward. “Cause
uh…” He frowned. “Pretty sure you got smacked by a tree at one
point.”
“These people came here trying to help Rosa.” Gabriel took
a deep breath. “So…”
“So who the fuck were that other witch and werewolf?”
Michaels leaned back again. “I’m getting fucking nostalgic for
the vampires.”
“You’ve said the f word like two hundred times in the past
half hour.” Laura shook her head. “Maybe take a few deep —”
“He has a right to his anger, Laura.” Gabriel’s voice was
calm. Calm enough that Ted knew Gabriel was absolutely furious.
It wasn’t hard to see why. Michaels could barely sit still in
the back, fidgeting before finding various small things to lash
out on. They needed to get Michaels home and safe before the
traumatized man broke down entirely.
“Fucking right I have a fucking right to be fucking angry
and I’ll fucking say…” Michaels took a deep breath. “Ted pull
over.”
“Michaels?” He glanced in the rearview mirror.
“Please.” Michaels hunched his shoulders.
He hadn’t quite gotten the car all the way to a stop before
Michaels opened the car door and leaned out. Ted winced as he
heard the man start retching.
#
Matthias’s eyes blinked open. He immediately bolted
upright. “Daniel?”
“Right here.” Daniel put a hand on his shoulder. Matthias
grabbed him and yanked him into his lap. Magda couldn’t help
but smile as she watched her son reassure himself Daniel was
alright.
“You okay, Boss?” Matthias rubbed his shoulder.
“Yeah. I’m…” Daniel actually let out a small chuckle. “I
healed everybody and I’m not even the slightest bit tired yet.”
He rubbed the back of his neck. “I tried draining that guy.
The Crimson Crusader guy.”
“You screamed.” Matthias narrowed his eyes.
“It’s normally like touching a candle to a candle. That
was like sticking a candle into an actively erupting volcano.”
Daniel shivered a little before turning toward Anna.
“He’s broken.” Anna nodded.
“Cards on the table.” Stephan leaned back. Ash put his
head on Stephan’s leg, and Stephan started rubbing his head.
“What the fuck just happened?”
“I…” Magda took a deep breath. “I’m about four hundred
years old. I’ve seen alpha’s beaten before. You’ve even seen
me beat one.” She folded her arms. “I used enough C4 to level
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a large building three times over and it almost wasn’t enough.
Matthias…” She turned to him. “What the hell happened?”
“I uh…” He exhaled. “I don’t remember anything that
happened after Daniel screamed.”
“He hit you that hard?” Stephan blinked.
“No, I uh…” Matthias looked away. “I was pretty much in
full rage mode at that point. Not really any sort of rational
thought going on.” He looked up. “So what did happen?”
“We, uh…” Magda sighed. “We kind of fucked up royally.
The guy we…” She couldn’t bring herself to look in Ash’s
direction.
“The guy you were fighting was Anna’s broken angel.”
Stephan’s voice was quiet. “Anna and the uh…” He shook his
head. “Whatever the fuck she was managed to get us all to stop
fighting.”
“We meet with them tomorrow, at the detective’s house.”
Magda nodded.
“And we are all going to be nice.” Anna nodded gravely.
“They are good guys too.”
“But the guy had a demon in…” Matthias looked confused.
Daniel put his arms around Matthias’s neck. “I was
unconscious for part of it too, but uh…” He shook his head. “I
think we need to hear each other out.”
“I’ll go to the meeting.” Magda nodded. “The rest of you
can stay —”
She wasn’t able to get any more words out before they were
all loudly rejecting that idea.
“Mags…” Stephan met her eyes. “We are all in this one
together.”
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Ted brought him a cup of the good coffee. Michaels nodded
before taking a drink. “Thanks.” Fortunately, he’d still had a
pair of shorts at Ted’s from when they’d helped him set up his
dock. Diana’s business card had been in the pocket of the pants
he’d been wearing. His blood had rendered it illegible. It was
stupid to be pissed about that considering all the other reasons
he had to be pissed. That didn’t stop him from being pissed
about it.
He sat on the back patio, his legs in Ted’s hot tub. If
he’d had a swimsuit… Eh, fuck it. He slid all the way into the
water. Laura sat on the edge, and put her own legs in. She
reached over and rubbed his shoulder. “You smacked a werewolf
in the mouth with a tree branch.” She patted him. “That was
totally bad ass.”
“You stopped a bullet. That was some serious Jedi shit.”
Michaels looked up at her. “Thanks for…” He took a deep
breath. “Do not do that again, baby girl.”
“You’re family. The stupid big brother I didn’t know I
wanted.” She started shaking her head as tears welled up in her
eyes. Then she let out a small sob before splashing down into
the water next to him and throwing her arms around his neck. “I
was scared for you.”
“Yeah…” He hugged her back. “I was a little scared for me
too.”
“Michaels.” Gabriel pulled up a chair next to the tub,
then leaned forward. “She’s right.”
“Gabe, you beat the shit out of a ten foot tall werewolf.
When it comes to bad ass, you kind of redefine the term.”
Michaels managed a smile. From the slightly loopy feeling
starting to rise in him, he was pretty sure Ted had dosed the
coffee with something. “I appreci—”
“I wasn’t talking about the badass part.” Gabriel shook
his head. “You’re not just my partner or sidekick. You’re my
brother. Whatever it is these people want from me, they don’t
get it unless you’re alright with it. We clear?”
“You shitheads make me cry and I’m gonna start punching
things.” He swallowed past the lump that rose in his throat,
then coughed. “Ah fuck.” He wiped at his eyes.
#
Magda sat down next to Ash, who had retreated into the
camper. “You tried to protect Daniel. You did —”
“It was wrong.” Ash’s voice was quiet.
“Ash…” Magda reached out to put a hand on Ash’s shoulder.
Ash jerked away. “It was wrong. That man screamed when…”
He shook his head violently. “It was wrong. It was bad and it
was wrong.” He moved away from her to sit on the other side of
the camper.
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“Ash —” Magda sighed. “We thought —”
“No excuses. Sima had excuses. ‘This is your fault. You
broke the rules.’” He stood, then put his hands on the sides of
his neck. “Begged her to stop but talking was against the
rules. It’s wrong. It’s wrong. It’s wrong and you’re supposed
to be better. You’re Magda. You protect people.” There were
tears in his eyes.
She looked away, her face burning with shame. “You’re
right, Ash. What we did to that man was wrong.”
A soft whimper escaped him. He opened his mouth again, but
no words came out. He closed his eyes for a moment before
making a whining sound. Then he started looking around
frantically. Her heart was heavy when she realized he was
searching for someplace to hide. He curled in on himself as he
went to all fours.
She moved to the bed alcove and lifted up the covers.
Immediately Ash moved, crawling under them and cowering. She
let the covers fall again, then sat down next to the mattress.
She felt tears rise in her own eyes as she heard Ash crying
softly. If nothing else, she should have considered what their
actions would do to him. She looked up and caught Stephan’s
eyes as he stood outside the camper.
Months of recovery. And all of it based on teaching Ash
that he could trust her and Stephan. Who knew how far they’d
just set him back? She exhaled. Stephan stepped into the
camper, and she stood to meet his hug as they drew some comfort
from each other.
#
“What did you give him?”
Ted looked up at Gabriel’s question, then sighed and rubbed
his neck. “A valium. I have a valid prescription.” He shook
his head. “Haven’t taken one in months. Considering it at the
moment.” He exhaled. “Good god, Gabriel, he was covered in
blood. What happened?”
“Between when Erilon got us his location and the time we
actually showed up…” Gabriel felt anger rising again. “A
werewolf was flaying him with its claws. If they hadn’t had
someone who could heal —” He heard a snapping sound, and looked
down, startled. “I uh…” He offered Ted both halves of the
fireplace poker. “Sorry.”
“I think…” Ted took them from him, and set them on the
countertop. “That’s the first time I’ve ever seen you…” He
gave Gabriel a worried look. “Lose control even a little.”
“Side bonus of working with Erilon.” Gabriel leaned
against the wall. “When she’s not heightening my abilities,
she’s helping me suppress them. That’s uh…” He twitched a
shoulder. “Why you can leave marks on me, but bullets can’t.”
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“I had wondered.” Ted nodded. He glanced into the living
“Where is Laura?”
“She threw a sleeping bag on the floor of the guest room
you put Michaels in. Doesn’t want to let him out of her sight.”
He sighed. “Michaels is pretty angry we let Laura come along.
Once everything else gets…” He looked down. “Dealt with, we’re
going to hear about that.”
“He called me…” Ted blinked. “Feels like a century ago
but I suppose it was only yesterday. Asked if I’d help Laura
file for emancipation, and said…” Ted smiled. “That if it
helped with the case at all he’d adopt her formally.”
“That would make her a Michaels too.” Gabriel shook his
head.
“Terrifying thought.” Ted nodded. “She’s bad enough when
she’s just her.” He tilted his head, then put the last dish in
the dishwasher and closed it. “Gabriel, I can take you
downstairs and fuck you until you can’t see straight, but as
much as it pains me to say this…” He took a deep breath. “I
think it might be better if we just talked.”
He shook his head. “You dragging me downstairs is the kind
of pain I like.”
“Gabriel…” Ted shook his head, then his voice became the
firm tone he used when dominating Gabriel. “Talk to me. Now.”
Strange how much easier that made it. He nodded. “The
werewolf was out. Even back to human. Unconscious and not
going anywhere.” Gabriel took a deep breath. “If Erilon hadn’t
made me stop, I’d have unloaded my gun into it’s head.” He
looked away. “Not self defense. An execution.”
“And that would have been wrong.” Ted put a hand on his
arm. “But we both know that Erilon can’t actually make you do
anything. You’ll do the right thing, Gabriel. I know it. Both
you and Michaels.” He reached up and put his hand on the back
of Gabriel’s neck, then pulled him closer before kissing him
gently. His voice however, went back to the firm tone of the
man who regularly mastered him. “You’re exhausted. Come to
bed.”
“You’re a good guy, Ted.” Gabriel managed a smile. He
hesitated a moment, then kissed Ted again. “That’s why I love
you.”
For a heartbeat, Ted just stood there, staring at him.
Then he swallowed. His voice was slightly ragged. “I love you,
too.”
#
“Not really sure how we go about apologizing for…” Daniel
rubbed the back of his neck. “I mean, what, do I bake a cake
that says ‘sorry my boyfriend and I tortured you?’”
room.
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Matthias put his arm around Daniel, pulling the smaller man
in close. “Cops make shit pay. Can find out how much
forgiveness a cool million buys.” He exhaled. “We weren’t
exactly…”
“No.” Daniel sighed. “No, no excuses. That’s not…”
Daniel rested his forehead against Matthias’s shoulder. “I
promised you I wouldn’t let you go down that kind of path again,
and then I held your hand and skipped down it right next to
you.” He swallowed. “I’m sorry, Matthias.”
He held Daniel close, then kissed the top of his head.
“When I heard you scream, I…” He took a deep breath. “I kind
of lost it a little. All I could think was that my mate was
injured and…” He shook his head.
“Your mate.” Daniel’s voice was soft.
“Yeah, Boss.” He caught Daniel’s chin, then lifted it
before kissing him. “You followed me home. Hope that means you
plan to keep me.”
“Yeah.” Daniel smiled. “I do.” He exhaled. “Guess this
means you have to help me bake the cake.”
“Right.” Matthias nodded. “But I’m taking the million out
of your account.”
#
“I want the other gun.” He didn’t look at Gabriel.
“I assume you mean the one still loaded with silver
bullets.” Gabriel’s voice was quiet.
“Yep.” Michaels nodded.
“Okay.”
He turned to see Gabriel offering it to him, holster and
all. “You’re not going to argue?”
“One, you’re a better shot than I am.” Gabriel shrugged.
“Two, he starts any shit I’ll beat him to death with his own
car.”
Michaels took the gun. “I don’t even know how I’d explain
that to my homeowner’s insurance.”
“Freak tornado?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“Not sure I’ve got coverage for that.” He put the gun on
his belt. Then he met his partner’s eyes. “I’m pissed. But I
think I’m going to be okay.”
“You sure?”
“I mean, it’s not going to be today or even tomorrow but…”
Michaels nodded. “Yeah. I’ll be okay.”
“Good.” Gabriel nodded. “Because I…” Gabriel shook his
head. “Not really sure I know what I’d do without my sidekick.”
“Get mobbed by groupies?” Michaels smiled.
“That’s why I’m glad you’re around.” Gabriel nodded. “You
can always fight them off with your dick.”
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“Fuck, partner.” Michaels started laughing. “Maybe you
have been around me too long.”
#
Stephan followed the others into the house. Ash was being
quiet. It had taken considerable coaxing to get him out of the
camper and walking on two feet. At the moment, he wasn’t
capable of human speech. He was a little concerned what would
happen if the young man tried to bolt, but they hadn’t liked the
idea of leaving him by himself. He shut the door behind them
before taking a look around the room.
Unmasked, the young woman proved to be just a kid barely
old enough for a driver’s license. Her hair was done up in
elaborate braids that had been dyed a very bright blue. There
was another man, one who looked to be in his fifties. And the
guy who’d beaten Matthias certainly qualified as angelically
handsome, even with a frankly hostile expression.
“Alright…” Magda exhaled into the uncomfortable silence.
“We fucked up.”
“From what I hear…” It was the older man who spoke. “That
is something of an understatement.” He gestured. “Sit. Your
names?”
She nodded, and gestured for the rest of them to sit. He
noted Michaels had seated himself next to the young girl, and
that the guy Anna believed was her broken angel had positioned
himself standing behind them both. The man’s stance made his
attitude clear. He was going to back his partner. Magda
glanced at the other three before turning her gaze back to the
older man. “I’m Magda Gunnarson.” They’d decided to use their
real names. “This is my son, Matthias.” She nodded to each of
them in turn. “Daniel and Anna Thatcher. My partner, Stephan
Evans, and Ash.”
“I’m Ted. These are Gabriel, Michaels, and Laura.” Ted
nodded. “I believe Erilon may also be present.”
“I am.” Laura’s voice echoed strangely, as it had before.
A moment later, she sounded like an ordinary young woman.
“She’s listening in and monitoring. They try any hostile magic,
she’s going to make them bleed from every single one of their
orifices.”
“As far as magic goes…” Magda glanced at him before
looking back at Ted. “Daniel is a healer. Anna reads minds and
has some precognitive ability. And Stephan here cancels out
other magic. Matthias and I are both werewolves.”
“And him?” Ted nodded toward Ash.
“He’s an ordinary human.” When Ash shifted a little under
their stares, Stephan put a hand on his shoulder. Magda glanced
at them before again turning back to Ted. “Rosa was an old
friend of my son’s. She called us, asking for help, saying
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people were trying to kill her. We arrived here to learn she
was dead and…” She took a deep breath before glancing at
Michaels. “Drew some very erroneous conclusions.”
“I see.” Ted folded his arms.
“There is…” Magda took another deep breath. “More. Anna
here was…” She shook her head. “Are any of you familiar with a
group called the Cabal?”
“We have heard of them.” Ted nodded. From the glances
Michaels and Laura gave him, that was news to them. “And from
what we have heard, they are unpleasant people.”
“They are. They impregnated Anna as part of a ritual.
When Daniel learned of this, he took his sister and ran.”
“Why not go to the police?” Ted raised an eyebrow.
“His stepfather, who oversaw the ritual, was the chief of
police.” Magda put a hand on Anna’s shoulder. “She just turned
thirteen years old. Daniel and Anna found Matthias, and he took
them under his protection. He brought them to me, and since
then we’ve been trying to get information on the Cabal.” She
turned her eyes to Gabriel. “And looking for you.”
“Why me?” Gabriel narrowed his eyes.
“Because —” Magda started to speak.
“Because if they get her, they’ll make her bad.” Anna took
a step toward Gabriel, but Magda put a hand on her shoulder to
stop the motion. “You’re the one that can stop them from making
her bad.” She put her hands on her belly. “She’ll just be a
baby but they’ll hurt her and twist her and make her bad and…”
She started shaking her head. “Please. They’re sorry and they
know they did bad but please, you have to help her.”
“Gabe…” Michaels turned back to look at his partner. Then
he exhaled. “You’re helping the girl.”
“Yeah…” Gabriel nodded. “I guess I am.”
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There was still a lot of tense and awkward silence. Ted
had his own few minutes of frustration when he learned that Anna
was not under a doctor’s care. “The ability to heal is not the
same as the ability to ensure health. She’s a child. She
should be getting blood tests to determine what supplements are
needed to prevent cumulative damage to her body.” He glared at
the young man, Daniel.
“I’ve uh…” Daniel glanced at Michaels and Gabriel. “We
are kind of fugitives from the police too. Trent made sure
there were warrants out on me.”
“I’ll call up a couple of the nurses that work with my
center.” Ted shook his head. “They’ve worked with abused
children before and will be discreet.” He sighed, then looked
over at Anna. “Do you need anything, young lady?”
“They do take pretty good care of me.” Anna shook her
head. “Matthias cuts the vitamins in half and everything so I
don’t choke on them.” She gave him a reassuring smile.
Reconciling a man who’d tortured his friend with a man
taking care of a little girl was extremely difficult. Ted
nodded. “I meant at this particular moment. Juice or
anything?”
“Oh, yes.” Anna nodded. “Thank you.”
“So your magical ability is you not only don’t have a
magical ability you make everyone else not have a magical
ability?” Laura tilted her head at Stephan.
“Pretty much.” He nodded.
“That is simultaneously awesome and totally ass sucking.”
Laura exhaled.
“What are your powers?” Daniel frowned. “I mean, his we
saw…” He nodded at Gabriel. “And then you did the bullet
stopping thing…” He nodded at Laura. “But what about the rest
of you?”
“Oh, the bullet stopping thing was all her. I haven’t
figured out what my power is yet.” Laura shook her head.
“Michaels and I do not have any powers.” Ted shook his
head.
Magda and Matthias exchanged a look. Magda frowned. “But
this demon, Erilon or whatever, Anna sensed her in his head.”
“Yeah, cause she tried to get in and Erilon bolted the
door.” Laura sent a glare at Anna. “Don’t do that shit. It’s
really fucking rude to go where you aren’t invited.”
“The point was that if he didn’t have magic, the demon
taking possession would have killed him.” Matthias glanced over
at Michaels.
“Shows what you know.” Laura stuck her tongue out at him.
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“With all due respect…” Magda straightened. “I am almost
four hundred years old. This is not my first encounter with
witches or demons.”
“Bull.” Michaels narrowed his eyes. “Shit.”
“Nah, she’s actually telling the truth there.” Laura
turned toward him. “Werewolves live a lot longer than humans,
or would if they didn’t piss people off all the time.”
“I was born before World War I…” Matthias nodded. “And
fought in World War II.”
“That’s…” Ted blinked. “Certainly something.”
#
He had to give credit where it was due. These guys were
listening a hell of a lot more than he would have in their
shoes. They still weren’t sure on how exactly Gabriel could
protect Anna, but considering the guy had taken him on and won
having him on their side wasn’t a bad idea. Laura and Anna were
talking now, and it was clear Laura had her crew as wrapped
around her little finger as Anna had them. Maybe they should
all just sit back and let the little girls work it out.
Slowly, they’d started to break into smaller groups,
dividing up the sharing of information and question asking.
Stephan was talking to Michaels. Looking in the direction of
the guy he’d nearly skinned alive was a bit tougher than he’d
anticipated. Stephan had started out the conversation by flat
out apologizing for tazing the detective. The detective
appeared to have grudgingly accepted the apology, though he was
quick to point out he had no intentions of apologizing for
shooting anyone.
Matthias figured it was probably best if he just kept his
mouth shut. Ash had apparently decided the same thing, and the
young man had retreated to sit behind the sofa. He was petting
a small gray cat, and appeared to be blocking out what was going
on around him. Probably best. He glanced over at Michaels
again, and then blinked. In a short sleeved shirt, the tattoo
on his arm was visible. “You’re a Marine.”
Michaels glared up at him. “Yeah. That a problem?”
“No, it’s…” Matthias rubbed the back of his neck. He
didn’t miss that Gabriel shifted position so he could keep an
eye on the conversation even though he continued talking to
Daniel. “Been one since ‘39.” He shrugged. “Where, uh…” He
looked up at Michaels. “Where’d you train?”
“Pendleton.” The voice of the other man was just a hair
shy of outright hostile.
“They uh…” He shifted his weight a little. “They still
got the buffalo wandering around?”
“Technically…” Michaels shook his head. “Those are
bison.”
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“When I signed on again for the Gulf War, we convinced a
couple recruits from New York that, uh…”
“This why orientation includes a ten minute lecture on the
fact ‘cow-tipping’ is not actually a real thing combined with a
list of penalties for violating the endangered species act?”
Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“Yeah…” Matthias nodded. “Probably.” He exhaled. “Look,
this ain’t something I can apologize for, but if you want to
punch me in the face or anything I’ll give you a free shot.”
“My partner hit you with a tree, and you got back up so…”
Michaels shook his head. “Pass.”
#
“Half of what it is she sees appears to be metaphors.”
Daniel shifted his weight. “Not sure why she latched onto you
as an angel, but uh…” He rubbed the back of his neck. “She
also talked once about having to be careful around birds.”
“Possible it has something to do with Erilon.” Gabriel
nodded.
The kid rubbed his foot against his calf. “I’ve got no
excuses, Mister. I mean, the Cabal tried torturing me for
information and Matthias busted their asses for it so it’s not
like we didn’t know it was wrong we just weren’t thinking
straight and it’s not an excuse just an explanation cause we
royally fucked up here and I get that you’re mad but Anna’s just
a kid and like I said we aren’t making excuses and I just want
you to know that we’re sorry and we should have done better and
Ash has been guilt tripping us all over it and you especially
can’t be mad at him because he tried to stop us and —”
“Breath.”
“I…” Daniel took a deep breath. “Okay.” He gave Gabriel
a hesitant look. “So you’re not mad?”
“I’m furious.” Gabriel kept his voice calm and quiet.
“I get —” Daniel started nodding.
“Anna’s a child. The rest of you knew better.” Gabriel
met Daniel’s eyes, and saw the younger man wilt a little.
“Yeah.” Daniel nodded. He glanced at the other young man
with their group, who had seated himself behind the couch.
“Especially after…”
“What’s wrong with him?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“He got captured by some other werewolves. They uh…”
Daniel flinched a little. “Tortured him for almost a year,
until he had a psychotic break and uh…” Daniel shifted his
weight from foot to foot. “Now he doesn’t always do so good
around strangers. Um, look, if we offered to like buy Michaels
a car or something to try making it up to him would that work or
just piss him off more?”
“Would it solve Ash’s issues?” Gabriel folded his arms.
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“I…” Daniel winced. “Shit. I…” He exhaled. “No.”
“Would it be to help Michaels, or to make you feel better
about what you did?”
“The uh…” Daniel shuffled his feet. “Second one, mostly.
I mean, we’d want it to help him but it would be…” He wilted a
little more under Gabriel’s stare. “Shit, you are really good
at the guilt thing.”
“I’m Catholic.”
#
Magda took a deep breath as they all regrouped a little.
She’d told Ted about what had befallen Ash, and the man had
started to offer to put her in touch with a psychiatrist before
shaking his head. Then he’d offered to introduce them to a
priest who was aware of the supernatural world and had training
as a counselor. Considering how badly they’d recently screwed
up, she’d agreed to take him up on the offer.
Ash didn’t come to the table when the pizza they’d ordered
arrived, so she brought him a couple slices. He let her pet his
hair and smiled at her. She petted the cat on his lap before
glancing up at where Michaels was sitting. “What’s your cat’s
name?”
“I don’t…” Michaels blinked. He turned toward Laura. “Do
we have a cat?”
“No.” Laura shook her head.
Michaels stood and looked over, then shrugged. “I think he
belongs to my neighbor. Window was open this morning, he must
have gotten in.” He shrugged. “I’ll let him back out.”
Almost immediately Ash held the cat closer to himself.
Magda sighed. “Mind if he sticks around a little longer? Ash
is…”
“Let the cat stay, Michaels.” Ted nodded.
“Fine by me.” Michaels sat back down, then accepted the
plate of pizza Ted handed him.
She rubbed Ash’s hair again before joining the others.
There was silence for a couple minutes before Matthias sighed
and set his slice of pizza down. “I uh…” He rubbed the back of
his neck. “Look, I do kind of need to know what did happen with
Rosa.”
Gabriel and Michaels exchanged a look, then Gabriel nodded.
“We were on our way back from speaking to a witness in another
case when we heard someone shout for help. We came around a
corner and saw Rosa being accosted by two women.”
“Rosa freaked out just a little when she saw us. Not sure
why…” Michaels shook his head.
“Rosa was an oracle.” Matthias leaned back a little.
“Could read the future in her cards, and had a premonition she’d
die the same day she met him.” Matthias nodded toward Gabriel.
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up.”
“Little bit.” Gabriel nodded. “One of the women told us
to run, and it was clear something was going down, so we
identified ourselves as police officers.”
“That’s when one of the women started growing claws and
fur. I shot her a couple times but uh…” Michaels shook his
head. “Didn’t do much good, so Gabe her grabbed her and tossed
her into a dumpster. Rosa ran and the other one went after her,
so I went after them. The other one had some straight up
telekinesis shit going, cause she threw things into Rosa’s path
then yanked my gun out of my hand. Rosa ran out into the road
and…” Michaels sighed. “Wasn’t anything I could do. She was
dead before she hit the ground.” He gave a small shudder. “The
woman was mad about it, said they wanted her alive, then she
tried to get into my head. Erilon kicked her out about the same
time Gabe kicked the werewolf through a wall, and they both lit
out.”
“There was a name.” Gabriel tilted his head. “The other
one called the wolf something. Sandra?”
“Nah.” Michaels shook his head. “It was like that old
crappy clear-beer. Zima.”
“That’s right.” Gabriel nodded. “Zima.”
#
Michaels frowned as the name got a reaction out of everyone
at the table. The most dramatic, however, came from the guy
who’d been hiding behind the couch. He dropped the cat,
scrambled down the hall on all fours, and dove under Laura’s
bed. “Uh…”
Before he could get anything out, Magda and
Stephan were going after him. “Take it you guys have heard the
name.”
“Sima…” Matthias nodded. “Is one seriously fucked up
bitch.”
“Magda mentioned the name earlier.” Ted turned toward him.
“She is the one responsible for Ash’s, er…” Ted sighed.
“Condition.”
“Sima’s here?” Anna’s eyes widened. “Sima’s here.” She
turned toward Matthias. “You have to kill her. You promised.”
“Yeah I…”
“Nobody is killing anybody.” Michaels glared at him.
Laura’s voice suddenly became Erilon’s. “That’s a promise
he should keep. I will happily assist.”
“Uh…” Michaels frowned. He really didn’t want to think
about what Erilon taking a personal interest meant for what the
guy cowering under Laura’s bed had gone through. “Okay.
Objection withdrawn.”
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“Not that uh…” Matthias shrugged. “I mind having back up,
but aren’t you a demon? I mean, she’s evil, so why are you —”
“I highly suggest…” Erilon narrowed Laura’s eyes. “That
you stop talking before you annoy me further. Do not presume
you know what I am, or that you can fathom my nature. I am not
one of those pathetic twisted cretins you ignorant fools mistake
for demons.”
“Erilon is one of us.” Michaels nodded. “You want our
help, you be polite to her.” He started to turn toward Gabriel,
only to see the man get up and head in after Magda and Stephan.
“Erilon, is the guy going to be alright?”
“That depends on how one defines the term. I think,
Michaels, that you would feel the answer to the question is no.”
She exhaled.
“Anything we can do to help?” He raised an eyebrow.
“They are already doing it.” She nodded, then the red glow
left Laura’s eyes. “There isn’t anything under my bed that can
get messed up by being there. I don’t mind if he needs to stay
there a while.”
“Perhaps it would be better if they got a more reasonable
place to stay than a campground.” Ted leaned forward, his arms
folded on the table. “They can bring their campers up to my
place. It’s private and some distance from town. The young man
will not have to worry about strangers.”
Matthias sighed, then shook his head. “You folks really
are the good guys here, aren’t you?”
#
Stephan looked up when Gabriel entered. “She did this to
him?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“Yes.” Magda nodded. “Those wolves are also the reason
Stephan needs a cane to talk. Sima shot him so I couldn’t chase
her, or…” She looked down at her hands, and Stephan realized
her claws were out. She took a deep breath, and made them
retract.
Gabriel sat down next to the side of the bed. Underneath
it, Ash was whimpering. “What did she do?”
“She tortured him, turned him…” Stephan sighed. “She
treated him like a dog, and when he broke that’s uh…”
“How he copes.” Gabriel nodded. “Disassociation.” When
Stephan gave him another look, Gabriel shrugged. “I’m a
psychology major.”
“He trusted us, then he saw us…” Magda looked away.
“May I?” Gabriel nodded at the bed.
“If you think you can help, then…” Stephan nodded.
He glanced at the bed, then took a deep breath. His voice
was calm when he spoke. “Your name is Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg.” Beneath the bed, Ash’s whimpering slowed. “You
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cop, not a pet.” There was silence. “You are a person,
dog.” Stephan heard Ash move a little. “Her name is
not mistress.” Gabriel put his hand under the edge of the
“It was mercy.”
His throat caught when he saw Ash’s hand grab Gabriel’s.
Gabriel repeated the words again. “Your name is Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg. You are a cop, not a pet. You are a person, not a
dog. Her name is Sima, not mistress. It was mercy.” By the
time he got halfway through, Stephan heard Ash saying the words
alongside him.
There was silence for a moment. Then Ash’s voice came from
under the bed. “Was it?”
“Yes.” Gabriel squeezed his hand. “It was.”
Slowly, Ash crawled out from beneath the bed. He looked at
Gabriel. “It was mercy.”
“It was mercy.” Gabriel nodded. “You are not a murderer.”
Ash bowed his head, and then Stephan saw him start crying
again. This time, though, sounded different. When Magda put
her arms around him, he clung to her, sobbing. “It was mercy.”
He choked the words out.
“Yes.” Magda held him tightly.
Tears of his own threatened, and Stephan wiped them away
with the back of his hand. He looked up at Gabriel. “Thank
you.”
“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does
not boast, it is not proud.” Gabriel stood. “It does not
dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in
evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always
trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.” He touched the back
of Ash’s head. “Love never fails.” When Stephan raised an
eyebrow. “First Corinthians, chapter 13, verses 4 through 8.”
He smiled a little. “Starting to think I’ve figured out
why Anna calls you an angel.”
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Daniel looked around. “Matthias?”
“Hmmm…?” Matthias glanced over his shoulder.
“I’m leaving you for Ted’s kitchen.”
“What?” Matthias blinked.
“You really can’t blame him.” Magda chuckled as she looked
around, then she turned toward Ted. “You have a lovely home.”
“Thank you.” Ted smiled. “There are two guest bedrooms.
One has it’s own bathroom. Anna may be more comfortable in that
one, considering her condition.”
“Ted uh…” Magda shrugged. “Do you mind if I do use your
kitchen? I mean, the least I can do is make you all dinner.”
“Oh, not at all. Please, make yourselves at home.”
“Yeah, uh…” Michaels was looking out the back window.
“Dog boy kind of found your hot tub already and…” He shrugged.
“Someone might want to ask him to put his clothes back on or
something.”
“No, they don’t have to.” Laura was also standing at the
back window, her head tilted as she smiled dreamily. Michaels
gave her a look before putting his hand over her eyes. She
ducked away then stuck her tongue out at him.
“I’ll uh…” Magda sighed. “Just go take care of that.”
“There are towels in the cupboard there.” Ted pointed.
“I can cook too…” Daniel nodded. “But Magda is much
better at baking and at French cuisine which makes sense because
she’s actually French even though she’s got like a Norse name
and that’s because Matthias’s dad was an actual Viking and
actually I’m not sure what Magda’s real name is but she’s been
using Magda since he was born so I guess it’s her real name now
and anyway I took a bunch of cooking classes in college so that
I could —”
“Breath,” Gabriel said as he walked by.
“Yeah.” Daniel took a deep breath, then smiled
apologetically at Ted. “Sorry. I start talking when I’m
nervous and I’m really nervous around you guys cause of
everything and I just want you to know we won’t mess up your
place at all and we can help out with anything you need and let
us know what foods you like so we can cook and I cook anyway
cause Anna’s down to only about six things she can eat without
her stomach getting upset so I just try to make those —”
“Breath.” Matthias patted his shoulder.
Ted tried not to smile as the young man inhaled deeply
before launching into yet another rambling assurance. “Daniel,
son, please.” Ted held up his hands. “Sit down before you
really do talk until you pass out.” Then he shrugged. “I do
have a security system. There are cameras on the front and back
doors. It’s not active at the moment, but I’m guessing at least
one of you has the expertise to set it up.”
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Matthias nodded. “Where’s the control panel?”
“By the garage door.” He watched the man walk away.
Matthias was massive even before taking into account the man
could, according to Laura, turn into a ten foot tall werewolf.
He almost jumped when he felt Gabriel’s hand on his shoulder.
“You alright with this, Ted?”
“I issued the invitation, didn’t I?” Ted smiled at him,
and then mentally kicked himself. “Though uh…” He exhaled.
“Can I assume that werewolves have excellent hearing and other
senses?”
“Yes.” Matthias called from the other room. “Werewolves
do.”
“Oh.” Well. That was going to make some things very, very
awkward.
Gabriel leaned forward, and whispered into his ear.
“You’ve still got my extra key, right?”
Ted smiled.
#
The girl is as healthy as can possibly be expected in her
condition and the pregnancy is proceeding normally. The infant
could be born at any time.
“With all due respect, I would simply feel better if we had
an actual doctor.” Ted shook his head.
Magda sighed. “I agree with Ted.”
“If we take her to a hospital, we run the risk of questions
being asked. If everything is normal, Daniel should be able to
handle things.” Matthias shook his head.
“Raise your hand if you’ve delivered babies before.” Magda
raised her own hand, then blinked when Michaels raised his.
When she glanced at him, he shrugged. “I pulled over a
speeding vehicle and uh…” He winced. “Yeah. Siding with Ted.”
“Michaels and I will flash badges, tell the doctor we’re
already handling the issue.” Gabriel nodded. “We’ll tell them
she’s already in protective custody. Close enough to accurate.”
“I’m not sure they’ll believe Matthias as a foster father,
but Stephan or I can probably…” Magda started nodding.
“They start looking at you two, that’s going to be even
more trouble. We’ve got something worked out.”
Seriously?
“Yep.” Michaels nodded and grinned.
The doorbell rang. And that’s my cue to skedaddle.
“Who…” Magda’s eyes nearly fell out of her head when Laura
led a nun into the room.
Gabriel smiled. “Aunt Doris. Thank you for coming.”
“Glad to help.” Her smile was warm as she handed a small
packet over to Gabriel. “Paperwork is all in order. I trust
you and your partner are…” She gave a small shake of her head.
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“Turn the other cheek and all but if the person responsible for
doing this happened to trip and fall a few times on his way to
the back of the squad car I’m sure God wouldn’t object too
strenuously.”
Anna’s eyes went big at the sight of the nun. “You’re
like…” She tilted her head. “An actual nun.” She glanced at
Gabriel before glancing again at the nun. “Seriously a nun.
Your aunt is a real nun.”
“He threatens to send me to the convent whenever I get too
mouthy.” Laura nodded.
“Sweetheart, it would be a shame to cover up that hair.”
The nun tugged one of Laura’s braids affectionately, then
sighed. “I liked the pink.”
“It was just a little too My Little Pony for me.” Laura
shook her head.
“There is no such thing…” Anna glared at Laura. “As too
much My Little Pony.”
The nun nodded, then held her fist out to Anna. “Hoof.”
“Hoof.” Anna touched her fist to the nun’s and giggled.
#
Ash sat on the dock, letting his feet dangle in the water.
Ted had offered to let him take the boat out on the little lake,
but he didn’t quite trust himself to be able to drive it. He’d
been a good driver before, and could clearly remember taking his
old jeep out off road to go rock hunting. Now climbing into the
driver’s seat was nearly enough to overwhelm him and send him
looking for a place to hide. To many decisions. He reeled in,
then cast the line out again.
“What are you catching?” He looked up to see Michaels,
then shrugged and gestured to the bucket. Michaels sat down and
looked inside. “Old belt, part of a floatie, and a waterlogged
copy of the state fishing regs.” He shrugged. “Ted swears
there are trout in there but I’m not convinced.”
He reeled the line in again, then shifted awkwardly. Twice
he opened his mouth, but he couldn’t actually make words form.
He sighed, and made a soft whining sound. Michaels nodded to
him. “It’s okay. Just uh…” He smiled. “Wanted you to know
nobody’s mad at you for anything, alright?”
It took him a moment to nod, then he hesitated before
making a woofing sound. When Michaels just stared, he made the
sound again. From behind them came Stephan’s voice. “He wants
to know what happened to the cat.”
“Oh, uh, Ted put it back out.” Michaels shrugged. “Pretty
sure it belongs to my neighbor. She’s got like eighty of them.”
A sigh escaped him, and he whimpered. Stephan nodded. “If
it comes back, would you mind asking?”
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“Yeah, I guess…” Michaels blinked. “What, he wants to
keep it?” He tilted his head, then looked at Ash. “You’re not
like, going to chase it around the living room or anything,
right?”
“Arf.” Ash shook his head.
“I mean, seriously, I don’t care what you’ve seen in the
sitcoms. I am not getting any damn cats out of trees.”
Michaels shook his head. “I am not that kind of cop.”
“Woof?” Ash frowned.
“Dude, they can get out just fine on their own. They just
like messing with humans.”
“Woof.” Ash shrugged. “Arf.”
“Fine. Next time we have a call to get a cat out of a
tree…” Michaels nodded. “We’ll call you.”
“Urf.” Ash grinned at him, then leaned over and rubbed his
head against Michaels’ shoulder before casting the line out
again.
#
“Thanks.” Michaels turned when he heard Stephan’s voice.
Stephan jerked his head at where Ash was still sitting on the
dock. “For that. Letting him just…” He shrugged. “Be.”
“This Sima thing…” He frowned. “I heard Ash used to be a
cop?”
“His first damn day on the job, out doing a ride along.
Sima and her pack executed his partner, then spent almost a year
breaking Ash down. They killed a couple other cops and uh…”
Stephan rubbed the back of his neck. “He’s never been able to
talk about it, but we are pretty sure they made him watch while
they killed his dad.”
“I picked up more silver. Laura’s gonna make some more
bullets. He can help, you know, if uh…” Michaels shrugged.
“She wouldn’t mind the extra hands. Might help him, feeling
useful.”
“I’ll ask him. It’ll take him a while, especially with
uh…” Stephan shrugged. “But he can talk. He’s getting better,
it’s just…” He smiled. “He likes you and your friends.
Usually he can’t barely interact with strangers at all,
especially without Magda or I around.” Stephan exhaled. “I’m
sorry.”
“Let’s just…” Michaels took a deep breath. “Stop talking
about it, alright? Cause uh…” He shook his head. “I think I’m
going to punch the next one of you that apologizes to…” He
tilted his head. “Did you seriously taze me with your cane?”
“Yeah, uh…” He lifted the cane up. “I’ve got three of
them now. This one’s just your standard joy buzzer type.
Enough shock to be unpleasant but not really enough to take
somebody off their feet.”
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“That’s not the one you hit me with.”
“No, uh…” Stephan shook his head. “Demon lady kind of
broke that one. The one Matthias made for me is in the camper.
It’s got a bit more punch.”
“How much more punch?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“After I tazed him he pointed out there wasn’t enough
charge in it to do more than make your average werewolf mad.
And since I’m developing a habit of tazing alpha werewolves he
figured he’d better uh…” Stephan shrugged. “Tested that one on
a piece of wood and it exploded a little.”
“I’m uh…” Michaels sighed. “Yeah, you’re going to have to
hook me up with one of those.”
#
“They took…” Anna shook her head as she walked into the
house. “Eighteen gallons of blood from me.”
“Aren’t you being just a little over-dramatic?” Ted,
Michaels, and Gabriel all turned in Laura’s direction with
raised eyebrows. “What?” She shook her head at them.
“She’s healthy.” Matthias followed her in. On the porch,
Gabriel was still talking quietly with the nun. The woman was
now Anna’s ‘guardian ad litem’ or whatever the term was, legally
tasked with making sure things were done in Anna’s best
interest. She clearly knew her nephew was concealing things
from her, but apparently trusted him enough not to call him on
it.
“They didn’t have anything other than grape lollipops, and
then the ice cream place was out of fudge.” Anna held up her
arm. “But check it out, Pinkie Pie bandaids.” She lowered her
arm again, then walked over toward Laura. “What are you doing?”
“Painting the signs for the center’s game booth.” Laura
gave her work a critical look. “We’re doing the ‘toss the
softball into the milk jug’ game, except the folks at the center
painted the jugs to look like people making faces.” She offered
Anna a paintbrush. “It’s for the fair next week.”
“Oh.” Anna beamed. “I want to go. Matthias, can we go?”
“Uh…” Matthias shrugged. “Kinda depends on your belly,
but yeah, I guess.”
“Excellent.” Laura stood up, walked to the door, opened
it, and stuck her head out. “Sister Doris?”
“Yes, dear?” The nun smiled at her.
“Will you tell Father Williams we’ve got another volunteer
for the chair?” She pointed at Matthias.
“Oh, certainly.” Sister Doris nodded and grinned. “He’ll
be thrilled.”
Laura grinned as she closed the door again. He narrowed
his eyes at her. “Volunteer for the chair?”
“Oh, just the dunking booth.” She smirked at him.
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“The what?” He stared.
“Do not…” She lowered her head as she glared at him.
“Fuck with my boys.” Then she smiled sweetly before going back
to painting the signs.
#
He started to move into the next form, then collapsed to
the side. Gabriel shuddered as he bit back a moan. Ted smiled
before taking his thumb off the dial, and heard Gabriel breath a
sigh of relief as the thing inside him quit gyrating. “You seem
to be having some trouble concentrating on your yoga tonight.”
He tilted his head. “Is everything alright?”
“You…” Gabriel started to move back into position. “Are
having entirely too much fun with that thing.”
“No no…” Ted shook his head. “Start over from the
beginning, and do it right.” He leaned back in Gabriel’s
recliner and watched as Gabriel began the series of stretching
exercises again. His lover was naked save for a harness over
his groin. It kept the toy inside him firmly seated, and the
restraint at the front prevented Gabriel from actually getting
any release from the stimulation.
A light sheen of sweat already coated the younger man. Ted
watched, admiring the play of Gabriel’s taut muscles beneath his
skin as he moved through the stretches. This time he waited
until Gabriel was extended in a stretch before hitting the
button again. For a moment, he thought Gabriel was going to be
able to hold it despite the dial being turned to the maximum
setting. Then he stumbled and fell again, moaning. “Unnnn…”
Gabriel panted as Ted held the button down. “Fuck.”
Ted let it ride another couple seconds before releasing the
trigger. “Gabriel…” He made a clucking sound. “If you want to
suck my cock, you’re going to have to do the form correctly.”
The rules of tonight’s game were simple. Gabriel wasn’t allowed
to cum until Ted had achieved an orgasm, and the only way Ted
intended to get off is with Gabriel’s lips wrapped around his
shaft. But that was a privilege his lover needed to earn.
Gabriel slowly got back into position, starting the form
over from the beginning once more. “The batteries on that thing
are going to have to wear out soon.”
“You hope.” Ted grinned, and put his feet up as he watched
that beautiful body start entertaining him again. His house
being overrun by guests did limit the bondage games they could
play. Gabriel’s apartment just wasn’t as well equipped. Still,
there were plenty of other ways to amuse himself with Gabriel’s
body. He took a sip of wine, then hit the button.
“Gah…”
“You were right…” Ted set the wine back down. “Yoga is
relaxing.”
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#
Daniel jumped a little when Matthias’s hand swatted his
ass. “Comfy?”
He yanked at the restraints where Matthias had bound him to
the scaffold in the boathouse. He was spread eagled, with maybe
an inch of play to allow him to struggle. One look at the
layout of the place had proved it was absolutely perfect for
play. And Ted had gone to do some paperwork at his center and
mentioned he was just going to crash on Gabriel’s couch, so it
wasn’t like they’d actually disturb anything. “Not in the
slighte…” He gasped as Matthias raked his teeth lightly against
his throat. The sensation never failed to make him shiver.
In wolf form, Matthias’s teeth were terrifying things.
Even in human form, they were sharp. A nice hint of danger that
sent a thrill up his spine. The reminder that the threat was
there, even though in the back of his mind he knew it would
never manifest. He tilted his head, and met the kiss. “Want a
gag?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
His voice was husky when he replied. “I damn well better
need one, Matthias Fredrik Ingv —” He grinned when Matthias
shoved the rubber ball into his mouth.
#
She laughed when Ash pounced on the bed and wormed his way
up into her arms. Magda pulled him atop her, kissing him as she
did. “Hey, Ash.” She stroked his hair. “You doing alright?”
“I was scared, but…” He snuggled into her. “There is
Magda, Stephan, Matthias, Michaels, Gabriel, Laura, Ted, Daniel,
and Anna. They are all my friends.” He looked up at her. “And
Laura says that Sima doesn’t have any friends, because she’s a
bitch and in this case it means way more than just a female
dog.”
“Laura is a smart girl.” She leaned down to kiss him
again.
“He turned red when I asked but Ted said it’s okay if you
and I have sex in the hot tub.”
“You…” She blinked. “Asked Ted…” She gave a small shake
of her head. “If we could have sex in his hot tub?”
“Yes.” He nodded. “Could we go now?” He smiled at her
eagerly.
“You actually…” She blinked back tears. It had taken him
weeks to be able to talk to Matthias, Daniel, and Anna, let
alone talk to them without her and Stephan there. “Talked to
Ted? With words?”
“He’s…” Ash tilted his head when he looked at her, then
his eyes widened. “I talked to Ted without you or Stephan
there.”
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“Oh, Ash.” She pulled him to her and held him tightly.
We can absolutely go play in the hot tub.”
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“You know, I actually thought this task was going to take
all day.” Ted looked around the room. With Gabriel having to
work, he’d planned on renting some hand carts or perhaps even a
pallet jack to get the truck unloaded.
“We keep Matthias around for a reason.” Daniel grinned at
him. “God, Ted, this place is awesome. I wish my hometown had
something like this.” He ran a hand down the machine in front
of him. “Why pinball?”
“Once, a long time ago, I was a child.” Ted chuckled.
“Used to love it. When I saw these up on an auction website I
couldn’t resist.” He pointed. “The game consoles have been in
here a while, and get used so much I have to replace the
controllers every couple months. I thought perhaps they might
enjoy these as well.”
“Alright.” Matthias slid out from under one of the
machines. “That’s the last one. Everything should be working.”
He stood. “I remember when these things were everywhere.” He
tilted his head. “Kind of craving a malt now.”
“Oh, almost forgot.” He headed over to the storage closet.
“I know Anna wants to go to the fair, but in her condition that
much walking might not be wise.” It took him a moment to pull
the item he was looking for free, then he pushed it toward
Daniel. “This might help.”
“She might object to being pushed in a wheel —” Daniel cut
off as Ted offered him the bright pink bike horn with attached
streamers. “Yep, that’ll work.”
“Hey, Ted…” Matthias shrugged. “How much does it cost you
to run this joint?”
Ted shrugged. “Less than you might think. Erilon, through
methods I really prefer not to think about, has managed to keep
the licensing fees pretty minimal and we do get donations. Plus
most of the labor is volunteer.”
“Generous as you’ve been to us…” Matthias shrugged. “Like
to make a donation.”
“That’s not necessary.” Ted smiled. “Given your
situation, it would be best to conserve your resources.”
“Money ain’t one of our problems. The whole uh…” Matthias
rubbed the back of his neck. “Being one of the good guys thing
is sort of new to me. Might be one of the reasons I’m not great
at it.” He shrugged. “Lot of people out there willing to pay a
guy like me a hell of a lot of money to get shit done.”
“You…” Ted exhaled. “You’re telling me you used to be an
assassin.”
“Among other things.” Matthias nodded.
“Not really sure what to say to that.” Ted exhaled.
“Well, Matthias…” He shrugged. “There will be a lot of
charities at the fair, some of which do better work and are much
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more desperate for funds than I am. If you are looking to buy
some forgiveness, that would be a good place to start.”
#
“Can I dye my hair like Laura’s?”
Magda inhaled. She’d been expecting that question ever
since the two girls had met. “Not until after the baby is
born.”
“Can I dye my hair like Laura’s?” She narrowed her eyes at
Ash, and he grinned back at her. “Cept I want mine to be
purple.”
“Oh, oh…” Anna bounced a little. “Then you’d be a grape
dane.”
She ran her hand down her face as the two of them started
laughing. A knock on the door made her look up, and she smiled
before opening it. “Sister Doris.”
“Magda.” The nun returned the smile. “Just checking in on
Anna.”
“Magda says I can’t dye my hair like Laura’s until after
the baby is born.” Anna held up the picture she was drawing. A
vaguely human figure with bright pink hair and a unicorn horn.
“But I would be awesome with pink hair.”
“You certainly would.” Sister Doris nodded.
“You should dye yours pink too, when it’s done growing back
out.” Anna looked down at the picture again. “You’re here to
talk about me going back to school, aren’t you?”
“I am. Is this a good time?” Sister Doris glanced at
Magda.
“It was actually last night’s dinner conversation.” Magda
nodded.
“I know. Gabriel called me. He suggested enrolling Anna
in our home study program.” She sat down and began going over a
few of the details. The nun didn’t have to try very hard to
sell them on the program, and promised get them the paperwork
and log in information. Then she oohed and aahed over Anna’s
drawings for a while. Ash didn’t say anything, but he smiled at
the nun.
Once Anna and Ash headed back outside, Sister Doris turned
toward Magda. “The young man is…”
“It’s a complicated situation.” Magda hesitated. “Your
nephew is aware of the details.”
“I will trust to his judgment.” Sister Doris nodded. “And
yourself?”
“I…” Magda blinked. “What do you mean?”
“Self-care is important, Magda. Are you seeing to your own
needs?” She raised an eyebrow.
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“I am, thank you.” She could very much get to like this
woman. For a moment, Simi’s face swam up out of her memories.
“You remind me of someone I used to know.”
“From the look in your eye…” Sister Doris inclined her
head. “I feel I should be honored.” She picked up her papers.
“I should be going.”
“Take some cookies with you?” She gestured at the plate.
#
“How did you convince them to work in a dunk tank?”
Stephan raised an eyebrow at Father Williams.
“They asked me to exorcise the stripper they had in the
trunk of their car.” The priest shrugged amicably. “Now you —”
“I’m going to need you to repeat what you just said.”
Stephan stared at him. When Father Williams simply lifted an
eyebrow, Stephan rubbed his forehead. “So you’re probably going
to believe every word of the story I’m about to tell you.”
“Werewolves abducted and tortured a young man and drove him
to have a psychotic break.” He nodded. “My nephew filled me in
already.”
“Sorry, I just…” Stephan laughed a little. “Kind of not
used to being around people who are clued in to the whole…” He
rubbed the back of his neck. “Weird shit thing.”
“Is he a religious man?” Father Williams tilted his head.
“You know, uh…” Stephan frowned. “I don’t actually know.”
He narrowed his eyes. “I hope you aren’t along just to win
converts.”
“I am quite capable of praying for someone silently.”
Father Williams shook his head. “For some in turmoil, a rosary
can provide comfort by it’s very presence. I simply wished to
ascertain if this young man were one such.”
“I don’t think so. He, uh…” Stephan chuckled. “He likes
squeaky toys, rocks, and Star Wars.” He led Father Williams up
to the deck. “Ash, could you come here a moment?” Ash started
to move toward him on all fours before catching sight of the
priest. For a second, he was afraid Ash was going to go hide,
but then the young man stood and walked over. “Ash, this is
Gabriel’s uncle, Father Williams.”
Ash glanced at Stephan nervously before nodding to the
priest. Father Williams nodded. “Good morning, Ash. Gabriel
indicated you could help me with something?” When Ash tilted
his head and made a curious sound, Father Williams set the small
box he’d been carrying down on the small patio table and opened
it. Stephan blinked when he realized it contained a bunch of
rocks and what looked to be labels. “I…” Father Williams gave
Ash an embarrassed smile. “You’ve met my sister, Doris?” When
Ash nodded, Father Williams continued. “I knocked over her rock
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collection. Think you could help me sort it before she
notices?”
A smile came to Ash’s face as he sat down at the table and
started looking at the rocks.
#
“He knocked over Sister Doris’s rock collection?” Magda
watched the scene on the patio. Ash had yet to address Father
Williams directly, but he was telling Anna how to tell the
differences between the stones. She smiled. “Isn’t there a
commandment about lying?”
“Wasn’t a lie.” Gabriel shrugged. “He just left out that
he did it on purpose and with her approval.” He turned toward
Laura. “All set for the fair?”
She held up a camera. “All ready for you in the dunk tank.
Tell me you’re wearing a speedo.”
“Shorts and a shirt.” He shook his head.
“Gabriel…” She put her hands on his shoulders. “It’s for
charity. Take your clothes off.”
“I’m starting to be concerned you’re a bad influence on
Erilon.” Michaels shook his head at Laura.
“You’re at least wearing a speedo, right?” She raised an
eyebrow at him.
“Shorts and a shirt.” Michaels smirked.
“I think it’s unfair that Stephan doesn’t have to get in
the dunk tank.” Matthias walked in, followed by Ted and Daniel.
All three carried grocery bags.
“His leg makes it unsafe.” Gabriel shook his head.
Matthias sniffed, and gave a small frown before shaking his
head and setting the bags on the counter. “Need help putting
things away?” He glanced at Daniel.
“Ted and I got it. We’re grilling dinner.”
“I’ll go get the grill set up.” Michaels nodded before
heading for the door.
“Wait…” Daniel grabbed a bag and started after him. “I’ll
need to get the smoke box set up too.”
Laura shrugged, then started after them. “I’m going to go
watch Michaels singe his eyebrows off again.”
“One time!” Michaels shot a glare at her before going out
to the deck.
“I’m not entirely certain…” Magda glanced at Ted. “Is he
her brother or her father?”
“She’s sort of adopted him as both.” Ted smiled. “Would
you mind making some of your biscuits?”
“No problem.” She joined him in the kitchen, then looked
up when Father Williams entered. “Are you staying for dinner?”
“I would…” He stopped, staring at Matthias for a moment.
Then he shook his head before turning to look at Gabriel. “Is
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there a reason why when you told me the situation involved
werewolves you left out that there was one present?”
“You…” Gabriel glanced at Matthias before glancing back at
his uncle. “You know Matthias?”
“How do you know Matthias?” Magda glanced at her son, who
was looking at the priest curiously.
“I served in Vietnam.” Father Williams clasped his hands
behind his back. “He…” He shrugged. “Made an impression.”
“I…” Matthias slowly nodded. “Oh. You uh…” He exhaled.
“Shit. We know each other, back then?”
“It was…” Father Williams shook his head. “A different
life. Perhaps it would be better if we left it that way.”
“Yeah.” Matthias nodded again. “Maybe it would.”
“As much as I would like to join you for dinner, I still
have some things to do before the fair tomorrow.”
“About the —” Gabriel started to shake his head, then
Father Williams simply raised an eyebrow at him. Gabriel
exhaled, then clearly changed what he was going to say. “What
time do you want us there?”
“Sister Margaret is running the dunk tank. Talk to her to
get your shifts.” Father Williams shrugged. “I will see you
all tomorrow.”
#
“I’m guessing by the size of the line…” Laura snickered.
“It’s Gabriel’s shift in the dunk tank?”
“Gabriel’s first shift.” Ted nodded.
“First shift?” Laura blinked. “He actually signed up to
do more than one?”
“Margaret sent over the open shift list last night and I
talked Gabriel into signing up for all three of the ones left
open.” Ted smiled.
“Ted…” Laura slung her arm around his shoulder. “I think
I love you.” She snickered. “He didn’t try to get out of it?”
He’d tried just about everything to get out of it. Ted
smiled at the memory. “I convinced him. It is for charity,
after all.”
“Can I borrow —” Ted handed her a stack of tickets. Laura
kissed him on the cheek. “You’re awesome.” She ran off toward
the booth.
#
Gabriel narrowed his eyes when Laura took up position,
bouncing the ball in her hand. They were technically on the
church grounds, which meant Erilon probably wasn’t going to be
helping her. “Seriously?”
“Ted gave me like a million tickets.” Laura nodded.
Ted had tied him up with approximately two hundred feet of
rope before informing him of how many shifts were still open.
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Then he’d spent the next four hours making Gabriel beg before
finally telling him he wouldn’t be released until he agreed to
work them all. Erilon had been giggling the entire time.
“Yeah, turns out Ted is secretly a super-villain.”
“Always the ones you least expect.” Laura grinned. Then
she flung the ball. It hit the target dead center, and he hit
the icy water.
When he came up a moment later and glared at her, she just
shrugged. “Six years of softball.” She picked up the ball for
her next throw. “Back on the chair, Detective Pretty Boy.”
#
Daniel snickered as he saw watched Matthias shake the water
out of his hair, deliberately ensuring it got as many of the
observers wet as possible. A hundred years of military service
had given Matthias a rather long list of creative taunts, even
with keeping his language clean. The big man climbed back onto
the seat and started taunting the next kid in line. He was
starting to suspect Matthias was actually enjoying himself.
Anna was making no secret of the fact she was enjoying
herself. Laura had taken one look at the wheelchair and
pronounced it in need of work. Some cardboard and a pink
blanket, and Anna was now a princess on a throne. And best of
all, it hid her condition. Anna could have fun without having
to answer awkward questions. She already had a rather
impressive amount of loot. Stephan was pushing the wheelchair,
using it as a walker. That was something of a comfort. It
meant Anna wasn’t employing her powers to get prizes.
He blinked when he saw Michaels in the line, then covered
his smile when Michaels proceeded to dunk Matthias with all
three throws. “You do realize…” He blinked when he realized
Michaels hair was already wet. “You made sure your shift was
before his.”
“First one of the day.” Michaels smirked. “Before the
crowd showed up.” He shrugged. “Ash dunked me though, before
it got too much for him.”
“He’s up at the church watching movies with Sister Doris.
She just came off a round of chemo and tires easily, so they are
keeping an eye on each other.” He shifted awkwardly. “You know
her better than I do, think she’d notice if I, uh…”
Michaels gave him a suspicious look. “If you what?”
“I healed a guy with leukemia once. Not sure what kind of
cancer she has but she’s been great to Anna and…”
“You…” Michaels stared at him. “You think you could cure
her cancer?”
“It’ll wipe me for a couple days, so I’d rather be sure
Sima isn’t around at all beforehand, but yeah.” He nodded. “I
can.”
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The other man was silent for a moment. Then he nodded.
“She’ll notice. And she’ll know it’s not the grace of god.” He
met Daniel’s eyes. “Do it anyway.”
“Okay.” He nodded.
#
She was considering taking a break from helping in Ted’s
game booth. Daniel had missed when attempting to dunk Matthias,
and it was tempting to go show the young man how it was done.
She started to turn to let Ted know, and stopped short at the
sight of the man standing in front of the booth. He was an
older oriental man several inches shorter than she was, dressed
impeccably. As he always did. “Magda.” He inclined his head,
then glanced at the sign describing the center. “You’re
involved in this?”
“It’s run by a friend.” She nodded in Ted’s direction.
The man was talking to a few of the center’s youth.
“The cause is good, though?” He raised an eyebrow.
“Very much so.”
“Hmmm…” He quickly wrote something on a check, and dropped
it into the donation box.
Magda hesitated a moment, a little bit afraid to ask. Then
she inhaled. “What brings you here?”
“There is a matter we should discuss.” Her stomach sank as
he offered her a card. “I rented a domicile overlooking the
sea. You and your new friends should join me for dinner there
tomorrow evening.”
“We’ll be there.” She took the card from him, willing her
hand not to shake.
“Do enjoy the games, my dear.” He smiled before turning
and vanishing into the crowd.
“Magda?” It took her a moment to realize Ted was talking
to her. “Is everything alright?”
“I, uh…” She looked down at the card again before tucking
it into her pocket. “No.” She shook her head. “Probably not.”
#
“Ash, look what I got you!” Anna waved a toy lightsaber at
him. Ash grinned when he took it. “It’s a Sith one though, so
you have to be the bad guy.”
Ash nodded before turning around and stabbing Daniel with
it. Daniel made a gasping sound before staggering and falling
to the ground in a heap, complete with elaborate death throes.
“Smart.” Michaels said as he stepped over him. “Always take
the healer out first.” He patted Ash’s shoulder when Ash made a
woofing sound of agreement.
“Of course you realize this means I’m obligated to swear
eternal vengeance.” Matthias chuckled before also stepping over
Daniel.
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“Woof.” Ash stuck out his tongue.
“Alright.” Magda clapped her hands. “I need to talk to
everyone.”
Ted nodded before going to sit at the table. He opened the
donation box. “I assume this is about that gentleman who
disturbed you earlier?”
Matthias turned toward her with a raised eyebrow. “Mom?”
“Sit down.” She gestured toward the couch.
He shrugged and obeyed. Daniel stood up and went to go sit
by him, and Matthias put an arm over the younger man’s shoulder
and pulled him in close. It was tempting to disapprove of that,
but considering his own relationship with Gabriel it felt
somewhat hypocritical. He started setting the checks aside as
the others arranged themselves. Laura sat down across with a
ledger and started entering the checks onto it while he counted
the cash.
Magda took a deep breath. Then she clasped her hands
behind her back and squared her shoulders. “Ryuu Ishi is here.
He’s invited us all for dinner tomorrow.”
“And for those of us who —” Michaels started to say.
“Ryuu Ishi is here?” Matthias sat up straighter. “As in
here in person?”
“Isn’t he the reason you can’t go to Vegas?” Daniel
glanced at Matthias.
“Yep.” Matthias nodded.
“Did you say…” Laura stared at one of the checks that had
been made out in donation to his center. “Ryuu Ishi?”
“I did.”
“And Vegas?” Laura looked up at Magda.
“Yes.” She gave Laura a curious look. “Why, do you know —
”
“So his check is likely to be good?” Laura glanced back at
it.
“If he wrote you a check it’s good…” Magda frowned. “Why
do you —”
“It’s for a million dollars.” Laura held it up.
“It’s —” Ted made a choking sound as various others
registered their own incredulity.
“Okay.” Gabriel turned toward Magda. “Explanation?”
“Let’s start with Ryuu is not one of the bad guys.” When
Daniel started to speak up, she held up her hand. “He had a
perfectly legitimate reason to light Matthias on fire.”
“I like the guy already.” Michaels leaned back in the
recliner.
“He’s also not one of the good guys. You could call him a
neutral party in most things. I can guess why he’s taken an
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interest in things…” She glanced at Anna. “But I don’t know
what his intentions are.”
“You think he might hurt…” Ted swallowed before glancing
at Gabriel. If this Ryuu were what Gabriel needed to protect
Anna from, then…
“If he were here with the intention of hurting anyone in
this room…” Magda shook his head. “He’d have already done it
and left.”
“So why are we going to this dinner?” Ted raised an
eyebrow.
“Because when a dragon invites you to dinner…” Laura’s
eyes glowed red as Erilon spoke. “You show up. On time,
properly attired, and with a bottle of good wine.”
“And praying you aren’t the main course.” Matthias
shrugged.
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Daniel tried not to be nervous as the door opened. Meeting
a dragon was so far down the list of things he’d thought he’d
ever get to do. And that was the list he’d made after he’d
started dating a werewolf. The man on the other side of the
door was…
Actually kind of a disappointment. He looked like an
ordinary man. Maybe 5’3”, about Ted’s age, and some flavor of
oriental. He thought Japanese. The name had sounded Japanese.
Actually, he looked a little like George Takei, so Japanese was
most likely. And he was rambling in his own head. He tried to
focus.
The dragon, Ryuu, actually greeted Magda with a kiss on the
cheek. And ignored Matthias entirely as he stepped back to let
them all enter. Magda took off her shoes as soon as she
entered, and the others all immediately followed suit.
“Welcome, welcome.” Ryuu gave a small bow. “Let me start by
assuring you, I have absolutely no interest in harming any of
you lovely people.” He closed the door behind them. “Or
Matthias.”
“Forgive me if I’m slightly relieved, Ryuu. It’s been
rather eventful lately.” Magda offered him the wine Ted had
picked out, and Ryuu made some appropriate noises of gratitude
as he accepted it.
“Truly.” Ryuu nodded. “You know for all the fussing the
Western division has been doing lately I expected something
better than that tired old anti-christ thing.” He rolled his
eyes. “Two thousand years. You’d think they’d get a new
gimmick.” He gestured toward archway that led to what looked
like a dining room. “But business can wait until after we’ve
eaten.” He crouched a little to look Anna in the eye. “Milady,
I won’t be offended if your condition prevents you from
partaking. I arranged a fruit tray just in case, with extra
bananas.”
She smiled. “I like bananas.”
“You are a woman of excellent taste.” He nodded to her
before standing again and walking into the dining room.
“He’s being friendly…” Michaels gave Magda a concerned
look.
“He says he’s not here to hurt us…” Magda smiled
reassuringly. “Then he’s not here to hurt us. Right now we’re
probably safer than we’ve been in the past year.”
#
She’d nearly forgotten what a wonderful table Ryuu could
set. Then again, it had been a couple decades since the last
time they’d dined together. Ryuu was playing the role of
charming host, even flirting playfully with her and Laura. She
took a drink of the tea, then smiled at him. “I must say…”
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Magda chuckled. “I am enjoying the little contest you and Tanit
are having.” She inclined her head. “And you are definitely
winning.”
“Why thank you, my dear.” Ryuu smiled. “She was
dominating in the area of television but I think I am starting
to catch up nicely.” He waved a hand.
“I had some concerns with the ‘Hulk’ thing, but I think
Ruffalo salvaged it.” She nodded.
“I certainly agree. I’m becoming rather fond of that man.”
Ryuu suddenly narrowed his eyes. “Are you working up to asking
me if you can get his autograph?”
“Maybe a little.” She shrugged. “I’ve already got Stan
Lee’s.”
“Wait, what are…” Daniel scratched his head. “What are
you two talking about?”
“Oh, just a friendly little competition my mate and I’ve
been having.” Ryuu waved a hand. He turned back toward Magda.
“You know, she almost had me worried when she starting making
noise about the Justice League after her trilogy with Bale,
but…” He gave an amused shake of his head. “Wow did she miss
the mark on that one.”
“You mean…” Daniel blinked and then rubbed his eyes. “The
whole Marvel vs DC fandom war is…” He turned toward Matthias.
“Seriously?”
“That’s uh…” Matthias sighed. “Look, Boss, you’ll sleep a
lot better if you don’t know just how much of the world he
influences.”
“Though I wish to point out, before the judgmental looks
begin…” Ryuu shook his head. “I had absolutely nothing to do
with any recent American elections. That one is not my fault.”
“Of course it’s not.” Magda immediately shook her head.
“You have dignity.”
“See…” Ryuu raised his wine glass to her. “This is why
you are my favorite werewolf.”
#
Dragons were real. He was sitting next to one. It was all
Ted could do not to grab Gabriel’s hand under the table. Magda
and Ryuu certainly seemed to be on friendly terms, and if nobody
had told him the man was a dragon he’d be having an excellent
time. He looked down at his plate, and wondered if there was
any chance he could work up the nerve to ask a dragon for his
dessert recipe. The little frozen shapes were reminiscent of
ice cream but clearly something else. Anna had devoured hers
before stealing one from Matthias’s plate, and almost
immediately Ryuu had passed over his own share. Even Ash was
starting to relax a little.
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Ryuu led them out onto the deck overlooking the ocean. Ted
glanced over his shoulder back at the dining room, and nearly
stumbled when he realized in the few moments since they’d all
left the table it had been completely cleared. There was no
trace of the meal that had just taken place. He fought the urge
to shiver, then felt Gabriel’s hand touch the small of his back.
The momentary contact was enough for him to find his nerve
again.
“Shall we too business, then?” Ryuu raised an eyebrow.
“I am curious.” Magda nodded. “Especially since you came
here instead of asking me to come to you.”
“Yes, well, I preferred to avoid an awkward situation. I
did, after all, inform your son that if he ever set food in Las
Vegas again I’d turn him into a rug.” Ryuu shrugged. “And I’d
hate to damage our own friendship by having to follow through on
that.”
“Much appreciated.” She smiled.
He exchanged a confused look with Gabriel, then one with
Michaels. Laura seemed to find the exchange amusing. The more
he learned about the supernatural world, the less he understood
it. And then there was still the part where this man had
donated a million dollars to his center. He really didn’t want
to learn what strings might be attached to that money. “Mr.
Ishi…”
“Mr. Mullins.” Ryuu nodded in his direction. “There are
no strings. Homelessness is a terrible problem in this country
and it is refreshing to see someone attempting to treat the
underlying causes rather than simply herding people from one
section of a city to another.” He gestured at Laura. “Can you
imagine? That sort of potential casually swept aside?
Shameful. You’re doing good work. Keep it up.”
“I…” He blinked. “Thank you.”
“Now, as for why I have invited all of you…” Ryuu nodded.
“At the moment, we have an overlap of interest. There is a
young woman who has, abet unknowingly…” He shrugged. “Meddled
in my affairs. And thus I am prepared to offer you the
opportunity…” He inclined his head toward Magda. “To have me
in your debt.”
From the looks on the faces of Magda and Matthias, not to
mention the fact Laura’s eyes had started to glow to indicate
the presence of Erilon, that was something. Magda had to take a
couple deep breaths before nodding. “So this is important.”
“Very.”
#
Maybe it had been the mention of Vegas, but Michaels
couldn’t quite stop mentally comparing this Ryuu guy to the
Godfather. It’s not an unfair comparison. He’s kind of who the
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Godfather would be if De Niro or Pacino could make volcanoes
erupt by the sheer force of will. Okay, that wasn’t comforting.
That kind of favor owing could be a two-edged sword and… And
how was she talking in his head when Stephan was present? Ryuu
invited me. Try not to think about it too hard. Right.
Dragons play by a different set of rules.
“You’ll owe us a favor…” Michaels took a deep breath.
“And what’s that going to cost us?”
“It is my hope…” Ryuu twitched a shoulder. “That the price
is paid by only a single party. However, the odds are not in
favor of that outcome. My request will result in a slight
increase to risks you already face and provide a complication to
an already complicated matter.”
Gabriel frowned. “Get on with it.”
“Still blunt as a hammer.” Ryuu smiled. “A witch has
acquired something she has no business possessing. Something
she has already damaged badly, but it may not yet be beyond
salvage. The reason it should interest you is that among other
things, it is a weapon, and one that she is already turning upon
you and your companions.” He leaned on the railing. “If you
continue your current course…” He focused his eyes on Gabriel.
“You will destroy this weapon.”
“And that’s…” Daniel looked slightly confused. “Not a
good thing?”
“No…” Ryuu turned to look out at the sunset. “It is not.
It would be…” He shook his head. “A tragedy.” He sighed
before shaking his head again. “She is turning this weapon on
you at the behest of a woman named Sima.” Ash made a whimpering
sound and Magda immediately moved toward him as Stephan put his
arm around the other man. “She has in her possession a
talisman, one of strange power. I wish you to relieve her of
it. Should you happen to relive her of her life at the same
time, I will not object. What you do with the talisman after
I…” He bowed his head. “I must trust your judgment on the
matter, and hope that you realize the importance of what you
hold in your hand.” He turned back toward them. “No one is to
know of my interest in this matter.”
“Ryuu…” Magda narrowed her eyes. “I’ve known you for
three hundred years. This isn’t…” She shook her head. “This
isn’t like you.”
“Jehanne…” He sighed. “I made a terrible mistake, and
what it has cost is…” He shook his head. “I cannot dwell on
might have beens. The damage cannot be undone. It is already
too late for me to make it right. I have known you for three
hundred years. That is why I am asking this of you.” He took a
deep breath. “I know enough to know that you will understand.
The allies you have recently acquired should be sufficient to
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accomplish what I have asked but…” He met her eyes. “Jehanne,
if you cannot retrieve the talisman, I ask that you destroy it.
The outcome will be terrible, but…” He looked away again. “It
is better than one alternative.”
Magda nodded. “I’ll talk to —”
“My boys are in.” Erilon’s voice came from Laura’s mouth.
“We are?” Michaels blinked at her.
“Yes.” She nodded. “You are.”
He exchanged a look with Gabriel before shrugging. “Okay.
Guess we’re in.” Ryuu offered him a USB stick. He blinked, but
took it. “What’s this?”
“Sima’s blood type, fingerprints, current aliases, bank
accounts, maintained residences, shoe size, Netflix passwords,
cell phone number, alarm codes, email addresses, list of active
warrants, and dating website profiles.” He rolled his eyes.
“And she is rather misleading in her bio. She most certainly
does not have a PhD in French Literature and she’s a size six.”
Michaels looked down at the USB stick, then back up at
Ryuu. “You know we need a warrant —”
“You’ll find those on your desk as soon as you get to work
tomorrow, along with the chain of evidence logs.” Ryuu smiled.
“And now, they are not forged. Judges are a high maintenance
investment but well worth the effort.”
#
Stephan looked up at Magda. “He’s your friend, and you
want to help him.”
“He’s my friend.” Magda nodded. “But I’m not under
illusions about what else he is. The last time Ryuu got
personally involved in a matter that took place in Washington
State was on May 18th, 1980.”
Ted blinked. “That was the day…” He swallowed. “Mount
St. Helens erupted.”
“A witch is a person with gift.” Magda nodded. “A dragon
is a force of nature. We can turn him down, and the consequence
to that will be we simply become beneath his notice. He won’t
hurt us, but he also won’t help us. And given Anna’s…”
“We could use his help.” Stephan nodded. “Alright, I’m
in…” He turned to the man next to him. “Ash?”
“Woof.”
“You sure?”
Ash nodded. “Woof.” Then he shrugged. “Woof.”
“That’s a little petty, don’t you —”
“Woof.” Ash rolled his eyes.
“Yeah, if anyone does deserve it…” Stephan nodded before
looking up at Michaels. “Soon as we get to a computer Ash wants
Laura to redo all Sima’s dating profile stuff.” Laura made a
cackling noise. “And he’s in.”
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Daniel glanced at Anna before looking up at Matthias, then
he turned back to Magda. “We’re in.”
“Matthias?” Magda raised her eyebrow at him.
“He’s the boss.” Matthias nodded to Daniel.
“And we’re already in…” Michaels looked down at the USB
stick before looking over at Gabriel. “We’re going to have talk
with her later, right?”
“Yep.” Gabriel nodded.
From the look on Ryuu’s face when Magda informed him they’d
all agreed, it was clear the man was relieved. That just raised
even more questions about what it was they’d just agreed to do.
Ryuu approached them again. “I thank you all for your
assistance in this matter. And I wish you luck in your…” He
tilted his head, then smiled before leaning forward to whisper
something in Laura’s ear.
She blinked. “Really?”
He nodded. “Really.”
“Heh.” She grinned. “I can work with that.”
Ryuu laughed. “As I was saying, I wish you luck in your
future endeavors.” He went to the door, and opened it so they
could make their exit. “Matthias, stay out of my city.” He
nodded. “Magda, a pleasure seeing you again. Gabriel, you as
well.”
Gabriel blinked. “We’ve never met before.”
“Haven’t we?” Ryuu raised an eyebrow. “Hmmm…” He
shrugged. “Do have a lovely evening.” He closed the door behind
them.
“You…” Ted turned to look at Gabriel. “You know him?”
“I really don’t.” Gabriel shook his head. “What did…”
Gabriel opened the door again and stopped short.
The apartment on the other side of the door was clearly in
the process of being remodeled. The walls had been stripped,
and there was lumber and wiring visible everywhere. Stephan
stared, then shook his head. “So that…” He swallowed. “That
was a dragon.” He frowned, then turned to look at Magda. “Out
of curiosity, how do you know him?”
Magda shrugged. “We used to date.”
“I…” Stephan blinked. “What?”
“Gotta say, Mom…” Matthias patted Ash’s head. “Your taste
in men has improved in the last two hundred years.”
“Woof.” Ash grinned.
#
Magda tried not to growl in frustration. Anna was, by the
doctor’s estimate, two days overdue. They were supposed to be
meeting a doctor to discuss the scheduling a C-section, but
trying to use Ryuu’s information to locate Sima had been
distracting them. They’d gotten halfway to town before they
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realized they’d forgotten the box of samples in the
refrigerator. Despite Erilon’s assurances that Anna was fine,
she didn’t want to take the risk. Fortunately, they were early
enough to simply turn around and go back for them.
“It’s a good name.” Anna had folded her arms and had her
belligerent face on.
“Okay, yeah, maybe for a middle name but…” Daniel ran a
hand down his face. “You really can’t name a baby Celestia.”
“I think we should just all be grateful she doesn’t want to
name it Pinkie Pie.” Matthias shrugged.
“That’s just silly.” She shook her head. “I can’t get her
Pinkie Pie blankets if her name is also Pinkie Pie.”
“I can’t follow the logic but I’m really happy its there.”
Matthias sighed.
“Magda…” Anna shifted a little in her seat.
“Yes, Anna?” She glanced at the girl in the review mirror.
“Would you, uh…” She shifted a little again. “Would you
be okay if I named her ‘Jehanne’? I mean, I know it was yours
but…”
Her throat swelled a little. “I’d be honored, Anna.”
“And it’s got Anne in it and that’s…” She tilted her head.
“Is that why you named your daughter Anna?”
“It is.” She nodded. “I —”
The windshield shattered and Matthias grunted before
bending forward. Blood splattered on his chest, and there was a
thudding sound. The rifle crack echoed, and she realized a
bullet had just gone through her son and into the car door
behind him. “Matthias.” Daniel leaned forward as Magda jerked
the car to the side of the road.
“Silver…” Matthias managed to cough out the word. There
was blood on his lips.
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The sounds coming from the next room were horrifying. The
worst of them was Mistress’s laughter. Ash tried to crawl under
the bed, but it was blocked off. He whimpered, unable to put
his hands over his ears with them secured behind his back.
Snarling and screaming and dying and wet and choking.
He was back. Mistress’s collar was around his neck again.
She’d taken Magda’s collar off him and put her collar on him.
Leather tight enough to make it hard to swallow. They’d brought
him to Mistress. They’d left Stephan on the docks and shot
Matthias and they’d brought him to Mistress. He could feel
tears running down his cheeks.
She’d petted him and acted glad to see him, before
reminding him to follow the rules. He leaned forward to wipe
the tears off on the bed. Crying was against the rules.
Mistress would be… Your name is Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. You
are a cop, not a pet. You are a person, not a dog. Her name is
Sima, not mistress. You are not alone. We will come for you.
He knew that voice. Laura’s when her eyes turned red. He
took a deep breath, and nodded.
#
Despite being able to hear his heart beating, Magda fumbled
for Stephan’s pulse. His head was bloody, but his pulse was
strong. She sniffed the air. Two others, taking Ash away. One
male. One female. She committed both scents to memory. Then
she took a deep breath. A sniper. Like lightning out of a
clear sky. If Daniel hadn’t been right there, her son might
have bled out before they could get him help.
She’d carried Anna into the house while Matthias had
carried Daniel. Anna wasn’t just panicking, she was having
stomach pain. Magda’d wanted to hold her hand, but then she’d
seen Stephan laying on the dock. And Ash was gone. They’d
taken Ash. Daniel and Stephan were down, and Anna was quite
possibly in labor. She took a deep breath and dialed the
emergency line.
#
“How bad?” Ted looked at the werewolf sitting in the
waiting room. Matthias actually looked scared.
“They are trying to get Anna stable and prep her for a Csection. She’s uh…” Matthias took a deep breath. “Daniel’s
out and going to be out for…” He took another deep breath.
“Their in the hospital and they won’t let me in to see either of
them because…” His eyes started to change, and he took another
deep breath before looking down at his hands. “Trying to keep
my temper here cause, uh…”
“Sister Doris is in with Anna now.” Father Williams
stepped into the room. “She will stay with her. Anna will not
be alone.”
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“Thanks.” Matthias nodded. “I…” He exhaled. “Thanks.”
“They have Daniel on a glucose drip. That should help him
build up his reserves again from the energy he used, and restore
him to consciousness more quickly than simple rest.” Father
Williams inclined his head. “I put energy bars where he can
reach them when he wakes.”
“You…” Matthias looked up at Father Williams curiously.
“Yeah, you are clued in, aren’t…” His eyes widened a little.
“Oh.”
“The collar grants me some privileges. I will stay with
Daniel and see to his protection.” Father Williams squared his
shoulders. “I have doubt my former compatriots have given up,
and your skills are better suited to offense than defense. Ash
is missing, yes?”
“Father…” Ted took another look at the priest, as though
seeing him for the first time.
“Yeah. But not for long. We’ll find him.” Matthias
stood. “You know everyone thinks you’re dead.”
“That was rather the point.” Father Williams nodded. “Go.
I will get back to Daniel. Patricia is on her way and can stay
with Stephan. It is not good to wake alone in a hospital.” He
turned and left the room, leaving Ted with more questions than
answers.
#
Stasya looked up with a smile on her face when he entered
the room. As soon as she saw his face, the smile vanished. She
closed her eyes for a moment and composed her face. Then she
opened them again and spread her arms. “Baby Bear.”
Adam stepped into her arms, clinging to her as she hugged
him. She stroked his hair as he let out a choking sob. “I’m
sorry. She knows.”
“She made you…” Stasya’s arms tightened around him. “Oh,
Baby Bear.” He wasn’t sure how long they’d been standing there
when Stasya spoke again. Though he could feel her trembling,
her voice was calm. “She sent you here to kill me?”
“That was…” His voice shook. “What she intended, yes…”
It was hard, fighting the order. Knowing what she’d meant and
resisting it. It hurt almost as bad as shifting. “But the
words, the instructions she gave…” He stepped back, meeting her
eyes. “She ordered me to take care of you.” He held out the
manila envelope, his hands shaking. “Please, Mama Bear.”
“Adam…” She took the envelope from him, then nodded. “I
love you, Baby Bear.”
“I love you too, Mama Bear.”
“Do svidaniya.” Stasya grabbed her bag. She hesitated a
moment before grabbing Patrick’s as well.
Then she was gone.
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#
Gabriel looked around the hotel suite. Blood was
splattered across the room. One of the other officers had
vomited in the hallway. The dead man had been heavily armed,
and was not a small man. Yet it was clear from the scene that
he hadn’t been able to defend himself from whatever it was had
torn him apart. He hadn’t even had a chance to draw his guns.
The CSIs were going over the scene, looking for prints and any
other evidence. Didn’t really matter. This one was going to
end far from the reservation. He stepped into the suite’s
bedroom.
The collar Ash had worn around his neck lay on the bed. He
had no doubt it had been left intentionally. A taunt. There
was a brief commotion from the other room, and he heard Michaels
identify someone as a CI. A moment later, Magda joined him.
Her eyes immediately narrowed at the sight of the collar.
“Sima?” He raised an eyebrow at her.
“She has Ash.” Magda clenched her fists. “She has Ash.”
“Focus.”
“Two other scents. Three if you count the dead man. One I
recognize from where Stephan was attacked. The other is
unfamiliar. A woman.” Her stance changed as she looked around.
Worried though she was, Magda was going into cop mode. “And…”
She glanced back at the other room. “My nose says that was a
tiger but I only smell it in that room.”
“Can you track them?”
“Sima knows I’m here. She’ll know I’m looking. If there
is a clear trail…” Magda looked up at him.
“Trap.” Gabriel nodded. “Magda?”
“Yes?” She touched the collar.
“Erilon can’t pinpoint his location, but she says she got a
message to him. He knows we are looking, that we won’t leave
him.” He put his hand on her shoulder. “He’s alive. We’ll get
him home.”
“I…” She nodded. “Thank you.”
“What can you tell me about the others?”
“The woman likes her perfume and scented soaps.” Magda
half closed her eyes, scenting the room. “She and the man who
took Ash are lovers, but she was also sharing a bed with Sima.”
“Lesbian werewolves.” Michaels stepped into the room.
“Great.” He nodded to Gabriel. “Coroner is getting the body
out. He’ll call when he’s got a positive ID.”
“Matthias called.” Magda nodded. “He and Laura slash
Erilon are at Ted’s house, seeing what the can find there.”
“Call him back.” Gabriel headed for the door. “Tell him
we are on our way.”
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“No.” Magda shook her head and caught his arm. She
lowered her voice to not be overheard. “Gabriel, this was the
Cabal. Anna said…”
“I’ve got this, partner.” Michaels nodded. “You’ve got
someplace else to be right now.”
“Alright.” Gabriel nodded. “I’ll keep you posted on
Anna’s condition.” He took a deep breath before leaving to head
for the hospital.
#
He emerged from the woods just in time to see Magda and
Michaels pull into the driveway. Laura was on the deck, her
eyes faintly glowing. Matthias walked toward his mother.
“Found the sniper nest, but uh…” He shook his head. “If
they’ve been watching us I haven’t found their vantage point. I
swept for bugs and Laura checked my work, but we came up zilch.”
“Someone was watching. Someone who can somehow hide from
me.” Erilon jumped down from the porch.
“You talked to Ash?” Magda gave her a desperate look.
“I sent him a message. I…” Erilon shook her head.
“Actual communication is not possible, but I was able to let him
know everyone is alive and we are going to come get him.”
“So you know where he is?” Matthias turned toward her. He
jerked his head toward Michaels. “You found him.”
“He is one of mine. Ash is not.” Erilon sighed. “I
cannot pinpoint his location. My link to him is not strong
enough, but I can tell that he is alive.”
“That’s…” Magda nodded. “Something. Thank you.”
“What else can you tell us?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“Not much, unfortunately. Ash is terrified, and he doesn’t
exactly think straight even when he is not. There is power
where he is, a lot of it. I believe the one that attacked you
in the incident with the bartender is near him. She’s strong.
Strong enough that without an existing hold on Ash I cannot get
the door open without a foot already in the door.”
“You think…” Michaels folded his arms. “You think this
witch is the one Ryuu mentioned?”
“Most likely.” Erilon shrugged.
“So she’s got power enough to get a dragon interested.”
Michaels rubbed his forehead. “Don’t suppose there is a handy
trick for killing witches?”
“Aim for the head.” Magda narrowed her eyes.
#
Michaels looked down when his phone rang. He didn’t
recognize the number, but hit the button anyway. “Detective
Michaels.”
“She wants your partner. She thinks he is attractive.”
The voice sounded like a young man.
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He blinked. “Excuse me?”
“Sima. I know you recognize the name.”
Immediately he gestured toward the others. They started
over. “Who is this?”
“If she gets the chance, she’ll take him for a pet. The
rest of you she wants dead, but orders are to bring him and you
in alive. Wren has questions for you. She doesn’t know about
Erilon, and wants to know how you threw her out of your head.”
The voice sounded calm. “We’ll be carrying sedatives for just
that purpose.”
“We aren’t exactly…”
“I’ve already killed an alpha this month, detective. You
really don’t want me to develop a taste for it.”
“Alright…” Michaels looked up at the others. “You want
something. I’m listening.”
“His name was Patrick Delacroix. He served with
distinction a US Navy SEAL. He joined the Cabal because he
wanted to stop the monsters. To keep vampires from killing
others the way they killed his brother. He’s dead because he
tried to do the right thing, so you fucking make sure he’s
treated with respect.” The voice betrayed fury. “Flight 491
gets in at 2:15 PM. Some of the passengers will be of interest.
But the ones you really need to worry about are coming up by
car. Highway 7. Dark blue Ford SUV with California plates,
should be here by 6.”
“Okay —”
“They want the child. Make sure they don’t get it.”
Whoever was on the other end of the line hung up.
Michaels stood, looking down at the phone, then he looked
back up at the others. He called the number back, and a voice
informed him it was no longer in service. “Erilon?” He raised
an eyebrow at her.
“I couldn’t get a read on him, pet. Not just because it
was a phone call, either.” She frowned. “There is something…”
“Like Stephan?” Magda folded her arms.
“No. Stephan is blank. Whoever that was…” Erilon tilted
her head. “Was empty.”
“Explain.” Matthias leaned on the railing.
“I would if I could. I don’t know, and given the
circumstances guessing might be a mistake.” Erilon made a vexed
sound before looking up at Michaels. “Pet, that one could be
standing right next to us and unless he interacted with one of
mine or I was seeing through your eyes, I would never know he
was there. Possibly not even if I was actively looking for
him.”
“You’re saying that guy could watch us without you knowing
about it?” Matthias straightened.
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“I’m saying he probably has been.” Erilon nodded.
“Shit.” Michaels exhaled. Then he shrugged. “Well, it’s
a shit plan and I’d like to explore alternatives, but that does
give us a plan.”
“What plan are you…” Magda stared at him, then started
shaking her head. “We are not using you as bait.”
“You two can go fuck yourselves…” Michaels met her eyes.
“But I like Ash, and these people are fucking around in the city
I swore to serve and protect. So we have a plan B. Let’s get
on this information, and see if it leads us to a plan A.” He
started dialing his phone again.
#
Wren smiled as she stroked the hair of Sima’s pet. Sima
was right, he did have beautiful eyes. A sweet, innocent blue.
He seemed happy to be back with his mistress, smiling up at her
when she greeted him and eating a treat from her hand. Sima’d
told her how she’d accomplished this, how she’d made it clear to
Ash just who he belonged to. And what the consequences of
disobedience were.
It was a lesson Adam had needed to learn as well. Perhaps
he had. She’d felt little resistance when she’d ordered him to
go finish cleaning up the mess. There was a flutter of wings,
and a raven landed in the window. It leaped down and shifted
into Adam. He nodded to her. “It’s done.”
“You couldn’t use the door?” She arched an eyebrow.
“Didn’t think blood-stained clothes were a good idea.” He
smiled at her. “May I order a pizza?”
Permission. He was asking her permission. She smiled
warmly. “Pepperoni and mushrooms.”
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He woke up, then looked around before awareness flooding
back in. “Ash.” He started trying to sit up, only to realize
he was tangled in various medical things.
“It’s alright.” A calm voice said and someone reached over
to pat his arm. “You’re in the hospital. Magda said to make
sure to tell you as soon as you woke up that everyone is alright
and they are looking for Ash right now.”
Stephan nodded. The woman sitting by his bed looked to be
in her early fifties. She was a light skinned black woman, with
warm eyes and a pleasant smile. He tilted his head. “Are you
Laura’s mother?”
“I’m Gabriel’s mother.” She smiled.
“You’re…” He blinked.
“He’s adopted.” She shrugged. “We thought it best if
someone was on hand to reassure you as soon as you woke up…”
She lowered her voice conspiratorially. “So we may have let
them all believe you’re my nephew.”
“Right.” He shifted on the hospital bed. “So, Aunt…”
“Patricia Williams, but you may call me Patty.”
“Aunt Patty…” He nodded. “Fill me in.”
“Good news first.” She leaned back. “Anna and her baby
are healthy. I’m not sure what all is going on and as soon as
things are settled I am going to box some people’s ears, but
Gabriel said to tell you that he’s ‘playing guardian angel’ and
that as soon as…” She took a deep breath and shook her head
disapprovingly. “Your ass can get out of bed Matthias is
probably going to need you.”
“Yeah. Probably.” He started to sit up, then gave a
frustrated sigh. “Don’t suppose they left any —”
She offered him a set of clothes. “I’ll be right outside.”
#
“The flight has two dozen people with French passports.
They are being detained now.” Michaels held up a sheet of paper
with pictures printed on it.
Magda raised an eyebrow. “You got a warrant that fast?”
“TSA doesn’t need a warrant. I called them up and said
some folks from France were smuggling in bomb components for
ISIS and the agents practically started jizzing their shorts.”
Michaels shrugged.
“Dammit…” Matthias ran a hand down his face. “I’m
starting to like you.” He took the paper, then blinked. “And
fuck, you might actually be right. They start digging in on
these folks, they’ll find shit.” He pointed at one picture.
“She tried hiring me to bomb a hospital.”
“You bombed a —” Michaels started glaring.
“No.” Matthias looked insulted. “And I killed most of the
shitheads who did take the job.”
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“Okay.” Michaels nodded. “Gimme what intel you can and
I’ll pass it to the TSA. That takes care of those, but uh,
mystery voice did say it’s the guys by car that are the bigger
issue. And…”
“And?” Magda folded her arms.
“Delacroix came in with a French passport so I can justify
the French suspects but the APB I put out on dark blue Fords
with California plates stands a good chance at tipping the bad
guys off to our mole.” Michaels shook his head. “Hoping he can
take care of himself.”
“Erilon, shit is going to get violent.” Matthias turned
toward Laura, whose eyes weren’t glowing. “No, you’re Laura
right now.”
“It’s okay, she’s listening.” Laura waved a hand. “Just
conserving her strength cause ain’t nobody in the mood to get
laid right now.”
“Anyway…” Matthias smiled a little. “Shit is going to get
violent. If you can ID this mole so I don’t bite his head off
or anything, I’d appreciate it. I’d feel bad about it.”
“He said he’d killed an alpha…” Michaels shrugged. “So
warning you he’s around is probably a good idea anyway.”
#
She held him down, hands around his wrists, tight enough to
hurt. He felt sick as she moved atop him as she’d done before,
but his body responded. The collar was tight around his neck.
When Sima was finished, the other one took a turn. She smelled
like oranges. Patted him and told him he was a good boy and he
whined happily for her. She laughed, then looked at the man
who’d captured him and asked why he didn’t make those kinds of
noises. The man laughed with her, and told her she liked it
better when he purred.
Sima’s whispered in his ear not to worry, that she wouldn’t
let the snake man hurt him. Ash was ashamed of how grateful
those words had made him, especially when in the back of his
mind he knew it had been Sima that had sent the snake man for
him in the first place. And Sima had never protected him from
Lisa. This was just part of her game. Sima didn’t protect him.
Magda did.
Then the women had left, leaving him alone with the snake
man. For about ten minutes, the man just sat there, cleaning
pieces of a gun. The snake man set the pieces of the gun down,
walked to the refrigerator, and took out two beers. He opened
both, then to Ash’s surprise, offered him one. Ash looked at
it, startled, and cringed away a little. “Ash.” The snake man
crouched, looking him in the eye. “Get it the fuck together,
and stop acting like a little bitch. You fought to defend your
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friends. You wuss out now, you’re going to get them hurt trying
to save you.” The snake man offered him the beer again.
Ash reached out and took it. He made a soft whining sound.
“Right, the forgetting how to talk thing.” The man took a drink
of his own beer. “Sima’s a grade A psycho, Ash, but the only
way she can get into your head is if you let her. She doesn’t
want you to have a beer…” The man smiled. “So drink the fuck
out of that thing.”
He looked down at the beer in his hand. Sima didn’t want
him to have that. He’d heard her tell Wren that part of getting
Ash back was that Ash wasn’t allowed food or drink except what
Sima herself provided. He turned the beer around in his hand,
and then took a long drink before looking back up at the snake
man. The snake man smiled. “She tells you not to talk, Ash,
you fucking sing. She tells you not to walk, you dance.” He
took a gulp of his own beer. “Be a dog if you need, but by now,
you’ve spent enough time around wolves to know what teeth can
do.” He reached out, and petted Ash’s hair. “Your friends are
alive. You’ll be back with them soon. Soon as I get the
signal.”
When the snake man stood again, Ash whined up at him. The
man frowned, and Ash tilted his head and whined again. “I’m
Adam.” He rubbed Ash’s hair again. “What was it the guy
said…?” He frowned a little, then nodded. “That’s right.” He
crouched again, looking Ash in the eye. “Your name is Bernard
Rudolf Achterberg. You are a cop, not a pet. You are a person,
not a dog. Her name is Sima, not mistress.” He smiled, showing
teeth. “And after I kill her, your demon friend is going to
drag her to the lowest fucking pit in hell, you hear me?”
“Woof.” Ash nodded.
“No, Ash.” Adam stared at him. “You hear me?”
“Wo…” Ash looked down at the beer, then finished it before
looking back at Adam. “Yes.”
“Good boy.” Adam smiled.
#
Daniel’s eyes snapped open. “Matthias.” He tried to sit
up.
“Easy.” The voice was vaguely familiar, and he turned to
see Father Williams. “Matthias is fine. He’s on the hunt now.
He’d be here, but whoever shot him took Ash.” Father Williams
offered him an energy bar. “They are going to need you back on
your feet, young man.”
“Ash is…” His eyes widened, and he grabbed the bar and
tore it open. “What about —”
“Anna just came out of surgery. You are now an uncle. She
and the baby are fine. The others are…” Father Williams
trailed off at the sound of footsteps, then stood.
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A chill went through him as four men entered the room.
“Mr. Thatcher.” He shifted his jacket to reveal a gun. “You
need to come with us.”
Father Williams bowed his head, then gave it a small shake.
“You gentlemen should reconsider your chosen path.”
“Father, just…” Daniel shook his head. “Don’t give them a
reason to hurt you, alright?” He started pulling the sensors
off. Last thing he wanted was to get Gabriel’s uncle hurt.
“See, you should listen to the kid.” The man smiled.
“I am not concerned…” Father Williams sighed. “About the
possibility of them hurting me, Daniel. I am asking that they
not give me cause to hurt them.”
“Right.” The man rolled his eyes, then drew his pistol and
aimed it at Daniel. “Need you to keep the wolf from being a
problem. So come along quiet —” He cut off with Father
Williams caught hold of his wrist. “Listen, Father whoever you
—”
“I will not…” Father Williams narrowed his eyes. “Ask
nicely again.”
#
Ted looked up when Daniel and Father Williams came toward
him. “Daniel, good to see…” He looked from one to the other.
“Everything alright?”
“Yeah…” Daniel looked up at Father Williams, grinning.
“Ran into some Cabal, but uh…”
“Are you alright?” Ted immediately took a step toward
them.
“Nah, we’re fine.” Daniel shook his head. “He handled
it.” He jerked his head at Father Williams.
“You…” Ted blinked at him. “Handled it?”
“As my nephew reminded me some time ago, for every thing
there is a season.” Father Williams nodded.
“Yeah, and winter is fucking coming.” Daniel nodded.
“Seriously, it’s like those guys never watched a movie in their
life. Never screw around with the dignified old guy.”
“What happened to the Cabal?” Ted raised an eyebrow.
“They are reconsidering their chosen paths.” Father
Williams nodded.
“He’s really persuasive.” Daniel’s grin widened.
“Well, he does get Gabriel to show up to choir practice.”
Ted smiled. He could get a coherent explanation later.
Hopefully. “Congratulations, Daniel, you’re an uncle. It’s a
girl.”
“Well, she said it would be.” Daniel nodded. “Stephan’s
up and he and I are going to go catch up with the others, but
Father Williams is going to stay here and watch your back.” He
turned toward Father Williams again. “Seriously, I want to be
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you when I grow up. Only without the celibacy thing.” He waved
before rushing off down the hall.
“I…” Ted blinked, then a horrified notion came to him.
“You didn’t have to…”
“No.” Father Williams shrugged. “I simply gave them a
firm reminder that I could.” When Ted looked at him, he
shrugged again. “I do believe I pointed out I was not always a
priest.” Then he frowned in the direction Daniel had gone.
“Unless I am mistaken, that young man is dating Matthias
Jarlson?”
“Yes.” Ted nodded
“And here I thought you and my nephew were the strangest
couple I’d ever encounter.” He shook his head.
“Well, I…” He blinked. “You uh…” He swallowed. “Well…”
“Let’s go see if Gabriel requires assistance. He was never
much good with infants.” Father Williams started down the other
hall. Ted shrugged before following him.
#
Magda hugged Stephan tightly. He returned the hug, then
exhaled. “I’m sorry, Mags. I let them —”
“No.” She shook her head. “Don’t even go there. It’s not
your fault and we’ll get him back.”
“Young guy, maybe twenty.” He stepped back. “Black hair,
looked Asian, bit of an accent I couldn’t place. French maybe?”
He sighed. “Red haired woman had a Russian accent. Tall, bit
taller than him, and built like you. Both had guns and carried
them like they knew how to use them. The guy knew how to fight,
but it was the woman who kicked me in the head.” He took a deep
breath. “They just strolled right up, laughing and joking with
each other. I thought they were hikers.”
“Real professionals.” Matthias nodded. “Play it cool,
cover the flanks, and attack from a distance. They know what
the hell they are doing.”
“There was a voice on the radio too. Male. Voice said you
guys were on your way back. I started trying to convince them
you guys weren’t a fight they wanted and uh…” Stephan sighed.
“That’s when the young guy ordered whoever the voice was to
shoot.” He glanced at Daniel. “Daniel said the sniper had
silver bullets.”
“Yeah. Fortunately he aimed for center mass instead of the
head.” Matthias nodded. “Fucking hurt like hell, but probably
wouldn’t have killed me.” He glanced over his shoulder at where
Michaels was on the phone. “We got in a tip and Michaels took
care of the ones on the plane, but more coming in by car.”
“Few tried to snag me out of the hospital. They were
worried about Anna’s power and thought grabbing me first would —
”
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“You’re alright?” Matthias’s eyes immediately shifted.
“Yeah.” Daniel grinned. “Father Williams made one of them
piss himself. It was awesome.”
“Father —” Magda looked startled. She turned toward
Stephan. “What?”
“All I know is there are four cabal mooks being treated for
severe hypothermia.” Stephan shook his head.
“Alright, so airplane people are now the FBI’s problem.”
Michaels joined them. “Tip guy said car folks would be here by
six. I’ve got people pulling over SUVs with California plates
on their way into town. Two so far, found weapons in the cars.
But…” He looked down at his phone. “Squad car pulled over two
more riding together, called in the plates, and then uh…” He
looked frustrated.
“Went silent?”
“Yeah.” Michaels exhaled. “I might have just got two of
my people killed, so let’s find these fucks, alright?”
Laura’s eyes went red. “Incoming.”
#
There was absolutely nothing attractive about newborn
babies, but both his aunt and Anna clearly disagreed. Sister
Doris was fussing over both Anna and the newborn Jehanne
Celeste. Anna was doing far better than any of them had a right
to expect. Probably a result of having had a full fledged
mystic healer fussing over her during the entire course of the
pregnancy.
Gabriel stood in the doorway, watching as people moved.
The very last thing he wanted to do was get into a fight in a
hospital, but moving Anna was not a good idea. The strange
sensation that had affected him when he’d first seen Anna was
still there, beneath the surface. As much as it annoyed him not
to be out helping the others fight, he knew this was where he
needed to be. Report? For the record, when Matthias tells
someone he’s going to tear their head off, he means it
literally. Also, strangely enough, Michaels currently has the
high body count. He’s got a lot of bullets and might be working
out some issues. I really hope this is this battle is taking
place away from Ted’s house. They tried to take on werewolves
in the woods. Idiots. I’m having Laura keep her head down.
Good. Pet, you’ve got some bad shit heading your way. Parking
garage. On my way.
He let Ted and Father Williams know, and both agreed to
stay with Doris and Anna. Then he headed for the elevator. How
many? When she didn’t respond, he frowned. Erilon, how many?
Pet, you know how I tell you when you need to step up your
game?
I need to step it up?
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Gabriel, you’re going to need to take it all the way to the
top for this. And that means I won’t be able to help you. It’s
possible it means I won’t ever be able to help you again.
Erilon?
Gabriel, what’s coming in is bad, and Anna’s right. We
can’t let them get that baby. The window is short, so the child
will be safe soon, but in the meantime… She went silent again.
Gabriel, I’m sorry. I’m going to need to take the chains off
now.
What are you… The elevator dinged as it came to a stop,
and the door started to open. A dozen men stood there, staring
at him. Some of them had gold eyes. And some of them had
glowing eyes. This wasn’t going to be…
He felt something fall away, and then everything went
blank.
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Matthias snarled as he grabbed the smaller werewolf by the
throat. With his other hand he grabbed the top of the beast’s
snout and ripped, tearing the top half of the thing’s skull off.
He heard a shot, then turned to see the man taking aim at his
back fall with a hole between his eyes. A glance to the left
showed Michaels reloading. “I…” Michaels shook his head before
nodding to the corpse Matthias was still holding. It was slowly
changing back to human. “Am going to have nightmares about that
later.”
He tossed the corpse aside. “Suck it up, buttercup.”
“Then again, my partner did kind of kick your ass, so…”
Michaels shrugged.
“He got lucky.” Matthias tilted his head to first one
side, then the other, then stared down at Michaels from full
were form. He felt a grudging respect for the fact that even
after the previous events, Michaels didn’t flinch.
“He took out a vampire nest by himself.”
“Seriously?” Matthias followed.
Michaels smirked. “Well, I did shoot a few mooks.”
“Huh.” Matthias glanced at where the sounds of fighting
could be heard. “Want to go shoot some more?”
“You’re buying after.” Michaels started heading that way.
#
Ted smiled down at the baby. She certainly didn’t look
like a potential apocalypse, though she was a little on the red
side. He touched her cheek. She weighed almost nothing. The
little hands were a marvel, the fingernails so small he wouldn’t
have been able to see them without his glasses. With more than
a little reluctance, he handed her back to Anna. “Anna?” He
brushed his hand over Anna’s hair. “You sure you are alright?”
“I made a person.” Anna nodded, smiling wide-eyed at her
daughter. A baby holding a baby. At least Anna would have
support. Anna had her own personal army. He was opening his
mouth to comment on just how much hair the infant had when
Anna’s head came up. “Oh.” She swallowed. “Oh.”
“Anna?” He put a hand on her shoulder. “Anna, what?”
“She fixed him…” Anna’s voice was incredulous. Then her
face started to tremble. “No, she shouldn’t have done that.
She shouldn’t have…” A tear rolled down her cheek.
“Anna…” He crouched to look her in the eye, then glanced
over at where Father Williams guarded the door. The priest’s
face showed concern bordering on fear. He looked back at Anna.
“Anna, what do you mean?”
“She fixed him and he went away.” More tears feel from her
eyes. “I’m sorry, Ted.”
His stomach lurched. His friends were fighting. They were
in mortal danger. “Anna, who did we lose?”
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She sniffled before looking back up at him. Then she said
the name. “Gabriel.”
For a moment, he just stared at her. He only vaguely heard
Doris’s horrified gasp. Then he stood and started for the
elevator. Father Williams started to hold up a hand to stop
him, then gave him a heartbroken look before simply stepping out
of the way. “Go.”
#
Two years ago, seeing his girlfriend with another man would
have broken his heart. Watching Wren rape Ash though had just
filled him with sympathy for the other man. He took another
drink of his beer. “Need you to remember some names. Can you
do that, Ash?” He tried to keep his voice gentle. Guy’d been
through almost the same hell he had. Everyone broke in
different ways.
It took Ash a moment to respond, but he met Adam’s eyes.
“Yes.”
“Giroux. He leads the crew in Paris.” He listed of the
names of all the other high ups and their locations, every
single one he knew. Ash repeated them back, his voice steady.
“Bitch with Sima is Wren Tierney. Full on witch, but the part
that makes her dangerous is she’s insecure and immature. Thinks
she deserves it all.” And it had taken him far too long to see
it. “Your friends beat her, so she’s going to keep coming after
them. She needs to win, needs to be the best. To be the
fucking queen.”
Ash nodded. “She is your mistress.”
“Yeah.” Adam finished his beer. “She wears my soul around
her neck. So let’s be clear, Ash. Try to escape before the
signal and I’ll show you just how bad a jellyfish sting hurts.
It’s a neurotoxin. Dials all your pain centers up to high for
about four hours. If she tells me to hurt you, I will hurt
you.” He set the empty bottle down. “And if I go up against
your friends, I won’t be pulling my punches. Don’t think you’re
safe around me. I am her weapon.”
“I…” Ash slowly nodded. “Weapon. She’s turning her
weapon on my friends.”
“Yeah, Ash.” He sat on the edge of the bed. “Give me
those names back.” He smiled when Ash got them all right. Ash
was fragile. Very fragile. The amount of risk he was taking
here was not lost on him. The only advantage he had was that
Ash couldn’t exactly tell Sima anything if Sima forbade him from
talking. Using the woman against herself did have an appeal.
“It’s going to be a bit before I can help you. At least a day,
maybe more. Can you keep it together?”
“My name…” Ash lifted his head. “Is Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg.”
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“And that…” Adam patted his shoulder. “That’s a hell of a
name.” He started to stand.
“The man was your friend…” Ash’s soft voice arrested the
motion.
“Yeah…” Adam closed his eyes. Patrick hadn’t gone for a
gun. Hadn’t fought back. Even while Adam was killing him,
Patrick hadn’t been willing to hurt Adam. “Best I ever had.”
“Sima made me kill Sarah, after Lisa had hunted her down.”
Ash reached up and took Adam’s hand. “Made me use my teeth to
crush her throat.” He squeezed Adam’s hand gently. “You didn’t
have a choice.”
“Doesn’t…” He started shaking his head. He couldn’t think
about that right now. If he cracked, he would shatter. And
then he and Ash both would be lost.
“Not now.” Ash squeezed his hand again. “But it will. It
just takes time.”
“I…” Adam swallowed. “Thank you.”
#
Daniel threw himself to the ground as an actual fireball
was thrown at him. Another was thrown at Stephan, only to wink
out of existence about twenty feet from the man. Stephan
shrugged before shooting the guy who had thrown int. “Where the
hell are these people coming from?”
“I came straight from hell…” Another started for him, his
voice echoing strangely. “Tremble before — ”
“Oh…” Laura’s eyes glowed just a little brighter.
“Seriously?”
He blinked as the one coming toward him recoiled so fast he
fell. The man started scrambling backward. “No.”
“You pretenders cause entirely too much trouble —”
Erilon’s eyes narrowed. “Daniel, sweetie…” Her smile showed
teeth. “Don’t look.”
That uh… He immediately turned around. A heartbeat later
he added covering his ears. Out of the corner of his eye he saw
Stephan’s face turn horrified before he did the same thing.
A hand came down on his shoulder a few seconds later, and
he humped. Laura shrugged at him. “Safe to look now.” Her
voice was hers again.
Reluctantly, he turned. There was no sign of the man. Not
a trace. “What happened?”
“She didn’t let me see either, but uh…” Laura twitched a
shoulder. “She takes that kind of shit a little personal.”
“She called it a pretender.” He turned back toward the
others.
“Yeah. They are.” Laura grinned. “She just laughs
though, when I ask her to explain.”
#
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“We just killed like, thirty people.” Daniel fought the
urge to throw up.
“Probably shouldn’t put this on my college app.” Laura
folded her arms.
“Got to phrase it properly. ‘Showed teamwork skills under
adverse conditions to overcome obstacles’.” Magda looked
around, then sniffed. “None of these were the ones that took
Ash.”
“Erilon, what’s the situation back at the hospital?”
Matthias turned toward Laura.
“Under control.” Laura’s eyes glowed faintly. It was a
little disturbing just how comfortable he was getting with the
fact that there was a possessed sixteen year old girl working
with them.
#
“So…” Michaels looked around. “We won?”
“No dead Sima.” Magda looked around. “So not yet.”
Stephan put a hand on her shoulder, and she returned to
human form before turning toward him. He put his arms around
her. “We’ll find Ash.”
She hugged him back. “Damn right we will.”
“These goons came by car.” Matthias shook his head.
“We’ll never track them over the road.”
“Let’s get back to the hospital, see if we can trace any of
those assholes back.” Michaels nodded. “They’ve got to have a
base or —”
“We can’t go to the hospital yet.” Erilon shook her head.
“Look, not denying Gabriel is good…” Matthias folded his
arms as he resumed his own human form. “But even with Giovanni
backing him —”
“What?” Magda suddenly turned toward him. Then her eyes
widened. “You mean Father Williams…”
“Uh, okay.” Michaels inhaled. “Going to need that
explained to me at some point because I’m pretty sure his name
is Oliver.”
“We’ll explain on the way.” Matthias started for the
truck.
Erilon put Laura’s hand on his chest to arrest the motion.
“It’s not safe.”
“All the more…” Matthias started to push past her.
“It’s not safe for you.” Erilon shook her head. “Not with
the blood on your hands. He won’t know who you are, Matthias.
He’ll kill you. He’ll kill all of you. None of you are
innocent.”
“Uh…” Stephan frowned. “Erilon…” He rubbed the back of
his neck. “Are you talking about Gabriel?”
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Immediately, Michaels shook his head. “Gabe would never
hurt me or Laura. Or anyone here.”
“Hero Boy would die before he hurt you, Michaels.”
Erilon’s smile was sad as she took a deep breath. “But the left
hand of God will strike you down without hesitation.”
“Erilon…” Magda stared at her before making the sign of
the cross.
“Uh…” Stephan glanced at Magda.
“When Anna called him an angel, she…” Erilon looked away.
“She was not speaking metaphorically. I’m sorry. To protect
the child, I had to take the chains off. Gabriel, our Gabriel…”
She looked up, and the glowing eyes were filled with tears.
“He’s gone.”
#
Ted felt a chill when he entered the parking garage. A
body lay a few feet from the elevators. The head lay a couple
feet further. He swallowed. Michaels had tried to give him a
gun. A little thing. For a moment, he wished he’d taken the
man up on the offer. The body wasn’t Gabriel’s. Slowly, he
moved forward.
Other bodies lay. They looked as though they’d been cut
open. This… Gabriel didn’t do this. Did he? Gabriel and
Michaels carried guns. None of the bodies had been shot. He
heard a sound and moved in that direction. To his shock, he saw
a werewolf scramble backwards through a door. Matthias had
showed him what were form looked like, and this one was easily
the same size as the alpha. It’s face was clearly terrified
despite the canine features. And to his shock, he realized the
thing was begging.
The light on the other side of the door flickered, and then
something followed the wolf. A sword, wreathed in fire. The
hand that held it glowed faintly with a warm golden light. Then
he saw the rest of the figure come through the door. Ted took a
step backward of his own.
Gabriel was wearing armor. A silver breastplate, etched in
a dizzying pattern. And from his back emerged a pair of wings,
feathers shimmering white. His whole body was bathed in that
same golden light. Gabriel was glowing. Gabriel had wings and
he was glowing and… And somewhere in the back of his mind he
realized what it was he was seeing.
He almost missed the death of the werewolf. The fiery
sword took its head off. It took him a moment to process the
action as the head rolled under a car and slowly began returning
to human form. Then he swallowed, and took a step closer.
“Gabriel?”
The eyes that immediately turned toward him were white
fire. There was no trace of the usual green. No recognition
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crossed Gabriel’s face as he lifted the sword and started toward
Ted.
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Michaels sat on the tailgate of the truck, his face empty.
Laura was in his lap, crying softly as he held her. Magda
swallowed past the lump that has risen in her own throat. Even
knowing the man as short a time as she had, she knew something
precious had been lost. Not for the first time, she regretted
coming to this city. “He told Gabriel it was good to see him
again.” She turned at the sound of Daniel’s voice. He looked
like a lost little boy as he leaned on the tree next to
Matthias. When he saw her looking, he shrugged. “Ryuu. He
knew. How could he know?”
“I once asked Ryuu how old he was.” Magda exhaled. “He
said the Cenozoic era was boring, but things picked up during
the Cretaceous period. I was never entirely sure if he was
kidding.”
“We…” Michaels stood, and set Laura down. “Assholes still
have Ash. Let’s go find him. Get me a likeness or something of
Sima and I’ll start on the desk clerks at the hotels. Someone
will have seen her.”
“Michaels…” Magda started to put a hand on his arm.
He pulled away, and shook his head. Then he squared his
shoulders. “Someone needs help, and I’m still a fucking cop.
Gabriel and I swore to serve and protect. Now let’s go get the
rest of these fucks.”
“Semper Fi.” Matthias straightened. “Let’s go.”
“Gabriel would help.” Laura nodded, drawing herself up to
her full height. “Ash is in trouble. Let’s save him.”
Magda nodded, then met Michaels’ eyes. “Thank you.” She
put an arm around Laura as the girl hugged her. “Thank you
both.”
#
“Stop.” Ted was surprised to find himself using the voice
he usually used during their games. He was even more surprised
when the being in front of him stopped. Gabriel’s face.
Gabriel’s features but it wasn’t Gabriel behind those eyes.
There was nothing human in those eyes.
The being tilted it’s head as it looked at him. First one
way, then the other. Then it turned, and started to walk away.
“Wait.”
When the being stopped, Ted took a couple steps forward.
“Gabriel.”
Slowly, the being turned around again. Ted walked closer.
“Gabriel, do you know who I am?”
“You are Theodore Mullins.” The voice managed to be both
Gabriel’s and completely alien at the same time. It tilted it’s
head again. “You are not an enemy.”
“No. No Gabriel, I’m not your enemy.” He held his hand
out, then blinked back tears when the being before him just
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stared at it uncomprehendingly. “Gabriel.” He took another
step forward. “Gabriel.”
Suddenly the being whirled. Ted caught a glimpse of
someone running. Gabriel moved so quickly Ted’s eyes couldn’t
follow. There was just a glimmer of white wings and the scream
of a man in a tactical vest. The scream was cut off by a blow
from the flaming sword. He swallowed, and started once again
toward the being that wore the face of the man he loved.
#
“He’s not here.” Stephan tried to control the rising
dread. They’d only visited one hotel so far, and there were
many more. This was not a time to panic, yet he couldn’t quite
stop herself. Could Sima have already taken Ash away?
“I’ve got people on the airports.” Michaels turned toward
him. “They can’t get a private plane off the ground without a
cop checking it out, and the TSA is chomping at the bit to catch
more ‘terrorists’.”
“But if they went by car…” Magda trailed off and took a
few deep breaths. He saw her looking at Michaels, and couldn’t
help but feel just a bit selfish. Michaels and Laura had grief
of their own, and dragging them to search wasn’t exactly fair.
And yet, it was Ash.
“We’ll find him.” Matthias put a hand on his shoulder.
“There is the witch. She could create a glamour, and we
could walk five feet from him without ever knowing.” Magda
shook her head. She should never have left Ash and Stephan
alone.
“Not with Erilon and I here.” Stephan squared his
shoulders. “We’ll find him, Mags.” And then he planned to
applaud while Matthias tore that Sima bitch apart.
#
“You’re here to protect a child, Gabriel.” Ted held his
hand out again. The being’s head came up sharply at the sound
of Ted’s voice. Once again he raised the blade as he started to
come toward Ted. “Stop.” Ted kept his voice firm. The being
stopped. The blade lowered. “Gabriel, do you know who I am?”
“You are Theodore Mullins.” The being started to turn away
again, seeking another target. An implacable, unstoppable
force. Who had given Gabriel his name? His family was deeply
religious. It could be a coincidence that the man bore the name
of an angel. Then again, the fact that he’d ended up with a
family that was deeply religious and yet still made up of good
people seemed an unlikely coincidence.
“She calls the child Jehanne Celeste.” Ted followed him,
swallowing past the lump in his throat. The being was hunting
down enemies, and had recognized him as not one of them. That
meant he knew something of what was going on. Erilon possessed
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Laura. Maybe this was just some other form of possession. That
Gabriel worked with Erilon seemed to make that a more likely
possibility.
“They seek to do the child harm.” The being nodded. “Evil
creeps forth, to blacken the child’s soul, to cast it into
shadow.”
“And you agreed to help. To protect her.” Ted took a deep
breath. “Is that why you are here?”
“No.”
“Who…” Ted started to take a step closer. “Who are you?”
“I am Gabriel.” The being seemed to scent the wind. It’s
eyes locked onto something Ted could not see, and then it was
moving. Ted looked away as something or someone screamed. Then
he squared his shoulders, and followed again.
#
“We could split up.” Daniel hesitated. “Half with Erilon,
half with Stephan. We could cover more ground that way.”
Laura sighed. “Erilon doesn’t have a lot of gas left.”
Her voice trembled. “She got a lot more from Gabe than she got
from me, and that’s…” She made a sobbing sound as Michaels put
his arm around her and pulled her close.
“Maybe you should take…” Daniel put a hand on her arm.
“No.” Laura turned to glare at him. “I’m not letting them
have Ash too.” Her fists clenched. “There’s already too few
good people out there.”
“Let’s keep looking.” Michaels nodded. “Come on.”
Michaels started walking. “There are six more hotels up here,
plus bungalows. They’ve got to be here somewhere.” He took a
deep breath. “The ones we’re hunting now…” He looked back over
his shoulder at them. “They’re the ones running this op,
right?”
“Most likely.” Magda nodded.
Michaels looked down at his gun and checked to make sure it
was fully loaded before putting it back in his holster. “Let’s
go fuck em up.”
#
“If you aren’t here to protect the child, then why are you
here?” Ted caught back up with him. At the sound of his voice,
the being again whirled and raised the blade. “Stop.” It
stopped. The blade lowered. “Gabriel, if you’re not here to
protect the child, why are you here?”
“Again I observe under the sun: crime is where justice
should be, the criminal is where the upright should be.” The
being’s eyes seemed to look through him. “You were not to
avenge yourselves.”
“Gabriel…” Ted started to stretch out his hand again.
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The being’s head turned, and it’s eyes seemed to lock onto
another target. Then it was moving once more. Ted closed his
eyes for a moment. “To protect. Not just the child.” He
started after the angel once more.
#
Wren made a frustrated sound. “They’ve all stopped
reporting in.” She turned toward Sima. “None of them are
answering.”
“No, that doesn’t make sense. We sent enough forced to the
house to keep them occupied.” Sima frowned. “They left only
one behind at the hospital.”
“It was the one that put you through a wall.” Wren leaned
on the railing, and dialed another number. “Pick up the damn
phone.” She looked up at Sima. “We should have handled this
personally.”
“The moment they detected our presence, they would have
come for us directly.” Sima shook her head. “As powerful as
you are, my dear, you are still vulnerable to a coordinated
assault.”
“I can’t believe these buffoons couldn’t collect one
newborn infant. These guys are supposed to…” Wren exhaled.
“And if I send Adam, we’ve got no one to watch our backs.
They’ve got at least one person who can resist my magic.”
“We need to regroup. Lay low for a couple days, then
figure out a way to divide and conquer.” Sima nodded.
“Let’s get back to the hotel.” Wren exhaled. “And make
sure Adam’s got what he needs to kill an alpha.”
“I must say…” Sima chuckled. “I’m rather looking forward
to sending your pet after Matthias. It’s going to be quite
satisfying when that wolf gets what is coming to him.”
#
“How many more?” Ted tried not to look at the corpse.
This time when the being turned toward him, raising the
sword. This time it lowered it before Ted could speak. It was
almost as though every time Gabriel looked away he completely
forgot Ted was there. “That was the last.” The being turned,
and started walking away.
“Wait.” When the being stopped, Ted shook his head.
“Where are you going?”
“That was the last.” Gabriel turned back toward him. “The
child is safe.”
Before it could turn away again, Ted called out.
“Gabriel.” It stopped. He took a step forward, again holding
out his hand. “Do you know who I am?”
“You are Theodore Mullins.” The being tilted it’s head.
He shook his head. “Gabriel, do you know who I am?”
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“You are Theodore Mullins.” The voice was still alien, and
still Gabriel’s.
Ted took another step forward. He was only about three
feet from the being now. “Gabriel, do you know who I am?”
“You are…” The being was silent for a moment. It tilted
it’s head again, then tilted it back the other way before those
glowing eyes locked onto his. “Ted.”
“Take my hand, Gabriel.” He stretched out his palm. “I
love you, Gabriel. Please. Take my hand.”
The being’s hand closed over his. The glow vanished as he
pulled Gabriel into his arms.
#
“Desk clerk hasn’t seen anyone matching any of the
descriptions.” Matthias shook his head. “Stephan, Erilon,
anything?”
“I don’t exactly function as a detector.” Stephan was
leaning heavily on Michaels. He was pretty sure it was more
willpower than Stephan’s leg keeping the man upright.
“Erilon, anything?” Matthias turned toward her. He liked
Ash. And even more than that, the look on his mother’s face
every time they turned a corner without finding him was making
him want to put his fist through a wall. And Daniel looked
about ready to cry. “Erilon?” He frowned. Laura’s eyes were
glowing faintly, but she was staring off at nothing. “Erilon?”
“He did it.” She started smiling. “He did it. He
actually did it.”
“Uh…” Matthias frowned. “What?”
Laura’s face suddenly broke into an expression of pure joy.
“Ted, you beautiful, wonderful man.” She turned toward them,
glowing eyes shining. “Ted called him back. Ted brought
Gabriel back.”
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Ash fought the urge to laugh. He remained curled up on the
bed, every inch the dog. Even though he knew there was a good
chance Sima and Wren would end up taking their frustrations out
on him, he couldn’t help but be pleased as he listened to them
rant. They’d sent people after his friends. His friends had
won. Sima wanted him to think her all-powerful, the flawless
mistress. She wasn’t. Despite what she’d done to Adam, he
defied her. Adam smiled, played the pet, and the moment Sima
looked away, Adam defied her. For all her confidence, all that
she was a witch wolf, Sima was only human. Adam defied her.
And if Adam could, so could he.
He added those words to his mantra as the woman turned
their attention back to him. And to Adam. He tried not to
flinch as Sima ordered Adam to join him on the bed. Adam smiled
as he stood, the motion calm and fluid. “Why not?” Something
flickered a little across Sima’s face. He realized Sima had
wanted Adam to balk. Instead, Adam…
Adam caught his hair and tilted his head back slightly to
kiss him. Ash returned the kiss. Lisa had made him get on his
hands and knees. He’d survived her. He could survive this. To
his surprise, instead of making him get into position, Adam
shoved him down onto his back. The other man kissed him again,
then began trailing kisses down his stomach. He let out a gasp
as Adam’s mouth encircled his cock. Okay. That was something
new.
#
Despite her worry over Ash and how just plain exhausted she
was, Magda couldn’t help but smile as Laura flung herself at
Gabriel. Gabriel actually looked a bit startled to find himself
holding her as she wrapped both arms and legs around him in a
full glomp. “Uh…” He didn’t even get the question out before
Michaels just hugged both of them.
“I’m so glad you’re not dead.” Laura clung to him tightly.
“What the hell happened?” Michaels took a step back. “You
came back to life or…”
“I wasn’t dead, just…” Gabriel shook his head and made an
attempt to extract himself from Laura. He failed. “I don’t
know.” He glanced over his shoulder at Ted.
“And it may be best to leave it at that.” Ted nodded.
“The ones who came here were dealt with…” Ted shrugged.
“Rather decisively. I have it on, uh…” Ted laughed softly.
“Very good authority the child is safe now.” He looked around,
and then his smile faded. “Where is Ash?”
“We’ve got folks casing the hotels now, but…” Michaels
looked around at them.
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“You all look half dead on your feet.” Ted nodded. “Anna
isn’t cleared to leave the hospital yet, but I arranged a few
rooms at the motel across the street.”
“Ted I’m going to nominate you for sainthood.” Daniel
nodded.
“You might have a better chance than you think.” Gabriel
shrugged, then made another attempt to extract himself from
Laura. That too, failed. “Little help here?”
“You brought that on yourself, partner.” Michaels smiled.
“Everyone get some rest. We’ve still got a man out there.”
Matthias drew himself up to his full height. “And we are not
leaving him behind.”
“Excuse me?” Father Williams approached. “Anna asked me
to tell you all that Ash is still somewhere in the city. She
can’t pinpoint his location, but he’s still close enough she can
feel his presence.”
“We’ve still got plan B.” Michaels nodded.
“We have a plan B?” Gabriel blinked at him.
“Yeah.” Michaels shrugged. “The Cabal wanted the kid, but
our mole said the ones in charge also specifically wanted you
and me. We can play bait. Erilon can find us anywhere.”
“Let’s sleep on it…” Stephan sighed. “Assuming any of us
can sleep.”
“I will stay with Anna.” Father Michaels nodded. “Doris
isn’t leaving her anytime soon as it is.”
“They won’t be coming back to the hospital.” Gabriel tried
scrapping Laura off onto a nearby door frame. It didn’t work.
Of course, he didn’t exactly try very hard.
“You can’t be sure of that.” Matthias frowned.
“Yes.” Ted glanced up at Gabriel. “He can.”
“Come on.” Stephan touched Magda’s arm. She swallowed,
and he sighed. “Mags, you can’t help him if you’re so exhausted
Sima can take you out.”
“Right.” Magda nodded. “You’re right.”
#
The mere mention of Sima’s name had driven Ash to flee, to
crawl under a bed and hide. Surrounded by friends, Ash hadn’t
been able to do more than hide behind a couch. He could all too
well remember how the other man had clung to Adam’s cat form.
Despite knowing that Ash was an adult at least a year older than
he was, he couldn’t help but think of the other man as a child.
Ash was keeping it together, but he really didn’t want to risk
harming the guy’s mental state more.
So he took Ash into his mouth and ran his hands over the
other man’s body. If he submitted, they wouldn’t make him hurt
Ash. He ran his tongue over Ash’s cock, and felt it respond.
What was it Sima’d asked? Fuck a dog or suck a cock. Bitch had
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found a way to make him do both. But even cooperation could be
defiance if he set the terms right. He worked his mouth over
Ash, caressing Ash’s shaft with his tongue even as he caressed
Ash’s body with his hands.
It didn’t take long before he had Ash moaning and
squirming, making eager little whimpering sounds. Then Adam
raised his head and met Ash’s eyes. “What about it, Ash?” He
smiled. “Want to fuck me?”
Ash’s eyes widened, and Adam winked at him. Immediately
Ash responded by smiling and nodding before barking. As he
shifted position, he saw Sima and Wren had their hands all over
each other. Watching their pets play. Ash’s hand came down on
his and squeezed just bit before the other man took up position
behind him. Letting his kidnap victim take up the dominating
role seemed a mild enough way to atone, but he appreciated the
little gesture.
He arched his back as Ash entered him, then felt a small
bit of surprise when Ash sent a hand forward to fondle him
gently. He couldn’t help but note that Sima looked a bit put
out by watching her pet take the top. But he knew she couldn’t
say anything without raising questions from Wren. Sima’s face
darkened a little as she noted Ash had every intention of making
sure Adam got off as well.
Somehow, that made getting fucked worth it.
#
He had to have Magda help him to the bed. His leg had
given out on him before they left the hospital, and Matthias had
simply purchased another wheelchair. Magda sat down on the side
of the bed, and he put a hand atop hers. “We’ll get him back,
Mags.”
“I should never have left the two of you alone.”
“I should have never let those two get that close.”
Stephan took a deep breath. “When the guy got hold of me,
instead of running Ash jumped on his back, tried to fight.”
“And now he’s back with Sima. Who knows what she’s doing
to him?” Magda’s shoulders started to shake.
“Hey, hey…” He scooted over on the bed to make room.
“Come here.” When she laid down next to him, he wrapped his
arms around her. “We’ll get him back.”
“We’ll get him back.” She held him tightly. “We will…”
She took a ragged breath. “Get him back.” Then she swallowed.
“Ted got me a room but…”
“You’re staying right here.” He nodded, and rubbed her
back gently.
“I can’t let you out of my sight right now.” She put her
head on his shoulder. “I just can’t.”
#
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He got Laura to release him by threatening to simply walk
into the motel’s pool. “You scared the shit out of me, Hero
Boy.” Michaels put a hand on his shoulder. “Erilon told us you
were gone.”
“I…” Gabriel frowned. You scared me too. I know. He
remembered the elevator door opening. Then he remembered Ted
hugging him and crying. Everything in between was a blank. “I
think I was.”
“Well…” Michaels exhaled. “Ah, fuck it.” He grabbed
Gabriel and pulled him into a hug. “Stop dying on me, partner.
It’s really starting to piss me off.”
“Every superhero needs a gimmick.” He shrugged, but he
hugged Michaels back.
“I’m going to kick him.” Laura folded her arms.
“Alright.” Michaels stepped away. “Let’s get some sleep
and…”
“Figure out how to rescue Ash.” Laura nodded.
They left to go to their rooms. Gabriel sat down on the
edge of the bed, then felt Ted’s hand on his shoulder. “I know
we are all too exhausted for…” Ted’s voice trembled a little.
“But I need to hold you.”
Gabriel nodded, then turned and kissed him. “Feeling is…”
He touched his forehead to the other man’s. “Kind of mutual.
You…” He put a hand on the back of Ted’s neck. Ted’s mouth
came down on his, and then Ted gently pushed him back onto the
bed before laying down next to him.
“Come here…” Ted opened his arms.
Obediently, he crawled inside, letting Ted hold him tightly
as he listened to the man’s heart beating. “Thank you.”
#
Daniel got breakfast ready for everyone. He’d barely
finished when they all started to emerge, dressed and ready to
go. He handed out plates and coffee cups as they headed for the
cars, then grabbed his own and followed.
Six hours later, there was still no sign of Ash when they
regrouped at the hospital. He felt sick, but Anna assured them
Ash was still somewhere in the city.
“We could start kicking doors open.” Gabriel leaned on the
wall.
“That’ll cost you and Michaels your jobs.” Magda
swallowed. “We’re lucky events so far haven’t.”
“If it gets Ash home safe…” Michaels started to nod.
“They’ll stop you guys one hotel in.” Stephan hung his
head. “You’re going to have enough to answer for later.”
“Alright.” Matthias ran a hand through his hair. “Let’s
make another pass. They’ll have to leave the rooms sometime.
We’ll catch their scent.”
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“There are half a million people in this city, and…” Magda
took a deep breath. “No. We can’t give up now. He’s still
here. We’ll find him.”
#
Ash tried not to cower. His friends were systematically
searching the hotels. Sima’d decided to send him away, and he’d
been put into a van. Sima was sending him away. How would
Magda find him if Sima sent him away? He swallowed, then tried
to contain a sigh of relief when Adam got into the van. It
might be a false hope. Adam said he would take time before he
could help. The dark haired young man grinned and tossed a joke
off to one of the guards before sitting down. “Mind if I hitch
a ride? Need to pick something up at the airport.”
“Sure, kid.” The guard nodded. As the vehicle started
moving, the guard shrugged. “You’re Adam, right?” When Adam
nodded, the guard smiled. “Little relieved to have you along,
actually. Two fucking waves sent in like lambs to the
slaughter. Heard about you. Why didn’t they send you in to
deal with the alpha?”
“Sima wanted me close.” Adam leaned back. “Seemed to
think protecting her ass was more important than the mission.”
“Fuck. She’s hot, but nobody’s ass is that good.” The
guard rolled his eyes. “She’s got four of us transporting her
damn pet.”
“Preaching to the choir.” Adam shrugged before closing his
eyes, and apparently relaxing. The guards talked a little. One
of them reported over a phone, telling someone what had happened
and that Sima had kept Adam away from Matthias. The idea that
the other man could take on Matthias was strange. Adam was a
little smaller than Ash himself. Then again, the other man had
turned into a really large snake. And a dragon had seen fit to
warn them about him.
The cell phone in Adam’s pocket made a buzzing sound. Adam
took it out, looked at it, then smiled. “Thank you, Mama Bear.”
Then he opened the window and tossed the phone out.
He had just enough time to blink before Adam drew a gun and
shot the driver in the back of the head, splattering brains all
over the window. Two more cracks of thunder, and the two men in
the back were dead as well. The second had barely gotten his
weapon out of its holster. The passenger actually tried opening
the door to flee, but Adam shot him anyway. The van rolled to
the side of the road and hit a tree with just enough force to
make Ash fall over. “Woof?” He sat back up.
“So, anyone asks…” Adam looked back at him. “Shooter was
a one armed man.” He quickly unfastened the cuffs around Ash’s
feet and ankles. “St. Adrian’s church is two blocks north.
Move.”
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With a sharp nod, Ash opened the door and started to get
out of the van. He was momentarily grateful he’d been allowed
to put on sweat pants for the transportation. He took two steps
before turning back. “Come with me.”
“Can’t.” Adam shook his head. “She’s still got my leash.
Now move.”
“Adam?” When the other man met his eyes, Ash smiled.
“Dance.”
“On their fucking graves.” Adam nodded. Then he stepped
out of the vehicle. Ash’s eyes widened as the man shifted. The
clothes he’d been wearing fell to the ground as a raven flew
south. Ash swallowed, then started running north.
#
She sat down and put her arm around Stephan. Last night
he’d been her rock. But she could see that the search was
taking its toll on him. Between this and the fighting
yesterday, he was still clearly exhausted. Daniel’s overuse of
power had knocked him out, and Stephan was still recovering from
a concussion. Plus they still didn’t know exactly how his power
even worked. According to Daniel, right now he had to go nearly
a hundred feet from Stephan to heal a scratch. “You should
rest.”
“I’ll rest when we find him.” Stephan shook his head. He
started to put his hands on the wheels of the chair, and she
caught them.
“Please.” Her voice broke a little. “I can’t lose you
too.”
“Mags, I can’t just…” His shoulders shook. “He’s…”
Her phone rang. She sighed. The caller ID showed St.
Adrian’s church. Perhaps one of Father William’s people had
found something.
“Hello?”
“Magda, this is Sister Margaret. Your young man just
arrived at my office. I think he wants to talk to you, but he’s
having trouble with his words.”
The phone nearly fell out of her hand. “Ash?” She saw
Stephan’s eyes widen. “Ash is there?” She stood and grabbed
the wheelchair’s handles as the others started to come toward
her, smiling.
“Ash, yes.” Sister Margaret’s voice was the same. “You
know, I’ve been calling him Ace but I knew that wasn’t right.
Oh, look, now he’s nodding. Yes. Ash.”
“We’re on our way.” She swallowed, and felt tears starting
to fall. “Tell him we are on our way.”
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“Why didn’t you stop his escape?” Wren glared at Adam.
“That wasn’t the mission I was given.” Adam shook his
head.
She fought the urge to take control of his mind, to make
him crawl toward her and beg forgiveness. “Sima’s pissed.”
“She was already on the phone to Giroux, telling him her
version of what happened.” Adam shrugged.
Wren froze. “What do you mean?”
“Sima hasn’t been paid yet, Wren. Giroux finds out Sima
diverted resources over a pet, he’s going to be annoyed. She’s
got to downplay it, or spread the blame or something.” Adam
sighed. “She’s probably going to say it was my fault or
something. I just hope Giroux doesn’t decide that makes it your
fault.
“She wouldn’t…” Wren narrowed her eyes.
“I hope so.” Adam shook his head. “I really don’t want to
end up her pet. Especially now that she knows about the
talisman.”
Her fingers clutched the ring around her neck. That’s
right. Sima knew. And Sima had expressed an interest in Adam
and… She frowned. And Sima had blown the mission by not
letting Adam go into the field. Adam could have killed the
alpha and… Giroux had known Sima a long time. Surely he’d
know… Except he didn’t know Wren herself. “There has to be a
way to salvage this.”
“He lost a lot of people, and stands to lose the rest if
they don’t get moving soon.”
“You can still kill Matthias.” She nodded.
“I could.” Adam folded his arms. “Be a waste of time
though.”
“You should keep a civil tongue when addressing —”
“My mistress?” He had the nerve to smirk at her. “Or
what, Wren?”
“You know ‘or what’.” She clenched her fists.
“You could break me.” He met her eyes. “Turn me into your
pet. You see how well that game worked for Sima. But ask
yourself something, Wren…” He straightened. “What good to
anyone is a broken weapon?” He shook his head. “You’re a
witch. You’ve got me. Nobody can do what I can do. Giroux
isn’t an idiot, Wren. If you can manage not to be one as well,
you can still come out on top of this.”
For a moment she just stood there, staring at him. “I
could…” His gaze didn’t waver. “You’re still mine. Don’t
forget that.”
“I’m well aware.” He shrugged. “Suggest you get to the
airport, and use your magic to get the retreat going. Giroux is
going to be annoyed if he loses anymore guys.”
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“Fine.” She jabbed a finger into his chest. “But when I’m
done, you, me, and Sima’s little truth ability are going to have
a long talk.”
“Looking forward to it.” He sat down as she headed for the
door. And to her irritation, he just turned on the TV like he
hadn’t a care in the world.
#
Stephan held Ash tightly in his lap as they both sat in the
wheelchair. Magda’s arms encircled them both, and he could feel
her shaking a little. Ash has been excited to see them, and
hadn’t yet been able to calm down enough to talk. He’d even
licked Stephan’s face after Stephan had assured him that he was
just tired, not hurt. Ash was safe. And he looked unharmed.
According to Sister Margaret, Ash had been rather frantic
to get the collar he’d been wearing off. She’d had to cut the
small padlock that had secured it. Apparently, Ash had been so
happy about it he’d licked her face as well. That has been all
it had taken for Sister Margaret to go into full grandma mode
and they’d arrived to find her baking him chocolate chip
cookies. She was currently forcing said cookies on everyone.
Magda fastened Ash’s real collar around his neck, and Ash
let out a happy sigh. Somehow, their crazy little Ash had come
through unhurt. Now they just need him to figure out words
again so he could tell them what had happened. He’d love to
know how Ash had escaped.
Michaels’ phone rang. “Detective Michaels.” He saw
Michaels leap to his feet. “Little relieved to hear your
voice.” Michaels nodded as he listened. “White Bluff Resort?”
Michaels started to smile. “Yeah, I think they would. Look,
if…” Michaels blinked, then shrugged and lowered his phone.
“Okay. Our mole just hung up, but he said if anyone wanted to
have a chat with Sima she’s at the White Bluff Resort, and they
should probably hurry.”
Immediately, Magda stood. Ash caught her hand. “Ash?”
She looked down at him.
“Save Adam.” Ash smiled up at her. “Please save Adam.”
“I will.” She kissed him. Then she glanced at Stephan.
He frowned. He had no idea who ‘Adam’ was either. She nodded
before turning to the others. “Where is this hotel?”
“I’ll drive.” Michaels nodded before heading for the car.
Matthias and Magda went with him. Gabriel stayed behind, and
caught Laura’s hand when she tried to follow.
#
“They stole my pet again.” Sima paced the room. Adam
didn’t bother to hide his smirk. He leaned where he had a good
view of the street below. Sima was in full rant mode now. It
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was rather entertaining. She must have notice his amused
expression because she turned her eyes on him. “What?”
“Anyone ever told you that you’re kinda ugly when you’ve
royally fucked up?” He chuckled. “Just wondering how pissed
Wren is going to be when you try throwing her under a bus.”
“If I find out you had anything to do with…” She took a
step toward him.
“She’s not actually stupid, you know. You’ll misstep.
You’re not half as clever as you think you are. This one’s
going to be on you.” She could tell if he lied, but
fortunately, that wouldn’t be necessary. “She’s already taking
care of that. And when you play your little games, she’s going
to be pissed…” He smiled. “And then, bitch, maybe you and I
will get to have some real fun.” He met her eyes. “I’m not a
pet, Sima. I’m a weapon. Best you remember that.”
“You —”
“Oh I can’t wait to see you talk yourself out of this one.
See, Giroux knows you blew the mission to recover your pet.” He
shrugged. “Got four agents killed and the guy ran out on you
anyway.”
“How dare —” She slapped him.
He laughed, then wiped the blood off his nose. Then he
shrugged and licked it off his hand nonchalantly. Down in the
street below, he saw what he was waiting for. The glamour was
limited to this room alone. “Better talk fast, bitch. There
are folks heading in that are going to want answers and I just
don’t think you’re that good.”
“I think…” Sima’s smile was vicious. “I’m going to tell
her it would be fun to see you at the bottom of a gang bang.”
“Let’s see how things work out for you, bitch. Could be
you’re the one that gets fucked.”
She snarled before striding out of the room. He shrugged,
then shifted into a fly and followed.
#
That arrogant little bastard. Sima hit the button for the
ground floor. She was going to enjoy breaking him, seeing him
crawl at her feet. She already had Wren eating out of her hand.
The girl was easily manipulated. And Adam had clearly forgotten
that Sima too, was a witch. Once she had her hands on that
talisman, she was going to make him beg. Hell, after that
little show, she was going to use him as a toilet.
Wren would make an excellent patsy, the more she thought
about it. Perhaps she could spin it to retain the girl’s
usefulness though. It would require deft handling, but that she
could do. Giroux was the same as all the others she’d overcome
throughout the years. She’d let him keep thinking he was
running things, but it was time she moved up a few rungs.
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The elevator door opened, and she stared at the man
standing on the other side. He started to smile. “Sima…”
Matthias put his hand on the door, preventing it from closing
again. “Long time no see.”
“Matthias.” She returned the smile. She could work with
this. “Just the man I was looking —”
He stepped to the side and looked at someone behind him.
“Mom?”
Her eyes widened when none other than Magda Gunnarson
stepped into view. Matthias was… Sima started shaking her
head. ‘Someone in the lobby’, Adam had said. He’d set her up.
That little bastard had set her up. “I have information.”
“Bitch…” Magda’s form shifted. “I really don’t care.”
She stepped into the elevator.
#
He’d expected Matthias to take out Sima. To rip her head
off. This way might actually be a little better. Magda was…
If flies on the wall could smile, he would have. Magda was
definitely working out some issues, and apparently being nearly
four hundred years old had given her a lot of rather unpleasant
little tricks. Sima…
Well, she was definitely not going to be his problem
anymore. He flew through the elevator door, and headed out of
the building. Someday, he really was going to have to figure
out how to do the clothing trick. He shifted into a bird when
he got out of view, and headed upward to enjoy a taste of
freedom before Wren summoned him again.
#
Ash met her at Ted’s patio door. She smiled. “Sima’s
dead.” His face lit up and then he was in her arms, kissing
her.
“And good riddance.” Anna nodded from where she was
sitting. Daniel was sitting next to her, holding little
Jehanne. Laura sat next to him, clearly fighting the urge to
snatch up the infant and start cooing.
“For the record…” Michaels walked over to Gabriel, then
jerked his head in Matthias’s direction. “The big bad wolf
inherited the scary from his mother.”
Next to her, Ash started looking around. His smile slowly
faded. “Where is Adam?”
“There was no one else there, sweetheart.” She put an arm
around him.
“Who is Adam?” Matthias raised an eyebrow. “I mean,
guessing he’s our mole, but uh…”
“He gave us good intel so far.” Michaels frowned. “But
I’ve got no way to —”
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“Giroux. Paris, France.” Ash started listing off names
and locations. Magda’s eyes widened as she realized he was
rattling off a list of the top members of the Cabal. Names and
locations. He got to the end and met her eyes. “Wren Tierney.
The witch. Sima’s friend.”
“She hurt you.” Magda knew her eyes were gold at the
moment. Sima was dead, but this other one had hurt Ash as well.
And had targeted their new friends. Granted, Gabriel could
definitely take care of himself, but that didn’t mean she wasn’t
going to come to their aid. They owed them far too much to do
otherwise. And if this Wren was the witch, then there was still
the task Ryuu had given them.
“No.” Ash swallowed. “She hurt Adam. Is hurting Adam.
She would have hurt me, but Adam…” He made a whimpering sound,
then took a deep breath. “He took me because he had to. Hurt
Stephan because he had to. He didn’t want to.”
“They guy from the dock? With the Russian woman?” Stephan
looked up. “That was Adam?”
“He didn’t let them hurt me. When they wanted us to play,
he let me hurt him instead of hurting me.” Ash shook his head.
Magda wasn’t sure what that meant, but a quick glance at Stephan
showed the words were enough that Stephan had already completely
forgiven this Adam. “He told me to keep it together, helped me
keep it together. Then he killed the guards so I could run.”
“He’s how you escaped.” Magda nodded. “The information,
the names…” She looked around at the others, saw them all
reaching the same conclusion.
“We have to save Adam.” Ash clutched Magda’s hand. “We
have to…” He too a deep breath. “Magda, Adam is my friend.”
“Ash…” She had no idea how or where to even start, but…
“We’ll save Adam.”
#
Wren gestured for Adam to take the seat next to her, and
was pleased when he didn’t argue or resist. Everyone was
watching. Fortunately, with Sima having gotten herself killed,
laying the blame for the fiasco at her feet was easy enough.
Giroux had already come to a similar conclusion. The fact that
Sima had technically been hired by his predecessor and it was
Giroux own protege’s that had salvaged what they could out of
the mess worked to his advantage.
The fact remained that Adam had killed an alpha, and he
answered to her. And she was a witch, a true witch. She leaned
back in her seat as the plane took off, carrying them away from
Myralis. She fiddled a little with the talisman, then smiled at
Adam before laying her hand atop his. “When we get back to
Paris, want to go to Disneyland?”
“Sure, Wren.” He smiled back at her. “That sounds fun.”
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“You are such a pig.” Wren shoved Mark away from her and
zipped her top back up. Wearing the thing had clearly been a
mistake. But it had set her back fifty bucks and she wanted to
look good for Adam.
“Your girlfriend’s a prude.” Mark snickered as he looked
over her head at Adam.
“Stop being such an ass.” Adam glared at him. When Mark
reached toward Wren again, Adam caught his wrist. “I said knock
it off.”
“We’re out tonight to have fun.” Mark rolled his eyes,
then sighed and looked up at the driver. “Why’d you invite the
stick in the mud?”
“He’s my brother, jackass.” James shrugged.
“You’re the one who didn’t want to sit in the back.” Vince
laughed. He had his arms draped over both Meg and Susan, and
they were giggling.
Mark put his hand on Wren’s knee and Adam grabbed it and
shoved it back at him. “James, pull over.”
“What?” James glanced back at him.
“I’m changing seats with Wren.” Adam shrugged.
“Hopefully, Mark can keep his hands off me.”
“I’m going to kick your ass.” Mark flipped him off.
“We’re never going to get there at this rate.” James
growled, but pulled off to the side.
Adam opened the door and slid out. He turned and offered
Wren a hand. Mark smacked her on the ass as she started
climbing out of the van. “Fuck off, Mark.” Adam glared as he
caught Wren to keep her from falling.
“That fucking hurt, you…” Wren shook her head.
Mark rolled his eyes, then leaned over and shut the door.
Wren heard it lock and banged on the window. “Don’t you…” Adam
started cussing as James hit the gas pedal at Mark’s urging.
“Oh, you fucking…” He ran a hand through his black hair. “Do
you have your cell phone?”
“My purse is still in the van.” Wren folded her arms.
“Along with my jacket.” She shook her head. “Why the hell are
you friends with that asshole?”
“Good question.” Adam stripped off his windbreaker and
offered it to her.
“Thank you.” She sighed down at the strappy sandals she
was wearing. They were going to get ruined. “Will they come
back?”
“Fuck if I know.” He took a deep breath. “I think there
is a gas station a couple miles up the road.”
#
Adam caught Wren’s hand, twining his fingers around hers.
Under other circumstances, walking through the woods with her
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would have been a treasured experience. “I’m sorry my brother
is such a…” He brushed a lock of her blond hair behind her ear.
“Prick?” Wren offered, smiling up at him.
“Yep.” He chuckled. “If it makes you feel better, he’s
flunking three classes and about to get kicked off the team.”
“It…” Wren smiled a little. “Kind of does.”
They both knew James wouldn’t actually flunk or get kicked
off the team. He was one of the few decent athletes the high
school actually had, and already had his scholarship to the
local university in hand. Not a full ride, but since Adam was
also going to the local university the Wu family could afford to
pay for both their sons to attend college.
He’d gotten into his first choice. But Wren hadn’t. So he
was staying. Fortunately, all but one of the art scholarships
transfered, and the one that didn’t wasn’t enough to matter.
Once he sold a couple more paintings, he’d have enough to take
Wren on a nice summer trip. And pay off the ring. His parents
were going to be pissed. It wasn’t as though they didn’t like
Wren, they just thought they were both too young to be serious.
The way he figured it, James more than made up for it.
When they’d planned the trip to this concert just a couple weeks
ago, James had been dating Lisa. Yet it had been Veronica
riding shotgun. He couldn’t remember the last time his brother
had dated a girl longer than a month. James had even tried
hitting on Wren once. Wren had hit him back, a nice solid punch
to the solar plexus. Then Adam had shoved him into the pool.
“Can’t believe that asshole…” He sighed. “Got to play the big
man in front of Mark.”
“You sure your brother isn’t gay?” Wren snickered. “I
mean, the way he looks at Mark…”
“Oh god, Wren…” Adam winced. “I did not need that thought
in my head.”
“Mark is definitely compensating for something…” Wren
shrugged. “I had assumed it was just a micro-penis, but…”
“Have I told you lately how much I love you?” He pulled
her to him for a kiss.
“I could stand to hear it again.” She grinned up at him.
#
“There’s the gas station.” He pointed. Then he sighed.
“And there are the assholes.” The van was parked by the pumps.
They were in the parking lot when his steps slowed. Something
seemed off.
“Where are they?” Wren frowned.
“Inside?” Adam shrugged.
“The lights aren’t on.” Wren shook her head.
“I bet they are trying to scare us. Assholes.” He headed
toward the station.
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A wet, coppery scent filled the air when he opened the
door. He fumbled for the switch, and turned the lights on.
Mark lay on the floor in front of the checkout. His intestines
had been flung over the counter and register, and his eyes
stared sightlessly up at the ceiling. A blood trail led to a
body that wore Meg’s clothes. The head was missing. “Oh, god.”
He heard Wren’s voice.
He fight the urge to vomit, then grabbed her hand and
pulled her away. She followed him to the van. He just had to
hope their phones were still… The van door was open. His
brother’s body lay on the seat, his throat a gaping wound.
Blood still dripped, landing in a pool beneath James’ head, but
his almond-shaped eyes had already started to glaze over. “No.”
Something made a crunching sound as it came through the
woods. Wren tugged his hand, and he followed her to hide in the
bushes. A woman stepped out of the trees. She was dressed like
a hippy, in a broomstick skirt and tie-dyed shirt with a beaded
vest. And she was heading toward the station. Adam stepped out
of his hiding place. “Don’t go in there.”
She whirled to face him. “Where’d you come from?”
“Do you have a phone?” Adam gestured for her to come to
their hiding place. “There’s…” He swallowed. He couldn’t make
himself say the words aloud. His brother was dead.
“Someone killed our friends.” There were tears on Wren’s
face.
The woman glanced at the van. “Those were your friends?”
She shook her head. “No, not just friends. You smell like the
arrogant one.”
“What?” Adam blinked.
When the woman turned back toward them, her eyes had
changed. They were yellow, with goat-like irises. Her smile
showed fangs. “You seem like nicer kids. So I’ll give you a
head start.”
#
Wren lost her grip on Adam’s hand as her sandals slipped
out from under her. She slid down the embankment and landed on
her ass. “Wren.”
“I’m alright.” She started getting to her feet.
“Hang on.” He started looking for a safe way down.
Something howled behind them. Wren shook her head. “I’ll
follow the stream. Find me at the bridge.”
“Go.” Adam nodded. “I’ll lead her away.”
Her eyes widened as he vanished. That wasn’t… The sound
came again. She felt sick as she started running.
#
He slid to a halt, listening. The road they’d been on
joined back up with the highway. If he could flag somebody
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down… All he could hear was the sound of the forest. Was he
even still going the right way? James was dead. Oh god, James
was dead. North. He needed to be going North. He turned to
see if he could spot the right stars, and froze. The woman
stood not a dozen feet from him. How the hell had she come up
on him that quietly?
Adam started backing away. She chuckled. “Lost your lady
already?” Her form changed as she started toward him, growing
in size. Long claws trailed down from her hands as her skin
took on a greenish cast. “Run.”
His feet were already doing exactly that.
#
Wren stumbled to a halt. A van was parked on a dirt road,
next to a small cabin. She rushed up to the door and started
pounding on it. No answer, so she tried the knob. Locked.
“Ugh.” She glanced at the van and moved toward it. The driver
side door opened, and she climbed inside, closing it behind her.
Frantically she started looking around for the keys.
Out of the corner of her eye, she saw movement. The
creature was coming out of the woods. Her stomach lurched when
she realized the creature was dragging Adam behind her. He was
barefoot, and his hands had been bound up behind his back,
between his shoulder blades. Some white material had been
shoved into his mouth, and his belt was around his neck. The
creature was using it as a leash. Wren dove into the back seat,
hoping the creature wouldn’t see her.
It dragged Adam to the cabin’s porch, and shoved him to his
knees in front of the railing. The other end of the belt was
wrapped around the rail and tied. It picked up a coil of rope
and began securing Adam’s legs. His calves and ankles were
bound to his thighs. She realized he was going to have
difficulty keeping his balance. If he slid, the belt around his
neck would choke him.
When the creature finished, it tousled his hair before
rising and heading back into the woods. Wren started trembling
when she realized it was likely going back to look for her. She
waited a few moments before getting out of the van and rushing
toward Adam. He stared up at her as she pulled the gag out of
his mouth. A shudder of disgust went through her when she
realized he’d been gagged with his own dirty socks. “Wren?”
“Hang on.” She yanked at the knot in the belt, but it was
tight. She made a frustrated sound before going to the loop
around his neck. She scraped his cheek, but managed to get it
over his head. “Are you alright?”
“My shoulders feel like their coming loose.” He turned a
little so she could get at the knots. He’d been tied with his
own bootlaces.
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“Dammit.” She growled as one of her fake nails came off.
“The knots are right. Let me see if I can find something to cut
it with.”
“Hurry.” Adam nodded to her.
She found a piece of broken glass on the other side of the
house, and was starting to turn back. “Wren, run…” Adam’s
voice cried out.
Wren stepped back around the house to see the creature
holding Adam. One of her clawed hands was tangled in his hair,
holding him still. “Wren, is it?” The creature made a cackling
sound. “Such a pretty little bird.”
“Just let him go…” Wren felt tears welling up in her eyes.
“We won’t tell anyone about you, I swear.”
The creature sniffed the air, then slowly shifted until it
was the hippie woman standing there, still holding Adam. She
tilted her head at Wren, then frowned. “My, my, it’s been
almost thirty years since I’ve seen one like you.”
“Wren, just run.” Adam tried to shake his head, and the
woman jerked his head back.
“Run, and he dies.” The woman smiled. “Slowly and
painfully.”
#
Adam stared at Wren. His stomach sank when she just stood
there instead of running. “Wren…”
“Hush.” The hag yanked his hair again.
“Please don’t hurt him.” Wren shook her head.
He winced as the woman began dragging him up the steps.
She unlocked the door, then glanced at Wren. “Step into my
parlor.”
“Wren, don’t…” Adam yelled as the woman dragged him
inside. He was thrown to the floor in front of a fireplace.
The woman kicked him in the side, making him cry out in pain. A
moment later, Wren stepped into the house. She was crying.
“Sit.” The woman pointed at a chair. Wren obeyed. “Good
girl.” The woman closed the door, locking it behind them. Adam
flinched at the clicking sound. “Now, where were we…”
“Please, just…” Wren started shaking her head.
“Awww…” The woman smiled. “Aren’t you a precious little
witch, so concerned about your little boyfriend?” She set her
foot on Adam’s back, just below where his arms were bound
together, then looked down at him. “I think she likes you.”
“Leave her alone.” Adam struggled against his bonds. “You
have me, just let her go.”
“But you, little boy, are not the one that interests me.”
The woman looked over at Wren. “Order him to be silent.”
“Adam…” Wren’s voice cracked a little. “Don’t make her
mad. B…Be quiet.”
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are?”
“I…” Wren shook her head. “I’m a finance major.”
The woman laughed. “No. You haven’t realized your power,
have you, little witch?” The woman nodded. “There is magic in
your blood.”
“There is no such thing as…” Wren trailed off, staring at
the woman they’d recently seen shapeshift. Were it not for the
pain he was in, Adam would have been certain this was a
nightmare.
“As magic?” The woman took her foot off his back, then
reached down and picked him by a hand around the back of his
neck. Agony shot through him as the sensation of being crushed
went through his entire body. He screamed.
#
Wren stared in horror at the scene before her. The ropes
and Adam’s clothes lay on the floor, and a small brown rabbit
was thrashing in the woman’s grip. The woman tossed it into a
nearby cage, then closed and latched it. “See…” She smirked.
“Magic.”
“Adam…” Wren shook her head. His scream still rang in her
ears. “Oh god, Adam.”
“You can leave now, if you want.” The woman shrugged. “Go
to the cops, tell them your wild story. They’ll arrest you for
being high on drugs and murdering all your friends. I’ll drop
your fuzzy little boyfriend out in the middle of the swamp to
spend the rest of a miserably short life as a fluffy bunny. And
then I’ll vanish. You’ll spend the rest of your life in an
asylum.”
“Please, please turn him back.” Wren was sobbing now.
“That, my sweet one, depends on you.” The woman folded her
arms. “You are a witch. I could teach you, give you the power
to turn him back yourself. If you stay.”
“If I…” Wren swallowed, her breath coming in little gasps.
“You’re a pretty little one.” The woman licked her lips.
“I can think of all manner of uses for you. And in return for
your…” She slowly smiled. “Service, I will teach you.” She
glanced at the cage, then back at Wren. “And when you are
strong enough, you can take him and go.”
“You’ll let him go?” She wiped at her tears.
“Not until you are capable of taking him from me.” The
woman’s smile widened. “You may both go, then. But until that
time…” She patted the cage. “His well-being is a prize for you
to earn, sweet one. Disobey or fail me, and he will suffer for
it. Do you understand?”
She stared at the rabbit in the cage, and noted it was
staring back at her. “I understand.”
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Figuring out how to move was difficult. Every sound in the
room seemed to echo loudly, and the various smells assaulted his
senses. The world even looked different, like watching
television with the color on the fritz. The hag was walking in
a circle around Wren. Hearing what the hag intended for her had
terrified him. If he had a voice, he’d have screamed again for
Wren just to leave him and run.
Anger filled him, along with dismay at just how helpless he
was at the moment. Bound, he’d at least have had the
opportunity to cut himself free or do something. He looked down
at his… paws. He couldn’t even clench his fists.
The hag unzipped the front of Wren’s shirt, letting it hang
open. Silent tears streamed down Wren’s face, running down to
the handkerchief the hag used to gag her. A sobbing sound
escaped as the hag unfastened her skirt, letting it fall to the
ground. Wren’s top was removed from her and casually tossed
atop the cage. Wren was left wearing a lacy black panty and bra
set, the ones she’d bought a month ago and called his birthday
present. He felt sick as he watched the hag remove the bra
before binding Wren’s wrists and attaching them to a hook in the
ceiling. Wren’s heels just barely brushed the ground as she
hung there in just her panties.
Wren looked over at him. He wished there was something he
could do to reassure her, to let her know there was a way out of
this. Even if he was lying. The hag went into the small
kitchen and made herself a plate. She ate quietly, a small
smile occasionally playing on her face when she looked at the
helpless Wren. And in this form, he couldn’t figure out how to
cry. The woman he loved was at the mercy of the creature that
had killed his brother and there was nothing he could do.
A shudder went through Wren as the hag rose and walked over
to her. Her fingers trailed across Wren’s taut belly, moving
upward. Wren made a sobbing sound as the hag began caress her
breasts. Pain contorted Wren’s face as the hag took hold of a
nipple and twisted. “Spread your legs.” When Wren didn’t
immediately obey, the hag twisted her nipple again. Wren’s cry
was muffled by the gag. She moved her feet apart.
Slowly, the hag’s hand moved down to fondle between her
legs. Adam turned his head away, but he could still hear the
protesting sounds Wren was making. The hag laughed, and he
heard Wren’s muffled squeal of pain.
#
“Follow.” Renee unfastened her wrists from the hook, but
didn’t untie them. Wren half fell when the woman let her go.
She wanted to curl into a ball and cry. As the woman walked out
of the room, she picked up the cage containing Adam’s rabbit
form. Her stomach lurched. Bad enough what the woman clearly
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intended without knowing Adam was… She felt more tears fall.
Watching the whole thing.
The woman set the cage atop a dresser, then pointed at the
bed. Wren was most of the way to it when the woman grabbed her
and removed the gag, then tossed her onto the bed. Then the
woman climbed into the bed herself and grabbed Wren’s hair,
forcing her head down until she was between the woman’s legs.
“You’ve got half an hour, girl. If you haven’t made me cum by
then, I’m going to make you a rabbit foot necklace and you’re
going to try again.” The smile was cruel.
Wren felt sick. She closed her eyes and took a deep
breath. Maybe it wouldn’t be that bad. Adam had done this for
her, after all, on multiple occasions. He’d even claimed to
have enjoyed doing so. The thought of him being maimed for her
refusal… Wren swallowed, then leaned forward to do as she was
told.
#
He could close his eyes, but not his ears. The hag was not
shy with the sounds of her pleasure. She dragged Wren out of
the bed when she was finished, tossing her down onto a stuffed
pad in the corner. A chain was put around Wren’s neck, one that
gave her only a couple feet of movement. Her hands were left
bound. Then the hag returned to the bed.
Wren looked up at him. Adam placed a paw on the side of
the cage, and managed something approaching a nod. What small
comfort he could give. She gave him a tear filled smile before
curling up into a ball on the battered pad.
They’d get out of this.
Somehow.
#
Wren shrieked in pain as the switch came up between her
legs to land on her most sensitive bit of flesh. She yanked at
the restraints as she shuddered. “Now…” Renee’s smile was
vicious. “If you were focused, that wouldn’t have hurt.” She
looked down at the implement in her hand. “Try again.
Concentrate on the wellspring within you.”
“There isn’t. I…” She howled when the switch hit her
right nipple. Renee’s aim was cruelly precise.
“It’s there. Find it.” Renee smirked. She flexed the
switch again, then brought it across Wren’s back.
Her wrists ached from trying to pull away from the
implement’s kiss. Her ankles had been spread apart and secured
to two bolts in the floor, leaving her obscenely vulnerable.
Her eyes flicked to the cage. The rabbit inside was looking
away, shaking a little. She took a deep breath, trying to focus
—
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The switch bit into her again. Fury filled her. It wasn’t
fair. The witch was hurting her and Adam and babbling on about
wellsprings. Wren saw it coming for her again and then there
was a flash of something.
Renee looked down at the burning remains of the switch in
her hand. “Well now…” She smiled. “That’s better.”
#
Adam paced in the confines of the cage. Paced. Hopped
pathetically. Yesterday the hag had raped Wren with a carrot
before dropping it into his cage. The worst part was he was
getting hungry enough to consider eating it. He’d been praying
that Wren would get some opportunity to escape, and take it.
This morning though… He still wasn’t sure what had
happened. The hag had been beating Wren with a willow switch,
and then the willow switch had exploded into flames. If the
hag’s taunts were right then… Then Wren had done that. Wren
had… If she could do that, then maybe there was hope of some
kind.
“I bet it burns down there, a little…” The hag smirked at
Wren. She reached down and unfastened one of Wren’s ankles.
Then she lifted it up and fastened it to Wren’s wrist, making
Wren groan in pain. Then she poked at one of the welts she’d
raised between Wren’s legs, eliciting another cry of pain.
“Looks painful.”
“Don’t.” Wren was shaking her head. Tears were falling
down her face.
Laughter came from the hag. She left the room, returning a
few moments later. In her hand was what appeared to be an…
icicle? “Concentrate, girl.”
A shriek came from Wren as the hag touched the tip of the
ice to Wren’s clit. She tried to dance away, but succeeded only
in making the hag laugh as she played the ice between Wren’s
legs. “Stop, please.” The hag pushed it up inside as she bent
her head to nibble at Wren’s breasts, feeding the ice in and
out.
Wren was sobbing by the time the ice had melted too much to
be of use. The hag removed her restraints before binding her
hands together and chaining her throat once more. “You’re not
listening, girl. Perhaps tomorrow we’ll raise the stakes.”
The light shut off as the hag left and closed the door
behind her. In the darkness, he could hear Wren’s shuddering
sobs. He bowed his head. This was his fault for not running
faster.
#
She woke to find herself unchained. Wren started to rise,
then her eyes went to the cage. It was empty. “Adam?” She
whispered his name, hoping to see him emerge from somewhere in
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the room. He was gone and she was… She looked at the chain
that had been securely around her neck when she’d fallen asleep.
The door was open. Renee’s taunt about ‘raising the stakes’
came back to her, and she stumbled out the door. There was
light coming up from the doorway into the basement. Wren took a
deep breath, and slowly began walking down the stairs.
Adam lay on a strange stone table, human and naked. His
wrists and ankles were tightly secured to hooks set into the
table’s base. She could see his joints straining from the
positioning of his body. She doubted he could move enough to
even struggle. A metal bit had been force between his teeth as
a gag, and secured tightly enough that there was a trickle of
blood at one side of his mouth. He was bleeding from a wound in
his arm as well, and it had trickled down to form a small pool
beneath his fingers. A strap across his neck held his head in
place, and it looked tight enough to interfere with his
breathing. He caught sight of her, and his eyes widened. His
eyes became frantic, and he managed to shake his head at her.
“Wren, so glad you could join us.” Renee’s voice came from
somewhere behind the stairs.
Sounds began coming from behind Adam’s gag. He was telling
her to run. To go and leave him. The switch had caught fire.
If she could learn how… She swallowed. She could save them
both. There were esoteric markings carved into the stone, and
others painted recently enough that the paint still looked wet.
It took her a moment to realize the red color wasn’t paint.
Blood. Adam’s blood. “What are you doing to him?”
“Nothing. Yet.” Renee walked over to the table. She
flicked her fingers through Adam’s hair. “What happens now
depends upon you.”
“Please don’t hurt him.” Wren shook her head.
“It’s…” Renee chuckled. “A bit late for that.” She
looked down at Adam’s strained body. “Isn’t it?” She looked
back up at Wren. “We’ve been waiting for you to wake up for a
couple hours now. I imagine he’s actually having some trouble
feeling his arms and legs by now.” She patted Adam’s cheek,
then centered a small gemstone on his forehead.
“I…” Wren stepped close enough to put her hand on his
shoulder. His eyes didn’t leave her face. “Adam.”
“You’ll need to hold the ward, girl.” Renee smiled.
“While I work the spell.”
“The…” Her head came up. “What?”
“You heard me.” Renee’s smile widened. “If you lose focus
and drop the thread…” She looked down at Adam. “You know, if
you put someone in enough pain, they can actually clench their
jaw hard enough for their teeth to shatter.” She touched the
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bit. “I’ll wager he’ll lose at least four the first time you
fail.”
“Oh, god…” She started shaking her head. “Please, please
don’t.”
Renee chuckled. “It won’t kill him though. So we can keep
trying until you get it right.” She shrugged. “Though by the
third or fourth attempt I doubt he’ll have much of a mind left.”
#
He tried to stay still and silent to avoid distracting
Wren. Silent tears were falling from her eyes. Her face was
locked in concentration, though he was unable to determine what
if anything was actually happening.
The hag touched the tip of a knife to the skin of his
chest, just over his heart. He forced himself to remain silent
as the sharp edge penetrated his skin just enough to draw blood.
He couldn’t lift his head to see, but if felt as though she were
carving something into his flesh. When she was done, she
stabbed the knife down into the table between his legs, narrowly
missing his cock. Adam glared at her, and she merely smiled
back at him.
Something flashed in his eyes, and then he felt a strange
sensation. Something was crawling beneath his skin, scratching
from the inside. He tried to move, but the restraints held him
fast. The sensation continued to build as her hands were laid
upon his skin, just above and below whatever she’d carved.
Sharp edges seemed to press against the interior of his body, as
if his blood vessels were trying to fight their way out. He
writhed with what little movement he had, and despite his best
efforts he heard himself cry out in pain.
Wren closed her eyes, but didn’t move. Her hands seemed to
be pressed against invisible glass. The pain continued, wave
upon wave, riding through his body. The thing she had set on
his forehead felt as though it were liquid metal, searing into
him. He was screaming now.
Something inside him seemed to tear apart, and abruptly the
pain ceased. His entire body felt numb. The hag took her hands
from his skin, then snatched the gem off his forehead. The
moment it left his body, he felt a wave of dizziness and nausea.
The table seemed to spin. His body felt like a rubber band
stretched near the breaking point, released but unable to return
to its previous shape.
“Oh god.” He heard Wren’s voice. “What did you do to
him?”
The hag chuckled, then tossed something to Wren. “Let him
up.”
Adam felt Wren undoing the restraints around his wrists and
ankles. She released his neck. He tried to sit up, and
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succeeded only in falling off the table to slide into the floor.
Darkness closed in around him as he lost consciousness.
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She’d held the focus. He’d screamed anyway, and now he was
just lying there. “What did you do to him?” Wren looked up at
Renee.
Renee was fitting the gemstone into a ring. “I tore his
soul in half, child.” She slipped the ring onto her finger,
then held up her hand. It sparkled. “Pretty, isn’t it?”
“Adam?” She put her hand on the side of his face. “Oh
god, Adam…” She made a sobbing sound. “Why?”
“You held your focus.” Renee smiled. “I thought for
certain it would take you at least two attempts.” She lowered
her hand. “A small reward, then.” She touched a finger to the
gemstone, and there was a small flash of light.
Adam’s body jerked, and his dark brown eyes opened. He
blinked up at her. “Wren?”
“Adam.” She pulled him into her arms, holding him tightly.
“Take him back to your room.” Renee shrugged. “You have
one hour, then he goes back into the cage.”
#
He had to lean on Wren to get up the stairs. His head was
still swimming, and he felt weak, as though he run ten miles on
only a couple hours of sleep. Wren led him to the room, and he
all but collapsed onto the pad. “Wren.”
“Shh…” Wren sat next to him, pulling him into her arms
again. “You’re going to be okay.”
“Wren, you need to get out of here.” Adam looked up at
her.
“I’m not going anywhere without you.” Wren’s eyes were
wet.
“She’s hurting you.” Adam swallowed before reaching up a
hand to touch her cheek. “Please, just go.”
“I won’t leave you to her.” Wren’s voice was fierce. “I’m
learning, Adam.” She laid down next to him, pulling him close.
“I can…” She swallowed. “I can take it, I can…” She kissed
him. “I can take it long enough to get you out of this.”
“Oh, Wren…” He held her tightly as tears of his own
started to fall. He buried his face in her hair, then took a
ragged breath. “What did she do?”
“She said…” Wren ran her fingers through his hair. “That
she split your soul in half. I think she put it into that
gemstone.”
“She…” He pulled back slightly, giving her a confused
look. “What?”
“I don’t know.” Wren shook her head. “But she did
something do the energy inside you. It was…” She sighed. “I
don’t know.”
#
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Wren’s heart lurched when she heard the door open, and she
tightened her arms around Adam. “Please, don’t.”
“Time’s up.” Renee shook her head.
“Please, just leave him —” Wren gasped as Adam’s body
suddenly jerked in her arms. He screamed as his form started to
shift and convulse, and a moment later she found herself holding
the rabbit. “Adam…”
“Put him in the cage, girl.” Renee smirked. “Your day is
just beginning.”
#
She cried out in pain as Renee twisted her nipple again,
then moaned when Renee’s hand slipped between her legs to rub
gently. “Focus, girl.”
“I’m trying.” Wren shook her head. She sobbed when
Renee’s fingers pinched the sensitive flesh between her legs.
“Stop, please.”
“If you were focused, girl, this wouldn’t…” Renee drew
back and slapped her across the face. “Stop that blubbering.
You cannot focus on a spell while you are leaking tears all over
the place.” She made a growling sound before slapping Wren
again. “I can see you need other incentive.” Renee walked into
the cottage.
Wren’s stomach lurched, and she yanked the restraints that
secured her arms above her head. She stared in horror as Renee
returned, carrying the rabbit by the scruff of the neck. “No,
leave him alone, please.”
Renee flung him to the ground, and he landed face down as
Adam. He started to get up, Renee’s foot came down on his back.
Quickly, she bound his hands together, twisting them up behind
his back and making him cry out in pain as she secured the
knots. Then she grabbed him by the hair, dragging him to kneel
in front of Wren. His head was shoved between Wren’s spread
legs. “You need to learn to focus, girl. Your toy here is
going to use his tongue to help you out with that. Direct him
well, girl, because you only have until the hourglass runs out
to get off. You fail, I punish him for it.”
For a few minutes, she thought it was going to be an easy
victory. Adam knew what she liked, and was applying himself to
the task. Her breathing was starting to become panting. And
then pain blossomed along her back as Renee brought a strap
across her. She screamed in pain, jerking forward hard enough
to knock Adam back. Behind her, Renee started laughing. “I
said for you to focus, girl.”
Horror filled her when she looked down at Adam. He
swallowed before returning to his earlier position. She tried
concentrating on the feel of his mouth and tongue, but then
Renee would hit or pinch and the pleasurable feelings would go
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away. Tears were running down her face. “Why are you doing
this to us?” She choked out the words.
“I’m teaching you, girl.” Renee smirked. “Concentrate.”
The lash came down across Wren’s breasts, making her shriek. “I
said concentrate.”
“Adam…” Wren wished she could think of something to tell
him.
“Time’s up.” Adam was yanked away from her.
“Don’t. Please. Leave him alone.”
#
The moment she cut his bonds, Adam tried to launch himself
up. If he could overpower her, just for… Her eyes flashed, and
he abruptly found himself unable to move. A small smile came to
the hag’s face, and she held up her hand. The gemstone on her
ring was faintly glowing. “In the box there…” She extended her
other hand to point. “There is a whip. Get it and bring it
back to me.”
Horror rose as his body moved to obey her command. He
could hear Wren pleading with the hag, begging. He opened the
drawer and saw the coiled whip inside. His stomach rolled, but
he was unable to stop himself from picking it up and carrying it
to the hag. She took it from him, then turned to Wren. “This
is power, girl. This is what you can do when you concentrate.”
She smirked at Wren. Then she turned back to him, and gestured
toward Wren.
He found himself walking toward where she was restrained.
His body stopped in front of her, so close they were nearly
pressed together. Then his hands came up and gripped her
wrists. Wren was crying, her eyes only inches from his.
“Please don’t do this to him.” Wren shook her head, but her
eyes didn’t leave his. “Adam, I’m sorry.”
As much as he wanted to reassure her, to say it wasn’t her
fault, he couldn’t make his voice work. The best he could do
was give her a small smile, and he knew it wouldn’t help. There
was a sound, and then fire burned along his shoulders. He
screamed, but otherwise his body was prevented from moving. The
hag’s will held him in place as the whip came again. And again.
Wren was shrieking, struggling in the restraints for both of
them, begging the hag to stop as the whip came yet again.
It was something of a relief when the thirtieth lash proved
the hag couldn’t prevent him from losing consciousness.
#
Adam’s hands released her wrists as he slid bonelessly to
the ground. Renee stopped the lash before it could strike Wren
herself, then she started laughing. “Only thirty. You picked a
weak one.”
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“You took half of him away!” Wren stared down at him,
somewhat relieved when she realized he was still breathing.
“Adam.”
“Well girl, this is an opportunity for another lesson.”
Renee unfastened her wrists from the restraints, and Wren
immediately knelt next to Adam. “If you can manage to
concentrate just a little, I’ll show you how to heal him. If
you don’t, your toy isn’t going to be as pretty after this. The
next few days will be hell for him. Might even get an infection
and die.” She kicked dirt at Adam.
“Stop…” Wren glared up at her. Then she looked down at
Adam’s unconscious form. “Show me the spell.”
“Watch, girl…” Renee’s smile was cruel. “Because I’ll
only show you once today.”
Wren’s eyes didn’t leave the witch as Renee performed the
spell on Wren herself, healing the few bruises she’d taken as
part of her ‘training’. Then Wren took a deep breath, and
pulled Adam’s form into her lap. She caressed his cheek, and
then focused.
Something seemed to tingle in her fingers and then… She
could feel him, sense Adam’s presence in the gloam. She sent
energy and then… Her eyes widened when the bleeding welts Renee
had torn into his back began to close and fade. Within moments,
they vanished. Only two left marks behind, faint scars.
His eyes opened, staring up at her in confusion. “Adam.”
She bent, kissing him.
“Well girl, looks like we’re onto something here.” Her
blood ran cold at the sound of Renee’s voice. “Next time you
screw up a spell, I’ll give you a choice.” Renee chuckled.
“You can give him twenty lashes…” She patted Wren’s head. “Or
I’ll give him fifty.”
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She concentrated, trying to focus the strange stirring
inside her. Adam’s face was contorted with pain. His wrists
had been bound behind his back, then fastened to a length of
chain. Renee had then tossed the other end of the chain over a
tree branch and used it to lift Adam up. He stood on tiptoes,
his entire body taut as he tried to keep his balance and prevent
even more strain to his shoulders.
The candle failed to light. Renee brought the whip down
across Adam again. His scream was muffled by the gag in his
mouth as he struggled to regain his balance. Blood ran down his
sides and legs from where the lash had bitten into him. “Try
again.” Renee narrowed her eyes. “I don’t stop hurting him
until the candle lights.”
Wren took a deep breath, and imagined that the wick was
Renee’s head. The candle lit with enough heat to melt away the
first half inch of wax. “It’s lit.” She turned toward Renee.
“Let him down.”
Renee hit the lever to release the chain. Adam fell to his
knees, and Wren rushed toward him. She put her arms around him
as she focused the healing magic. “Adam, are you alright?”
He managed a small nod. She unhooked the chain and started
to unfasten the bonds around his hands when Renee barked, “leave
them.” She grabbed Adam by the throat and dragged him toward
the old picnic table, and tossed him face up atop it. “Don’t
move, boy.”
“You said…” Wren rushed after her. “You said you’d stop
hurting him.”
“I said I’d stop hurting him.” She grabbed Wren by the
wrist, then shoved the candle into her hand before extending her
wrist over Adam’s torso. “Keep your focus, and the wax won’t
scald him. Any pain he experiences now is your fault.”
A drop of wax fell from the candle, landing on Adam’s
stomach. He hissed behind the gag. Wren gave Renee a hateful
look. The next drop made Adam hiss again, and he tried to
squirm away. Renee’s hand caught his shoulder and held him in
place.
Focusing was hard. She tried at first to solidify the
drips, freeze them before they reached Adam’s skin. She
couldn’t get the concentration in place fast enough and… And
his pained moans were distracting. Seeing him squirm like that
was… Wren felt the urge to vomit when she realized where that
thought was going, and focused on the candle again. The flame
on the wick continued to give off light, but stopped giving off
heat. It danced, but failed to melt the wax. She gave Renee a
triumphant look.
“Clever girl.” Renee nodded. “Take your toy. He’s yours
until dinner, then he goes back in the cage.”
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#
Adam flinched as Wren used the cold cloth to wash the dried
blood from his back. The wounds had vanished, but their memory
remained. “I’m sorry.” Wren’s voice shook.
“It’s not your fault, Wren.” Adam shook his head. “It’s
hers.” Feeling that witch inside his head had been worse than
the lash itself. Being helpless in his own body had almost made
him wish he’d been left a rabbit in the cage.
“What she did to you…” Wren sighed. “I think as long as
she has that gem, you won’t be able to resist her.”
“You mean even if…” He hung his head. “Even if she left
the door unlocked, I couldn’t escape her now.” He turned to
look at her. “You can, Wren.”
“I won’t leave you. Not to her.” Wren shook her head.
“Wren just…” He caught her hand. “Without you, she’s got
no reason to keep hurting me.”
“No, she’d just kill you outright.” Fresh tears fell down
her cheeks.
“Wren just…” He sighed. “Just tell me you aren’t staying
because…”
“And if some part of me is?” She sighed. “If she can
teach me, I can save you and…” She took a deep breath. “Maybe
some good can come of this.”
“Some…” He stared at her. “Some good?” He shook his
head. “You think any of this, what she does is good?”
“She taught me how you heal, Adam.” Wren stood and put her
hand on his shoulder. He couldn’t stop himself from flinching
at the motion. “You were good as new within moments. Imagine
how much good I can do with that?”
“Then take it and go, Wren.” Adam looked up at her, and
felt tears well behind his eyes. “Before she destroys you.”
“I’m stronger than that, Adam.” She bent down and kissed
him.
He kissed her back, wishing he believed her.
#
Her arms went around Adam protectively when the door
opened. Renee gave her an amused and knowing look, then flung
something in her direction. Wren blinked at the leather strap.
It took her a moment to realize it was a dog collar. “No.” She
shook her head.
Renee shrugged, then tossed another item. It landed with a
jingling sound, and Wren stared at the training collar. A choke
chain, with prongs designed to bite into the neck. “Pick one,
girl. Or I will.”
She gave Adam an apologetic look as she picked up the
leather collar. He remained still as she secured it around his
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neck, his eyes never leaving her face. “I’m sorry.” She
whispered the words to him.
Before he could reply, his body jerked. He cried out in
pain as he contorted, his body shifting in shape. A small part
of her mind watched in rapt fascination as he went from human to
golden retriever in the span of seconds. Then Renee tossed
something else at her. Wren looked down at the items in her
arms. A white sundress, and a leash. Renee smirked at her.
“Get dressed. We’re going for a walk.”
#
Figuring out how to walk as a dog was slightly easier than
figuring out how to move as a rabbit. Dogs, at least, were more
familiar beast. Getting all his limbs working properly was
nowhere near the problem of the sensory overload he was
currently experiencing. Sounds and smells were the worst, but
adapting to eyes that saw a different range was giving him no
end of difficulty. In the cage, everything was the same and
he’d been able to take his time and grow used to the senses.
Moving through the world outside to follow Wren and the hag was
a different problem.
The effort wasn’t helped at all by the occasional tug on
the leash. Wren tugged again when the hag changed direction,
and this time Adam dug his fe… paws in. She stumbled as the
leash went taunt from his refusal to move, then turned back to
look at him. He glared at her. “Adam?”
“Should keep your pet to heel, girl.” The hag glanced over
her shoulder.
Wren took a step toward him and knelt. “Adam, please, we
don’t want her angry.” And then she lifted her hand and
actually rubbed his ears. Like he was really a dog. For a
moment, he considered biting her. Then he shook his head and
started walking again. He really didn’t have a choice. The
witch had proved she could make him dance if she wanted.
At the pond, the witch actually took hold of the leash
before making Wren set up for a small picnic. His stomach
rolled when the witch opened a can of dog food and poured it
into a dish before setting it in front of him. One whiff made
him want to apologize to every real dog he’d ever owned. He
stepped away from it, only for the witch to tug the leash hard.
Then the hag smiled and handed the leash back to Wren. “Your
pet is stubborn. He needs training.” She turned to look at
Wren. “Teach him to roll over.”
“Please leave him…” Wren started shaking her head.
“You can teach him to roll over…” The hag smiled. “Or
I’ll teach him to beg.”
He could actually feel his hackles rise. It was a strange
sensation. He wondered what it would feel like to sink his new
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teeth into the hag’s throat. From the look she gave him, she
knew what he was thinking and was daring him to try.
The leash was tugged when Wren stood. Some small part of
his brain observed that at least he actually looked like a dog.
The hag could have left him human for this.
#
Wren found herself smiling as the evening progressed. It
was pleasant, being away from the cottage. It had taken Adam a
little bit, but he too seemed to be enjoying himself. Renee had
insisted he get some exercise, and had told Wren to play fetch
with him. The first time she’d thrown a stick, Adam had given
her a look that suggested he was considering lifting his leg on
the picnic basket. But he’d gone after the stick.
Now he lay next to her. She kept petting him as Renee
lectured her about different types of spells and focus. Without
a focus, magic was extremely limited. Most who could use magic
could perform only one or two limited tricks. But what someone
like Renee could do was mindboggling. She glanced down again at
where Adam was laying. “Could I change my own shape?”
“You could.” Renee nodded. “You’ve seen me. But not like
that.” She wrinkled her nose at where Adam lay. “Change to a
lesser beast, girl, and you’ll be stuck. They don’t have the
spark needed to change back.” She smirked. “It takes work,
girl. Trying to learn.” Her voice almost seemed to contain a
grudging respect. “Last person I turned into a dog took hours
before he figured out how to sync up his legs.”
She smiled a little when she petted Adam again, and somehow
even as a dog he managed to roll his eyes at her. “Is each form
a separate spell?”
“No.” Renee shook her head. “Let’s see what your pet can
do, shall we? Watch.” Renee concentrated, and Wren felt magic
surge.
Adam made a yelping noise as his body contorted again. A
few moments later, it was a snake laying next to her. The
serpent’s body wiggled and twisted a moment. Then Adam stopped
moving. It took a couple minutes, then he started slithering
off the blanket. “Wait…” Wren started to reach for him.
Renee laughed. “Maybe letting him live wasn’t a bad idea
after all.” Magic surged again, and the snake started writhing.
“Let’s see if he can figure out how to fly.”
A raven replaced the snake. It hopped a pace, then turned
back to look at them. “Try.” Wren smiled at him encouragingly.
“You heard the girl.” Renee tilted her head and narrowed
her eyes. “Try. Or I’ll turn you from bird to bird until you
do.”
The wings spread, and Adam gave them a few experimental
flaps. He went still for a few moments, with them outstretched.
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Then he gave another beat and left the ground. He stayed
airborne only a few seconds the first time. The second he
managed to fly up into a nearby tree. A pang of terror came to
Wren as she considered what might happen if he tried flying
away, a heartbeat before he did exactly that.
A lazy gesture from Renee sent him crashing into the pond.
He came up out of the water in human form, sputtering. Renee
chuckled. “Clever boy.” She waved a hand at Wren. “Put the
collar back on him.”
She picked up the collar and walked to the pond as Adam
made his way to the bank. “You flew…” Her smile trembled just
a little.
“I…” He suddenly screamed again as his body shifted. Then
she was looking down at the dog again. Wren swallowed before
leading him back to the blanket.
“What drew you to him?” Renee lifted an eyebrow.
“What?” Wren frowned at the question.
“There are a lot of boys out there. Some prettier than
that one. So why pick him?”
“I love him.” Wren put her hand on Adam.
“That’s not what I asked, girl. I asked what drew you to
him.”
“I was…” She took a deep breath before glancing at Adam.
“My first day of school, I was nervous. I stood at the door to
the lunch room staring inside, looking at all those strangers.
And then there was a hand on my shoulder. I turned, and he was
smiling at me. Then he pointed at the food counter and said
‘relax. It won’t kill you. It’ll just make you wish you were
dead.’” She petted Adam. “I laughed, and followed him in.”
She swallowed. “Why?”
“I’ve turned four into birds, girl. Two never did learn to
fly. One took a year. The other a month.” She gave Adam a
speculative look. “Possible he’s got a bit of the gift himself.
We’ll have to experiment with that a bit.”
She nodded, a smile on her face. Adam, however, made a
soft whining sound, and looked away.
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Wren was going on about how exciting it must have been to
fly. Adam sighed and shook his head. “What’s wrong?” Wren put
her hand on his leg.
“Imagine having your body put through a damn woodchipper,
Wren.” Adam met her eyes. “That’s what it feels like every
time she…”
“Oh.” Wren’s voice was small. “That’s…” She looked away.
“That’s why you screamed.”
“Yeah, Wren. That’s why I screamed.” He leaned back.
“I’d almost rather she leave me a rabbit than keep…” He
shuddered.
“I figured out how to make the wax stop hurting you. Maybe
I could find a way to…”
“Find a way to get us out of here, Wren. Please.” He
caught her hand.
“I am, Adam.” She smiled.
He wished he could believe her, but half the time Renee
entered the room Wren looked more excited than afraid. Adam
rubbed his arms. Since most of the time he was left in animal
form, Renee hadn’t bothered to provide him with any clothes.
Half the time it seemed he was lucky if either woman remembered
to provide him with food.
“I think I could do it.”
“Wren?” He looked up at her.
“I was watching, when she was shifting you. I think I
could do it. It would have to be a dog or a cat, those are the
only animals I’ve really been around long enough to be sure of
getting it right, but I think I can do it.”
Adam stared at her. He’d told her how bad it hurt and…
“Wren.”
“I’m going to try a cat, okay?” She stood up, shaking out
her arms.
“Please, don’t…” He started shaking his head.
She took a deep breath before half closing her eyes and
putting a hand on his shoulder.
A scream tore from him as his bones began to break and
shift.
#
Adam’s scream echoed in her ears before changing into a
yowl. She looked down. A black cat looked back up at her, and
hissed.
Renee entered the room a moment later, and narrowed her
eyes. Wren swallowed. “I just wanted to try —”
“I told you not to perform spells without my supervision,
girl.”
“But you told me I could do whatever I wanted with him when
we were in here.” Wren shook her head.
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A small growling sound escaped Renee, and she turned to
look at the cat. Renee smirked. “So you turned your boyfriend
into a pussy?”
“I…” Wren couldn’t quite stop herself from snickering.
“Guess so.”
#
She stared at the book, her head starting to pound. Renee
leaned over the table and stared at her. “Are you ready, girl?”
Wren swallowed, looking at the cauldron. “I don’t —”
“Let me put it this way.” Renee jerked a thumb at where
Adam was chained to the door, in dog form again. “You’ll do it,
and you’ll do it right, or I’ll make you take a whip to him.”
“I…” Wren stood. “Okay.”
#
She focused, concentrating her will on Adam as she made him
follow the instructions Renee had written on the paper. Despite
knowing the consequences if the spell failed, she could feel him
fighting against her. She increased her focus, and saw him pale
slightly as he continued carrying the wood toward the fire.
“You could make him hold his hand over it, girl. Let him
watch his own skin blister and burn while he was unable to
remove it from the flames.” Renee had a small smile on her
face.
“I don’t —”
“Oh, I’m not going to make you do that to him. Not today,
anyway…” Renee shrugged. “Using someone as a puppet is simple
enough, even one like this, who can’t resist.” Renee smiled.
“Making them functional, able to interact with others while you
control them, that’s a much harder thing. Especially when you
are making them do something that goes against their nature.”
Wren turned toward Renee. “What do you mean?”
“As powerful as we are girl, they have the strength of
numbers.” Renee narrowed her eyes. “Thus, we must conceal
ourselves, and use our power in more subtle ways.” She waved at
the vehicle. “Put him in the van.”
It took only a faint amount of concentration to direct Adam
to get in the backseat of the van. Wren climbed into the
passenger seat as Renee started the vehicle.
#
Despite the fact he could move freely now, he could still
feel Wren in his head. And the hag still had his talisman. If
he tried doing anything either woman didn’t want him to do, he’d
be called up in short order. Which meant as tempting as it was
to try opening the van door and throwing himself out onto the
highway, he didn’t try. At least he’d been dressed this
morning, though granted he hadn’t been allowed to do so under
his own free will.
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It wasn’t like he particularly wanted to die. It was just
an option he’d begun evaluating more often lately. Time had
gotten away from him. Depending on which animal form he was
placed in he had trouble tracking its passing. Yet the season
was changing again, which meant it had been months. Months
since his brother and friends had been brutally murdered by the
monster driving the van.
In the front seat, Wren and the hag were discussing magic.
He tuned out the conversation and let his mind drift. The last
time he’d been in a vehicle was… Adam swallowed. Was the night
the hag had murdered his brother and their friends. He and
James were supposed to be off to college this year. James was a
full year older, but Adam’s skipping of a grade in elementary
school had put them in the same year. His sister would be
starting high school.
Who had found the bodies? Another driver, or employees of
the gas station? With one son dead and the other missing, what
state were his parents in? Had they given up hope of finding
him alive? Or… A chill went through him. Or did they somehow
think him responsible? He still didn’t know why the hag had
decided to kill them. He and Wren hadn’t been there when it had
happened.
He pushed the thoughts away, and turned to look out the
window. Adam found himself torn between hope and dread that
he’d run into someone he knew, someone who would recognize him.
Except that if he did, the hag would probably just kill them.
He exhaled, and tried not to shiver.
#
Renee pulled the van onto the exit, then into the small
parking lot of what looked to be a dive bar. Wren frowned.
“Where are we?”
“A place people come when they don’t want to be noticed.”
Renee smirked. “Take control of your pet.”
She focused her will around Adam’s mind, and immediately
felt him start resisting. It didn’t do him much good. “Okay.”
“You pull this off, girl…” Renee smiled. “Then tomorrow I
will teach you something new.” She shrugged. “Fail, and I’ll
make you hold his feet to the flames.”
“I…” The thought of learning something new was enticing.
Wren nodded. “What do you want me to do?”
“The people here have certain…” Renee shrugged. “Tastes.
You and I, girl, are going to sit down and have a drink.” She
glanced into the backseat to nod at Adam. “You’re going to be
riding his mind though. But you’re going to be subtle about it.
Make him act naturally.”
“Okay.” Wren nodded. She looked at Adam, who was sitting
there, silently. Take Adam into a bar, let him have a couple
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drinks while acting naturally. That shouldn’t be hard, and he
might even be cooperative. “I can do that.”
“The key is, girl, you’re going to be making him act
naturally while making him do something that goes against his
nature.” Renee’s smile turned cruel. “Something he adamantly
does not want to do.”
“I…” Wren turned to look at Renee. “What?”
“This is a gay bar, girl.” Renee chuckled. “You’re going
to make your pretty little pet pick up some lucky fellow and
convince them to fuck him in the bathroom.” She shrugged. “Or
behind the building, I’m not picky.”
Adam’s mind recoiled so strongly from the notion she nearly
lost her grip on him. Wren’s own eyes widened. “No, I —” She
couldn’t do that to Adam. He was fighting her power, struggling
against her grip even though his body didn’t move.
“You’ll do that…” Renee ran a finger down her cheek. “And
tomorrow I’ll teach you how to do a glamour. An illusion that
will enable you to pass among the normal folk without being
seen, to disguise yourself and your belongings.” She shrugged.
“Or you can refuse, and get in plenty of healing practice
treating burns.”
To create illusions? That was power. If she could do
that, she could travel the world unnoticed, do almost anything
she pleased. Wren nodded. “Okay. So, how do I…”
#
He focused all his will on just trying to scream. And his
body simply continued moving on its own. Adam had hoped being
out of Wren’s line of sight would let him regain some control,
but that hope had been dashed like every other hope of the past
few months.
His head tilted back, and his lips parted to allow the
biker’s tongue access to his mouth. The man’s hand slid down
the front of Adam’s pants, and he heard himself making an
encouraging sound. The biker laughed. “Oh, you’re an eager
little bitch, aren’t you?”
“I like leather on a man.” His voice. Wren’s words.
She’d said the same to him when they’d been out on a date.
Exploring the mall while waiting for a movie to start. He’d
tried on a couple leather jackets, and she’d all but pressed him
against the wall.
The biker shoved him into the wall, pinning him there.
“Bet you like it rough too, don’t you, pretty boy?”
Even if he’d been in control of his own body, he’d have
been hard pressed to fight the man off at this point. The guy
outweighed him by a good fifty pounds, and he’d caught a glimpse
of a gun. The hag had pointed the guy out to Wren. Wren hadn’t
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hesitated before sending Adam in his direction. “You know it.”
They could have at least let him have a drink first.
Adam was spun before being shoved back into the wall. The
biker’s foot kicked his legs apart as hands yanked his pants
down. Wren don’t. Please don’t do this to me. He had no idea
if she could hear him, but he silently pleaded anyway. Please,
Wren. The biker’s teeth scrapped the back of his neck.
Then there was pain as he was penetrated. The biker made
pleased grunting noises as he slammed into Adam over and over.
To his horror, he heard himself making encouraging sounds,
asking to be violated harder and faster. The biker obliged,
making Adam feel as though he were being ripped apart. “Take
it, bitch.” The biker’s hand came forward, fondling Adam with
rough strokes.
At first his body didn’t respond, then he felt a tiny shift
to the aura around him. The caustic strokes of the biker’s
calloused hand began to feel pleasurable, and he found himself
moaning. Oh god, Wren, don’t. Please don’t. Please don’t make
me like it. Wren, please.
#
Wren stared into the surface of the drink. Renee projected
the glamour onto it, letting her see what was going on so she
could direct Adam’s actions. She found herself squirming a
little in her chair as she watched him taken from behind. The
biker Renee had chosen was heavily tanned and tattooed, his
massive and hairy form providing an oddly pleasing contrast to
Adam’s youthful build.
The contrasting sensations coursing through Adam made the
control difficult. Sometimes it seemed she was picking up on
what the biker was feeling as well. At least, she was fairly
certain the delighted sensation wasn’t coming from Adam.
It had been a tiny bit galling when she’d seen the biker
roll on a condom. She’d forgotten to have Adam ask for one. At
least he was safe.
#
The biker made him cum first. Or rather, Wren’s magic had.
Adam felt his face smiling as the biker kissed him, shoving a
tongue down his throat again. The man combed fingers through
Adam’s hair before returning the smile. “I, uh…” The biker
exhaled. “Damn kid.”
“Thanks for that.” Adam felt his hands begin fastening his
pants again.
“I’m just passing through but uh…” The biker shrugged.
“Don’t suppose I could get your number or something?”
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Adam shivered in the cage. The hag had taken Wren to her
bed again. The frightening thing was that it seemed Wren now
went willingly, eager for the chance to learn some new spell.
The old witch hadn’t beaten Wren in weeks.
These days, when Wren messed up a lesson, the hag simply
dragged him out, changed him back into a human, and ordered Wren
to torture him. It was starting to almost be a relief to be
changed back into some form of animal. At first, Wren had
begged not to be made to hurt him. Now it seemed she just did
what she was told, getting it over with to move on with her
training.
He’d almost forgotten what it was like to be human and not
in pain. Or at the mercy of another. He was given to Wren as a
reward as well. Last night she’d held him down while she’d
ridden him. After what had happened at the bar, he’d had no
interest in being taken to Wren’s bed. But his body had
responded to her so eagerly he suspected she’d used one of her
spells. He wondered if the hag used such spells on Wren,
considering how often the creature fucked his girlfriend.
His girlfriend. It was difficult thinking of Wren in such
terms anymore. At first she’d tried finding a way to make the
shifting not hurt. Then, at some point, it was like she’d
stopped caring and just been concerned herself with finding the
limitations of the spell and his own responses to the spell.
Eventually, he’d become so inured to it he just stopped
screaming despite the agony. His mind tried to go back to the
events of the previous week, and he pushed the thoughts away.
There was something under the agony when the magic
surrounded him. Something he could almost focus on, touch. At
times he could almost feel it when he wasn’t being changed. He
sought for it, the strange sort of hum inside him. They’d
forgotten to feed him again. A rabbit was too big to get out of
the cage, and… Adam frowned, and concentrated.
Agony filled him as his bones twisted and bent into other
shapes. He made no sound as his body shifted and… And as a
serpent, he slithered through the bars. If snakes could have,
he’d have laughed. Immediately, he headed for the door,
slipping beneath it. A snake wasn’t fast enough. He touched
the hum again, concentrating.
Instinct guided as much as anything. Rather than assume a
human form, he found himself on all four paws. A dog. And then
he started to run. He went north, toward freedom. He almost
lost himself in the joy of it, the canine urge to just run and
run. After having been a prisoner so many months, stretching
his legs even to flee was an almost indescribable pleasure.
The road was in view when the world around him suddenly
spun. He howled.
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#
Wren stared in shock as a large black dog suddenly appeared
in the center of the room. It took two steps forward before
halting, then it looked up and snarled. Renee’s face was
furious. She waved a hand and the dog’s form contorted. A
moment later, Adam was on the floor, on his hands and knees. He
rose, staring at them.
“How?” Renee glared. She whirled on Wren. “How did you
shift him without making contact?”
“I didn’t.” She shook her head. She’d been concentrating
on pleasing Renee, hoping to pleasure the woman enough to learn
how to make glamours to fool more than just the eye.
“Don’t you lie to me, girl!” Renee strode toward her,
grabbing Wren by the neck. “Did you take the talisman?”
“I…” Was that why Renee no longer needed to touch him to
change his shape? How much power did that talisman give her
over Adam? “Renee, I was with you.”
“Ungrateful trickster.” Renee’s eyes bored holes into her
before the woman stepped back and struck her with enough force
to knock her to the ground.
“Leave her alone.” Adam tried to step forward, only for
Renee to freeze him in his tracks with a wave of her hand.
“Get up, girl.” Renee stared at Wren.
Slowly, Wren got to her feet. “I didn’t do it.” She
couldn’t have. Not without touching him.
“He was a rabbit when I went to bed, girl.” Renee shook
her head. “Get the whip.”
“Renee…”
“I said, get the whip.”
She gave Adam an apologetic look before fetching the
weapon. Renee waved a hand to send Adam outside, and then
gestured for Wren to follow. She could feel Renee’s magic
around Adam as he walked to the tree and caught hold of a
branch, his arms and legs spread to receive the whip. “Renee…”
“You will whip him until one of you tells me what you
intended with this little stunt.”
“I didn’t do it.” Wren shook her head. “Renee, I didn’t
do it.”
“The lash, girl.”
Wren nodded before stepping into position. Then she
brought the lash down across Adam’s back. He made no sound as
the whip left an angry red welt across his shoulders. Ten blows
were given before Renee held up a hand for her to pause. Then
she bound Adam’s wrists to the branch before releasing her hold
and stepping away. “Again, girl.”
That time, Adam cried out in pain.
#
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Each blow from the whip was like fire across him. Wren
didn’t hold back when she beat him. They’d learned that lesson
early and well. If Wren held back, the hag would step in.
There had been a time that was worse. Now it seemed he could no
longer tell who was wielding the lash.
A moment before the world went black around him, the hag
made Wren stop and heal him. There would be no respite in
unconsciousness. “Again, girl.”
Flesh was more tender after healing. The next round was
worse. He could feel blood trickling down his back. And
strangely, he could feel a strange sense of triumph. The lash
brought pain, but nowhere near the pain of being forced into
other shapes. That he’d done to himself. Willingly.
After two more rounds of healing, the hag told Wren to
stop. He saw fury on the woman’s face. It was hard not to
smirk. “I can see this is getting us nowhere.” The hag waved a
hand. “Girl, release him.” The hag narrowed her eyes. “Then
have him bind you in his place.”
“Mistress…” Wren’s voice was small.
“A new exercise for you, girl. You can tell me how you did
it, or you test your focus. See how long you can keep control
of him while he’s whipping you.” The hag’s voice was cold.
The thought of being forced to take the lash to Wren was
more than he could bear. “She didn’t.”
“Boy, I…”
He focused, and then his wrists slid from the restraints as
his form changed. He turned to her, now in the shape of the dog
once more. The hag’s eyes widened. Wren dropped the lash.
“Adam, you…” Fury crossed her face. “Why didn’t you tell me
you could —”
“So that’s why you…” The hag laughed. “A mere spark
compared to her fire, but you’ve a gift.”
His body contorted, this time under her power rather than
his, but he became human again. Wren was staring as though he’d
betrayed her. “I can’t believe you —”
“You won’t do it again, boy.” The hag’s fist tightened
around the talisman. He could almost feel her hand around him,
holding him fast. “Not without permission.”
Adam glared, which just made her smirk. She turned toward
Wren. “He’s yours for the evening, girl.”
#
“You can use magic.” Wren stared at Adam. He could do
magic of his own, and hadn’t shared that with her. “How long
have you been able to…”
“This was the first time.” He grimaced a little as he sat
on the mattress.
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“Why didn’t you tell me?” Wren put her hands on her hips.
Had this been why Renee wanted to know what she saw in Adam?
Some kind of subconscious recognition that they both possessed
magic? “I sensed it. So did she.” Wren nodded to herself.
“That’s why she brought you back here instead of killing you.”
“You mean like she killed my brother?” Adam glared. “And
Mark, Vince, Meg, Susan, and the guy who worked at the —”
“We don’t know what they did to provoke her.” Wren started
shaking her head. Mark had been an ass. It had just been his
luck to try his shit with someone like Renee. The man hadn’t
deserved what happened to him, but it wasn’t like —
“Provoke?” Adam stood. “She murdered my brother.” He
clenched his fists. “She tore his throat out. She…”
“For all we —” She started shaking her head. They hadn’t
seen the bodies of Vince or Susan. For all they knew, those two
had gotten away safely and were fine.
“She tortured us, Wren.” Adam glared. “She had me raped.”
It hadn’t been rape. Despite how much more difficult it
made the spell, she’d ensured Adam had enjoyed himself too. The
biker had even bought him a couple drinks after and showed him
how to do a trick shot at pool. “She’s teaching me.” Wren
squared her shoulders as she stared back at him. “She’s
teaching me to —”
“She’s teaching you?” Adam waved a hand. “She just had
you take a whip to me, Wren.”
“That’s because —” He knew how important this was, and
he’d still nearly ruined everything.
“Because I tried to escape? Tried to go get help?” Adam
gave her a disbelieving look. Then he stepped back, and looked
away from her. “I told you how bad it hurt, and then you…” He
wrapped his arms around himself. “Then you did it to me too.”
“Adam…” Wren started to reach to put a hand on his arm.
“Don’t touch me.” He recoiled from her. “Don’t…” He
looked back at her. “You don’t want to escape her, do you?”
“You see what she can do, Adam.” With power like Renee’s…
He had to understand. “Imagine what I can do with…”
“I don’t have to imagine, Wren.” His voice was bitter. “I
felt what you did with it.” He looked up at her. “Every.
Moment.”
“Adam…” She swallowed. Maybe the biker had been too far.
Even if he’d enjoyed the evening, he still hadn’t wanted it in
the first place and the man hadn’t exactly been gentle with him.
“I had to, or she’d —”
“She’d have what, Wren?” Adam gestured sharply. “Tortured
me some more? She does that anyway.” He met her eyes. “No.
You did it because if you hadn’t, she wouldn’t have taught you a
new spell.”
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Wren stared at him with a sense of slowly dawning
realization. He was right. She should… Wren glanced at the
door, then looked back at Adam. “Yes, Adam. Because she taught
me a new spell. Because each new spell she teaches me means I’m
one step closer to defeating her and —”
“You’re not defeating her, Wren…” He sighed before leaning
against the wall. Slowly, he slid down it until he was sitting
on the floor. “You’re becoming her.”
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Wren glanced at where Adam sat in the corner of the room.
He was human for now. Renee had been very clear about what
would happen if he shifted without permission. Not that it
mattered. With a single spell, Renee could teleport Adam back
into the vicinity of the talisman. He wasn’t going anywhere,
and it was clear he knew it.
The talisman was more powerful than she’d initially
realized. It had apparently jumped up Adam’s own magical
ability. Whatever gift he’d had initially had been replaced as
he’d adapted to the shape-changing. Renee had dangled the
talisman between her fingers as she’d discussed it’s power.
Then, almost casually, she’d held it over a flame.
Adam’s scream had been so intense he’d actually damaged his
throat. For nearly two days, he’d been all but unable to speak
even after she’d healed him. He was bound to the glimmering
stone. Unless it was kept by a witch, it’s magic would begin to
decay. Within a few days, it would be rendered inert. And Adam
would die. Adam himself couldn’t touch the thing without
blacking out, and the tiniest trickle of magic through it was
enough that he could not disobey a direct order against the one
holding it. He was trapped.
Renee had made such talismans before. Adam was the first
to have not been rendered a drooling wreck by the process. Wren
was certain it was his own gift, the magic that had allowed him
to adapt to animal forms, that made the difference more than her
own assistance during the process.
She looked down at the talisman in her hand, then back up
at Adam. He stared up at her, his face devoid of expression.
“Focus, girl.” Renee’s voice came from behind her.
Her will concentrated behind the talisman. She closed her
eyes, and felt Adam’s presence. Despite his empty expression,
she could feel the emotions beneath the surface. Anger and
despair were waring with each other. Hatred for Renee and… She
swallowed when she realized that while she could sense his love
for her, there was hatred now as well. And fear. Adam was
scared of her. You don’t have to be afraid.
A moment of confusion in his mind, and then a response. I
wish I could believe that.
“Shift him.” Renee ordered.
In her mind, she formed the picture of a dog. No, not a
dog. She shifted the picture to that of a wolf. Then she
exerted her will. Connected to Adam’s mind, she could feel pain
course through him, though it was slightly disconnected. The
sensation of it was a heady rush that sent a shiver through her.
When she opened her eyes again, a gray wolf sat where he’d been
a moment before. “Done.”
“Good girl.” Renee smiled. “Now turn him back.”
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#
Outside the van, he could hear Wren and the hag. They were
actually laughing. He laid down, resting his head on his paws.
For this outing, they’d chosen to leave him in the form of a
dog. In its way, it was almost comforting. When they took him
anywhere in human form, one or the other was constantly in his
head, occasionally exerting control over his body. When he was
an animal, they left him be.
They were in a rest area, off the highway. Entertaining
each other by making people’s cars appear to have vanished, only
to put them back when the person turned away. The hag had
caused an accident earlier, making a truck vanish from view so
another car pulled into its path. It had been a miracle no one
had been killed.
It was getting dark before they got back into the van. “…
can focus the spell, take some of the weight of concentration
off you and thus allow your will to be more powerful.”
“Don’t they absorb some of the energy though?” Wren got
into the passenger seat.
“A bit, but if they are well-constructed not enough to
matter.” The hag started the vehicle. “The best retain what
they absorb, gaining a power of their own that can be used to
enhance. Some of the oldest ones can let you do things beyond
even your wildest dreams, girl.”
#
Wren sat down on the mattress next to Adam. She’d done
well, so he was currently in human form. She ran her fingers
through his hair. He didn’t respond. “That knife she used,
when she…” The talisman was an item of considerable power. Now
that she knew more, it was clear the strange knife Renee had
used during the ritual had some impact on its creation. “I
think it’s why she’s so much stronger than me.”
He moved then, turning to face her. “She used it to…” He
swallowed. “To cut me, to get my blood.”
“If I’m to free us from her…” She exhaled. “I need it.”
She sighed. “But I don’t think it’s as easy as just going down
to the basement and picking it up.”
Adam was silent for a time. “You think you have to kill
her to get it.”
“Something she said earlier about transferring power and…”
Wren slowly nodded. “Yes.” She shrugged. Renee had barely
trusted her with the talisman. There was no way she’d trust
Wren with the athame. “I’d have to actually kill her with it.”
“Wren…”
“She wants an apprentice. If I can get her to trust me,
to…” Wren caught his hand. “I don’t…” She looked away. “You
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were right. She killed them. She just slaughtered them all
and…”
His fingers tightened around hers. “If I help you…” He
looked up, meeting her eyes. “Will you let me go?”
“Oh, Adam.” She leaned in, and kissed him gently. “I’m
sorry. I’m so sorry for…” She kissed him again, and felt him
return the kiss. “I’m sorry for everything.”
#
Adam sat silently on the porch, watching. They’d left him
human today. He dreaded what that might mean. The hag was
showing Wren how to move items with her mind. Lately Wren had
been even more eager to please the hag, often gazing at her with
wide, worshipful eyes. He hoped it was because Wren was trying
to fully win the creature over, make the hag drop her guard.
Hope was becoming more and more difficult.
Making it home seemed like an alien concept. How could he
even begin to explain the past year to his family? Tell them he
was a shape-changing freak of nature? That their eldest child
had been murdered by a swamp dwelling witch? And Wren…
The hag was laughing now, looking at Wren, who looked
proud. From her pocket, the hag withdrew a blacksmith’s puzzle.
She tossed it into the air, and it hovered between them. “Solve
it without touching it, girl…” The hag’s smile showed teeth.
“And I’ll let you take a strap to him.”
His stomach lurched when he saw Wren smile.
#
She’d taken her time, welting Adam from head to toe and
ensuring his ass was good and red before lowering the strap.
He’d screamed and thrashed against his bonds. With Renee
watching, she didn’t dare try reassuring him.
Once Renee was dealt with, she and Adam could move on.
With their power, they could go anywhere. Do anything. Wren
stroked a hand down Adam’s side when she put the strap down.
“He’s all yours for the evening, girl.” Renee smiled
before going back into the house.
Wren let Adam lean on her shoulder as she helped him back
to the room. He all but collapsed onto the mattress. Gently,
she ran her fingers through his hair. “You did good, Adam.”
She kissed him. “You did good.”
“Wren?”
“Shhh…” She caught his wrist, then turned him, shifting so
she was straddling his waist. Her hands roamed his chest as she
smiled down at him. “You did good.” His cries of pain had made
Renee smile. The fact that he’d endured that, for her, from
her, made her feel warm and tingly.
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He let out a soft groan as she moved lower, and she sent a
small tendril of magic into him. Adam gasped as his body
responded. “Wren.”
A smile came to her face as she mounted him, and she leaned
forward, pinning his arms to the bed before leaning down to kiss
him. “You did good.”
#
“A cabal?” Wren raised an eyebrow at Renee.
“An occasionally useful bunch of idiots.” Renee shrugged.
“I might tolerate them more, save for the fact they all think
they should be the ones ruling the world.” She continued adding
powders to a pot.
Wren looked around the cabin. For all Renee’s power, she
lived alone, in a swamp. The woman had revealed hints that she
was actually quite wealthy, and that this cabal paid her well
for occasional work. Work that at the moment seemed to be
crafting a dozens of… “Silver bullets?”
“One century they breed werewolves, the next they are
trying to exterminate them again.” Renee shrugged. “A simple
rule, girl. Do not call up what you cannot put down.”
“Show me.” She sat down. From what Renee had said, the
cabal had wealth and power. And they needed magic. Someone
like her. There was no need for her to remain in a tiny cabin,
out in the middle of nowhere. Maybe she’d finally get to visit
France. Adam would like it there. They’d get a penthouse in
some fancy hotel. A witch and her familiar, with the world at
their feet.
“For starters, girl, you’re going to need the blood of one
that has the gift.” Renee pushed a vial toward her. “Go
collect from your pet.”
#
Adam winced as Wren took blood from him, but didn’t object.
Wren soothed the wound she’d made before kissing him. Then she
leaned forward. “Come to the basement. I’ll signal you.”
His eyes met hers, and he nodded.
#
The athame was in Renee’s hand. Wren continued working,
asking questions about the process. The enchantment was
difficult, but by the time Renee had finished the third batch,
Wren was confident enough in her ability to duplicate the
process. Magic had to be focused, though, with no distractions.
Which meant Adam’s talisman was sitting on the worktable.
When Renee looked away, Wren slipped it into her pocket.
She saw Adam catch the motion, and the tiniest smile flashed
across his face. Wren continued assisting, waiting for just the
right moment.
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She was starting to worry the chance wouldn’t come. And
then Renee laid the athame down to check on the cooling first
batch. Now.
Adam moved. His form shifted in mid leap. What started
for Renee was a man. What landed on her was a wolf. Before
Renee could react and focus her magic, Adam’s jaws had clamped
onto the woman’s arm. Wren heard the bone snap.
Wren grabbed the athame just as Renee flung Adam off her.
He landed with a yelp, but got back to his feet, snarling.
“Boy, I am going to —” Renee turned to the workbench, and
caught sight of Wren holding the athame. “Don’t be a fool,
girl.”
The wolf lunged, sinking teeth into the back of Renee’s
leg. Wren moved in as Renee tried to focus her power.
Magic seemed to burst free as Wren drove the blade into
Renee’s throat.
#
He limped back, trying to focus enough to regain human
form. The taste of blood in his mouth made him nauseous, even
if it had belonged to the hag. With a final twitch, the monster
stopped moving.
Wren stood over her, the athame still in her hand. “I did
it, Adam.” She smiled. “She’s gone.”
It took him three tries before he shifted. Then he stood,
clutching his arm to his chest. It was sprained at least,
possibly broken. “We…” Adam trailed off as he saw Wren take
the talisman out of her pocket. “Wren…”
She put it around her neck before turning to him. “Come,
Adam.” She held out her hand. “Let’s go.” She smiled. “There
is a cabal we need to find.”
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Wren frowned when she realized the other half of the bed
was empty. She picked up the robe and drew it around her before
heading into the next room. The apartment they’d been given was
high up, allowing them a wondrous view of Paris. From the
balcony, she could just make out the Eiffel Tower.
Adam was there. He’d set up an easel and was making a
picture come alive with delicate brush strokes. Despite his
chosen location, the painting wasn’t of the city below. She
swallowed at the image of James and Coraline on the canvas. His
siblings were posed on a porch, both wearing letterman jackets.
James had been wearing his when he’d died. “Adam?”
“Wren.” He kept working.
“Couldn’t sleep?” She smiled as she joined him on the
balcony.
“The sounds here are different.” He shrugged as he added a
bit more color to the flowers next to Coraline’s image.
“Smells. Air tastes…” He sighed. “Different.”
“I know.” She leaned out over the balcony and took a deep
breath. “I like it. The little cafes and the colors. Paris
is…” She smiled. “Everything I dreamed.” She glanced over her
shoulder. “We could go to the Louvre again tomorrow, have lunch
by that pyramid thing.” Their contact with the cabal, Edward
Giroux, had given her a credit card and told her to just charge
anything she wanted. She’d only had to give a small
demonstration of her powers. She turned toward Adam. “Or we
could do Disneyland Paris. We haven’t done that.”
“You have a meeting tomorrow.”
“Oh.” She sighed. And it wasn’t something they could put
off. “That’s right. After?”
“I…” He looked out to where the sun was starting to peek
over the horizon. “I wouldn’t mind seeing Notre Dame.”
“Alright.” She laughed before going over and kissing him.
“After the meeting, we’ll go wander around old buildings.”
#
As soon as they left the apartment, the two guards their
handlers had assigned fell into step behind them. Giroux’s eyes
had lit up when he realized what Wren was, and he treated her as
though she were spun glass. Wren hadn’t revealed his abilities,
but since he belonged to her, he was given every courtesy as
well. If he left the apartment, a guard went with him, even if
it was just down to the little market to grab a soda.
Oscar and Patrick, today’s guards, were nice enough men.
Both were fluent in English, but Patrick spoke French to him at
Adam’s request. He was nearly conversational in it now. Wren’s
own command of French was pretty much limited to ordering coffee
and asking how to find the bathroom.
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“Where are we headed?” He raised an eyebrow at Patrick as
they climbed into the limo.
“An estate, just outside the country. It won’t take long
to get there.” Patrick sat down across from him.
“We were hoping to get to Notre Dame this afternoon.” Adam
sighed.
“It’s overrated.” Patrick chuckled. “Surprised you don’t
want to go to Musee de l’Orangerie.”
“I might, save I’ve never heard of it before.” Adam leaned
back. He glanced at Wren, who was playing on the smart phone
Giroux had given her.
“Impressionists, mostly. The centerpiece is eight murals
by Monet.” Patrick waved a hand. “But there is Picasso,
Renoir, others.”
“I’ll put that on the list.” Adam smiled. “Probably at
the top. Wren still wants to do Disneyland.”
“I hate Disneyland.” Patrick rolled his eyes. “Crowds are
too big, too many hiding places, cameras, bad angles, separating
for rides. A mess. Stick to museums and zoos. Makes my job
easy.”
Adam really didn’t have an objection to that. He settled
into the seat. The limo was a comfortable enough way to travel,
even with four people. There was a television, and a small bar.
And since they were in Paris, he was actually old enough to
drink without breaking any laws. Not that it mattered. Giroux
had made it clear that he and Wren were to be given anything
they wanted. Jokingly he’d asked for cocaine, only to simply
have the concierge inquire as to his particular preference.
Along with giving him language lessons, Patrick had been
teaching him about wine. The man was at the wet bar now,
pouring a small amount of a white wine into glasses. He offered
one to Wren, who took it absently. He offered the second to
Adam, and began telling him about the local winery from which it
had been acquired. Patrick himself only had a small amount, as
he was on duty, but shared a plate of cheese and crackers.
Oscar just sort of grunted when he was offered some.
His command of the language was improving. He only had to
stop Patrick twice to get a translation. The rest of the time,
if he didn’t know the word, he could figure it out from context,
occasionally inquiring if his interpretation was correct. The
wine was a bit sweeter than he was coming to prefer, but still
good. Wren seemed to enjoy it, having two more glasses before
they finally arrived at their destination.
He was really not looking forward to what was about to
happen.
#
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Wren watched her two bodyguards be led off by a servant.
The butler motioned for Adam to go with them, but he stayed with
her as she’d earlier instructed. The butler merely shrugged
before leading them in to see Mr. Pajari. After all, Adam was
merely her boyfriend. A young man, unarmed and harmless.
Edward Giroux was waiting for them. The dapper little
frenchman was delightfully stereotypical, right down to
elaborately kissing her hand and paying her outrageous
compliments. And yet even not knowing him long, she could see
concern in his eyes. This meeting was a test. She found
herself looking forward to it.
Pajari was a large, well dressed man with a Russian accent.
He was older, probably around sixty, and appeared both confident
and bored as they entered. Giroux was afraid of him. Five
others were in the room. Four men and a woman. The men were
all dressed similarly, with military haircuts. Bodyguards,
practically stamped from a mold. The woman was a rather exotic
beauty with dark skin and darker hair. And there was something
odd about her.
As they entered, Adam took a seat near the door. He looked
bored and rather annoyed that he’d been brought into the
meeting. Next to her, Giroux shifted nervously as the four
bodyguards arranged themselves behind him and Wren. “Mr.
Pajari.” Wren smiled.
“Wren Tierney.” Pajari returned the smile, though it
didn’t reach his eyes. “Edward has told me a great deal about
you. He says you may be the find of the century.” He folded
his arms. “Forgive me for being skeptical.”
“I don’t blame you.” Wren shrugged. “I was skeptical a
little at first.” She flicked her eyes to the woman. “I’m sure
your witchwolf can reassure you of my honesty.”
The woman gave Wren an appraising look and a brief smile.
Pajari, however, frowned. “You are well informed.” He narrowed
his eyes at Giroux, who was giving Wren a confused look.
“A man such as yourself takes an interest in me…” Wren
smiled. “I can’t help but wonder why.”
“We have lately had some…” Pajari shrugged.
“Difficulties. Inconveniences. Someone like yourself arriving
at such a time is a strange…” He gave her an appraising look.
“Coincidence.”
“Your protege in the US managed to lose your unborn chosen
one?” Wren arched an eyebrow. “Careless of them. Perhaps you
should reconsider your hiring practices.”
“Young lady…”
“I mean, not only did he manage to lose a preteen girl
who’d never been more than five miles from her home, he lost her
to the older brother whom he didn’t even realize was also gifted
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even after having been their stepfather for over a year.” Wren
smirked. “Then he picked a fight with one of the most dangerous
werewolves currently alive, which went about as well as could be
expected. And after a third party got the two kids away from
the werewolf and practically gift wrapped them for him, he still
managed to get himself, his team, and an entire pack killed.”
She glanced at Giroux. “Out of curiosity, why aren’t you
running things?”
Giroux was staring at her, wide-eyed. The woman looked
amused. Pajari, on the other hand, was starting to look
furious. “How could you possibly know…”
“I am a witch, Pajari. One available for hire.” She
folded her arms. “If you can afford me.”
“You’re a little fool, and I’ve no need for a prima donna.”
Pajari glared. Wren touched Adam’s mind and felt him respond.
“And I think you’ll find we know how to deal with witches here.”
He smirked. “You’re not bullet —” He blinked. She didn’t need
to look over her shoulder to know what he was looking at. Adam
had vanished. All that remained in the chair was an empty set
of clothes. “You think a glamour can fool us, girl?” He picked
up a crystal from his desk. Pajari cut his finger on the
crystal. It’s glow would have driven any glamour from the room.
“I’m well aware a glamour won’t fool you.” She smiled.
“So I didn’t bother.”
“Kill her.” Pajari started to wave his hand.
The first man didn’t even manage to get his hand to his
holster before a tiger landed on his back. Adam snapped the
man’s neck with a swift motion of his jaws. He leaped onto the
second before the men could react to the unexpected threat. The
remaining two were turning their guns on the tiger before it
vanished again.
Seeking a massive cat, no one noticed the small fly land on
the shoulder of the third gun man. At least, not until Adam
shifted again. A heartbeat, and the scorpion drove its stinger
directly into the man’s throat before returning to the form of a
fly and taking wing once more. The man clutched his throat.
The fly headed directly back at the remaining man, circled, and
the tiger landed on the man’s back. There was a single,
sickening crunch as the massive jaws bit into the man’s skull.
Pajari was fumbling for his own weapon. Wren simply yanked
it out of his hand as he drew it, and moved it through the air
to hover in front of Giroux. Giroux stared for only a second
before grabbing it and aiming it directly at Pajari.
“Get her.” Pajari gestured at the woman.
“Wren Tierney, was it?” The woman tilted her head.
“Indeed.” Wren smiled.
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“I think…” The woman nodded. “That I’m going to like
you.” She turned to look at Pajari, then turned her gaze to
Giroux. “Mr. Giroux, it appears you are now in charge. I would
like to offer my services.”
Giroux put two rounds into Pajari’s head. The man dropped
bonelessly. “I’m sure we can arrange something.”
Behind her, Adam returned to human form and rose. Blood
dripped from his mouth, and he wiped it away before going to
retrieve his clothes. He’d spend most of the last two days in
various form, following Giroux and then Pajari, helping himself
to their conversations and all the information they’d carelessly
left in places they thought no one could go.
#
He was reaching for his pants when the butler came into the
room. “Mr. Pajari, would you…” The man’s eyes widened. He
started to open his mouth to scream, and Adam felt Wren’s touch
to his mind. There was the brief, intense rush of pain from the
transformation, and then the form of a gorilla simply grabbed
the man and bashed his head into the wall hard enough to crack
the skull.
Three weeks of daily visits to the zoo had netted him more
than just a few filled sketchbooks. He shifted back into human
and grabbed his pants. “He…” Giroux turned to stare at Wren.
“He’s a…” The man shook his head. “What is he?”
“Mine.” Wren smiled. She waved a hand. “Perhaps we could
speak elsewhere while this is…” She shrugged. “Tidied up?”
“Of course.” Giroux nodded. “And I should reassure the
others that matters are well in hand.” He smiled. “Ma chere…”
He kissed Wren’s hand again. “I think this is the start of a
beautiful friendship.”
“There will be no further difficulties?” Wren glanced at
Adam.
“No. No. This is not the first time…” Giroux shrugged.
“Promotions have been handled violently. Pajari’s competence
has been questioned for a time due to various mishandlings. I
will smooth things over.”
That was good. Adam looked up as he saw the other guards
starting to come investigate. Patrick’s eyes widened when he
saw the blood still on Adam. He hadn’t wanted to kill anyone,
but Wren hadn’t exactly left him a choice. At least he hadn’t
had to kill anyone whose names he’d known, let alone anyone he
liked.
#
She let Adam go get cleaned up. Even without the talisman,
she could tell he wasn’t pleased about how the situation had
been resolved. Once he’d learned more about the cabal, he’d
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wanted to leave Paris altogether, get as far away from them as
possible. She’d had to exert power to change his mind.
At least this way, no one would mess with him. Most of the
guards had previously been casually indifferent to him, if not
outright dismissive. One had described him as a gigolo. That
was before Giroux had told them it had been Adam that had killed
four highly trained men before any of them had gotten a shot
off. Now they had a wary respect on their faces when they
looked his way.
Giroux took her and the witchwolf into a lovely solarium.
Wren wondered if the death of the estate’s previous owner meant
it was now available. Adam said a studio needed plenty of
natural light, and a space like this seemed as though it would
be perfect. “I didn’t catch your name, earlier?” She turned
toward the witchwolf.
The woman smiled. “I’ve had many, over the years.” She
inclined her head. “You may call me Sima.”
#
He raised his face from the sink to see a towel being
offered. Adam took it, then nodded to Patrick. “You okay?”
“Yeah.” Adam nodded. Then he shrugged. “Oui.” The urge
to vomit was still there, and even having rinsed his mouth four
times he could still taste blood. Instinct has risen, when he’d
taken the tiger’s form, adapted to its nature. Once the skull
was broken, it had wanted him to continue, to get at the sweet
meat inside. He swallowed.
“It’s alright, you know.” Patrick’s face was sympathetic.
“It’s…”
“I threw up the first time I killed a man too.” Patrick
shrugged.
“I…” Adam tried to swallow, then ran for the toilet.
Everything he’d eaten in the limo came back up, followed by
everything he’d eaten in the past year. He stood there for a
time, dry heaving, before wiping his mouth on the towel.
Patrick handed him a fresh one after he’d washed his face
again. “Gets easier.”
“Whether you want it to or not, I suppose.” Adam
straightened.
“You know, not many…” Patrick shrugged. “I can spot
dangerous men. It’s my job. She’s dangerous, don’t need to
look long to see that. But you…” He tilted his head at Adam.
“I never would have seen you coming. Even…” He glanced over
his shoulder, at the hallway that led to the room where Adam had
just killed five men. “Even now…” He looked back at Adam.
“You don’t read as a dangerous man.”
“I’m not dangerous…” Adam looked down at his hands before
looking back up at Patrick. “When I’m a man.”
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“Come on, kid.” Patrick shrugged. “Fuck wine. I’m going
to teach you about this lovely little thing called cognac.” He
put a hand on Adam’s shoulder and squeezed before leading him
out of the bathroom.
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“Your pet is…” Sima poured wine before offering Wren a
glass. “Fascinating.” She took a sip of her own wine. “I had
thought such as he was…” She shrugged. “Impossible.”
“My Adam is special.” Wren smiled proudly before taking
her own sip. Even having gone through Renee’s journals, she
still wasn’t sure how much of what he could do was him and how
much was the talisman. As long as the talisman was intact, she
need not worry for his safety, at least. A healing spell
focused upon it would restore him to as good as new, even if one
of the mercenaries had managed to shoot him. Renee had used
such talismans to create near-mindless, unstoppable killing
machines utterly subservient to her will.
“I had a pet of my own until he was stolen from me.” Sima
gave a wistful sigh. “As soon as I learn where he was taken, I
intend to get him back.” She smiled. “He was such a sweet
thing, a rare beauty.”
Giroux came in a moment later, and smiled at Wren.
“Matters are settling, ma chere.” He took the glass of wine
Sima offered. “Tell me, what else do you know of the, er,
project?”
“That what the girl is carrying is not something that can
simply be recreated.” Wren sat. She had no real idea why, or
if it was the girl that was special.
“Sadly true. Which means it must be recovered at all
costs. I would prefer the children be recovered as well. They
are gifted, and such individuals are precious and rare.” Giroux
nodded to Sima. “Madam Sima has some skill at convincing
individuals to be…” He smiled. “Compliant.”
Sima laughed before raising her glass toward Wren. “Pajari
hired me to make you…” She smirked. “Compliant.” She sipped
her wine. “Considering your nature, it would have been an
interesting challenge.”
“Not really.” Wren gave Sima an appraising look. “You’d
look lovely in a silver collar.”
“You…” Sima laughed again. “I like.” She twitched a
shoulder. “I was also hired because I happen to be acquainted
with the wolf accompanying the children.”
“We have identified him as a mercenary. Earliest known
identity was Matthias Ahlgren, and he uses the name Matthias
often enough that it may actually be his.” Giroux set a piece
of paper on the low table. It showed a sepia toned photograph
of young men in military uniforms. The largest of the men was
circled.
Wren frowned. The uniforms looked like something out of an
old movie. “When was this taken?”
“World War II.” Sima smiled at the expression on Wren’s
face. “Matthias and I are fairly close in age.”
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“You look good for a century.” Wren nodded before turning
to look at Giroux. “He is why you needed the silver bullets?”
“You called him the most dangerous werewolf currently
alive.” Giroux took another sip of wine. “I am not inclined to
argue with that assessment.”
“Tell me about this chosen one.”
#
“Any animal?” Patrick was staring at him.
“I have to see it first.” Adam took another sip of the
cognac.
“So that’s why you’ve been dragging us to zoos.” Patrick
gave a low whistle. “I thought that was just the sketching
thing.”
“It was partly the sketching thing.” Adam shrugged. “I
can’t really come up with a situation that would require me to
turn into a zebra but they were really fun to draw.”
“Chase scene across the Serengeti?” Patrick raised an
eyebrow.
“Is that…” Adam blinked. “Something I can expect to have
happen?”
“Eh, working for these guys, I’ve learned not to be
surprised at anything.” Patrick leaned back in the chair and
took a drink from his own glass. “I mean, I shot this one guy
in the face nine times and he kept coming. Turned out he was a
vampire.”
“Vampires are real.” Adam exhaled.
“The guy that can turn himself into a bird is surprised
vampires are real?” Patrick snickered.
“Just…” He winced a little before looking back up at
Patrick. “Do they sparkle?”
“If you use enough enough c4 those bastards light right the
fuck up.” Patrick chuckled. “About the only way to take them
out, since they move too damn fast for stakes to actually work.
Even the thralls can just about take on werewolves.”
“Have you worked with a lot of er…” Adam frowned.
“Werewolves and…” He set the glass down. “Things.”
“Few wolves. The little ones are good to have at your
back. Alphas scare me. They get their blood up enough they
don’t do so well at telling friend from foe.” Patrick set his
own glass down, then took a coin out of his pocket. “I’ve got…”
He held his hand out, then the coin slowly levitated out of it.
It spun a few times before setting into his palm. “And that’s
pretty much it. Lot of variation on gifts. You can fly, I
never lose a coin toss.”
“Bet you have fun in Vegas.”
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“Yeah, I don’t go to Vegas anymore.” Patrick winced.
“There was this thing and a dragon and…” He shook his head.
“Yeah, I just avoid the shit out of Nevada.”
#
“You impregnated a twelve-year old girl with the clone of a
nephilim?” Wren stared at Giroux.
“My fee…” Sima took a sip of her wine. “Just doubled.”
“How bad are we talking?” Wren turned toward Sima.
“Heard of a fellow named Vlad Dracul?” Sima raised an
eyebrow.
“You cloned Dracula?” Wren’s eyes widened.
“No.” Giroux laughed softly. “That is beyond the realm of
possibility. The child does indeed have the blood of such a
creature. We had just enough material to create a single
embryo.”
“So you put your only egg into a basket that wandered off.”
Sima took a sip. “Do you know the girl’s gift?”
“We do now. The girl is a seer, the boy a healer.” Giroux
leaned forward. “Yet another reason we want both back alive.
With their abilities, they could be extraordinary assets.”
“How did they end up with this Matthias?” Wren glanced
down at the picture again.
“Pure chance, it seems. Our contact said only that the
boy, Daniel, hired Matthias.”
“If he’s a mercenary, why not just make him a better
offer?” Wren frowned. “These kids —”
“Because Matthias is a good mercenary.” Sima shook her
head. “Which means as long as he’s paid, he stays bought. I
just wonder how this kid could afford him in the first place.
He charges more than I do.”
“A very good question.” Giroux nodded. “We are operating
under the assumption that Daniel got his hands on one of Trent’s
accounts. Without knowing which one, however, we don’t know how
long Daniel can keep paying Matthias.” He sighed. “So we’ve
chosen to err on the side of caution, and are assuming we are
going to have to eliminate the man.”
“Not like you could hire him anyway.” Sima shook her head.
“He doesn’t do cabals.” She smirked. “Doesn’t like witches.”
“How much do you know about him?” Wren raised an eyebrow.
“Enough that I generally prefer to keep a country or two
away from him. He…” Sima looked up at Wren. “Did you learn
about My Lai in school?”
“You mean Vietnam?” She blinked. “He was part of that?”
“Yeah, he was part of Vietnam. Not that particular
massacre, but others like it.” Sima met Wren’s eyes. “And he
did worse after. I know what kind of monster I am, and the guy
scares the hell out of me. Frankly, I’m not convinced we won’t
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be rescuing these kids.” She finished her wine. “So what
caliber silver bullets did you make?”
#
Wren hadn’t made good on her promise to visit Notre Dame.
She’d spent much of the last few days with Sima, going clothes
shopping. At least he hadn’t been dragged along for that,
though he had been made to watch a few fashion shows. Sima gave
him the creeps.
The mercenaries had gotten more friendly, despite him
having killed four of them. Or maybe because he’d killed four
of them. A couple days ago, they’d had taken him to a shooting
range and spent the day teaching him about various firearms. It
had taken him the better part of a couple hours, but he’d gotten
to be a decent shot. The next day they’d taken him out to a
spot in the hills and taught him how to use a sniper rifle. It
had been way more complicated than he’d expected, but he’d
gotten the hang of it after a while. They’d seemed surprised
when he’d started hitting the target, but since he couldn’t
speak German he really wasn’t sure why. Oscar was a good
instructor.
He was making friends with cold-blooded killers. Ah,
Paris. Adam looked up when Patrick entered, carrying a box.
The man was grinning. “You are seriously under utilizing this
trick of yours. I brought some things to help.” Patrick set
the box on the table and gestured to it.
“Oh?” He opened the box, then looked up at Patrick again
before he began removing the contents. “Jurassic Park.
Jurassic Park 2. Jurassic Park 3. Jurassic World. Dinosaur
Island. Carnosaur. When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth.” He tilted
his head at a movie. “Lesbian Cavewomen 3: Dawn of the
Dildosaur?” He looked up at Patrick again, and the man grinned.
Adam rolled his eyes. “Raptor Ranch.” Then he picked up the
book. “Dungeons and Dragons Monster Manual…” He opened it.
“With the pages stating out dinosaurs helpfully marked already.”
He set it down and stared down at the table. “I don’t
understand what you are trying to suggest.”
“I’m saying…” Patrick sat down across from him. “That
their werewolf tore through three of ours like a hot knife
through butter. We go up against that, I want a fucking T-Rex
backing me up.”
“T-Rex is scavenger.” A woman with a heavy Russian accent
entered. He thought her name was Stasya. “Tank better.” She
nodded to Adam. “Do triceratops.”
“No.” Patrick shook his head.
“Yes. Good for frontal assault.” She folded her arms
before waving a hand. “Charge.”
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“Yeah, but only that. It’s unidirectional. If we’re going
for a tank, ankylosaurus.”
“I see point.” She nodded to Patrick before turning to
Adam. “He is right. Ankylosaurus.”
“One…” Adam sighed, but the corners of his mouth were
twitching. “The moves don’t exactly get dinosaurs right.”
“We can hit up the natural history museum.” Patrick
shrugged.
“Kid museum has big dinosaur exhibit.” Stasya smiled. “Is
fun. Has 3-d movies.”
“You like dinosaurs?” Patrick raised an eyebrow at her.
“Who does not?” She gave him a confused look, which just
made Patrick grin wider.
“Two…” Adam rolled his eyes. “I have to actually see a
real one or have someone who has shift me before I can take the
form, and there are no real dinosaurs around anymore.”
“You can do bird, yes?” Stasya sat down. “Hawk?”
“Yeah, I can do a hawk.” He nodded.
“Hawk is raptor.” She picked up the Jurassic park cause.
“Raptor is raptor. See?”
“Yeah, I can follow the logic…” Adam started to smile.
“But logically I shouldn’t be able to transform into anything
that has a different mass than I do.”
“Kid…” Patrick held up another of the movie cases.
“Dinosaurs.”
“How old are you?” He shook his head at Patrick.
“Dino…” Patrick waggled his eyebrows. “Saurs.”
“Could try dragon.” Stasya tilted her head.
“Wait, dragons actually are real?” Adam blinked. “He
wasn’t shitting me?”
“Remember when we thought werewolves were movie?” Stasya
turned to Patrick.
“The good old days.” He nodded. “Kid, you are seriously
under playing your talent here.”
“Is good thing.” Stasya shrugged.
“How so?” Patrick frowned at her.
“He is pretty young man, changes shape, any animal he
want.” Stasya waved a hand. “He could make killing working in
porn.”
Adam and Patrick just stared at her a moment before they
both burst out laughing. It felt kind of good.
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Wren sat down on the patio chair, looking out over the
view. Ordinarily she’d call the building a villa, but since
they were in France there was probably a French word for it.
Whatever it was called, Sima had excellent taste. And better
yet, she knew how to actually get what she wanted. Last night
the werewolf had taken her to an exclusive club. She’d actually
met two movie stars, even been able to dance with one of them.
She’d felt just a little guilty afterward, though Adam
apparently hadn’t minded not getting to come. He’d gone skydiving with a couple of the mercenaries. Considering he was
capable of shifting into a bird, she completely failed to
understand why he’d found that so entertaining. Then again, his
other hobby involved wandering around old buildings with a
camera and a sketch pad.
Sima offered her a glass of wine. “Pondering your next
move?” She raised an eyebrow.
“Assuming this thing is going to operate on the same
timetable as a human infant, it should be born within the next
week.” Wren shrugged. “Though that also assumes no
complication.”
“A risky assumption, considering the host just turned
thirteen a short time ago.” Sima nodded. “Silly plan. They
could have easily kept the girl properly contained until she
reached a healthier age.” Sima made a vexed noise. “And that
would have given them time to insure she was properly…” Sima
took a sip of her wine. “Conditioned.”
“Her abilities seem to include some sort of mental magic.
It’s possible they felt conditioning wouldn’t take.” Wren
leaned back.
“It is merely a matter of finding the proper stress points.
The right mix of punishment and reward.” Sima waved a hand.
“My last pet wiggled with joy at no reward more than my smile.
He was happiest when he pleased me.”
“She and her brother both have power…” Wren nodded. “If
they can’t be reasoned with, then they will have to be…” She
smiled. “Convinced.”
“On that, my dear, we agree.” Sima nodded. “There are too
few gifted to allow any to escape us.”
#
“Hey Baby Bear.” Stasya rubbed his head as she came over,
making his hair fall into his eyes.
Adam gave her a playful glare as he brushed it back. “Hey
Mama Bear.” He gave her a hopeful look. “Coming up with us?”
“Coming…?” She raised an eyebrow.
“Flying to the island.” Patrick shrugged. “Letting him
have the stick the whole way.”
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“I…” She chewed her lower lip. “You know, just because he
can turn into a bird does not mean he can fly a helicopter.”
“I’m a better teacher than that, luv.” Patrick rolled his
eyes. “Besides, kid’s a natural. Give him a few more months
and he’ll be able to go freelance, name his price even if he
can’t manage to scrounge up enough lousy magic to turn into a
decent T-Rex.”
“I turned into a dinosaur, what more do you want?” Adam
narrowed his eyes at Patrick.
“A crocodile is not a dinosaur.”
“There are a lot of zoologists that would disagree with —”
“No.” Stasya folded her arms. “What did I say about this
bickering?”
“Not unless we buy you drinks first,” Adam grumbled. He
glanced down at the pre-flight checklist again. Despite the
fact that he could turn into a bird, he was a bit more nervous
about flying the helicopter than he was letting on. Though he
was pretty sure he wasn’t fooling Patrick or Stasya.
The two older mercenaries had taken him under their wings,
and treated him as a little brother. At least, when Stasya
wasn’t flat out mothering him. Bickering with Patrick sometimes
made him think of James. The first time Patrick had caught him
tearing up at the memory, he’d taken him out for drinks and
shared the memory of the brother he’d lost. Stasya had joined
them, though she’d been fairly terse. One day she’d had a
family. Then, Russia being Russia, one day she didn’t. Having
them around made things easier.
He was learning. Though Patrick and Stasya were the ones
he’d actually call his friends, the other mercenaries with the
cabal had been willing enough to teach him various skills.
Stasya had been the first to bring up bomb-sniffing dogs. That
had made for a rather hilarious week, but he’d eventually
figured out the scents. And learned that a bloodhound’s bay was
capable of driving Patrick completely up the wall.
After, they’d rigged up demolitions with things like
shaving cream and confetti. They’d figured if he could find
them, he should probably learn how to disarm them. Even those
uncomfortable at first with his magic now greeted him with
friendly smiles. And a small part of him was starting to look
forward to going into the field with them, as part of a team.
#
Giroux met her and Sima on the balcony, accepting the glass
of wine. “We have a lead.”
“Do tell.” Wren smiled as she offered him her hand.
“Two leads, ma chere.” Giroux kissed the back of her hand.
“We believe we have located the bartender that contacted us
previously.”
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“Rosa?” Sima raised an eyebrow.
“I would like to dispatch the two of you to…” He smiled.
“Convince her to come in, to join her skills to ours. She has a
gift of foretelling. Such a thing could be of considerable use
to us.” His smile hardened. “She also knows Matthias, and if
the other lead does not pan out, she could help us find him.”
“What is this other lead?” Wren set her wine glass down.
“We are tracking an alpha werewolf and a small pack.” He
set down a photograph. It was slightly grainy, and if she
hadn’t known now what she was looking at she’d have assumed it
was someone’s Bigfoot sighting. “Naturally, telling one
werewolf from another under these conditions is difficult at
best, but…”
“But that is definitely an alpha.” Sima nodded. “At least
ten feet. Matthias is a big one.”
“And alphas are rare. I am sending a team and…” Giroux
looked at Wren. “With your permission, I would like to send
your man with them. Given his…” Giroux shrugged. “Unique
nature, he may be of considerable use. And I would like to
evaluate his abilities in the field, under less controlled
conditions than his previous demonstration.”
“You want to see what my Adam can do.” Wren laughed.
“Very well. He seems to enjoy spending time with your
mercenaries. I’ll let him out to play.”
“Meanwhile, Wren and I will have a…” Sima’s smile showed a
hint of fang. “Chat with our little bartender friend.”
#
“My first field mission involves a pack of werewolves led
by an alpha?” Adam stared.
“They are sending us against a pack of werewolves led by an
alpha without wolves of our own?” Patrick also stared.
“Do we at least get high caliber weapons? Heavy
ordinance?” Stasya shook her head. “A tank?”
“The idea is to be discrete.” Captain Miguel sighed at
them. “We need to determine if it is the right werewolf, and if
it is, figure out where he stashed our property.”
“And if it’s not?” Stasya folded her arms.
“Issue it an invitation to join us…” Miguel shrugged.
“And if it declines, kill it.” He turned and walked away.
“So…” Adam turned to look at his friends. “How much
trouble are we in here?”
“Last time they sent us to kill an alpha, we got a tank.”
Stasya shook her head.
“Well, to be fair, we were hunting that particular alpha in
Somalia. It’s a lot easier to be discreet with a tank in
Somalia.” Patrick ran a hand down his face. “They want us to
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hunt a werewolf discretely…” He took a deep breath. “In
Florida?”
“It’s Florida.” Adam shrugged. “Isn’t everyone there
either senile or on drugs?”
“Kid has point.” Stasya nodded. Then she frowned.
“Aren’t you from Florida?”
“I’m from Louisiana.” Adam shook his head.
“Aren’t those kind of the same thing?” Stasya raised an
eyebrow.
“No.”
“Are both American.”
“Like Spain and Italy are both European.”
Patrick shook his head at Adam. “Don’t get in a land war
with a Russian.”
“Look, all you need to know about Louisiana is it has the
best damn barbecue in the world.”
“Son…” Patrick narrowed his eyes. “I’m from Texas. Thems
fightin words.”
“Americans.” Stasya shook her head fondly.
#
They’d had to kill four people before they found one that
could tell them where to find their target. She kept up a
glamour as she and Sima moved through the crowd. If this Rosa
was a witch with foretelling abilities, she would know they were
coming. And who they were. Sima had assured Wren that once
they had the woman’s scent, tracking her would be easy. Now
they just had to find a woman who would be trying to disguise
herself.
A moment later, they had their target. A lovely older
woman stood, and began trying to move through the crowd
unnoticed. Wren followed, and noted Sima doing the same thing.
She let Sima take the lead. Despite being human, Sima moved
through the crowed like a predator, carefully herding their
prey. She couldn’t help but admire the werewolf’s walk.
Elegantly dangerous and confident. People took Sima seriously.
Their target proved it a moment later. Rosa gave up all
pretense of subtlety and broke into a run.
#
“Bad news or worse news?” Patrick glanced at him.
“Is there any good news?”
“No.”
“Alright, what’s the bad news?” Adam ducked behind a
shipping crate.
“Bad news is they know we are here.” Patrick glanced out
of cover.
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“And the worse news?” Adam reloaded, then passed the
shotgun back to Patrick. Patrick holstered the pistol and took
the shotgun.
“Since Miguel killed a member of his pack…” Patrick made a
frustrated noise. “And got his head ripped off for it…”
“Diplomacy is out of the question.” Adam nodded.
“Which means we’ve got two little pissed off wolves and one
big fucking bad wolf out to kill us, and they aren’t being
discreet about it.” There was a loud crashing sound. “At all.”
There was a small explosion, then Stasya’s voice came over
the radio. “One little pissed off wolf. But now the big one
has my scent.”
“Mama bear?” Adam frowned.
“Need backup or distraction.”
“We’re on our way.” Patrick gestured for Adam to follow
him. There was a scream, and he realized one of the other mercs
had just been disemboweled by the remaining smaller werewolf.
It looked up at them. “Shit.”
“Those are our last two silver rounds.” Adam glanced at
him.
“Not good. Not good.” Patrick growled. “Miguel, if you
weren’t dead, I would fucking kill your dumb ass.” The first
round caught the wolf in the chest. It kept coming. “Fuck,
fuck, fuck fuck fuck fuck.” Patrick fired the last round,
dropping the wolf. Adam winced as he saw it starting to turn
human again. “Stasya, position.”
“In deep shit, to the north.” A roar came from that
direction.
“We are on our way.” Adam headed that way, Patrick a step
behind. “Fuck. Patrick, get up top, try to get it’s
attention.”
“Kid?”
“Do it.” He shifted, turning into a fly and letting his
clothes fall to the ground before shifting a second time. The
tiger leaped over the crates and headed for Stasya.
#
Wren cut off the escape route with a wave of her hand. A
car rolled backward to block the alley. It didn’t stop the
woman, but it did slow her. Sima leaped over the vehicle,
landing lightly on the other side. “Rosa…” Sima’s eyes turned
golden. “A word.”
“Shit.” Rosa started backing away. Then she raised her
voice. “Help.”
“That’s not going to…” Wren started shaking her head, then
made a vexed noise. Two men came around the corner. Wren
sighed. “Look what you’ve done. Now we are going to have to…”
She trailed off.
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Rosa had gone as white and still as marble. She was
staring at one of the men with an utterly horrified expression
on her face.
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The massive werewolf simply picked up one of the cars and
tossed it aside as it kept moving toward Stasya. Stasya was
cornered. In the form of the tiger, Adam leaped down, landing a
few feet in front of her and between her and the werewolf. He
roared, startling the werewolf back a step. Unfortunately,
rather than retreat it roared back and kept coming.
He leaped, prepared to rend with tooth and claw. The
werewolf, however, countered with a blow that sent him flying.
He shifted a heartbeat before he would have hit the water,
spreading seagull wings to change direction. Alright, tiger not
sufficient. He switched forms a foot off the ground. The
werewolf turned in time to see the rhino charging straight for
him. It leaped clear. There was the crack of a rifle as
Patrick took that opening to start shooting.
As a human he slid in next to Stasya. It didn’t seem all
that long ago he’d have found being completely naked next to a
woman in public in broad daylight rather embarrassing.
Werewolves apparently could shift without losing their clothes,
but he had absolutely no idea how they pulled that off.
“Patrick called for extraction. Let’s get you clear.”
“I’m out of…” She cursed and pointed at where the werewolf
had leaped onto the boat Patrick was using as a position. “It’s
after him.”
“We can —”
“It takes silver to kill an alpha, Baby Bear.” Stasya got
to her feet. “We can’t do enough damage without —”
“Dammit. I’m not leaving him.” Patrick was his friend.
Hell, Patrick was his best friend. Adam started to stand. He’d
already tried shifting into a werewolf form, but all it had done
was shoot agony through him without changing him at all.
Whatever a werewolf was, he couldn’t duplicate it. “Get moving,
I’ll…” There had to be something he could… His eyes widened.
“Get it to the other side of the boat. Close to the water.”
“You have plan?” She blinked at him.
“I have plan.”
“Go, Baby Bear.” She nodded and hefted her rifle before
running toward the boat.
Adam shifted into a bird and took flight.
#
Wren frowned. Rosa should be scared. The woman was a
seer, after all. She had to know Sima and Wren were a werewolf
and witch. Yet it was the newly arrived strangers that had
terrified her. Next to Wren, Sima’s eyes were golden and her
smile held fangs. “No.” Rosa’s voice was barely a whisper.
“You boys might want to consider running for your lives.”
Wren smirked. Then again, they were both handsome men,
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especially the younger. Sima had said something about wanting a
new pet, and they didn’t need witnesses running loose.
The two men exchanged a look before simultaneously drawing
weapons. “Police.” The elder one narrowed his eyes. “Nobody
move.”
“Oh, I do so love a fair cop.” Sima’s claws extended.
“Collect the bartender.” Sima started to move in.
It was tempting to just hang back and watch the wolf woman
work. Rosa was moving back, her eyes still huge. Wren casually
shifted a dumpster to block Rosa’s escape route. The elder cop
fired twice. Both rounds hit Sima as she shifted into the full
were form. “Shit.” The cop shook his head when the bullets did
nothing, then took a long step back. Wren laughed as Sima
leaped.
Her laughter died when the younger cop stepped into Sima’s
path and caught her. He twisted and flung the werewolf back the
way she’d come. Sima struck the dumpster with enough force to
leave a dent in the metal and knock it back a few feet. Rosa
immediately took advantage of the opening and started to run.
“Sima.”
“Go.” The wolf got back to her feet, snarling.
Wren went after the bartender. She heard the younger cop
tell his partner to follow before taking Sima off her feet
again.
#
Patrick was bleeding from the gashes on his side where the
wolf had clawed him. “Patrick?”
“You’re nekkid.” Patrick looked somewhat dazed.
When he had time and no one was trying to eat him, he was
definitely going to find one of the Cabal’s wolves and figure
how how the fuck to do the clothing trick. “Need to get you up
top.” Adam hauled him to his feet. The werewolf was still
rampaging, chasing Stasya. He pulled Patrick back to the deck.
“I need it on this side of the boat, Patrick.”
“Okay.” Patrick nodded and starting moving as directed
without the slightest bit of hesitation. “What’s the plan?”
Adam shrugged. “Dinosaur.”
He blinked. “Dinosaur?”
“Dinosaur.” Adam nodded. “Sort of.”
“Heh. Go get em, kid.” Patrick grinned, then took aim at
the werewolf.
#
Rosa was running. Wren called upon her power to move some
debris into her path. Rosa tripped and landed hard, her arm
audibly snapping when she tried to catch her fall. She cried
out in pain as Wren continued toward her. “Rosa. We just want
to talk.”
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“Too bad.” The cop’s voice came from behind her. She
turned to see his gun was aimed squarely at her chest. “Because
you have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can and
will —”
She waved her hand, jerking the gun out of his grip. His
eyes widened. “I am going to have some questions for you as
well.”
Out of the corner of her eye she saw Rosa up and moving
again. The woman’s eyes were wide with panic. Wren started to
follow. The cop could wait, if they lost Rosa now they might
not find her again for months. Rosa headed into the street.
Wren was reaching for another spell when a car slammed into the
fleeing woman. Rosa was thrown into the air and landed on the
sidewalk. The car swerved and hit a telephone pole, coming to
rest halfway up the other sidewalk.
“Mark her.” The cop said before running toward the fallen
Rosa. He was looking for a pulse when Wren shoved him aside.
She pulled up her magic, then growled in frustration.
Rosa’s eyes stared up sightlessly. The bartender was dead.
“Interfering ass, I needed her alive.” She glared at the cop.
“You’re under arrest for…” The cop started reaching for
his belt.
Her hand shot out, catching him by the shoulder and
freezing him in place. His eyes widened as he started
struggling against her spell. Carefully, she prepared the
enchantment, wrapping them in a glamour to hide them as others
began coming upon the scene. She could feel the cop’s shock
when she began working her way into his mind. “I just —”
His eyes glowed red for just a moment. I don’t think so,
witch. A surge of power flung her back and away from the cop.
Mine. Wren started to take a step back toward the dazed cop
when the wall of the building next to her exploded outward. It
took her a moment to realize that was because Sima had just been
thrown through it. The wolf looked human again, and her eyes
were glassy as she tried to get back to her feet.
With a growl of frustration, Wren grabbed her friend and
quickly glamored them before pulling Sima away.
#
The werewolf charged at Patrick. His friend had nowhere to
flee, and even with Stasya shooting the beast wasn’t slowing at
all. Adam flew in, shifted, and kicked off the side of the ship
with as much force as he could muster. A half heart beat away
from the alpha werewolf, he shifted again. Massive jaws closed
on the shoulder and upper torso of the werewolf as the full
weight of thirty feet of great white shark took it off the boat
and into the water.
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Hot blood pumped into his mouth as he bit down with rows of
razor sharp teeth. The werewolf thrashed in his jaws as he
dove, heading for the harbor trench where the ships traveled.
Deeper and deeper into the dark water. It claws at him, but not
deeply enough to do much damage. With one arm trapped and halfsevered, the werewolf couldn’t get leverage to fight as he
dragged it deeper. Water pressure was building, adding to the
werewolf’s torment and combining with the damage of drowning and
sharp trauma.
In his mouth, the creature went still. Slowly, it’s formed
changed. He released the mutilated figure of what looked like a
young man, and let the current take it. There were other sharks
in the bay. Then he turned, and headed for the surface once
more.
#
Sima was nearly healed by the time they got into the cab.
Wren’s glamour prevented anyone from noticing anything amiss.
“What the hell was that?” Wren raised an eyebrow. “Another
wolf?”
“That was no wolf.” Sima winced. “He smelled human.” She
shook her head. “What about the other one?”
“I don’t know. I tried to…” She frowned. She’d nearly
been inside the cop’s head when something had thrown her back
out. And neither cop had seemed all that surprised by Sima. Or
by her. “Something stopped me. I think there might be another
witch in play here.”
“Your kind are seriously rare, but…” Sima nodded.
“Witchcraft has a habit of not working properly on other
witches. If it was someone with a gift…” She took a deep
breath. “Rosa’s dead?”
“Bitch ran in front of a car. I think the driver’s dead
too.” Wren leaned back. “If the one you fought wasn’t a wolf…”
“Some have gifts that grant them bursts of physical
prowess.” Sima frowned. “But if they were allies of Rosa…”
“Why’d she run from them?” Wren nodded. “Cause she was
definitely more scared of them than she was of us.”
“That alone tells us much. It may be worth checking into
who these men are, because…” Sima smiled. “I certainly
wouldn’t mind taking a magnificent creature like that one as a
pet.”
“In the meantime…” Wren sighed. “Damn, we don’t even know
for sure where Rosa was staying in town.”
“Let’s hope your pet had better luck, or we may be out of
leads.” Sima nodded.
#
“He took down a fucking alpha?” The other merc’s eyes were
wide.
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“He took down a fucking alpha.” Patrick threw back a shot,
then slammed the glass down on the table before slapping Adam on
the back. “Should have seen the look on the thing’s face. It
was fucking looney tunes.”
Adam laughed. “Couldn’t have done it without my favorite
bait.” He ducked the mock punch Patrick sent out him.
“Damn…” Patrick signaled the bartender for another round.
“We took out a fucking pack, kid.”
Stasya laughed. “Baby Bear did good.”
“Baby Bear is going to be a fucking legend.” Patrick
passed him a shot. “Nobody, and I mean nobody, takes down an
alpha in single combat, hand to hand. Vampires can’t do that
shit.”
“It wasn’t hand to hand.” Adam shook his head.
“Yeah, it was tooth to fucking claw, and Baby Bear had more
teeth.” Stasya grinned.
“I mean, fuck, the alpha we were actually looking for took
out a pack by himself. You’ve got to totally fuck up the
playing field when alphas come into play, cause they take
fucking tanks and win. Your first fucking field mission, kid.
First time we turn you loose, you take out a goddamn alpha.”
Patrick gestured wildly before downing his next shot. “I am so
fucking glad you’re on our side, Baby Bear.”
“You each took down a wolf too.” Adam smiled. A room full
of certified bad-asses were looking at him like he was a rock
star or something. They were cheering his victory,
congratulating him like he was one of them. His comrades. It
felt damn good.
“We did.” Patrick nodded, then his eyes widened. “Holy
shit, we did.”
“And that’s why you three ain’t paying for shit tonight.”
One of the other mercs leaned in. “Bartender, another round.”
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Wren paced the hotel room. It was a nice one, complete
with mini-bar, but after Paris it just seemed so mundane.
“Giroux indicated the girl, Ann or whatever, had mental powers.
Could it have been her?”
“I highly doubt that.” Sima shook her head. “She’s still
young. Barely in puberty. Witches don’t come into their full
strength until their bodies mature.” She gave Wren an
appraising look. “You’re young enough you’ve undoubtedly got
more strength to develop yourself.”
The idea of getting stronger appealed to her. She was
about to ask another question when the phone rang. Wren grabbed
it and put it on speaker phone. “Giroux?”
“Ma chere, are you alright?” His voice sounded concerned.
“We think another party might be at work here.” Sima
clasped her hands behind her back. “Witches are involved.”
“More witches?” Giroux sounded shocked.
“Two people made a play for the bartender. One could stop
Wren’s magic, the other one could knock me through a wall.”
“There was a vampire cell operating in that town, but they
vanished some months ago.” Giroux’s voice became brusque. “We
think it was a leadership dispute. Perhaps some survived.”
“Vampires?” Wren raised an eyebrow at Sima.
“Give me some credit, Giroux. You think I don’t know a
vampire when I smell one?” Sima glared at the phone.
“Could have been thralls.” Giroux sounded apologetic. “I
will send a team to —”
“I want the strong one.” Sima smiled. “And I think Wren
has an interest in the other.”
Somehow the man had thrown her out of his head. Once she
had a grip, no one should be able to resist her. Yet he had.
And she wanted to know how, even if that ability meant she was
going to have to get the information from him the hard way. “I
do.”
“Wren may have what she likes. Sima, we’ve indulged you
bef —”
“I’ll refund you half my fee.” Sima smirked.
“He’s all yours.” Giroux responded quickly. “Madam Wren,
I think you should also know…” His voice took on an admiring
tone. “Your man, Adam. I would like to discuss retaining his
services for future work.”
“Adam?” Wren blinked. “What happened?”
“Captain Miguel screwed up. Once he realized the alpha I’d
sent them after wasn’t the one we sought, he attempted to deploy
containment protocols without laying the necessary groundwork.
The pack turned hostile and killed nine of our agents. Your man
rallied the last two surviving agents. They finished the
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mission and…” Giroux let out a low whistle. “Your man killed
an alpha.”
“Guess all that firearm practice paid —” Sima patted
Wren’s shoulder.
“He didn’t use a gun.” Giroux voice cut her off. “Or
silver.”
From the look on Sima’s face, that was apparently a hell of
a thing. “My Adam is special.” She resisted the urge to touch
the talisman hanging around her neck. The ring was too big for
her fingers, and given it’s nature, taking it in to get resized
wasn’t an option. Still, it made a pretty enough pendant.
“You’ve a gift for understatement. I will leave this
situation in your hands, my dears. Let me know what you learn.”
#
“Seriously though…” Adam stumbled a bit as they made their
way back down toward the cabs. “Is it really that big a deal to
take down an alpha?”
“Yes.” Patrick tried to support Adam’s weight, only to
stumble a little himself. “Last time, was uh…” He tilted his
head.
“Giovanni.” Stasya frowned. “I heard it was Giovanni.”
“Yeah, that’s the…” Patrick opened the door. “Was that
his first name or the last name?”
“I…” Stasya shook her head. “I just remember the one
name.”
“Maybe he was like Cher. Only one name.” Adam raised his
hand to wave at their driver.
“Anyway, he was kinda a witch. Like you, only different.”
Patrick nodded. “A lot more in your face than you. He could
uh…” Patrick opened the door to the limo when it stopped,
elaborately bowing as he gestured for Stasya to get in. She
rolled her eyes, then glared when he smacked her on the ass as
she was climbing in. Adam snickered. “Way I heard it, instead
of taking a hammer to a guy’s arm to make a point, Giovanni’d
freeze the guy’s arm like some liquid nitrogen shit and then
just break it off.”
“Ouch.” Adam winced as he got into the limo.
“Froze alpha, then pushed down stairs. Alpha shattered all
over. Ludicrous gibs.” Stasya waved her hands as she spoke.
“This was years ago. Before our time.”
“Course it nearly killed Giovanni too. Using that much
power…” Patrick shook his head. “That’s what’s so great about
you, Baby bear. Hell, I flip anything larger than a coin, I
pass out for twelve hours then have to eat my weight in pastries
before I’m functional again.” He blinked. “Or did you eat the
alpha?”
“No, no, god no.” Adam shook his head.
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“Cause I’m trying to decide if that would be gross or
really damn cool if you did.” Patrick scratched his head.
“Baby Bear is top of food chain.” Stasya actually giggled,
a strangely girlish sound coming from the a woman he’d twice
seen make people’s arms bend in places they weren’t supposed to.
He didn’t miss the admiring looks Patrick was occasionally
shooting her way. In a rather slinky green dress with her hair
down, Stasya looked every inch the Russian bombshell even at
forty. Hell, she was twice his age and he’d have to admit he’d
looked a couple times.
“You’re one of a kind, kid.” Patrick nodded. “And we are
one hell of a team.”
“I —” The world around him suddenly spun.
#
Adam had apparently been sitting when she’d pulled him to
her, because he fell backward onto the ground. And he was
completely naked. She’d forgotten that whatever magic the
talisman applied was applied only to him and not to things like
his clothing. “Adam.”
He blinked up at her. “Wren?” He smiled, then caught
sight of Sima standing next to her and immediately turned red.
“Uh…” He grabbed a towel she’d left hanging on the back of a
chair and used it to cover himself. “Where…?”
“Washington.” She watched him stand up, and noted he was
stumbling a bit. And his words were slightly slurred. “Are you
drunk?”
“I…” Adam nodded. “Yeah, a bit. Why am I in Washington?”
Her eyes narrowed. “I didn’t give you permission to get
drunk.” She couldn’t believe he’d embarrass her like this in
front of Sima. Especially after that phone call.
“I need permission to get drunk?” He had the nerve to give
her a confused look.
Wren glared before reaching in and taking hold of his mind.
Adam immediately froze in place. The feeling of elation he’d
had a few minutes ago vanished, and she felt fear start to take
its place. “You’re mine, Adam. Your behavior reflects upon
me.”
“I…” He swallowed. “Yes, Wren.” He bowed his head. “I’m
sorry, Wren. It won’t happen again.”
“See that it doesn’t.” She released him, and was pleased
to note he simply remained where he was standing, his head
bowed. “Giroux tells me you killed an alpha.”
“Yes, Wren.” He nodded. “Patrick, Stasya, and I killed
the rest of the pack after they killed Miguel and his team.”
“Stasya and Patrick?” Wren raised an eyebrow. “They are
the two you keep going to museums with?”
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“Yes, Wren.” He nodded, his head still bowed. She liked
that, the meekness of his stance.
A smile came to her face. “You did good, Adam. I suppose
you can be forgiven some unauthorized celebration.”
“Thank you.” He returned her smile.
“How?” Sima raised an eyebrow. “Did you kill an alpha?”
“I, uh…” Adam shrugged. “A combination of drowning, water
pressure, and biting it in half, ma’am. I sort of turned into a
big shark.”
“Impressive.” Sima gave Adam a slow, appraising look.
“Wren, my dear, I can’t help but compliment your taste in pets.”
“Thank you.” Wren couldn’t help but feel pleased at the
compliment, especially with what she knew of Sima’s standards.
“Adam, I pulled you in for a reason. We may need some back…”
She frowned. “Patrick and Stacy, you said?”
“Yes, Wren.”
“Get them here. We’ve got a situation here, and we may
need some more muscle.”
“Why?” He blinked. “I thought…”
“Do as I told you.” She glared.
“Yes, Wren.”
#
“You left your clothes in the limo, kid.” Patrick said
when he answered the phone. “Something I said?”
“Wren pulled me.” Adam rubbed the back of his neck. He
wished to hell she’d warn him when she did that. Or at least
make sure he had some damn clothes wherever it was she dragged
him to. “She wants you and Stasya on a plane out to Washington
State as soon as possible. Something is going on and…” He
shrugged.
“And we are the big dogs now, so we get called in.”
Patrick’s voice held a combination of annoyance and amusement.
“What gear, Baby Bear?” Stasya’s voice came over the line.
Patrick must have had the phone on speaker.
“Not sure. They seem to think it’s witches, so, uh…”
“I will pack my emerald slippers,” Stasya said.
“Ruby slippers.” Adam smiled.
“You sure?” Stasya sounded uncertain.
“Yeah.” Patrick answered before he could. “Ruby
slippers.”
“Emerald city,” Adam added.
“Whatever. We find witch, we squish with house. Need me
to pack your stuff?”
“If you could uh…” Adam exhaled. “Bring me my clothes and
shit, I’d appreciate it.”
“Clothes and feces. Got it, kid.” Patrick snickered then
made a grunting sound. “Stasya punched me.”
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“Thanks, Mama Bear.”
“My pleasure, Baby Bear.”
#
Wren’s pet was wearing nothing save a towel around his
waist that threatened to fall off every time he moved. It was a
rather good look for him. “Do you always permit him to question
you?” Sima glanced at Wren.
“Unless I take control of his mind, there really isn’t a
way to stop him.” Wren shrugged.
“All a matter of laying the rules, my dear. And ensuring
he knows the consequences for breaking them.” She smiled. “I
didn’t permit my pets to speak without permission.”
“Adam…” Wren glanced at him. “He can take a lot of
punishment. He’s good at enduring pain. When he realized he
could shape shift, Renee had him beaten for hours and he didn’t
say anything until she threatened me.”
“There are men like that, who can take pain. But even they
can be disciplined. It is merely a matter of learning their
stress points.” Sima nodded. “Everyone has them. If the
prospect of pain does not dissuade him, it would be interesting
to learn what does.” She gave Adam an appraising look. “Adam,
come here.”
“One second.” He frowned at the screen of the tablet
computer and clicked a few more buttons before rising and coming
toward them. Out of the corner of her eye, she saw Wren’s eyes
narrow. Despite Adam not being her pet, she felt the urge to
box him for such insolence. And yet the box would not be a good
punishment for someone like him. Adam’s very nature would
render restraints useless. “Sima?”
“Something interests me. Using a gift requires energy.”
It was the reason she rarely exercised her own, as nigh useless
as it was most of the time. “Yet you have performed rather
remarkable feats, sometimes one after another, without
exhausting yourself. Tell me, were you aware of your own
abilities before your training with Renee?”
His face darkened just a little. “No. I couldn’t do
anything before my ‘training’.”
“Fascinating. Other than for wolves, shapeshifting is
considered impossible for humans.” She turned toward Wren.
“Even vampires have only the most limited capabilities in that
regard.”
“Renee said the lesser beasts don’t have a spark, and so
even if I could manage to change into one I’d never be able to
change myself back.” Wren nodded.
“Exactly. I wonder…” Sima glanced at Adam again. “Gifts
often run along family lines. Did his parents…” Adam went
slightly pale.
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“No. At least, not to my knowledge. They were extremely
mundane people.” Wren shrugged. “Renee sensed something about
Adam, but she killed his brother.” She slowly nodded. “He has
a sister. Perhaps we should —”
“No.” Adam started shaking his head. “No.”
“Adam…” Sima turned toward him. “That is not a word a pet
should ever use toward their mistress.”
“She’s not my —” Adam was cut off. He froze in place,
motionless. His eyes darted back and forth, and she could smell
fear start to come from him. Then he went to his knees, his
head all but pressing against the carpet.
“Adam. That was rude.” He didn’t respond to Wren’s words,
but his body trembled just slightly as though he were struggling
to remain in his current position. Or perhaps struggling to
leave it. “Sima…” Wren turned toward her. “What would you do
if he were yours?”
“Well now…” Sima leaned forward. “A most interesting
question.”
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He knelt on the floor, his forehead against the carpet and
his hands flat. Wren’s magic held him fast in place despite his
best efforts. He could kill one of the most powerful beasts in
the world, and he was completely helpless to his girlfriend’s
whim. Adam felt the urge to vomit as Sima and Wren casually
began discussing the best way to punish him for his
‘misbehavior’.
Coraline. Wren had suggested going after Coraline. Wren
told Sima about the biker, and Sima actually laughed. The
thought of his little sister anywhere near these people was
unimaginable. Coraline belonged on a stage. She was a singer,
not a… Not a killer. Not like him.
Fingers caught hold of his chin, and Sima raised his head
to make him look at her. He kept his face calm and composed.
Renee hadn’t broken him. This bitch wouldn’t either. He knew
what werewolf blood tasted like. He’d already killed something
more powerful than Sima could ever hope to be. Something
flickered across her eyes. And she knew it too. “Do you know
what my gift is, Adam?”
“You can tell when someone is lying.” Adam nodded.
“Let’s play a game. Tell me Adam, when it comes to ice
cream, would you rather chocolate or vanilla?” Sima raised an
eyebrow.
“Vanilla.” He tried not to roll his eyes.
“Would you rather boxers or briefs?”
This was stupid, but if he didn’t play along, Wren would
make him. “Boxers.”
“Would you rather fuck a dog or suck a cock?”
His eyes narrowed. “I’m not going to answer that.”
“You’re lying, Adam.” Sima chuckled. “Because you know
Wren can make you.” She turned toward Wren. “There’s your
stress point. He’s your puppet, Wren. You can not only make
him get on his knees for whomever you like…” She stood. “You
can make him like it.” She shrugged. “He gets punished. You
get a show. Win win.”
“That’s…” Wren started to nod.
“But if you really want to make your point, you offer him a
choice.” Sima looked down at him. “Adam, you’re going to find
a nice man and bring him back here. If you promise to be a good
boy, and entertain us without Wren having to exert herself…”
Sima caught his chin again. “We won’t make you kill him when
you’re done.”
Cooperate and degrade himself for their amusement, or have
to do it anyway and then kill an innocent person. He was
starting to understand why people were afraid of Sima. And he
really, really was starting to want to kill her. “I’ll
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cooperate.” At least that way, he could also avoid being forced
to like it.
“Good boy.” Sima patted his head.
#
Wren couldn’t help but want to wrinkle her nose. They’d
quickly purchased Adam some cloths. Just jeans and a t-shirt.
Then, as instructed, Adam had picked up a man and brought him
back. She just wasn’t sure if Adam had just picked the first
gay man he’d encountered, or if he’d picked the guy in a
deliberate attempt to annoy her and Sima. The man was an older
black man, chunky, geeky looking, and stuttered. And he was so
entranced by the pretty young Adam he barely even noticed her
and Sima in the room. She should have kept control and picked
for him.
True to his word, Adam cooperated. Despite the
unattractiveness of the man he’d chosen, watching Adam be bent
over the coffee table and ridden was making her more than a
little hot and bothered. She squirmed a little, watching him
submit, and felt Sima’s hand on her shoulder. Then she felt
Sima’s hand slide down her neckline and start fondling her
breast. Wren smiled before turning to kiss the wolf-woman.
“When he’s done with his punishment…” Wren whispered in Sima’s
ear. “We can share him.”
“I’d like that…” Sima’s lips brushed her ear.
#
Despite his hopes, they didn’t let him just take it and
send the guy away. It appeared Sima’s been serious about making
him get on his knees. The guy he’d picked up, Josh something or
another, had a dismayingly large cock. Getting taken from
behind had been almost worse than with the biker, even though
Josh Whatever had been more gentle.
Getting the guy down his throat was a whole new level of
hell. At some point, the guy had picked up that the purpose of
this was Adam’s degradation. Perhaps fearful of missing out,
Josh Whatever had decided to play along. And he was really,
really bad at it. He’d nearly stuck his dick in Adam’s eye when
he grabbed Adam by the hair and yanked him towards his crotch.
And to think Adam was only cooperating so he didn’t have to
fucking kill this asshole afterward.
Still, Adam had obediently opened his mouth. He wasn’t
sure which of the women had laughed the first time he’d choked.
Sima and Wren were getting very handsy with each other, but not
so much that they failed to pay attention to what he and Josh
were doing. When he’d tried to get things over with more
quickly, he’d felt Wren’s touch to his mind. A warning. So
he’d knelt.
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Each time the guy’s cock hit the back of Adam’s throat he
wanted to vomit. He bent forward slightly to give the guy
better access. He should probably be doing something with his
tongue, but that would undoubtedly make him vomit. So he just
let the guy fuck his throat and fought the urge to turn into
something with a shit ton of teeth.
The guy sounded like a fucking stuck pig when he came.
Adam gagged as salty fluid filled his mouth, but he swallowed
it. Wren or Sima would have made him if he hadn’t. Then he
smiled, kissed Josh as he showed him the door, and just for the
hell of it got his number. No reason to let Wren and Sima know
how much they’d gotten to him.
No sooner had he latched the door than the world swam
around him.
#
Porting him ten feet was probably overkill, but it got him
out of his clothes quickly. Wren tackled Adam onto the bed. As
soon as he hit the mattress, Sima grabbed his wrists, pinning
him in place. “Have you learned your lesson, Adam sweetie?”
Wren raised an eyebrow.
“Yes, Wren.” Adam nodded to her.
“Good boy.” She bent and kissed him, then sent a few
tendrils of magic into him. She felt his body respond
immediately, arching beneath her as he gasped. She put her legs
over his before unfastening his jeans, then smiled as Sima
straddled his face. The command she sent Adam as a simple one.
Show her friend a good time.
They kissed as Adam writhed beneath them.
#
The cool water felt good as he washed his face, but he
couldn’t bring himself to look at the mirror. The two women had
taken turns most of the night, treating him as little more than
a sex toy while they played with each other. Wren had had to
heal him twice due to Sima letting her claws out, then a third
time when Sima used him to demonstrate ‘interrogation
techniques’. Despite what he’d been through with the hag, the
werewolf had made him scream behind the gag she’d shoved into
his mouth. He felt really bad for whoever it was Wren intended
to question.
Patrick had sent him a text. He and Stasya would be
landing in a couple hours, having taken one of the cabal’s
private planes. He texted back that they should get a car as
well. An extra means of transport might help his friends away
from Sima and Wren, and that seemed a good idea. Stasya had
hinted a couple times that she’d prefer he break up with Wren,
citing that she didn’t feel Wren was good for him. At least
she’d dropped the matter when he’d asked instead of getting her
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hackles up the way she had when whatever his name had been had
hit him with a rifle butt. Mama Bear had made the guy squeal
like a four year old girl before Patrick had made it across the
room, despite both his friends knowing he could take care of
himself.
They were being brought in to hunt people.Killing
werewolves after they’d attacked and killed his teammates had
been one thing. They’d given that pack the opportunity to
resolve things peacefully. However, Wren was making it fairly
clear that the folks they were hunting down here weren’t going
to be given a similar opportunity. Sima had an interest in one,
but Wren intended to kill the other once she’d extracted
information from him. And any others with those two would be
killed out of hand unless they were ‘useful’.
Patrick was with the cabal because they kept the monsters
from getting out of hand. At the moment though, it was sort of
hard to tell who the monsters were. The cabal certainly hadn’t
done anything about the hag despite knowing about her. But
then, she was ‘useful’.
Cleaning his face wasn’t good enough. He sighed, and
climbed into the shower.
#
Wren pushed Adam down on the bed again after he got out of
the shower. She didn’t have time to ride him properly, but that
wasn’t going to stop her from stealing some kisses. He tasted a
little like the cinnamon mouthwash. Reluctantly, she sat up.
“After the rest of the team arrives, start scouting. We’ll need
a base of operations with less chance of witnesses. A warehouse
or something.”
“We’ll take care of it.” Adam nodded from where he lay
beneath her on the bed.
“We didn’t pack for a long stay. I’m going to go do a
little shopping.” She looked up at Sima. “You coming?”
“I’m going to head out in about an hour to meet a contact.
It’s a bit of a drive, so I likely won’t be back until this
afternoon.” Sima smiled. “And pick us up a few untraceable
weapons. What’s your fancy, my dear? Something in a glock?”
“Don’t worry about me.” Wren smiled. “If I need a gun,
I’ll take one.” She patted Adam. “Besides, that’s why I
brought Adam in. A fight starts, he’ll finish it.” She kissed
him again before sliding off, then shrugged. “I don’t mind if
you play with him without me.”
Sima’s smile was warm. “I’ll keep that in mind after I
acquire my new pet. It’s always good to keep your pets well
socialized.”
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Adam winced, but said nothing. Perhaps he had learned his
lesson. She patted him before grabbing her purse and heading
for the door.
#
The door shut behind Wren, leaving him there with the
werewolf she’d just offered him to so casually. Despite
everything they’d been through over the past couple years, that
hurt. He wasn’t her boyfriend anymore. He was just… Her pet.
Her property. The familiar to her witch, something she could
direct to hunt and kill. She hadn’t even bothered to ask if
he’d been hurt or anything during the mission. It stung to
realize that it might be because she didn’t actually care. He
sat up a little on the bed.
Sima caught his arm, and pulled him toward her. He let
her, even lifting his chin a little as she came in to kiss him.
He responded to the touch of her mouth on his, obediently
parting his lips. And the moment her tongue entered his mouth
he shifted and struck. He was human again before Sima could
respond. Her eyes widened and she recoiled, her hands going to
her mouth. Blood was dribbling from her mouth due to the
puncture wounds he’d made in her tongue. “What did…” The
redness was already starting to spread as her tongue swelled,
rendering whatever else she’d been going to say unintelligible.
“Rattlesnake venom is both neurotoxic and hemotoxic.
Affects your nerves while it destroys your cells and causes
internal hemorrhaging.” Adam stood and walked away from the
coughing and choking Sima, and went to grab his clothes. “Don’t
kiss me again.” It wouldn’t kill the werewolf. He knew he’d
never get away with that. But he doubted the confident woman
would even tell anyone about this, lest they point out it was
her own mistake.
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He grinned when Stasya greeted him with a full on hug.
Patrick settled for affectionately punching him in the shoulder.
“Hey, Baby Bear.” Stasya let him go. “What’s the situation?”
“Still something of an unknown.” Adam took a deep breath.
“Dealing with…” He blinked, then looked around. Patrick’s
suitcase was sitting open on the table, but Stasya’s dress was
flung over the back of a chair. “So what exactly happened after
I got teleported out of the back of that limo?”
“Well, you see…” Patrick shrugged and spread his hands.
“Son, there are bird, and there are bees, and when…”
“Oh shut up.” Adam chuckled, then turned to Stasya. “You
have terrible taste in men.”
“I know.” She nodded.
“Anyway…” Adam winked at Patrick, who grinned. “We are
dealing with a couple witches. One managed to block some of
Wren’s magic…” And he’d cheerfully kill to learn how the man
had pulled that off. “And the other apparently put Sima through
a wall.” That one he wanted to high five.
“So it was a wolf or a vamp.” Patrick sat, putting his
feet up on the table.
“Sima claims she’d have known if they were.” Adam shrugged
and sat down on the edge of the bed. “Additional complication,
they both appear to be LEOs.”
“Cops are not attention we want drawn, Baby Bear.” Stasya
smacked Patrick’s feet down before sitting in his lap.
“I know.” Adam twitched a shoulder.
“You alright, Baby Bear?” She narrowed her eyes.
“I’ll be fine, Mama Bear.” He smiled. She gave him a
skeptical look, but nodded. “We’ve got the names of the cops.”
“This a recruit or capture mission?” Patrick put his arm
around Stasya as he sat up a little.
Adam frowned. “It’s take them in alive, by whichever
method.”
“So maximum chances for things to go horribly wrong.”
Patrick nodded. “Alright, let’s do the legwork thing.”
#
It was a surprisingly nice city. There was a line of
excellent little shops along a boardwalk overlooking the ocean.
Apparently, no few rich people lived around the city, in minimansions around the lakes and on the coast. Sections of the
city catered to them and to tourists. She admired a couple
leather handbags, trying to decide which one she wanted before
just shrugging and purchasing both. The total came to more than
her father had been willing to allow her for a car. Wren handed
over her credit card and smiled.
For the life of her she couldn’t figure out why Adam still
got mopey over their new life. Then again, perhaps Sima had a
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point. She did neglect him sometimes. Wren stopped at another
shop, and ran her hand over a lovely leather bound sketchbook.
The pattern on it looked vaguely chinese, like some of the
artwork his father collected. She added the sketchbook to her
growing collection of items, then headed for a cafe.
If she could figure out how to bring his clothes with she
would have pulled Adam in to join her. Though by now he was
probably already collecting his team and getting to work. Her
Adam had a team. The thought amused her. He’d always hated
most team sports. She finished her lunch, then started to reach
for her tablet.
“Excuse me?” Wren looked up to see an elegantly dressed
oriental man. He gave her a slight bow. “Forgive the
interruption, my dear, but are you from the area?”
“Just a tourist, I’m afraid.” She gave him a polite smile.
“Ah, then I apologize for interrupting. I admired your
necklace and wished to know if it was the work of a local
artist.”
Her hand touched the talisman. “I’m afraid not. I fear
the artist in question died some time ago.”
“Ah, an heirloom, then. More is the pity.” He bowed
again. “Do have a pleasant rest of your day.” He smiled before
moving on.
She shrugged and went back to her tablet.
#
He leaned over Patrick’s shoulder. “What do you have?”
“Lloyd Andrew Michaels.” Patrick nodded at the screen.
“Jock turned Marine. Went boots on the ground in Iraq, has a
couple medals to show for it.” Patrick leaned back. “Boy has
himself a bronze star. Those don’t exactly come in cracker jack
boxes.”
“Only two I know anything about is the medal of honor and
the purple heart.” Adam raised an eyebrow.
“It is a metal of honor, just not the big one. Means he
impressed Marines, and jarheads don’t impress easy.
“Weren’t you a marine?” Stasya tilted her head.
Patrick snorted. “Navy SEAL, sweetheart, and don’t you
forget it. We’re the ones that go in when the Marines wuss
out.”
“Yeah, not getting into a which branch of service has
bigger dicks —”
“Navy!”
“— argument cause we do not have that kind of time.” Adam
rolled his eyes.
“Anyway, jarhead with a bronze is not somebody to fuck
with. If you are most people, which we admittedly are not.”
Patrick shrugged. “Gout out and immediately joined the police
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force. Solid but not impressive career until he partnered up
with this guy here.” He clicked over to another screen.
“Pretty.” Stasya let out a low whistle.
“Gabriel Wililams. Get this, guy is a seminary school
grad.”
“Priest turned cop?” Adam blinked.
“Nah, psych major. Shrink turned cop. Not sure which one
is worse.” Patrick scrolled down a little. “Though his next of
kin is a priest. This guy made detective in record time, and is
pretty much the department golden boy.”
“Couple witches team up, start getting things done.”
Stasya waved a hand.
“Yep, which…” Patrick pulled up an article. “Brings me to
exhibit A. This town has itself a couple vigilantes doing the
superhero thing.”
“The Crimson Crusaders?” Adam stared at the article. “You
have got to be kidding me.”
“These two never hear term ‘low profile’?” Stasya ran a
hand down her face. “Why did it take so long for our people to
notice them?”
“Good question.” Patrick nodded. “I suggest we stakeout
their places tomorrow, see what our boys get up to.”
“I volunteer to watch the pretty one.” Stasya held up a
hand. When they both looked at her, she smiled shamelessly.
“I’ll need camera with telephoto lens and good angle on his
shower.”
“I’ll take the other house. Patrick, you go with Stasya.”
He smirked. “And remember, you’re watching a house, keep the
making out to a minimum.”
“Hey.” Patrick glared. “I’m a professional.”
#
Wren watched Adam unwrap the sketchbook. He smiled at it
before looking up at her, and she ran her hand down his cheek
before kissing him. “I thought maybe we could go out to dinner
tonight, just you and me.” She seated herself in his lap and
put her arm around his shoulders. “There is this nice looking
little Italian place on the boardwalk.”
His arms went around her, holding her close. “I’d like
that.” He nuzzled her neck. “You smell good.”
She laughed. “There was this adorable little boutique with
lotions. I had some fun with the testers.” She offered him her
wrist.
He sniffed it, then caught it in his hand and made a show
of play-biting her. “Cookies.”
“Wait…” She giggled, then leaned back and offered him her
ankle.
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Adam sniffed, then blinked and sniffed again. He extended
his tongue and touched it to her skin, then sniffed again. “I
think they were going for pineapple.”
“They called it tropical zest.” She offered him her other
wrist.
“That just smells…” He sniffed it again. “Kinda like
snow.”
Slowly, she shifted to straddle him, then undid a few
buttons on her blouse. “And?”
“Mmmm…” He bent his head to sniff at her breasts, then
pulled back before leaning in to sniff again. “Can’t identify
it.” He smiled up at her. “Might need a taste test.” He
caught her and pulled her to him, making her squeal.
She was moaning when he lifted his head again. “Chocolate
covered Wren?”
“That’s the one.” She laughed.
“My favorite.” He bent his head back toward her breasts.
Reluctantly, she drew back. “What did your team find?”
His voice went from slightly husky to business-like.
“We’ve got addresses on both cops. Plan is to stake their
places out tomorrow, see where they go and who they meet with.
Patrick thinks they are freelancers. Might not even know what
they are.”
“Bring them both in alive. We have questions for them.”
Wren nodded.
“Understood.”
#
The leather cover or the sketchbook felt warm beneath his
fingers. He opened it, and stared down at the first page. Then
he took his pencil and began to sketch from memory while he
waited. Wren, in their junior year. Playing Cleopatra on the
stage, center spotlight.
“A pretty girl.” Adam jumped. He turned to see an old man
standing behind him, observing. The man gave him an apologetic
smile. “Forgive me. I was simply admiring. You are quite a
talented young man.”
“Thank you.” He smiled.
“Are you a professional?” The older man raised an eyebrow.
“I, uh…” He’d intended to be, once. Adam shook his head.
“No, not really.”
The old man made a clucking sound of disapproval. “Pity.
I do hate to see gifts go to waste.” He held out a business
card. “I own a gallery. Should you ever tire of your current
situation and wish to devote yourself to the arts, do call me.”
Adam couldn’t help but laugh a little. “Yeah, I’ll…”
Would that he could. He took the card. “I will. Thank you,
Mr…” He glanced at the card. “Ishi.”
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#
“Your pet is off already?” Sima raised an eyebrow.
“Wanted to get to the target before he left for work.”
Wren nodded. It had been exciting, having both Adam and Sima in
her bed. Sima was nothing if not creative, and she’d taught
Adam several new tricks while the three of them lay together.
“He seemed a bit unhappy, yesterday.” Sima shrugged.
“Pets do prefer knowing the rules, and knowing their mistress is
strong and firm.” She waved a hand before stepping into a
dress. “Socialization is important but its possible not
everything he is learning from his companions is good for him.
Those mercenary types can be so undisciplined at times.”
“They are rough, but the ones he spends the most time with
seem alright.” Wren chuckled as she fastened an earring. “They
actually seem to enjoy wandering around half-broken statuary.”
“True. And the cabal does vet well. Traitors are a rare
problem, and dealt with decisively. That is part of why Giroux
retains my services. A situation like this child can be…” Sima
zipped up a boat. “Fraught with temptation. We had best be
careful.”
“Agreed.” Wren nodded.
#
Adam sighed, then picked up the phone. “Anything?”
“They aren’t here. They aren’t at work.” Stasya’s voice
sounded frustrated.
“Think they cleared out?”
“Williams has ties to the community. Strong bonds. His
uncle is like local pope or something.” Stasya giggled
suddenly.
“Tell Mr. ‘I’m a professional’ to get his hand out from
under your shirt. You two are traumatizing me.” Adam smiled.
“What about Michaels?”
“No family to speak of. Closest one is an uncle out in…”
Patrick took over the phone. “Nope, scratch that. He died a
couple years ago. Maybe one of us should go stake out the
priest?”
“Couldn’t hurt. I’m going to go in and take a look around
this guy’s place. I’ll let you know what I find.”
“Stash your clothes somewhere safe, Baby Bear.” Stasya’s
voice was brusque. “Those are Armani. And it is chilly
outside. If they get wet you will catch cold.”
“Thank you, Mama Bear.” He rolled his eyes and grinned
before hanging up the phone. Then he moved to where he couldn’t
be seen from the road and his clothes wouldn’t end up in the
mud. A hot burst of pain and a fly was heading in. He had to
shift to an ant to get in the door gap, then he went back to
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human. The windows were curtained and it was dark inside the
house. He could remain undetected unless his luck got bad.
The house was a bit nicer than he expected for a guy who
lived alone. He frowned. There were sketches attached to the
refrigerator. Various little cartoons. The front most one was
a drawing of a voluptous woman whose head had been replaced by a
donut, complete with sprinkles. The woman was holding a beer in
each hand and was labeled ‘Michaels’ dream girl’.
He frowned. There was a teenage feel to the drawings, but
Patrick had said Michaels didn’t have family. A friend’s kid?
He looked around the kitchen. The pot sitting next to the sink
had a spatula melted to the inside and a post it note was stuck
to the handle. An arrow pointed at the mess and the word
‘seriously?’ was written in block handwriting.
A quick look in the bedrooms confirmed his growing
suspicions. Michaels did not, in fact, live alone. The
bathroom mirror had a series of post-it notes stuck to it,
detailing what appeared to be a long running argument regarding
the toilet seat being left up or down, with a note in the middle
written in a third hand. It stated that the toilet seat would
not be returned until the others promised to leave them out of
the debate.
Adam smiled, closing his eyes against the tears as the
faces of James and Coraline swam into his mind. He took a
ragged breath before going back to looking around. From what he
saw in the second bedroom, the other occupant was definitely
female. Pictures and a couple sketches were stuck into the
dresser mirror. A brown skinned girl with colorful hair and
slanted eyes stood next to the detective. Both wore ridiculous
flowered hats and were making faces at the photographer.
Another picture showed a man who looked about fifty standing
with his arm around the same girl. The prettier cop apparently
warranted a picture with just him in it. He was shirtless and
standing on a boat. There were a couple hearts drawn on the
picture.
In the top dresser drawer were three driver’s licenses.
All had different birth dates claiming a Laura was twenty one
years old, though the last names varied. Someone had written
the word ‘NO’ on each license in big block letters with a
permanent marker.
The detective had a teenage girl living with him. A
daughter? Damn, he really didn’t want to share this information
with the likes of Sima. If Sima thought they could use this
“Laura’ for leverage, then things were going to get bad. He
looked at the picture again. She was just a kid, no older than
Coraline. Killing werewolves was one thing. Bringing an
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innocent kid into it was something he didn’t think he could
stomach.
Not that they’d give him a choice. But in the meantime, if
they didn’t ask, he’d just forget to bring the information up.
He unlocked and partially opened a window so he could get back
in easily, then headed out to retrieve his clothes.
#
Wren set the phone down. “Two days after encountering us,
these guys can’t be found?”
“Where is your pet now?” Sima raised an eyebrow.
“I told him to stay on Michaels’ house. That Russian woman
is watching over your new pet, and the big guy went to go stake
out one of your new pet’s relatives.”
“Good. Leverage is always useful for taming a pet
properly.” Sima smiled. “A pet must learn that his mistress
must be the most important person in his life. His very world
should revolve around her.”
Her hand went to the talisman. Where ever Adam went, his
soul remained with her. “Dinner was nice.” She smiled a
little, then blushed. “There was a guitar player on the
boardwalk. Adam paid him a twenty, then sang to me.” She
giggled. “Like forty people must have thought it was an act,
because they tossed money in the guy’s guitar case.” She looked
up at Sima. “When we get back, I’m going to get him a fancy
guitar.”
“I look forward to seeing him perform.” Sima nodded.
#
A car pulled into the driveway. Adam quickly shifted into
a cat, then went to the open window and entered the house. He
was behind the couch before the detective and his companions got
all the way inside. None of them noticed him. A mouse might
have been harder to see, but the cat’s ears picked up human
speech better.
There were four of them. The two cops, the girl, and the
older man from the picture. He watched for a minute. They were
apparently expecting guests, and none of them were happy about
it. Michaels went down the hall to get dressed, as for some
reason he was just wearing a pair of shorts. The girl, Laura,
flung herself down on the couch and gave a dramatic sigh. “They
better behave themselves. I don’t want them wrecking Michaels
furniture.”
The older man picked up the pot. “No, that is apparently
your job.” He sent an affectionate smile at her before glancing
at the spatula. “How?”
“I was going to boil some eggs but uh…” She put her feet
up on the coffee table. “Veronica called and I got really
distracted. It’s fine. Erilon is like the best fire prevention
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system in the universe which if you think about it is like super
ironic.”
Michaels was on his way back down when someone knocked on
the door. The other cop, Williams, sent a glance at Michaels
and waited for Michaels to nod before going to the door. An
older woman entered, followed by…
Adam’s eyes nearly fell out of his head when she was
followed in by the werewolf they were hunting. His heart
started racing as the werewolf was followed in by both kids.
The girl looked ready to pop at any moment. They were followed
in by a black man who walked with a cane, and a blond man about
Adam’s own age. Shit. He needed to get to his phone and fast.
He started to will himself into a new form.
His heart skipped a beat when nothing happened. He
concentrated, trying to shift into the form of a fly, and there
wasn’t even a hint of pain. His form didn’t alter in the
slightest. Adam stared down at his paws, closed his eyes, and
tried again. Nothing.
This was very much not good. Their target was in sight,
and his magic wasn’t working. And shit, the girl was supposed
to be some kind of mind witch. If she picked up on… A little
tabby cat was not going to come off quite as well against an
alpha werewolf as a great white shark.
Well. Fuck.
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Adam sat on the bus stop bench, a few doors down from the
detective’s house. He’d retrieved his clothes after the older
man, Ted, had set his cat form outside the door. His cell phone
showed a couple text messages. He’d texted back that he was
still watching, even though it was a lie.
The young man who’d held him had been Sima’s pet, the one
she talked about fondly and claimed had been stolen from her.
The sound of her name had been trauma enough to send him hiding
under the bed. If Sima had her way, that’s all he’d be.
At dinner, Wren had smiled. She’d laughed and joked, and
she’d been his Wren again for a couple precious hours. Trauma
affected different people in different ways. He couldn’t just
abandon her, not when she’d refused to leave him to the mercy of
the hag. She had kept her word, and gotten them both out and…
He looked down at his hands, then stood. He’d taken two
steps back toward the house when the phone rang. His hands
shook, but he managed to keep his voice calm when he answered.
“Wren?”
“Mi corazon…” Wren’s voice suddenly trailed off. “No,
that’s Spanish. What’s it in French again?”
“Mon coeur.” He smiled.
“Ugh, for a romance language that just doesn’t work. What
about German?”
“Mein Herz.”
“No, that’s worse.”
“It’s fy nghalon in Welsh.”
“I bet you a blow job you can’t say that three times
without choking.”
“Fy nghalon. Fy nghalon. Fy nghalon.” He smiled.
“Be honest.” Wren laughed. “You shape-shifted your tongue
for that.”
“Mitt hjärta. Mogo wangu. Mijn hart. Cor meum.”
“How the hell are you even doing that?”
“I have google translate on my phone.” He smiled. “It’s
toku ngakau in Maori.”
“Anyway…” He could almost see her rolling her eyes. “I
was calling to see if you’d seen anything yet.”
“I was just about to call you. Had to sneak back to my
phone.” A thousand options ran through his head. “They got
back. Sounds like them running across you and Rosa was a
complete accident.” He hesitated. “They apparently made some
silver bullets just in case it happens again. Wren, I’m not
sure this is a good use of our time.” He crossed his fingers.
She sighed. “Maybe you’re right. Alright, check in with
your team and see if they learned anything else.” She was quiet
again for a couple seconds. “Hey, there is a little cafe called
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‘Spice of Life’ there on the boardwalk. Why don’t you meet me
there and we can peek in at some of the galleries?”
“I’d love to.” He smiled.
“It’s a date.” She hung up.
For a long moment, he just stared at the phone in his hand.
Then he looked back up at the house. Technically, nothing he’d
said had actually been untruthful. That should get it past
Sima, and from the sound of things the people in the house
didn’t need much longer to… He realized his hands were shaking,
and he stuffed the phone back into his pocket before turning and
walking away.
#
Wren greeted Adam with a kiss. “What did your team find?”
She sat down at the cafe table.
“Since both men went back to Michaels’ house, Stasya found
little. She picked the lock and took a look around Williams’
house after I let her know he was with Michaels.” He shrugged.
“According to her, the guy is pretty boring. According to
Patrick, he gets that from his uncle the priest.”
“I see.” She waited until the server had taken their
orders, then shrugged. “Well, that makes the next part easy
enough.”
“Next part?” Adam raised an eyebrow.
She set a small case on the table. “Sima says a dose of
that should keep them out for a good two hours. You’ll need to
make sure they either get the doses simultaneously or are alone,
so one passing out doesn’t tip the other off. Try not to give
them more than a double dose though, we need them alive.”
He looked down at the case. “You want us to abduct a
couple cops?”
“Adam, you took out an alpha werewolf. These guys should
be a cakewalk for you.” She laughed. “Have your team grab one,
then…” She leaned in. “It’s derived from a jellyfish venom.
You pulled off scorpion venom. Think you could do this?”
“I think a jellyfish is poisonous rather than venomous
and…” He rubbed the back of his neck. “Wren, why do you need
these guys?”
“I need to know how that one resisted my magic.” She
chuckled. “And Sima wants the other one for a pet.”
“You’d let Sima do that to someone.” He narrowed his eyes.
“I…” She blinked. “What do you mean?”
“When she says pet, Wren…” He leaned forward. “What she
means is breaking a guy down psychologically until there is
nothing left of him. Until he’s just a shattered toy for her to
amuse herself with. This guy is a cop. He’s one of the good
guys. And you’d let her —”
Her eyes narrowed. “It’s not like that, Adam.”
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“Isn’t it?”
“You’re my pet, and you’re not broken.” She shook her
head, then put her hand atop his. He was stronger than he’d
ever been before. He’d taken out an alpha werewolf.
“I’m not your pet, Wren.” He leaned back in the chair, and
met her eyes before gesturing at the case. “I’m your weapon.”
“Adam.” She frowned. “It’s not like that. You’re
amazing. Nobody can do what you can do.” She smiled
reassuringly. “Look, I’ve got good news.”
“Can’t wait to hear it.” He shrugged.
“Sima and I talked to Giroux. Soon as we are done here,
we’ll start making arrangements to go get Coraline.” She
grinned at him. “We’ll set her up in her own place in Paris and
see what she can do.”
“You want…” He took a deep breath. “To bring my little
sister into the Cabal?”
“Of course.” Wren smiled at him. “Imagine if she could do
half of what you can do. And you can help train her.” She went
quiet as the server put their food down, then leaned toward him
again. “You can take her to all those museums.”
“I would…” He slowly nodded. “Love to take her to those
museums.”
“See.” She leaned forward and kissed him. There was the
slightest pause before he returned the kiss. “It’ll be great.”
#
“She wants us to abduct a couple cops because psycho
werewolf lady thinks one of them is pretty?” Patrick stared at
him.
“Yep.” Adam nodded.
“Kid…” Patrick exhaled. “Adam, buddy, friend, little
brother, guy who turns into giant fish to save my ass…” He
shook his head. “I hate to break this to you, but your
girlfriend is nuts.”
“Baby Bear, I am woman, so believe me when I say this…”
Stasya put her hands on his shoulders. “No matter how good the
sex might be, you cannot fuck the crazy out of them.”
“She’s right.” Patrick nodded. “I’ve tried.”
“Breaking up with her really isn’t…”
“Adam.” Stasya took a deep breath. “Cabal has a couple
other witches. You are the only shapeshifter.”
“We’re your team, Adam. We’ve got your back here.”
Patrick smiled.
“I really uh…” He looked away. “You know that talisman
she carries?”
“I think so, yeah.” Patrick nodded.
“Long as she has that…” He looked down at his hands. “I’m
her little bitch.”
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“Explain.” Stasya folded her arms.
At first the words were difficult, then they just started
pouring out as he told them about the hag and the ritual. About
how they could take over his mind, make him into nothing more
than a puppet. How the teleportation thing didn’t actually
require his consent or even his cooperation. Stasya’s face grew
darker as he spoke until she finally had to turn away. Patrick
never took his eyes off Adam. When he finished, he sighed.
“Worst part is there is this stupid little bit of me that keeps
thinking I can still save her, that I’ll find the right thing to
say and it’ll go back to the way it was and now…” He swallowed.
“Now she’s going to go get my sister.”
“It gets destroyed, you die. You touch it, you black out.
It needs to remain in pretty constant contact with a witch, or
it decays and you die.” Patrick nodded. “I understand all that
right?”
“Yeah.” Adam exhaled.
“Patrick, you think your power is enough to keep decay from
happening?” Stasya turned to face him.
“If it isn’t…” Patrick shrugged. “I don’t know. We’ll
think of something. Problem is going to be to figure out a way
to get it away from her without her noticing. She ain’t exactly
weak.”
“I am willing to hit her over the head with blunt object.”
Stasya shrugged. “No, scratch willing. Eager.”
Adam stared at them. “What do you…”
“I told you, Adam.” Patrick met his eyes. “We’re your
team.”
Stasya nodded. “We got your back, Baby Bear.”
It took him a few minutes before he could make his voice
work again. They gave him the time. “Then, uh…” He took a
ragged breath. “Couple other things you should know.” He
rubbed the back of his neck, then started telling them about
what had happened in the house.
#
“Seriously, what is so hard about a snatch and grab?” Wren
raised an eyebrow at Adam. She grabbed his towel as he walked
by on his way to the dresser, yanking it off him. When he tried
tugging it back, she concentrated. It ripped out of his hand
and stuck itself onto the ceiling. He glared at her, and she
leered at him. Sima had suggested telling him to be naked when
it was just them in the room, and she had to admit it was a
tempting idea. And it wasn’t like being naked really bothered
him that much these days. “You’ve had four days now.”
“They are bachelor cops, Wren.” Adam shook his head.
“Though we think we might have a workable plan for getting into
the donut store, we are still stymied by trying to figure out
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which donuts to dose.” He shrugged. “Might have to neglect
subtle and go for dart guns or —”
The door burst open and Sima entered. The woman was
grinning. “They are here.”
Wren blinked. “Who is here?”
“I had a hunch, and it paid off.” She waved a DVD case.
“Matthias and Rosa went back. So I went down to the morgue.”
She stuck the DVD into the player, then started skipping
through. Then she slowed the play speed. Wren watched as the
pretty cop led none other than Matthias himself into the morgue.
The cop opened one of the drawers, then pulled back a sheet on
what she recognized as the bartender’s corpse. The camera
didn’t record audio, but it was clear Matthias was identifying
the body. She watched as they filled out some paperwork, then
left the morgue again.
Then she frowned, and turned to Adam. “How’d you miss
this?”
“Morgue has security.” Adam shook his head. “Wasn’t a
good way in.”
“Matthias claimed her body, started the paperwork to
arrange a burial.” Sima waved a hand. “He’s a loyal wolf, so
he’s not going to leave town until that much at least, is
settled.”
She turned to Adam. “Find him. Track him to where the
kids are. Then kill him and collect them.” She smiled. “Guess
this won’t be a waste of our time after all.”
“I’ll get on it.” Adam grabbed his pants and started
getting dressed.
“Won’t be necessary.” Sima shook her head.
“Sima?”
Sima took a second DVD out of the case, then exchanged the
DVDs. This time the video showed entrance to the morgue.
Matthias and the pretty cop walked into the entryway where a
black man with a cane was waiting. The three of them spoke
briefly before all three left together. “Adam…” Sima turned
toward him. “Care to explain how your team missed that?”
Adam started shaking his head. “Matthias is a wanted
fugitive. Why the hell would we think he’d make contact with
cops? We’ve been looking for an opportunity to snatch them, and
that wasn’t going to happen in the morgue.”
“The part that really interests me…” Sima paused the video
where the black man’s face was clearly visible. “Is him.”
“Why him?” Wren raised an eyebrow.
“His name is Stephan Evans, formerly a detective himself.
I’m the reason he walks with that cane.” Sima narrowed her
eyes. “He and his werewolf bitch stole my Ash.”
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“Forget the cops for now.” Wren nodded.
kill Matthias, and bring us that man there.”
“And my Ash.” Sima turned to face Adam.
unharmed.”
“I understand.” Adam nodded.

“Locate the kids,
“I want him back
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Adam walked through the fair, occasionally stopping to play
one of the games so as not to draw attention to himself. Stasya
was doing the same thing, while Patrick waited in the car
playing mission control. Patrick almost couldn’t help but look
threatening, and the last thing they needed was some hysterical
parent wondering what he was doing there by himself.
The blue haired girl finished dunking the younger cop, and
walked away giggling. He debated approaching her directly,
maybe flirting and seeing if he could get her number. Might
help with the information gathering. Or better yet, maybe she’d
see through him and tip off the others. Shit, the last thing he
wanted to deal with right now is Wren deciding she needed to be
jealous. Fewer people got hurt, the better, and there was still
a chance he could keep her and the old man out of things
entirely.
Kidnapping a pregnant thirteen-year-old was risky in many
ways. Fortunately, it had been fairly simple to convince Wren
they’d be better off just wait until the kid had been born and
snatch it. It wasn’t like they could actually keep him out of a
room, and worst case scenario he could always shape shift into a
stork or something.
That just left Stephan and Ash, both of whom Sima wanted.
The fact that Sima’s motives were clearly vengeful didn’t bode
well for their intended fate. He stopped at the center’s booth,
smiling as he let Magda tell him about the center before
dropping a hundred dollar bill into the donation case. Sima
didn’t care about Stephan beyond the fact killing him would hurt
Magda, and she was too much of a coward to go after Magda
herself.
He joined Stasya near the entrance to the church’s garden.
“Baby Bear. Thoughts?”
“The guy Sima wants…” He jerked his head up at the church.
“Is in there, but he isn’t alone.”
“Near as I can tell, he is never alone. They are very
protective of him.” She nodded. “Girl is never alone either.
The ex-cop might limp, but he carries two guns and probably can
use them.”
“His cane is a weapon as well. Tazer. Strong one.” Adam
frowned. “But he’s often one of the people looking after Ash.
Could take the two of them together.”
“Put gun to Ash, Stephan puts his gun down.” Stasya
frowned. “Then what? Tip off other werewolf and let her deal
with Sima?”
“That’s not a bad plan.” Adam nodded. It was possible
without Sima’s influence, Wren would… He needed to stop
thinking like that. “She took out an alpha, and her son is an
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alpha. We could sit back, make some popcorn, let nature take
it’s course.”
“Would prevent her death from being traced to us. We were
obeying her orders. Not our fault she was blinded by lust.”
Stasya smirked, then shrugged. “Leaves baby matter.”
“That’s an issue.” Adam exhaled. “We’ve ruled out a lot
of things William’s isn’t, but we still have no idea what he is.
And you ruled out a honey-pot idea.”
“Old man is very lucky man.” Stasya nodded. “I stopped by
his booth. Shook his hand. You know he —”
“Nope.” Adam shook his head. “Still don’t want to hear
details.”
“Williams is very flexible.” Stasya smiled dreamily.
“You are such a pervert.”
#
Wren smiled when Adam entered the hotel room. “Hey love.”
She greeted him with a kiss. “Tricky with our current setup,
but I got the bullets you asked for.” She handed him a bag.
“You’re wonderful.” He tucked them into his pocket, then
leaned forward to kiss her again.
She began unbuttoning his shirt, then shrugged and simply
ripped it open before tackling him onto the bed. She pinned his
wrists, then smiled down at him. “Just the two of us for a
couple hours. However will we fill the time?”
“Cards?” He raised an eyebrow.
“Strip poker?” She giggled before kissing him again.
“You always get angry when you lose.” He smiled before
nuzzling her neck.
“Better not take the chance then.” She let go of his
wrists, then made a purring sound as he wrapped his arms around
her and pulled her down beside him. His clever hands certainly
did know where to find her sensitive places. He had her panting
in only a few moments. “My sweet Adam.”
“Wren…” He kissed her neck, his lips brushing against her
ear. “Je préférerais ne pas t'aimer.”
“Mmmm…” She purred. “I love it when you speak French.”
She reached a hand into the waistband of his pants and fondled
him. “Say it again.”
“Je préférerais ne pas t'aimer.”
“Oh Adam…” She kissed him. “I love you too.”
#
Almost three days passed before the first real opportunity
presented itself. From what they’d picked up, the doctor was
starting to be concerned about Anna being overdue and her body
not actually being capable of natural labor. The group split
up, with the two cops heading into work, Ted and Laura heading
to the center, and Daniel accompanying the two werewolves to
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Anna’s medical appointment. Leaving Stephan and Ash alone at
the house.
Patrick slung the sniper rifle over his shoulder. “I found
a good vantage point. I can cover the house and the road.”
“Good chance we can do this without any actual need for
violence.” Adam took a deep breath. “Rather minimize pissing
off two werewolves and whatever the hell Williams is.”
“You are indestructible.” Stasya ruffled his hair.
“You’re not.” He smiled at her.
“You two get going.” Patrick nodded to them before heading
up to take his position. “Keep the channel open.”
They walked down to the edge of the lake, pretending to be
simple hikers. Their guns were concealed, though loaded with
silver bullets just in case. “Don’t forget about the cane, Mama
Bear.” Adam smiled at Stasya, keeping his face friendly.
“Is not as though I haven’t been doing this before you were
born, Baby Bear.” Stasya chuckled.
“Just remember I can’t shift when this guy is around, so…”
He shrugged. Sima might want to kill the guy, but he was pretty
sure the Cabal learning about that trick would be enough to keep
the man alive until the werewolves could kill the shit out of
Sima.
“I hate giving up advantage.” She shook her head. “Sima
claimed Ash would not fight?”
“Sima’s an idiot.” Adam rolled his eyes. “A dangerous
idiot, but an idiot.” He shrugged. They were coming within
earshot. “You know they found a little hole in the wall of the
girl’s locker room.”
“Did they?” She gave him a confused look.
“Police are looking into it now.” He kept walking.
“I will throw you into lake.”
“What do snowmen do in their free time.”
“If you say just chill, I will punch you.”
“What lies on the ocean floor and twitches uncontrollably?”
Stasya threw up her hands in frustration, then grinned up
at the two men on the dock. “You hear this? Three miles now.
If I kill him, will you help me hide body?”
“Sure that isn’t an —” The black man, Stephan, started to
smile.
“A nervous wreck,” Adam proclaimed.
“On second thought, I think you’ve got a pretty good case
for justifiable homicide.” He looked down at the younger man
sitting next to him on the dock. Ash looked nervous, but
smiled.
“Do you know how they make holy water?” Adam raised an
eyebrow. Stasya groaned and Stephan winced. “They boil the
hell out of it.”
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“You have shovel?” Stasya sighed. “Maybe chain —” She
tilted her head, then went up on her toes as if shading her eyes
to look at something. The moment Stephan turned around to see,
they both drew their weapons. Ash’s eyes went wide, and he made
a whimpering sound. Immediately Stephan turned back around and
froze in place. “Don’t move.” Stasya narrowed her eyes. “Put
hands out where we can see them. You know the drill.”
“I’m not sure…” Stephan spread his hands.
“They must have forgotten something.” Patrick’s voice came
over the radio. “They’re on their way back.”
“You two probably want to clear out before that car gets
here.” Stephan nodded.
“Shoot whoever is riding shotgun.” Adam ordered. Silver
wasn’t the best metal for sniper rounds, but a shot to the
midsection would keep a werewolf down long enough for them to
get clear.
“On it.”
Stephan flinched and Ash put his hands over his ears at the
sound of the rifle crack. Ash started whimpering. “You
people…” Stephan narrowed his eyes.
“Hands behind back.” Stasya shrugged, motioning a little
with the tip of her gun. Adam moved in to secure Stephan’s
hands.
“Get moving, that’s not clearly not going to slow them
long.” Patrick’s voice came over the radio.
Immediately Stephan moved, driving the back of his head
into the bridge of Adam’s nose before shifting to try to put
Adam between himself and Stasya. “Ash, the lake.”
Compared to the pain of shape shifting, a broken nose
barely registered. Adam twisted and caught Stephan’s throat
before dropping the man to the ground. Rather than dive into
the lake, Ash jumped onto Adam’s back and tried putting an arm
around his throat. Stephan started to get up only for Stasya to
catch him in the head with a kick. The man dropped. Ash let
out a pained cry as Adam twisted himself free and wrenched Ash’s
arm up behind his back, holding him in place despite the other
man trying to get to his friend.
Stasya aimed her gun dead center on Stephan’s head. “You
want me shoot?”
Ash stopped moving and just made a small whimpering sound.
“Guys…” Patrick’s voice sounded early. “Big guy is moving
and I do not have line of sight.”
“You come quietly…” Adam caught a handful of Ash’s hair
and pulled his head back. “We’ll leave your friend here.
Alive.” They couldn’t carry an unconscious man out fast enough
to avoid incoming werewolves anyway. “Fuss, and we’ll kill him
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and drag you along anyway. You understand me?” Ash made a
whining sound before nodding. “Move.”
#
The guy started fighting again as soon as they were some
distance from his wounded friend. He tried sinking his teeth
into Adam’s hand and pulling free. But then again, they were
out of range of the witch so… Adam shifted. Ash hit the ground
as the massive snake coiled around him, holding him tightly.
Stasya grabbed his hands and cuffed them behind his back, then
grabbed Adam’s clothes. Adam shifted form again, going from
snake to massive dog. He snarled Ash, who went wide eyed and
silent. “Get moving.” Stasya yanked Ash’s arm, and the young
man followed.
Patrick pulled the car up, and Stasya shoved Ash into the
back seat. Adam did a quick shift into an insect, the returned
to human form in the passenger seat. He grabbed his pants from
Stasya as Patrick started driving. “Healer got the wolf back up
way faster than anticipated. Knocked himself out doing it
though, as near as I could tell, but the woman was smart enough
to get the car under cover. Didn’t want to risk hitting the
girl.”
“Right call.” Adam nodded. “Other one was always a risk,
considering his power.” He glanced over his shoulder. Ash has
curled himself into a little ball, clearly terrified. He
couldn’t help but feel just a little sorry for the guy.
Couldn’t exactly reassure him though, not without risking
tipping Sima off and there was no guarantee the guy wasn’t going
to get hurt.
A short way into town, Patrick pulled over and let Stasya
out. She immediately hailed a taxi to go back the hotel.
They’d been there a while now, left their scent all over the
place. With two werewolves now pissed off and after them, it
was time to find a new hideout. Preferably one with fewer
angles of approach.
Getting their captive through Wren’s hotel was easy enough.
They just tied the guy’s ankles together, shoved a gag into his
mouth, and tucked him into a suitcase with a warning that if he
made any noise they’d leave him in there. Then, as Sima had
instructed, Adam narrowed his eyes and stared directly into
Ash’s. “You need to be quiet, Ash. Talking is against the
rules.” The effect of the words on Ash were almost chilling.
He went pale, still, and silent. For a moment, Adam was worried
the guy had actually stopped breathing. He zipped up the case,
and started moving.
#
Wren couldn’t help but smile. Sima was all but cooing over
the return of her pet. She couldn’t blame the woman. He was a
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very attractive young man. Sima had stripped him out of his
clothes within moments of getting him out of the case, and
fastened a dog collar around his neck. She left his hands
cuffed behind his back though. It took a few moments of Sima
petting him for the young man to start smiling up at her. The
sight was almost enough to improve her own mood. Adam had been
keeping secrets from her.
Adam and his teammate, Patrick, were waiting in the other
room of the suite. “What happened to the other one?” Wren
raised an eyebrow.
“He put up a fight, got knocked out.” Adam shook his head.
“We got unlucky and the werewolves were on their way back.
Bringing him would have slowed us too much.” He shrugged.
“Figured getting out clear with one was the better option.”
“Isn’t that why you got silver bullets?” Wren narrowed her
eyes.
“You wanted us not to draw attention, Wren.” Adam frowned.
“Bodies start piling up with silver bullets in them, especially
when some of them turn out to be cops, attention is going to be
paid.”
“Not like we won’t get a second shot.” Patrick nodded.
“They’re going to be scrambling, looking for that one.”
“We were planning on switching locations today anyway.”
Wren tilted her head. “Wasn’t there a woman with you?”
“She’s covering our trail.” Adam shrugged.
“Wise.” Sima stepped out of the other room and closed the
door behind her, then made a clucking sound. “They have clearly
been teaching him bad habits. One does have to be careful about
whom they allow to influence their pets.”
“On that we agree.” Wren frowned. It was in part her own
fault. She’d neglected him back in France, left him on his own
too much. After being isolated for so long with Renee, he’d
needed a firm hand and she hadn’t provided it. There was still
hope though. His behavior when it was just the two of them had
proved that. Adam was still hers. She just had to ensure it
stayed that way. “Adam, is there a reason you didn’t tell me
that our cops were actively involved with our primary targets?”
Adam blinked. “You saw the pictures from the morgue.”
“A meeting you apparently didn’t know about.” Wren folded
her arms. “Patrick, how long have you worked with the Cabal?”
Patrick shrugged. “Nineteen years, ma’am.”
“And in nineteen years, you never learned how to properly
tail a man?”
“It’s a small team, ma’am, with multiple people to be
followed. We had to…”
“Are you saying you didn’t know they were working together
at the point you learned of the meeting at the morgue?”
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“Yes, ma’am, I…”
“He’s lying.” Sima’s voice was quiet.
She saw Adam’s eyes widen as he turned toward the wolf.
Then he immediately turned back toward Wren. “Wren, we’ve got
what we came here for. They are scheduling the girl for a csection. We can grab the kid and get out. All this cloak and
dagger bullshit is distracting us from our primary —” He cut
off as she reached through the talisman and took hold of him.
“Patrick…” Wren’s voice went cold. “Your record shows
that you are a world-class sniper, and you are equipped with a
fine rifle heavily modified to suit your exact specifications.
You are capable of hitting a target the size of an apple at a
thousand meters, are you not?”
“Ma’am, I…”
“When you fired on Matthias, were you shooting to kill?”
“Yes, Ma’am, I was…”
“He’s lying.” Sima nodded to her.
The link she’d activated between them was in play. She
could feel that as readily as Sima could. “You are, Patrick.
You’re lying to us.”
#
Her magic kept him firmly in place, unable to so much as
speak. He could see Sima, her expression smug as she looked
back at him. A cold sense of dread was rising. Wren, Wren you
don’t understand. Let me talk, I can explain. Wren, it’s me.
It’s Adam. I need you to listen to me. Wren, please.
“Nineteen years, Patrick.” Wren shook her head. “Are you
really intending to betray us?”
He felt sick. If Patrick lied, they’d know, and if he told
the truth… He wasn’t betraying the Cabal. Just Wren. For him.
Patrick was betraying Wren, for him.
Patrick raised his head then, and looked Wren dead in the
eye. And he knew Patrick knew what was happening here. “Yeah,
you psycho bitch.” Patrick nodded. “I am.”
The order came. He felt it, felt his body start to shift.
He wanted to say he was sorry, that he didn’t have any choice.
As he turned, he saw Patrick nod to him. Patrick knew that part
too, that it wasn’t really him, that he’d never…
Then he was moving. Patrick closed his eyes. He snarled
with rage as the tiger started to tear apart the best friend
he’d ever had.
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He was still buttoning his shirt when his eyes fell on the
file sitting on his kitchen counter. Plain, manila, and
taunting him. His cell phone sat atop it. Gabriel walked
forward, staring at the thing. Then he reached for his phone.
It blinked to life before he touched it, open to the map
application. A place several miles out of town.
Gabriel took several deep breaths before looking at the
name on the file. “Roske.” He sighed, then picked up the
phone. He dialed Angela’s number. “Hey sweetie. It’s Gabe.
Look I hate to do this, but something just came up with a case.
Can we take a rain check on tonight? Call me.” He stabbed the
end button.
The map popped back into view. He stared at it for several
seconds before heading into the living room to find his keys.
#
There were good gay bars around. Classy joints. Gabriel
looked around. This was not one of them. A voice seemed to
whisper into his ear. Sorry about your weekend plans, pet.
His stomach rolled, and he swallowed. He took a deep
breath, regretted it when the smell hit him, and headed for the
bar. Maybe the place at least had cheap liquor.
At one end of the bar sat a man nursing a drink. He was
older, maybe mid-forties, with thinning hair and a gut. That
one, her voice said.
He started to shake his head. Go make a new friend.
The file was still on his counter. If he left now, it
would vanish, along with its contents.
Bitch better have made it worth his while. Don’t I always?
Worst part?
She did.
#
Ted did a double take when someone took the seat next to
him. Then he did a slower one. The guy looked like he’d
stepped out of a wet dream. Tall, dressed in form fitting jeans
and a shirt that showed off a sculpted young body. His blond
hair was tousled, as if he’d toweled it try but hadn’t gotten
around to combing it yet. What the hell was he doing in this
dump, let along sitting there?
“Gabriel.” The man nodded to him.
“I, er…” He took a swallow from his drink. “Theodore.
Ted.”
“What are you drinking?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“Whiskey.” Ted swallowed again.
“Two.” Gabriel gestured at the bartender before going
silent again.
“So, you uh…” Ted searched for something to say. “Come
here often?”
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“First time.”
“Oh.” He waited for Gabriel to say something else, but the
man simply stared at the back of the bar. Their drinks were set
in front of them. He started to reach for his wallet when
Gabriel set a twenty down on the bar. He stared at it. He’d
been prepared to pay for guy’s drink, assuming that’s what this
was about. Pathetic, maybe, but he was willing to pay a couple
bucks for a few minutes of attention from… “Thank you.”
“Did you drive here?” Gabriel still didn’t look at him.
“I…” Ted slowly nodded. “Yes?”
“Live nearby?”
“Few miles north.”
“Farm country.”
“Well, yes.” Ted swallowed. “I’ve got a place by the
lake.”
“Quiet?”
“I like it that way.”
Gabriel downed his drink. “Plans for this weekend?” He
gestured for the bartender to bring him another.
“Well…” Ted gave him a confused look. “No?”
“Alright.” Gabriel nodded. “Ted…” He shrugged. “How’d
you like to take me back to your place and do whatever the fuck
you want to me until Monday morning?”
“I…” Ted blinked. “What?”
“You’ve got handcuffs in your back pocket.” Gabriel picked
up the drink the bartender had slid to him. “And you most
definitely are not a cop. How many nights do you come here,
hoping you might get lucky?”
“Well…”
“So tonight…” Gabriel turned to look at him. “You got
lucky. Sober enough to drive?”
“Yes.”
“Well Ted…” Gabriel downed his drink. “How does your
fantasy go?”
“I…” Ted stared at him for a moment. “Is this for real?”
“It is.” Gabriel nodded. “Make up your mind, Ted.
There’s a few other folks here. Sure I can find somebody
willing to take me up on the offer.”
There was something strange in the young man’s eyes. A
note of desperation, of… Ted nodded. At least this way, he
could make sure the young man was safe. “You’d uh…” He
swallowed. “I’d have a weapon. Make you go out to my car.
Handcuff you, and put you in the trunk.”
“That a gun in your pocket?” Gabriel lifted one corner of
his mouth. “Or are you just happy to see me?”
#
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The trunk lid closed, leaving him in the dark. Ted had
finally gotten it through his head that Gabriel’s offer was
genuine. He’d slammed him against the wall when he’d put on the
cuffs, and his voice had been forceful when he’d threatened him
with the non-existent gun.
He’d made Gabriel climb in the trunk himself despite his
hands being fastened behind his back, then had quickly used a
set of shoelaces to bind his ankles. Ted had started to close
the trunk before reaching into his jacket pocket and pulling out
a bandanna, crumbling it into a ball and shoving it into
Gabriel’s mouth.
Gabriel was mildly grateful that Ted seemed to practice
decent hygiene. The car trunk had been clean, with it’s few
contents neatly organized. A standard first aid kit, a roadside
emergency kit, and a shitty jack. Ted had definitely not set
out to kidnap anybody that night. Don’t worry, pet. He’ll play
his part.
This is the last time, he thought back.
You’ve told me that before now, haven’t you? He heard her
laugh. But there is always another case.
Yeah. There was always another case.
#
Ted pulled into the garage and hit the garage door button
before turning off his car. He sat there, taking deep breaths.
There was a gorgeous young man handcuffed and helpless in
the trunk of his car. He felt a tightening sensation in his
groin when he thought back to the young man… Gabriel’s offer.
Whatever he wanted, until Monday morning. Ted’s hands shook
when he opened his car door. He hesitated.
Over the past few years, as he’d started to develop an
interest in… He’d spent entirely too much money on things he
never truly believed he’d ever get the chance to use. More than
once, he’d thought about paying for…
Was Gabriel going to want money? He hadn’t indicated
anything like that. He hurriedly ran the math. Five thousand
was what he could spare without having to answer anyone’s
questions. Five thousand for someone like Gabriel to… His
heart was racing.
He walked quickly into the house, not wanting to leave
Gabriel in the trunk too long. A trunk held most of what he was
looking for. The leather collar was wide and thick, lined with
fur for the comfort of the one wearing it. He picked up the
leash as well before returning to the garage.
Four deep breaths later, he opened the trunk.
#
Gabriel blinked in the light. Ted was standing in the
garage, the look on his face suggesting he’d been concerned he’d
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only imagined Gabriel’s presence in the trunk. He grabbed the
tie around Gabriel’s ankles, releasing it quickly. “Get the
fuck up,” he ordered.
He spun, moving awkwardly to get his legs into a position
where he could get out of the trunk. Ted caught him by the
front of the shirt and yanked him forward until Ted’s lips were
next to his ear. “Red, yellow, green, okay?” Ted whispered
quietly before stepping back. “I said get the fuck up.”
Oh, safe words. How thoughtful. Gabriel exercised a
massive act of willpower not to roll his eyes at her words. He
did, however, give Ted a slight nod, and saw a small twitch of a
smile in return. As soon as his feet were on the ground, Ted
caught hold of him again. A leather collar went around his
neck, and was fastened. Ted kept a finger in place to ensure it
wasn’t secured too tightly, then clicked a leash to the collar.
With his other hand, Ted closed the trunk lid.
He tugged the leash, and Gabriel resisted just a little
before letting Ted pull him into the house. Ted led him down a
flight of stairs into a finished, walk-out basement. “On your
knees.” Gabriel pulled back slightly, and Ted pulled what was
quite obviously a toy gun out of his pocket. He’d knocked the
orange plastic tip off, but part of the plastic of the barrel
was melted slightly. “I said, on your knees.”
The carpet was a bit softer than he expected for a
basement. Soundproofing, this should be fun. For you. Of
course for me, pet. “Ankles together.” The toy gun was placed
barrel first against the back of his head. He should get a
better one, nice cold metal. Gabriel placed his feet together,
and felt Ted remove the toy gun before reaching down to bind his
ankles. If he really had been kidnapped, he could have easily
gotten away at that point. “Move, and I’ll put a bullet in your
knee.” Ted’s voice hissed in his ear. “Don’t make a sound.”
He removed the cloth from Gabriel’s mouth, then there was a
click as Ted unfastened the handcuffs. “Take off your shirt.”
Gabriel stayed still, and Ted pressed the fake gun into his
head again. “Take it off, or I’ll cut it off.” He unfastened
the buttons, taking his time, and caught a glimpse of the smile
on Ted’s face in the reflection off a picture on the wall. The
smile only broadened when he set the shirt aside. “Hands behind
your back.”
He put a loop of rope around Gabriel’s left wrist before
fasting it to his right elbow, then did the same with his other
hand to create a crossbar. The bonds were snug, but not tight
enough to hurt. He continued tying, creating a knotwork harness
around Gabriel’s chest and shoulders.
Then he pushed Gabriel forward to lay face down on the
carpet before wrapping the rope around his knees. Gabriel began
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struggling as soon as Ted stepped back, struggling and thrashing
at the bonds. Ooh, they didn’t slip or tighten. He’s done his
homework. This is bad enough without your commentary. Just
reminding you why you are here, pet.
#
He was hard enough that walking was actually growing a
little bit uncomfortable. Beneath his shirt, Gabriel’s body was
sculpted and hard, without an ounce of fat or wasted flesh. The
guy clearly worked out, and his build reminded him of the lean
guys in the military calendar his wife had caught him jerking
off too. She’d cited that as number one in her reasons for the
divorce. He’d dreamed about this, someone like this at his
mercy. For a moment, he was terrified he was going to wake up.
Ted bent and grabbed hold of the harness he’d created. He
wished he were strong enough to just haul Gabriel back upright.
“On your knees.” He pulled as Gabriel rose. He wanted to take
it slower, start with some of the toys he’d been wanting to use
for the longest time, but it didn’t take an idiot to realize he
wasn’t going to be able to hold out that long. Damn, he felt
like a teenager rounding third. He traced the toy gun down
Gabriel’s face, smiling at the angry expression Gabriel wore.
“You’re going to open your mouth, and then you’re going to
swallow what I give you to swallow.” He reached a hand down to
unfasten his belt, then pulled his belt free of the loops and
draped it around Gabriel’s neck. Gabriel glanced at it before
looking back up at Ted. “You’re going to be a good boy for me,
aren’t you?” Ted smiled as he freed himself from his pants.
“Let me go now, and I’ll let you walk away.” Gabriel shook
his head.
A thrill went through him. The guy had the perfect voice.
Deep, and just a bit gravely. “A real tough guy, hmmm?”
“You don’t know who you’re messing with.” Gabriel narrowed
his eyes.
“I said…” He caught Gabriel’s hair, yanking his head back.
“Open your mouth.”
As soon as Gabriel did, he pushed inside, shoving deep
until he felt the back of Gabriel’s throat. He pushed a little
further, then held Gabriel’s head in place, one hand on the
collar, the other holding his hair. He let Gabriel choke and
struggle for a few seconds before freeing him, and waited a
heartbeat. “Bastard.” Gabriel glared up at him.
He rammed himself into Gabriel’s mouth again, his motions
nearly as rough because of need than they were because of the
fantasy. Gabriel’s lips closed around him, providing a silky
friction, and now and then he felt the dart of the young man’s
tongue. He did not, however, feel even the hint of teeth, and
Gabriel shifted position a little so he could thrust in deeper,
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getting nearly his full length down the young man’s throat.
“Take it.” He shuddered a little as Gabriel made a growling
sound in response to the command. A note of resistance that
caused a wonderful vibrating sensation against his cock.
Ted gasped as he came, his cock still in Gabriel’s mouth.
He held the young man’s head in place as he spent himself, then
kept hold as he looked down into the angry green eyes. “Swallow
it.”
The green eyes narrowed, and Gabriel tried to tug his head
back. A token resistance, not enough to actually stand a chance
of escape. “I said, swallow it, bitch.”
He felt Gabriel’s tongue brush against him as the young man
swallowed, then he withdrew his softening cock from his mouth.
“Good boy.”
“You’re going to pay for that, asshole.” Those beautiful
eyes stared daggers at him.
“Keep talking, tough guy.” Ted pulled his head back,
forcing Gabriel to look up at him. “I’m just getting started.
#
Gabriel let out a curse as the belt came down again on his
ass. Ted laughed in response. “Had enough, tough guy?”
“Bring your worst.”
The belt came down again, and he didn’t have to fake the
curse. Ted wasn’t swinging hard enough to do damage, but he
wasn’t having any difficulty figuring out where to put the
sting. Part of him was starting to wonder if she was giving him
pointers. If that were true, he’d have you upside down for
this, pet. “Maybe you need a little more incentive.”
There was a rustling sound, and then Ted came around the
front. He had a few bits of metal in his hand. Gabriel heard
her gleeful laugh as Ted held one of them up to reveal it was a
clamp. Just keep in mind, pet. Safe word equals no file. I
fucking hate you. I know. He glared at Ted. “Don’t you dare,
you son of a bitch.”
“Now now…” Ted smiled, his eyes eager. He began caressing
Gabriel’s left nipple, bringing it to a hardening point. “Do
you hear me talk about your mother?” He opened the clamp,
placing it over the nipple and holding it there, open. “That’s
the problem with you tough guys. No manners.” He let the clamp
close, sending a biting pain through the sensitive bit of flesh.
He tugged it just a little, pausing for a half heartbeat.
It had taken Gabriel a few minutes to realize Ted’s occasional
pauses were him checking to see if Gabriel was going to use the
safeword. “That it?” He glared.
Ted was actually panting a little as he affixed the other
clamp. “Comfy, tough guy?”
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“I’m gonna…” Gabriel lunged as though he were trying to
get to Ted, only for Ted to catch him by the hair again before
yanking his head back and kissing him. While Ted’s mouth was
atop his, Ted’s free hand reached up and gave the clamp a tug,
making Gabriel grunt.
“You’re gonna what?” Ted lifted his head a few inches from
Gabriel’s face. “You’re mine, tough guy.” He let go of
Gabriel’s hair, then held up the third clamp.
No. Oh yes, pet. Oh fuck no. Mmmmmm. You bitch. Shut
up and enjoy it, pet. Gabriel cursed as Ted fixed the clamp to
the tip of his shaft. Ted hesitated a moment, and Gabriel
glared at him. “I’m going to tear your green, mottled heart
out, you piece of shit.” He saw Ted’s eyes actually light up.
“Get your —”
His chin was grabbed, held firm by Ted’s hand. “I warned
you about manners, tough guy.” Ted let him go, then picked up a
couple lengths of thin chain. He used one to affix together the
clamps attached to his nipples, then attached the second chain
to that. Then he grabbed the clamp attached to the tip of his
cock, and fastened the other end of the chain to that. It
pulled his penis upright, providing a tug that bordered on the
edge of pleasurable.
Gabriel swallowed as Ted walked behind him again.
#
Ted had to take a couple deep breaths. Gabriel’s taut body
was spread in an X shape that gave him a very limited range of
motion. He ran his hand down from the guy’s shoulder, stopping
at the small of his back. Dear god, the guy had a great ass,
and the blows from the belt had turned it and his upper thighs a
lovely shade of red. He just wished he knew a little more about
Gabriel, like what Gabriel actually liked.
There was an intensity in the young man’s eyes, a strange
sort of distance even as he played his part in Ted’s fantasy.
It was captivating, in its way. Made it seem more real. He
went back to his treasure chest, and examined the contents. He
trembled just a little as he selected a condom and a container
of lube. For a moment, he stood there, then he looked over his
shoulder at Gabriel. It was only ten o’clock on Friday, and
Gabriel had said Monday morning. Ted grabbed a bottle, shook a
little blue pill out of it, and swallowed it.
He rolled the condom on before walking back up behind
Gabriel. Slowly, he ran his hand down Gabriel’s arm, down his
side, and rested it on the young man’s hip. “Your ass is mine,
tough guy.”
Gabriel responded by yanking at the knots holding his limbs
in place. The chain attached to the clamps jingled slightly at
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the motion, and Ted felt a momentary pang of regret that he
hadn’t thought to add bells. “Get away from me, bastard.”
A smile game to Ted’s face as he stepped closer, running
his hand forward along Gabriel’s skin until he touched the young
man’s balls. He caressed, the motion gentle, and was pleased to
note that Gabriel was hard. He squeezed a bit of lube onto the
top of Gabriel’s ass, and heard a slight intake of breath as the
cold substance made contact. Ted used his fingers to slowly
apply the lubricant, forcing his finger into the young man’s
ass. Gabriel cursed at him, which just made him smile wider.
It was a tough decision, whether to go fast or slow. He
wished again he knew how Gabriel actually liked it, then
inhaled. Thus far, the guy had seemed to like it rough. He
guided himself into the tight passage, enjoying the feel of the
muscles slowly giving way to the invasion. Gabriel’s back
arched just slightly, and Ted took the opportunity to sink his
teeth gently into his shoulder. Gabriel responded by turning a
soft moan into another curse.
Hands on Gabriel’s hips pulled the younger man back against
him as he thrust himself inside again and again. He felt his
own need rising, and then reached a hand forward to caress
Gabriel’s shaft. “You like that, don’t you, tough guy?”
“I’m going to kick your ass.” Gabriel’s response came
almost as a growl.
“Be a good boy, and I might let you kiss it.” Ted brought
his mouth down on Gabriel’s shoulder, biting as he sucked
briefly at the flesh. Then he mentally cursed himself as he
realized the mark the action would leave would take a while to
fade. His need was building too fast, and he made himself start
mentally reciting the digits of pi as he continued working on
Gabriel. He’d gotten to thirty places before he moved his hand
all the way up Gabriel’s shaft and removed the clamp.
“Son of a…” Gabriel thrashed against him. Ted’s eyes
widened a little as the movement sent a thrill of pleasure
through his body.
“I’m going to make you cum, tough guy.” He spoke the words
into Gabriel’s ear.
“Get your hands off me.” Gabriel struggled again at the
bonds, grinding himself into Ted’s groin.
“You’re my bitch now.” Holy shit, if the guy kept that up
he was going to lose this race. And yet Gabriel’s breath was
also coming in panting gasps.
Then he was twitching beneath Ted’s fingers. “Kill you for
that.”
He had to catch himself, hanging on Gabriel for balance as
his own orgasm released. Well, at least he’d die happy.
#
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He let Ted pour from the bottle directly into his mouth.
The guy might have picked a shit bar, but he had decent taste in
beer. When Ted took the bottle away, he yanked at where his
hands had been secured behind his back when Ted had tied him to
the chair. “You’re not going anywhere for a while.” Ted picked
up a bowl, and dished up a spoonful of stew. “Open.”
Gabriel glared at him. Ted set the spoon back down, and
then picked the clamp back up. He smirked before reattaching it
to Gabriel’s left nipple. “Fuck.” Gabriel glared again.
“I said…” Ted narrowed his eyes, but he couldn’t entirely
keep himself from smiling. “Open your mouth.” He reached for
another clamp, and Gabriel opened his mouth. Ted put the spoon
inside.
The stew was actually pretty damn good. Had to have been
homemade. Needs more pepper. Oh shut up. He resisted each
bite, and by the time Ted had finished feeding him, he was
wearing all three clamps again as well as a couple dozen
clothespins.
And for the first time since they’d left the bar, Ted
started shifting awkwardly again. Then suddenly he nodded more
to himself than to Gabriel before getting up and leaving the
room. He was gone a good fifteen minutes before he returned,
carrying a large, folded up dog kennel. The thing had clearly
been in storage a while, and it took Ted a couple tries to get
it to click open.
As restraints went, it was a joke. The average five year
old could get out of that thing, even if you actually put a
padlock on the latch. But it’s not like you’re actually going
anywhere tonight, is it? I hate you. I know.
Ted removed the three actual clamps carefully, then taunted
Gabriel before yanking off the clothespins. He replaced the
collar, attaching the leash before unbuckling the belt that had
secured Gabriel to the chair. “Get up, tough guy.”
He resisted just enough to get Ted to tug the leash before
letting Ted drag him into the bathroom. The cuff was unlocked
from around his left wrist, and then Ted pushed him against the
wall. “You’ve got fifteen minutes.”
#
He hurried back to the kennel, wiping it down quickly. Ted
hesitated a moment, then got the ratty blanket he’d hadn’t
gotten around to tossing out, folded it, and put it in as a pad.
The house temp was set at seventy two. Maybe he should raise it
a couple degrees? He frowned, and decided to just move the
kennel closer to the vent.
The clock showed nearly 1 AM. He couldn’t recall the last
time he’d been up this late. Normally, he was in bed and asleep
by nine. Ted picked up the toy gun, then headed for the
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bathroom door. He held it in front of him, then frowned and
adjusted his stance to closer match what he saw in action films
before opening the door.
Gabriel was standing near the sink, his hair damp from the
quick shower he’d taken. He shifted, posture becoming hostile
as though he were considering making a break for it. Ted
pointed the toy gun at him. “Don’t even think about it, tough
guy.”
“Put that gun down, or I’m going to fed it to you.”
Gabriel glared.
“Nice try.” Ted smirked. His heart was racing again.
“Get down on your hands and knees.” He lifted the gun a little
when Gabriel just glared some more. It was like the guy had
somehow managed to read all the fantasies he couldn’t bring
himself to actually write down. “Now.”
Slowly, Gabriel sank to his knees before putting his hands
on the ground. Ted moved closer and grabbed the leash. “Stay
down, bitch.” He rejoiced inside as Gabriel again offered a
token resistance before letting Ted drag him to the kennel.
“Inside.”
“Say your prayers old man, cause when I get out of this…”
Gabriel entered the kennel.
Ted brought his hand down on Gabriel’s ass, making a
satisfying smacking sound. “Only way you’re getting out of
there, tough guy, is when I’m ready for my morning blow job.”
He shut the kennel door, then felt a pang of frustration as he
couldn’t get the latch to move. He growled.
“Flip it up.” Gabriel’s voice was soft enough he almost
didn’t hear him.
He flipped the latch up, and it slid home. Ted hesitated a
moment. “Lights?” He kept his own voice soft.
Gabriel’s voice once again was a gutteral growl. “I’m not
afraid of the dark, asshole.”
He walked to the door, and flipped out the lights before
heading to his room. Ted fell back onto the bed, and looked up
at the ceiling. He took a few deep breaths. “Not sure what I
did to…” He let out a small laugh. “Holy shit, thank you.”
Right before sleep caught him, he thought he heard a small
voice. You’re welcome.
#
The kennel was cramped, but he was able to curl into a ball
on his side. Getting out wouldn’t be difficult, and he could
set his internal alarm and be back inside before — No.
Seriously? A nice little cage for my good little pet. Gabriel
sent a mental glare at her. Don’t pretend you there isn’t a
part of you that likes this, pet. Ted was so sweet, making sure
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you got off before he did. You mind, I’m trying to get some
sleep? You should. Tomorrow is going to be a long day. Bitch.
#
Ted woke, and blinked blearily at the clock. Almost seven.
He’d slept later then… His brain caught up with itself, and he
sat bolt upright. He shook his head a few times, then decided
to take a quick shower before going back downstairs. If Gabriel
was gone, he was gone and he’d just have to hope the guy hadn’t
taken anything valuable when he’d left.
He stepped out of the shower and reached for the worn
terry-cloth robe that hung on the hook. Then he stopped. He
shifted his weight from foot to foot, and then went to the
closet. He put on a pair of black slacks, then a black t-shirt.
He hesitated a moment, then added his belt. His reflection
caught his eye, and he stared at it for a heartbeat. Old, fat,
and balding. He glared at the mirror, then shook his head and
left the room.
His heart beat faster when he saw Gabriel in the kennel.
The young man had shifted slightly when he’d opened the door,
resuming his sleeping position. A soft, affected snore came
from the kennel. Ted smiled, walked over, and kicked the side
of the cage. “Get up, bitch.”
“Fuck you.”
“That’s not the way this works, tough guy.” Ted grinned.
He remembered to flip the latch up this time, and opened the
kennel door. He picked up the leash, then tugged a couple times
until Gabriel started moving. “Hands behind your back.” He
pointed the toy gun.
Gabriel glared at him. “If you didn’t have that gun…” He
put his hands behind his back.
Instead of handcuffing him, Ted tied his arms into a
crossbar instead. Then he tugged the leash again. Gabriel
stayed put, and instead of pointing the gun Ted took off his
belt instead. He folded it in half, then held it in front of
Gabriel. “Get. Up.”
Those beautiful green eyes stared at the belt. “Where the
fuck are you taking me?”
“I told you last night, tough guy.” Ted sneered at him.
“You get out of the kennel when I’m ready for my morning blow
job.”
“Sick bastard.” This time Gabriel pulled back hard enough
to nearly tug the leash out of Ted’s hand. He rose, twisting as
he did. And Ted stepped forward as Gabriel went off balance,
pushing him so that he was bent over the kennel.
For a moment, his knees were literally weak. He held the
handle Gabriel’s bound arms made, leaning his weight to keep the
younger man in place. Gabriel was putting up a token struggle,
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making a show of thrashing but not breaking Ted’s hold on him.
And that tight as was positioned perfectly. Ted drew back his
arm and brought the belt down, eliciting another curse from
Gabriel. “I warned you about those manners of yours.” He
brought the belt down again, feeling a quick surge of pleasure
at the sound it made. He struck three more blows. “Ready to
behave yourself?”
Instead of answering, Gabriel struggled again. Ted brought
the belt down a little harder, this time eliciting a bit back
yelp from his victim. He hesitated a moment, afraid he’d gone
too far. “I’m going to rip your rotten green heart out and
crush it.”
A smile came to his face as he brought the belt down again.
#
Gabriel made a small groaning sound as Ted played with the
remote again. The vibrator the man had shoved up his ass
started back up. He tried to shift, but the strap the man had
fastened held the damn thing firmly in place. He groaned again,
and felt the cock currently jammed into his mouth twitch in
response. Wow, he really likes that. Shut up.
Ted’s fingers were tangled into his hair, holding him face
down in Ted’s lap. Ted was squirming just a little. Ted spun
the intensity wheel of the vibrator up to full intensity.
Gabriel started cursing, despite the phallus in his mouth making
an effective gag.
Barely thirty seconds later, Ted bucked a little as a warm
saltiness filled his mouth. He started to pull back, and Ted’s
hand tightened in his hair. “Swallow it, bitch.” He tugged
again. “I said swallow it.”
He swallowed, trying not to gag. Ted didn’t release his
head as the shaft in his mouth began softening. And he didn’t
dial the vibrator down, either. Gabriel was starting to do some
squirming of his own. “That’s a good dog. You can keep my cock
warm while you wiggle for me.”
Pressure was building. And Ted was still in his mouth.
That’s going to be a problem, pet. Gabriel jerked his head back
as he came, preventing the clenching of his teeth from doing Ted
any damage. He winced as the motion ended in some of his hair
coming loose in Ted’s fingers. Ted gave him a confused look,
and Gabriel glared. “Should have bitten it off.”
A startled look came to Ted’s face, but he collected
himself quickly. “Would have been the last thing you did, tough
guy.”
#
He glanced down at the hair in his hand, then quickly
grabbed Gabriel’s head to check for damage. This time Gabriel
did not offer any resistance. He’d torn a few strands out by
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the roots, but apparently not enough to cause any bleeding.
Still, he hadn’t meant to… “Seeing red yet, tough guy?”
“Take more than a green-livered piece of shit like you to
piss me off.” Gabriel glared at him.
Ted stood. Bite reflex hadn’t really been on the list of
things he’d considered. He grabbed the collar, and shoved
Gabriel against the couch so he could remove the vibrator. It
took him a couple seconds to consider what to do now. “Well,
you’ve had your breakfast. Guess it’s time for mine.” He
pulled the leash over and tied it to the stair railing before
going upstairs.
A quick look through the cupboards netted him some packets
of instant oatmeal. He started to make himself some, then
smiled and brought down a second bowl. He ate his quickly, then
sprinkled a bit of sugar into the second and carried it
downstairs. He set it on the ground next to Gabriel. “You’re
going to need to keep your strength up, tough guy.”
“Forgot my spoon.” Gabriel glared at him.
“Dogs don’t use spoons, bitch.” Ted tried to keep his face
stern. He put his hand atop Gabriel’s head. Gabriel resisted
just enough to send a thrill through him as Ted shoved his face
into the bowl. “I said, eat.”
#
Out of the corner of his eye, he saw Ted down a pill. A
small blue one. He isn’t exactly a spring chicken, pet. Though
he’s doing well enough so far. How much longer? Relax and
enjoy yourself, pet. Ted’s taking good care of you. I hate
you.
He started struggling again when Ted walked back over. His
hands were above his head, secured to the metal framework Ted
apparently used to haul his dock in during the winter. He’d
been given his pants back, and followed Ted’s subtle prompt to
make an escape. Ted had caught up with him in the boat house,
and brought out the toy gun again before trussing him up. All
escaping had done was make him dirty and sweaty. Which, judging
from the expression on Ted’s face, had been the point.
#
The old boat house wasn’t quite the setting he wanted, but
it was close enough. There was enough equipment that he could
pretend it was something like a scene from an action movie.
Gabriel was secured to a piece of metal framework, defiant and
vulnerable. Dirt and sweat gleamed on his naked torso. His
jeans were low, looking as though they would slide right of his
hips with the slightest tug. There were several stripes on his
arm, grease of some kind. “There is no escape for you, tough
guy.”
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Gabriel just stared back at him. “You dropped your guard
It’ll happen again. Next time you won’t be so lucky.”
Ted ran a hand down his chest, stopping at the small amount
of fine fur at the top of his jeans. Then he slid his hand
inside, slowly, until he had Gabriel’s hardening member in his
hand. Gabriel exhaled, and Ted smiled. “Doesn’t have to hurt,
tough guy. You be a good boy…” He caressed, his movements
gentle. “Do what I tell you, and you might even start to like
it.” He blew on one of Gabriel’s nipples, smiling as it
hardened slightly in response.
“Get your hands off me.” Gabriel shook his head, tugging
at where his wrists had been bound.
He slid his other hand into the back of Gabriel’s jeans and
squeezed one cheek. “Make me.” Ted grinned.
The young man responded by tightening his muscles, pulling
himself up until his feet were off the floor, shaking and
thrashing. Ted caught his breath, afraid for a moment that the
framework wouldn’t take the motion. It held, and he exhaled and
focused on admiring the play of Gabriel’s muscles instead. He
kept his right hand where it was, down the front of Gabriel’s
pants, playing lightly within. When Gabriel lowered himself
down again, he unfastened Gabriel’s jeans and with a swift
motion, tugged them off. Gabriel cursed again.
He continued playing with the younger man’s member,
caressing and squeezing its hardening length gently as Gabriel
struggled and threatened him with violence if he didn’t stop.
“I’m going to make you cum, Gabriel.” He smiled. “And there is
nothing you can do to stop me. You’re my bitch now, tough guy.”
He kept his motions slow, teasing and light, drawing the
experience out. One side benefit of a shitty marriage. He did
know how to jerk off. A small, wicked thought came to him, and
he took his hand away. “I’m going to make you cum, Gabriel.
When I’m ready.”
Ted moved behind Gabriel, tracing his fingers down the
young man’s body, exploring the feel of his skin. He waited a
few minutes, just long enough to ensure the edge was off, before
he slid his hand forward and took hold of Gabriel once more.
He wasn’t sure how much longer it was, maybe an hour. His
own breaths were coming in small gasps. And he heard Gabriel’s
voice. “Please.”
“What.”
“Damn you, you sick bastard.” Gabriel’s voice was hoarse.
“I can’t…” He was panting. “Please.”
His hand slid back to Gabriel’s throbbing shaft. “What’s
that?”
“I’ll do whatever you want.” Gabriel swallowed. “Please.
Please just…” Gabriel yanked at the bonds. “Please.”
once.
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The sound of that gravely voice begging was almost more
than he could take. He began a more forceful caress, stroking
the younger man until he felt Gabriel’s member start to twitch
in his hand. There was a soft cry when Gabriel came, and then
his body went limp in the restraints as he fought for breath.
Ted smiled. “Not so tough now, are you?”
#
Gabriel leaned on the bathroom counter, then took a good
look at himself in the mirror. Ted hadn’t marked his face, but
he was going to have to wear a turtleneck for a few days. And
avoid Angela and a lot of uncomfortable questions. Other than
the near biting incident, the only other hiccup had occurred
when Ted had gotten just a little enthusiastic when pouring
water down his throat. The liquid had gone up his nose, making
him retch and choke. Ted had nearly panicked, breaking
character entirely to check that he was okay. I’m not going to
leave my favorite pet in the hands of someone who won’t protect
him. You know, you didn’t have to do this. I did plan on
getting laid this weekend. You could have done your watching
thing there. What, with Angela? That sweet little nothing
can’t give you what you need, pet. I hate you.
As soon as Ted turned out the light, Gabriel tried to make
himself comfortable in the kennel again. He made you beg, pet.
Her voice actually sounded contemplative. No one’s managed that
before. Guy’s good with his hands, I’ll give him that one. I
lost count, who’s come more often? Him or you? Go away, I’m
trying to sleep. You, by two. Shut up.
#
During the entire course of his marriage, he’d received
exactly six blow jobs. Three birthdays, two Christmases, and
one vacation in Rome that she’d wanted for years. Ted half
closed his eyes as he felt Gabriel’s tongue sliding over his
cock. And not even that one had been anywhere close to this
good. “Now you’re learning, tough guy.” Ted didn’t grab his
hair, just set his hand on the back of Gabriel’s head to guide
the motions. “Take it all.”
He came, once again forcing the young man to swallow before
releasing him. Then he shoved him toward the bed. Gabriel
started to offer resistance, then submitted when Ted growled a
threat to take him back to the boat house. Ted quickly secured
him, spread-eagling him face up on the bed. He removed another
bandanna, using it to blindfold Gabriel. Immediately Gabriel’s
entire body went tense, his fists clenched. Ted hesitated,
waiting, but Gabriel slowly relaxed again a few seconds later.
He blinked, then he put his hand on Gabriel’s shoulder and gave
a gentle squeeze. A slight nod answered him, and Ted smiled.
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Slowly, gently, he began running his hands over Gabriel’s
body, light enough to tickle. It took him only a few moments to
get the young man squirming and cursing beneath him. Gabriel
was covered in a thin sheen of sweat before Ted finally
positioned himself between Gabriel’s legs. He lifted the
younger man’s hips, pressing his erection against the tight back
passage. He grinned, and drove himself home in a single thrust.
Gabriel jerked and cursed, but… Ted smiled as Gabriel began
moving his hips in rhythm to the thrusts even as he struggled
and called up increasingly creative threats as to what would
happen if Ted didn’t stop.
#
Ted untied his hands, and started to step back. Then he
yelped, raised his foot back up rapidly, and his other foot
started to go out from under him. Gabriel came up and caught
him before he could fall. “Fuck, fuck fuck.” Ted growled.
“Ted?” Gabriel glanced down, and saw a spot of blood on
the floor. “Break some glass recently?”
“Dropped a light bulb.” Ted shook his head. “Last week.
Thought I got it all.”
“Sit.” Gabriel helped him to the couch, then lifted his
foot. “Got tweezers?”
“First aid kid under the bathroom sink.” Ted nodded.
Gabriel retrieved it, and came back a few moments later.
It only took him a couple seconds to get the sliver of glass
out. He dressed the wound, then looked up at Ted. “Had a
tetanus shot recently?”
“Last…” Ted frowned thoughtfully. “May?”
“You should be good.” Gabriel nodded.
“I um…” Ted started laughing.
“Ted?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“Just um…” Ted took a deep breath. “Respecting the
ridiculousness of this situation. Ten minutes ago I was taking
a belt to you, now you’re all worried about a little bit of
glass in my foot.”
“I, uh…” Gabriel looked up at him, and then started to
laugh as well.
“Sorry about pulling your hair.” Ted gave him an awkward
look.
“Sorry for almost biting your dick off.” Gabriel shrugged
as Ted started laughing again.
“Can I uh…” Ted shifted a little. “Can I make a request?”
“Anything you want. Until Monday morning.” Gabriel nodded.
“Then, uh…” Ted swallowed. “Will you come upstairs?
Sleep in my bed tonight?”
Gabriel nodded. “Sure.”
#
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He woke. The sun wasn’t up yet. There was a warm body in
the bed next to him, offering the quiet comfort of another
presence in the room. He’d fallen asleep with someone in his
arms. For just a heartbeat, Ted considered waking Gabriel up.
But it was Monday.
And it was morning.
As quietly as he could, he slipped out of the bed and went
down to the kitchen. His foot hurt a little, and he ignored it.
Ted started the coffee pot, then turned on the news, keeping the
volume low. He’d taken his first sip when the TV actually
managed to catch his attention.
The news was covering the recent abduction of some kids.
He’d heard about it, how the kids had been in rough shape when
they’d been found, but he hadn’t paid a lot of attention. Right
now though, he was riveted to the screen. The news was showing
footage of the aftermath of the cops busting down the door of
the building where the kids had been held. And he couldn’t take
his eyes off the young man carrying one of those tiny bleeding
figures towards the ambulance. The kid’s arms were around his
neck, and tears were streaming down the child’s face.
Officer Gabriel Williams.
Ted sat down, and blinked tears out of his own eyes. He
swallowed a few times, then turned the TV off and went back
toward the kitchen.
#
Gabriel awoke to find his clothes were folded and on the
bedstand, along with a towel and a toothbrush still in a sealed
package. Picking up his shirt revealed it had not only been
washed, but ironed. And the mismatched button had been replaced
with one that looked more like the others. He set it back down
and headed for the shower.
Dressed, he stepped out of the room into the living area.
“I uh…” Ted glanced over at him. “Wasn’t sure if you’re a
coffee man. I’ve got some tea, if you’d prefer. I’m guessing
you’re a meat and potatoes kind of guy?” Ted gestured at a
plate containing a thick ham steak and breakfast potatoes. “How
do you like your eggs?”
“I, uh…” He blinked. “You’re making me breakfast?”
“There’s aspirin and ibuprofen in the bottles there, if you
uh…” Ted raised an eyebrow. “Want it. Sorry, don’t really
have anything stronger.”
“Uh, scrambled is fine.” He went to the coffee pot and
poured a cup, adding just a bit of sugar. Then he shrugged and
took two of the aspirin, chasing them with the first swallow of
coffee. He blinked, and took another swallow.
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“I get it imported.” Ted chuckled. “Had it once on a
business trip and now I can’t live without it.” He slid the
eggs onto the plate, then pushed it toward Gabriel.
“Thanks.” Gabriel took a bite. The ham was pretty damn
good too.
“Son, uh…” Ted poured his own cup of coffee. “If you
don’t mind me asking, are you alright?”
“I’m fine.” When I prayed and said I’d do anything to
solve a case, I wasn’t expecting it to be a demon that was
listening. “Thanks for the breakfast.”
Ted was quiet for a minute. “I turned on the news this
morning.”
Gabriel went still. He set his fork down. “Oh?”
“I hope this uh, helped you deal with whatever…” Ted
shifted a little. “You uh…” Ted rubbed the back of his neck.
“Anyone wonders where you were this weekend, you can tell them
you were fishing. I’ve got a couple wall-eye in the freezer you
can take with you.” He shrugged a bit awkwardly. “And um, if
you ever need to come back and…” He gestured at the business
card on the table. “Just give me a call or shoot me an email or
something. Even if it really is just fishing.”
“Okay.”
“You’re a hero. I hope you know that.” Ted shifted again
a little. “Take a bit of time, and um…” He straightened.
“Just give a holler when you’re ready to leave and I’ll drop you
off wherever.”
“You’re a good guy, Ted.” He nodded. “Thanks.”
#
The car ride back to the bar where Gabriel had left his own
vehicle was silent. Ted wasn’t sure what he’d even begin to say
even if Gabriel had been the talkative type. He pulled in and
stopped the car. Gabriel opened the door and started to get
out, then hesitated. He turned back to Ted. “This place is a
shithole.”
“I, uh…” Ted blinked. “Yes?”
“It’s a shithole and we get a couple dozen calls out here a
month. Try The Red Carpet, over on Fifth.” He stepped out of
the car, then looked back at Ted. “It’s safer, and they’ve got
better whiskey.”
“Take care of yourself, Gabriel.” Ted smiled.
“You too, Ted.” Gabriel nodded and closed the door.
#
Paulson looked over the file. “No stakeout was approved
for —”
“What stakeout?” Gabriel shoved one pile of pictures aside
and picked something up from another. “I was just working on my
photography.” He held up the picture. “Nesting falcons.”
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Chief Brant took the picture from him. “Nice lenswork.”
“Thank you.” Gabriel nodded.
A laugh came from Paulson. “Alright.” He nodded. “I’ll
get a judge to sign the warrant.” He reached out and took the
picture from the chief. “And I’m keeping this one.”
“Knock yourself out.” Gabriel shrugged.
#
He stood, watching the paramedics treating the people
they’d recovered from the storage containers. Young women and
children, drinking the cups of soup they’d been given as though
they hadn’t eaten in days. They probably hadn’t. Gabriel
stood, and started back to his vehicle.
A good day’s work, pet. Not only did you get to play hero,
you gave a sweet old guy the best weekend of his life. Keep
away from Ted. What’s this, sentiment? Relax, pet. Ted’s not
the soul I’m after. He’ll go to church tomorrow, get himself
right with god, and go back to pretending he’s anything
resembling a sinner. Good. Don’t tell me you’re sweet on our
dear new friend? You know better than that. But he’s a nice
guy. World doesn’t have enough of those. You’re telling me?
Good point. Who knows, maybe we’ll even call up Ted again.
He’s certainly got some fun ideas. Lost his card. I didn’t.
Bitch.
Gabriel started the car, and headed home. Paperwork could
wait until tomorrow.
#
“Hey, Gabe.” Officer Michaels stopped him as he headed to
his vehicle. “Did you hear what happened over on Seventh?”
Michaels was having trouble keeping a straight face.
“No?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“So get this. A priest is taking confession, and this old
guy takes his turn. And whatever the guy says, next thing
anyone knows, the priest is staggering out of the booth,
clutching his heart. Keels over right there in front of Jesus.”
“That’s…” Gabriel winced. “Ouch.”
“Not done. So they go into the priest’s quarters, start
doing a quick check around. Open his desk drawer to find the
guy’s collection of kiddie porn.” Michaels grinned.
“Extensive. Not just extensive…” Michaels spread his hands.
“The kind that’s going to come with taking down a ring and
sending a lot of sickos to prison. God’s got a twisted sense of
humor.”
“No kidding.”
“Yep.” Michaels shrugged. “Anyway, one of the paramedics
asked the guy confessing what had happened, and the guy, Ted
something or another, just gives him this dazed look and said ‘I
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just told him about my weekend’.” Michaels laughed. “I have
got to find out where that guy parties.”
Gabriel stared at Michaels’ back as he walked away, then
got into the car. He sat there for a moment, then adjusted his
mirror. Her eyes met his, dancing with fire. “You…” He shook
his head and chuckled before giving her an admiring look. “Are
one evil bitch.”
“Aren’t I just?” She laughed. “Run the siren for me,
pet?”
“No.”
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He sighed, and looked around the bar. You know, there is
this new-fangled thing you might want to consider trying, just
for variety. It’s called ‘sex with women’. Why would I share
you with another woman, pet? I hate you. I know. Pick one and
lets get this over wi… Corner, near the window. I see it.
Let’s go ruin his night.
Gabriel walked over to where the twink was swaying just a
little. “Everything alright here?”
The older guy shrugged. “I think my buddy here had a
little too much to drink.” He started to grab the kid’s arm.
“I’ll just take him home.”
“Kid, hey.” Gabriel looked up. “You got a name?”
“I’m, uh…” The kid blinked at him, his eyes dazed.
“He just needs to go home…” The older guy narrowed his
eyes at Gabriel.
“I can see that.” Gabriel nodded. “Kid, you’ve got ID or
something?”
“Yeah…” The kid swayed a little, nearly losing his balance
as he reached for his back pocket.
The older guy grabbed his wrist before he could get his
wallet out, then glared at Gabriel. “I’ve got this under
control, man. Back off.”
Say it, say it. Come on, pet. Do it for me. Say
‘starting to want you to make me’. Please. Shut up. “Kid, do
you know this guy?”
A confused look came to the kid’s face. He shook his head
and frowned a little. “I, uh…”
“Somebody I should call for you?” Gabriel raised an
eyebrow.
“My boyfriend…” The kid started to nod.
“I said back the fuck off.” The guy yanked the kid away
from Gabriel, then glared. “You want to start something?”
“No.” Gabriel smiled. “But I’m more than happy to finish
it.”
“Son of a…” The guy balled up his fist and took a swing.
Gabriel put his hand up and caught it, then twisted the guy’s
arm up to throw him off balance. He put his other hand on the
guy’s shoulder, and bounced his face off the tabletop before
shoving him aside.
The guy fell to the ground and lay there, groaning. The
bouncer made is way through the crowd. “Sir, I’m going to need
to…”
Gabriel pulled out his badge and flipped it open. “Call
the kid here a cab, get him home.” He stepped over to the man
on the ground. “You have the right to remain silent.”
#
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“What were you doing in a gay bar?” Michaels raised an
eyebrow.
“My CI has a twisted sense of humor.” Gabriel shrugged.
Ooh, I’m a CI now? He took the small envelope out of his
pocket, and handed it to Michaels. “Might have a lead.”
“Chief wants to know how we are coming with the Montaya
case.” Michaels growled. “Kids disappear off the street,
nobody gives a fuck. Pretty rich girl walks through the wrong
side of town and goes missing, whole city comes to a screeching
halt.” He banged the back of his head into the wall. “If
they’d cared just a little sooner…” He sighed. “What’s your
lead?”
He opened the envelope and spread the pictures out. “Same
vehicle was around three of the abduction sites within an hour
of the kid going missing.”
Michaels examined the pic. “Vanessa’s?” He blinked.
“That’s not a real cab, look at the plates.” He pointed.
“Plates are different in each photo.” Gabriel nodded.
“But it’s the same vehicle.”
“Alright, I’ll run down where the plates were stolen.
Maybe we’ll get lucky and that’ll give us a pattern to work
with.” Michaels snorted. “As if it’s ever that easy.”
“We’ll find the perp.” Won’t we? Oh yes.
#
Ted chuckled at the look on Aaron’s face. The kid was
holding the envelope like it was made of gold. “You got it.”
There were tears in Aaron’s eyes. “You actually got it.” He
looked up at Ted. “How’d you get them to give it up?”
“They didn’t. A lawyer friend of mine worked with the
county to get copies. Birth certificate and social security
card. Once you have an ID, you can get the rest of your
records.” It was hard seeing Aaron’s face fall at the
realization his parents hadn’t come around. Ted gave him a
comforting smile. “Your driving test is Monday, 3:15 PM. Do
not be late or you’ll have to wait another two weeks.”
“Thanks, Mr. Mullins.” Aaron shook his hand vigorously
before leaving the room. Two of the other kids were waiting for
him at the end of the hall, and began congratulating him and
pounding him on the back.
Monica gave him a look of mock disapproval. “Sure, you’re
smiling now, but that’s because you weren’t the one teaching him
to drive.”
“He’ll be fine.”
“He took out every trash can in the lot.”
“With practice.” He frowned at her. “Aren’t you supposed
to be helping Elsa with her college letters?”
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“She didn’t show.” Monica sighed. “I asked around, no one
has seen her in two days.”
His stomach lurched. “Did she get picked up?”
“She’s a minor, Ted. Even if she did the cops won’t tell
me shit.” Monica swallowed. “Elsa’s not the trouble kind.”
“I’ll…” He exhaled. “No, she’s not. I’ll…” He took a
deep breath. “I’ll file a missing persons.”
#
“She’s fifteen years old.”
“Look, if you’re not her parent or legal guardian you’ve
got no standing to file a report.”
“Her parents don’t care, they are the reason she was
sleeping on the street. Look, it’s been two days since the last
time anybody saw her. That’s twice as long as the twenty four
hours you demand, and she’s a minor.”
“Sir, for all you know she’s at home with her parents.”
Hey, I know that voice. Stop bothering me at work.
Gabriel frowned as he heard someone arguing with the desk clerk.
Another missing kid. He walked in the direction of the
argument, and saw Ted glaring at the officer on duty.
“Problem?”
Ted glanced in his direction, and his eyes widened just a
little. He caught himself quickly. “One of the kids from my
center has gone missing, and I can’t get anyone to take a
report.”
“Detective, would you mind showing this man out before I
have to charge him with obstruction?” Laura exhaled and rolled
her eyes.
“I’ll take care of it.” He gestured for Ted to follow him
away from the desk.
“She’s a runaway.” Ted started talking as he followed
Gabriel. “But that…” He glared over his shoulder. “Won’t take
a report unless it’s from her parents, and her parents are the
reason she ran away in the first place.”
“Unfortunately, Laura’s right. We can’t take an official
report.” He saw Ted’s face start to fall. “Meet me at the
coffee shop on the corner in twenty minutes. Bring a photo if
you’ve got one.”
“Right.” Ted nodded. “Right. Thanks.”
#
He clutched the cup of coffee nervously. He hadn’t
expected to run into Gabriel. It hadn’t even occurred to him to
contact the man directly with the report. Despite the fact
Gabriel had come over again three times in the past six months,
they never actually talked about their real lives. Actually,
Gabriel didn’t do a lot of talking anyway. If he hadn’t caught
the news program, he never would have known the man even was a
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cop. Ted looked up when the door dinged, and saw Gabriel
entered followed by another man. Both came right to Ted’s
table. “Ted, this is my partner, Lloyd Michaels.” He shrugged.
“Michaels this is Ted, he runs that new GLBT center. He’s got a
missing kid.”
It startled him a little to realize Gabriel had known about
the center. Had he mentioned it? Then again, it was the kind
of thing a cop looking into runaways would know. “Right.” Ted
slid the photo over as the men sat down.
Michaels picked up the photo, and immediately made a
growling sound. “She fits.”
Ted really did not like the way he said that. “She fits
what?”
“Several kids have gone missing off the streets. Recently
another girl went missing, only this one…”
“Apparently mattered.” Michaels’ voice sounded bitter.
“Wasn’t a runaway. She was out to meet her friends and put
the wrong address in her GPS. She called to let her friends
know she was going to be late, and that was the last time
anybody heard from her.” Gabriel nodded at the photo. “How do
you know this girl?”
“I run a center.” Ted exhaled. “Elsa came out to her
parents a few months ago, and they said she couldn’t live under
their roof unless she went to a cure the gay away program.
She’s been on the street since.”
“What about any of the other kids?” Gabriel slid a packet
over to him. “Were any of them in your program?”
The faces of a half-dozen young girls looked back up at
him. A chill went through him as he realized all of them were
missing. He swallowed. “I don’t recognize them, but the street
kids tend to know each other. I can ask if…”
“Will they talk to me, if I come down to the center?”
Gabriel raised an eyebrow. “I know some of them have issues
with cops.”
“I can vouch for you.” Ted nodded quickly. “Let them know
you’re not looking to bust anyone, you just want to find Elsa.”
“Think any of the other girls were also dykes?” Michaels
frowned. “That could be one of the reasons they were targeted.”
“Why don’t you call Vanessa’s parents and ask?” Gabriel
glared at him. “I’ll go talk to the kids.”
#
“How long have you been running this center?” Gabriel
glanced at Ted as he followed the man up the stairs.
“Uh…” Ted shrugged awkwardly. “Six months.” He glanced
at Gabriel. “Didn’t realize you knew about it.”
You could tell him the annoying little voice in your head
keeps tabs on him. Shut up and give me a read on the place.
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The kids like Ted, and they feel safe here. But… Her voice
trailed off. There’s a smell outside I don’t like. Run it
down. I’d do my thing, pet. You go do yours. “Your name came
up early in the investigation, but you had an alibi for the
first disappearance.”
Ted blinked. “I did? Nobody ever questioned me about it.”
“Didn’t need to.” Gabriel shrugged. “I was your alibi.”
“I…” Ted blinked, then turned a bit red. “Oh. I hope
that didn’t cause any trouble for you.”
“Street kids go missing…” Gabriel frowned as they went
down the hall toward Ted’s office. “Few care. Nobody looked
over my notes.” He gave Ted an appraising look. “You care.”
He took a deep breath. “Someone has to. I uh…” He rubbed
the back of his neck. “Half the kids here aren’t actually
homeless, they just can’t go home. If that even makes sense. I
tried to fake it for a long time, and I know better than anyone
that just screws everyone up in the long run. I realized I had
this building that was just sitting there and…” Ted looked
around. “Suddenly I was running this center.” He laughed.
“Still not sure how I managed to get all the permits. They were
stonewalling me and then wham, everything suddenly went
through.”
City licensing officials should be more careful who they
send dick pics too. “Glad it worked out.” Gabriel shrugged as
he looked around Ted’s office. There were few pictures on the
walls, but several drawings of what seemed to be planned
expansions. Most were drawn by amateur hands, and if
constructed would have severely strained the laws of physics.
He gave a small shake of his head. “Who saw Elsa last?”
“She was supposed to meet with my secretary this morning.
Let me get her.”
“Ted.”
He stopped and turned back to Gabriel. “Yes?”
“Why didn’t you come to me with the missing kid?”
“I, uh…” Ted shrugged. “I didn’t want to uh…” He took a
deep breath. “I didn’t want to take advantage of our…”
“It’s appreciated, Ted.” Gabriel nodded to him. “But if
you think one of your kids is in danger, you call me.”
“I will.” Ted smiled.
#
Ted was surprised not to feel any sense of jealousy when
Monica went a little wide-eyed over Gabriel. If anything, he
felt just a little bit smug. Monica filled him in on what she
knew of Elsa, and Ted was mildly surprised at just how little it
was. That was half the problem. These kids didn’t trust
anyone, which meant they had nowhere to turn when they were in
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trouble. He’d started this center to help with that problem.
It was working, it just… Wasn’t enough.
He turned toward Gabriel when Monica left the room. “What
do you think?”
“She fits the profile.” Gabriel looked down the hall where
kids were starting to filter in. “Who’d she talk to if she had
a problem?”
“She and Laura were friends. I’ll take you to her.”
Gabriel shook his head. “They make me for a cop, they’ll
scatter. You get her.”
“Right.” It didn’t take him long to find Laura.
And he saw immediately that Gabriel was right. She made
him for a cop, and immediately sent Ted a look suggesting he’d
betrayed her. He was surprised to realize it actually hurt.
“Gabriel here is a friend of mine. I asked him here to help
find Elsa.”
“Yeah, I know how cops help.” Laura narrowed her eyes.
“There are at least six kids are missing.”
“Yeah, and you only care cause the ass finally took one
that mattered.”
“Stephanie Hargrave. Jessica Math. Susan Ramos. Lisa
DuBois. Patricia Albertson. Elsa Vrin.” Gabriel straightened.
“They matter. And I know damn well there are more, kids that
don’t have anyone else looking for them. They matter too. Help
me find them.”
Laura stared at him for a moment. She glanced at Ted, who
swallowed when he realized Gabriel was correct. There were
more. He nodded to Laura. “Please.”
“Okay.” She exhaled.
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Ted was leaning on the desk in his office, his face
slightly pale. Gabriel stepped into the doorway. “Ted?”
“Four others missing. Nobody even cared enough to report
it. There are four little girls missing, dead or worse, and
nobody…” Ted slammed his hands into the desk. “Nobody cares.”
“Laura does.” She’s not the the only one. “And we do.”
Gabriel stepped into the room.
“If I’d started this place up sooner, if the expansion
was…” Ted exhaled.
If all of the raindrops were lemondrops and gumdrops… Not
the fucking time. Gabriel shook his head. “If it wasn’t for
this place, we’d never know about the other four.”
“I need a drink.” Ted straightened.
He’s got a long drive home pet, and that couch there looks
pretty uncomfortable. Since when were you the angel on my
shoulder? It’s Ted. “I’ve got beer.” Gabriel shrugged. “And
I live just up the road.”
#
He never thought he’d find himself at Gabriel’s place. He
certainly wasn’t sure what to expect. And yet, the place still
managed to surprise him. He knew that Gabriel was a bachelor,
but the place was tidy. Even a little cozy. The quilt on the
back of the couch was clearly handmade, as were the two yarn
afghans folded neatly on a shelf. Ted noted, with some
surprise, that there was a crucifix hanging on one wall. It was
a solid, well-made piece. Gabriel certainly hadn’t struck him
as a religious man, but as he looked around again he noticed a
few other items. A rosary in a small crystal dish, a coffee cup
bearing a church logo.
“Hungry?” Gabriel glanced over his shoulder before heading
to the refrigerator. “I’ve got…” He looked inside, then
shrugged. “Ketchup.” He shut the refrigerator door and opened
the freezer. “And corn.”
“I’ll pass.” Ted smiled as he accepted the beer. Now that
he expected from a bachelor pad. “If you’re hungry I can spring
for a pizza.” He took a drink. The beer was good, rich and
dark. “Can I, uh…” He hesitated. “Can I ask you a personal
question?”
“Can’t promise I’ll answer.”
“How old are you?” He shifted awkwardly. “Because first
time I saw you I thought you were pretty young, but then you’re
a detective so you can’t be that young and uh…” He exhaled.
“And I turn fifty next week so I guess I’m just wondering…
“I’m probably twenty five.”
“That’s…” Ted blinked. “What do you mean, probably?”
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“I was abandoned. Doctors figured me for only a couple
weeks old.” Gabriel took a drink of his own beer. “So I’m
probably twenty five.”
“Wow, that’s…” Ted took another drink. “Please tell me
you were at least left at one of those safe drop locations or
something like that cause…”
“Church doorstep.”
That would explain the religious iconography. “That, uh…”
He finished the bottle, and set it down. “I don’t even know
what to say to that.” He accepted the second beer, then stared
at it a while. “Honest answer, please. What are the odds those
girls are found alive?”
“That many, in that short a time?” Gabriel set his beer
down. “Better than you think. Pimp setting up a stable.”
Ted choked on his beer. “You mean…” He felt like he was
going to vomit. “What kind of…” He shook his head. “They are
just…” He took a few deep breaths, then looked up at Gabriel.
“You’ve seen this before.”
“Few times.”
“How can I help?”
“Keep doing what you do.” Gabriel finished his own beer.
“More centers there are like yours, the harder it is for the
creeps to hunt. And in the meantime…” He shrugged. “There’s
whiskey if you prefer.”
“Yeah.” Ted exhaled. “Yeah, I think I’d like that.”
#
Ted stared up at the unfamiliar ceiling, attempting to get
his bearings. It took him a moment to realize there was someone
else in the bed. He was at Gabriel’s apartment, in Gabriel’s
bed, with Gabriel asleep next to him. And he had a hangover.
Not surprising, considering he’d finished off Gabriel’s whiskey.
He started to shift to get out of bed, and heard Gabriel’s
voice. “Morning.”
He gave Gabriel an awkward look. “You could have put me on
the couch when I passed out.”
“Couch sucks for sleeping.” Gabriel slid out of the bed,
treating Ted to the sight of his nude body. He’d had a naked
Gabriel next to him all night, and had been too drunk to notice,
let alone do anything about it. A few moments later, he heard
the shower start. Twenty feet away there was a naked, wet
Gabriel, and in his present condition he could do nothing with
that information. He was never, ever touching whiskey again.
#
He’d managed to find two pictures to go with the other
names Laura had given him, but the other two girls weren’t local
and Laura hadn’t been sure where they were from. And there was
no guarantee the names the girls had been using where their real
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ones. Ted had come through though. One of the other kids at
the center was an aspiring artist, and he’d provided sketches of
both girls. It was enough to get them into the news, and
hopefully someone had seen them.
“So earliest abduction was in April…” Michaels looked at
their timeline. “Or at least, that’s when this bastard got to
our town.” He glanced at Gabriel. “Vanessa’s dad screamed at
me for suggesting his little girl was a dyke and wanted the
names of whoever slandered his little girl like that.”
“Alright.” Gabriel glanced at him. “Which one do you make
for the girlfriend?”
“Blond one. Sasha. She’s the one behind the facebook
‘have you seen Vanessa’ campaign.”
“Let’s have another talk with her.”
#
Michaels folded his arms. “It’s not random. He stalks
them first.” He shook his head. “Poor girl didn’t think to
tell anyone because she thought her father hired a PI to spy on
her.”
“And the others didn’t have anyone they could tell.”
Gabriel nodded. They do now. What do you need? A starting
point. Mark a mirror at Ted’s center. Heading there anyway.
If someone’s stalking the kids before they go missing, one of
his kids might already be a target. I want this one’s soul,
pet. After he does life in prison. Ugh, you and your morals.
“Hey, Gabe?”
“Yeah?”
“I’m uh…” Michaels exhaled. “I’m going to patrol tonight.
Just…” He rubbed the back of his neck. “I don’t know. Take
the chance I see something. Want to join me?”
“I’m going to stop by Ted’s center. Maybe I can find us a
starting point.”
“We’re going to have to take the bastard alive.” Michaels
gritted his teeth. “Or our chances of finding the girls goes to
shit.”
“I know.”
#
“Asshats follow us around all the time.” Laura shrugged.
“Some of them are cops.”
Gabriel handed her a card. “Any of them trip your spider
sense, call me. I’ll be there in five minutes.”
“Unless you’re busy.”
“Five…” Gabriel met her eyes. “Minutes.”
“And if I just wanted to call you?” Laura smiled up at
him.
“Wait three more years.” Someone’s getting a crush. Shut
up.
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“Ugh. You’ll be old then.” Laura rolled her eyes before
leaving the room.
Monica hesitated a moment. “Could I, uh…” She shrugged a
little. “Get one of those cards?”
He handed it to her, and she smiled at him before heading
back to her office. “This guy…” Ted exhaled. “You think he
might be hanging around my center?”
“You’ve got a few employees. Anyone raise any red flags?”
“A couple workmen.” Ted slowly nodded. “I didn’t like the
way they were acting around some of the kids so I let them go.”
He swallowed. “Should I hire some security or…”
“How many of the kids here are over eighteen?” Gabriel
raised an eyebrow.
“Quite a few, actually. I’ve been helping some get their
GEDs.” Ted frowned. “Why?” His eyes widened. “No, none of
them would —”
“Ted…” Gabriel raised a hand. “They’ve got a vested
interest in this place. Consider hiring them.”
“That uh…” Ted suddenly smiled. “Yeah, that could work.”
“Michaels and I are going to walk the area Laura mentioned.
Maybe we’ll get lucky and spot something.”
“I’ll keep my phone on, might even stay here a while.” Ted
exhaled. “I put up some fliers, any of the kids spot anything
they can bring it to me and I’ll tell you, that way they can
stay anonymous.”
“Thanks.” He hesitated a moment, then reached into his
pocket. “Don’t crash on that couch, you’ll never get up again.”
He set the key on Ted’s desk. “Use my place if you need to
sleep.”
“I…” Ted’s eyes nearly feel out of his head. “Thank you.”
#
“It’s cold. It’s damp. Someone’s actively hunting them.”
Michaels exhaled. “And there are kids still out here at one
AM.” He glared. “Why don’t they go to the shelters?”
“Because the shelters have to call us about runaways, and
we take them home.” Gabriel shrugged. “A lot of them are safer
in the cold, damp hunting grounds.”
“Sometimes I miss writing parking tickets.” Michaels
sighed.
Pet, trouble north. He turned in that direction, then
nodded. “See it.”
“He’s following that girl.”
“I’m going to go ask why.”
Michaels put a hand on his tazer. “Right behind you,
partner.
#
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They came around the corner to see the guy starting to pick
up the unconscious girl. He glared when he saw them. “Police.
Don’t move.” Michaels had his tazer out.
That guy ain’t right. Yeah. The guy dropped the girl,
then abruptly flung a knife at Michaels. Gabriel only barely
managed to haul his partner out of the path of the blade.
Immediately, Michaels fired the tazer. The prongs hit, solid in
the guy’s leg. Michaels hit the trigger and…
And nothing happened. He could tell the tazer was working,
it just wasn’t effecting the guy in the slightest. “What the
fuck…”
“You two…” The man smirked. “Are interfering.” The guy
launched himself at Gabriel, unnaturally fast. He hit Gabriel
hard enough to take him off his feet. Gabriel rolled as he
landed, kicking the guy away from him. The man gave him a
surprised look when Gabriel managed to block man’s attempt to
drive a knife into his shoulder. The guy was strong, stronger
than he had any right to be. Gabriel shifted, sending the guy
over his shoulder.
The man twisted in midair to land on his feet and turned to
attack again. “Holy shit.” Michaels exclaimed. Gabriel
narrowly avoided another slash of the blade. He tried to go for
his sidearm, and the man kicked off to hit him with a tackle,
slamming Gabriel’s back into the wall.
He caught Gabriel’s wrist, then smashed his into the wall
with enough force to make Gabriel drop the gun. Pet, you need
to step up your game here. Right. Gabriel brought his forehead
down into the bridge of the guy’s nose, then when the guy
staggered back a step followed it with a kick to the side of the
knee that sent the man to the ground with a howl.
“You have the right to…” Michaels had his gun out. He
trailed off as the man simply clicked the busted knee back into
place before standing. Then the man smiled, his mouth showing
elongated fangs. “The fuck.”
The fuck? Oh that’s not good. The man turned and started
toward Michaels. Michaels fired, putting two rounds into the
guy’s chest. The guy snarled and kept coming at Michaels. Pet,
he’s gonna… Gabriel kicked off the wall and hit the guy with a
full tackle, taking him off his feet. He drove his fist into
the guy’s kidney, eliciting another howl. The guy tried to
twist, to get leverage. When that failed he settled for simply
launching himself backward, smashing Gabriel into the wall
again. His grip loosened, and the guy slipped free. As soon as
he turned to come at Gabriel, Michaels shot him. Then he shot
him again. And again. The man turned to give Michaels an
irritated look. “Really?” Then he aimed a punch that Gabriel
narrowly dodged. The man’s fist sank three inches into the
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concrete wall where Gabriel’s head had been a moment before. He
yanked his hand free just as Gabriel kicked him in the side hard
enough to send him staggering a few paces.
Sirens wailed, coming closer. The man started to step
toward Gabriel again, then gave a frustrated growl. He turned,
and ran up the nearby wall to the roof five stories above their
heads before vanishing into the darkness.
“The fuck? The fuck?” Michaels was staring. “We both saw
that, right? I mean, he just, and then he just, and he just…”
“Is the girl alright?” Gabriel walked over and retrieved
his gun.
Michaels knelt, checking her pulse. “She’s alive, we
should…” His head came up. “Are you alright? I mean…” His
eyes went to the hole the man had made in the wall, then flicked
to another section of the wall before widening. Gabriel turned,
and noted that there was an indentation where he’d been thrown
into it.
“I am not looking forward to when the adrenaline rush wears
off.”
“What the fuck do we say happened here?” Michaels rose.
“I tazed that fucker, then shot him five times, and then he…”
He looked up at the roof again. “And he…”
“We tell them we saw a mugging in progress. And that we
suspect the guy was wearing a vest. It was dark, and he got
away.”
“Yeah.” Michaels slowly nodded. “Yeah, yeah, we tell them
that. Cause I really don’t want to see the look on the chief’s
face if we try to tell him we just encountered a…” He
swallowed. “Cause you’re thinking what I’m thinking there,
right…” He looked up at the roof again.
Vampires? I hate vampires. Vampires are real? You’ve got
a succubus in your head and you’re questioning the existence of
vampires? I hate you. Was it a vampire? Yes, pet, it was a
vampire. “Vampire.”
“I’d like to wake up now.”
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He debated just using the key to let himself in, but
decided to ring the bell instead. It was a few moments before
Gabriel answered and buzzed him up. The door was open a crack,
so he just went in. Gabriel came out of the bedroom as he was
setting the grocery bag on the kitchen counter. The man was
wearing sweat pants that looked as though they would slip off at
any wrong movement and nothing else. Ted tried not to stare.
“I saw the news this morning.” He started setting out the
items. “Figured saving one called for a better meal than
ketchup and corn.”
“Didn’t get him.”
“Mikaela Scott. Sixteen years old. Aspiring painter. She
was on her way back from a gallery, where she just sold her
first piece.” Ted started filling a pot with water. “She’s
emancipated. Soon as she cashes that check, she’s got her first
apartment.” He swallowed. “She’s going to make it out. She’s
going to be one of the ones that wins.” He set the pot on the
stove. “Are you alright, Gabriel?”
“I kinda…” Gabriel stood, walked over to the stove, and
turned the burner back off. “Food’s not what I need right now,
Ted.”
Ted reached up and caught Gabriel’s hair, yanking the man
to him before roughly kissing his mouth. “Okay.”
#
He’s getting kind of artistic with those knots, don’t you
think? Shut up. Gabriel yanked at the ropes that held him
securely to the bed. Ted was bringing him to the brink of
orgasm again, but from the smile on the man’s face he had no
intention of granting that mercy yet. He groaned a protest when
Ted removed his hand from Gabriel’s cock, and returned to the
lighter caresses of the rest of his body. He’s got a good
memory for your weak points. Shut. Up.
His back arched when Ted sank teeth lightly into his
shoulder. Ted took the opportunity to catch his hips, and he
gasped when the man roughly entered him. Ted drove his cock
inside the barely prepared passage, impaling Gabriel on his full
length. Pain mixed with pleasure in a dizzying swirl.
They came within moments of each other.
#
He collapsed onto the bed next to Gabriel, panting. Six
months, and he still couldn’t figure out what that beautiful
young man saw in him. Ted reached up to loosen the knots around
Gabriel’s right wrist so that Gabriel could free himself.
Gabriel pulled his wrists free, but remained on the bed next to
him. Ted caught the man’s chin, and this time the kiss was
gentle. Gabriel parted his lips as he kissed Ted back. “Thank
you.” Gabriel’s voice was quiet.
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“You’re why, you know.” Ted sat up, and looked down at the
other man.
“Why?” Gabriel blinked at him.
“I thought about doing something for the community a
thousand times. Never really had the courage to…” He shrugged.
“Then I was at a bar and this…” He laughed softly. “I figured
that if someone like you saw something in me, then maybe none of
my excuses were worth shit.” Tenderly, he brushed Gabriel’s
hair from his face. “I just thought you should know.”
“You’re a good guy, Ted.”
“I’m gonna…” He stood, and grabbed his pants. “I’m going
to go make you some lunch.”
#
The pasta was just about finished when the buzzer rang
again. Gabriel answered it, and heard Michaels’ voice. He
raised an eyebrow at Ted, who nodded with only the smallest
trace of reluctance. “Come on up.”
Michaels came in waving a piece of paper. “So before shit
got weird I remember thinking the guy looked just a bit famil —”
He blinked. “Mr. Mullins.”
“Detective Michaels.” Ted smiled. “I called Gabriel when
I heard the news, and eventually managed to get him to confess
he hadn’t eaten yet.” He raised an eyebrow. “Have you?”
“Yeah.” Michaels nodded. “I had…” He shifted a bit
awkwardly. “A donut.”
“Oh for…” Ted shook his head. “Both of you, sit down
right this minute.” He grabbed another plate.
Don’t you even think of arguing, Pet. “You were saying?”
Gabriel sat down across from Michaels.
“That the guy looked familiar.” He slide a printed news
article over. “Look.”
Oh that fucking fuckfaced fuck. Gabriel looked down at the
picture, and fought the urge to put his fist through something.
“Congressman Jeremiah Davis.”
“The news said you didn’t get a good look at the perp…”
Ted gave them a confused look as he brought the plates over.
“It’s a bit more complicated than that.” Michaels sighed.
Then he gave Gabriel a concerned look. “How are you doing this
morning?”
“I’m good.”
“Really?” Michaels gave him a suspicious look. “Cause,
um…” He shrugged. “The guy kind of dented a concrete wall with
your head.”
“Gabriel.” Ted turned toward him, his face frankly
horrified. Well, considering what he was doing to you earlier,
can you blame him? The shutting up thing, do it. “You got
hurt?”
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“I’m fine. Paramedic checked me out.” Yeah, but not in
the way you’re hoping they interpret that statement. Shut up.
Should have gotten her number. You said you didn’t want to
share. Aren’t you the sweetest thing? “Took a couple aspirin
and slept it off.”
“Okay, what the fuck vitamin regime are you even on dude,
cause uh…” Michaels shook his head. “I want in on that shit.”
Oh he is way to damn vanilla for us, pet. Did not need that
image in my head. Ha. “What do we even do about this? We
can’t…” He exhaled. “We could have him on video and have
trouble making a case stick, let alone…”
“That’s the guy going after the girls.” Ted sat down
heavily. “And he’s someone you can’t arrest.”
“Not without a hell of a lot more than…” Michaels sighed.
“What are we going to do, partner?”
“Tail him.” That means you. On it, pet. But you know
this one can’t go by the book, right? “We have to do this by
the book, Michaels.” I know you heard me. “One slip, and he’s
gone, likely with prejudice attached. We get one shot, and I
mean one.”
“We don’t have enough for a warrant or tail. Hell, we go
to the captain with this and he’s going to put us both on
administrative leave.”
“Then it’s the two of us.”
“Three.” Ted started nodding. “I want to help.”
Pet, if you put Ted in danger, I’m going to sing every
single verse of nine billion bottles of beer on the wall. Now
who is being sweet? Off key. “You’re not a cop, Ted.”
“No, but I’ve got a camera and…” He glared. “And he’s
after my kids.”
“Uh…” Michaels glanced at Ted. “Guessing you didn’t tell
him about the…”
“No.” Well, you were kind of distracted. Shut up. “At
least he’s already sitting down.”
#
“You understand how crazy that sounds?” Ted looked from
one man to the other.
“Yes.” Michaels threw up his hands. “I fucking saw it,
and I still don’t believe it.” He exhaled. “I shot the fucker
five times, Ted. And I’ve seen Gabe break like eight boards
with a punch and he was so not holding back on that asshole.”
He hung his head. “Hard enough trying to accuse a congressman
of being any kind of perp, but this…” He sighed. “By the book
ain’t gonna be enough, Gabe.”
“He’s got a vest interest in keeping his nature a secret.”
Gabriel leaned back, folding his arms. “By the book is the only
chance we have.”
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“And in the meantime, the kids are…” Ted took a deep
breath. His stomach lurched. “The girls could be…”
Silence reigned as they all tried not to finish that
thought. Michaels exhaled. “Alright, so, what, silver
bullets?”
“I think that’s werewolves.” Ted shook his head.
“Vampires are stakes and sunlight.”
“He ain’t got a problem with the sun, look at the picture.”
Michaels pointed. “How the fuck do we even…”
“Woodchipper.” Gabriel’s voice was quiet.
“Gabe?” Michaels turned toward him.
“We find the girls. Then we find a woodchipper.”
“Yeah.” Michaels nodded. “Yeah, that seems like it would
probably work.”
“I, uh…” Ted looked down at his hands. “I’ve got one in
my garage.”
#
And how, exactly, do you plan on getting him into the
woodchipper? I don’t. But it made them feel better.
Gabriel waited for Michaels and Ted to leave. Ted headed
back to the center, and Michaels was off to trail the
congressman. If the guy makes him, he’s a dead man. I know.
He walked into the bathroom, and looked at the mirror. Her eyes
were fire when they met his. “So tell me. How do I kill a
vampire?”
“Not easily.” She shook her head. “Stories get it wrong
on purpose. Keeps their prey off balance.”
“Figured that out. That’s why I’m asking you.”
“If you want it to stay down, you’re going to need a few
things.” She nodded. “Pet, you know you’re going to have to
break the rules for this one, right?”
“Yeah.” He took a deep breath. “I know.”
#
Where are we going? You know where we are going.
Gabriel parked and got out. Despite the cool weather, the
garden was still lush. He found the man he’d come to see at the
edge, leaning on one of the gray stone walls. Gabriel walked
over to stand next to him, looking down at the city spread out
below. “Forgive me Father, for I am about to sin.”
“You know that isn’t the way it works, my son.” The man
next to him glanced at him. “I saw the news this morning. You
saved another life.”
He nodded at the city. Lights were starting to come on as
the sky darkened. “There are almost half a million lives down
there, Father.”
“You cannot save them all.”
“Since when has that been a reason not to try?”
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Father Williams smiled as he turned toward Gabriel. “You
did not come here to ease your soul, son. So why don’t you tell
me why you are really here?”
“I need your help.” He set the three wooden stakes onto
the wall. “I need you to bless these for me.” Then he set his
badge next to them. “And for you to hang onto this while I…”
“Gabriel.”
“There is an appointed time for everything, and a time for
every affair under the heavens. A time to —”
“Give birth and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time
to uproot the plant.” Father Williams nodded.
“A time to kill.”
“So you were listening.” Father Williams exhaled.
“I took an oath.” He squared his shoulders. “To serve,
and protect. And I can’t do that by the rules. Not tonight.”
He took a deep breath. “Forgive me, Father, for all I am about
to do.”
A hand touched his neck, and then the man who had brought
him in from the cold kissed his forehead. “There is nothing to
forgive, Gabriel. God be with you.” He smiled. “Your mother
expects you for dinner on Sunday, promptly at six. Do not be
late.”
“Yes, Uncle Oliver.”
#
Ted dialed the phone with a shaking hand. He heard
Gabriel’s voice on the other end. “Ted?”
“Laura didn’t show up for her class.” He fought back
tears. “Gabriel, Laura didn’t…”
“If anyone asks, Ted…” He heard Gabriel take a deep
breath. “I was with you tonight.”
His blood went cold, but he nodded. “I understand.”
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Michaels was dialing his phone when the window next to him
shattered. A hand caught him by the front of his jacket and
hauled him out of the driver’s seat. He felt the jagged shards
cut into him as he was yanked out the window. His assailant
casually tossed him into the alley. “You shot me.” The
congressman’s bodyguard looked at the car, then back at
Michaels. “Where’s your partner?”
“Where’s the girl?” Michaels struggled to his feet.
“Well…” The man came toward him, fangs clearly visible.
“Perhaps I should take you to her.” His fist struck the side of
Michaels head.
Everything went dark.
#
Find her. I’ve got her. Take me there. He took a deep
breath, and then let go. His hands turned the steering wheel on
their own as she guided him to their destination.
#
“Hey, you awake?” Michaels shook his head. The voice
hissed at him again. “Hey, Detective Not-The-Pretty-One, are
you awake?”
Michaels groaned, and tried to rub his head. His wrist
caught on something, and he realized he was handcuffed to a
pole. “Shit.” He blinked. “Hey, you’re the girl Gabe was
talking to.”
“Yeah, and you’re his partner, so…” Laura glared at him
from where she was also handcuffed. “What are you doing here?”
“I was…” He frowned. “What are you doing here?” Laura
rolled her eyes. Michaels shook his head, then winced again
when it made him dizzy. “No, I was tailing the congressman
all…” He frowned. “There is more than one.”
“You know, you should be a detective.” Laura rolled her
eyes. “What about Detective Pretty Boy? Is he…”
“I don’t know. I was about to call him when…” Michaels
started shifting position. He frowned, then brushed his pant
leg up a little. What do you know, the clip he’d used to
attached the pedometer was still there. “Okay, uh, whatever
your name is. I’ve got a plan. There is a paper clip attached
to my boot. Think you can get it?”
“You keep a paperclip in your boot?” Laura gave him a
skeptical look.
“Can you reach it or not?” Michaels glared.
“Hang on…” Laura twisted.
“Any idea how many there are?”
“At least four.”
“Shit.” Michaels stretched his leg, trying to get his boot
to her fingers. He hadn’t done so well against one. If Gabe
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hadn’t been there, he’d have been dead within three seconds of
coming around the corner.
“Alright, got it.” Laura held up the paperclip. “Now
what?”
“Now…” He exhaled. “I don’t suppose you are enough of a
delinquent to know how to pick locks?”
“Oh god.” Laura hung her head. “That’s your plan, hope I
can pick a lock?”
“Unfortunately…” Michaels sighed. “Yes.”
“We’re going to die.”
“You’re right. It’s probably too hard for you anyway.”
“We’re going to die and the best you can do is reverse
psychology?”
“We’ve been kidnapped by vampires.” Michaels shook his
head at her. “I don’t exactly have a lot of experience with
this kind of situation.”
#
Security cameras. Cutting them off will alert our quarry.
Have a little faith, pet. I’ll get you past them. Let’s go.
Levels one and two have alarms on the windows. Gabriel pulled
the ski mask over his face, then leapt and caught hold of the
second floor window ledge. He hauled himself up, then balanced
carefully before jumping up to the next level. He hauled
himself up again. Erilon? Clear, pet, but keep the noise level
down.
He put his fist through the window, then unfastened the
lock to slide it up. Carefully, he crept inside, closing the
window behind him again and then lowering the blinds. With
luck, that would keep his entry from being casually noticed.
The first guard was encountered in the hallway just outside
the room. Gabriel smacked the man’s head into the door frame,
dropping him in his tracks. I was about to tell you to be
careful with the thralls, pet, but I think you’ve got this. Are
the girls here? I’ve got a tag on… Erilon? Michaels and Laura
are below you, in the basement, trying to escape on their own.
Ordinarily I’d applaud the initiative, but… They are going to
need a distraction? Yep. Alright then.
Gabriel walked around the corner into the group of three
guards, grabbed the one closest to him, and smashed his forehead
into the bridge of the man’s nose. The guard folded. Gabriel
nodded to other two. “You have the right to remain silent.”
A smile came to his face as they promptly gave up that
right.
#
“How’s it going?” Michaels glanced at Laura.
“I think I…” The cuff suddenly clicked. “Ha. Got it.”
She rose.
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“Um…” He rattled his own cuffs. “Mind?”
She came over and knelt behind him. “Next time I get
arrested, you so owe me for this.”
#
Ted drove up and parked. His eyes widened when he
recognized Michaels’ vehicle. The glass of the driver’s side
window was broken, and there was no sign of the detective. He
hesitated, then pulled his cell phone out and dialed.
Gabriel picked up a couple moments later. “Ted.”
“Gabriel, I…” Ted blinked when he heard a cry of pain
followed by a thudding sound. “Gabriel!”
“Wasn’t me.” Gabriel’s voice came back over. “This is not
the best…” There was another thudding sound. “Time.”
“I found Michaels’ vehicle. He…”
“Yeah, he got himself caught. I’m on it.”
“It’s outside a building…”
“31st and Goettel.” There was a shout, followed by a sharp
snapping sound, another cry of pain, and another thud. “Ted,
get back in your car and stay out of sight. Might need a
getaway driver in a bit. You know how to get to St. Adrian’s?”
“Yes. I think so.”
“That’ll be the destination.” And then he hung up.
He stared at it a moment. “Um…” Ted shrugged, and headed
back to his car. “Alright.”
Rather than stay near the already busted vehicle, he headed
over to the nearby, well lit parking lot of a restaurant. Then
he held his phone tightly and waited.
#
Gabriel stepped into the next room to find a familiar face.
Kill him a lot. “Captain Mason.”
The man blinked, then recognition flooded into his eyes.
“Detective Williams.” His face broke into a smile. “I was just
about to send some people out to invite you to join us.”
Captain Mason’s eyes narrowed. “Your partner is already here.”
“Heard.” Gabriel nodded. “He hurt?”
“No.” Captain Mason’s smile widened. He reached out to
grab hold of Gabriel’s arm. “And if you’d like him to remain —”
He caught the captain’s wrist, arresting the motion.
“Good.” He smiled as the captain tried to pull free and failed.
“Cause if he was…” The captain’s eyes widened. “I’d take it
personally.”
“What are you?” The captain stared.
“Prepared.” He rammed the stake between the captain’s
fourth and fifth ribs hard enough that the point came out of the
vampire’s back. The captain let out a gasp before collapsing
into dust.
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The stake went back into his pocket before he stepped over
the pile and continued hunting.
#
“Got it.” Laura’s voice was triumphant.
Michaels smiled as he felt the cuff leave his left wrist.
“Alright, let’s see if we can find a way out of here.” He
glanced at her. “Try to stay behind me.”
“Right.” She took a deep breath.
He did the same before opening the door. Michaels poked
his head out, and noted the hallway appeared empty. “I don’t
suppose you were awake when they brought you in here?”
“I think…” She gave him a hesitant look. “Left?”
“Okay. Left.” Michaels nodded and started moving.
Carefully, he opened the door at the end of the hall to find…
The congressman’s bodyguard was walking toward them. “Shit.”
“Right would have been better.” Laura swallowed.
He slammed the door, grabbed her arm, and started running
the other direction.
#
Out of the corner of his eye he caught movement in the room
below. He turned and saw Michaels and Laura run into the living
room. Michaels barely managed to pull Laura out of the way of
the man who came into the room behind them. His partner shoved
the girl behind him as the vampire started toward him with a
baseball bat.
Gabriel jumped off the railing and landed in front of the
vampire just as the creature swung. He caught the bat in his
left hand, then kicked the vampire in the abdomen hard enough to
knock it backward several paces. The creature roared and lunged
at him, and he brought the stake out. The creature saw it in
time to block the blow, and twisted to throw Gabriel into a
table.
He rolled clear just before the creature smashed it’s fist
into the table hard enough to turn the wood into splinters.
Gabriel blocked the thing’s next blow and flung it over his
shoulder. It hit the wall, but landed on its feet and came at
him again. Gabriel twisted, and switched to a backhanded blow
to drive the stake into the thing’s heart.
It fell into dust.
#
Michaels was still standing protectively in front of Laura,
and both of them were staring. “The other girls here?”
“I…” Michaels started to shake his head. Then he blinked
and his eyes widened. “Gabe?” His eyes flicked to the bat
before going back to Gabriel. “What the?”
“Are the other girls here?”
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“I don’t know.” Michaels swallowed. He glanced at Laura.
“Do you?”
She made a squeaking sound, then caught herself. “I don’t
think so. They said they were going to take me somewhere else,
so…”
“Both of you get out of here.” He tossed his cell phone to
Laura. “Ted’s nearby, he’ll take you someplace safe.”
“Gabe…” Michaels frowned. “Uh…” He exhaled. “You’re
going to need backup. There’s more than…”
Gabriel spun as the vampire came through the door, driving
the stake into the creature’s heart. Dust sprayed from the
thing’s momentum. “That made three.” He turned back to
Michaels. “How many more?”
It was Laura who answered. “At least four, but I didn’t
recognize that one so…”
“Right.” He nodded. “I’ll get you to the front door.”
#
He stepped over one body, then another. “Uh, partner…”
Michaels glanced around at the half dozen unconscious or dead
men. “I’m thinking there might be some information you haven’t
shared with me.”
“Yep.” Gabriel twitched a shoulder.
“Cause um…” He stepped back as Gabriel swept the legs out
from under another guard before slamming the back of the man’s
head into the floor.
“You’re a fucking ninja.” Laura let out a small laugh.
“Yeah, what she said.” Michaels nodded. He tried to punch
one of the guard that came toward him, only to discover it was
something like punching a tree. The guard started to reach for
him, and then Gabriel grabbed the man and put his head through
the wall. “Ow.”
“Thralls.” Gabriel shook his head. “Not as tough as
vampires, but still more than you can handle.”
They were almost to the front door when he heard the sound
of a shotgun cocking. Michaels shoved Laura behind him, then
shouted a protest when Gabriel stepped between them and the
shotgun. The firearm roared, and he heard Laura scream.
#
Gabriel took a half step back, then tilted his head to one
side. Congressman Davis stared at him from behind the shotgun.
“What the…”
That’s the master. Got to end that one, or this was a
waste of time. He flipped the stake up into his hand. Davis
immediately dropped the shotgun and ran. “Michaels, get her
out.” He ran after the fleeing vampire.
#
“You, uh…” Laura looked up at him. “You saw that, right?”
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uh…”
“I need a drink.” Laura exhaled.
“Yeah.” Michaels nodded. “Me too.”
#
The phone rang. Ted nearly fumbled answering it.
“Gabriel?”
“Mr. Mullins?”
“Laura?” He exhaled. “Oh thank god, Laura, are you
alright?”
“Yeah, I…” She swallowed. “Detective Gabriel said you
could give us a ride and…”
“Where are you?” He started the car.
“At the front of the building, on 31st and Goettel, you’ll
uh…”
He saw her and Detective Michaels standing on the sidewalk.
“I see you.” He pulled up to them. “Quick, get…” He frowned.
“Where’s Gabriel?”
“I don’t…” Laura started shaking her head.
Michaels eyes suddenly widened, and he pointed. Ted looked
up in time to see a man in a tuxedo leap from one building all
the way across the road to land on another. And a heartbeat
later, a figure in dark clothing followed, chasing the other
across the rooftops. “Did they just…”
“Yep.” Laura got into the car.
“Was that…”
“Yep.” Michaels slid into the passenger seat.
“But…”
“Drive.” They both said the word simultaneously.
“Driving.” Ted put the vehicle in gear and started heading
north.
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North. I see him. Gabriel landed on the roof of the next
building. His quarry turned and snarled at him. “I knew there
was something off about you.” Davis kept some distance between
the two of them. “People I hit don’t normally get back up, let
alone more than once.”
“Where are the girls?” Gabriel kept the stake in his hand.
“Kill me and you’ll never find them.” Davis smiled,
showing fangs. “Put the stake down, Detective.”
“These people are your responsibility.” Gabriel narrowed
his eyes. In the streets below, people went about their lives,
completely unaware of what was happening above them. “You work
for them.”
Davis laughed. “They elected me to help clean up the
streets, Detective.” He spread his hands. “To deal with the
problem of immoral delinquents roaming the streets.”
When you kill this one, pet, make it hurt. “Where are the
girls?”
“Where they can be of better use, Detective.” Davis
shrugged. “I could use someone like you. We could make this
city a worthwhile place. Clean. Upstanding. Surely,
Detective, you can see the…” For the love of… He’s giving you
the ‘we can rule together’ speech. Yep. He’s giving you the
‘we can rule together’ speech. I can hear him. He’s seriously
giving you the ‘we can rule together’ speech. You’re
distracting me from the ‘we can rule together’ speech. You
sound ungrateful for that. He might be getting to a point. Ha.
“… your duty. To make this a place of law and order.”
Think he’s done? He sounds done. Alright, let’s kill him.
That’s my boy. “You went after children, Davis.”
“Unnatural little —”
“Children.” He shifted his grip on the stake.
“Abominations.” Davis sneered. “Wanton little harlots,
playing at being whores. They should all be put to death.”
Did he just… Yep. I think I’m going to be taking that
personally. “Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn
not, and ye shall not be condemned: forgive, and ye shall be
forgiven.” Gabriel narrowed his eyes.
With a snarl, Davis charged at him.
#
“But if he got shot…” Ted shook his head. He made a
frustrated sound, then hit the brakes to make a u-turn.
“Mr. Mullins.”
“Ted.” Michaels started to reach his hand toward Ted’s
arm, then exhaled. “Laura, he said he was going to take you to
join the other girls. That implies they are still alive. Did
you see or hear anything that could tell us where the other
girls are?”
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“I…” Laura swallowed. “Okay, um, well…” She took a
couple deep breaths. “I heard something about repairs and a
warehouse. And um…” She frowned. “Oh, and about stoplights
still not working.”
“Stoplights…” Michaels nodded. “Stoplights. There’s a
short in the system down on Fifty-Seventh, between Burg and
Rosewood.”
“I know the way.” Ted hit the gas pedal.
#
He flung Davis into the brick wall with enough force to
send the man through it. Alarms started blaring. Davis
growled. “Those girls are dead. You hear me? Dead.” He
turned and ran.
Think he’s going to lead us to them? We can hope. Keep
up, Pet. Gabriel shook his head and gave chase.
#
“Alright, I see…” Ted quickly looked around. “Six
warehouses under repair.”
“Yeah and…” Michaels shook his head. “Splitting up would
be a bad idea. I don’t think I want to explain to Gabe that I
left either of you by yourselves.”
“Right, because you were totally the one who rescued me.”
Laura rolled her eyes at him.
“Alright, where should we —” Ted hit the brakes as a
figure landed in the road in front of his car. It ran down the
road, and a second figure landed in the same spot a moment
later.
Gabriel shot them an irritated look. “Stay in the car.”
He gestured at them before turning to chase the other figure.
“I’m going to go out on a limb and say its that one.”
Laura pointed at the warehouse the figures had vanished into.
“I would really like to wake up now.” Michaels shook his
head.
“Maybe we should…” Ted caught what he was about to say,
and closed his mouth again.
“Ted?”
“Well, I was about to suggest we call the police.”
“Good idea.” Laura nodded. She leaned between the front
seats and turned toward Michaels. “Hey. Police.”
“Next time I’m letting the vampires eat her.” Michaels
opened the car door.
“Where are you going?” Ted shook his head.
Michaels grabbed his nightstick. “To back up my partner.
You two stay in the car.” He ran into the building.
“He’s like…” Laura turned toward Ted. “Really, really
dumb.”
“I’m not sure you’re helping.” Ted sighed.
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#
Gabriel drove his shoulder into Davis’s side, sending them
both through the wall. He rolled to his feet as Davis regained
his. The vampire’s face was slowly shifting, losing its
humanity in the process. It flung a chair at Gabriel, forcing
Gabriel to dodge. The chair legs penetrated the concrete of the
wall behind them, leaving the chair embedded halfway through.
“I’m going to turn you…” Davis snarled, then dodged the piece
of metal Gabriel flung at him. The vampire headed down a
hallway.
Let me know how that works out for you, fang boy. Are the
girls here? They are… Incoming. Gabriel rolled to the side to
avoid gunfire. He started to come up to deal with the threat,
only to see the gunman hit the ground. Michaels stood behind
the man, holding a nightstick. His partner picked up the gun.
“I got this, you go deal with fang boy.”
Ha. Shut up. “Be careful.”
“Right.” Michaels nodded, then smacked the next thug to
come through the door across the face with the nightstick.
#
“We should do something.”
“We are doing something.”
“We are sitting in a car.”
“That’s something.”
“We have to help.” Laura glanced at him.
“Laura…” Ted shook his head. “I’m fifty years old and can
barely jog a mile without needing to be hospitalized. You’re
fifteen and don’t weigh a hundred pounds soaking wet.” He
turned to look at her. “They told us to stay in the car.”
“Right.” Laura nodded. “Staying in the car sucks.”
“I could put on the radio?” Ted shrugged.
“So, how do you know Detective Pretty Boy?” Laura raised
an eyebrow at him.
“I, uh…” Ted exhaled, then his eyes widened. “Well
that’s…” The handsome young man he’d taken a whip to on several
occasions could apparently to toe to toe with vampires. “I need
a drink.”
“Yeah.” Laura nodded. “Me too.”
“You’re fifteen.”
#
He hit Davis just before Davis got to the steel door,
taking the man halfway across the room. Davis snarled, and
tried to take a bite out of Gabriel’s shoulder. Gabriel flung
him into the wall. Davis hit hard enough to make the studs
crack, but landed on his feet. “Who are you?” Davis growled
the question.
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Gabriel took the stake out of his pocket again. “Once you
die, the thralls lose their power.”
“Boy, I walked this world before English was a language.”
Davis’s hands shifted, ending in claws. There was little human
left in his appearance. “You think a stake is enough to take me
down? A bullet couldn’t penetrate my flesh.” His fangs were
long, jutting out of his mouth.
“Yeah. That’s a nice trick.” Gabriel started for him
again. The door on the left, pet. Got it.
The vampire attacked, claws trying to rake against
Gabriel’s skin. Behind him, two more thralls entered, trying to
come to their master’s aid. A shot rang out as Michaels shot
the first one. The second turned to lunge at his partner, who
kept shooting. Gabriel focused on the vampire in front of him.
With a leap, the vampire smashed both of them into the
ceiling. Gabriel nearly lost his grip on the thing as they
crashed back to the floor. He rolled, pulling the vampire with
him, then flung it at the door. The vampire landed on its feet,
skidding to a halt before reaching the door. Gabriel drove his
shoulder into the creature again, taking both of them through
the door.
A shriek came from the vampire as it tried escaping him
again. Gabriel tossed it into the center of the room. Mirrors
lined one wall, reflecting the scene as Gabriel stepped into the
room. The vampire snarled again as it started to circle him.
He caught sight of Michaels coming toward them, a gun in his
hand. Davis smirked. “After I turn you, boy, I think I’ll let
your partner be your first snack.”
#
Shooting the thing hadn’t done him any good the first time.
Running would likely be in his best interest, but if Gabriel
couldn’t take this thing down he wasn’t sure what good running
was going to do. Michaels swallowed, taking up a position near
the door. The best he could do was prevent anything from
getting to his partner, and pray that Gabriel could… Could do
whatever it was Gabriel could do because he had absolutely no
fucking idea what the hell was even going on here.
#
“It’s over.” Gabriel shook his head at Davis.
“It’s hardly begun.” Davis snarled. “I will drive the
unworthy from this city, cleanse this place of the harlots and
sodomites, all that I pledged my constituents that I would do.
Those little bitches are nothing more than food.”
“You’re going to burn in hell.” Davis took a few steps back
as Gabriel began moving toward him.
“I am the righteous wrath of — ”
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Liquid black eyes caught his from the mirror behind the
vampire. Flames rose around her, bathing her in red and gold.
“Take him.” Gabriel straightened. “He’s all yours.”
She smiled.
#
He stared in shock as a hand reached through the glass
behind the thing that had not long ago been a congressman.
Michaels was pretty sure he made some kind of sound as what
appeared to be a woman made of fire dragged the vampire into the
mirror. It was not a scream.
No, the screams were definitely coming from Congressman
Davis, who once again looked human. The woman’s smile was
vicious. “You’re mine now, bitch.”
The image in the mirror vanished, leaving the normal
reflection of a world that had, until a couple days ago, made
something resembling sense. Michaels swallowed. “Uh…” He felt
a little bit dizzy. “What was…”
“Succubus.”
“Oh.” Michaels shook his head. “That uh…” He stared at
the glass. “What the hell is a succubus?”
#
Gabriel put a hand on his partner’s shoulder. “Michaels?”
“Yeah?” The man was pale as he kept staring at where
Erilon had dragged Davis from this world.
He shrugged. “Girls are back there.” He jerked a thumb at
the door behind them.
“Right.” Michaels nodded. “You gonna explain…” He looked
from Gabriel to the mirror and back again. “Anything?”
“Later.” Gabriel turned and started walking to the door.
“Okay.” Michaels nodded. “Okay. Later. Okay.”
“Ted and Laura?” Gabriel glanced over his shoulder.
Michaels hurried to catch up. “Told them to stay in the
car.”
“I told you to stay in the car.” Gabriel shook his head.
“Yeah, well…” He shrugged. “I uh…” He glanced at a hole
in the wall and noted several other bits of serious
infrastructure damage. “Thought maybe you could use some help.”
“Well…” Gabriel shrugged. “Thank you.”
“Least I could…” Michaels shook his head, then stopped and
looked up at Gabriel. “I voted for that son of a…” He exhaled.
“He was supposed to lower property taxes.”
“Did he?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“They went up five percent.”
“The fiend.”
“Oh shut up.” Michaels glared. “Let’s go rescue the
girls.”
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“Where’s mine?” Laura frowned at Michaels as he handed out
glasses and started filling them.
“You’re fifteen.” Michaels handed her a soda, and she
rolled her eyes. “Ugh.”
“Alright…” Ted started to take a sip from his whiskey,
then shrugged and downed it like a shot. “First off, it appears
all the girls are accounted for.” He let Michaels refill his
glass. “Secondly, from what the nurses who have spoken to them
said it seems they were kept drugged. None of them have
anything approaching clear memories of their imprisonment.”
“I’ve gotta say…” Michaels tossed back his own drink.
“I’m a little relieved to hear that.” He refilled his own
drink.
“And thirdly…” Ted looked at his drink.
“Yeah…” Michaels turned to look at Gabriel. “Thirdly…”
“I’m thirding their thirdlies.” Laura cracked open her
soda.
“Thirdly…” Ted gave Michaels and Laura an irritated look.
“It appears reporters are running with the story of a pair of
masked vigilantes uncovering a sex trafficking ring. They
rescued the girls and called in an anonymous tip to get
ambulances there before vanishing into the night.”
“Details at eleven.” Laura took a sip of her soda.
“No, details right now.” Michaels spun his glass.
“Something you want to add to the conversation, partner?”
“I want my ski mask back.” Gabriel downed his own shot of
whiskey.
“No. Keeping it. You can make do with your stupid
hoodie.” Michaels glared.
“Yeah, the hood is way cooler than the ski mask.” Laura
gestured with her soda can.
“If we can…” Ted glared at them again. “Gabriel, you,
uh…”
“I may have gone off the reservation last night.” Gabriel
shrugged.
“You single handedly —”
“Hey!” Michaels shook his head
“Single handedly wiped out the vampire club,” Laura
finished.
“It wasn’t single-handedly.” Gabriel sighed.
“Yeah.” Michaels narrowed his eyes at Laura.
#
Three faces were staring at him. He’d really been hoping
to avoid this. Gabriel exhaled. “Alright, I…” He rubbed the
back of his neck. “Owe you an explanation.” He swallowed. “A
couple years back, I made a bargain for some help on a case.”
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“That thing in the mirror…” Michaels voice became serious.
“That was a demon.”
“Yeah.” Gabriel nodded. “That was a demon.”
“Oh god…” Ted swallowed, his face pale.
“I haven’t…” He shrugged. “I haven’t sold my soul or
anything. It doesn’t work that way. She uh…” He exhaled. “I
let her feed off my energy, and occasionally help her with her
work. In return, she helps with mine and uh…” He sat up
straighter. “I don’t know. I’m stronger. Faster. I can…”
“And her work is…” Ted raised an eyebrow, his face still
full of concern.
“There is a special place in hell for people like Davis.
Her job is to make sure they get there.” He twitched a
shoulder. “With my help, she can nudge this world some, get
them there a little sooner.”
“I…” Ted’s eyes widened, and Gabriel winced. He hadn’t
wanted Ted to make the connection. “Father Brandt.”
“What, that pedophile priest from a few months…” Michaels
frowned. Then he turned to look at Ted. “Wait a minute, that’s
where I remember you from. You were the one who apparently had
the great weekend.”
“Yeah.” Ted slowly nodded before looking away. “One hell
of a weekend.”
“Ted…” Gabriel sighed.
“Back up.” Laura shook her head. “So you work for a demon
that’s out to get the creepsters?”
“More or less.” Gabriel glanced at her, still watching Ted
out of the corner of his eye. The man had a hurt and betrayed
look on his face. And the truth was he really couldn’t blame
the man.
“Oh, I so want in on that.” Laura’s smile was fierce.
“Hey, demon lady, I —”
Michaels immediately put his hand over her mouth, muffling
her words. “Something tells me that might not be the best idea
you’ve ever had.”
I wouldn’t hurt the girl. I rather kind of like her. You
also claimed not to want to hurt Ted. I didn’t… Take another
look. Oh. “Laura, you can help more by staying safe.” He
shrugged. “In fact, if you do attempt to put yourself at risk,
I will lock your ass in a nunnery for the rest of your life.”
“You can’t actually —”
“Try me.” He narrowed his eyes at her.
“Gabe…” Michaels downed his drink. “Since that’s not
actually something you can threaten me with…” He set his glass
upside down on the table before sitting up. “I’m in.”
“Michaels.” He started to shake his head.
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“People are preying on kids in the city I swore to serve
and protect.” Michaels squared his shoulders. “I’m. In.”
“Me too.” Ted’s voice was quiet. When Gabriel turned
toward him, Ted shrugged. “I’m no cop, but those things went
after my kids and…” He folded his arms. “I can help. Even if
it’s just…” His smile was slightly sad. “Providing an alibi.”
“I’m in too.”
“Laura…” Michaels and Gabriel both said her name.
“You’re cops, and you’re old.” Laura waved her hands at
them. “The ones you’re trying to protect won’t talk to you.
They already talk to me. You need me.” She smirked. “And you
can’t actually stop me.”
“I can.” All three of them went still as Erilon’s voice
floated around them. “And I will be watching.”
Silence reigned for almost a full minute. “So, that was…”
Michaels glanced at Gabriel.
“Yep.”
Michaels started to reach for his glass again, then just
shrugged and grabbed the bottle.
#
He didn’t look at the man who’d silently joined him on the
balcony. “Michaels and Laura seemed a little disappointed they
won’t also get superpowers.”
“It has it’s downsides.” Gabriel’s voice was quiet. “I’m
sorry, Ted. I…”
“So…” Ted shrugged. “What was the job the second time you
came over?” He folded his arms.
“Erilon feeds off energy. Life force.” Gabriel walked
over to lean on the railing. “And the best way to generate that
is…”
“Sex.” Ted slowly nodded. “I’m not the only one.”
“The energy is drawn from…” Gabriel exhaled. “Take too
much from any one person, and she’ll kill them. So no, Ted,
you’re not the only one.”
“Draining. I felt more alive after that weekend than I had
in years.” Ted wiped at the corner of his eye. A chill ran
through him, and he went still. “Gabriel, I…” He swallowed as
he turned toward the younger man. “The things I did to you…”
“She can’t make me do anything I don’t want to do, Ted.”
Gabriel smiled. “You’re not the only one that…” He looked away
before looking back at Ted. “You’re the only one I’ve ever
brought home.” He shrugged. “Only one that’s ever tied me to
my own bed.”
“You used me.”
“Yes.” Gabriel slowly nodded. “I did. And for what it’s
worth, I…” He looked down. “I’m sorry I hurt you.”
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“I knew that…” Ted looked down at his hands. “That I was
kidding myself every time I thought you and I could be…” He put
his hands on the railing. “Any —” Gabriel caught him by the
tie and pulled him in before kissing him. Startled, he kissed
the man back, losing himself for a time. He was breathing hard
when they broke apart.
“Ted, I…” Gabriel brushed something off Ted’s shoulder.
“I won’t pretend this is ever going to be anything other than
fucked up and you know I can’t be faithful to you. But I…” He
looked up. “I like you. I enjoy your company in and out of bed
and —”
“Yes.” Ted nodded. “Yeah, we can…” He smiled. “We can
give it a try.”
“Good.” Gabriel smiled.
Ted turned around, and looked back through the glass door
at where Michaels and Laura were arguing with each other.
Apparently, neither had noticed the scene on the balcony. “What
are they arguing about now?”
“I’m apparently Batman. Michaels is of the opinion that
makes him Robin, but Laura objects because he’s older than I am
and thinks Michaels is Commissioner Gordon. Michaels says
Erilon is Commissioner Gordon and Laura is stuck being Batgirl.”
Gabriel glanced at him. “You’re apparently Alfred.”
“That uh…” Ted started shaking his head. “Really sort of
puts Batman in a whole new light.”
“I…” Gabriel winced. “And here I thought nothing could
make that movie any worse.”
“This is good, you know.” Ted found himself smiling as he
watched Laura try to settle the argument by hitting Michaels
with a pillow. “I think I like this notion.”
“Being Alfred?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“That this city, our city…” He turned to look back at the
view. “Has a guardian angel.”
“Can’t I be Thor?” Gabriel sighed. “I like Thor.”
#
Gabriel found the man he was looking for in the garden
again. “I saw the news.” Father Williams gave a small shake of
his head before holding out the badge. “You know you can’t —”
“I can.” Gabriel walked forward to retrieve the item
before looking out over the city. “And I will.”
“Gabriel.” He sighed.
“I’m a cop. I will do my job.” He looked down at the
badge. “And I will follow the rules.” He looked up at his
uncle. “As long as the rules apply. Last night, they didn’t.”
“That’s not your decision to make, my son.”
“Again I observe under the sun: crime is where justice
should be, the criminal is where the upright should be.”
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“The upright and the criminal will both be judged by God.”
“Well…” Gabriel took a deep breath. “Any time he wants to
show up.” He shrugged. “But until then…” Gabriel turned and
started walking away. “I’ve got a job to do.”
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“Batman has has entered the building. Repeat, Batman has
entered the building.”
“Didn’t he say for you not to call him that?” Ted rubbed
his forehead.
“Batman is now glaring at me in a threatening manner.”
“So situation normal.” Laura’s voice came over the radio.
There was a pause before Michaels spoke again. “Batman
wants to know why you are still on the radio after 10 PM on a
school night.”
“Did Batman miss the part where I am a juvenile delinquent
dropout?”
“She’s doing a self-study GED program.” Ted smiled.
“Batman is pointing out —” There was a small thudding
sound and Michaels yelped. “That doesn’t change that there is a
10PM curfew on school nights.”
“Relax, I’m in Lloyd’s living room.”
“One, I’ve asked you not to call me that, and two, you
broke into my fucking house again?”
“Kindly do not cuss in front of the minor.” Ted tried not
to snicker.
“Yeah, don’t fucking cuss in front of me. I don’t need to
hear that shit.” Laura’s voice drawled. “And I didn’t break
in, I used your spare key.”
“Who told you where my spare key was?”
“I did.”
“Alright, one, why are you telling people where my spare
key is, and two, how the fuck are you even transmitting over
this channel?”
“Language.”
“I am not getting a lecture in morals from a succubus.”
“The Batman thing is dumb.” Laura sounded like she was
eating something.
“You’re just mad we won’t let you Batgirl.”
“No.” Laura didn’t even bother to disguise the fact she
was lying. “But Batman’s been done. He needs something new.
How about…” She swallowed. “The Crimson Crusader?”
“If that man owns a single article of red clothing I will
give you a hundred dollars.”
“You’re going to have to pay up. The volunteer shirts from
the park thing are red and he actually showed up to help like he
promised.” Ted laughed.
“Fuck.”
“Ted asked you to watch your language.”
“Yeah, Ted asked you to watch your fucking language.”
“How come you aren’t yelling at her about her language?”
“I find her usage precocious and adorable.”
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“And we girls gotta stick together.” Laura made a small
slurping sound. “You know, with her on the team, we should
probably incorporate fire or demons or something into the name.
The Hellfire Avengers?”
“No.” Ted started shaking his head.
“Batman wants to know if anyone other than him has actually
done any real work on this case?”
“Right.” Ted looked down at the folder on his desk. “I’ve
got the location the other missing person was last camping…”
#
The mask itched. They never really covered that part in
the movies or comics. Michaels glanced at his partner. All
joking about superheros aside, going off the reservation made
him uncomfortable. At least Gabriel felt the same way. They
still didn’t know if this particular case was supernatural. Two
people acting really weird and out of character before going
missing could easily be a drug or medical thing rather than even
an actual crime, and the sad truth was homeless people vanished
all the time.
Except one of them was Laura’s friend, a veteran who had
looked out for the girl in her first days on the street. The
man had been dotty and suffered from PTSD episodes, but Laura
had been adamant that whatever Josh’s issues were, the man
wasn’t violent. The day before he’d gone missing, Josh had put
two people in the hospital. There was a warrant out for his
arrest, though both injured men had been adamant they didn’t
want to press charges. They just wanted to get Josh some help.
So here they were, breaking and entering because they
couldn’t get a warrant. “You went to Catholic school, right?”
He glanced at Gabriel.
“Yes.”
“So how come you know how to pick locks?”
“Doors in St. Adrian’s are old. Had to do some maintenance
now and then.” He glanced up at Michaels. “You know, you could
just give Laura a key and not have to worry about hiding the
spare.”
“If I thought she’d actually take it, I would.” Michaels
shrugged. “Breaking in she’s okay with. Moving in is too big a
step for her right now.” He sighed. “Ted lives too far out of
the city and your place is tiny.”
“Stop.”
They both froze. “Erilon?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“There was a presence here. One…” Her voice trailed off.
“Not quite like me, but similar.”
“A demon?” Michaels couldn’t quite keep the fear out of
his voice. He’d seen just a glimpse of what Erilon was, and it
had featured in his nightmares a few times since.
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“No. It is a manifes…” She made a sighing sound. “Yes,
fine, it’s a demon, but only because you people get your demons
all mixed up.”
“You mean the missing persons may have been possessed?”
Gabriel frowned.
“Shit.” Michaels frowned. “Okay, no offense to those
present but uh…” He tilted his head. “What does stop her from
possessing you?”
“He does.”
“Under normal circumstances, they can only possess someone
who has magic in their blood.” Gabriel began looking around.
“And it requires their consent. It is full possession. Erilon
isn’t exactly…”
“Those are more like ghosts. Manifestations of strong
emotions given power through belief and magical vortexes
combined with the occasional actual displaced soul of a…”
Erilon trailed off. “It’s complicated, and I lost you when I
used the word ‘vortexes’.”
“Yep.” Michaels nodded.
“Demons are part of the natural order. Ghosts fuck the
natural order up.”
“See, that I can get my head around. Sort of.” Michaels
nodded. “So Gabe is your partner rather than your possession.”
“I prefer the term ‘pet’.”
“And that’s why you can’t soup up the rest of us? Because
Gabe’s the only one with magic in his blood?”
“More or less. And the additional power he provides me
lets me keep tabs on the rest of you. You help him, he helps
me, we all win.”
“But since you are a demon, isn’t this pretty much fated to
blow up horribly in our faces someday?” Michaels frowned. “Are
we like, all going to hell now?”
“It’ll be fun.”
“Right.”
Gabriel sighed. “If we could focus on the problem at
hand?”
#
“Possessed?” Laura’s eyes widened. She was chewing on the
end of one of her braids. “So we are dealing with people who
can do what you do?”
Gabriel shook his head. “Possession strengthens what is
already there. Unless the person already has power, we’re just
dealing with people not in their right minds.”
“Erilon said it’s not going to be much different than
dealing with a guy that’s on PCP. Not entirely a comfort, but
considering Gabe can throw a car at someone…” Michaels leaned
back in the chair. “But if it’s got a victim, why…”
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“The ones that don’t have magic burn out.”
“What?” Laura glanced at the mirror they’d set up at the
table.
Erilon’s image appeared, the vague figure of a woman
wreathed in flames. “I could, as Michaels phrased it earlier,
soup the rest of you up. Make you stronger and faster, even
heal you. But it would be like lengthening the wick in an oil
lamp. A brighter flame…”
“At the cost of burning the oil out quickly.” Gabriel
folded his arms.
“Those that have magic pull energy from elsewhere. They
don’t burn out.”
“You’re saying…” Laura’s lip started to tremble. Gabriel
put a hand on her shoulder as Ted rose to make her a cup of tea.
“I’m sorry, child. Yes. Your friend is gone.”
“I know, I just…” Laura sighed. “I’d hoped.” She looked
down at the table.
“Why possess them just to burn them out?” Michaels
frowned.
“To live.”
“A bit less metaphor?”
“I can see the world. I can only interact with it because
of what Gabriel provides me.”
“This thing is killing people so it can live among them.”
Ted set the tea in front of Laura, then put his hand on her
other shoulder. “That is…” He sighed. “Terrible for many
reasons.”
“We need to stop it.” Laura nodded.
“They’ll have something in common. Some place all of them
were, or some item all of them interacted with.” Gabriel shook
his head. “This type of demon or ghost is tied to something.”
“Are we containing it or exorcising it?” Michaels raised
an eyebrow.
“I hate exorcisms.”
“It’s killed people. A bit late for containment.”
“Can uh…” Michaels frowned before raising an eyebrow at
Gabriel. “Is that something they teach you in seminary school?”
“If you picked the right major.” Gabriel shook his head.
“I majored in psychology. We are going to need a priest.”
“Exiting, stage down.” Erilon vanished from the mirror.
#
Ted smiled as he looked down at the sleeping man. The
handcuffs dangled from Gabriel’s left wrist, but the marks he’d
left had already healed. They were on the couch, with Gabriel’s
head resting in his lap. Initially, they’d just been waiting
for the lasagna to rest so they could eat dinner. Then Gabriel
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had fallen asleep. Taking a strap to the man he was willing to
do. Waking him was another matter entirely.
Gabriel and Michaels had been out most of the night trying
to track down another man that had been acting oddly. Then
they’d both gone and done their jobs. Heroes by day and by
night. At least he’d been able to make sure they both ate
breakfast instead of just subsiding on vending machines and
coffee. And with Laura all but living at Michaels’ place he
could worry a little less about her as well. Michaels
complained, but the last time someone had tried threatening
Laura it has been Michaels who’d bounced the man’s head off the
hood of his car.
Demon or no, Erilon was proving to be an excellent resource
for helping him take care of his little bunch of crazy people.
She’d let him know when their refrigerators were growing barren,
then unlock their doors for him to go in and restock. He had to
tread a bit more carefully with Laura and her need for things
like clothing, but Michaels helped with that pretty reliably.
He just left cash in a bowl at his place for Laura to ‘steal’,
just like he left his spare key hidden for her to ‘break in’.
Erilon had even informed him Laura had a girlfriend. The
center had condoms and the like available for the kids, but he
was still trying to figure out how to actually get Laura to the
doctor for a full physical. And to the dentist. He’d caught
her squinting at things a couple times as well. He picked up
his cell phone, then texted the null number. Did Michaels make
that doctor’s appointment like he said he would?
No. Erilon’s text appeared on the screen. So I made it
for him. 3:15 PM Tuesday the 6th and I told him if he skips
this one I’ll ensure he doesn’t get laid again until Halloween.
How about we just bribe Laura? She goes in for a physical,
I’ll take her shoe shopping?
Two birds with one stone. She’s smart enough to see what
you’re doing there, but she really wants a pair of those knee
high boots.
Do they at least have decent arch support?
You’re adorable.
That was probably a no. Ted shook his head and set the
phone back down. His eyes went back to the sleeping man
stretched out next to him on the couch. The naked man stretched
out next to him on the couch. He smiled and put a hand on
Gabriel’s shoulder. Then he settled in to let his young lover
sleep.
#
“You found him on the church doorstep?” Michaels blinked.
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The priest laughed, a warm and hearty sound. “Went to put
the cat out before getting ready for the morning service on
Sunday, and there he was. Basket and everything.”
“That’s some crazy shi —” Michaels coughed. “Er, pardon
the language, Father.”
“You do understand that exorcisms are not small affairs.
They require sanction among other things.” Father Williams
arched an eyebrow.
“That’s for exorcising people. We’re asking you exorcise a
house or an object or…” Michaels shrugged. “Okay, before we
get into the will you, let’s start with the can you.” He
shrugged. “Can you?”
“He can.” Gabriel nodded.
“An exorcism is a ritual that requires —” Father Williams
took a deep breath before turning to Gabriel. “Are you asking
me this as your priest, or as your uncle?”
“I am asking as a police officer, trying to protect the
people in my city. At least four people have already fallen
victim to this thing.” Gabriel met the priest’s eyes. “Four
souls lost.”
“If you can…” Father Williams slowly nodded. “If you can
prove to me this thing is what you say it is, then…” He sighed.
“Yes. I will help you.” His eyes narrowed. “You missed
Tuesday’s choir practice. Do let me know if you are going to
miss next week’s as well.”
“Yes, Uncle Oliver.” Gabriel nodded.
“You’re in the choir?” Michaels turned to look at his
partner. Then he glanced at the priest. “Does that mean he can
sing?”
“Yes.” Father Williams smiled. “Beautifully.”
“So what else hasn’t he told me?” Michaels folded his
arms.
“Well…” The priest’s smile widened.
“No.” Gabriel started shaking his head.
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“Ski masks are just lame though.” Laura shook her head.
“And if you don’t get out ahead of this soon the papers are
going to come up with something other than ‘masked vigilantes’.”
“No costumes.” Gabriel shook his head.
“Come on…” She followed him into the kitchen. “Crimson
Crusader is an awesome name.”
“Crimson doesn’t exactly lend itself toward stealth.” Ted
handed Gabriel a stack of plates to set the table.
“Well, he’d mostly wear black but with crimson highlights.
I sketched it.” Laura began digging her sketchbook out of her
bag. “Capes and everything.”
“No capes.” Michaels shook his head as he came in. He
held out a bottle to Ted. “This the right one?”
“Yes, thank you.” Ted took the wine from him.
“Capes are awesome.”
“Until they get caught in a door or something.” Michaels
rolled his eyes at Laura.
“Ugh. You guys are too young to be such old farts.” Laura
threw herself onto the couch dramatically.
“Hey.” Ted sent a mock glare at her. Then he took the
roast out of the oven. “Ten until dinner.”
“See, plenty of time to pick a name and a costume.”
“We’ve got a costume.” Michaels shrugged. “Sort of.”
“No, you’ve got bullet-proof vests and flak jackets. It’s
very old school ‘Punisher’ vibe, but that’s not what we are
going for here.” Laura flipped open her sketchbook. “Something
more streamlined would —”
“I am not wearing tights.” Michaels immediately started
shaking his head at the drawing.
“The vests are necessary.” Gabriel handed Ted the
wineglasses.
“For Sidekick Boy, yeah, but —”
“Sidekick Boy?” Michaels stared at her.
“You’re bullet proof or something.” Laura went to the next
page. “You need utility belts.”
“Sidekick Boy?”
“And better names. Crimson Crusader.”
“No.”
“Sidekick Boy?”
“I am not going by Crimson Crusader.” Gabriel accepted the
filled wineglass back from Ted.
“Fine. Amethyst Avenger.”
“No.”
“Silver Star.”
“No.”
“Red Raider.”
“No.”
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“Blue Brawler.”
“Chartreuse Champion.”
“She does not need your help, Ted.”
“Sorry.” Ted took a drink of his wine and smiled at the
glare Gabriel sent his way.
“Green —”
“No colors.”
“Ugh.” Laura tossed the sketchbook aside. “Well, you need
a theme.”
Ted picked it up and glanced at the drawings. “Some of
these are…” He flipped a few pages and then his eyes went wide.
“Uh…”
Immediately Laura turned red. She leaped off the couch and
grabbed the sketchbook out of Ted’s hands. “You uh…” She
closed it. “Those are…”
“Laura if you can get him to wear that I will buy you a
car.” Ted grinned.
“Perverts.” Michaels took a drink from his own wine.
“I don’t even want to know.” Gabriel sighed.
“Utility belts could be useful though.” Michaels frowned.
“Could use more pockets.”
“You need…” Laura sighed.
“Laura…” Michaels smiled at her. “The whole purpose of
the masks and sneaky stuff is that we don’t want to be noticed.
The superhero stuff is cool, I will definitely admit that, but
we do need to be pragmatic here.”
“He has a point.” Ted patted Laura’s arm. “This way, the
bad guys must be wary, because anyone could be the masked
vigilantes, and they have no way of knowing just how many of
them there are. That’s better than them knowing there is just…”
He shrugged. “Hero Man and Sidekick Boy.”
“Sidekick Boy?” Michaels glared. “For fuck’s sake, I’m a
decade older than he is.”
Gabriel shrugged. “So Hero Boy and Sidekick Man?”
Michaels tilted his head. “Yeah, I can live with that.”
“Alright then.” They shook hands.
“I…” Laura glared. “Hate you both.”
#
He waited until Michaels and Laura had left before smiling
again. “Crimson Crusader would be —”
“No.” Gabriel shook his head and continued loading the
dishwasher. He closed it and started to turn around. “I’m not
—”
Ted grabbed his hair and yanked him over for a kiss. “I
can’t say I’d mind seeing you in a cape.” He kissed Gabriel
again. “And nothing else.”
“For you…” Gabriel shrugged. “Maybe.”
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His hand caught Gabriel’s wrist before he pinned the
younger man to the wall. Even had Gabriel been an ordinary man,
he’d have been hard pressed to keep him captive there if the
struggling was real. And Gabriel was no ordinary man. In the
back of his mind he knew the only reason he could manhandle
Gabriel at all was that Gabriel wanted him too. And that just
made it so much better. “Actually all I think I want you
wearing tonight, tough guy…” He smiled. “Is handcuffs.”
“Back pocket.” Gabriel smiled.
Ted slid his hand into Gabriel’s back pocket, and retrieved
the handcuffs. Then he stepped back. “Lose the shirt.”
Gabriel pulled his t-shirt off, and Ted caught his arm. He
spun Gabriel and pressed him into the wall again before securing
Gabriel’s hands behind his back. Then he kissed Gabriel’s
shoulder before sliding his hand forward to unfasten Gabriel’s
belt. And since he was already there, he undid the button and
zipper. “I’m not going to beg.” Gabriel shook his head.
“We’ll see about that.” He took off the belt and put it
around Gabriel’s neck, then used it as a leash to pull the
younger man into the bedroom. Gabriel resisted just a little,
enough that Ted had to pull. He liked that part, that he had to
exert a little power. Once in the bedroom, he shoved Gabriel to
his knees and grabbed hold of his hair with one hand. With the
other, he unfastened his own pants.
A gasp escaped him when Gabriel’s lips closed around his
cock. His lover’s tongue caressed him gently, and there was
never a hint of teeth even when Gabriel struggled or resisted.
Neither of which he was doing now. Ted closed his eyes, and
rubbed his fingers through Gabriel’s hair as he luxuriated in
the feel of that mouth on him.
The night, however, was still young. He pulled Gabriel
away before Gabriel could bring him to orgasm, then hauled him
toward the bed. Gabriel struggled when Ted used the makeshift
leash to pull Gabriel across his lap. “Resisting is only going
to make it worse for you, tough guy.” He slid his hand down
Gabriel’s back and into the waistband of Gabriel’s pants. With
the button and zipper already unfastened, sliding them down was
simple.
Beneath the pants, Gabriel wore the black satiny underwear
Ted had bought him. It looked great on that firm ass. Gabriel
renewed his struggles as Ted pulled the underpants down. Ted
smiled. He did kind of like having a moving target. He brought
his hand down hard on Gabriel’s ass, making the younger man
yelp. “Just going to warm you up a little first.” He spanked
Gabriel again.
“Pervert.” Gabriel squirmed in his lap, and he could feel
Gabriel’s own erection pressing into his leg.
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Ted smiled. There was one advantage age did give him. He
caressed Gabriel’s ass before leaning down just a little.
“Slowly.”
“Son of a…” Gabriel yelped again when Ted brought his hand
down.
“Until you beg.” Ted rubbed the red mark he’d made.
“Not gonna…” Gabriel made a growling sound.
He laughed. “We both know that’s not true.” He smiled,
and settled in tease his lover.
#
He woke to the sound of a phone ringing. It took him a
moment to locate his pants. “What?”
“Gabriel Williams.”
Immediately his eyes opened all the way. “I mean, good
morning, Aunt Margaret.” He glanced at the alarm. “Aunt
Margaret, it’s 4 AM.”
“It’s…” She was quiet for a moment. “Oh dear. I messed
up the time difference.”
“No, it’s…” He waved for Ted not to get up, and stumbled
out of the bedroom. “So how is England?”
“Well, that’s why I was calling. I want to send you the
pictures I took and I can’t…”
Gabriel smiled and shook his head before he started walking
her through the process of attaching files to an email for the
nine hundred and seventy third time. By the time he was
finished, Ted was halfway through making breakfast and trying
not to laugh. Gabriel just sighed as he hung up the phone. Ted
flipped over a pancake. “Not tech savvy?”
“She’s…” His phone dinged a moment later to alert him to
an email. It dinged again before he could get the app open, and
he sighed. “Sending them one at a time.” He opened the
picture, then smiled. Eight nuns stood in a group, smiling in
front of a fountain. He showed the picture to Ted.
Ted blinked. “Um…” He blinked again before starting to
plate up the food. “Your aunt is a nun?”
“Aunts.” He pointed at one woman. “Margaret.” He moved
to another. “Doris.” When Ted raised an eyebrow, he shrugged.
“I wasn’t kidding about the found on a church doorstep thing.”
He accepted the plate Ted gave him. “My father was the only
member of the family not officially part of the church, though
his brother is a priest. My mother was the church secretary.
She miscarried and was told she couldn’t have children just a
couple days before I was found.”
“Seems like fate.” Ted sat down across from him.
“Uncle Oliver and Aunt Margaret always thought so.” He
shrugged. “Aunt Doris told me there was a pregnant teenager
who’d stopped coming around the church after I was left. She
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said it was likely the girl had left me there knowing Mom would
take good care of me.”
“I take it they don’t know about the…” Ted raised an
eyebrow. “Superhero thing?”
“No. And I would really like to keep it that way because…”
Gabriel took a deep breath.
Because can you imagine explaining me to a couple of nuns?
“Oh.” Ted nearly choked on the bite he’d just taken. “Oh,
no, that would…” He shook his head. “Just no.”
#
“Gabriel…” Ted’s voice came over the phone. “One of my
kids just reported his brother acting strange.”
“What happened?”
“Last night they went to one of the condemned apartments
down by Seventeenth. Urban decay photography. The brother went
to check out downstairs.” Ted took a deep breath. “Cal said he
came back a couple hours later, picked a fight with his
girlfriend over nothing, dumped her, and went to the strip
club.”
“So we have a location and a possible victim.” Gabriel
nodded. “And clue where the brother is now?”
“Cal said Jim picked up one of the strippers and they
left.”
“We’re on it. Thank you.” Gabriel glanced at Michaels
before looking up at the rearview mirror. “Strip club, can you
pick up anything?”
Erilon’s fiery eyes reflected in the mirror. “On it, pet.”
#
Laura put her hands on the desk. “But if we can wreck the
spot where the thing is manifesting, we can cut it off at its
source, right? And Jim will be okay?”
Ted put his hand on top of one of hers. “Laura, we don’t
have any idea how this works. Let Gabriel and Michaels handle
this. They have Erilon to —”
“Ugh.” Laura shook her head. “If I wanted to sit on the
sidelines I’d still be a cheerleader.” She stuck out her lower
lip. “It’s not fair.”
“It never is.” Ted squeezed her hand. Then he looked up
at the sound of a knock on the door. “Come in?”
He blinked when the door opened to admit a man wearing a
priest’s collar. “Excuse me, are you Ted Mullins?”
“Yes, Father.” Ted rose. “Can I help you?”
The priest smiled. “My nephew let slip he had recently
done some volunteer work for your center. I thought perhaps I
would stop in, see…” He trailed off as two rather flamboyantly
dressed young men walked by, holding hands.
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A small snicker came from Laura as the priest turned just a
little bit red at the sight of the two girls kissing each other
goodbye at the door. Ted came around the desk, and held out his
hand. “Welcome to Spero Center.”
“Thank you.” The priest shook his hand. “May I inquire as
to…”
“We are a support center for GLBT youth. Spero Center
provides a assistance to children who have been thrown out of
their homes or otherwise endangered due to their sexual
orientation, as well as support groups and other assistance for
children and young people in need of a safe haven.” He kept his
tone friendly even as he hoped some poor kid hadn’t just been
outed.
“I…” The priest shifted awkwardly. “I see. Well, uh…” He
took a deep breath and collected himself. “Well, this wasn’t
exactly what I was expecting, but…” He drew himself up. “As I
was saying, I thought perhaps I would stop in, and see if
perhaps your organization was interested in participating in our
upcoming fair. We like to partner with local charities and
support groups to make sure everyone in the community can get
the help they need.”
“And this fair…” Ted raised an eyebrow. On his desk, his
cell phone started to ring.
“Games, a couple bounce houses, a silent auction. Fun for
the whole family.” The priest smiled.
“That sounds wonderful.” Ted started nodding. “I’d love
to…” He trailed off as he saw Michaals heading down the hall.
“Excuse…”
“Ted, we…” Michaels blinked. “Father Williams, how’d
you…” He shook his head. “Never mind, great timing.”
“Michaels, what is?”
“Ted, can we borrow your basement cause um…” Michaels
looked over his shoulder. “We kind of have a possessed stripper
in the trunk of the car.”
“You…”
“What?”
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“A possessed…” Ted grabbed the keys before following
Michaels. The priest and Laura followed.
“Look, the situation…” Michaels sighed. “Escalated
quickly. Gabe managed to keep anyone from getting killed, then
we grabbed Linda Blair and we…” He frowned before glancing at
the priest. “You brought the stuff for the thing, right?”
“I have absolutely no idea what is going on here.” Father
Williams shook his head.
Michaels blinked. “Gabe was calling you. He didn’t…”
“I haven’t spoken to him since Friday.”
“Then what were you…” He scratched his head.
“Do you actually have a woman in the trunk of your car?”
Father Williams stared at him.
“A possessed woman.”
Ted frowned. “Why would…” His eyes widened. “You’re
Gabriel’s uncle.”
“Detective Pretty Boy has a priest for an uncle?” Laura
raised an eyebrow.
“Who…” Father Williams started to turn toward her.
“People.” Michaels held up his hands. “Focus. Demon
stripper. Trunk of car.” He frowned. “Laura, get out of
here.”
“But…” She started shaking her head, sending her braids
whipping around.
“Demon stripper equals dangerous.” Michaels glared at her.
“Ugh.” She stomped off. He knew she wouldn’t actually go
far, but hopefully it would be far enough.
“Come on.” He gestured for the other two men to follow
him. Ted quickly unlocked the door to the center’s basement.
Michaels went to the other door. “Coast is clear.” Gabriel
entered a moment later. Kicking legs stuck out from the sack he
had slung over his shoulder. “Your uncle is —”
“What are you —” Father Williams visibly paled.
“We can…” Ted sighed. “Explain. I think.”
#
“We can explain, right?” Ted gave him a worried look.
Gabriel sighed before setting his burden down. Then he
pulled the bag off the woman’s upper body. Immediately, she
tried getting up, only to stop in her tracks at the sight of his
uncle. “You…” Her voice echoed strangely. “I am not going
back there.” She snarled before launching herself at him again.
He stepped to the side and simply clotheslined her. She landed
flat on her back.
“Ted, handcuffs?” He caught the thrown item before
dragging her over and securing her to a pipe. Then he stood up.
“Uncle Oliver, we…”
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“She’s possessed.” His uncle held up a hand. “Alright,
you…” He took a few deep breaths. “I’m going to need a few
things.”
Can’t drive it out without setting it loose, pet. We need
to find the source before the woman burns out. “We need to
figure out where it came from before it just —”
“Traitorous bitch.” The woman started yelling.
“Hypocritical cunt.”
Also, it can hear me. You could have mentioned that
earlier. Gabriel grabbed a rag and shoved it into the woman’s
mouth. Ted tossed him a roll of duct tape, and he used that to
secure the rag in place. “We’ve got to destroy it’s anchor or
it’s just going to find another victim.” Ted turned toward
Father Williams. “We can secure it in here. You two can find
the source while Father Williams prepares.”
“You okay keeping an eye?” He raised an eyebrow at Ted.
Ted nodded. “We can tie her a little better. I don’t want
her getting loose in here.”
“Gabriel…” His uncle turned to start assisting. “When
this is done I expect a full explanation. And you will be
working one of the game booths.”
He winced. “Yes, Uncle Oliver.”
#
Ted watched Michaels and Gabriel leave again. Then he
heard Father Williams clear his throat. “If I ask how you and
my nephew know each other, will I regret it?”
“I…” Ted shrugged. “Yes.”
“I see.” The priest nodded. “I will get what I need. It
shouldn’t take long.”
No sooner hat the priest left than Laura came out from
where she’d been hiding. “Detective Pretty Boy has a priest
uncle?”
“And both his aunts are nuns.” Ted nodded.
“So he’s working with a sex demon and having premarital
gayness with you.” Laura shook her head. “He is like the worst
Catholic ever.”
“I suppose…” His eyes widened and he whirled to face her.
“You…”
She snickered. “Unlike Detective Not-the-pretty-one, I
have eyes.”
“Yes, well, I, uh…” Ted exhaled and rubbed his neck.
“Hey.” She raised her hand, palm out. “High five.”
“High…”
“Ted.” She waved her hand a little. “Scale of one to ten,
you’re scoring with a twelve. High five.”
He laughed before slapping her palm.
#
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“This is the place.” Michaels got out of the car and
closed the door. “So these manifestation ghost spirit demon
vortex things are what, strong feelings?”
There are times it pains me to attempt communication with
you.
“Just answer the question.” Michaels rolled his eyes.
“Actually, just simplify it. Are we looking for a victim or a
perp?”
We are likely looking for someone who was both.
“I hate those kind of cases.” Michaels sighed.
“It’s not a soul, at least not how you think of one.”
Gabriel started toward the building. “That’s passed on. This
is just a really strong echo.”
“So Erilon was something like this once?”
Not even.
“You mean you’re like an actual biblical demon thing?”
Who are you calling a demon thing, Sidekick Boy?
“Sidekick Man.” Michaels frowned as they began searching
through the building. Quite a few of the apartment doors were
still locked. He debated putting his shoulder into one, but if
it was locked it was unlikely the kids had gone into one. “I’m
serious though. I mean, I saw you yank somebody through a
mirror and into a fiery pit. I’d kind of feel better if I knew
that what we are hunting here can’t do that.”
It cannot. It is, in its most base nature, human. I am
not. And Michaels?
“Yeah?”
You need not be afraid. You are one of mine. I will not
allow anyone or anything to take possession of you.
“That…” He nodded. “Thanks, Erilon.”
You are welcome.
“Am I still going to hell?”
You regularly use your cell phone while at the theater.
“Michaels…” Gabriel gave him a disapproving look.
“She’s, uh…” Michaels shook his head. “She’s kidding,
right? People don’t really go to hell for that…” He shifted
his weight uncertainly. “Do they?”
#
He held up a hand when he heard voices ahead. Against
ordinary threats, Michaels was no slouch in the tough guy
department. The man was a former linebacker and had been a
marine. In their day job, he hung back and let Michaels play
the hard-ass bad cop. But Michaels was smart enough not to make
it an ego thing. Situation turned supernatural, Michaels got
out of Gabriel’s way. The question was how extraordinary were
these circumstances?
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From the sound of the voices, they were dealing with a
couple teenagers. He gave a short nod to Michaels.
Immediately, Michaels straightened back up. They both retrieved
their badges, and headed into the room. “Police. Nobody move.”
Four young men froze in place. That lasted for about three
seconds before the tallest of them hissed and dropped the
lighter he’d been about to use on a joint. “Uh…” The oldest
looking one started shifting from foot to foot, then quickly
tossed the joint aside. “It’s not what it looks like.”
“We were just, uh…”
“We were about to call you guys. We found this stuff
here.”
“Yeah, we found it.” That one’s voice actually squeaked a
little.
“You do realize you’re out here after curfew on a Thursday,
right?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“We forgot to change over our clocks.”
“That was last month.” Gabriel shook his head.
“Uh…”
“What’s the capital of Georgia?” Michaels narrowed his
eyes.
“Um…” One shifted. “Savannah.” His eyes widened. “No,
Atlanta.”
“Ninth president?” Gabriel nodded at one of them.
“Wait that was…” The kid frowned. “I know that one.
Shortest term. Harrison.”
“Square root of 4,761?” Michaels nodded to another.
“Uh…” The kid looked scared, then grinned. “69.”
“States in which weed is legal?” Gabriel nodded at the
tallest.
“Not, uh…” The kid winced. “This one?”
“Alright…” Michaels shrugged and stepped aside. “Get your
asses home.”
The first three went out the door like rockets. The
tallest grinned as he headed out. “You guys are alright.”
“Did you hear that?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow. “We’re
alright.”
“Makes me feel all warm and fuzzy.” Michaels nodded. “No
vortex of evil in here.” He sniffed. “Actually some pretty
good shit.”
“And you wonder why you are going to hell.” Gabriel shook
his head before continuing further into the building.
#
Father Michaels returned with a sack over his shoulder. He
gave Laura a slightly disapproving look. “Were you not told to
be away from the dangerous situation?”
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“I’ll stay upstairs, but uh…” She shrugged. “Got nowhere
else to be.”
“I…” He slowly nodded. “I see.”
“Laura ordinarily stays with Michaels, but since he’s in
the field at the moment…” Ted shook his head. “I thought she’d
be safer staying here where I can keep an eye on her.” And
ensure she didn’t go off to follow Michaels and Gabriel. “What
can I do to help?”
“This isn’t…” The priest took a couple deep breaths.
“This is highly unorthodox. Normally, there is a whole approval
process and…” He sighed. “Doctors evaluations and…” He
swallowed. “And I never thought I’d actually be called upon to
do anything like this in my life.”
“Father?” Ted raised an eyebrow. “Are you alright?”
“I will have to trust my nephew knows what he is doing.”
Father Williams nodded. “Notify me as soon as they have found
what they seek, and I shall begin.”
“You want some coffee or anything?” Laura shrugged.
“Yes.” Father Williams nodded. “Coffee would be
wonderful.”
#
They were downstairs when there was another voice. “You…”
A young man was there, his eyes wide. He twitched a little as
he stared at them. “You two stole my girlfriend.”
“Jim, I presume?” Gabriel kept his weapon holstered.
Erilon, is he possessed? No. He’s strung out. My guess is the
thing tried but whatever shit he is on kept it from getting a
good hold. So it jumped to the stripper. “You need to…” The
young man drew a gun from the back of his jeans. “Not do that.”
“Put the gun down, kid.” Michaels drew his tazer. “Nobody
needs to get hurt.”
“He said I could have her.” Jim’s voice sounded dreamy.
“Any girl I wanted. I deserve so much better than Hanna.” He
swayed a little from side to side. The gun was still pointed at
the ground.
Slowly, Gabriel started toward him. “Jim, I need you to
give me the gun.”
“I’m gonna save her you know…” The kid scratched at his
arm before shivering. “Take her away from all this.”
“I’m sure you are.” Gabriel came closer.
“I love her.” Jim smiled. Then he narrowed his eyes.
“You’re gonna hurt her.”
“Nobody is going to hurt her.” Gabriel shook his head. He
kept his hands visible and away from the gun, keeping the kid
focused on him.
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“He’s gonna help me take care of her, but you…” Jim
blinked. “I need to stop…” He jerked his head to the side and
frowned again. Then he started to bring the gun up.
The prongs of Michael’s tazer hit before Jim could fire.
Gabriel immediately grabbed the gun and threw it away before
shoving Jim to the ground. He zip-tied Jim’s hands behind his
back. Jim made a few confused protests. “Kid’s out of it.”
Michaels frowned.
“Drugs and demons don’t mix.” Gabriel started looking
around. “Erilon?”
Got it, pet. Her voice went quiet for a moment. He killed
eight women, then he killed himself.
“What do we need to do?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
Burn it down.
“That’s, uh…” Michaels frowned. “Arson, and it’s kind of
illegal.”
He killed himself in this room. It needs to be cleansed by
fire.
“Let’s get Jim here into the back of the car. We’ll, uh…”
Michaels shrugged. “Kids smoking shit, we got here in time to
keep the fire from spreading?”
“Sounds good.” Gabriel nodded.
#
He added a healthy dose of whiskey to the coffee before
bringing it to the priest. “You alright, Father?”
“Strange how one can believe something for their entire
life…” Father Williams accepted the coffee. “And still have
the confirmation of that faith shake him.”
“Amen to that.” Ted smiled. “She, uh…” He shrugged.
“She doesn’t remember anything. I told her she passed out in
the rec room and sent her off in an ambulance.”
Father Williams downed the coffee. “I should…” He looked
at the cup. “Probably call a taxi. Gabriel and his partner,
they…?”
“They are taking some junkie to the hospital. Gabriel said
to tell you he’ll explain things tomorrow.”
“He and Michaels are the masked vigilantes?” Father
Williams raised an eyebrow.
Ted sighed. “Yes.”
“Tell my nephew he can forgo the explanation. The less I
know, perhaps the better.” He stood. “But not only are all
four of you going to be working game booths at the fair, he and
his partner will both be taking turns in the dunk tank.”
“I…” Ted shrugged, and nodded. “I will let them know.”
“It was a pleasure to meet you.”
“Please, call me Ted.” Ted accepted the man’s handshake.
“It was nice to meet you, Father Williams.”
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“Anyone who helps me perform an exorcism may call me
Oliver.”
#
“That was totally anti-climactic.” Laura put her feet up
on the desk, only for Michaels to shove them off.
“Anti-climactic?” Michaels stared at her.
“He just threw water around and prayed really loud in some
weird language.”
“I ended up on fire!” Michaels glared.
“No, your shirt did. Your skin didn’t even blister.”
Laura rolled her eyes. “Wuss.”
“Children.” Ted rubbed his eyes.
“There wasn’t even projectile vomiting.” Laura put her
feet up on the desk again.
“Which means you didn’t have to clean up projectile vomit.”
Gabriel glanced at her.
“I…” Laura blinked. “Okay, fair point. And you know, if
you’d listened to me about the costume thing, Michaels wouldn’t
have caught fire.” She reached for her notebook, and flipped to
a page. “Check it out. We could make this one out of the
material firemen use.”
“You realize that stuff weights like twenty points per
square foot of fabric, right?” Michaels looked over at the
sketchbook. Then he tilted his head. “Actually, that one is…”
He shrugged. “I like the trenchcoats.”
“Yeah, I mean, they have the whole flowing cape thing
going, but totally more practical. And these ones will be like,
leather, so they’ll be protective too. Like the gear
motorcycli…” Her eyes lit. “You guys need motorcycles.”
“Hold up —”
“And you still need like a symbol or something.” She
started bouncing in her chair. “I was thinking like hawks,
cause they fly all over the city and can see everything going on
and that’s like…” She started sketching as she talked.
“Now look what you did.” Gabriel sighed at Michaels.
“I know. I’m sorry.” Michaels took a deep breath.
“Laura…” He put his hands on the desk. “How exactly are we
supposed to change into our costumes? What if someone looks in
our stuff and sees them?”
“I…” Laura gave a frustrated sigh. “I mean, you don’t
have to wear them all the time. Just like, when you know you’re
going out to do the crime fighting thing.”
“It is starting to get cold.” Ted leaned back in his
chair.
“That would make having them justifiable if we aren’t dumb
about it…” Michaels started to nod.
And they are coming back into fashion.
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“Fine.” Gabriel banged his forehead into the desk. “We
can get trenchcoats.”
“YES!” Laura bounded up out of her chair and held the
sketchbook up triumphantly. “I’ll find ones that will work with
the utility belts.”
“I didn’t say we were getting utility belts.” Gabriel
started shaking his head.
“But you will, you —” Laura opened the door to the office
and stopped in her tracks. “What are —”
NO! Gabriel and Michaels were both on their feet at the
sound of Erilon’s shout.
The sound of the gunshot echoed off the walls.
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“No, no, no…” Ted nearly tripped as he got out of his
chair. Gabriel caught Laura as she staggered backward, twisting
so that the second and third shots hit him instead of her.
Michaels was through the door a moment later, hitting the gunman
with a full on tackle. The gun made a clattering sound as it
was knocked away.
He fell to his knees next to Laura. The bullet had hit her
square in the chest. Laura was shaking, panic on her face.
“Laura?” Gabriel lowered her before putting his hands over the
wound. Blood pulsed through his fingers.
Michaels, stop.
“He shot Laura!” Michaels hit the gunman in the face, then
hit him again.
Ted.
Ted stood and went through the door. Michaels was a good
deal larger than he was, but it took surprisingly little effort
to pull him away from the prone gunman. It took him only a
moment to recognize Jim. Michaels had already knocked the man
unconscious. The younger man shook his head a couple times,
then yanked out his handcuffs. Ted pulled the phone out of his
pocket and started dialing 911.
“Stay with me, Laura.” Gabriel pressed down on the wound.
“It hurts.” Laura made a small whimpering sound. “It
hurts.”
Michaels finished cuffing the unconscious gunman, then
stood. “Gabe?” He swallowed. “Gabe, is she…”
Laura made a choking sound, and then coughed blood. “It…”
She gave another watery cough.
Tears blurred his vision as he started talking to the 911
operator. Micheals dropped to his knees on Laura’s other side,
then put his hand under her head to turn it a little, letting
her spit the blood out easier. “Hey, little sister, you’re
going to…” Micheals caught Laura’s hand. Tears were falling
from the man’s eyes as Laura’s eyes started to flicker shut.
“Laura, Laura…”
#
Help her.
I can’t.
She’ll die if you don’t.
She’ll die if I do. I would heal her only to burn her out.
Erilon.
Gabriel, I can’t. There is no magic in her blood to draw
upon.
Then use mine.
Pet… I… No.
Now.
You don’t know what that will do to you.
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Laura will die if you don’t.
I…
Now, Erilon.
But what if you remember?
Remember…? Erilon, it doesn’t matter. Save her.
I’m sorry.
#
Michaels felt Laura’s hand in his go limp. “No. Baby
girl, stay with us.”
On the other side of Laura, Gabriel winced. He made a
sound as though he were in pain. Then his eyes started to glow.
A moment later, Laura’s did as well. Red at first, like embers.
Slowly, the glow became brighter, turning to a white light.
Gabriel removed his hands from her chest, and Michaels gasped
when he saw the wound starting to close. “Laura…?” Ted lowered
the phone.
Laura’s body jerked, and she cried out. The glow in her
eyes dimmed, then vanished. There was a hole in her shirt,
blood all around it, but the wound was gone. She blinked, and
then her eyes seemed to focus once more.
He had just enough time to breath a sigh of relief before
Gabriel collapsed bonelessly onto the floor.
#
The phone fell out of his hand. Dimly, he could hear
someone’s voice on the other end. “Gabriel.” Ted immediately
went to the side of the unconscious man. He started fumbling
for a pulse.
Laura started to sit up, then caught sight of Gabriel.
“No, no what happened?”
“It’s alright, Laura, he’s going to…” Michaels swallowed.
“Ted?”
He pressed his fingers into the side of Gabriel’s neck.
Nothing. He shifted their placement a little. There was no
pulse beneath his fingers. “I can’t find…” He started shaking
his head. “Gabriel.”
“Move.” Michaels pulled him aside. “Take care of Laura.”
He pressed his fingers against Gabriel’s neck, then cursed
before turning Gabriel onto his back. “One. Two. Three.
Four. If. You. Die. I. Will. Kill. You.” He pushed down
with every word, keeping a steady rhythm.
Ted picked up the phone again, and heard the operator’s
voice asking what was happening. He swallowed twice before he
could respond. “Officer down.”
“Ted…” Laura turned toward him, her eyes wide.
“It’s…” He grabbed her and pulled her toward him, hugging
her tightly. “Laura, are you…”
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Her body shifted slightly, and when she spoke her voice was
different. “Laura will be fine. Her life…” She turned to
glance at where Michaels was performing CPR. “Is no longer the
one in danger.”
“Erilon…”
“I’m sorry, Ted. It took all I had to aid the girl. Right
now, I haven’t even the strength to leave her.” She turned back
toward him. “I had to pull from him. He…” She bowed her head.
“He told you to.” Ted touched her arm. “Just…” He
blinked back tears.
“I…” Laura’s body shifted again, and her voice returned to
normal. “He…” She let out a choking sob.
“Michaels…” Ted went to kneel at Gabriel’s other side.
“Do you need me to…” He positioned his hands over top of
Michaels’, preparing to take over compressions.
“I. Need. You. To. Get. The. De. Fib.” Michaels
kept pumping.
“Defibrillator. Right. Going.” He scrambled to his feet
and headed for the gym.
#
Ted was on his way back. He could hear the footsteps.
Michaels forced air into his partner’s lungs again, then checked
for a pulse. Still nothing. A couple curses escaped him as he
returned to the compressions. He winced when he felt Gabriel’s
ribs crack, then a chill went through him.
He’d seen Gabriel jump off roofs and take close range
shotgun blasts. Just a few moments ago, the man had been shot
twice, and been uninjured. And he’d just broken Gabriel’s ribs.
He took his hands away and checked for a pulse again. “Come on,
partner. Breath for me.” He shifted to force air into the
other man’s lungs again. “Breath for me.”
“Michaels?” Ted was kneeling on Gabriel’s other side
again, the case in his hand. “What do I do?”
“Take. Over. Here.” He waited until Ted had his hands
above his own, then moved aside to let Ted do the compressions.
His shoulders were killing him as he started to get the kit out.
Then he grabbed Gabriel’s shirt. “Lift your hands for a sec.”
As soon as Ted did, Michaels ripped Gabriel’s shirt open. “Keep
up the compressions.” He placed the pads. “Get clear.”
As soon as Ted moved away, Michaels hit the button. He
heard the robotic voice, then hit the button. Gabriel’s body
twitched slightly as the shock was delivered. Immediately, he
went back to doing compressions. “One, two, three…”
After a couple minutes, he started the AED cycle again. He
could hear sirens. How the hell were they going to explain
this? There was another twitch as the shock was delivered, and
then…
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A pulse. “Oh thank you god.” Michaels exhaled. “Come on,
partner. That’s the heart. Need the lungs now.”
“Is he…?” Laura’s voice was small.
“Ted, go get the paramedics in here.” When the older man
just kept staring, Michaels raised his voice. “Ted, the
paramedics.”
“Right.” Ted climbed to his feet and headed out the door.
“Just hang in there, partner. Help is coming.” He sat
down next to Gabriel, then checked his pulse again. A faint
flutter, but there. “Just hang on.”
#
Lying to paramedics and police officers was something he’d
never done before. He really hoped it was something he’d never
had to do again. In the story they told, Jim had hit Laura in
the face, causing a bloody nose. Then Gabriel had tried to get
the gun away from Jim, and Jim had choked Gabriel before
Michaels had been able to intervene.
Michaels was a cop. After he’d vouched for the story, the
others had stopped questioning it. He’d identified Laura as his
CI and claimed he and Gabriel had been there to talk to Ted
about Jim. Michaels had gone in the ambulance with Gabriel.
Ted and Laura had gone to the hospital in the back of a police
car to get Laura checked out.
Laura wrapped her arms around herself. “She keeps telling
me everything is going to be okay, but she’s not even strong
enough to say it loud enough for you to hear.”
“Laura…”
“Don’t…” She shook her head at him. “Don’t try to tell me
it’s going to be okay, Ted, cause it’s not okay. It’s not.”
Tears fell from her eyes. “Not even an hour ago I was dying of
a big fucking hole in my chest and now I’m not and I don’t even
want to think about what that might have cost.”
Ted sighed, and sat down next to her. He put an arm around
her shoulders, and pulled her to him. He didn’t want to think
about that cost either. “He obviously thought you were —”
“There are monsters in the world, Ted. I saw them. You
saw them. And the guy who could get between us and them is…”
She shook her head. “He was wrong. I’m not worth —”
“Don’t.” Ted stood. He put his hands on her shoulders.
“Don’t you ever say that. Don’t you ever think that.”
“How can you say that?” She looked up at him. “He’s your
—”
“Laura…” He pulled her into a hug as she started sobbing
again. He felt tears of his own fall, and buried his face in
her braids.
#
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He found Ted and Laura in one of the waiting rooms. They
both looked up at him. “They, uh…” Michaels rubbed his neck.
“They had to restart his heart again in the ambulance, but he’s
stable now.” He glanced over his shoulder. “His mom is with
him.”
“But he’s alive?” Laura’s eyes were huge and filled with
tears.
“He’s alive.” Michaels nodded. Then he shook his head and
strode forward to pull her into a hug. He felt her hug him
back, and exhaled. “How are you?”
“I…” She choked back a sob. “I won’t know until I know if
he’s going to be okay.”
“Michaels, I…” Ted took a deep breath. “How are you? Did
you get any aspirin or…”
The question made him painfully aware of how his shoulders
were threatening to cramp. “I, uh…”
“I’ll get you some aspirin.” Ted started nodded. “And
water.” He stood and started out of the waiting room.
“Ted.” Michaels sighed. “Ted, sit. I’ll be…”
“For fuck’s sake, let me…” Ted all but growled the words.
“Do something.”
“I…” Michaels sighed, and nodded. “Could do with a coke.”
“Laura?”
“Coke sounds good.”
#
“So Laura is currently possessed by Erilon.” Michaels
glanced over his shoulder again, apparently reassuring himself
nobody was close enough to overhear.
“Yeah, but she’s really weak.” Laura shook her head. “I
think…”
“Whatever they did nearly killed her too.” Ted sighed. He
stood and started pacing again. “Shouldn’t they have —”
“They said they’d tell us if his condition changed.”
Michaels leaned back.
“We aren’t next of kin.” Ted rested his forehead on the
wall. The man he loved was laying in a hospital bed, and the
only reason they had what information they did is Michaels had a
badge and a willingness to bulldoze anyone between him and
answers. “They don’t have to —”
“He’s stable.” He turned at the sound of the familiar
voice.
“Father Williams.” Ted nodded.
“His pulse is regular, but he isn’t able to breath on his
own. I…” Father Williams looked away. “If you were dishonest
about the cause of his condition, you could be jeopardizing his
recovery.”
“Father —” Ted took a deep breath.
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“Did this have anything to do with…” The priest inhaled.
“Is there anything I should be doing to assist him?”
Being helpless just made everything worse. Ted slowly
nodded. “Prayers couldn’t hurt.”
“Praying I’ve been doing.” Father Williams sighed. “I
should be getting back to Patty. I just wanted to check on…”
He looked at each of them. “Is there anything I can do for
you?”
“Gabriel and his mom need you right now, Father.” Michaels
managed a smile. “We’ll bunk down here, let us know if you need
us.”
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He set the small box down next to the woman in the chair,
and tried not to notice that Gabriel’s mother was the same age
he was. Even knowing Gabriel was adopted didn’t make that any
more comfortable a realization. Patricia Williams was a short
woman, with cappuccino colored skin and soft brown eyes in a
kind face. Despite there being no physical resemblance between
her and her son, there was no mistaking her for anyone other
than his mother. “You’re Ted, right?”
“Yes, Ma’am.” He nodded. “Thought you might be hungry,
and hospital food is always…” He shrugged.
Her smile trembled as she looked at the box. “Bear claws.
My favorite.”
“He mentioned that, once.” Ted glanced at the man on the
bed. Gabriel looked unnaturally pale, and there were tubes and
wires and lights and beeping and… He exhaled. “How is he?”
“The doctor said his pulse is stronger.” She squeezed
Gabriel’s hand. “There is brain activity. Doctor said he’s in
a coma, not a…” She swallowed. “They’ve still got him on
oxygen, but he’s breathing now.” She looked up at Ted. “There
was a girl who was hurt? How is she?”
“Laura’s fine. Gabriel’s partner, Michaels, took her home
a couple hours ago.” He wanted to take Gabriel’s other hand, to
cling to it and feel the other man’s heartbeat.
“He’s talked about Laura a couple times. You as well.”
Patricia nodded. “I’ve been trying to get him to bring you both
around for dinner, but I still haven’t managed to get him to
bring his partner over.” She wiped at her eyes with her free
hand. “He tries to keep the cop part of his life away from me.
Doesn’t want me to worry about him.” She patted his hand. “As
though that stops me.”
“I should…” Ted shifted awkwardly. He fumbled for his
business card, and then set it atop the donut box. “I’m not
far. Call if you need anything, or…” He exhaled.
“Thank you, Ted.”
#
“Alright, what…” Michaels took a few deep breaths. “What
exactly happened?”
“The only way to heal Laura without burning her out was to
pull from Gabriel. He…” Hearing Erilon speaking with Laura’s
voice, wearing Laura’s body, was as disturbing as fuck. “I
tried talking him out of it, but…” She exhaled. “You’re his
friends.”
“He knew the risks.” Ted’s voice was quiet.
“Yes.”
“And what about you?” Ted raised an eyebrow.
“I will recover my energy in time, and separate again from
the girl.”
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“Any way we can speed that up? I mean, help you whatever
so you can go back to helping him and…” Michaels rubbed his arm
with his other hand. “I mean, you can help him, right?”
“I am a succubus, Michaels.” Erilon shook Laura’s head.
“While yes, that is technically possible —”
“Then what do we need to do for you —”
“I feed off sexual energy.”
“And you’re currently…” Ted leaned back. “Stuck in the
body of a fifteen year old girl.”
“What Gabriel and I did gave Laura a spark. She’s pulling
magic now, I won’t burn her out by being in here. Once I am
stronger again, I can protect her, but right now…” Erilon
sighed. “We are both mortal.”
“Oh.” Michaels fumbled for a chair. “You mean if
something happens to…” He sat down. “You’ll die too.”
“Outside the fact that it’s you and we…” Ted folded his
hands. “How bad will that be?”
“It will not be anything cataclysmic. I am not a unique
enti —”
“Yes you are.” Michaels looked up at her.
“I…” She hesitated. “Thank you.”
“You and Laura are our friends.” He stood again. “We’ll
keep you safe until Gabriel is back on his feet and…” He
swallowed, then took a deep breath. “Erilon, I broke his ribs
when I was…” He looked away. “Will he still be…” He sighed.
“There are vampires in this world, Erilon. Please tell me we
aren’t on our own.”
“Gabriel’s nature is the reason I came to him in the first
place. He…” She shook Laura’s head again. “In truth he gives
me more than I give him. I…” She rubbed her arms. “I don’t
know. This is not something that has been done before. Were he
any less than what he is, I would have killed them both and
possibly you two with them trying.”
“Are you sure there is nothing we can do?” Ted looked up.
“I mean, what if you did pull some energy from us?”
“I could drain you both dry and it would be like throwing a
bucket of water over Niagara Falls when it comes to helping
Gabriel.”
“What about to help you, then?” Michaels raised an
eyebrow.
“I…” She looked genuinely startled. “You’re offering to
help me?”
“You’re our friend, Erilon. Whatever you need” He nodded.
Then a terrifying thought came to him and he started shaking his
head. “I mean, as long as it doesn’t involve having sex with
Laura because that is wrong on so many levels that I think I’d
rather shoot myself in the head.”
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“Maybe you aren’t going to hell after all.” She smiled.
“It would…” She slowly nodded. “As exhausted as Gabriel and I
are, once we are connected again there is a…” She looked down.
“I could kill whoever he…”
He saw Ted visibly pale. Michaels was sure he did as well.
“Killer nookie.” He exhaled. “Out with a bang.”
“I take back what I said about you not going to hell.” She
gave him a look.
“But uh…”
“I can connect with you less intensely. Like sipping
through a straw rather than taking a gulp.”
“So Ted and I need to go get laid a lot. Heroically.”
Michaels rubbed his eyes. “God, this sounds like the plot to
the worst porno of all time.”
“I don’t think Ted is currently in the mood, so…” She
patted Michaels shoulder. “Go save the day with your dick.”
“This sounds like the setup to the worst porno of all
time.” Michaels glared at her.
“And do try to remember there are flavors other than plain
old vanilla.”
“You’re going to be in my head…” Michaels winced. “While
I have sex?”
“Yes.”
“Is that what…”
“Is that what its like for Gabriel?” Ted stared, his
expression horrified. “You watching when…” His eyes nearly
fell out of his head.
“He spends a lot of time telling me to shut up.” Erilon
nodded.
“I’m not going to hell.” Michaels sighed. “I’m already in
hell.”
#
“Any change?” Ted raised an eyebrow.
Father Williams sighed. “He’s stable. The doctor has said
repeatedly that is a good sign.” He shrugged. “He’s said it
often enough now I am almost starting to believe it.”
“How is Patricia?”
“I had my assistant take her home to get some sleep.” He
straightened. “Told her I wouldn’t leave him by himself.”
“May I…” Ted hesitated.
“Please. Sit.” Father Williams nodded at the other chair.
He was quiet for a moment. “It is clear my nephew considers you
a friend, and that he trusts you. I am sure he would appreciate
your presence.”
“He’s a good man.” Ted sat down. Hesitantly, he put his
hand atop Gabriel’s. The skin was cold, and he could feel the
needle in the back of Gabriel’s hand.
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“A few months ago, he came to me and asked me to bless
several stakes. I can extrapolate from what I read in the
papers to what likely occurred.” Father Michaels sat up
straight. “You are involved in the…?”
“I help how I can.” He rubbed his thumb against Gabriel’s
hand, uncertain of how much to tell the priest.
“His father died when Gabriel was only three. A house fire
two doors down from where they lived. Stuart got two children
out, and went back for the third.” Father William’s voice shook
a little. “He got her out, but…” He closed his eyes. “This is
room 107. His father, my brother, died in room 108.”
“I’m sorry.” Ted stared at the man across the bed.
“Patricia is…” His eyes closed. “Margaret and Doris got
in this morning. They are with her now, at the church.
I
should…” His eyes reopened. “Will you stay with him?”
“Yes.” Ted nodded.
“Thank you.”
He waited until the priest had been gone for a few minutes
before rising and pressing a kiss to Gabriel’s forehead.
“Please be okay.” He kissed Gabriel’s hand. “Please.”
#
“How is he?” Michaels entered, accompanied by Laura.
“He’s…” Ted looked up, then blinked. “Why do you have a
black eye?”
“I don’t want to talk about it.” Michaels glared.
“I’m trying to figure out a polite way to ask…” Ted
winced.
“Erilon’s sticking around in my head for a bit, conserving
her strength.” Laura sat down. “This is…” She exhaled.
“Weird.”
“His mom and his aunts have been taking turns sitting with
him.” Ted glanced over his shoulder. “I think it’s Aunt Doris
in there now, but…” He rubbed his neck. “I’m honestly not sure
which aunt is which.”
“Have you gotten any sleep?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“One of the nuns told me I wouldn’t be allowed to check in
on him again unless I was showered and had at least five hours
of sleep.” Ted nodded.
“Nuns.” Laura gave an elaborate shudder.
“Was that you or her?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“Little of both.” Laura shrugged.
He reached over and yanked one of her braids, and she stuck
her tongue out at him. Then he shrugged. “Not that anyone
cares, but the junkie asshat is apparently going to be fine. He
isn’t coherent about anything that happened and uh…” He rubbed
the back of his neck before glancing at Ted. “And you stopped
me from doing him too much damage so I’m not in trouble.
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They’ve moved him to the psych ward and he’s going to be there
for…” He shrugged again. “Probably a long time.”
“I suppose in the grand scheme…” Ted exhaled. “That’s
probably —”
A nun skidded to a halt at the door to the waiting room.
She caught herself on the frame, and looked in with a huge smile
on her face. “He woke up.”
“Thank god…” Michaels felt as if a hundred pound weight
had been lifted off him. Ted’s knees gave out and he fell back
into his chair. Laura started crying again. “Can we…”
“He was only conscious for a couple minute, but…” She was
beaming and rushed forward to hug him. “He’s going to be okay.”
Michaels felt just a bit awkward as he hugged her back,
then watched her go hug Laura and Ted before leaving the room
again, hugging a random bystander, and rushing off once more.
“So that was Doris?”
“I think that one was Margaret.” Ted’s voice was shaky.
“He’s going to be alright.”
Laura stood before seating herself in Ted’s lap and putting
her arms around him. Ted hugged her. Michaels sat down next to
them, then just shrugged and put his arms around them both.
“Yeah.”
#
“Don’t you ever, ever do anything like that again.” Laura
folded her arms. “Seriously, don’t.” Erilon glared through
Laura’s eyes.
“You’re lucky we didn’t give you tattoos while you were
out, partner.” Michaels joined her in glaring.
Ted just shook his head at both of them. “We’re glad
you’re okay.”
“Thanks.” Gabriel smiled weakly. “Now go get a wheelchair
and get me out of here.”
“No.” Ted shook his head.
“Nope.”
“Absolutely not. No way in hell.”
He gave Laura a look. “I take it I missed some things the
last couple days?”
“I’m letting Erilon ride along until she’s stronger again.
Then she can help you out, and then we will bust you out of
here.” Laura nodded.
“How is…” Gabriel started trying to sit up, and Ted put a
hand on him to arrest the motion.
“Michaels is letting me feed off him.”
“Michaels is…”
“I don’t want to talk about it.” Michaels turned a little
red.
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“Good, cause I really don’t want to know.” Gabriel took a
deep breath.
“There is going to be some talking, but it can wait a bit.”
Ted gave him a level look. “Your mother said the doctor said
you’re recovering quickly, and you’ll probably be able to go
home in the next couple days.”
“At which point an entire flock of penguins is apparently
going to descend upon you.” Laura patted his shoulder.
“They aren’t penguins. They are nuns.” Michaels shook his
head at her.
“Hide me?” Gabriel winced.
“We had to take like forty casseroles to the center’s deep
freeze.” Laura shook her head. Then she shivered a little.
“The short penguin is making me one of those yarn blanket
thingies. She pinched my cheeks.”
“Aunt Margaret.”
“Actual cheek pinching. Seriously, grabbed them both, and
made squealing noises.” Laura shook her head. “And she keeps
hugging, like, everyone.”
“Yeah.” He nodded. “That’s Aunt Margaret.”
“And he’s now Mikey.” She jerked a thumb at Michaels.
“No.”
“No, Laura. He’s ‘That Darling Mikey’.” Ted tried to hide
a smile.
“No.” Michaels glared.
“He’s Sidekick Man.” Gabriel managed a shrug.
“Damn straight.” Michaels grinned. “Now get your ass
better, Hero Boy.”
#
He stopped in the door of his apartment, and looked around.
“Uh…”
Father Williams sighed. “I tried to stop them, but…”
“What did they do to my curtains?” Gabriel stared.
“Something about natural light and…” Father Williams
glanced at the light lacy things hanging on the windows. “Your
old ones are in the cupboard. Freshly laundered. Like very
other scrap of cloth you own.”
“It smells like…”
“Your mother got you some of those scented plug in air
fresheners and…” He shrugged. “You might want to sit down for
a bit before going into your bedroom.”
“Tell me…”
“New duvet.” Father Williams patted his shoulder.
“At least they only rearranged the furniture.” He fell
heavily onto the couch.
“I’ll tell them you were pleased and grateful.” His
uncle’s lips twitched.
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“I am, I just…” He sighed. “Wish they wouldn’t.”
His uncle sat down on the chair. “Will you tell me what
really happened?”
“I…” Gabriel exhaled. “There was a junkie and —”
“Gabriel.” Father Williams narrowed his eyes. “I have
known you since you were an infant.” He shook his head. “I
don’t care what he was on, no scrawny little junkie strangled
you.”
“Uncle…” He rubbed the back of his neck. “I can’t tell
you everything.”
“Do you think I won’t understand?” He raised an eyebrow.
“I think you…” He looked away. “Won’t approve.”
“Since when has that mattered?”
“That’s always mattered. Uncle Oliver…” He closed his
eyes for a moment before turning back to him. “Not every threat
against this world can be faced by mundane means.” He rested
his hands on his knees.
“He says, to the priest.” Father Williams smiled. It
faded after a moment. “You have always had a purpose, Gabriel.
I thought for a time, it would be in the church. But if this is
the path you have chosen for yourself, then…” He nodded. “Then
do not hesitate to come to me if you have need.”
“Thank you.”
“And don’t think ending up in the hospital is going to get
you out of working in the dunk tank.”
“Yes, Uncle Oliver.”
He stood, and started for the door before pausing. Then he
sighed, turned around, and came back. Slowly, he sat down. “I
was…” He took a deep breath. “You know I was a soldier before
I was a priest.”
“Yes.” He looked up. “Uncle Oliver, what’s wrong?”
“Gabriel, my son, if you and your friends continue this
path, you will draw the attention of…” He swallowed. “Just
because something operates with mostly mundane means does not
mean it is not a great evil, Gabriel.”
“I know, I…” He frowned. “You know something.”
“I think that…” Father Williams exhaled. “That it is time
I told you the truth about those days and…” He met Gabriel’s
eyes. “And about a group that calls itself The Cabal.”
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He used the key to gain entry, hoping the others had
already cleared out. Fortunately, his hopes weren’t dashed.
Gabriel was by himself, sitting in his recliner. A half empty
bottle of beer sat next to him. “Ted.”
“Are you…” Ted frowned before going to sit on the couch
nearby. “Gabriel, are you alright?”
“I, uh…” Gabriel picked up the beer, then just looked at
it before setting it back down. “I don’t know.”
“Do you need anything? A pain pill, or —”
“Kind of like you to drag me into the bedroom and fuck me
until I can’t think straight.” Gabriel shrugged.
“As much as I’d love to do just that…” Ted sighed.
“Pretty sure that would be against doctor’s orders.” He gave a
small shake of his head. “You almost died, Gabriel. I’m still
not sure what did happen.”
“Laura’s okay. That’s the part that matters.” Gabriel
gave him a half smile.
“Except its not. She’s terrified that by saving her…” Ted
exhaled. “It spelled the end of the Crimson Crusader.”
“Under no circumstances —”
“Gabriel.” Ted reached out and put his hand atop
Gabriel’s.
“I’m exhausted, but, uh…” Gabriel waved a hand. “Can
still throw a car at somebody if I need to. Couple more days of
rest and I’ll be fine.”
“Then…” Ted frowned. “What’s wrong?”
“Uncle Oliver and…” Gabriel picked up the beer again.
This time he drained the bottle before setting it back down.
“We talked.”
Ted leaned back. He wasn’t sure what topic of conversation
was responsible for Gabriel’s current mood. “I’m listening.”
“He, uh…” Gabriel looked away. “Did you know he’s only
the half sibling of the others? He was already in the army when
my father was born. Joined up in 1959, just in time for…” He
shifted position, leaning forward so he was looking down at the
floor.
“Vietnam.” Ted nodded. “Is that what drew him into the
priesthood.”
“No. And yes. He uh…” Gabriel leaned back again. “He
did some things. Not nice things. Worked with some people.
Not nice people. And uh…” Gabriel looked up at him. “He
joined a group called The Cabal.”
“That sounds…” Ted took the empty bottle away, and grabbed
two fresh ones. “Well, that doesn’t sound like something good
people call themselves.”
“He turned against them and they went after his family.
Killed his dad and stepmother. He took the kids and ran,
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changed his name and theirs. Every…” Gabriel looked down at
the beer bottle. “He’s been living a fucking lie ever since.”
“He’s your…”
“He’s a murderer. Among other things.”
Ted felt a chill run down him. “Gabriel, I…” He felt
shocked. “I don’t know what to…”
“He said if we keep doing what we do, we’ll draw their
attention. And that they’ve grown neither weaker nor kinder
over the years.”
“I…” Ted took the bottle from Gabriel and set it next to
his. “Come here.” He wrapped his arms around Gabriel as
Gabriel came to him, and held the younger man tightly. “You
need some sleep. Come on.” He pulled Gabriel toward the
bedroom.
“Stay the night?”
“I will.” He pushed Gabriel’s shoulder, getting the
younger man into the bed before pulling the covers over him.
“I’m with you, Gabriel. No matter what comes.”
#
He woke in Ted’s arms, with the other man pressed against
his back and holding him tightly. Gabriel started to move away,
and Ted pulled back. “Where do you think you’re going?”
“I…” He blinked. “Well I was going to say work, but uh…”
“It’s Sunday, and you’re on medical leave.” Ted kissed the
back of his neck. “So you’re staying here.”
“I uh…” Gabriel chuckled. “That a gun in your pocket,
Ted, or are you just happy to see me?”
“Don’t be a smart ass, or you’ll spend the day tied to the
bed.” Ted smiled. “You want breakfast?”
His stomach rumbled. “Apparently.”
“Your aunt brought over a half dozen quiches. Michaels
stole a couple of them, but I wouldn’t let him take the one with
the prosciutto.” Ted kissed him again before rising. “I uh…”
He shrugged. “Laura knows.”
“Laura knows…?” He started to sit up, and changed his
mind.
“About you and me.” Ted shifted awkwardly.
“That a problem?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“It’s…” Ted blinked. “It’s not?”
“I prefer to keep my private life private, Ted, but…” He
shook his head. “Don’t ever think I’m ashamed of you in any
way.”
Ted’s smile nearly split his face in two. “Strange as…”
Ted laughed softly. “I kind of like it being a secret.
Something just ours.”
#
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They sat around the table, digging into a beef and potato
casserole. “Your aunt can cook.” Michaels took a huge bite.
“I gained ten pounds just putting all those casseroles in
the freezer.” Laura nodded. “How the hell are you so skinny?”
She stared at Gabriel.
“Exercise.” Gabriel shrugged. “Usually Aunt Margaret does
the cooking for the senior meal program, but uh…” He stabbed a
bite with his fork. “When she told them her nephew the cop was
in the hospital they all pitched in to ensure I didn’t need to
cook again this century.”
“The center appreciates the food donation.” Ted smiled.
“And your aunt has been making noise about coming over and
teaching a cooking class or two for the older kids.”
“Yeah, what’s this about us all being volunteered for a
dunk tank?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
“It’s for charity.” Ted shook his head. “Deal with it.”
“Ugh.” Michaels shoved another bite of food into his
mouth.
“Alright.” Laura helped herself to seconds. “I have to
know.” She looked up at Michaels. “How’d you get the shiner?”
“I don’t want to —”
“Erilon is definitely stronger now…” Laura’s voice became
sing song. “So we know what you’ve been doing.”
“You just turned sixteen.” He glared across the table.
“I’m not having this conversation with you.”
“Fine.” She shrugged. “Erilon, how’d Sidekick Boy —”
“Sidekick Man.”
“Get the black eye?”
Well…
“Don’t you even.” Michaels started shaking his head.
“It’s completely your fault anyway.”
“I…” Ted gave a resigned sigh. “Great. Now I actually
want to know.”
“Spill.” Laura bounced in her chair.
“Everything was going fine until she uh…” Michaels turned
a little bit red. “Got strong enough to start ‘helping’.”
I was just trying to offer some advice. Not my fault you —
“Completely your fault.” He winced before looking at
Gabriel. “Seriously, how the hell do you get any, uh…” He
shrugged. “With her commentary in your head.”
“I tell her to shut up.” Gabriel took a drink of water.
“A lot.”
“See, I tried that…”
Only he did it very rudely and he never learned to think
quietly and the redhead he’d been flirting with thought he was
talking to her.
“Stop talking.”
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“She punched you?” Laura raised an eyebrow.
“No, I managed to talk my way out of that but then…”
Then he thought it would be smart to hit on —
“Shut up and let me tell the story.”
You’ll leave the good parts out. Anyway, he decides he’s
going to hit on the other redhead in the group, cause it never
occurred to him —
“Erilon!”
“You hit on her sister?” Ted blinked.
Who by the way had overheard the earlier exchange. And was
a lesbian there with her partner. Then he picked exactly the
wrong moment to take my suggestion about not being so vanilla,
and —
“I propositioned her and her roller derby girlfriend for a
threesome, alright?” Michaels exhaled.
“And the roller derby girlfriend gave you the black eye?”
Gabriel raised an eyebrow.
“No, uh…”
No he ducked that and got her in an arm lock but it turned
out the whole team was there. So then —
“Where the fuck is an exorcist when you need one?”
“Let me see if I understand this…” Ted took a deep breath.
“Shortly after lighting yourself on fire because you decided to
light a ‘strike anywhere’ match on your stubble while wearing
shirt that had been splattered with gasoline…”
“How the fucking hell did you make it to adulthood, let
alone through basic training?” Laura stared.
He turned toward Gabriel, who was trying not to laugh.
“Refresh my memory. Why do we keep them around?”
#
He washed the last plate and set it to dry. The weekly
dinner of his little bunch of crazy people had become his
favorite night of the week. Watching Michaels and Laura bicker
was always entertaining. Despite Michaels being old enough to
be her father, they’d settled on a big brother / little sister
dynamic, and he often felt like a parent to both of them. He
had a family. It was… Kind of wonderful. Ted smiled, then
turned toward Gabriel. “So Erilon is in your head whenever…”
“Yeah.”
“She’s watching when you and I…”
“I, uh…” Gabriel winced. He shifted his weight awkwardly.
“Ted, I…”
“Does she at least enjoy the show?” He raised an eyebrow.
Oh you have no idea.
“Shut up.”
“How is his health? He back to a hundred yet?” Ted tilted
his head.
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Closer to 99.9, cause Laura kept a little. But he’s
recovered.
“Does this mean Laura has powers now?”
We are still experimenting. She’s trying really, really
hard to see through walls and clothing. Or turn invisible.
“Uh…” Ted shook his head. “Warn us if she pulls us off
either.”
As if. I got my girl’s back.
“You know…” Gabriel sighed. “I’m not really sure which of
them is the bad influence on the other.”
“So she can get into Laura’s head now.” Ted frowned.
“And Michaels, since he let her in to…” Gabriel shrugged.
“Well, pretty much to stop me from killing the next person I
have sex with.”
“Yeah, I need to bake him a cake or something for that.”
Ted grabbed Gabriel by the front of the shirt and pulled him in
for a kiss. Then he shoved Gabriel to his knees. “That’s not a
gun in my pocket, tough guy.” He tangled his fingers in
Gabriel’s hair as he began unzipping his pants. “Go slow, or
I’ll…” He gasped as Gabriel’s mouth closed around his cock,
sucking forcefully, then gasped again when he felt Gabriel laugh
a little. “Oh, you…” He pulled Gabriel back, then shoved him.
“Crawl to the bedroom, tough guy. I’ve got some plans for you.”
He smiled. “You scared the shit out of me, and I think you need
to be punished for that.”
“Now I’m scared.” Gabriel started crawling.
#
It was more difficult than he anticipated not reaching for
his full strength and pulling free of the restraints. Ted had
spread-eagled him on the bed, and then spent the couple hours
teasing him to the brink and then not taking him over. Gabriel
thrashed on the bed. “Please.”
Ted straddled his legs before trailing a finger up his
inner thigh. “Not yet.” He flicked the tip of Gabriel’s wellbound cock. Gently, he lifted Gabriel’s hips and entered the
carefully prepared passage with a single forceful thrust.
Gabriel arched his back to allow Ted better access. With his
own member imprisoned, release was unobtainable. He moaned as
Ted fucked him mercilessly.
For once, Erilon was silent in his head save for some
occasional low humming. He threw his head back as Ted’s rhythm
picked up speed, then cried out softly as he felt Ted twitching
inside him. “Please.”
Teeth raked lightly against his throat. “You’re being
punished, tough guy.” Ted kissed the side of his jaw. “It’s
going to be a long, long night for you.”
#
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“Medical leave is up, partner. Time to stop being lazy.”
Gabriel rolled his eyes. “Right. Because you did all the
work dealing with that lizard thing.”
“I helped.” Michaels glared. “I shot it.”
“And after the first eight shots did nothing, you reloaded
and shot it a couple dozen more times.” Gabriel chuckled.
“That kept it distracted while you set it on fire.”
Michaels shrugged.
“Out of curiosity, how do you explain how much ammo you go
through?” Ted raised an eyebrow.
“I buy my own instead of requisitioning through the
department.” Michaels sat down at the table where Ted was
setting out the meal. “Ted how the hell did we survive without
—”
“Yes.” Laura did a fist pump from where she was sitting on
the couch going through the newspaper.
“I…” Gabriel looked at her. “I feel this strange sense of
foreboding.”
“Yeah.” Michaels. “And I’m really afraid to ask.”
Laura held up a page triumphantly. “My letter to the
editor not only got published, it got mentioned on the front
page.”
“Your…” Gabriel felt his stomach lurch a little. “Laura.”
“Relax, you guys aren’t in any trouble.” She waved the
article before handing it over.
He read through it, then found himself nearly overcome with
the urge to roll the paper up and smack her with it. “Thanks to
the effort of the masked vigilantes, who call themselves…”
“The Crimson Crusaders.” Laura started dancing. “The
Crimson Crusaders. Duna-na —” She shrugged. “You need a theme
song.” She kept dancing. “Crimson Crusaders. Crimson
Crusaders.”
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“You alright?” Gabriel put a hand on Micheals’ shoulder.
“So…” Michaels nodded. “Werewolves are real.” He
shrugged. “That one I sort of expected after the whole…” He
gave a small shiver. “Whatever that other one was though…”
“Michaels?” Gabriel crouched next to him.
“She was in my damn head, Gabe. I couldn’t fucking move.
If Erilon hadn’t…” He exhaled. “Holy shit, I never thought I’d
be grateful I let a demon ride shotgun sometimes.” He shrugged.
“Thanks Erilon.”
Nobody fucks with my pets.
“What was she?” Gabriel raised an eyebrow, glancing around
to make sure no one could hear them. The corpse had already
been loaded. As far as their boss knew, all that had happened
was Michaels had rounded the corner just in time to see the
woman get hit. He’d given Gabriel permission to take Michaels
home and deal with the paperwork later.
A witch. Not just a little spark like Laura is now, but
full on. Real deal. And that’s not something we need to go
playing around with, pet.
“And the other one?”
Michaels is right. Werewolf. One of the little ones, on
par with a thrall, or maybe a younger vamp at most.
“Those things get…” Michaels blinked. “That was a little
one?”
Think about investing in some silver. I can probably walk
Laura through the process of making them effective against the
big ones.
“Shooting them works?” Michaels raised an eyebrow.
Done properly, yes. Actually, it works on witches, too.
“Alright then.” Michaels grinned. “Finally. The pawnshop
sells silver, and I’ve got a casting kit already. Handgun work,
or should we go for rifle? Or shotgun, cause pellets would be
easy.”
“You sound a bit more enthusiastic about this than I would
have thought.” Gabriel stood, and pulled Michaels to his feet.
“I can’t leap buildings or throw cars at people…” Michaels
shrugged. “But I was a Marine. Shooting the fuck out of
something I can do.”
“Sidekick Man to the rescue.” He chuckled as he headed
toward their car.
“Damn straight.” Michaels fell into step with him.
#
Laura came into his office, sighed, then flopped face down
onto the sofa, arms and legs splayed. Ted raised an eyebrow.
“Laura?”
“I can’t fly.” Her face was muffled slightly by the
pillow. She was wearing the stiletto heeled knee high boots
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he’d ended up getting her for her birthday, and he was amazed
she hadn’t broken an ankle yet.
“Well, neither can I.” Ted shook his head. “Still trying
to figure out your superpower?”
“I’ve gone through all the cool ones already.” She sat up.
“I can’t see through anyone’s pants. I can’t turn invisible. I
can’t talk to animals. I can’t fly.” She flung herself down
again, this time face up. “I can’t even juggle cars like
Detective Pretty-Boy.”
“I don’t think he can actually juggle cars.” Ted went back
to his ledger. He needed to increase the food budget to
accommodate the cooking class. There was more than was needed
in the gas budget. He could transfer some of that.
“So what the hell is he like in the sack because…” She
whistled. “He can juggle cars.”
“You do understand there is nothing on this earth that
will…” Ted turned toward her. “Don’t you have a girlfriend?”
“I like to keep my options open.” Laura grinned.
“Besides. I’m sixteen now. Technically I’m legal.” When he
rolled his eyes, she laughed. “Nah, I wouldn’t go after your
man, but seriously, do you guys keep it down low so you don’t
have every gay man and straight woman in the entire city hating
you?”
“Yes.” Ted chuckled. “That’s exactly why we keep it on
the ‘down low’.”
“Then tell him not to leave his boxers in your office.”
She put her feet up on the side of the couch.
“What?”
“He left his boxers in your office.” Her voice was sing
song. “You’re lucky I didn’t put them on the flagpole.”
“I’m not sure whose boxers you found, my dear, but they
weren’t his.” Ted smiled. Per his instructions, the only
undergarments Gabriel wore were the ones Ted had purchased for
him. And he certainly hadn’t wasted his money on boxers.
Whatever she'd found had probably been left over from last
week’s clothing drive.
“How do you…” Her eyes widened. “So he’s a briefs man?”
When Ted just smiled, her eyes widened even more. “Seriously,
every gay man and straight women in the entire state hates your
guts.”
Ted shrugged and went back to his books. “I can live with
that.”
#
“Got an ident on our dead woman.” Michaels tossed a few
sheets of paper onto the desk before sitting down across from
him. “Rosita Juarez aka Roseanne Jenkins aka Rose Lawson aka
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Rosa Gutierrez. Last one is the most current, not sure which of
the others is the real one.”
“You said they called her Rosa.” Gabriel nodded.
“The interesting part is this.” Michaels pushed the papers
toward him. “Her ‘known associates’ list reads like the Manson
family reunion.”
He picked up the papers and started going through them.
Then he let out a low whistle. “Rosa was in with some bad
people.”
“That woman, the one who…” Michaels shook his head. “Said
they needed Rosa alive. My guess is either one of these folks
needed information, or…”
“Or someone needed information on one of these folks.”
Gabriel frowned. “Either way, good chance someone is going to
come poking around for more information.”
“We’re going to end up off the reservation on this one,
aren’t we?” Michaels sighed.
“Afraid so.” Gabriel exhaled.
#
“Check this out.” Laura held up a scrap of red cloth.
Michaels took it from her and took another look at it. He
blinked. “This is a mask.”
“Yep.” Laura nodded. “A Crimson Crusader mask.”
“No.” He handed it back to her. She narrowed her eyes at
him and just stared. “Laura?”
“I’m trying to control your mind.” She kept staring.
A shudder ran through him. “Don’t.”
She blinked. “Michaels?” She frowned. “What’s wrong?”
“Somebody already tried that today.” He walked toward the
kitchen, and made an annoyed noise. “Seriously, pizza again?”
I have forbidden her from further attempts at cooking.
“Uh…” Michaels blinked. “Do I even want to know?”
“Probably not.” Laura shook her head.
We got the fire out before it spread. The ability to
control flames is also beyond her.
“Couldn’t control water, either. Had to actually put it in
a cup.”
“I…” Michaels sighed. “Can only imagine what you two are
going to do to my home owner’s insurance rates.”
“Wait until you see what I do to your car insurance.”
Laura grinned. Then she hesitated and shifted her weight from
foot to foot. “My mom got my email address.”
He set the slice he’d just taken out of the box back down.
“Are you alright?”
Laura took a deep breath. “She said she’s willing to
forgive me if I come home.” She folded her arms around herself.
“And promise to stop lying about…” She looked away.
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Michaels started to put a hand on her shoulder, and thought
the better of it. Laura tended not to want to be touched
whenever the subject of her stepfather was broached. “We can
file for your emancipation. They won’t be your problem
anymore.”
“Except once we start the legal paperwork…” She slumped in
on herself. “If they find out you and Gabriel knew where I was
and didn’t run me in you’ll get —”
“Hey.” Michaels shook his head. “You let us worry about
that.”
“But…”
“Laura.” Michaels smiled at her. “You let us worry about
that. Gabe and I are cops, and Ted used to work for the IRS.”
He lowered his head. “Ted…” His voice became low. “Worked for
the IRS. As an auditor. Just imagine the hell he could put
someone through if they went after his favorite crazy-ass hobo.
Seriously, baby girl, the IRS took down Al fucking Capone.”
A giggle escaped her. Her smile faded a little, but became
hopeful. “If, um…” She shrugged a little. “If I do the
emancipation thing, uh…” She couldn’t quite meet his eyes.
“Can I stay here? I mean, as in move in? For real?”
“Well…” A smile came to his face, and he opened the junk
drawer. He took out an object and tossed it to her. It jingled
when she caught it, and her eyes widened. “Red is the house,
green is the garage, and I swear baby girl if you take the car
anywhere before we get you a driver’s license, I —”
Her squeal nearly deafened him as she threw her arms around
him. “Does this mean you’ll teach me to drive?”
“Nope. That’s on Gabe.” Michaels laughed before tugging
on one of the currently bright blue braids. “He stands a better
chance of survival.”
“Thanks.” She hugged him again before stepping back and
going to collect a slice of pizza. “What’d you mean when you
said somebody tried that already today?”
“While Gabe was punching out a werewolf, I had a witch try
to get into my head.” He took a slice of pizza for himself.
“If it wasn’t for Erilon, I uh…” He frowned. “Well I really
don’t know what would have happened. This little blond girl
just grabbed my arm and suddenly I couldn’t even move.” He
couldn’t quite stop himself from shivering again. “I could
seriously feel her inside my head.”
“Wow.” She looked down at her pizza. “I mean, I’d make a
crack about tossing a rock into an empty pool, but you’re like
actually pale.”
“No way I could go toe to toe against a vamp, but at least
I could try punching at them.” Michaels sat down. “Erilon said
bullets work and she thinks you’ve got enough mojo to make
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silver ones that work on wolves, so guess what you get to learn
to do tomorrow.”
“Oooh, awesome. I can be the gadget girl.” Her eyes lit
up.
#
“So I couldn’t help but notice…” Ted tilted his head.
“You don’t seam to own a swimsuit.” Whatever response Gabriel
tried to make was muffled by the gag. Ted trailed a finger down
Gabriel’s cheek, then attached a clamp to Gabriel’s left nipple.
“Fair is in two weeks, Gabriel.” He attached the other clamp to
the right nipple. There was a muffled response. “You most
certainly are not skipping out.” He narrowed his eyes. “It’s
for charity.”
Gabriel yanked at the restraints that kept him firmly
secured to the frame as Ted held up the third clamp. He started
shaking his head as Ted reached for his cock. Slowly, Ted let
the clamp close on the tip of Gabriel’s shaft. Then he walked a
circle, admiring the look of Gabriel’s naked body spread before
him, his wrists and ankles bound to the corners of the vertical
frame. “I was thinking something nice, and tight, and red.” He
picked up the leather strap. “Then I remembered the fair was at
a church.” He gave a disappointed sigh. “So I got you some
baggy shorts and a white t-shirt that will uh…” He patted
Gabriel’s ass. “Let’s just say the chance at getting it wet
should bring in some cash.”
The sound Gabriel made behind the gag might have been
laughter. Ted smiled before bringing the strap down across
those firm buttocks.
#
It always took him a moment to get his bearings when he
woke in Ted’s bedroom. Ted had woken before him, as was his
habit, and Gabriel could smell breakfast cooking. He started to
reach for his pants, and then a sharp pain seemed to go through
him. He cried out, and fell back on the bed.
Immediately there was the sound of running feet. Ted came
through the door like a shot. “Gabriel?” He rushed over.
“Gabriel, what happened?”
“I…” He shook his head. “I don’t…” He tilted his head.
His head swam just a little, like he was dizzy, and all the
colors seemed brighter. “Erilon?”
The sensation abruptly faded. I’m sorry, pet. Are you
alright?
“What’d you do?” Ted frowned.
Throwing the witch out took a bit more energy than I
thought. I tried to business as usual but I had to draw a
little deeper than normal. I’m sorry. I’ll try to make sure it
doesn’t happen again.
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“Or at least give me a little warning.” Gabriel got to his
feet and grabbed his pants. “Erilon, you sure you’re alright?”
You’re sweet to worry, pet. I’ll be fine.
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Michaels watched the man limp out of the bullpen. Rather
than draw attention to himself by talking to himself, he picked
up his cell phone. “Alright, explain?”
To his surprise, her voice actually came over the phone
rather than simply getting into his head. “That guy was a
witch.”
“Like the one the other day?” Not really a comforting
thought.
“No. Alright, simple explanation. There are two kinds of
witches. The full kind, which are what most think of. Cast
spells, brew potions, ride broomsticks. Then there are those
that are just gifted, like Laura is now or will be as soon as we
can figure out her gift.”
“And that guy?”
“Just gifted, but surprisingly strong. Some serious mojo
there.”
“You think that guy might be on Gabe’s level?” Also not a
comforting thought, though the fact that the guy needed a cane
to walk raised a few more questions.
“No, but tough enough that…” She made a sighing sound.
“Alright, no good way to put this. I’m going to need you to go
out and get laid.”
“Seriously?”
“You want me to keep witches out of your head, you’re going
to need to get it on. I kind of gave Gabriel a migraine this
morning and considering there is a werewolf in town we —”
“We need him at 100%.” He rubbed his forehead. “Fine.”
“And it’s you or Laura and —”
“I said fine.” He managed to keep his voice low. “How the
hell does Gabe manage to talk to you without letting people on?”
It would have been nice to be able to ask her questions with the
guy still here. Letting him walk out might have been a mistake.
“He has an internal monologue, you tend to think out loud.
It’s kind of like an introvert extrovert thing.”
“Can you follow that guy?”
“Uh…” She was quiet for a moment. “Well, actually, no.”
“You follow people all the time. You even follow multiple
people at a —”
“I told you, the guy has some mojo. And whatever it is,
he’s a blank slate to me. Only reason I could detect anything
about him was I was already in your head when he showed and you
were looking right at him.”
“If I’d known that, I’d have followed him out of here.”
Michaels exhaled. “Fill Gabe in.”
“Already done.”
#
“Put this on.” Laura shoved a piece of red cloth at him.
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Gabriel raised an eyebrow. “Why?”
“Because I’m a girl with needs.” Laura rolled her eyes.
A look revealed the cloth was a mask. “No.” He handed it
back to Laura.
She glared, then turned around. “Ted.” She handed him the
mask. “Make them wear these.”
Ted looked down at the scrap of red cloth. He held it up,
revealing that Laura had actually embroidered around the edges
with gold colored thread. He shrugged, and offered it to
Gabriel. “Put this on.”
“No.” Gabriel shook his head.
“Sorry, Laura.” He offered it back to her. “I gave it my
best shot.”
“AGH!” Laura threw her hands up into the air and then
flung herself onto the sofa. “And I still don’t have any
superpowers!”
“Where’s Michaels?” Ted frowned.
“Oh, we were making silver bullets and Erilon had to help a
lot since I don’t actually know how to focus my mojo yet, and
she’s still kind of low from laying the smackdown on the witch
so she sent Michaels out to get laid so we can kick wolf ass.”
“Do you ever find it annoying that such statements actually
make sense?” Ted scratched his head.
“Little bit.” Gabriel shrugged.
“We made a dozen of the bullets though. It was pretty
cool. Michaels taught me how to work a centrifuge and I didn’t
explode it or anything.” Laura grinned.
“Michaels owes Erilon a thank you.” Gabriel chuckled.
“I think that’s kind of what he’s out doing right now.”
Ted tried not to smile.
“Gabriel.” She stood up. “How did you figure out what
your superpower was?”
“I…” He frowned. “I don’t know. It was just there. I
thought some things were normal until I realized they weren’t.”
“You mean whatever my power is I could be doing it already
and not even notice?” She folded her arms.
“Yeah.”
“Ugh.” She let herself fall backward onto the couch again.
“So my superpower is melting all Michaels’ kitchen utensils.”
“I know…” Ted chuckled. “I just bought him new ones.”
“Yeah, uh…” Laura squirmed.
“How the hell did you melt those?” Ted stared.
“I told you.” Laura shrugged. “It’s my superpower.”
#
At least this time Erilon was keeping the commentary to a
minimum. And to his surprise, he was actually having a good
time. Diana had flown in for a job interview only to quickly
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realize it had been a complete waste of her time. She was
anxious to salvage something out of the trip, even if it was
just an evening of seeing the sights.
Which meant he was drinking on the beach under the pier and
talking about old cars. “Isn’t it illegal for us to have open
bottles on the beach?” She looked down at her beer.
“I’d arrest us…” He took a long drink of his own beer.
“But I’m off duty.”
She laughed. “Ahhh…” She smiled playfully. “Does this
mean no handcuffs?” She leaned toward him. “No laying down the
law?”
Michaels laughed, then leaned forward and met her lips. “I
could arrest you for —”
“Nope.” She pounced, knocking him onto back. “I’m placing
you under citizen’s arrest for uh…” She tilted her head, then
shrugged. “Public indecency.” She frowned. “Wait. Hang on.”
She started unbuttoning his shirt, then continued down to
unfasten his belt. “There. Now I’m arresting you for public
indecency.”
“I think this qualifies as entrapment.” He slid his hands
under her shirt.
“You have the right to remain silent.” She kissed him.
“If you can.”
“You got me.” He returned the kiss before he began
unzipping her dress. “Take me in.”
“With pleasure.” She sat up and managed to give him a
smile that was both nervous and mischievous. “I don’t suppose
you actually have your handcuffs with, do you?”
Go for it, pet. What the hell. He reached into his back
pocket, and offered her the cuffs.
#
“Put this on.” Ted offered Gabriel the mask.
“Tell me you’re kidding.” Gabriel took it from him.
“Put that on…” Ted smiled. “And take everything else
off.” His smile widened when Gabriel began obeying the command.
Once the doors closed and it was just the two of them, Gabriel
always did as Ted told him. Watching that beautiful man submit
to him never failed to send a thrill up his spine, and after
figuring out how to pace himself it had been enough to eliminate
the need for any medicinal aid. And letting Gabriel come twice
for each time Ted himself got off seemed fair enough. His lover
was a superhero, after all.
Gabriel tied the mask in place before looking up at Ted
again. It covered the upper half of his face and hair, and
Laura apparently did know a couple things about embroidery.
There was an emblem of some kind in the center of the mask,
above Gabriel’s eyes. It looked like a shield with devil horns
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curling atop it. Ted sat down in the recliner. “Crawl to me,
tough guy.”
That command, too, was obeyed, and there was some heat in
Gabriel’s smile as he turned his head to kiss the side of Ted’s
knee. Ted ordered him to turn around before grabbing rope and
binding his wrists to his elbows. Then he made Gabriel bend
over the table before spreading his legs and securing his
ankles. “Now that I have you at my mercy…” He caressed
Gabriel’s hip, trailing a finger across his buttock and then up
his back. “What should I do with you?”
“I’ll never talk.” Gabriel’s voice was that low growl that
always delighted him.
“We’ll see about that.” Ted took off his belt. “By the
time I’m done with you, superhero.” He patted Gabriel’s ass.
“You’re going to sing.” It was possible he’d make that literal.
The man did have a lovely singing voice when he could be
convinced to use it.
#
Diana collapsed next to him, panting. It took him a few
moments to catch his own breath. “Have I convinced you of my
innocence yet?” He glanced up at where she’d cuffed his hands
to part of the pier.
“I’m thinking of pressing charges.” She ran her hand down
his chest. Then she sighed, and reached up to unfasten the
cuffs. “Except I have to be at the airport in three hours.”
She exhaled. “Damn.”
“This was fun.” He reached over and ran his fingers
through her hair.
“I’m not…” She laughed. “I mean I don’t normally…”
“Imprison and interrogate officers of the law?” He raised
an eyebrow. He considered telling her it had been a first for
him. If Erilon wasn’t there to keep an eye on things, he’d
never have considered letting a one night stand, or anyone else
for that matter, handcuff him to anything. It had been
strangely thrilling. You’re welcome.
“Pick up strange men and handcuff them to piers and…” She
chewed her lower lip. “This was fun.” She laughed again, then
exhaled. “A lot of fun.”
“Let me drive you back to your hotel?” He started looking
around for his pants.
“Thanks.” She hesitated a moment. “Look, um…” The words
came out of her in a rush. “The odds of me being back this way
anytime soon are really low but just in case could I get your
number?”
“You beat me to asking by about two seconds.” He laughed
before writing his cell phone number on the back of one of his
cards and offering it to her. She quickly did the same with one
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of hers. “Now, um…” He looked around. “I don’t suppose you
remember where you threw my shirt, do you?”
“I, uh…” She stood, then gave him an apologetic look
before pointing. His shirt was caught three posts down in the
seawater. “Sorry.”
“Eh, I never liked that one anyway.”
#
Wake up.
Gabriel sat bolt upright. “What…” The phone started to
ring, and next to him Ted stirred.
Pet, Michaels is in trouble.
“What kind of trouble?”
I don’t know.
Ted fumbled for the phone. “Hello?” He sat up. “Laura?”
Ted’s eyes widened. “What do you mean somebody grabbed
Michaels?”
“Erilon, who?”
I don’t know. I was talking to Laura and then it was like
there was a black hole behind the house. Laura heard a
commotion. Michaels yelled for her to run.
“Laura, are you safe?” Ted spoke into the phone, then just
clicked the speakerphone button.
“I think so. They grabbed him and dragged him out of the
yard. I wanted to go see the car but Erilon told me to stay
put, she’d handle it.”
“Erilon?”
I… Her voice trailed off. I’m sorry, pet. I screwed up.
“What do you mean?” Ted tossed Gabriel his pants.
I told Laura to stay put because I thought I could follow
Michaels the way I always do but…
“But whatever this black hole thing is stopped you?”
Gabriel narrowed his eyes. Michaels was a cop, and not a little
man. Which meant whoever targeted him meant serious business.
His partner was in trouble. “That guy from the police station
earlier?”
That’s my guess too. I think there it was just ambient but
this time he was actively trying to block anything from… She
was starting to sound angry. There were two of them. I got
that much. And Gabriel?
It was serious. She almost never used his name. “What?”
The guy that grabbed him was a werewolf. An alpha. That’s
why I told Laura to just stay put.
“A werewolf has Michaels?” Laura sounded panicked.
“You made the right call, Erilon. Laura, we are on our way
to you right now.” Gabriel jerked his pants on.
“What are we going to do?” Ted gave him a wide-eyed look.
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“We are going to get you and Laura someplace safe.” He
picked up his gun, then the silver bullets Laura had given him.
He hesitated a moment. If they grabbed Michaels, they’d know
who he was and if they saw him using his abilities… He grabbed
the mask. “Then I’m going to go get my partner.”
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“Erilon?” He said her name aloud despite the gag the big
guy had shoved into his mouth. Still no response. He’d heard
nothing from her since she’d alerted him to the fact the big guy
was a werewolf. The second guy was the PI. That guy was on
camera at the station, and Erilon could also identify him. And
they hadn’t gone after Laura; they’d just grabbed him. Small
mercy, but far better than the alternative.
They’d used multiple zip ties to bind his wrists and ankles
and shoved him into the trunk of a car. Michaels shifted
position. If they were still in the city… He brought his knees
up and kicked the trunk lid. It didn’t give, so he repeated the
action. After the third try, he was thrown forward when the
vehicle stopped abruptly. Shit. And with his ankles secured
running wasn’t an option even if he’d thought he had a chance of
outrunning a werewolf.
As soon as the trunk opened he struck, trying to kick with
both legs. Unfortunately, the big guy was prepared for that.
He caught Michaels’ legs with one hand. Holy fuck, the guy had
to be as strong as Gabe. The big man pushed his legs back down,
then stared at him. His eyes changed, turning gold and
animalistic, and he smiled to reveal fangs. Michaels swallowed.
“Be still, and quiet.” The big man’s eyes narrowed. “And
you’ll make it to our destination with all your limbs still
attached.”
The trunk lid was slammed back down. Michaels took a deep
breath. That really hadn’t sounded like an empty threat.
“Erilon?”
No reply. And he’d been having such a nice night.
#
“What do we know?” Gabriel paced.
“Michaels and I did the google on the PI, but there are a
lot of Stephan Evanses and even a few Stephan Evanses that used
to be cops.” Laura’s mocha skin managed to look pale. “He ran
the guy’s license and its pretty new, but the phone number just
went to voicemail and the address is a PO Box.” She sniffled.
“I didn’t see the guys. I can make more bullets.”
“Twelve should be plenty.” Gabriel took a deep breath.
“Erilon?”
Still nothing. Michaels isn’t a witch himself, thus he and
I do not have a true link. As long as that witch is near, I…
Her voice sounded angry.
“When we get him back I’m implanting GPS chips in all of
you.” Ted folded his arms.
“Erilon, talk to me about this guy. The alpha.”
Werewolves come in three flavors. The witchwolves,
physically weak but gifted. I suspect the one you encountered
recently was one such.
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“That was a physically weak one?” Gabriel shook his head.
“I put her through a wall and she got back up.”
I said they were dangerous. Erilon made a frustrated
sound. Then there are the normal onces, which are still plenty
dangerous. On par with master vamps, maybe a little tougher.
Laura gasped and put her hands over her mouth. Tears were
leaking from her eyes. Ted sat down next to her and put his arm
around her. “Gabriel…”
“I’ll get him back, Laura.” Gabriel nodded to her.
Michaels was his friend and partner. Fuck that. Michaels was
his brother. “And alphas?”
When it comes to the supernatural, pet, alphas are the boss
fights. Next rung up is full on dragon. She was quiet for a
moment. And the alpha isn’t alone. That witch with him has
some serious mojo. Enough to keep the likes of me at bay and
that’s not a small thing.
“This witch might be the one calling the shots?” Gabriel
raised an eyebrow.
Werewolf packs tend to be hierarchal. Most powerful member
calls the shots. If my read of this witch is correct, its
likely he can force a wolf back to human or prevent it from
shifting entirely. That kind of thing could impress an alpha.
“A full on pack.” Ted swallowed. “At least two wolves and
two witches, if we count the” He looked up. “Gabriel, that
might be more than you can handle solo.”
“I’m not letting them have my partner.” Gabriel narrowed
his eyes.
“No more than I am. It might have to be a…” Ted sighed.
“I have no idea what the terminology is, but you might just have
to go in, grab him, and make a run for it. You’ll need a
driver. I’m in.”
Ted, no. Erilon spoke before he could.
“Michaels is my friend, Erilon. And Gabriel is…” Ted
rose. “I’m not letting him do this alone.”
“You will stay in the car.” Gabriel reluctantly nodded.
“Erilon with this witch there, will you be able to back me up?”
I… She was silent for a moment. Pet, you’re going to need
to step up your game for this, and you’re going to have to be
focused. You’ll be stronger without me in your head.
“But he’s going to need you.” Laura stood. “So I guess
that means you’re going to ride in mine.”
“Absolutely not.” Gabriel and Ted spoke simultaneously.
“I’m a witch, she’s got a link to me.” Laura stared at
him. “Michaels is…” She squared her shoulders. “He’s family.”
He stood there a moment, every argument as to why that was
a terrible idea running through his head. Then he nodded. “Get
the masks you made for you and Ted.”
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She blinked. “How’d you…” She shrugged when he just gave
her a look. “They already know about Michaels so we should take
his car. I’ve got a set of keys.”
#
The vehicle stopped. Michaels took a couple deep breaths.
Aside from the car door slamming, he could make out no other
sounds. “Erilon?” Nothing. He had to hope she had some kind
of trick up her sleeve. The trunk lid opened and the big guy
grabbed him by the throat and hauled him out. The bag was put
back over his head, and then, somewhat to his irritation, the
big guy simply threw him over a shoulder and started walking.
They were in the woods. He’d seen that much before the
bag. And he was being taken further into the woods. There was
a murmur of voices. More than just two, and one sounded female.
Michaels started struggling, yelling behind the gag. “I don’t
need you in one piece, detective.” The big guy’s voice was low
and threatening.
He made himself go still again, trying to repress his fight
instinct. From what he’d gotten from Erilon, the best way to
deal with a werewolf involved silver bullets and a sniper rifle.
In close quarters, a human stood no chance. If he did get out
of this, he was never going anywhere without his gun ever again.
Counting steps was a waste of time. They were walking some
distance. Had they left the guy with the cane behind? If he
were the one blocking her, then maybe… “Erilon?” Her name was
muffled by the gag, but he was pretty sure that didn’t actually
matter to her ability to hear him. Dammit, how did Gabriel do
the talking in the head trick?
“Shut up.” The big guy bounced him a little on his
shoulder, and the net effect was something akin to a solid punch
to the gut. He fought the urge to vomit.
By his estimate, they’d been walking almost an hour before
the big guy put him down. Someone cut the ties on his wrists,
but before he could do anything about it the big guy had him by
the throat again, lifting him off the ground. He was shoved
backward, and grunted when he connected with what felt like a
tree. Someone caught his left wrist, and started securing it to
what he assumed was a tree branch. He started to lash out with
his right hand, and someone else caught it. A moment later, it
too was being secured to a different branch, leaving his arms
outstretched. He really hoped his feet weren’t far from the
ground, or this was going to get unpleasant very quickly.
#
He took the highway east. Erilon had been certain
werewolves would take a prisoner to the woods, and he had to
admit her reasoning was sound. Plus she had vastly more
experience with werewolves than they did. Ted glanced at
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Gabriel out of the corner of his eye. This was a side of his
lover he’d known existed, but hadn’t seen before. Under other
circumstances, he might have found it hot. Gabriel was a very
dangerous young man.
In the backseat, Laura had a determined look on her face.
Gabriel had strapped her into his bullet-proof vest and one of
Michaels’ shoulder holsters. The gun was loaded with silver
bullets. Laura did know how to shoot. Michaels had taught her,
taking her out to the range a few times, though he doubted the
man had intended her to ever actually go into a combat
situation. Her skill, however, mattered little. It occurred to
him in that moment that she could be a very dangerous young
woman. She was prepared to let a demon take over her body to go
rescue her friend.
I got him. Erilon’s voice nearly made him jump. We are
going the right way. Laura, on your phone.
“Erilon?” Ted blinked.
“I got the location.” Laura abruptly nodded, and held up
her phone. The map application was visible. “She’s conserving
her strength.”
Gabriel reached down and grabbed the masks. He tossed one
to Laura before putting his own on, then brought his hood up to
hide himself better. He reached over and pulled up Ted’s hood
as well.
His voice was quiet. “Even though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for you are
with me.”
“Michaels said once that marines have a different version.”
Laura sat up straighter. “Yeah though I walk through the valley
of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for…”
“For I am the baddest motherfucker in the whole damn
valley.” Gabriel finished for her.
#
There were voices, but he couldn’t make out what they were
saying. His arms weren’t up high enough to create too much
strain, but with his ankles still secured together it was
difficult to keep his balance. If he fell, he’d run the risk of
dislocating a shoulder. There were footsteps. At least four
people were around him. With the bag over his head, he couldn’t
see anything, but he could hear —
We are on our way.
It was all he could do not to cheer. He tried to stay
still, so as not to give away that anything had happened. The
other voices around him continued, near enough now that he could
make them out. “You sure you are okay?” The big guy asked
someone.
“I can do this.” Holy shit, that sounded like a little
girl. What the hell?
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I can’t see a thing with this bag over your head. Alright,
you’re not hurt. I’m here, the others are coming. I’m sorry I
took so long, but we are going to get you out of this. Alright,
I count… Her voice trailed off. Shit.
Oh, that was not comforting. Count what?
Two wolves and two witches. Total of three witches,
because blank slate boy isn’t here. Stay calm, I’m… Her voice
trailed off again as he felt a strange sensation in his head.
When she spoke again a moment later, her voice was furious. I
don’t think so little witch. Get out.
From in front of him he heard someone let out a gasp. Then
came the little girl’s voice, high pitched and shocked. “There
is a demon in his head!”
That uh… That can’t be good. We’re close, pet. Just hang
on.
#
“Here.” Laura pointed. “That must be their car.”
“Ted, wait in the car.” Gabriel reached for the door.
“Gabriel…” Ted started shaking his head. “What if —” He
was cut off by Gabriel leaning in and kissing him.
“Stay in the car.” Gabriel nodded to him before opening
the door and climbing out.
“I’ll stay in the car.” Ted nodded. He saw Laura’s
slightly wide-eyed look as she opened her own door and headed
after Gabriel.
#
There were three of them around his partner, and they could
only get a clear shot at one at a time. Michaels was bleeding.
He felt cold fury starting to rise. Gabriel glanced at Laura,
and saw her eyes start to glow. “Focus on the big one, pet.
The woman is a werewolf, and the boy is a witch. There are two
other witches that went that way.” She jerked her head to the
left. “We can deal with them when we get Michaels loose.”
“Right.” Gabriel put his own gun in its holster, then took
a deep breath. “Going now.”
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Lisa smiled as the man on the tattered mattress moved
slightly. She rose, and walked over to look down at her prize.
He shifted again just a little, and then his eyes flew open and
he began thrashing at the restraints. His hands were cuffed
behind his back, and a second pair of cuffs secured his ankles.
The third set had been used to fasten the other two sets
together. “You’re going to hurt yourself it you keep that up.”
He shifted to glare angrily in her direction. Whatever he
tried to say was muffled by the rag she’d stuffed into his
mouth. She smirked, then removed his ID from her pocket.
“Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. That’s quite a moniker.” She ran
her thumb over the badge. “You don’t really look like a
Bernie.” He had a muscular, athletic build from what she could
see. Definitely not the type she’d expect from such a frankly
nerdy name.
Muffled grunts were all that answered her as he continued
testing the cuffs. She shrugged. “Or a Rudy, for that matter.”
His eyes narrowed. She licked her lips.
“He looks a bit confused.” Carol chuckled. The man on the
mattress squirmed, trying to look over his shoulder at her.
Carol was leaning near the door, watching with some amusement.
“I’ll bet he’s a Berg.”
“What about it?” Lisa walked over to crouch near the
mattress. “You a Berg?” She reached out to touch the collar of
his uniform and he managed to pull away. The sounds he was
making were most likely curses, and he was openly glaring at her
now.
“So tell me, what did he pull you over for?” Carol raised
an eyebrow.
“I was doing five over.” Lisa smirked. “Couldn’t risk
them running my ID and his trainer was going to do it ‘by the
book’ instead of just telling me to slow down and go on my way.”
The man on the mattress started making cursing noises and
pulling at the cuffs again. “Hey, now.” Carol’s voice was
sharp. She sat down on the mattress and grabbed his forearm.
“Knock it off, you’re already bleeding.” She shook her head and
looked up at Lisa. “You’re going to need better restraints.”
“Wasn’t exactly planning on taking a prisoner.” Lisa
shrugged. She reached forward to brush her fingers through the
man’s dark blond hair. He immediately pulled away and growled
something from behind the gag. “He was just a bit too pretty to
pass up.”
“What happened to the other one?” Carol examined the
prisoner’s abraded wrist. The prisoner managed to pull his arm
away.
“Double tap.” Lisa shrugged. “Once I had this one in the
trunk the old man had outlived his usefulness.”
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More sounds came from the captive. Carol reached up,
grabbed his hair, and yanked his head back. “I suggest you
start considering how to preserve your own life.”
“So which is it? Berg, Rudy, or Bernie?” Lisa leaned
forward and yanked the gag out of his mouth.
“Fuck you.” He spat the words at her. “You murderous
bitch, I —” He struggled, but with Carol holding him by the
hair Lisa had no problem shoving the gage back into his mouth.
“He’s not very cooperative.” Carol made a tsking sound.
“That can be changed.” Lisa smiled.
#
Ash forced himself not to yank at the cuffs again. Already
his wrists burned from the abrasions. There was no sign of the
brunette woman’s passenger, and he had no idea where the redhaired woman had come from. For that matter, he had no idea
where he was or even how long he’d been in the trunk. The
passenger, a darker woman, had injected him with something after
they’d pulled over.
Ryan was dead. The bitch had put a gun to his partner’s
head and ordered Ash into the trunk. No sooner had he obeyed
than…. He felt sick. Ryan had kids, and a grandkid on the way.
He’d seen her face. Ash’s blood ran cold. None of the women
had made any effort to stop him from seeing their faces. Ryan
had called in the license plate and location. Procedure.
They’d have a starting point to track these bitches down.
He heard the door open, and would have turned if the
redhead hadn’t still been holding his hair. The brunette smiled
at whoever had entered. “Oh, those will do nicely.” The
newcomer tossed her something, and she caught it easily. Ash’s
eyes widened when he recognized it. A gun. Ryan’s gun. The
brunette placed the tip of it beneath his chin, then smiled.
“Sima is going to take a look at your wrists now. Do not move.”
The other woman released his hair and stood up. A moment
later, someone else took her place. The barrel of the gun dug
into the underside of his chin, and he forced himself to remain
still. The cuff around his left wrist was unfastened, and
something cool was rubbed onto the abrasions. The stinging pain
lessened. Something was wrapped around his wrist, then the
process was repeated. The cuffs around his ankles were left in
place.
“Get up and on your knees.” The gun holding brunette said
as whoever was behind him rose. The gun was pulled back and the
brunette stood. When he did not immediately move to obey, she
tilted the gun slightly before leveling it at his face again.
“I said get up and on your knees.”
Bringing his arms around in front of him revealed his
wrists had been neatly bandaged. With his ankles still cuffed
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together, maneuvering himself into a kneeling position on the
old, broken mattress was more difficult than it should have
been. He glared up at her, and she smirked in response. “Good
boy,” the woman behind him said.
“Lose the shirt.” The brunette nodded to him. When he
just shook his head and tried cursing at him again, her smile
widened. “Take a look to your right.” Ash turned his head to
see the darker woman. She was holding a tazer. His tazer.
“Now to your left.” The red haired woman held Ryan’s tazer.
Both were aimed at him. The brunette smiled. “I said lose the
shirt.”
#
A few seconds passed before the young cop began unbuttoning
the shirt of his uniform. Sima watched Lisa’s face from the
corner of her eye. The woman was starring fixatedly at the
captive. Abducting the young man had been one thing. Some fun
before they moved on. Killing his partner in cold blood had
been something else entirely. Carol would follow Lisa’s lead,
which did not bode particularly well for their captive.
Hopefully, he wouldn’t do anything stupid enough to damage her
chances of keeping him alive.
He set the shirt down next to him. “Now the vest.” Lisa
kept the gun leveled at him despite the fact that Sima and Carol
both held tazers. He gave a frustrated shake of his head before
undoing the velcro straps of the bullet proof vest.
Sima made a small sound of approval when Lisa made him
remove the plain white t-shirt he’d worn beneath the vest. The
cop had the muscular build of an athlete, with well-defined
muscles and broad shoulders. He must have heard, because he
sent a glare at her. She didn’t bother to wait for Lisa’s
instructions before walking toward him and picking up the
restrains she’d brought with her. “Hands behind your back.”
His eyes went to the items in her hands, and he began
shaking his head again. More muffled words came from behind the
gag. It sounded like he was trying to be threatening. Sima
shrugged and fired the tazer’s prongs. They stuck into the skin
of his shoulder, and she saw his eyes widen. A smile came to
her face as she triggered the device. His entire body began
thrashing as he screamed behind the gag. She counted off five
seconds, gave him a few moments to catch his breath, then
triggered the device again.
Carol was laughing as Sima walked over, rolled him to his
front, and began fastening the wide leather cuffs around his
wrists. He was still twitching beneath her. The sensation was
more than a little pleasant. He started struggling again, and
she held the tazer where he could see it, her finger hovering
over the trigger. He flinched, and went still. There was open
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hatred in his eyes as she fastened the collar around his neck.
She gently squeezed the back of his neck when she was done.
Then she slid down and turned. Swiftly she unlocked the
cuffs around his ankles. His boots were pulled off, and she
felt him tense beneath her. A smile came to her face when she
found the ankle sheath and its folding knife. She tossed both
to Carol, who chuckled. His socks had prevented his ankles from
suffering the same abrasions as his wrists. The thick leather
cuffs were fastened, then she started pulling his ankles up to
reattach them to his wrists.
The struggles renewed, and he knocked her off balance.
Carol fired her tazer, and Sima was treated to another round of
him thrashing and screaming. “You alright?” Lisa asked.
“Fine.” Sima shrugged. “Don’t think he likes being
trussed up.” She waited until Carol had taken her finger off
the trigger before returning to her task. The foot and a half
of chain between his ankles was secured to the couple inches of
chain between his wrists. The position would be uncomfortable,
but the strain insufficient to cause him any sort of permanent
harm.
#
He couldn’t help but feel some relief when the woman simply
grabbed his discarded clothes and stood. His position was
uncomfortable, but rolling onto his side should eliminate some
of that. Ash winced when the prongs were removed from his
shoulder and upper back. First opportunity he had, he was going
to shove the tazer down the bitch’s throat. What the hell did
they want from him?
“Dinner ready?’ The brunette raised an eyebrow.
“Should be.” The darker woman started talking to the door.
The red haired woman hit the light switch as she left,
plunging him into total darkness when the door shut.
Immediately, he began pulling and thrashing, trying to free
himself. The restraints held him fast. He scooted to the side
of the mattress and brushed his head against it. It took him
several tries to rid himself of the gag. Ash worked his jaw,
feeling the soreness of where his mouth had been forced open for
hours.
Several minutes of lying still and listening failed to net
him any clues to his location. Ash began taking stock. He was
hungry and thirsty, but not overwhelmingly so. He could have
been abducted more than a few hours. Granted, his bladder was
starting to feel a little uncomfortable, so it had probably been
at least two or three hours. They’d have missed checking in.
Someone would have gone looking and found Ryan… He felt sick.
Ryan’s body, laying out on an empty stretch of highway.
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Five miles over. Ryan had only turned on the siren because
he was training Ash. They’d been planning to just let her go
with a warning after Ryan had supervised Ash running her
documents. She stepped out of the car, batting her eyes,
smiling. Then he’d been on the ground and she was pointing his
gun at Ryan. He’d fucked up and she’d killed Ryan with his gun.
Ash made himself take a few deep breaths. Tears were pricking
the back of his eyes. Ryan had teased him about the gun just
that morning, asking if it was loaded with water or rubber
bands. He swallowed the lump that had risen in his throat and
started trying to work his wrists out of the cuffs.
#
Magda looked down at the corpse laying in the ditch.
Whoever had killed Ryan had moved his car off the road. If he
hadn’t failed to respond, he could have lain there for weeks
with none the wiser. She frowned, and scanned the scene again.
“Any sign of a second body?”
“No ma’am.” Stephan shook his head. “No way they were out
long enough for animals. I’ve got people checking out in the
brush. Could be he was wounded, or tried to get away from
whoever…” He made a growling sound. “It’s his first damn day
on the job, for fuck’s sake.” His laughter was bitter. “Six
hours ago I was giving Ryan shit about being the only unit that
had to be stocked with diapers and depends and…”
“One’s first day, the other’s last month.” Magda sighed.
“Too much fucking temptation for fate to pass up, the twisted
bitch.” She looked back at the body now being loaded into the
coroner’s wagon. “Looked like two to the head, close range.”
“That’s not a shoot out. That’s an execution.” Stephan
took another look around. “That doesn’t exactly bode well for
the kid.”
“He’s a witness.” Magda nodded. “They’d have had to hunt
him down or…” She frowned.
“Magda?”
“Or take him with them.” She looked around the scene
again. “Hostage?”
“Ransom?” Stephan slowly nodded. “Could be they know who
his old man is, saw some dollar signs.” He growled. “Kid could
even have been the target.”
“Or they could be afraid that we are onto an op, want
info.” Magda sighed. “However you look at it, we need to be
operating on the assumption the kid is alive. Let’s hope it’s a
ransom and he’s more valuable to them unharmed.” She started
walking back to her vehicle. “I’m going to go see what Dray can
find me on that plate.”
#
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Sima opened the door and switched on the light. The
captive immediately jerked in surprise and began blinking in the
sudden brightness. He’d managed to remove the gag. She kicked
the door closed behind her before he could start yelling. “No
one can hear you.” She shook her head at him. “Except Lisa and
Carol, and you don’t particularly want either coming down here.”
“Where am I? He glared at her. “And why am I —”
“Hogtied?” She raised an eyebrow as she brought the tray
over to him. “What do I call you?”
“A ride out of here.” He narrowed his eyes.
Despite herself, she smiled. “That was terrible.” She sat
down cross legged a few feet from him. “I’m sorry.” When he
frowned, she sighed. “About your partner. That was wrong.” He
looked away from her. “What was his name?”
Several seconds passed before he answered. “Ryan
MacClemente.” He was silent a couple more seconds, and then
fury filled his voice. “His daughter is due in a few weeks.
His first grandchild. He was so excited, wouldn’t stop talking
about it and now…” He shook his head. “He dug his daughters
old crib mobile out of his attic and was going to take it to her
after work today.”
She picked up the glass of water and moved over to him.
When he just glared again, she took a sip. “It’s just water.”
When he continued glaring, she shrugged. “You will find it more
pleasant to drink than to be tazed and have it poured down your
throat.”
He flinched, then let her give him the water. “Lisa is the
brunette.” He said when she was done. “You’re Sima. The
redhead is Carol.”
“Yes.” She nodded. “And your name?” She chuckled.
“Lisa’s right. You don’t look like a Bernie. Rudy?” When he
didn’t answer, she reached for the tazer again.
“Ash.” His voice was quiet. “I go by Ash.”
Her hand reached out and patted his shoulder, squeezing it
gently. “Ash.” She glanced at the tray. “Are you hungry?”
“You murdered one officer and abducted another.” He shook
his head. “You have to —”
“Ash.” She smiled at him. “Are you hungry?”
“They’ll be look —”
“Ash.” She kept her voice firm and patient. “Are you
hungry?”
For several seconds, he just stared at her. “No.”
“You aren’t being truthful with me, Ash.” She shook her
head. “It’s been at least six hours since you’ve eaten,
possibly longer.”
“Watching an innocent man be murdered doesn’t do much for
the appetite. You can’t think —”
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“Ash.” She narrowed her eyes.
“What?” He glared.
“You may speak only to answer my questions.” Her smile was
patient.
“What the hell are you even —” He cut off as she removed
an item from her pocket and dangled it in front of him. His
glare made her smile widen. “Ash.” She set the ball gag down
on the tray. “Are you hungry?” When he didn’t respond, she
picked up the item laying next to the tray. The sight of the
cattle prod made his eyes widen. Not quite the punch of the
tazer, but certainly close enough. “Are you hungry, Ash?”
He looked away from her and took several deep breaths
before growling a response. “Yes.”
She patted his leg. “Good boy.” She leaned down and
picked up the bowl from the tray. Then she offered him a
spoonful of the contents.
“You must be joking.” Ash shook his head.
A disappointed sound came from her. “You need to eat,
Ash.”
“Fuck you, you psycho bitch, I’m not going to —”
His body jerked when she hit him with the prod. He
screamed, then made gasping sounds for several seconds after.
“Ash, if you are going to behave like an animal, you will be
treated as one.” She set the bowl down on the floor then stood
and pointed to it. “Eat.”
“I’m not going to —” He screamed as she applied the prod
to his torso again. His muscles tensed beautiful as the
electricity coursed through them. “You crazy —’ She aimed for
his other side this time, and he thrashed in the restraints.
This time, when he stopped twitching, she pressed the tip
of the prod to his side but didn’t trigger the shock. “Ash.”
Her voice was no-nonsense. “I told you to eat.”
Ash looked down at the prod, and made a pained sound before
rolling toward the bowl. It took him some effort to get to the
bowl. He looked down at it, his expression clearly reluctant.
She set the tip of the prod on the base of his skull and heard a
pained and frustrated sound from him in response. Slowly she
increased the pressure, using the prod to push him toward the
bowl.
Her finger never left the trigger and she kept the prod in
contact with his skin while he ate. He didn’t do as neat a job
of it as she would have preferred, but he did finish the bowl.
Sima picked up a damp towel, and instructed him to sit up. Once
he did, she gently and carefully wiped his face. “Good boy.”
“What do you want from me?” He stared up at her.
“You are stubborn.” She gave his ear a small twist,
provoking a curse from him. “You spoke again without
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permission. This is your final warning, Ash. Further incidents
will result in punishment.” She touched the prod to him, and he
flinched away. “I want you to be a good boy, Ash. Will you be
a good boy for me?” She ran her fingers through his hair.
Ash yanked his head away, nearly losing his balance. The
chains on the leather cuffs made a tinkling sound. Ash,
however, made another frustrated growl. She walked a circle
around him, then laid her hand on his shoulder, caressing
lightly. Immediately he pulled away again. She touched the tip
of the prod to the sole of his foot and touched the button. A
scream tore from his throat and he fell onto the mattress as he
tried to get away from the pain.
#
It took several moments before he could stop twitching.
His left shoulder was killing him, and he was beginning to worry
he’d dislocated it. “Will you be a good boy for me, Ash?” The
woman asked again.
When he glared, she lifted the prod again. He felt himself
cringe. He just needed to keep in one piece until they found
him. “Yes.”
“Yes?” She gave him an expectant look.
With luck, she’d give his fellow officers an excuse to
riddle her with holes. “Yes, I’ll be a good boy for you.”
“Good.” She reached out and fucking petted him again, like
he was some kind of dog. “Roll over.”
“Fuck you.” When he saw her start to lift the prod again,
he started shaking his head. “Don’t.”
“Roll over, Ash.” Her voice was filled with disapproval.
It took him a couple tries to lever himself onto his belly. She
did something to the restraints, and with a clicking sound his
ankles were no longer fastened to his wrists. He stretched his
legs out to their full length, feeling a few pins and needles as
he did so. His left calf felt like it wanted to cramp.
“Stand.” He heard her say.
Getting to his feet with his ankles secured by a foot or so
of chain and his hands secured behind his back was as difficult
as it sounded. His captor had to assist him. Assist was a
strong term, she pulled him to his feet almost effortlessly.
She took him through the door and into another across the hall.
The room proved to be a bathroom, with a large walk in shower.
Ash blinked. A chain hung from the center of the shower’s
ceiling.
His captor nudged him toward it. He started shaking his
head again, balking at whatever it was she had planned. The
tips of the prod touched his shoulder. “Ash.” When he didn’t
respond, she said his name again. “Ash.”
“What?” He spat the word.
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“Being obedient has rewards.”
“What the hell are —” The prod sent a another jolt through
him, driving him to his knees.
“I was clear, Ash.” She made a disappointed sound. “You
are not to speak without permission.” She touched the prod to
him again. “Apologize.”
“Apolo —?” He screamed from the next jolt. “Fuck.” She
jolted him again, then caught him by the shoulder before he
could fall. “Stop, just…” He screamed from another jolt.
“Please.”
The tip touched him again, but she didn’t touch the
trigger. “Good manners are welcome. Apologize, Ash.” The tip
of the prod dug in a little.
Railing against her would just result in more shocks. He
was already going to have blisters and burns. What the hell did
they want from him? “I’m sorry.”
“For?” She twisted the prod a little.
Forget the bullets. He wanted to beat her to death with
that thing. “I am sorry I spoke without permission.”
“Good boy.” The sadistic bitch petted him again. “On your
feet.”
He tried, but she ended up having to pull him to his feet
again, as well as support him when he stepped over the lip and
into the shower. She was definitely a lot stronger than she
looked. He took a deep breath when she caught hold of the chain
and padlocked it to the collar around his neck. Then she bent,
and unfastened the cuffs from around his ankles. Then she stood
again, and smiled. He failed to find it comforting.
“I’m impressed.” He looked to see Lisa standing in the
doorway, her arms folded. “I figured getting him fed and clean
would be a two-person job.”
“He’s not clean yet.” Sima shrugged. She set the cuffs on
the counter, then stepped back into the shower.
Ash recoiled when her hands went for his belt buckle. The
chain secured to his neck prevented him from being able to go
far even within the shower’s confines. “Keep your hands off
me.”
“Ash.” Sima let out an annoyed sigh. “You broke the rules
again.” She stepped out of the shower and turned the handle.
Jets of freezing cold water hit him from multiple angles.
He attempted to dodge, but even choking himself on the chain did
not provide enough play to escape the icy water. He heard both
women laugh. Lisa turned to Sima. “Want a beer?”
“Sounds good.” Sima followed her out of the room, flipping
the switch as she did to plunge him once more into total
darkness.
#
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“Reported stolen three hours ago.” Magda looked up at the
sound of Stephan’s voice. “Owner was out fishing for the
weekend, didn’t notice until he got back.”
Magda sighed. “Either our perp is lucky, or he plans.
Either is a problem.” She shook her head. “I think I ruled out
the kid being a target. His dad hasn’t heard anything yet.”
She glanced at the door of the captain’s office.” “And it’s too
long shot a plan. How’d they know the Ryan would take the kid
for a ride along?”
“Chief broke the news to Ryan’s wife.” Stephan sighed.
“She’s not taking it well.”
“I know.” Magda sat back. “Achterberg bought tickets for
Ryan’s boy. He’s getting on the plane now.”
“Nice of him.”
“He’s frantic about his son, but smart enough to know not
to get in our way.” Magda felt a lump in her throat. One of
their own was dead, and one of their cubs was missing.
“Arranging the flight gave him something productive to do, and…”
She shook her head. “He’s a nice guy. Just like his kid. Dogs
pick up anything?”
“Would have called you already if they did. Nothing.”
Stephan shook his head. “My guess is they thought it was a
routine stop. Nothing tripped Ryan’s instincts, so we’re
looking for someone that passes for normal and ordinary.”
“Gets the drop on one, that’s enough to get the other to
put their weapon down. I can’t see Ryan or Ash being the type
who’d take a shot with a partner in the line of fire.”
“Neither was a good enough shot to pull it off anyway.”
Stephan frowned. “So why kill Ryan and take the kid?”
“Only room or need for one?” Magda frowned.
“Might prefer the rookie to the veteran, less chance of the
rookie knowing what to do.” Stephan nodded.
“More chance of a rookie panicking or doing something out
of bravado. Plus Ash is bigger and stronger than Ryan. If all
I wanted was a hostage, I’d have seen Ryan as the smaller risk.
And with a gun to the head of a guy younger than Ryan’s son?”
She shook her head. “Ryan would have done whatever they wanted.
Smart move would have been to take both. So whoever it was just
wanted Ash for some reason.”
“One of our rookies is in the hands of somebody that
doesn’t mind killing cops.” Stephan made a growling sound.
“We…” She blinked as her email chimed, then scanned it
quickly. “Stolen care was found abandoned near where the other
car was stolen. Utah plates.” Her eyes narrowed. “Owner of
that vehicle was found in his garage. Beaten to death with his
own golf clubs.”
“Fuck.” Stephan kicked the side of the desk.
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“I’ll call up the folks on that case. See if you can find
any other unsolveds that might be our perp.”
“On it.”
#
Turning the light on revealed that he was shivering. His
lips were blue, and his teeth were chattering. Sima watched him
for a moment, then turned off the water. “Have you learned your
lesson, Ash?”
He didn’t say anything. Just stood there, shivering,
dripping, and glaring. It made a rather lovely picture. She
set all the keys but one on the counter, far from his reach.
She set the cattle prod, freshly charged, next to them. “Turn
around.”
It took him a couple seconds to obey. She stepped in, and
unfastened the restraints from around his wrists. She noted
with some pleasure that he had clearly realized the futility of
attacking her. She stepped back out of the chamber, out of his
reach. “Take off your belt, Ash.”
He opened his mouth, then apparently thought the better of
speaking and went back to the sullen glare. He was still
shivering, his muscles tense from the cold. Credit where it was
due, Lisa did have taste. “Are you cold, Ash?” He rolled his
eyes at her, and she smiled. “Obedience has benefits, Ash.”
She spun the temperature control, and saw his eyes widen a
little. “Take off your belt, Ash.”
She could almost see the thoughts running through his head.
Freezing and restrained, possibly returned to the cold dark room
that way? And the question of how long it would take before she
took the belt from him anyway. He removed it. “Toss it here.”
She caught it. It was cold in her hand, but of sufficient
quality that she doubted it had been damaged by the cold water.
She bent it in half, testing the leather. Still nicely
flexible, with just enough additional heft from the water that
the blows would be particularly painful. She gripped it in one
hand, and gave it a test swing. There was just a trace of fear
in his eyes. “You’re going to be a good boy for me, right,
Ash?”
No response. He looked away from her. She could tell he
wanted to speak, wanted to ask and curse. Her last toy had
taken weeks before he’d developed enough self-control to remain
silent. Ash was clearly of superior quality. Hopefully, she
could keep Lisa from breaking this one. She set the belt down,
then picked up the wrist cuffs again. “Hold your arms out in
front of you.”
That command he obeyed. She secured his wrists, then fed a
padlock through the center of the chain. As soon as she started
to lift his hands, he resisted, pulling the cuffs back down.
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Sima shook her head, then stepped out of the shower and picked
up the prod. “No, don’t.” He started shaking his head.
She aimed low, catching him across the thigh. He yelped
and tried dancing out of the way only to be caught by the chain
around his neck. He tried to catch the prod when she aimed
again, but the collar also prevented him from bending low enough
to do so. She zapped him three more times before he stopped
trying to dodge or catch the prod. “Put your hands over your
head, Ash. Now.”
“Don’t…”
“Now.” Her voice was sharp as she lifted the prod.
He raised his hands. “Higher.” He obeyed. “Secure them
to the chain with the padlock.” He shook his head, but obeyed
the command. “Ash, you broke the rules. You spoke without
permission. You pulled away from me. You resisted my will.
Those are all things you are no longer allowed. What do you
have to say for yourself?”
“Why are you doing this to me?”
“You are questioning me. That is also against the rules.”
She set the prod down, and picked up the belt.
“Don’t.” He shook his head.
“Ash. That is against the rules.” She narrowed her eyes.
The belt elicited a yelp when it caught him in the side. “Ash,
I am going to give you ten lashes. Dodge, speak again without
permission, or otherwise break the rules, and I will start over.
Do you understand?” When he didn’t respond, she arched an
eyebrow. “Ash, do you understand?”
“I fucking understand.” He glared at her.
“Turn around.” She smiled when he just stood there. “Your
back will hurt less, Ash, but if you want the lashes across
your…” Her smile widened when he turned around.
He bit back his yelp on the first lash, so she brought the
second one down harder. She counted to nine, then let the belt
dangle at her side. His body tensed as she walked closer. As
soon as her fingers touched the button on his pants, he pulled
away.
Sima smiled and stepped back. “One.” She brought the belt
across him again.
#
She stopped at nine again. Ash shivered, though the pain
and adrenalin had driven some of the chill from him. He was
almost nostalgic for the numbing cold. Despite knowing the
consequences, he pulled away again when she reached for his
pants. What the hell did they want? He’d concluded that they
were probably calling his father for a ransom, but this made no
sense. His father would have agreed to pay without hesitation.
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He tried not to cry out as the blow from the belt burned
across his back again. She paused for several seconds between
blows, letting the sting settle before adding to it. Some of
the chill returned when he realized he was likely not her first
victim.
The eighth blow made him stumble. “Fuck.” His arms were
able to hold him up, preventing the half-fall from strangling
him.
She waited until he was securely back on his feet before
unleashing a ninth blow. Except she didn’t say nine. She said,
“one”
By the time she got to nine again, every inch of skin on
his back felt aflame. She walked around to reach for his pants
again. Ash told himself to pull away. Then he stopped himself.
Resisting just got him hurt more, and eventually she’d get her
way. When he lost consciousness, if nothing else. He forced
himself to remain still as she stripped his remaining clothes
from him. The tenth blow was laid across his now bare ass, and
he heard someone laugh when he yelped.
Carol stood at the door, her frankly admiring look making
him wish he’d resisted the removal of his pants. “He’s pretty.”
Sima picked up the cuffs, then secured his ankles again
before stepping back out of the shower. She spun the nozzle.
The water was cold at first, making him try to move out of the
way. It warmed quickly, driving the chill from his bones. His
eyes widened when he realized both women had stripped off their
own clothes and were getting in the shower with him. “What are
you —”
Carol put a hand over his mouth and made a tsking sound.
“Now, I know Sima explained the rules about talking.” She
removed her hand, then nodded to Sima. Then Carol grabbed at
his groin and twisted.
Something was jammed into his mouth when he cried out.
Carol released him as Sima fastened the ball gag in place. Then
Sima patted his shoulder. “There now, that’s better.” She
offered Carol a bottle of soap.
Carol poured some of it onto a cloth and handed it back.
She worked it into a lather before she began rubbing it over his
chest. Behind him, Sima apparently had a similar cloth and was
washing his back. He winced and tried to protest as her motions
went over the welts, but the gag muffled his words effectively.
When he tried to pull away, Carol caught hold of his nipple and
twisted. “You’re breaking the rules.”
“Be a good boy, Ash.” Sima’s voice was soft.
The only sound he made resembled a whimper.
#
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Carol smiled as she ran the washcloth over the young man’s
body. Lisa had told her about Sima’s pets, but the last one had
apparently died before Carol had rejoined her cousin. She was
starting to see the appeal. And a police officer, no less,
handsome and helpless. She leaned forward and ran her tongue
over his nipple.
A protest came from behind the gag as the young man started
to move away before catching himself. His whole body tensed as
he forced himself to remain still. She moved her hand lower,
running the cloth over his groin. He shook his head, but Sima’s
hand on the back of his shoulder made him go still again. Odd,
how quickly Sima had taken the fight out of him. Lisa said he’d
been like a cornered wildcat when she’d shot his partner, and
the dents he’d left in the trunk of the car had given mute
testimony to that fact.
Sima left her in the shower, and got something from the
black bag she’d brought with her. She went to the sink and
turned on the warm water before filling some kind of rubber
pouch. A small giggle escaped Carol when she realized what
exactly it was, then she looked up at the captive. He was
looking at Sima with a confused expression. His eyes widened
when Sima attached the hose and nozzle and he immediately began
shaking his head and protesting behind the gag.
It did him little good. When he tried to pull away from
Sima, Carol simply grabbed hold of his manhood again. To dodge
Sima, he’d have to cause himself considerable pain if not
damage. The sounds behind the gag resembled curses again,
culminating in what was clearly an expletive when Sima shoved
the nozzle inside him. “Ash.”
He continued making growling sounds, and Sima caught his
hair. “Ash.” He went quiet again. “You will hold this until I
tell you to release. Failure to do so will result in
punishment. I will apply the prod to the bottoms of your left
foot for no less than ten seconds, then I will repeat the action
with your right foot. Do you understand me, Ash?” He made a
growling sound, and she yanked his head back. “Do you
understand me, Ash?”
A sound came from him, and he managed to nod his head.
Sima repeated the enema a second time before setting the bag
aside and lathering him again. Carol smiled as she assisted,
then waited while Sima turned him this way and that a little to
make sure all the soap was rinsed away. Then Sima caught her
eye, then jerked her head.
Reluctantly, Carol followed her out of the shower. She
dried off, then got dressed. Sima turned off the water, then
handed her another towel and they both stepped back into the
shower to dry their victim. As soon as they were finished,
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Carol stepped back out of the shower while Sima unfastened their
captive’s hands from above his head and fastened them behind his
back once more. She left the collar fastened to the chain.
She nodded to it with a raised eyebrow, and Sima nodded to
her before going back to the black bag she’d brought into the
room with her. She removed something, then stepped back into
the shower again. Carol watched as Sima fastened a belt of some
kind around his waist. When Sima took hold of his manhood, the
captive immediately pulled away. Sima made a disapproving
noise, then reached up and caught his chin, forcing him to look
at her. “Ash.” She stared at him, waiting until he met her
eyes. “That is five lashes. Hold still, or I will make it
ten.” She waited a moment. “Acknowledge that I have spoken, or
I will make it twenty.”
After a moment, he nodded, and Sima released him. She
fastened the device over his penis, then locked it into place
with straps around his upper thighs. It did not look
particularly comfortable, and it took Carol a moment to realize
its purpose. While wearing that, the young man would not be
able to become erect, and would in fact suffer greatly were such
to begin occurring.
Watching Sima deliver five solid blows across the young
man’s buttocks was an oddly pleasing experience. When she got
the chance, she’d have to ask Sima if she could have a turn
using the strap. The red marks made his rear end even more
tempting to grab.
#
Magda froze slightly as she stepped out of the car, and
then closed the door behind her. She followed Stephan to the
abandoned car. While he was walking around to the other side,
she carefully opened the driver’s side door and sniffed, then
narrowed her eyes. Maybe this hadn’t been about Ash at all.
Someone had come into her territory, killed a member of her
pack, and stolen one of her cubs. She clenched her fists, then
forced them to relax once more.
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They led him into a different room. Ash took a quick look
around, but once again so no windows or other means of egress
than the door itself. There was a bed in the room. It was
starting to become obvious what they intended, but what he once
would have thought of as a pleasant fantasy was quickly
unraveling in the face of reality. Carol pulled him toward the
bed. He started to balk, and felt Sima place the prongs of the
prod in the small of his back. “Be a good boy, Ash.”
He followed Carol, then laid face down as Sima directed.
The prod was handed to Carol, who kept it pressed against him as
Sima walked to the foot of the bed. She unfastened the ankle
restraints. He fought the urge to whimper as she spread his
legs across the queen sized bed, securing his ankles to the
posts. She removed his left wrist from the cuffs and secured it
to the bedpost, then secured his right wrist to the remaining
post.
Then she started tightening the ropes. A few moments later
he was racked across the bed, the ropes tight enough to strain
his joints. He could barely move. “Are you comfortable, Ash?”
Sima petted his hair.
His curses were muffled by the gag in his mouth. The thing
made it hard to swallow, and face down he was unable to prevent
drool from running out of his mouth. He felt a small bit of
relief when the prod stopped touching him. It lasted only a
moment. Sima sat down on the bed, and her fingers traced up his
inner thigh. “Lisa drew the short straw, Ash.” She caught the
elastic strap securing that thing she’d put on him earlier, and
snapped it. He winced. “I’m sure you’ll give her a good ride,
won’t you?” Her fingers continued upwards, going between his
buttocks.
The restraints held him fast as he began struggling. She
put something cool and wet on his skin as her fingers spread his
ass cheeks, and then the bitch began rubbing it around his ass.
He began cursing behind the gag as her finger was shoved inside
him, and heard Carol laugh. “I don’t think he likes that.”
“He’d like it a lot less without the lube.” Sima chuckled.
“Or if you’d let me pick the lube.” Lisa’s voice entered
the conversation. He turned his head, but couldn’t see her.
“Chili oil is not a lubricant.” Sima stood.
Footsteps on the side of the bed. He looked over just as
Lisa caught his hair and lifted his head up. “Hello, Ash. You
and I are going to have some fun now, aren’t we?”
She was wearing some kind of harness over her groin, and it
took him a moment to realize she was wearing a strap on. It
wasn’t a little thing. He started trying to shake his head, to
protest what was about to happen, and heard her laugh in
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response. Carol’s voice was mocking. “Well, you’re about to
have fun. Not so sure about him.”
Lisa leaped onto the bed, positioning herself behind him.
He yanked at the restraints, but there was no give to them. He
could feel hot tears in his eyes, wanting to fall, and blinked
them back. They couldn’t really be doing this to him, could
they? They just had to ask his father for the ransom. He’d
pay. He’d pay whatever they asked. He shook his head as he
felt Lisa’s hands on his ass.
A scream tore from his throat as she pushed the dildo into
him. He squirmed, trying to move to escape the invader she was
driving into him. He tried to clench, and that just made it
worse as she shoved it past his resistance. He felt like he was
going to tear. Carol was laughing again. “Take it like a
bitch.” Lisa’s voice hissed in his ear. Then she began moving,
thrusting in and out.
He screamed again, yanking at the restraints, trying to
twist or pull or get her off of him, but all he succeeded in
doing was making her laugh. She slapped his ass. “Oh, yeah,
buck for me.” Lisa moaned. “Move that pretty ass.”
It seemed a lifetime before she finally shuddered and
stopped. Slowly, the dildo was withdrawn. He wanted to curl up
in a ball somewhere. As bad as it was, the two women watching
and jeering had made it worse. He heard Carol say something
about it being her turn, and was sick at how grateful he felt
when Sima said no.
The door closed behind Lisa and Carol, who were still
giggling. Sima went around to each of his limbs, slackening the
ropes just a little. “You did good, Ash. You made Lisa very
happy.” She patted him. “I’m so proud of you, Ash.” She
ruffled his hair, and then unfastened the gag.
Ash worked his jaw, but said nothing. He hurt, from the
straining, from the beating, from the… He swallowed. “Ash?”
He closed his eyes, then heard Sima sigh. “Ash, when your
mistress compliments you, you should thank her.”
“Mistress?” He turned to look at her. What the fuck was
that supposed to mean?
“Yes, Ash?” She raised an eyebrow.
That wasn’t… “My father will pay a ransom.”
“Ash, sweetie, if I wanted your father’s money I would
simply take it.” She rubbed his shoulder. “Now, I know you are
tired, Ash, but I can’t let you sleep yet. Not this early in
your training.”
“My training?” He shook his head. “What are you —”
“Ash.” Her voice was sharp. “What are the rules?”
“You won’t get —”
“Ash.” Her eyes narrowed at him. “What are the rules?”
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He started yanking at his restraints again. “Just let me
go and —”
“Ash.” This time his name was accompanied by the belt
coming down across his ass. He yelped. “What are the rules?”
Silence fell. He closed his eyes, unwilling to give her
any cooperation even if it did result in another beating. She
rubbed his foot. “It’s alright, Ash. You’re still learning.”
She walked around to grab his hair, and forced a different gag
into his mouth. This one wasn’t quite ball-shaped. It was
shaped more like a… He made a growling sound as he realized
what exactly it was shaped like, then started to choke a little
as she jammed it all the way in. It tickled the back of his
throat, and he had to fight to keep from gagging. His jaw was
opened painfully far. He felt hot tears again as she locked it
into place.
Then she went down between his legs, and began doing
something to the thing she’d put on his penis. He couldn’t turn
his head enough to see, and trying made him retch as the gag
went deeper into his mouth. It took him a few moments to get it
back under control. He cried out a protest as she shoved
something into his already abused passage, then secured it in
place with a strap.
Surprise went through him and he started to struggle again
as whatever she had attached to his cock began to vibrate. He
felt his penis start to harden, only for the restraint it was in
to bite back painfully. He tried to curse behind the gag, only
for that to result in another round of retching. She did
something else, and the thing up his ass also sprang to life,
vibrating. He growled and thrashed, trying to get away from the
sensations. “I’ll be back in the morning, Ash.” Sima rubbed
his ass. “And we will discuss the rules.”
The light went out as she left, leaving him in pain,
pleasure, and darkness.
#
“Mr. Achterberg.” Magda held out her hand.
“Lennert, please.” His voice still held more than a trace
of a German accent. He shook her hand, and despite his firm
grip she could feel a slight tremor. “Please, tell me you have
news of my son.”
“We have every reason to believe your son is alive, Mr.
Achterberg.” She tried to keep her own voice reassuring. “We
think it is likely you will be getting a ransom demand.”
“I have kept my phone with me, and have someone manning the
phones at my office and house.” He nodded. “Please, how can I
help?”
“You can go home.” She tried to keep from sighing, knowing
that in his position she likely would have been able to rest
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either. She couldn’t rest now. “Get something to eat.
Dropping from exhaustion won’t help your son.”
“I know.” He nodded. He looked out the window. “Ryan
Junior should be landing soon. I sent my admin to meet him at
the airport.”
“Thank you. We all appreciate that.” Just as they had the
fact that he’d ordered catering brought in. She knew he’d done
it so none of them had to leave the case to get something to
eat, but it was a nice gesture anyway.
“My phones forward to my cell. I will take Mrs.
MacClemente home, make sure she too eats and…” He sighed. “It
will give me something to do. You will call me, if anything,
if…”
“I will.” She squared her shoulders. “Ash came in here
yesterday morning and shook my hand. He was excited and when I
showed him to his desk he could barely sit still.”
“He wanted to be police officer. It was his first
Halloween costume.” He swallowed. “I tried to talk him into
being Superman, but he wanted the police officer.”
“He’s one of mine, Lennert.” Magda nodded. “I’ll bring
him home.”
“Thank you.” He nodded to her again before leaving.
She sighed as she watched him go. Stephan’s voice came
from behind her. “He’s keeping it together.”
“By a thread.” She nodded. “Anything?”
“We found his cell phone a few miles down the road.”
Stephan took a deep breath. “I’m considering that a good sign.
They took him, and dumped his phone but not a body. So he’s
alive.”
“He damn well better be.” She growled. She turned toward
him. “What if it’s not a ransom, but something else personal?
Achterberg is a nice guy, but he’s a businessman and he may have
enemies. Somebody he fired or…”
“Could be about the kid, too. Ash is also a nice guy, but
even those have enemies. Jealous ex, stalker…” Stephan
frowned. “Kid used to model.”
“What?” She raised an eyebrow.
“Remember how Tina got all awkward and embarrassed when she
had to notarize his stuff for HR?” Stephan smiled a little.
“Turns out she took a life drawing class last semester. Ash was
the class’s nude model.” He was quiet for a moment, then
shrugged. “Was waiting for the right moment to say that out
loud in the middle of the squad room, see how the kid took his
lumps.”
“He’s a good looking guy.” She looked up at his picture on
the board.
“Someone out there must know something.” Stephan sighed.
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“Let’s go talk to his college friends in the morning, see
what they can tell us.”
#
Sima could hear the captive’s faint whimpers as she walked
down the hall. She’d been concerned, leaving him gagged like
that unsupervised. He flinched when the lights came on. A
small smile came to her face. He looked adorably miserable with
those huge blue eyes. “Good morning, Ash.” She walked over and
set the tray down n the side table. Then she set the black bag
nearby.
She couldn’t quite identify the sound he made behind the
gag. Sima trailed a hand up his inner thigh, enjoying the sight
of him squirming, and removed the vibrators. This time she
recognized the sound as relief. She patted his ass before
sitting down next to him and unfastening the gag. “Are you
ready to go over the rules, Ash?”
“What rules/” His voice was dry and cracked.
“The rules of your new existence as our slave.” She
smiled. “Our pet.”
“I’m not your slave or your pet.” He shook his head.
“You just broke a rule, Ash. You spoke without
permission.” She picked up the prod.
“Don’t. Please.” He cringed away. “Why are you doing
this?”
“Questioning your mistress is also against the rules, Ash.”
She touched the prod to his armpit and pressed the trigger. He
screamed and thrashed.
“Stop. Just stop.” He was gasping.
“That is two rules, Ash. You spoke without permission, and
you attempted to instruct your mistress.” She jolted him again.
Getting him to repeat the rules back to her nearly drained
the battery on the prod. He was strong and stubborn. Once
tamed, such made for the best pets. She set the prod down, then
picked up the water. Holding the straw to his lips got him to
drink, and she ruffled his hair when he finished. “Good boy,
Ash.”
#
She made him eat like a dog, on his knees with his hands
secured behind his back. Cold oatmeal, with her promise for
better when he proved he could be a ‘good boy’. Then she
fastened a leash to the damned collar and started taking him for
a fucking walk. He was exhausted and hurting and it was
difficult to move with his ankles chained only a couple feet
apart.
The only good part was when she took him upstairs he could
see enough outside the windows to get an idea of where he was.
This had to be the old commune, unfortunately well outside their
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jurisdiction. Last he’d heard, some old couple owned it and
used it about once a year for some kind of religious thing. It
could be months before anyone checked in on the place.
If his feet weren’t chained together he’d have considered
running, bound hands or no. Though the idea of being found
wearing only some kind of fucking chastity belt and handcuffs
was more than a little humiliating. Sima led him to where Carol
was sitting, then shoved him to his knees in front of the red
haired woman. Carol was smiling down at him, the kind of smile
that made wise men want to head for the hills. She was wearing
a robe. “Ash.” Sima ran her fingers through his hair. “Be a
good boy and ask Carol if you can eat her out.”
Ash jerked back. “Fuck you, I’m not —”
Sima yanked on the leash, pulling Ash over. He fell to the
side, gasping and choking. She made a disappointed sound. “It
appears we still have some training to do.” She hauled Ash back
to his feet and began dragging him back to the stairs.
#
Magda growled before kicking her trash can across the room.
Five days since one of her pack had been cut down and another
taken. The trail had gone cold. Last night she’d resorted to
driving around and randomly sniffing the air, hoping to catch a
scent. The wind had carried nothing. Had they already moved
on? But why take Ash, if not for ransom?
“We should have heard something by now.” She shook her
head. “A day or two to let his old man get frantic and
desperate? I can see that. But it’s gone on too long.”
“I might have something.” Stephan gestured for her to come
with him.
“You do?”
“I think I’ve got a trail. Come take a look at this.” He
walked her to a board where he’d placed markers indicating
various crimes. “They can’t be every unsolved, but look here.”
He traced his finger down a line. “Violent crime, vehicle
stolen.” He went to the next one. “Violent crime, another
vehicle stolen, the first found nearby.” He went to the next
one. “Same.” He moved down a couple more. “Trail breaks here,
and there are several that fit the violent crime stolen vehicle
pattern, but we don’t have a stolen car found nearby again until
here, when it picks up again.” He looked back at her. “Two
years later.”
“Either they disposed of vehicles by other means, or…” She
frowned, looking at proximity. “Or they holed up for a time.”
“I think they holed up. Two different locations. Here and
here.” He indicated spots on the map. “Lots of unsolved
violent crimes in the area and this…” He gestured for her to
follow him back to his desk, then handed her a folder. “Cops in
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Tagoda got called into the aftermath of what they described as a
war zone. Half a dozen bodies. Four men, two women. They said
it was brutal. One of the men had been pretty much beaten to
death, and one of the women was torn up like someone had sic’d
dogs on her. And a stolen car was found in the vicinity, with
another going missing from half a mile down the road.” He
pointed back at the map. “Finding that one is what started the
pattern again.”
A slow chill went through her. Pack warfare was brutal and
bloody. And if they were dealing with more than one survivor of
a pack, then… “Drugs?”
“They didn’t find any at the scene, but that was their
guess. Territorial dispute.”
“So are we dealing with the winners…” She frowned. “Or
the losers?”
#
Sima touched the modified collar. Ash hung from the
restraints, his body all but limp. “Defiance gets you punished,
Ash.” She ran her hands across the welts on his back, felt him
tense. But he didn’t pull away. “Obedience will have rewards.
I know you can be a good boy, Ash.” She petted him.
He didn’t say anything. He hadn’t since the first hour
she’d put the new collar on him. She’d modified the shock
collar to include the sensor from a dog’s bark collar. If he
spoke, it signaled the collar to deliver a jolt directly to his
spine, at the base of his neck. It had taken her a bit of work
to ensure his wordless screams didn’t trigger the sensor, but
she had managed. The collar could also be triggered or turned
off by remote. “Nod if you are ready to be a good boy, Ash.”
When he nodded, she kissed his cheek. This time, when she
unfastened the restraints, she did not secure his hands behind
his back. Nor did she secure his ankles. He was exhausted,
having not been permitted more than a few hours of sleep since
his capture. Now was a good a time as any to see if he would be
docile for her.
She made him stay on his hands and knees as she led him to
Carol again. The woman’s smile brightened as Ash crawled to
her. He knelt before Carol, as Sima instructed. “Ash, is there
something you would like to say to Carol?”
He nodded, and then to her delight, looked up at her for
permission. She nodded, and he turned back to Carol. “Please,
mistress, may I eat your pussy?”
#
Carol shuddered when she came. The young man was by no
means an expert, but the simple idea of him being her obedient
slave had made up for it. Skill could be taught, and if she had
her way, he’d get plenty of practice. Sima wiped his face
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before leading him over to Lisa, then instructing him to perform
the same service for her cousin. Lisa wasn’t as gentle. She
grabbed his hair and directed his head, a couple times making
the captive struggle to breath.
Lisa made a purring sound as she came, then glared. “He
uses his tongue like he was eating a damn lollipop.”
The young man flinched. Sima reached over and petted him,
and slowly he relaxed again. “Don’t worry, Lisa. Ash here will
be a good boy, and do better next time. Won’t you, Ash?” He
nodded up at Sima.
#
Ash gnawed at the rib bone. If he dared to speak, he might
have risked asking for more. After how many days of barely
enough cold oatmeal, the take out ribs were heavenly. Sima
smiled and ruffled his hair before picking up another rib from
the tray. She held it out. “There’s a good boy. Show me you
can beg.”
The ribs turned putrid in his stomach, and he looked away.
He hadn’t been given utensils. Eating the mashed potatoes and
corn like a dog had been one thing, but actually playing along
with her sick game was something else. Bad enough what he’d had
to do to get the food in the first place. “Ash.” Her voice
became firm, and a feeling of dread started to creep into him.
“Be a good boy, and beg for your mistress.”
He lunged, knocking the remote away from her before running
for the door. Behind him, he heard her calling his name as he
ran. If this was the commune, he need to go south east to find
the road. He was only a couple hundred feet from the building
when Lisa tackled him. He rolled away from her and came up
swinging, aiming his punch at the bitch’s face.
And she caught it. His eyes went wide as she stopped his
fist cold with just one hand. She smiled at him before twisting
his arm, spinning him and forcing him to his knees with his arm
up behind him. He cried out in pain as his shoulder was nearly
dislocated by the motion. Sima was walking toward them, her
face angry. He tried to pull free of Lisa, but the woman was
stronger than any of the guys he’d wrestled with in school.
“Ash.” Sima held the remote in her hand. “I am very
disappointed in you.”
#
Lisa paced restlessly. “How much longer until the guy is
done laundering the money?”
“Relax, cousin.” Carol shifted the reflector. “It’s kind
of nice out here in the quiet.”
“It’s too damn quiet.” Lisa went back to her restless
prowling. “Nothing to hunt out here but squirrels.” It was
tempting to go into town and grab someone. Especially since
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Sima didn’t want them to damage her little toy. He’d been her
prize, and the new blood had taken him over. Still, she’d seen
what Sima could do, and she did owe the woman a toy since Lisa
had broken the last one. A small smile came to her face at the
memory.
“There are deer. I saw a few the other day.” Carol
shrugged. “Over that way.”
“I hate hunting deer.” Lisa shook her head. “I feel
obligated to eat them, and I am sick of venison.” She growled.
“Should have taken both cops. Made the old one watch Sima work
on the young one, then let told him if he got away he could
bring help back. Old guys make wily prey. I’d bet he’d have
been a good hunt.” She glanced at her cousin to see Carol
sunning herself again. The woman really didn’t understand at
all. She sighed.
Sima could hunt. It’s what had attracted her to the dark
woman in the first place. Sima wasn’t strong, but she made up
for it in brains and tricks. She didn’t chase prey, she herded
into careful and meticulous traps. The woman wasn’t a fighter,
but Lisa doubted any prey had ever escaped her.
As fond as she was of her little cousin, maybe it was time
to expand the pack again, bring on a few stronger bloods. Carol
had her uses, handling logistics and the like. She needn’t fear
being abandoned. But Lisa missed her old pack, and the thrill
of the hunt. She sighed. “I’m going to head down to the park,
see if little Red Riding hood is out jogging tonight.
#
Sima poured the water into Ash’s mouth, slowly enough that
he could swallow without chocking. His jaw was forced open
painfully wide by an o-ring, and his head had been strapped in
place. His body had been forced into a small box and bound
tightly, his knees up to his chest, folded in on himself to fit
in the tiny space. He couldn’t move more than perhaps his
fingertips.
A blindfold covered his eyes, and she’d placed plugs in his
ears before adding earmuffs. It wasn’t full sensory
deprivation, but it was close. Electrodes had been placed upon
him at strategic locations. A unit delivered a pulse of charge
every few minutes, just enough to be painful and deny him any
refuge he might find in sleep. Cramped, unable to move, and the
only sensation allowed him was pain.
He’d been that way for two days so far. She dare not leave
him much longer without risking his physical health. Sima
removed the coverings from his ears. “Ash.” Only the slightest
movement of his head gave any indication he’d heard her. Next
she removed the o-ring and released the strap holding his head
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in place. He barely moved in response. She left the blind fold
in place as she began releasing him from the box itself.
A few whimpers escaped him as his muscles cramped in
response to the newfound freedom. She began removing the
electrodes. Then she stepped back, watching him slowly regain
control of his body. Lisa had suggested letting him rest, then
releasing him for a hunt. Fortunately, the alpha had not been
insistent and had agreed to let Sima continue working with the
captive. There had been a few alterations to the rules,
however.
“Are you going to be a good boy for me, Ash?” She raised
an eyebrow.
Ash didn’t speak in response. He simply let out a small
whine and nodded. She petted him. “Come.”
#
Magda walked by Todd’s desk and stopped. She walked
backwards a few paces. “What do you have?”
“Couple dead joggers.” Todd shoved the photo toward her.
“One bear left in this whole damn forest, and that poor couple
found it.”
She narrowed her eyes at the picture. Not a bear. “Where
were they found?”
“Here.” Todd touched the map. “Out on the easternmost
trail.” He raised an eyebrow. “What’s up?”
“Just shocked, is all.” Magda shook her head. “Fucking
Yogi.” She noted the location, and made her plans for the
evening.
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There was a scent on the wind. The same as the car. Magda
started to follow, then got whiff of a more familiar scent. She
stopped in her tracks. “What are you doing here?”
Stephan shrugged. “You left the station.”
“It’s the weekend.” She turned toward him.
“We’ve got a missing cop, and you decide to actually take a
weekend?” He shook his head. “What’s going on, Magda?”
“Needed to clear my head.” She twitched a shoulder.
“So you pick the jogging trail that was the recent site of
a couple joggers getting mauled by a bear?” Stephan raised an
eyebrow. “What, are you planning on challenging it to a
fistfight or something?”
“Mood I’m in, I could take a bear.” She hesitated. The
scent was on the wind, but with Stephan here… If it was what
she thought it was, it was more danger than her partner could
handle.
“Talk to me, Magda.” He gave her a concerned look.
And if she didn’t follow the trail now, she risked losing
it. “Walk with me.”
“If you want.” He nodded.
He didn’t say anything when after a while she led him off
the trail, following her nose. The scent cut across paths,
taking shortcuts. Didn’t comment on how weird she was acting,
or why they were going through the woods in the middle of the
night. He just followed, trusting that she knew what she was
doing. And he kept his eyes peeled, watching her back as she
followed the scent.
They came out at a parking lot. Despite the hour, there
were two or three cars still there. She followed the scent to
one space, and then nothing. Whoever it was had gotten in the
car and driven away. She crouched, but the treads all
overlapped, rendering any pattern too indistinct to be useful.
With so many vehicles, there was no way to tell for certain
which scent was the right car.
There was a wolf hunting in her territory. She took a deep
breath, and looked up at Stephan. He was just watching her.
“At the warehouse —”
“The woman looked like she’d been torn apart by wild
animals.” Stephan nodded. “You think it’s like one of those
weird cartels where they’ve got a pet jaguar or something?”
Relief filled her. He’d made the connection on his own.
Wrong, but it gave her something to build on. “The thought
crossed my mind, I mean…” She shrugged. “When was the last
time anyone saw a bear out here?”
“Where’d you learn to track?” He looked around, frowning
as he observed the lot.
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“My dad used to take me hunting.” It was close enough to
the truth. “Not sure I picked up enough of a trail to go on,
but…” She slowly nodded. “I think the cases are related.”
“Let’s go have a word with the rangers, see if any of them
spotted anything odd.”
#
Ash followed Sima on his hands and knees. With the
blindfold on, he had to trust her leash for guidance. He hadn’t
been allowed the use of his eyes in days. Maybe longer. He had
no real idea of how long he’d been a prisoner. Yesterday when
Sima had called him a good boy and petted him he’d caught
himself rubbing his head against her hand like… like a fucking
dog.
Carol made him do tricks. Sit up and roll over, feeding
him scraps of jerky from her hand and laughing with delight.
Sima made it clear refusing to play along was against the rules,
and breaking the rules would get him put back in the box. The
thought of being there again, cramped and unable to move while
pain coursed through him made him want to whimper.
Surely they were looking for him, weren’t they?
Lisa’s voice. He fought the urge to cringe. She liked to
hurt him, even when he was being a good boy. With a start, he
realized he had moved behind Sima, like a cowering… dog. “Sit
up, Ash,” Sima told him.
He went into a kneeling position, hands on his thighs and
his back straight. Sima petted his hair. Lisa reached over and
took hold of his chin, tilting his face up. “When are you going
to take the blindfold off?”
“When he trusts me.” Sima kept petting his hair.
“Hmph.” Lisa ran her thumb over his lips. “I liked his
eyes. Such a pretty, innocent blue. I want him tonight.”
“Of course.” Sima kept rubbing his head. He wished he
didn’t find the motion comforting.
“Ash.” Lisa tapped his cheek before removing her hand.
“Speak.”
He wanted to scream, to curse, to rail against her.
Instead, he barked. “Good boy.” Sima petted him before feeding
him one of the small candies she carried. A ‘treat’ for her
pet. “If you’ll excuse us, Lisa, Ash needs his exercise.”
“Oh, yes.” Lisa moved away. “Have him do some pushups. I
like those shoulders of his. Maybe some situps too.”
The leash tugged, and he started following Sima again.
#
Carol lay back on the bed, panting happily. Sima’d been
right. All their captive had needed had been practice, and
helping him develop those skills was certainly fun. She looked
down at his tear-stained face. Lisa stood behind him, holding
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the belt. She’d used it liberally whenever Ash had shown signs
of slowing or waning enthusiasm for his task. The feel of him
crying out in pain against her clit had been breathtaking.
“Come here, Ash.” She beckoned him closer.
He came up to her, and she pulled him close, cuddling him
gently as she laid his head on her breast. Lisa lay down on the
other side of him, and ran her hand lightly over his arm. Just
a few years ago, the idea of having such a man in her bed would
have been strange. Having him in her bed and completely
subservient to her would have been laughable. If a guy like
this had looked at her, it would have been to make a joke at her
expense. The quarterback lay in her arms, at her mercy. It was
a hell of a rush. She looked up at Lisa. “You want a turn?”
Lisa smiled, and leaned forward to speak into his ear.
“Ash. Get on your hands and knees.” He obeyed.
She sat up, getting comfortable. A smile came to her face
as she watched her cousin fuck the prom king.
#
Almost two months, and nothing. Every lead had gone cold.
They’d run in a jealous boyfriend only to learn Ash had already
worked things out with the guy and neither had ended up with the
girl. They’d even run in the girl, but she’d been in Europe
during the abduction. The rangers had found nothing.
Madga frowned. Had they somehow found out this was taken
territory and moved on? No. If she was dealing with a pack,
they’d have challenged if they realized she was here. They’d
have either driven out or taken in the loner. Could it be a
sole survivor of… She frowned. Ash was a nice, handsome, prime
male specimen. Had a pack taken him for… Her fists clenched as
she thought of one of her pack in that sort of situation.
Stephan set a cup of coffee on her desk. “Thanks.” She
sipped the terrible liquid gratefully.
“Yesterday, I was at the store.” Stephan sat back in his
chair, and ran a hand over his buzz cut. “Saw one of those
stupid clocks with the numbers all mismatched like they’d
fallen. Thought ‘hey, when is Ryan’s retirement party?’.” He
sipped his own coffee. “Hit me all over again. I mean, fuck.
He was a good man, a good cop.” He set his cup down. “You know
I got a lot of looks when I first walked in here. Ryan gave me
shit about my paperwork, and I confronted him. Asked him if he
had a problem with me because I was black. He said…”
“No, I’ve got a problem with you because you’re a goddamn
rookie and they don’t actually teach you shit in those LEO
classes. Now pay attention and do it right.” Magda smiled.
“Got the same speech.” Her smile faded. “Lennert called again
this morning, wanting an update. I get the fun of breaking his
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heart every day at nine AM.” She sighed. “I told him I’d bring
his kid home.”
“Ryan was the one that told me not to make that promise, as
much as you want to. Cause the worst part about this job is
sometimes you can’t.” Stephan sighed. “Sometimes the monsters
win.”
“I miss the old dog.” She took another drink of her
coffee.
“Me too.”
#
Sima petted the head of the young man laying curled up in
the shower. He made a small whimpering sound. Lisa had
stripped him from head to toe after he had balked at letting the
alpha fuck his throat with the strap on. She was a little
worried a couple of the marks were going to leave scars. “You
must always obey the alpha, Ash. That is rule number one. You
belong to the alpha, and you will obey.”
He made another whimpering sound. Lisa enjoyed hearing him
bark, and thus the right to speak had been taken from him
entirely. It had been weeks since she’d last heard his voice.
There was still defiance in his eyes at times, a form of
hopeless desperation. He had not yet wholly surrendered, though
he’d given up active resistance. Still, she was fairly certain
if she left a weapon where he could reach, he would use it. The
part concerning her at this point in his training he was likely
to use it on himself. Lisa and Carol had pushed to early,
before he’d been properly broken.
Maybe Lisa wasn’t a suitable alpha. She continued petting
Ash, shifting so his head lay in her lap. The woman was strong,
certainly. There was no way Sima would win in a battle for
dominance. And even if she won by other means, there was still
Carol. The other woman’s loyalty to her cousin was absolute.
Ash slowly began to relax under her caresses. Carol was young,
still coming to terms with her gifts. Still in an angry teenage
mentality, and given power. Not a good thing. Carol, however,
preferred to simply humiliate Ash, which had helped Sima break
him down. Lisa was the problem. To her, Ash was a fun toy, but
Lisa didn’t take care of her toys. Not when she could so easily
replace them.
“Ash.” She stood. “Come.”
He followed her on his hands and knees. She led him past
the room where he was normally caged, and saw him pause just
briefly before continuing to follow her. Sima went into her
room, then patted the foot of the bed. “Up, Ash.” When he
climbed up onto the foot of the bed, she petted him again. “Lay
down.” He obeyed, curling into a ball. “That’s my good boy.”
#
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Ash woke, more rested than he’d been in a while. He
stretched, then felt his mistress petting him. He rubbed his
head into the caress, then froze as he woke the rest of the way
up. He felt sick to his stomach when he realized he’d spent the
night unbound and behind an unlocked door. It hadn’t occurred
to him to try to escape, to flee the mistr… Sima. Her name was
Sima, not mistress. He was a cop, not her dog. Not her…
“Ash.”
He made himself take a deep breath before looking back at
her. “Come here, Ash.” She patted the bed next to her.
Slowly, he moved up to where she indicated. She smiled,
then ran a hand behind his head and kissed him. Her lips were
warm and gentle, and he found himself returning the kiss. Her
other hand caressed his body. “You’ve been a good boy, Ash.”
Her hand removed the vile thing from his groin before she began
caressing him again.
A low moan escaped him as she gentle pushed him back down
onto the bed before straddling him. “My good boy.” She ran her
breasts over him, then guided his left hand to touch them. He
caressed her, then sat up and brought his mouth to her breast.
An approving noise came from her as his tongue over her nipple.
“That’s my good boy.”
She guided his erection into her, then began to ride him.
Slowly at first, then with increasing speed. His back arched
beneath her as she had her way with his body. She caught both
his hands and pinned him to the bed, moaning as her hips moved.
Ash squirmed beneath her, helpless against her greater strength
even as he sought the release he was ordinarily denied.
He cried out and shuddered when he came, and heard her
answering cry before she half collapsed atop him. For a few
moments, they just lay there, panting. She kissed his jaw.
“That’s my sweet pet.”
Despite himself, he couldn’t help but feel pleased at her
words. The part of his mind that screamed and cursed at her
seemed further away every day. I am not her dog, he told
himself. I am not her pet. I just have to keep playing and…
The part of his mind that screamed and cursed at her let out a
sob as she fastened the leash to his collar. He kept it from
his face as he crawled off the bed and followed her, on his
hands and knees, to the shower.
Sima washed him before instructing him to wash her. He
performed the task as she’d instructed, and she was panting with
pleasure by the time he was done. She shoved him to his knees,
moving his head between her legs. Water ran down his face as he
licked and suckled at her, making her moan and squirm. “Oh,
that’s a good boy.” There was a rush of juices as she came, and
the warm water washed them away.
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The vile thing was put back on him. He wasn’t allowed to
cum or have pleasure unless they allowed it. Carol had
forgotten to put it back on once, and he’d come from the
sensation of the vibrator the red haired woman had placed up his
ass. As ashamed as he was of that, the punishment he’d been
given after had been brutal. Sima had left him in the box for
two days, then made him apologize to Carol before putting him
back in for two more. He found himself almost grateful for the
vile thing now. It prevented any chance of him losing control
again. A slave’s body belonged to his mistress. Sima. Her
name was Sima. Not mistress. He was Ash, a cop. Not a slave
or a pet. Not a dog.
#
Lisa moved through the woods, her eyes on the lone jogger.
There was no one else around for a mile in any direction. A
scare, then watch him run. She was closing in when she caught
the scent. She froze, turning her head this way and that.
Another had been here within the last day or so. Eagerly she
followed the scent.
She’d watched the news. No killings save her own had been
reported. Either a young one, not fully come into their power…
Or one old enough to have learned control. The first was an
exciting prospect. The second was cause for wariness.
The scent went cold at the parking lot. She walked around,
thinking she’d lost it, when she caught another whiff. Two men
were coming out of the ranger’s station. The white man wore a
ranger’s uniform, while the black man wore a suit. She walked
toward them. There was too much light, too many witnesses to
hunt here. She sniffed. The scent came from the black man, but
it wasn’t his. Someone he’d recently been close to, then? Lisa
planted a polite, normal expression on her face, and strode
over, swaying a little as she walked. “Excuse me?”
“Ma’am.” The ranger actually tipped his hat.
“I don’t mean to…” She assumed a vulnerable expression,
one she knew made her look young. “I heard some other joggers
talking about someone being killed and was just…”
“I’m afraid it’s true.” The ranger sighed. “We had a bear
attack a few weeks ago. Detective Evans here was actually just
following up on that. Thought it might be someone’s exotic pet
that escaped.”
Detective Evans? And they thought she was a bear. People
really were so stupid. “Is that true? Someone had a pet bear?”
“We don’t have any verification of that, ma’am.” The cop
gave her an appraising look.
“We are asking people to stay off the far trails.” The
ranger nodded. “And keep to the…” He trailed off, then shook
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his head at a couple teenagers at the other end of the parking
lot. “Excuse me.” He nodded to them before walking off.
She gave the cop a flirtatious smile. “I’m Lisa.” She
held out her hand.
“Detective Evans.” His handshake was firm. She could have
crushed his hand to a bleeding pulp if she’d desired.
Where had he acquired the scent? She took a quick glance
at his hands. No ring. “Look, um…” She shifted her weight,
making her movements a little shy and awkward. “Okay, this is
really forward of me but would you be interested in having
coffee or something or…” She fidgeted again.
He smiled. “Well, ma’am, I’m on duty at the moment but…”
He shrugged before nodding. “If you’ve got a number?”
Lisa nodded, and gave him the number for her burner phone.
He wrote it down before offering her his card. She watched him
head back to his vehicle. Older than Sima’s toy, but definitely
had a nice ass. She looked down at the card. “Stephan Evans.”
She shrugged. “You’ve got something I want, detective.” She
headed back to her car.
#
Lennert Achterberg sat, staring out the window. Magda
thought he looked twenty years older than the last time she’d
seen him, only a couple weeks ago. He turned toward her,
glancing over his shoulder before going back to staring out the
window. “You haven’t found anything, have you?”
“I haven’t given up.”
“I keep hoping I will wake. That this has all been some
terrible dream and he’s just off at college still.” He rose,
and led her through the house.
She followed him into a bedroom. Ash’s room. There were a
couple posters on the closet door. Autographed posters from
concerts. She’d never heard of either band. Pictures were
affixed around them. Ash and his friends, out being young and
alive. A corkboard had newspaper clippings on it, stories about
the local PD. She was surprised to see her own picture on one
of them, and walked to take a closer look.
“He met you, in junior high. Career day.” Lennert’s voice
was quiet. “You gave talk. Spoke to him after, shook his hand
and told him you hoped to see him on the force one day. He was
still my Bernie then. He did not become Ash until high school.”
The memory came back to her. A young, eager boy with huge
blue eyes. It took her a moment to reconcile the boy with the
man. “I remember. Most of the students asked about guns or
what action we had seen. Ash asked about how we determined how
big an area to cordon off for a crime scene. He was pretty
disappointed to learn we mostly just guesstimated, then started
asking about chain of evidence.”
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“He saw article about you in the paper after that. Cut it
out, put it on the board. You saved the day, and you took time
to talk to him.” Lennert’s voice broke a little. “His hero.”
“I haven’t given up, Lennert.” Magda put her hand on his
shoulder. “I won’t.”
“Excuse me, I can’t…” He nodded. “You may stay, if you
wish, but I can’t…” He shook his head. “He is too much here.”
Lennert turned and left the room.
Magda looked around again. A couple high school wrestling
trophies shoved to the back of the bookshelf. His certificate
from the LEO program placed front and center. Rocks of various
sorts, many polished and labeled. There was a rock tumbling kit
on the bottom shelf off the bookcase. An amateur geologist.
Just a small touch of nerd. A half assembled wooden trebuchet
sat on his desk, next to a laptop labeled ‘property of
Miskatonic University’. Maybe more than a small touch.
There were still traces of boy in the room. A couple
assembled lego kits on stands, Star Wars themed. A simple brown
comforter on the bed, hiding Star Wars sheets. And a Star Wars
poster hanging over the bed. She turned, and caught a glimpse
of her reflection in his mirror. Perhaps it was a good thing
Lennert had left. She closed her eyes, and took a few deep
breaths before reopening them. Normal brown again. “We’re
still looking, Ash. We won’t stop. I promise.”
She turned, and left the room.
#
Carol threw the stick, then watched with a smirk as he
crawled over, picked it up in his mouth, and brought it back to
her. He even held onto it a moment, tugging playfully before
letting her take it from him and throw it again. Where the hell
had this been all her life? She looked up at Sima. “Girl…”
She laughed.
Sima smiled. “You approve?”
“Can we get another one?” Carol sat up eagerly, taking the
stick from Ash and throwing it again. “One for me?” She gave
Sima a hopefully look.
“You’ll have to talk to Lisa about that.” Sima smiled.
“I want one more like a cat.” Carol smiled dreamily at the
notion. “Chasing string and stuff. If I pick one out, will you
train him for me?” She threw the stick again. “I know Lisa
will say yes.”
“Cats are harder to domesticate. You’ll have to start with
someone who has such tendencies to get the proper result. But
if you find someone suitable.” Sima nodded. “I can teach you.”
“Good boy, Ash.” Carol rubbed his head, then took the
stick from him and set it aside. “Can I take the thing off him
and ride him properly?” She raised an eyebrow. Sima had said
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denying him pleasure was an important part of the training.
Something about him having to learn that they controlled that
aspect of his life or something. She hadn’t been paying
attention. But watching him play fetch had made her so horny
she could hardly stand it.
“He’s been a good boy, today.” Sima nodded. “I think he’s
earned a treat.” She patted his head. “What about it, Ash? Do
you want to keep playing with Carol?”
Ash barked in response. Carol laughed.
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Ash shivered a little in the night air. The temperature
outdoors was starting to drop a little at night. Autumn was
coming. The notion made his stomach twist. It had been the
beginning of summer when he’d been abducted. It wasn’t outright
cold yet, just cool. And he hadn’t been allowed to put on
clothes since his had been taken from him. Sima might have
allowed it, but Carol had objected strongly to the idea of him
being allowed any clothing at all. He shivered again.
“Are you cold, Ash?” Sima petted him.
He made a small whining noise. The collar hadn’t been
activated in a while, but the last time he’d attempted to
actually speak had netted him another two days in the box. She
unhooked the leash from her chair, and started walking him back
to the building. He started to follow his mist… Sima. Her
name was Sima. He was a cop, not a dog. She led him into her
room, and patted the foot of the bed. He climbed up and curled
into a ball. She laid down and went back to her book.
It was getting cold. It was past July, then. He’d missed
his father’s birthday. The big five-oh. He felt tears prick
the back of his eyes, and blinked them back. His friends were
likely going on with their lives, now. Making plans for the
upcoming semester, starting new jobs. His father had wanted him
to meet someone who worked in the filing room. A nice girl
who’d supposedly made the cookies to die for. Not so subtle
hints about settling down and starting a family. What was his
father doing now?
They hadn’t been laying there long when Sima suddenly sat
up. “Oh, I almost forgot. I got you something in town.” She
went to her dresser and took something out of her purse. He
looked down at what she set in front of him.
A bright blue plastic squeaky bone. Her hand ruffled his
hair. “A new toy for my good boy. Do you like it, Ash?”
It was a bright blue plastic squeaky bone. It was a dog
toy. Her hand tightened in his hair, pulling the strands just a
little. “Do you like it, Ash?” There was an edge to her voice
now, a small note of threat.
The toy squeaked when he bent down and picked it up in his
mouth. He squeaked it again. Sima smiled, and her grip on his
hair once again became a pet. “I knew you’d like it.” She
settled back down with her book.
His name was Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. He was not her
pet. He was a cop. He was not a dog. The box was cramped, and
dark, and painful. He just had to pretend, so she didn’t put
him back in the box. He settled back down on the bed and began
chewing on the corner of the bone. His name was Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg. He was not her pet. He was a cop. He was not a
dog.
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#
Lisa leaped over the fence at the end of her run, coming
down easily on the other side. She was about to head in when
she saw movement. Two figures were standing near the car.
Figures in uniform. One was speaking into a radio. “We’ll take
a look around, see if we can figure out who it belongs to.”
What the hell were cops doing here? She watched them go
into the first building, and immediately circled around to find
her pack. “Cops are here.”
Carol sat up. “What, why?”
“I don’t know. My guess is a routine check.” She looked
around. “Where the fuck is Sima and her pet?”
“Downstairs, in Sima’s room.” Carol stood.
“As long as they don’t see him, we won’t have a problem.”
Lisa growled. “For the love of, put some damn clothes on.”
Carol fled into her room. Lisa headed downstairs. Sima wasn’t
in her room, and neither was her pet. She had to pick now to
take him for a bloody walk?
#
Sima saw the squad car and immediately pulled Ash into the
building. He resisted just a little, enough for her to be sure
he’d noticed it too. Dammit, she’d left the remote in her room.
She pulled him into a room, then unfastened the leash from his
collar and shoved him against a column. “Put your hands behind
your back, Ash.”
When he didn’t immediately obey, she narrowed her eyes.
“Disobey and it will be four days in the box. Put your hands
behind your back, Ash.”
He put his hands behind his back, and she used the leash to
secure them to the column. She shoved her towel into his mouth
to serve as a gag, then left the room, locking it behind her.
Then she went to find Lisa.
#
Carol smiled at the cop as she spun her tale. They were
cousins of the couple that owned the place, here to clean it up
and get it ready, and were making a mini-vacation out of it.
The woman appeared to be buying the story. Lisa came back up
the stairs just as Sima entered. Carol smiled. “Beth, Mara,
this is officer Sarah. She noticed the car here and was just
checking in.”
“Thought maybe kids had broken into the place or
something.” The office tucked her notebook away.
Sima smiled. “That’s what we were afraid of earlier.
Found a couple piles of cans and cigarette butts, but no real
vandalism. Guess it’s too far out of town for the punks.”
“If I can just get your IDs, I can get out of your hair and
let you get back to your evening.” The officer smiled.
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She was reaching for her forged ID when Lisa suddenly
looked around. “Where’s your partner?”
#
Ash heard the door rattle. He’d managed to get the cloth
out of his mouth, and caught himself nearly barking in response
to the sound. It took him a moment to form words. “In here.”
Whoever was on the other side hit the door with more force.
The next blow broke the latch, letting the door open. The man
on the other side was wearing a uniform. Ash couldn’t stop
himself from smiling when he recognized the man. “Jacob.”
“Holy shit.” Jacob’s eyes widened. “Ash?” He immediately
started untying Ash’s hands, then stripped off his jacket and
handed it to him. “You’re…” He shook his head. “Half the
force thinks you’re dead.”
Relief filled him. He wrapped the jacket around himself.
“Please, just get me out of here, I — ” The collar came to life
around his neck, and he screamed as electricity jolted through
him. Jacob spun, weapon in hand. Carol was coming through the
door, a gun in her own hand. Jacob fired two shots, taking
Carol in the center of mass and dropping the woman.
“Ash, are you alright?” Jacob quickly started looking for
a way to remove the collar.
He pushed himself off the ground and shook his head,
pushing Jacob’s hands off the collar and pointing to the door.
Jacob nodded, and moved through, checking both directions in the
hall before gesturing to Ash that the coast was clear. “We
radioed before we came in, they know where we are. My partner
is —” Jacob’s eyes widened. “The fuck?”
Ash turned to see Carol back on her feet and walking toward
them. “You son of a …” She made a growling sound. “I liked
this shirt.”
Jacob’s gun came up, and then Lisa leaped down from the
roof to land a couple feet behind them. The brunette’s eyes
shimmered golden when she rose, and her mouth revealed inch long
fangs. Her hand slashed at Jacob’s arm, opening jagged claw
marks and forcing him to drop the gun. “Little pig little pig…”
She straightened, and her body began distorting, taking on a
more animistic form.
Electricity coursed through the collar again, driving Ash
to his knees as he screamed in pain. Carol started to move
towards Jacob, who was backing away, his eyes wide and
terrified. “Run little piggy.”
Horror filled him as Jacob turned and ran, with the two
wolf-women giving chase. Ash tried to scramble away as Sima
walked over to him. Carol and Lisa were herding Jacob around
the courtyard, slashing at him as he tried in vain to find some
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means of escape. He could hear them laughing. “Are you
alright, Ash?”
“No, no, no, no…” Ash shook his head. “No, no, no, no”
He went to his knees and crawled toward her. “Stop, please,
make it stop, please make it stop.”
“This is your fault, Ash.” Sima ran her hand through his
hair. “I told you leaving your mistress was against the rules.”
“Stop, please.” He shook as he heard Jacob’s pleas.
“Please, mistress, make it stop, please…” He made a whimpering
sound when he heard Jacob start screaming. “Oh god, no…”
“You broke the rules, Ash.” Sima attached the leash to the
collar again. She rose, and began leading him back to the
building. He followed, on his hands and knees, trying not to
look at the bloody scene by the pool, where Jacob was still
screaming.
#
“Holy shit.” Magda heard Stephan’s voice. One of the
younger squad members was behind the building, emptying his
stomach. She couldn’t quite blame the man.
What was left of Jacobs was floating face down in the
stagnant water of the pool. Most of him was spread out over the
patio. His intestines had been ripped from him, and were
hanging festively from the fence. She could only hope he’d
already been dead by that point.
There were other scents on the wind. Three strong and
unknown, three fainter and familiar. She recognized the scent
of Jacob, and felt bile rise in the back of her throat. Sarah’s
scent was in the parking lot and main building. She began
walking, tracing the third scent. “Ash.”
“Magda?” She looked up to see Stephan walking toward her,
a concerned look on his face. “Are you alright?”
“I can’t explain it, but…”
“You think these are these are our perps.” Stephan slowly
nodded. “They’ve definitely got some kind of animal. I mean…”
He shook his head. “Sick fucks.”
“Sarah’s not here.” She turned a slow circle.
“Magda?”
She took a deep breath, searching the air. And found a
scent. “Sarah’s not here.” She started moving toward her car.
Frustration filled her as Stephan opened the passenger side
and slid in before she could get it into gear. “Magda.” He
narrowed his eyes. “Talk to me.”
“Stephan, I…” She took a deep breath. “I can’t explain.
I just need you to trust me.”
He nodded. “Go.”
#
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Carol made a growling sound as Sima finished removing the
bullet. She looked up at where Lisa was pacing, her face
furious. “I am not hiding in the fucking woods.”
“I can’t get us any significant cash at 7 PM on a Saturday,
Lisa.” Carol cringed a little as Lisa turned toward her. “Not
without raising all kinds of red flags and risking someone
finding our accounts.” She swallowed nervously. “It’s just
until Mon —” She yelped a little as Sima started removing the
second bullet. “I thought these couldn’t hurt us.”
“I said they couldn’t kill us.” Lisa narrowed her eyes.
“They still fucking hurt.”
“Thanks.” Carol smiled at Sima as the woman started
bandaging the wounds. Then she took a deep breath, and looked
up at Lisa. “Is it always like that?”
“Like what?”
“The rush, the…” She laughed a little. “Did you see his
face when he realized…” She shuddered just a little, smiling.
“That was incredible. We were gods.”
“I remember my first.” Lisa let her head fall back a
little as she leaned on the wall. “These two soldier boys
thought they’d found themselves a fun afternoon.” She smiled at
the memory. “Well, I had fun. After I was done I went and
found the rest of their squad. They were out on some kind of
survival training.” Her eyes danced a little. “They failed the
course.”
“What about you?” Carol turned to Sima.
“My first was a woman.” Sima started putting her tools
away. “She accused me of being a devil temptress, trying to
steal her son with my wily foreign ways.” She shrugged. “After
I killed her, I went back and stole her son. He was my first
pet.”
#
He sat, feeling numb. His hands were secured behind his
back, around a steel pole. Jacob’s screams still echoed in his
ears. It was a nightmare. It had to be. He’d wake soon, safe
on the foot of his mistress’s bed… Sima. Her name was Sima.
He was a cop, not a… Her eyes, glowing like a wolf’s in dim
light. Fangs and fur and claws and Jacob was screaming.
“Ash.” It took him several moments to realize someone was
saying his name. “Ash.” Ash looked up to see Sarah. She was
secured to another column, her hands above her head. She was
staring at him. “Ash.” When she realized he was looking at
her, she smiled. “It is you, isn’t it? We’ve been searching
for you. You’re alive.” She looked around. “Do you know where
we are?”
The old ranger station up on the north ridge. He made a
small whining sound. She looked confused, then frowned.
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“Where’s Jacob?” Ash whimpered. “Ash, where’s Jacob?” He
whimpered again, then shook his head.
That time, she understood. Tears welled in her eyes.
“He’s dead, isn’t he?” Ash whimpered and nodded. “Ash, talk to
me. How many of them are there?” Sarah frowned. “I saw three.”
He nodded. “Just three?” He nodded again. “Alright, Ash, I’m
going to swing my leg over to you. See if you can the utility
knife out of my boot.” He stared at her blankly. “Ash?” She
took a deep breath. “Ash, I need you to listen. Do you know
who I am?” He nodded. “What’s my name, Ash?”
A whimper escaped him, and he started shaking his head.
The collar was on and Mistress hadn’t given him permission to…
Sima. Her name was Sima. He was a cop, not a pet. Claw and
fur and fangs and Jacob screaming. Blood on their faces.
“Ash, Ash…” He looked up to see Sarah looking at him
again. “Ash, I need you to stay with me. We just need to get
out of here, and I’ll get you safe. I promise, Ash. Just stay
with me and I’ll get us out of this.”
He’d tried to leave. Lisa was too strong, and he’d gone
into the box. Two shots and Carol had gotten back up. Fangs
and claws and Jacob screaming, teeth in his flesh, tearing and
ripping. He shrank back away from Sarah. Leaving Mistress was
against the rules. Sima. Her name was Sima, not mistress.
“Hey, stay with me.” Sarah swallowed. “Come on, Ash. We
need to get you back to your dad. He’s worried about you.”
His father’s face, shining proudly as he accepted his
certificate. It took him two tries to nod. “Alright, Ash. Come
on, we can do this.” She moved her leg to him, and he shifted
position, trying to get his finger at the knife.
They both froze as the door opened. Ash felt a chill go
through him at the look on Lisa’s face. She was smiling at
Sarah. She walked toward her, crouching a few feet away.
“Officer Sarah Dougal.”
Sarah glared. “Are you the one that killed my partner?”
“I’m the one that ate his heart.” Lisa smiled, and her
eyes changed. Sarah recoiled from the sight. “He was old, fat.
Couldn’t even make it over a fence.” Lisa made a purring sound,
and ran a finger up Sarah’s leg. By the time it got to her
torso, the finger was a claw. “You, however, look like a
runner.” She chuckled. “You know where we are, yes?”
Terror was clear on Sarah’s face when she nodded. “I…”
“I’m going to give you a five minute head start, Officer
Dougal.” Lisa stood. “You make it to the ranger station,
you’re safe. You can bring them back here, rescue Ash, be his
hero.” Her smile twisted. “I’m sure he’ll be grateful.” She
went behind Sarah’s back, and started unfastening the cuffs.
Carol and Sima stood in the doorway. Lisa hauled Sarah to her
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feet, and gave her a shove towards the door. “Ten minutes.
Then…” She growled, her features becoming lupine. “The hunt
begins.”
Sarah threw Ash a last desperate look before she started to
run.
#
They hadn’t gone more than a mile before she pulled over
and told Stephan to take the wheel. He gave her a curious look
when she told him to keep it under thirty and rolled down the
window, but didn’t ask. He just drove. Three times she had him
make u-turns as she lost the scent and picked it up again at a
turn. Magda had no idea how she’d explain this later, and right
now her concentration was devoted to following the scent of
those who had attacked her pack.
The scent vanished again, but there were no turnoffs.
“Stop.” When he did, she scented the wind again. “Go back a
quarter mile and pull over.”
As soon as the car came to a stop, she got out. Stephan
followed, his gun drawn. His eyes widened as he saw the car
pulled off and hidden. “Those are the plates Jacob called in.”
He looked at Magda, and she could tell he wanted to ask. He
kept quiet instead, and as soon as she started moving again he
followed.
Somewhere in the distance, someone screamed. She tilted
her head, listening. “Mag —” Stephan cut off at the faint
sound of another scream. He swallowed, then nodded to her. She
frowned. Follow the trail, or cut through to the sound of the
scream? Magda growled, and started moving toward the sound.
#
Ash shivered and whimpered as Sima pulled him through the
woods. At least she wasn’t making him go on all fours this
time. His feet were already bleeding from various small rocks
and twigs. It was hard keeping his balance with his hands bound
behind his back. “You were a bad boy, Ash.” Sima shook her
head at him. “You broke the rules.”
They stepped into a clearing, and he felt sick. Sarah was
laying on the ground, torn open. Her leg was twisted, and he
could see the bone sticking out. He heard a soft pained sound,
and realized with horror that Sarah was still alive.
Sima flung him to the ground next to the woman. Lisa stood
nearby, smirking. “Carol missed out.”
“Ash.” Sima’s voice was firm. She came over, and knelt
next to him. Her fingers closed around a handful of his hair as
she pulled him closer to Sarah’s agonized form. He could see
the pain and terror in her eyes. Sima’s hand pushed him until
his head was near Sarah’s throat. “Finish her.”
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“No —” The collar activated, and he cried out in pain. He
started trying to shake his head, but Sima held him fast.
“You can spend every night from now on in the box, Ash.”
Sima’s fingers tightened in his hair.
The thought of the box made him whimper. Somewhere in the
back of his mind a voice was screaming, telling him he was a
cop, not a dog, not a pet, not a slave. Sarah was gasping now,
pain lining every inch of her face. She was already dying. It
would be a mercy and please not the box and the dark, cramped
pain and he was not a dog or a nothing human would do this they
were nothing human but he was wasn’t he?
His teeth closed over Sarah’s throat.
#
Carol gave a frustrated growl as she heard the scream
coming from another direction. Somehow, she’d lost the scent.
Dammit, she was going to miss the kill. She started to head
back to see if she could pick up the trail again. Something
rustled in the woods behind her, and then she saw two people.
In the lead was a woman, an older battleaxe with gray in her
black hair. Following her was a good looking black man dressed
rather sharply. The black man was holding a gun. A small frown
came to her face. Cops?
She started toward them, and then caught the woman’s scent.
Her eyes widened. Now this could be a hunt. Carol started to
move closer, and then the woman’s head came up. She looked
right at Carol. The man’s eyes followed the woman’s gaze, and
then widened when he caught sight of her werewolf form. His gun
started to come up in her direction. Carol growled and flung a
fist sized rock that forced him to dodge. Then she charged at
the woman, taking her off her feet.
The woman rolled and caught her with a solid kick to the
midsection, and Carol leaped back. She ricocheted off a tree to
pounce again, taking the woman down again before she could fully
rise. Her claws raked across the woman’s chest as the woman
failed to dodge the attack. The man was back on his own feet,
trying to figure out how to hit her without hitting his partner.
Carol kicked off the woman to lunge at him, clawing the gun out
of his hand and sending him flying backward. She turned back to
where the woman had gotten up, and growled. Then she grabbed
the fallen gun and pounced again.
Her target didn’t shift form, giving Carol a decided
advantage as she tore at the woman, opening a gash in her
shoulder. The woman hit her back, proving she was not without
strength. Carol stepped back and fired three shots into the
woman at point blank range. Then she kicked her down the
embankment. The man called out his partner’s name. “Magda.”
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Carol turned to see him fumbling for a gun in an ankle
holster, and pointed his own gun back at him. She shifted
partially back to her human form. “Don’t move.” He froze for a
moment, starting up at her. He was bleeding from wounds on his
arm and shoulder where she’d hit him.
As she took a step toward him, he threw himself to the side
and came up holding his other gun. “Drop the gun.”
Laughter came from her, and she tossed the gun aside. Then
she whirled, moving faster than he could follow. Her claws
raked a gash on his leg as she came down on him. Hot blood
filled her mouth as she closed her teeth on his arm, and she
felt the bone snap. He gave a pained cry and lost his hold on
the second gun. She released him, letting him fall to the
ground.
Then she smiled. He was a good-looking man, stolen from
another wolf. Lisa would be so proud of her. He stared up at
her, his eyes wide and filled with a mixture of anger, pain, and
fear. “A nice little black cat…” Carol grinned.
And then fangs and fur hit her from the side, taking her
off her feet.
#
Magda tore into the smaller wolf, opening the bitch from
hip to shoulder. The other woman tried to turn to bite, and
Magda caught the woman’s mouth and yanked, half ripping the
lower jaw off. Her teeth closed around the bitch’s throat,
cutting off the howl of pain, and then she tore her head back,
tearing out the other wolf’s windpipe.
The creature was fast, but it sure as hell didn’t know how
to actually fight. Her claws tore again at the softer
underbelly, ripping their way upward. She caught hold of the
bitch’s heart.
And then she tore it free.
#
Sima’s little pet was shaking, blood smeared across his
mouth. It was an entertainingly pitiful sight. The female cop
had led them on quite a hunt. She’d even tried to fight when
cornered, flinging rocks and swinging a tree branch. Where was
Carol? Her cousin had the worse nose of any —
Lisa twisted as she heard the sound of gunshots. Her eyes
narrowed. “Oh tell me she wasn’t stupid enough to end up by the
ranger’s station or something.” She listened again, but heard
no more gunfire. “Hunter, maybe?”
“Not those shots.” Sima rose. “Handgun, clustered.
“Well, maybe getting a few more bullets dug out of her will
teach her to fucking dodge.” Lisa shook her head. “Come on,
let’s find some place to sleep.”
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“What about Carol?” Sima grabbed her pet, hauling him to
his feet.
“She’ll find us.” Lisa shrugged. “Or more likely, she’ll
call us and beg us to come pick her up somewhere.” She rolled
her eyes and started walking.
#
There was blood dripping from her hands and mouth. Magda
stood, panting. Stephan lay on the ground a few feet away,
staring.
The body of the other werewolf lay on the ground, slowly
returning to human form. A young, red-haired woman. Magda
shook her head, and resumed her own human form. She wiped her
mouth on her arm, then turned to Stephan. “You’re bleeding.”
The werewolf had opened a gash on his leg, dangerously close to
the artery. He was losing blood. If he didn’t get help soon,
he’d likely bleed out. “Stephan, I need to…” He was still
staring at her, his eyes wide. Her stomach lurched a little.
“Stephan…”
“Give me a moment…” He closed his eyes, and took a few
deep breaths. Then he nodded. “Okay.” He swallowed. “Okay.
You…” He opened his eyes again, and looked up at her. “She
shot you.” He shook his head. “She shot you.”
“Stephan, I need to put pressure on your wound, or you’re
going to —”
“Right, I…” He nodded. “Okay.”
She knelt, stripping off her jacket and folding it into a
makeshift bandage. His arm was bleeding badly as well. She
took off her belt and used it to make a tourniquet on the leg,
holding the bandage in place. Then she gestured at his tie. He
pulled it off with his unwounded arm, and she used his
handkerchief and the tie to repeat the tourniquet motion on his
arm. “There are two more of them out there. I need to get you
out of here.”
“What about Sarah?” He started shaking his head.
Magda winced, and sighed. “I can’t take two while I’m
already wounded, Stephan. And if I don’t get you to a hospital
soon you’re going to either die of blood loss or lose your leg.”
“Two…” Stephan nodded. Then he nodded again. “Two
werewolves. Werewolves are real. My partner is a werewolf. My
partner survived getting three bullets to the chest because
she’s a werewolf. I just got my arm nearly bitten off by a
werewolf.”
“Stephan?” She raised an eyebrow at him.
“What the fuck are we going to tell the…” Stephan started
shaking his head. “Because we can’t tell them you’re a
werewolf. They’ll put me in the psych ward and you at the
humane society and…”
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“Stephan, I think you…”
“Yeah, shock, maybe.” He nodded. “Okay.” He nodded.
“Help me up. We’ll tell Vince we were going to get the ranger,
to see if he could ID the animal, saw the plates on the
abandoned car and then, uh…” He looked up at her. “Bear?”
“Bear.” She looked down at his wounded leg, then shook her
head. “I won’t tell anyone this part, either.”
“What pa…” His eyes widened when she simply bent down and
picked him up. He took another deep breath, then his eyes
widened again. “You’ve been letting me win our sparing
matches.”
“Let’s get you to an ambulance.”
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“They found Sarah.” Magda sat down heavily next to the
hospital bed.
“Not among the living, from the look on your face.”
Stephan gave a small shake of his head. “You should have gone
after her instead of carrying me back to —”
“Yours was the life I could save.” Her voice was quiet.
“I know. I’m not being fair, I…” He banged his head back
on the pillow. “She shot you with my gun, and Sarah died. I
should have trusted you and just let you go do your thing.”
“You did trust me to do my thing, Stephan. I should have
been honest with you sooner.” She swallowed. “I knew I’d be
putting you in danger by taking you with me.”
Silence fell. Stephan took a deep breath. “Talk to me,
Mags.”
“I’m not sure how much you will believe.” She looked away.
“I know what I saw.” He shrugged. “And they’ve got me on
some really good drugs at the moment, so…”
“Ash was alive and at that location. I went to his house,
took a couple of this things so I’d have his scent. He was in
that vehicle with Sarah and the…” Magda growled. “Bitches.”
“They didn’t find him?” Stephan raised an eyebrow.
“No. I lost the trail at the campground. They stole
another car. He was with them then.”
“Any chance he’s…” Stephan frowned. “Not sure what I’m
asking here…”
“He’s not a werewolf.” She put a hand on his arm.
“Neither are you. The stories get that part wrong. It’s not a
contagious thing.”
“That…” Stephan slowly nodded. “Is one hell of a relief
to know.” He frowned. “Then why hold onto him this long?”
“Good question. I don’t like any of the possible answers.”
She leaned back. “Vincent bought your story. Thinks we were
going to get the ranger and just happened upon the car.”
“And got attacked by someone’s pet bear?” Stephan shook
his head. “That’s a terrible story. I was in shock when I came
up with that story.”
“The teeth marks in your arm kind of backed it up.” Magda
shrugged.
The silence returned. Stephan exhaled. “You’re a
werewolf.”
“Yes.”
“Magda.” He looked up at her. “You’re a werewolf.”
“Yes.” She nodded. “Figured that out when I turned
sixteen.” She considered for a moment, and then met his eyes.
“In 1644.”
“Yeah.” Stephan took a deep breath. “I’m gonna need more
drugs.”
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#
Sima watched Lisa rage. Ash was cowering behind her,
trying to make himself as small as possible. She couldn’t blame
him. She didn’t particularly want the alpha’s wrath to fall on
her either. Learning they were in the territory of another wolf
was interesting information. Whoever it was had killed Carol.
Granted, Carol was young and no fighter, but killing a wolf was
still not an easy task. And if this other wolf was an alpha…
Lisa was strong but unstable. She had no patience, no
control, and Sima was growing tired of living apart from
society. People had uses other than prey.
It took the better part of an hour for Lisa to stop venting
her rage on the cabin they’d holed up in. It was no longer even
remotely livable, even if the former occupants hadn’t been
spread all over the place. Sima would have made use of the
elderly couple as cover. Perhaps seeking out this other wolf
was an idea with potential.
“Alright.” Lisa shook her head. “Alright. Without Carol,
we can’t get at our accounts. But we’ve been there before.”
She nodded as she started to turn toward Sima. “We need mon —”
Her eyes fell on Ash. “That will do.”
“Lisa?” Sima raised an eyebrow.
“Your little pet. Isn’t his old man some kind of hot shot
money guy?” Lisa smiled. “Let’s find out how much the guy will
pay to make sure his kid stays in one piece.” She narrowed her
eyes. “Then I’m going to teach some bitch wolf not to fuck with
my pack.”
#
His name was Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. He was a cop, not
a pet. He was a person, not a dog. Her name was Sima, not
mistress. It was mercy. His name was Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg. He was a cop, not a pet. He was a person, not a
dog. Part of his mind repeated the mantra over and over. Her
name is Sima, not mistress. Blood in his mouth. Mercy.
The alpha was going to ask his father for a ransom. His
father would pay. He gnawed at the edge of the blue bone. Sima
had taken his picture next to that morning’s paper. Proof he
was alive. His father would pay to get him back. Mistre…
Sima, her name was Sima. His name was Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg. He was a cop, not a pet. He was a person, not a
dog. It had been mercy.
Sima rubbed his head, and he made a small whining sound.
“Who is my good boy?” She ruffled his hair, and he barked. His
name was Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. Sima pushed him back onto
the bed, and her mouth came down hungry upon his. He was a cop,
not a pet. His back arched as she slid atop him. He was a
person. Not a…
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Not a dog.
#
The old man had the same blue eyes as his son. They filled
with tears as he looked down at the picture Lisa set on his
desk. He took two deep breaths before looking up at her. “How
much?”
Direct and to the point. Lisa smiled. “A million
transferred to an account.” She set a slip of paper onto his
desk. “And one hundred thousand cash. I catch a whiff of cop,
all you will ever get of your son is pieces.”
“I will have the million to you in an hour.” He nodded.
“The cash will take me a couple of days.” He took another deep
breath. “May I speak to my son?”
“Soon as that cash is in my hand, you can take him to
Disneyland.” Lisa turned, and left his office.
#
She helped Stephan out of the car. He winced a little as
he stepped up onto the porch. Then he got to the couch, he fell
into it more than sat down. “Thanks.”
“Drink?”
“If I say beer —”
“I’ll remind you that you aren’t to mix alcohol and
painkillers.” Magda gave him a look.
He smiled. “You know, it is technically accurate to call
you a bitch.” He took a deep breath, then shook his head. “So
where are we on tracking down those other two?”
“Someone trashed a cabin, killed the owners.” Magda
hesitated. “They can track me by scent as well.”
“Figured that.” He frowned. “So you thinking of leading
them into a trap, or —”
“Stephan.” She sat down across from him. “They can track
me by scent. I killed one of their pack. You were with me when
I did it.”
Stephan sighed, then nodded. “So that’s why you insisted I
come back to your place. You think they might come after me.”
“You were there when their packmate died. They’d have
caught your scent too.” Magda nodded. “You live too close to
the edge of town. Hiding is a necessity for my kind.” She
shrugged. “Shapeshifting isn’t much defense against rocket
launchers. So you’re staying where there are more people
around.”
“You going to cook?”
“Sure.”
“Then I’m not going to argue.” Stephan nodded. “I am
going to insist you let me help.”
“Stephan —”
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He held up his hand. “I know when I’m outmatched, and I
also know I’m on medical leave. But my head works fine. I can
handle phones and I’m a hell of a lot better with a computer
than you are, and…” He took a deep breath. “And they were my
packmates too, Mags.”
“We took their den away.” She stood. “They’ll need a new
hiding place. Either another abandoned spot, or something new.
The latter would require money and ID. Find me places to start,
and I’ll see if I can pick up a trail.”
“On it.” He started to stand, then shook his head. “Or
will, when you hand me the laptop.”
Magda smiled and brought it to him.
#
“Heh.” Lisa chuckled. “The old man really did it.” She
whistled. “A cool million, dropped right into an account.”
His father had paid. Ash tried not to let anything show on
his face. His father had paid. “Any word on the cash?” Sima
raised an eyebrow.
“Tomorrow. We can schedule the exchange for after two PM.”
Lisa’s grin was toothy. “Let’s buy an RV.”
“Not a bad idea.” Sima ruffled his hair. “Could head
south before winter.”
“I’ll be back in a few hours.” Lisa stood up and headed
for the door. “I’m going to go see if I can find anything on
this other wolf.” She left.
Sima’s hand brushed through his hair again. “Come, Ash.”
She headed for the stairs.
He followed, on his hands and knees. His father had paid.
His name was Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. He was a cop, not a
pet. He was a person, not a dog. Her name was Sima, not
mistress. It was mercy. Just pretend a little longer. He
climbed up onto the bed where Sima indicated.
She caught his wrist and flipped him onto his back before
straddling him. Then she simply held him there, staring down at
him. Her expression was curious. “Are you going to be a good
boy, Ash?” He whimpered and nodded. She rose, and looked down
at him. “We’re going to play a new game now, Ash.” She sat on
the side of the bed. “Come here.”
A small whimper came from him as he crawled to her. She
laid him face down across her lap. “A good pet knows how to
stay.” She ran a hand down his back. “A good pet knows all
that matters is making his mistress happy.” She caressed him
gently. “Do you want to make me happy, Ash?”
He nodded, whining softly. “Then be a good boy for me.”
She shifted her position just slightly. “And stay.”
Ash winced as her hand came down on his ass. It stung
sharply. Part of him wanted to crawl away, to try to escape the
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pain. She’d told him to stay. Her hand came down again. It
hurt, but he could only imagine how much worse she’d hurt him if
he didn’t obey. This time when her hand came down, she petted
the injured area, gently rubbing the sting away. Her hand went
briefly between his legs, fondling him. “Good boy, Ash.” She
hit him again. “Now, be a good boy…” She hit him again, then
rubbed the sting away before fondling him briefly again. “And
cum for your mistress.”
His name was Bernard Rudolf Achterberg. He was a cop, not
a pet. He was a person, not a dog. Her name was Sima, not
mistress. It was mercy. His name was Bernard Rudolf
Achterberg. He was a cop, not a pet. He was a person, not a
dog. Her name was Sima, not mistress. It was mercy.
#
“Hello.”
“Hey Stephan, it’s Lisa.” She smiled when he picked up.
It had caught her by surprise, finding his scent when she’d
found Carol’s body. He’d been with the wolf that had killed her
cousin, when it had killed her cousin. Which meant he knew who
it was. “Just got back into town, and was wondering if you’d
like to go get coffee.”
“I’d love to, but I can’t. I just got out of the
hospital.” His voice sounded apologetic. And disappointed. It
should. She’d put a lot of effort into making sure he enjoyed
himself the last couple times they’d had ‘coffee’. Though she
had to admit she’d rather enjoyed herself as well. He had
clever hands. “Not going much of anywhere for a while.”
“Oh, you poor baby…’ She made her own voice sound
concerned. “Do I need to bring you some chicken soup?”
He laughed. “No, just a workplace injury.”
“Well, give me a chance to settle in a bit, and I’ll see
about bringing you dinner.”
#
Magda raised an eyebrow when Stephan hung up the phone.
“Your new girl?”
“She’s back in town.” He nodded. Then he shrugged
awkwardly. “I, uh…”
“You can invite her over.” Magda chuckled. “Just if
you’re gonna…” She shook her head. “Wait until I’m not here.
Enhanced senses have a downside.”
“I can…” He suddenly blinked. “So when Jenna and I…”
“Oh dear god, you two and the broom closet quickies.”
Magda winced. “I was so glad when she transferred back to the
morgue.”
“I…” He frowned, then shrugged. “Am not sorry at all,
actually.” He smiled. “You’re four hundred years old. You
have to have gotten laid at least once.”
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“If you start talking about your sex life, I’m going to
retaliate by telling you about the decade I spent working in a
brothel.”
He spat out the mouthful of coffee he’d just taken, and
started coughing. “Oh dear god.” He coughed again. “I think
you just broke my mind.” He caught the towel she tossed at him,
and started wiping up the mess. “So, uh…” He looked up at her.
“Did you met, I don’t know…” He shook his head. “Look, if I
annoy you with the questions or you don’t want to talk about
anything, just…” Stephan shrugged. “But you lived things I
just read about.”
“It’s been…” She sat down at the table. “The better part
of fifty years since there was anyone I could talk to about it
with.” She rubbed her arm. Then she took a deep breath before
looking across the table at him. “I had four children. My
eldest son died at sea, when his ship was caught in a storm. My
daughter married and came to the US before it was the US. They
died in Charleston, during the American Revolution. Their
children and grandchildren lived on, though they’ve long since
become strangers to me. My second son and his son both died in
the Civil war. My youngest and I haven’t spoken since…” She
swallowed. “He was in Vietnam, and some of what he did there…”
She sighed. “He was the only one that inherited the wolf, and I
fear sometimes what he has become since, but I cannot bring
myself to track him down, to…” She exhaled.
Stephan reached across the table with his undamaged arm,
and put his hand atop hers. “Tell me about your oldest son.”
“My Elias. He sailed for the East India Company.”
#
Sima carried the sweat pants to her room in the cabin. Ash
was curled up on the foot of the sleeping bag. A chain attached
his collar to the wall. She could see the hope in his eyes, and
see him trying to hide it. “Here.” She set the folded pants
down in front of him. When he gave her a slightly confused
look, she smiled. “Put them on.”
His eyes widened and he moved quickly, as though he was
afraid she’d change her mind. As he drew them up over his hips,
she picked up the cuffs. “Give me your wrists.” He held his
hands out obediently, and she secured his hands in front of him.
“Ash.” She caught the chain attached to his collar, and used it
to pull him closer to her. “It’s very important that you
remember the rules today, Ash. You don’t want to make the alpha
angry.” He nodded.
She released the chain, then patted the bed next to her as
she sat. He curled up next to her, his head in her lap. She
petted his hair gently. “Be a good boy, Ash.” She smiled as he
made gave her a small bark.
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#
Sima secured his wrists to a metal railing, and walked
forward a few feet. Lisa was pacing near the door. Ash caught
his breath as his father entered, carrying a briefcase. Two men
followed his father in. His father set the briefcase on the
table. “It is all there.” He glanced at Ash, and gave him a
trembling smile. “Count it if you like.”
“Oh, I will.” Lisa nodded as she opened the briefcase.
His father glanced over his shoulder at the two men. The
taller of the two nodded, and then his father was walking toward
him. “Bernie.”
“Dad.” He felt tears in his eyes. “Dad.” He let out a
small sob as his father grabbed him and pulled him into a hug.
“Dad.”
“Oh, my Bernie.” His father held him tightly. “You’re
alive.”
“Looks like its all here.” Lisa tossed the stack of bills
she’d been examining into back into the briefcase.
“Please, where is the key?” His father glanced at Sima.
“I need to take my son home.”
Lisa closed the briefcase. “I told you to come alone. No
cops.”
“They are not cops. Private security. Precaution only.”
His father shook his head. “Please, where is the key?”
The briefcase was set on the ground. Lisa’s smile showed
teeth. “I told you to come alone, old man.”
“You have your money. We can all go our separate ways
now.” His father was still holding him. Ash clung to his
shirt, wishing his hands were free so he could hug his father
back.
With a snarl, Lisa flung the table at the taller man before
leaping upon the other. Her claws tore open the man’s throat
before he could get his gun out of its holster. Then she turned
back to the other, who was trying to get up. Lisa’s heel came
down on the man’s throat, and then she twisted her leg. There
was a horrifying snapping sound.
“Ash…” Sima’s voice was calm. “What are the rules?” She
turned back toward him, a smile on her face.
“No, please, no…” Ash started shaking his head
frantically. “Dad, run.” He shoved his dad back from him.
“Please, run, run.”
Lennert Achterberg drew a gun from his coat and aimed it at
Sima’s face. “Give me the key. Now. I am taking my son home.”
Her smile never wavered. “I’m afraid that’s against the
rules.” She spun as she came toward his father, catching his
gun hand before he could adjust his aim. His father’s wrist
snapped as she twisted it with a smooth motion, and then she
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spun them both and shoved him. His father fell and slid across
the floor, coming to a stop a couple dozen feet away.
Ash started screaming. “No, no, please, Mistress don’t.
Please, please, oh god no, please, please no.”
“Ash, you know the rules.” Sima caught hold of his hair.
He fell to his knees. “I’ll be a good boy. I swear.
Please. Please don’t. I’ll be good, I promise, I’ll be good.
Please don’t hurt my dad. Please.” He could hear his father
saying his name. “Please, mistress.”
“I told you to remember the rules, Ash.” Sima yanked his
head back to force him to look at where Lisa was walking toward
his father. The Alpha was in full lupine form, claws extended.
Terror shown on his father’s face. “You’re breaking the rules.”
Lisa’s claws tore a huge gash across his father’s torso.
“Daddy!” Ash tried to pull away from Sima, yanking at the
chains that secured him to the railing. “Daddy!”
“Talking is against the rules, Ash.” Sima’s voice was
patient. She nodded to Lisa. “This is your fault.”
A smile came to Lisa’s face as she tore out his father’s
throat. Then edges of his vision blurred as the world seemed to
go gray around him. Ash collapsed to his knees, staring at his
father’s corpse. His name was, it was… The voice in his head
wailed, and then went silent.
He knelt, staring at his father’s corpse, as Lisa walked
over and helped herself to the guns before picking up the
briefcase. Sima unlocked Ash’s restraints, then fastened the
leash back to his collar. “Come along, Ash.” She tugged
lightly at leash. “Ash?”
A small whimper escaped him. Then he turned, and on his
hands and knees followed his mistress out of the warehouse.
#
Stephan must have read her expression the moment she walked
in. “What happened?”
“Lennert Achterberg is dead.” She sat down heavily on the
couch.
“What?” Stephan shook his head. “How?”
“Bear attack.” Magda’s fists clenched. It took an act of
will to keep them fists instead of claws. “They found his body
in his office parking lot. He…” She swallowed. “Transferred a
million to an offshore account, and moved enough other money
around to be able to withdraw a hundred thousand cash this
morning. They found a photo of Ash in his desk, taken with him
posed near a paper dated a week ago.”
“Proof of life for a ransom demand.” Stephan slowly
nodded. “But if they had the money…”
“I followed the scent back to another building. Found
this.” She passed the note to him. She didn’t have to tell him
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the dried reddish brown ink was blood. From the look on his
face, he’d clearly figured that out.
“Payback, bitch.” Stephan read it aloud. “Run while you
can.”
“They killed him to…”
“Not your fault, Mags.” Stephan started shaking his head.
“He could have called the cops when…”
“Really?” Magda sat up and glared at him. “They stole a
cop, killed three others, and maimed a fourth. Why the hell
would he trust us to protect his son when we can’t even protect
each other?”
Silence fell for a few endless minutes. “Is there…”
Stephan took a deep breath. “Is there anyone you can call in?
Others, like you?”
“I cut a lot of ties. My kind…” She sighed. “More go bad
than otherwise, and the good ones…” She wrapped her arms around
herself. “Tend to go out in blazes of glory, if the bad ones
don’t pick them off first.”
“How do we kill a werewolf?” Stephan exhaled. “You
mentioned rocket launcher? I mean, you took three to the chest
and got back up so I’m really open to suggestions here. Any
truth to the silver thing?”
“Not really, unless you’ve got a witch handy to enchant
it.” Magda shook her head. “Enough firepower will do the
trick. We heal really fast, but not forever. It’s not full
regeneration, which is why I have scars. Sufficient trauma will
do the trick, it just takes a lot to qualify as sufficient.”
She met his eyes. “I was disemboweled once.”
“Ouch.” Stephan winced. “High caliber, shoot and keep
shooting?” He nodded. “Chunky salsa rule.”
“Chunky what?”
“Damn, you are old.” He rubbed his neck. “I’ve got a
couple shotguns and my dad’s old elephant gun slug rifle in the
safe at my place.”
“I know we talked about this already, but don’t let any
strangers in. They won’t do anything where there are witnesses,
but if they get in here…” She sighed. “Keep safe, partner.”
“You said they transferred money. You have the account
number?”
“Emailed you the details.”
“I’ll keep an eye on it. Call you the second anything
moves.”
“Could be a while.” Magda sighed. “They’ve got a lot of
cash.”
#
She threw the blue bone. Ash pounced on it, then squeaked
it before bringing it back to her. He’d made no attempt to
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speak since she’d let him back out of the box. For that matter,
he hadn’t spoken when she put him in the box. He squeaked the
bone again to get her attention, and she threw it for him. Lisa
was acting strangely, and Sima dared not leave Ash alone with
the alpha. Nor did she dare bring him with to seek out the
other wolf, even as docile as he was now. His father’s death
would have started the hunt for him anew.
Cop was an interesting but not wholly unusual career for a
wolf. Authority and violence drew their kind likes moths to
flame. She’d wager 90% of those remaining had worn a soldier’s
uniform at some point in their lives, and many would again as
time passed. It was getting harder to take on new identities.
Another use for a cop. They could often supply such things.
Offering Lisa to the other wolf was an interesting option.
Rogues were dangerous, and Lisa was dancing toward that line.
She wasn’t bothering to hide her kills. She’d left Achterberg
out like a trophy, a taunt.
Ash squeaked the toy again, then pawed at her leg. He
whined happily when she ruffled his hair. “Who is a good boy?”
He barked at her. “Yes you are.” She flung the toy again.
#
Lisa put a smile on her face before ringing the doorbell.
She could smell wolf all over the place, though the wolf itself
was not present. How helpful that he’d invited her right into
her target’s lair. Stephan opened the door, giving her a smile
of his own. “Lisa, thank you for coming.”
“Well, you can’t exactly drive at the moment.” She
chuckled. “It sounds like you’ve had a rough couple weeks.”
She held up the bag. “I brought dinner.”
He stepped back so she could enter, and she noted he was
using a cane. His other arm was in a cast. Carol had managed
to get a few hits in. Typical. Her cousin hadn’t even been
able to take out a human. “Smells good.” He gestured toward a
table.
“It should.” She set the bag on the table. He’d cleaned
up files to hide the case notes, but she noted he’d left
something running on the computer. “The guy that made it is a
four star chef.” She winked at him. He really was a goodlooking guy, decent company, and fun in the sack.
She was going to miss him.
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Magda gave a frustrated growl and banged her hand on the
steering wheel. She’d left the paperwork on her desk at him.
Dammit, and Stephan’s girl was bringing him dinner. She really
didn’t want to interrupt her partner’s date. He’d accepted the
restrictions she’d put on him readily enough. He’d accepted all
of it readily enough. It was nice, having a person she could
rely on. She spun the wheel and started heading to her house.
Maybe she could sneak in and grab it without him even noticing.
#
Lisa finished writing on his cast, then set the marker back
down. He looked amused. “For a good time call…” He rolled his
eyes. “Funny. You know I’m going to have to cover that if I go
to the station, or every cop in town is going to call you.”
“Any of them as cute as you?” She leaned forward, kissing
him hungrily. It was tempting to haul him upstairs, fuck him
right on the bitch’s bed. If he’d been dating the wolf, she
wouldn’t have been able to resist. She couldn’t help but wonder
what was wrong with the other wolf, if she could keep her hands
off such a prime morsel. Her hand began undoing the buttons of
his shirt.
“Not a one.” He started to shift toward her, and then
winced. “Dammit.”
“What’s wrong?” She gave him a concerned look.
“I’ve got about fifty stitches in my leg.” Stephan shook
his head. “Another ten in my shoulder. And fourteen in my
arm.”
“Oh, you poor dear.” Lisa put her arms around his neck.
“Want me to kiss it and make it better?” She smiled and put her
leg over his uninjured one as she heard a car pull into the
driveway. Well, this should be fun.
#
She caught the scent as soon as she opened her car door.
No. Magda ran for the house, her hand on her gun. She opened
the door to see Stephan sitting on the couch, with a lovely
brunette woman draped around him. He gave her a startled look,
and then went still as he took in the look on her face. He
glanced at the woman next to him, who was smiling at Magda, and
she saw realization come to his face. Stephan met her eyes and
gave her an apologetic look.
“Hey, bitch.” The woman grinned. She patted Stephan’s
shoulder, then shrugged. “Sit. Let’s talk.”
There was no way she could close the distance or shoot
without the other wolf using Stephan as a shield. With his
injuries he’d have been hard pressed to defend himself against a
human in this situation, let alone a wolf. Magda moved to the
chair. “Lisa, I presume?”
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“You’re older than I was expecting.” Lisa tilted her head.
“I figured you for some young thing. Fresh blood. She
chuckled. “Cards on the table. My pack suffered some recent
attrition. I’m looking for new blood. Interested?”
Keep her talking, find an opening. “How’s the health
plan?”
“Pretty good, actually. We’ve even got dental.” Lisa
showed her teeth, revealing fangs. “We’re thinking of going
south for the winter. Maybe stake out some territory. Could
use an experienced fighter.” Lisa tightened her hand on
Stephan’s shoulder, making him wince.
“You’re the alpha, then?” Magda raised an eyebrow. If she
was the alpha, then even though she looked young it wouldn’t be
wise to underestimate her. Alphas were almost a breed apart.
“Yes.” Lisa showed her fangs again, then glanced at
Stephan. “He’s scared but not confused. He knows the score,
then?”
“Useful having a partner in the loop. He can cover for
me.” If she could play along, convince her Stephan was too
useful to harm, maybe they could get to where they were holding
Ash.
Lisa chuckled. “And he’s not exactly hard on the eyes.”
She frowned, then shifted a little until she was no longer
actually sitting atop Stephan. “Unfortunately for him, I need
some kind of proof of your sincerity.” She rose smoothly,
hauling Stephan up with her. Then she shoved him down to his
knees, one hand still on the back of his neck. “So kill him,
and we’ll be on our way.”
“He’s far to useful alive for me to agree to that.” Magda
shook her head. “It would take time to find someone suitable to
replace them, let alone get them trained.”
“God, what is it with you people and your pets?” Lisa
rolled her eyes.
Stephan looked up at Magda. Then he winked. She noted he
was holding his cane. It was a long shot. Even if his arm
wasn’t broken she doubted he’d be able to hit the Alpha hard
enough from that angle to do any damage. But maybe enough to
make for a momentary distraction. She rose. “They have their
uses.” She winked back at Stephan.
He didn’t swing the cane. He just pushed it a little so it
was touching Lisa’s foot. The alpha wolf suddenly let out a
shriek of pain and jerked away from him. Magda leapt, tackling
her to the ground and driving her fist into the woman’s face.
She felt bone break. The woman growled and flung Magda away.
Magda rolled back to her feet, gun in hand. Behind her Stephan
had his own gun, also aimed at the alpha. Lisa snarled. “You
know that won’t kill me.”
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“Maybe not.” Magda shook her head. “But it’ll slow you
the fuck down, and then I will.”
Lisa came up. Instead of going for Magda, she crashed
through the back window. She glanced over her shoulder.
“Stephan?”
“I’m fine, go.”
Magda leapt out the window after her.
#
Ash worried the blue bone with his teeth. Mistress was
pacing. He tilted his head at her a little. The Alpha had gone
somewhere, and Mistress was concerned. Ash picked up the bone
and went over to her. He whined up at her. Mistress bent
slightly to pet him. He pushed his head up into her hand,
rubbing himself against her, and she smiled. “That’s a good
boy.”
He was a good boy. Ash smiled up at her. He squeaked the
toy, and Mistress grabbed it. He tugged it back, and she
laughed delightedly.
#
The alpha was growling when she returned. Sima raised an
eyebrow. “Lisa?”
“That bitch…” Lisa shook her head. “Will not be joining
the pack.” Lisa flexed her fingers, letting her claws slide in
and out. “I’m going to enjoy hunting her.” She took a deep
breath. “That asshole fucking tazed me.”
Sima blinked. “She tazed you?”
“Not her. Her little pet.” Lisa snarled. “I was just
going to kill him, but now I think I’ll let you work on him.”
Lisa showed fangs. “He can be my little pet.”
#
“I lost her. She went into the mall, mingled, then got
into another car.” Magda sighed. “Couldn’t isolate the scent
to track it.”
“So she planned ahead.” Stephan sighed. Then he shrugged.
“I called my cousin to come fix your window. Told him I
stumbled and knocked your lamp through it. He’ll be out in the
morning.”
Magda gave him a concerned look. “Are you alright?”
“My partner is a werewolf. My now very much ex-girlfriend
is a werewolf.” He shook his head. “I’ve been dating a
werewolf for three months. I’ve been partners with a werewolf
for six years. I slept with a damn werewolf. More than once.
I regularly go out for a beer with a werewolf.” He rubbed the
back of his neck. “I fucking suck as a detective.”
She laughed. She couldn’t quite help herself. “You may
have a point there. But I meant are you damaged?”
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“Just my pride and masculinity. And a couple stitches, not
enough to be worth going back to the hospital for.” Stephan
sighed. “I never figured myself for playing the damsel in
distress role.”
“Well, you did good. You didn’t swoon or any…” She
frowned. “Okay, I’m not entirely sure what happened there.
Your cane is a tazer?”
“Yep.” He tossed it in the air, twirled it, and set it
back down. “Bought it at that sci-fi convention last year that
you gave me shit for attending.” He shrugged. “I think it may
now qualify as the best hundred bucks I ever spent.”
“You are such a nerd.” She smiled as she headed into the
kitchen. “You know those are illegal, right?”
“You want me to get you one?” He raised an eyebrow.
“I…” She sighed, then rubbed her forehead before
shrugging. “Yes.” She took a couple deep breaths. Then she
turned, walked back to the living room, and threw her arms
around him.
“Mag—”
“Shut up.” She hugged him tightly.
“Yes, ma’am.” He hugged her back.
#
“What does her being an alpha mean?” Stephan raised an
eyebrow at her.
“For one, it means she’s going to be stronger and faster
than I am.” Magda took a sip from her tea. “Since when a pack
forms the alpha almost always leads, the terms get kind of
mingled. We’re all werewolves, but there are some variations.
My last husband and my son were both alphas. I’m…” She
shrugged. “Guess you’d call me a beta. An ordinary, for want
of a better term, werewolf. Most are like me. You can only get
an alpha when both parents are wolves.”
“And the third kind?” He poured himself another cup of the
tea.
“Rare. They call themselves witch-wolves. They are weaker
on the physical side, but they have what…” She shook her head.
“What used to be called ‘the gift’. Additional powers of some
sort. The last one I knew could make plants grow.” She smiled
a little. “Siri. She was a member of my husband’s pack, and
had raised him.” Her smile became sad. “A good friend. If she
hadn’t…” She sighed.
“Talk to me, Mags.” Stephan smiled at her.
“Jarl lead the pack, but Siri held us together. She was
old, and not like I am.” Magda sat back in her chair. “She
couldn’t tell me how old she was, exactly, because she predated
the calendar system.” She looked up at Stephan. “Not
Gregorian. Julian.”
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“Wow.”
“Witch-wolves do, baring attrition, live longer than other
wolves. Just like humans with the gift lived longer than
ordinary humans. But just as there are fewer humans with the
gift, witch-wolves have become rarer as well.” Magda stirred
her tea. “It was World War One. We were often soldiers and…”
She took a deep breath. “Siri tried to help some wounded men,
and ordinance exploded almost on top of her. Jarl was furious
and threw himself into the battle. He got himself killed less
than a year later, and the pack fell apart. I took my son and
we left Europe for the US.” She sipped the tea. “I didn’t
realize how much anger he still had. World War Two rolled
around, and he put on a uniform. War after war, and…” She set
her cup back down. “Somewhere along the way I lost him too.”
“I wish I knew what to say.” Stephan shook his head. “I
mean, all you’ve seen, all the…” He looked down at his tea.
“And you’re a cop. Four hundred years of being around humans,
and you’re still protecting us.” He met her eyes, and smiled.
“Thank you.”
Magda blinked back tears, then took a deep breath.
“Alright. If we’re going to defeat these bitches, we’re going
to need a plan.”
“Well, I know how we can get their attention.” Stephan
shrugged, then held up his cast. “Pretty sure she was going to
kill me and this was intended to be a taunt to you.”
She narrowed her eyes. “For a good time call…” She
growled. “That bitch cannot be serious.”
#
Lisa glanced down as her phone rang. She smirked at the
number that popped up. “Stephan, sweetie, how are you doing?”
“You asked my partner to kill me.” His voice came over the
other end. “I feel like I’m getting some mixed signals here.”
She laughed. “It was nothing personal.”
“No, no, I got that much. I just want you to know, the
payback wasn’t personal either.”
“What payback?” Lisa frowned.
“I froze all your accounts.”
“Stephan, baby…” Lisa narrowed her eyes. “You have no
idea the things I am going to do to you.”
“Bring it, bitch.” Stephan’s voice sounded amused. “I
enjoyed listening to you scream.”
“You…” She blinked, and stared down at the phone before
looking up at where Sima was staring at her. “He hung up on
me.” She looked down at the phone again and then smiled. “I
like that boy.”
#
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Ash lay curled under Mistress’s bed, listening. The other
wolf was Magda Gunnarson. Magda was a werewolf. He frowned,
then yelped as the Alpha grabbed his collar and hauled him out.
He whimpered when the Alpha looked down at him. The Alpha
smiled, then let him go. He went back to all fours, kneeling at
her feet. “How’d you like another puppy to play with, Ash?”
His eyes widened. He nodded and whined up at her. It
would be nice to have someone to play with. The Alpha patted
his head, and he wiggled with happiness. The Alpha was pleased
with him.
#
“You do know…”
“That if this doesn’t work she’s going to kill me?”
Stephan nodded. “Mags, at this point, I’m pretty sure she’s
going to kill me anyway, so the only chance I have is to help
you get her first.”
“Actually…” Magda took a deep breath. “I meant if anyone
finds out about the account freeze you’re going to be in a lot
of trouble at work.”
“If we get Ash back, it won’t be a problem.” Stephan
shrugged. “Well, it will be, but it’s the kind of problem
they’ll sweep under a rug and just give me the shaming finger
for.”
“Here.” She slid a piece of paper to him.
“What’s this?” He picked it up.
“Swiss bank account codes. If I don’t make it, you need to
run. Leave the country.”
“Mags…” He started shaking his head.
“Stephan…” She caught his hand. “You’re my best friend.
If this goes bad, you take the fucking money and run.”
“I…”
“Promise, or I swear I will knock you out and put you on a
damn plane right now.”
“You’re my best friend too, Mags.” His smile trembled a
little as he tightened his fingers around her hand. “Please
don’t make me have to keep that promise.”
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She looked over the rifle Stephan had set on the table,
then raised an eyebrow. “So when you said elephant gun…”
“I meant my grandfather literally hunted elephants with it.
And rhino, water buffalo, etcetera.” He shrugged. “Classic
mighty whitey.” He poked the box of ammo. “No silver slugs
though.”
Magda nodded. “Can you shoot it with a busted arm?”
“It’s more my shoulder going to be an issue, but yes.” He
nodded. “I can get off a couple shots, at least, though I might
need some stitches replaced afterward.” Stephan looked up at
her. “Did you get what you need?”
“I did.” Magda looked away before looking back at him. No
matter how this ended, her life here was over. She’d already
hidden away the things she couldn’t bear to lose. “You know if
you come with me, then even if this works…”
“I know.” He smiled. “You’re my partner, Mags. I’ve got
your back.” He looked down at the gun. “And you have saved my
life twice recently, so I kind of owe you.”
“There are two of them. Lisa will be stronger and faster.”
She took a deep breath. “She’ll also be focused on me. Any
idea what the other one looks like?”
“Name was foreign. Sima, I think Lisa said. When I asked
who Sima was, Lisa said she was her roommate.” Stephan frowned.
“That’s all I have.”
“She’ll be holding Ash. So…”
“Mags…”
“He’s just a kid, Stephan.” She shook her head. “A pup.”
“I know.” He took a deep breath. “Just hoping I’m still a
decent shot with this thing.”
“Alright. Let’s go set our trap.”
#
“What’s the plan?” Sima raised an eyebrow at Lisa.
“Kill her.” Lisa looked down at her claws. “Then you can
‘persuade’ him to unfreeze our accounts.”
Sima shook her head. “You have to know this is a trap.”
“Of course it’s a trap.” Lisa smirked. “But she won’t
call in backup. She has more to lose than I do.” She put a
hand on her hip. “Or do you really think grandma can take the
big bad wolf?”
“You thought bracing her in her den would be simple, and —”
Sima was cut off by Lisa grabbing her and slamming her into the
wall.
“Is there a problem, witch?” Lisa’s eyes were golden.
“Just pointing out they may have another trick.” Sima
bowed her head subserviently.
Lisa snarled, then dropped her before stalking away. Sima
watched her go, then looked down when Ash nuzzled her hand. She
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petted him, ruffling his hair with her fingers. “It will be
interesting to observe the outcome, won’t it boy?” He whined up
at her. “Perhaps when this is done, we shall find ourselves
with a new alpha.” He tilted his head and whined inquisitively.
“And you’ll be a good boy for a new alpha, won’t you?” Ash
barked. She smiled. He really was a sweet pet.
#
“They’re already at my house.” She handed him the
binoculars.
“Which means they’ll be heading to mine, if they don’t have
someone watching it already.” Stephan nodded. “You set?”
“Provided you know what the hell you’re doing.” She
frowned. “Come to think of it, how did you know what the hell
you were doing?”
“I looked it up on the Internet.”
“They have that on the Internet?” She raised an eyebrow.
“They have everything on the Internet.” He shrugged.
“It’s not just porn, you know.”
“Nerd.” She shook her head. “You were careful?”
“I looked it up on your computer, so it’ll trace back to
you.” He sighed. “All they’ll have on me will be
circumstantial.”
“Thanks, partner.” Magda smiled. “Let’s bait the bitch.”
He took out his cell phone and dialed the number. “Lisa,
sweetheart, I’ve got someone who wants to talk to you.” Stephan
handed her the phone.
#
“I have to admit, I’m kind of impressed.” Lisa walked
through the warehouse to where the old bitch was waiting. “I
didn’t think you’d actually show. Figured there’d be SWAT or
something.”
“You’re young.” Magda shook her head. “Barely forty. You
have no idea what you are doing. You have no control.”
“Bitch, I am in total control.” Lisa scented the wind.
“And you brought my toy with you. After I kill you, I’m going
to have some fun with him.”
“That assumes you can kill me.” Magda smiled.
Lisa snarled and shifted partially, her claws and fangs
growing. She leaped at the older wolf. Something seared
against her arm, and then she was sliding across the ground.
She stared down at her wrist and saw blisters already rising on
the burned skin. “The fuck?”
Magda lifted a hand. She wore some kind of silvery piece
of jewelry on it. “There were a lot more witches four hundred
years ago, little girl.”
#
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That wouldn’t work a second time, but it had done the
trick. The alpha wolf was clearly pissed as she started walking
in a slow circle. Magda shifted her mind rather than her body,
calling up meditations learned centuries ago. The alpha was
strong, but raw and untrained. Lisa leaped at her again,
telegraphing her movements well in advance. Magda dodged again,
sending the wolf flying, this time raking her own claws along
the alpha’s side.
By the time Lisa stood again, the wounds were visibly
healing. “You should have joined up, bitch.” Lisa bared her
teeth. “We could have been good together.”
“You’re not my type.” Magda smirked at her.
Lisa’s form shifted all the way to full were. Magda
couldn’t help but feel just a little concerned at the nearly
nine feet of teeth, claw, and muscle standing before her. Lisa
howled and charged.
Magda turned and ran. She shifted, not to were but to
wolf, ducking and racing through the warehouse. This was her
territory, not Lisa’s. The alpha was tearing it apart behind
her. Come on, Stephan, hurry up.
#
Sima smirked at the sounds of combat. Idly, she petted
Ash. “We shall have to see who emerges, won’t we, Ash?” He
whimpered. “Our Alpha.” She smiled. “The strongest will
lead.” She started to stand to see if she could get a look
through the window.
Something slammed into her chest, and she heard a crack of
thunder. She fell backward, tumbling down the embankment behind
her. Her hand touched her chest, and came away drenched in
blood. She put it back, and started to focus her will.
#
The shot rang through the warehouse even over the noise
Lisa was making. Magda increased her speed, doubling back and
past the raging alpha. She leapt through the window, shattering
through the glass, and shifted back into a human as she landed.
Then she pressed the button on the detonator.
#
Lisa heard the sound of glass breaking and turned toward
it. So that bitch thought she could…
Something chimed. Several somethings. She caught a
glimpse of a red light blinking, and the world around her
exploded.
#
Ash put his hands over his ears at the loud noises. It
took him a few moments to realize someone was saying his name.
He looked up to see a familiar black man coming toward him.
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“Ash. Hey, Ash.” The man smiled. “Come on, we need to get you
out of here.”
He shrank back. Mustn’t leave mistress. It was against
the rules. He growled as the man came closer, and the man gave
him a confused look. “Ash?” He frowned. He took a step
closer. Ash retreated, and his back came up against the car.
He shook then dropped to the ground and slid himself beneath it,
whimpering.
“Ash, come on, we…” The man managed to get to his knees
with a pained expression on his face. “Ash, we’ve got to move.
We don’t have a lot of time.” He held out a hand. “You
remember me, right? Stephan? Detective Evans?”
His whole body started to trembled. Where was mistress?
Where was the Alpha? He belonged to the Alpha. He whined
again.
#
The thing crawling out of the remains of the building was
burned beyond recognition. Magda couldn’t help but feel a small
measure of pity for what could have been. She walked toward it,
and took a deep breath. “Find peace.”
Then she tore Lisa’s heart out.
#
She crept back up, and couldn’t quite hide a smile. It
wasn’t like she hadn’t warned Lisa it was a trap. A sound
caught her attention, and she turned. A black man with a cane
was trying to coax Ash out from under the car. Ash was cowering
and whimpering. “Ash, hey.” The man was crouched somewhat
awkwardly. “Hey, come on now.” He moved a little closer to the
car.
The widening of Ash’s eyes must have alerted him to her
approach. He spun, and she caught the cane he thrust at her.
She yanked it out of his hand and tossed it aside. “You must be
Stephan.” She reached out and grabbed him by the throat,
hauling him to his feet. “Are you the one that shot me?”
“That…” The man winced. “Was supposed to keep you down a
bit longer.”
Sima smiled. “Let’s go see who won, shall we? See whom we
shall call Alpha.” She snapped her fingers. “Ash, come.”
#
Magda narrowed her eyes when she saw Stephan sitting next
to Ash. A dark-skinned woman stood a few feet away, covering
Stephan with his own hand gun. She sighed. “I told you to
run.”
“That was the plan…” Stephan glanced at the man next to
him. “But that plan kind of depended on him actually being able
to come with.”
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The werewolf shook her head. “I’ve trained him far better
than that.” She gave Magda a respectful nod. “It seems there
is a new Alpha. Congratulations.”
“And who are you?” Magda took a step closer.
“I am Sima.” The woman smiled. “Your plan was good. I
admit, I did not see explosives coming. It’s rare I
underestimate anyone.” She bowed. “I would like to offer my
services.”
“Your…” She glanced at Ash. He was wearing no clothing
save for a collar around his neck, and was clearly cowering.
“Services.” Slowly she shook her head. “I do not require your
services.”
“Then I suppose I must be on my way.” Sima shrugged.
“You’re not —” Magda took another step toward her.
Sima tilted the gun she was pointing at Stephan. “You
could certainly kill me.” Sima nodded. “But not before I kill
him.” She shrugged. “Come along, Ash.”
Ash gave her a confused look. He looked at Magda, and made
a whining sound. Stephan grabbed Ash’s hand as the young man
started to obey Sima’s command. “Magda won.” Stephan shook his
head at Sima. “You said it yourself. She’s the Alpha. She
leads the pack.” Ash glanced at Stephan, and then slowly
resumed his position beside the man. Sima’s eyes narrowed.
“Get moving, bitch.” Magda growled. “Let’s see how fast
you can run.”
“Likely not as fast as you…” Sima shrugged. “So I’m going
to need a head start.” She lowered the gun slightly and fired.
Stephan cried out in pain as the bullet hit his already
wounded leg. “You…” Magda started toward her.
“You can save him, or chase me.” Sima shrugged. “Your
choice.” She turned, shifting into a sleek black wolf as she
did, and vanished into the night.
She growled as she knelt next to Stephan. “You just had to
get yourself taken hostage again.”
“I shot her in the chest with a damn elephant gun.”
Stephan grimaced as she put pressure on the wound. “Thought I
had more than two minutes.”
Magda reached up and grabbed his belt, then used it to bind
the makeshift bandage in place. “You’re going to be fine.”
“I know.” He nodded. “I can hear the sirens.” He looked
up at her. “Magda, you’ve got to take Ash and go.”
“What?” Her eyes widened.
“Look at him, Mags.” Stephan winced. “He’s gone. He saw
all this. They’ll never let him out of the psych ward if…” He
grimaced. “You stole explosives from evidence. They’ll…” He
sighed. “And that bitch is still out there. Sic her.” He
smiled. “I’ll make something up, tell them I came here to stop
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you and that you and Ash were in the building when it…” He met
her eyes. “Dammit, Magda, get moving.”
“I’ll contact you.” She leaned forward and kissed his
forehead.
“Carefully. You’re dead, remember?” He smiled up at her.
“I’ll be fine. Go.”
She reached out and took Ash’s hand. “Ash, come.”
He barked once and followed after her.
#
His Alpha led him away into the woods. When he stepped on
a sharp rock and yelped, she turned and picked him up, carrying
him to where she’d left a jeep. She set him inside the
passenger seat, then grabbed a blanket from the back and covered
him with it. “Ash, do you know who I am?”
She was his Alpha. He nodded and barked at her. She
sighed, and touched his cheek. “It’s alright, Ash. I’m going
to help you.” She buckled him in, then looked over her shoulder
at where smoke was still rising, then walked around the vehicle
to get into the driver’s seat. “You’re safe now, Ash.”
Safe. His Alpha would keep him safe. He nodded, and
smiled at her.
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Magda stopped the car, and stared up at the small house.
For the first time in decades, she was grateful she hadn’t been
able to bring herself to sell the place. Twice a year she came
up, checked on things, sealed it back up tightly. She’d missed
the last check. She sighed, then looked over at the young man
watching her from the back seat.
He hadn’t spoken since they’d found him. He’d respond to
his name with curious looks or a barking sound, but trying to
coax actual words out of him had just resulted in him whimpering
and cowering like a beaten dog. She’d managed to get him to
wear a pair of sweat pants, though they were to short for him.
Trying to take the collar off had just made him whimper and
cringe. What the hell had those bitches done to him?
“Ash.” He looked up at her. “Ash.” She gestured to
house. “We’re here.” He made an inquisitive whining noise.
Magda opened the door and got out. She’d only gone a couple
steps before she heard Ash bark at her. She frowned, then
sighed before going back and opening the door for him. She
wasn’t sure if she felt more frustrated or sick at the fact that
he started crawling after her instead of walking. Stephan had a
point. They’d have taken Ash to the psych ward. And with his
father dead… She wondered if he even knew.
It took her a couple tries to get the generator started.
Ash followed her though the house as she looked around, crawling
after her as she checked each room. Everything was dusty, but
usable. Better than she’d expected from a place she hadn’t set
foot inside in almost year. She turned the well on, then waited
until the water ran clear. Ash stared quizzically at the glass
she offered him, and reluctantly she poured the water into a
bowl and set it down. He drank it before following her into the
living room.
When she sat down on the couch, he hesitated before
crawling up next to her. To her surprise, he curled himself
into a ball and laid down with his head in her lap. When she
just stared at him, he whined softly, and she could feel him
start trembling. Slowly, she brushed her fingers through his
hair. “It’s alright, Ash.” She felt him start relaxing.
“You’re safe here. I won’t let anyone hurt you.”
#
He woke slowly. He was curled up on a worn but comfortable
sofa, and his head was pillowed on a thigh. A warm hand rested
on his shoulder, providing a comforting presence. Ash turned
his head, and his eyes widened a little when he recognized the
sleeping woman. Magda. It wasn’t a dream then. Magda was his
Alpha. She’d saved him. She’d promised to protect him.
A smile came to his face when her eyes opened and she
looked down at him. He whined happily before nuzzling her hand
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and sitting up. Worry filled him when she gave him a confused
look. Was she unhappy with him? He drew back a little, and let
out a small whimper. “It’s alright, Ash.” She gave him a
reassuring nod.
Ash barked, then nuzzled her hand again, rubbing his head
against it. After a moment, she started petting him. He
grinned, and pushed his head into her hand. Her smile was sad,
but she tousled his hair affectionately. “Are you hungry, Ash?”
He barked. “Alright, let me see what I can make us for
breakfast.”
#
Magda made up the bed in what had once been her son’s room.
It no longer contained anything of his save for various tool
marks on the built in desk. Then she went into her own room.
She didn’t realize Ash had followed her until she saw him
sitting near her bed. “Ash?” He looked up at her. “I made you
a bed.” He gave her a confused look. She sighed. “Ash, come.”
Obediently, he followed her out of the room. She patted
the other bed, and he crawled up onto it. Halfway back to her
room, she realized he was following her again. Crawling after
her on his hands and knees, as he had done most of the day. She
led him back, and patted the bed again. He gave her a confused
look, but climbed back on. “Ash…” She gave another sigh.
Feeding into his delusion could be counter productive. “Stay.”
Reluctantly, he curled up on the bed. He made a small
whimpering sound as she left.
She’d been in bed less than an hour when she heard him
crying. Magda took a deep breath. The sobbing sound continued.
She shook her head, then got up and headed back to the other
room. Ash cringed when she turned on the light. His face was
stained with tears, but there was terror in his eyes when he
looked up at her. Magda closed her eyes for a moment, then
opened them and sat down on the bed. “Come here, Ash.”
He crawled to her, and to her surprise, lay across her lap.
She felt him tense. Her stomach lurched when she realized he
was expecting her to beat him. Beat him. For crying. When she
did catch Sima, she was going to kill that bitch slowly.
Gently, she rubbed his back, as she had her children when they
were small. “It’s alright, Ash. I’m not angry. I’m not going
to hurt you. Will you sit next to me?”
Ash moved until he was sitting next to her. She put an arm
around him, and he responded by snuggling into her. He actually
nuzzled her shoulder. “Do you want to sleep in this bed, Ash?”
He made a whimpering sound. Magda ran her fingers through his
hair. “Do you want to stay with me?” He smiled and made a
happy whining sound. She sighed. “Alright, Ash.”
#
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Ash followed his Alpha back to the other bedroom. He was
confused. She’d clearly been upset, but she hadn’t punished
him. He’d tried to be quiet. The old Alpha had always made
Mistress punish him when he’d cried. His new Alpha petted him
and was letting him sleep on the bed like a good boy. His Alpha
had always been kind to him. He curled up on the foot of the
bed, rested his head on his arms, and closed his eyes.
#
She texted the burner phone’s number to the other burner,
then sat back and waited. Ash was laying on the rug in front of
the fire. After the fourth time he’d brought her a stick, she’d
bought a rubber dog toy in town. At least that she could keep
sanitary. He carried it everywhere, and seemed to take an
unholy delight in making it squeak. She hadn’t figured out how
to get him to stop crawling. Hell, the only way she’d managed
to get him to wear any of the clothes she’d gotten him was to
bribe him with a stuffed squeaky duck toy. Even then, he wore
no more than the briefs. A month of no progress.
It was almost an hour before her phone rang. She picked it
up. “Hello?”
“Hey Mags.” A familiar voice came over the other end. “I
was starting to worry.”
“Stephan.” She smiled. “You’re alright?”
“Doctors said the leg will make about an 80% recovery.”
Magda sighed. “I’m sorry.”
“Hey, I’m the one that got caught.”
“You’re not in trouble though, right?”
He was quiet for a moment. “Official story is that I
figured out you were up to something and went after you to find
out what. You shot me to keep me from stopping you. You went
in to confront the kidnappers in a trap, only the building blew
early. They, uh, decided you were having an affair with his old
man and went off the deep end after…” She could almost see him
shrug. “That part wasn’t me.”
“It’s alright, Stephan. I’ve left reputations in worse
shape.” She smiled. “You’re the one I’m worried about.”
“They think I fucked up, but they don’t think I’m guilty of
anything.” Stephan sighed. “I’m still on medical leave.
You’re officially dead. Ash is still technically ‘missing’. I
told them I couldn’t be 100% sure he’d been taken into the
building since they’d gone around to the side door where I
couldn’t see. That way, if he gets better, he’ll have an easier
time reclaiming his life.”
“Good thinking.” She looked up at where Ash was making the
toy squeak.
“Is he?” Stephan asked. “Getting better?”
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“Think you could get away for a weekend? You can see for
yourself. I’m only about six hours from you. You can tell
people you’re going fishing, need to clear your head.”
“Where do you want me to meet you?”
“Drive up to Silver Lake. I’ll meet you at the park area.”
#
Ash leaned into the Alpha’s hands as she lathered his hair.
He hadn’t figured out yet what he’d done to make her mad, but at
least she wasn’t anymore. She was letting him get in the shower
with her now and get clean, though she had told him to stop when
he’d tried to pleasure her. It had made her angry for some
reason. He must have done it wrong, like he had at first, but
she hadn’t let him try again or told him how to do it right.
She washed him, but didn’t let him wash her.
Out of the shower, she toweled his hair dry before telling
him to put the underpants on. He obeyed, then stretched his
neck toward her so she could replace the collar. She sighed,
but put it back on him. That was good. He didn’t want to break
the rules.
#
He was leaning heavily on the cane as he started walking
toward her. She sighed when she realized it was no longer going
to simply be an affection of his. “Stephan.” Magda hugged him.
“Mags.”
She got her shoulder under his and took some of his weight.
“Are you sure you should be driving?”
“Eh, doctors.” His smile was slightly pained. “What do
they know?” He let her help him into the car. “It’s my left
leg, so I can drive alright. It’s walking I’m not supposed to…”
He blinked when Ash popped his head out from between the seats
and barked at him. “Hello.” Ash barked again, then tilted his
head. “You remember me?” Ash nodded. “Gonna bite me?” Ash
shook his head and made a small whining sound. “Good.” Stephan
smiled.
Ash made a happy whining sound before getting back into his
seat. Magda tousled his hair when he put the seatbelt on
himself. “Good boy.” He barked happily at her. When Stephan
raised an eyebrow, she sighed and climbed in the driver’s side.
“Things are getting better.” She pulled out of the space.
“They are?” He glanced over his shoulder at Ash.
“Sure. At least he’s…” She trailed off as Ash rolled down
the window and stuck his head out of it. “Nevermind.”
#
Stephan threw the bone, and he brought it back, staring at
it until the man threw it again. This time, he tugged at it
when Stephan tried to take it, and growled playfully. “Oh,
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you’re gonna be like that now?” Stephan tugged it back, and let
out a small growl of his own.
Ash bounced with excitement as he tugged. Then he threw
himself to the side and tugged the other way. Stephan let out a
small cry of pain when Ash’s hand pushed against his leg, and he
released the toy. Immediately, Ash dropped it and crawled
closer to Stephan, whining softly. The Mistress had hurt
Stephan. He’d forgotten. He nuzzled Stephan’s hand, and whined
again. “It’s alright, Ash.” Stephan petted him.
“Stephan?” The Alpha gave him a worried look.
“I’m fine. Still just a bit tender.” He shrugged. “Last
of the stitches don’t come out for another couple weeks yet.”
He chuckled. “They wouldn’t let me keep the bullet. And you
wouldn’t believe how much shit they give me about getting shot
with my own gun.” Stephan reached into the backpack he’d
brought, and pulled out a nerf gun. “They gave me this one at
the hospital.”
He sniffed at it. Stephan smiled at him. “What, you like
this?” Ash barked. Stephan tossed it to the rug in front of
him. “All yours.” Ash pounced it, then tilted his head at it.
He frowned, then looked up at Stephan before picking it up in
his teeth and carrying it back. He set it down on Stephan’s
knee, then used his nose to push it closer to Stephan. Stephan
narrowed his eyes. “I bet you think you’re funny.” Ash barked
at him.
When he heard the Alpha laughing, Ash wriggled happily.
#
She took a drink from the beer. “As near as I can tell, he
full on thinks he’s my dog.” She turned the bottle around in
her hand. “Except for…” She sighed.
“Mags?” Stephan raised an eyebrow.
“They must have raped him, taught him that was…” She
sighed. “First time I took a shower, he tried to get in with
me. Whimpered like I’d beaten him when I told him no.
Eventually, I realized the only way to get him clean was to…”
She took another drink. “So I let him get in so I could wash
his hair, and when I was done he tried to…”
“Perform oral?” Stephan leaned back.
“Yep.” Magda nodded. “The saddest part is he acts like
I’m punishing him when I won’t let him.”
“Conditioning.” Stephan nodded. “They raped him, then as
time went on, sex became a reward they offered.” He took a deep
breath. “I did some reading, on…” He folded his arms. “Fear
of punishment can break a person, but if a reward is also
offered, then the fear becomes a desire to please. It’s scary
how easy it can be to break a person. Sex is pleasurable, and
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they twisted him up enough that he began to view their raping
him as his reward for…”
Magda took a deep breath. “Lisa threatened to do the same
thing to you.”
“And then you tore her heart out.” Stephan nodded. “I’ll
be honest, the fact that Sima’s still out there somewhere scares
me more than a little.”
“Any leads?” She raised an eyebrow.
“I’m still locked out at the station. Medical leave, and
the chief is pretty pissed at me.” He sighed. “Consensus is I
fucked up, should have seen what was going on with you earlier,
done something in time to…” He shrugged. “They think I should
have saved you from yourself.”
“I left you a hell of a mess to clean up, Stephan.” She
put her hand atop his. “I’m sorry.”
“You did the right thing, Mags.” Stephan nodded to where
Ash was laying out in the front yard, apparently enjoying the
sun. “He needs you right now, and…” Stephan took a deep
breath. “Maybe he needs this.”
“What do you mean?”
“Dogs are simple creatures. I wonder if…” He
straightened. “I don’t think it’s just conditioning. I think
he might have had a full psychotic break. Retreated from
reality entirely, because he couldn’t handle it.” He turned
toward her. “I mean, hell, I’ll admit I nearly shit myself when
that first wolf came at us. I froze up, panicked…”
“But you handled it.”
“Yeah, because I had you to help me through it. I saw a
werewolf defending me, and it turned out to be someone I knew
and trusted with my life.” Stephan nodded toward Ash. “He saw
the women who’d hurt him turn into monsters, the kind of
monsters a human doesn’t stand a chance against. And I’ll bet
you money he not only saw them kill Jacob and Sarah, but he
watched them kill his dad as well. Even without the werewolf
part, that’s the kind of thing that can make someone put a wall
up between them and reality.”
Magda finished her beer, then looked back at Ash. “So what
do I do?”
“What you have been doing. He ran from reality because it
wasn’t safe. Make it safe.” Stephan sighed. “I don’t know.
I’m not a shrink. I just can’t think of a shrink we could trust
with…” He took a deep breath. “Let’s say he comes back to
reality. His reality involved werewolves, Mags. The psych ward
would work on convincing him that none of that happened, and
that would just make things worse. He needs to find reality,
not a new fantasy. Get him a new collar.”
“What?”
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“It’s symbolic. You’re letting him be, letting him stay
safe until he’s ready, but you’re also making it clear he’s not
theirs anymore.”
“I…” She nodded. “I’ll try that.” She smiled. “I miss
you, partner.” She leaned her head on his shoulder.
“I miss you too.” He leaned his head atop hers.
#
Ash stared at the bright red collar. He bounced happily
around Stephan before coming back to Magda and letting her put
it on him. It even had a tag with his name on it. He barked
happily, and Magda tousled his hair. He had a new collar. His
Alpha had marked him as hers. He bounced again. Then, because
he couldn’t reach the Alpha, he leaned over and licked the face
of his pack brother.
The Alpha immediately started laughing, and his pack
brother put him in a headlock and began ruffling his hair. Ash
growled playfully before pulling his head back. Then, mindful
of his pack brother’s leg, he pounced, tackling Stephan from
sitting position onto the floor. Stephan’s hands came up and
started ticking Ash. Ash laughed before he began retaliating.
“Oh good lord.” The Alpha was laughing. “If you two break
my furniture you’re both sleeping on the porch.”
Stephan tilted his head at the Alpha. And then, to Ash’s
delight, Stephan barked at her before going back to trying to
tickle him.
#
Magda petted Ash’s hair as he looked out the window and
whined. “Yeah.” She smiled down at him. “I miss him already
too.” She took a deep breath. “If you go on two feet, we can
go for a walk down to the river.” She held up the new collar’s
matching leash.
Ash barked happily. And then, he stood up. She blinked
back tears, then fastened the leash to his collar.
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He still hadn’t spoken. Magda sighed. She thought back to
what Stephan had said. He’d been right about the collar. Maybe
he was right about other things. She stood. “Ash, come.”
Ash followed her into the bedroom, then climbed up on the
bed. He curled up at the foot of it, as he did every night.
She switched off the overhead light, leaving the one on her
nightstand glowing. Then she laid down. “Ash, come here.” She
patted the bed next to her.
A smile came to his face as he crawled up to lay next to
her. She put an arm around him, pulling him in close to her.
She took a couple deep breaths, then gently ran a hand down his
body. He was a beautiful boy. When she leaned toward him, he
met her lips, kissing her eagerly. She caressed him, dipping
her hand into the sweatpants he wore and fondling him gently.
He arched his body toward her, and she let out a gasp when he
ducked his head to kiss her breasts. She caressed him, making
sure he was fully hard.
Then she pushed him away. He gave her a confused look,
then started to lean in to kiss her. She pushed him away again.
He whimpered. “Do you want this, Ash?” He nodded and started
to move his mouth back to her breast. She pushed him away
again. “Then ask.”
He made a whining sound. “No. Ask.” When he whimpered
again, she pointed at the foot of the bed. “Go to sleep.”
Magda felt a little sick when he crawled back to the end of
the bed, looking dejected. He curled himself into a ball again,
laying his head on his arms.
#
Ash felt tears trickle down his cheeks. He didn’t know
what he had done. His Alpha had been pleased with him, and then
she’d pushed him away. He’d been a good boy, hadn’t he? He’d
followed all the rules. His throat felt tight as he fought the
urge to cry. What had he done wrong?
#
The next morning saw a regression of Ash’s behavior. The
happy creature he’d been since Stephan’s visit vanished, and he
was again the frightened and wary being he’d been when she’d
first brought him. Magda kept up a cheerful facade of her own,
treating him the was she had the previous day. She even threw
the toy for him, and eventually it seemed to work. He was in a
better mood by lunch.
They walked down to the river again, as was becoming their
afternoon habit. Ash had been disappointed when the water
proved to be too cold for swimming, but he was clearly coming to
enjoy going fishing. Or maybe it was just the cooking the fish
over the fire after. He certainly ate like a man still in his
early twenties. By the time the trout they’d caught was ready
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to eat, his usual cheer returned. She managed to get about a
quarter of the fish.
She took him back to her bed that night. Once he was eager
and ready again, she looked him in the eyes. “Ash, ask.” He
gave her a confused whine. “Like a person, Ash. I am not going
to go further until I hear you say you want me too.” When he
just whimpered again, she sent him back to the foot of the bed.
#
He tried avoiding her the next day. She didn’t let him.
When she threw the rubber bone, he glared at it before laying
sullenly down next to the couch. Magda shrugged, then picked up
a book and settled down to read. She lay back on the couch,
reached a hand down, and gently began rubbing his hair.
At first he moved away, but after a few minutes he began
leaning into her caresses again.
#
He stared at the Alpha when she patted the bed next to her.
Ash frowned, wondering if she was going to tease him again. But
it was against the rules to disobey the Alpha. He crawled up
next to her.
It felt good, when she touched him. And she tasted of the
smores they’d made by the fire. Chocolate and smoke. It
smelled good on her. He was panting when she pushed him away
again. “Do you want this, Ash?”
Of course he did. She was his Alpha and she made him feel
good. He wanted to please her and be pleased with her and he
whined again, staring at her. “Tell me you want this, Ash.”
Another whine. He was telling her. He nodded and whined
and… He stared into her eyes. His Alpha. He didn’t know she
wanted. It seemed like she was asking him to break the rules
but if he broke the rules… What if she called Stephan, his pack
brother, and…
A voice whispered in the back of his mind. It was Magda.
She’d never hurt Stephan. He swallowed. It was hard,
remembering how to make the sounds. “I…”
She smiled. “Yes?”
Words and rules. Ash fought the urge to tremble with fear.
“Please.”
Her lips came down on his as she pulled him back to her.
#
Magda woke, feeling more rested than she had in a long
time. Ash lay next to her, snuggled into her arms. Next to
her, but not curled up into a ball. His legs were still tangled
with hers. She was probably going to hell, but she’d heard his
voice again. Gently, she ran her fingers through his hair.
His blue eyes opened, and he looked up at her. He started
to make the whining sound he usually greeted her with, then
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stopped. Several expressions crossed his face. He frowned,
then looked up at her again. “Good morning.” His voice sounded
distorted, harsh from lack of use.
She hadn’t heard anything quite as beautiful in some time.
A smile came to her face as she pulled him toward her for a
kiss.
#
“He said ‘good morning’.” Magda smiled into the phone.
“That’s great.” Stephan’s voice came back. “How’d you
manage it?”
“Well, I tried getting him to ask me for food, but I didn’t
have the heart to make him go hungry. I think they must have
done something bad to him when he talked, because when I said
hello and he said hello back he cringed on the floor and started
whimpering like I’d beaten him. He’s hiding under the bed right
now.”
“He’s hiding under the bed?”
“I put a plate of cookies down and I’m hoping he’ll come
back out soon.”
“Your triple chocolate chip?”
“Yep.”
“He’ll come out soon.” Stephan chuckled. “I miss those.”
“I’ll bake you some next time you come to visit. How are
you doing?”
“All the stitches are out. Physical therapy sucks. I’m
still on medical leave.” Stephan sighed. “Your funeral was
last week. A moving affair. I gave quite the stirring eulogy,
if I do say so myself.”
“You’ll have to send me the video.” She hesitated, then
sighed. “I’m going to hell.”
“No…” Stephan’s voice came back. “Remember the part where
you’re not actually dead?”
“Not that.” She took a deep breath. “You asked how I got
him to say something.”
“You said you made cookies.”
“No, I…” She winced. “Okay, promise you won’t hate me?”
“Mags…”
“I took him to bed, teased him, then told him if he wanted
sex he had to ask in people-talk.” On the other end of the line
there was only silence. “Stephan?”
“Still processing, give me a minute.”
She waited two full minutes. “Stephan?”
“You slept with him.”
“Yes.”
“Yeah, that’s not okay.” Stephan made a frustrated sound.
“Mags, he’s not exactly in his right mind.”
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“I know. I’m trying to get him there. It was your
suggestion.”
“My suggestion?” Stephan sounded aghast. “I never
suggested anything of the sort.”
“Yes you did. You said they used sex as a reward.”
“I didn’t mean for you to emulate them. Jesus fuck, Mags.”
“I told him I wasn’t going to have sex with him unless he
asked me to. And he did. He said please.”
“There is a wall in front of me. I’m going to bang my head
against it now.” There was a dull thudding noise on the line.
“That didn’t help.”
“Stephan.”
“Is he out from under the bed yet?”
“I…” She peeked into the room. “Yes.”
“Hand him the phone.”
“What?”
“Put the phone in his hand, tell him to put it to his ear.
Then stick your fingers in your ears, Ms. Enhanced Senses.”
“Alright.” She entered. Ash flinched and started to crawl
away. “Ash, come.” He made a whimpering noise. She held out
the phone. “Stephan wants to talk to you.” His face
immediately brightened. She had to grab his hand to put the
phone in it, but once she did he put it to his ear.
She heard Stephan ask Ash if her fingers were in her ears.
Ash made a whining noise. He told Ash to tell her to put her
fingers in her ears. Ash looked up at her and barked. She
sighed, then put her fingers in her ears. Ash barked again into
the phone. Several minutes passed of Ash making various noises
in response to whatever Stephan was saying. Then Ash said,
“yes, Stephan.” A few seconds passed, and he repeated the
words. Then he offered the phone back to her.
Magda took her fingers out of her ears and took it from
him. “Stephan?”
“I am still making a seriously disapproving face in your
direction.”
“I know the one.”
“He wants to stay with you.” Stephan sighed. “Mags…” He
took a deep breath. “Be careful.”
“I’m trying.”
#
The Alpha sat down next to him in front of the fire. Ash
smiled up at her before curling to put his head in her lap. She
rubbed his hair gently. “Ash?” He snuggled into her. “Ash.
Will you talk to me?”
He hesitated, then reached up and touched the collar she’d
given him. The red one. Not the biting one. He cringed a
little. “It’s alright Ash. You…” She petted him, and then
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nodded. Her voice became firm. “Ash, I want you to talk to
me.”
Talking was against the rules, but the first rule was to
obey the Alpha. “Yes, mistress.” He looked up at her.
“I’m not…” She petted him gently. “I’m Magda, not
mistress. Magda.”
“Magda.” He nodded, then smiled when she kissed his
forehead.
She took a deep breath. “Ash…” She touched his hand. “Do
you know what happened to your father?”
The edges of his vision blurred, and he started shaking his
head. When she reached up to touch his shoulder he cringed
away. He whimpered, then turned and ran.
#
“Ash.” She reached the door just in time to see him dive
under the bed. Magda sighed, and smashed her fist into the door
frame. Stephan must have been right, for Ash to react that
strongly. He’d seen his father die.
She entered the room, and sat down cross legged on the
floor. “Ash, come.” There was a whimpering sound from beneath
the bed. “Ash, come.” She raised her voice a little.
He crawled out, fear clearly visible on his tear-stained
face. Her heart broke just a little. “Come here.” She opened
her arms, and pulled him into her arms when he got close enough.
She didn’t say anything, just held him tightly. It took a while
before his body started to relax. Magda stood, picking him up
as she did, and laid him on the bed.
Ash stared up at her, his eyes huge and wet. She sat down,
then laid, stretching out next to him and holding him close.
#
It took almost a week before he spoke again. She’s asked
him what he wanted at the store, then nearly jumped when he’d
replied with “ice cream.”
Now he was starring at the five containers of ice cream
she’d brought back with her, his eyes huge. He smiled up at
her, and she smiled back. “So what do you want for dinner?”
She held up one container. “Fudge ripple?” She held up
another. “Or raspberry swirl?”
“Chocolate.” His voice was slightly rough.
“Alright.” She picked up a spoon, and held it out along
with the pint. “But only if you sit at the table, and use
this.”
Ash stared at her for a moment, and then he stood up so he
could take both items from her. Magda smiled as she started
putting the rest of the groceries away. Then she picked up the
other items she’d purchased, and walked over to the table where
Ash had already demolished half the container of ice cream. She
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set them down in front of him, and saw his eyes widen. He set
down the ice cream and reached for the one on top. “What do we
say, Ash?” She raised an eyebrow.
He hesitated a moment, then nodded. “Thank you.” She
smiled as he picked up the first of the Star Wars movies. He
looked at it for a moment then looked back up at her. “Can we
watch it now?”
“Of course.”
#
Ash collapsed into a heap next to her, panting. The Alpha
smiled at him. She didn’t hold him down, didn’t hold his wrists
tight enough to hurt. For the last few nights, she’d patted the
bed beside her and held him, but she hadn’t touched him. He’d
been confused at first, wondering if he’d angered her again.
But if he’d angered her, why was she letting him sleep next to
her?
It had taken him the better part of an hour to work up the
nerve to caress her. She’d responded to his touch, encouraging
but not directing. Now she was smiling at him. He swallowed.
“Was that right?”
“Was it what you wanted, Ash?” She raised an eyebrow at
him.
“I want…” Ash hesitated. “To be a good boy. Your good
boy.”
She pulled him into a hug, holding him tightly. “I want
you to be Ash. I liked Ash. With his legos and his rocks and
his Star Wars.”
“I don’t know your rules.” He shook his head.
“My…” She withdrew from him just enough to look into his
eyes. “My rules?”
“The rules.” He nodded.
The Alpha frowned slightly. “What are the rules, Ash?”
Fear filled him. He’d broken some of the rules, and now… He
started to whimper. “Ash, Ash it’s alright. I am asking you to
tell me the rules. I am not mad at you.”
“Obey the Alpha.” He swallowed. “I belong to the Alpha,
and the Alpha must be obeyed. Animals don’t talk…”
#
She listened to his wooden recital, wishing she’d had the
opportunity to kill all three of those bitches slowly. “Obey
the Alpha.” She repeated the words. “The Alpha says those are
not the rules of this house.” She gently petted his hair. “The
Alpha says that you are to call her Magda. You are to speak if
you wish. If you do not like something, I want you to tell me.
I want you to tell me what you want. Those are the rules, Ash.
My rules.”
He was quiet in her arms. “If I break the rules…”
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“I will never hurt you, Ash.” She kissed his forehead.
“And I will hurt anyone who does try to hurt you. That’s what
an Alpha does, Ash. The Alpha protects the pack.”
Again he went quiet. Then he looked up at her. “Will you
watch more Star Wars with me tomorrow, Magda?”
“I’ll even make popcorn.” She kissed him again.
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He started barking as soon as he saw the man get out of the
He kept barking happily as the man limped up to the porch.
“Hey, Ash.” Stephan ruffled his hair.
Ash smiled at him. “Hello, Stephan.”
Stephan’s eyes widened, then he broke into a huge smile.
“Hey, you said it in person-talk that time.”
“And I’ve stopped chewing on Magda’s shoes.” Ash nodded
happily. When Stephan stared at him, Ash started laughing.
“The look on your face.”
“You’re still a shit though.” Stephan just shook his head.
“How’s things?”
“Come see what Magda got me.” Ash grabbed his hand and
pulled before dropping to all fours and rushing eagerly into the
cabin. He grabbed the stuffed ewok in his teeth before bringing
it back to Stephan.
“That’s awesome.” Stephan crouched. “Does it —” Ash
squeaked it. “That is cool. So I guess you won’t be needing
this.” He reached into the bag he’d brought in with him, and
pulled out something wrapped in newspaper.
“What is it?” Ash took the ewok out of his mouth and
stared fixedly at the present.
“I don’t know.” Stephan stood up. “It looks like you’ve
got enough toys.”
“What is it what is it what is it?” Ash bounced.
“Maybe I’ll just put this away for —” Stephan cut off with
a laugh when Ash tackled him.
#
Magda walked into the living room and stared. Ash had
Stephan most of the way pinned, but Stephan was still managing
to keep a wrapped package out of Ash’s hands. Both men were
laughing and playfully growling at each other. “Children…”. She
smiled as she shook her head.
They both stopped and looked up at her. Ash got off
Stephan and pointed at him. “He started it.”
“Did not.” Stephan shook his head as he sat up. Then he
squeezed the package in his hand. It made a squeaking sound.
“Gimme.” Ash tackled him again.
She just sighed.
#
“He’s getting better.” Stephan accepted the coffee she
handed him.
“Some.” Magda nodded. “He has nightmares sometimes. Bad
enough he won’t actually talk again for days.” She sighed.
“And if I try to talk about any of it, he regresses entirely to
dog again. Hell, if he thinks I'm upset at him he regresses
entirely to dog again. I cussed at the fireplace and he hid
car.
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under the bed for three hours.” She shrugged. “At least most
of the time he wears pants now.”
“Think he’ll ever come all the way back?” He raised an
eyebrow.
“I don’t know.” She shrugged, then looked at him. “So why
are you really here?”
“I, uh…” Stephan rubbed the back of his neck. “Got
fired.”
“What?” She stared at him. “Why?’
“Well, technically, it’s ‘administrative leave’, but…” He
sighed. “With everything that went down, they were looking for
an excuse, and I uh…” He folded his arms. “May have given them
one.”
“What did you do?” She leaned on the door frame.
“They assigned me a new partner. Some dumbass rookie and…”
Stephan took another drink from the coffee. “I told him to redo
some paperwork. He called me a nigger. I bounced his head off
my desk. Camera caught that, but not the…” He took a deep
breath. “That part was his word versus mine, and to be blunt it
really wasn’t an excuse. I think I was on my way out, anyway.
Captain’s been using my leg as an excuse to chain me to the
desk.” He sighed. “I was done there.”
Magda sighed. He’d given up a career he’d loved, given up
his life, to cover for her. She turned to look at his car, and
noted just how much stuff was piled in the back. “Stephan…”
She shook her head. “That really all your shit?”
“All the important stuff.” He smiled. “You need someone
to watch your back, Mags.”
“Yeah.” She smiled back. “I do.”
#
Ash curled up, and laid his head in Stephan’s lap. “You’re
staying?” He hoped he’d heard right. Stephan was good. Stephan
would play with him and pet him and not push. He liked Stephan.
“Yep.” Stephan ruffled Ash’s hair. Ash rubbed his head
into the caress, enjoying the petting.
“I’m glad.” Ash smiled. He hesitated a moment. “When you
were here, before…” He looked up at Stephan. “I couldn’t say
it then. I’m sorry I got you shot.”
Stephan smiled. “It’s okay, Ash.” He left his hand on
Ash’s shoulder. “Nothing that happened was your fault.”
“Thank you.” He snuggled back into Stephan’s lap.
#
She stopped in the doorway and looked at the couch. The
movie was still going, but Ash and Stephan had both fallen
asleep on the couch. Her boys. Her pack. Magda smiled. It
was strange, having a… She took a deep breath. Having a family
again.
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#
“Any leads on the bitch?” Stephan raised an eyebrow.
“None.” Magda shook her head. “You?”
“Yes. Just not sure how to follow it up.” He took a file
out of his laptop’s bag, and spread it on the table. “The one
you killed first. They finally found her body, and identified
her as Carol Rousseau. And also as Bethany Roche and Violet
Travert. Violet Travert had several bank accounts, including
some off shore ones that would have added up to a lot of money
if someone by the name of Aditi Darzi hadn’t emptied them.
Sima, incidentally, means ‘limit’. Aditi, on the other hand,
means ‘limitless’.”
“You’ve got a money trail.” Magda sat down across from
him.
“Not as much of one as I’d like.” Stephan frowned. “None
of Aditi’s accounts are US based.”
“Where?” She raised an eyebrow.
“It’s all in here.” He shoved the folder to her.
“Sima was older.” Stephan and Magda looked at each other
before turning to where Ash knelt in the doorway. He swallowed
as he crawled to the table, then hesitated before standing and
sitting in the chair. Ash shivered just a little, and both of
them reached to put hands on his shoulders. “She had a pack,
but most died and the rest separated. There was another pack,
but there were two alphas. One drove her away. She only ran
with Lisa a few years.
“Do you…” Magda hesitated. “Remember any of the names?”
He shook his head, cringing just a little as he did. “She
never said them. I just heard her talking to Lisa once.”
“Thank you, Ash.” Magda glanced at Stephan for just a
moment before leaning forward and kissing him. “That was good.”
“It was.” Stephan nodded before tousling Ash’s hair.
Ash smiled.
#
“Magda?”
She frowned at the sound of Stephan’s voice, then went to
the basement door. Immediately, she went down the stairs.
Stephan was sitting at the bottom, holding a laundry basket.
“Are you alright?”
“More…” He sighed. “Embarrassed than anything. I
slipped, bum leg couldn’t catch me.” He sighed again. “And,
um…”
“How bad?”
“I think it’s just sprained.” He grunted when she just
picked him up and carried him up the stairs.
“Ash.” She glanced over to see him coming into the house.
“Would you please go get Stephan’s laundry?”
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“Is he hurt?” Ash’s eyes widened.
“I’m fine.” Stephan shook his head.
“That’s what I’m determining.” She gave Stephan a worried
look. Ash nodded to her and headed into the basement. She
knelt, and rolled Stephan’s pant leg up to feel the ankle. He
hissed a little. She frowned, then nodded. “I think you’re
right. Just a sprain.”
“Great.” He closed his eyes for a moment. “Now both legs
don’t work.”
“Stephan.” She sat next to him.
“Sorry.” He took a deep breath. “Just feeling somewhat
useless at the moment. Can’t even fucking handle doing
laundry.”
“You had your leg ripped open by a werewolf, then shot by a
completely different werewolf.” She put an arm around him.
“Most people don’t survive a fight with one of my kind. You’ve
gone up against three.” She chuckled. “Four, if you count how
often you and I sparred.”
“You were holding back a lot.”
“True.” She chuckled, then leaned her head on his
shoulder. “I’m glad you’re here.”
“Me too.” Ash said as he set the laundry basket down. He
came over to join them on the couch. He put his head in
Stephan’s lap. Stephan put his hand on Ash’s head, and tousled
his hair gently.
Magda smiled. “Come, it’s late. I’ll help you to bed.”
“Can I stay with Stephan tonight?” Ash looked up at her.
“That, uh…” She glanced at Stephan, who gave her a
slightly wide-eyed look. Then he closed his eyes for a
heartbeat before nodding. “Might be a good idea. You can fetch
if he needs anything.”
#
Ash curled up on the end of Stephan’s bed and laid his head
down on his arms. He hesitated a moment, then crawled up to lay
next to Stephan. Stephan opened his eyes and blinked at him.
“Ash?”
“You can sleep with Magda and me. I don’t mind.” Ash
smiled at him.
“I, uh…” Stephan closed his eyes again and took a deep
breath before opening them again. “That’s not appropriate.”
“But you love her.” He blinked, and then cringed a little.
“Don’t you like me?”
“I do, in both cases, but…” Stephan took another deep
breath. “You’re my packmates. My family. Brother and sister.”
“Oh.” Ash nodded, then smiled. “I always wanted a
brother.” He snuggled into Stephan before closing his eyes. It
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took a moment, but he felt Stephan’s arm go around him. Ash let
out a contented sigh before going to sleep.
#
“So…” Magda tried not to laugh. “Most awkward night
ever?”
“No.” Stephan shook his head. “Taking him up on the offer
would have been the most awkward night ever.”
That time she did laugh. “While it would not have been my
first threesome…”
“Mags!” Stephan winced. He shook his head. “Look, I
don’t mean it as an insult. I mean, you’re older but still a
beautiful woman. It’s just…” He rubbed his neck. “You’re my
partner and not that kind of…” He shook his head. “Help?”
“You are a brother to me.” She shrugged. “Occasionally a
son. Awkward would have been…” She chuckled. “An
understatement.”
“He was right about one thing.” Stephan smiled. “I do
love you.”
“I love you too, partner.” She grinned.
“And you and Ash are kind of sweet together.” Stephan
shrugged. “Really, really weird, but sweet.”
“You’re okay with it, then?” She raised an eyebrow.
“He is.” Stephan nodded. “I guess I am too. Just…” He
shrugged. “He’s kind of becoming a little brother to me, so
just remember…” He smiled. “You would not be the first
werewolf I’ve tazed.”
Magda laughed. “How’s the leg today?”
“Good. Walking I can handle. Might even try my hand at
vacuuming.”
“Alright. I’ll leave the house to you and Ash. I’m going
to work on getting the barn cleaned out. There are some weights
and an old heavy bag still in good shape. Might pick up an
exercise bike or something.”
“I’ll spring for some yoga mats and a medicine ball. I’m
sorta supposed to be using those for PT anyway.”
“Stephan…” She narrowed her eyes. “How much PT are you
supposed to be doing?”
“Um…” He winced. “More than I have been?”
“Okay, see, right now, it’s a son thing…” She glared.
“And I am giving serious consideration to putting you over my
knee.”
#
“Want to go fishing tomorrow?” He shifted a little to look
up at Stephan. “Rain makes the fishes bite.”
“As long as I don’t have to eat what we catch, sure.”
“More fishies for me.” Ash snuggled into him happily.
Then he frowned and sat up. “Car.”
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“Heard it. Get down.” Stephan rose and peeked out the
window. “It’s a truck, pulling a camper.”
A whimper escaped him. Sima had talked about an RV. He
whined up at Stephan, who nodded in realization. He drew his
sidearm, and limped to the door. Then he frowned. “It’s a guy
and a couple kids. Maybe just lost tourists?” He put his
sidearm back in it’s holster, but didn’t secure it. He also
picked up his cane. “Stay down.”
He crept to the window and peered out, careful to keep out
of sight. The guy walking toward the porch was huge. He had at
least six inches and fifty pounds on Stephan, and all of that
was muscle. “Can I help you?” Stephan asked.
“Who the fuck are you?” The man narrowed his eyes as he
came to a stop. “And what the fuck are you doing here?”
“I live here.”
The big man shook his head. “You don’t live here. You’ve
got five seconds to tell me who the fuck you are.” The big man
moved his jacket a little, revealing he was also carrying a gun.
The two kids were already moving out of any line of fire.
Stephan shifted his weight a little. “Mister, I don’t know
who you think you are, but — ”
“Time’s up.” The man narrowed his eyes and started moving
toward Ash’s pack brother. As the man’s feet touched the
stairs, Stephan lifted his cane and touched it to the man’s
shoulder. The big man suddenly cried out in pain and staggered
backward, falling to one knee. His head came back up, and Ash
felt a chill go through him as he realized the man’s eyes were
now golden. Stephan must have seen it too, because he started
reaching for his gun as the big man rose again.
“Matthias.” Magda’s voice rang out sharply from where
she’d just come around the side of the cabin.
The big man whirled toward her, and his face paled just
slightly. He swallowed. “Uh…” He swallowed again. “What are
you…” He glanced back at Stephan, then shifted his weight a
little bit awkwardly. “I, uh…” Then he took a deep breath.
“Hello, Mother.”
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Matthias set the wad of newspaper beneath the two logs on
the fire, and lit struck a match. He stayed crouched long
enough to be sure the wood was going to light, then rose. The
cabin was secure enough that he hadn’t bothered to relight it
earlier. He’d have to turn on the propane tank and generator in
the morning though, if he wanted hot water. He shrugged, then
sat down, letting the gun rest on his knee as he waited for the
would-be thief to wake up.
It didn’t take long. Maybe a minute. The kid came awake
with a jerk, and immediately began yanking at the handcuffs
securing him to the column. “Knock it off.”
The guy’s eyes widened when he saw Matthias, and he
swallowed. The expression on the dumbass’s face was almost
comical. “Who the fuck are you?”
“Kid…” Matthias rubbed his forehead with his free hand.
“If I’d broken into a cabin only to get put in a sleeper hold by
a guy twice my size that I never saw coming, then woke up
handcuffed to a post with a gun pointed at my face, I’d like to
think I’m smart enough to be a bit more polite.” He leaned
forward. “So the question is, who the fuck…” He narrowed his
eyes. “Are you?”
“I didn’t know anyone was here.” The kid started shaking
his head frantically. His blue eyes looked frantic.
“Sure you didn’t. Who are you?”
“Look, you can just let me go, and you’ll never see me
again, I swear.”
“Let’s try this one last time.” Matthias stood, setting
his sights at right between the thief’s eyes. “Who the fuck are
you?”
He swallowed. “Daniel.”
“And you were breaking in because…?” Matthias raised an
eyebrow.
“Needed supplies and…” The kid swallowed again.
“Supplies are in the kitchen. You were after something
else.” He shifted to aim at the kid’s kneecap. “Who sent you?”
“Nobody sent me.” The kid drew his knees up to his chest.
“I needed money. I was looking for that or something I could
sell to…” The kid cringed. “Please don’t kill me. I was just
trying to get enough for gas and maybe a motel and oh god.” He
was shaking now. “Please don’t kill me. I swear I didn’t know
anyone was here.”
For the love of… The guy looked like he was about to start
crying. “And of all the places to rob…” He shook his head.
“You came here?”
“It was far away, nobody would see me and…” The kid’s
voice caught a little. “I’ve never robbed anyone before and…”
He shook his head. “It would take the cops a while to get here
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and not a lot of people use the cabins in the winter and I
didn’t think anyone was here and…” He shook his head. “Please,
I won’t tell anyone about this, I swear.”
Matthias started laughing. “All the places to break into,
you pick mine. That’s…” He shook his head, and holstered the
gun. He could smell the waves of terror coming off the guy.
“You poor stupid fuck.” He started pacing. Even if he did feel
like killing some hapless teenager, disposing of a body in
subzero temperatures with three feet of snow on the ground
didn’t appeal to him. And another storm was on its way. Kid
would have no choice to stay in town, and if he talked to the
wrong person… If they knew enough to be in town he was already
screwed. He walked behind the column and started digging the
keys out of his pocket. The kid tensed, then relaxed again when
Matthias started removing the cuffs.
“I won’t say anything, mister. I swear.”
“Good.” Matthias leaned in close. “Saves me the trouble
of pressing charges.” The kid flinched. “Get up.”
The guy stood up, swayed a little, and promptly passed out
onto his floor. Matthias sighed.
#
Daniel woke to someone throwing water in his face. The big
guy was kneeling next to him and actually looked a little
concerned. Daniel blinked a couple times, then felt himself
turning red. Some criminal he was shaping up to be. Get
caught, then faint in front of the guy who caught him. He
mumbled an apology as he started to sit up, and felt himself
getting light headed again. He went still until the sensation
passed.
“You sick?” The big guy raised an eyebrow.
“No.” He mumbled the word. “I’ll just…” He started to
rise and nearly passed out again.
“You get sick on my…” The man frowned, and abruptly Daniel
was hauled to his feet and rather unceremoniously dumped onto
the couch. “Don’t move.”
He wasn’t sure he could have even if he’d been inclined to
try the guy’s patience. The guy really was huge. At least six
and a half feet tall and packing some serious muscle. He looked
like he could break Daniel in half without even really trying. A
couple moments later the guy came back out of the kitchen
holding… Daniel blinked. A bottle of water and a packet of
crackers. “I…”
“When was the last time you ate?” The guy held the items
out to him.
They’d only had enough for one sandwich. She’d… “A couple
days.” He took the offerings. “Thanks.”
“Eat and get out.” The guy shrugged.
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He quickly ate a third of the crackers, and followed it
with half the water before tucking the remainder inside his
coat. He stood and started to look for the door, then glanced
at the guy. He was probably going to get shot, but right now he
barely had enough gas to get to town and nothing for when they
got there. “If you’ve got money…”
“Ain’t giving you a loan.” The guy gave him an annoyed
look.
“Wasn’t…” Last time he’d done this was at a bar, with a
direction to run if things went bad. He hadn’t been half as
desperate then. “Maybe I could do something for you.”
The guy moved faster than he’d have expected from a man
that size. Daniel found himself slammed into the wall, his feet
dangling a couple inches from the floor. “You can’t be
serious.”
“I’m not calling you a fag…” Daniel immediately began
shaking his head. “I’m not, honest. I was just…”
“You are six times stupid.” The guy laughed. “Cause no
way in hell am I going to believe you were offering to shovel
the sidewalk.” He let Daniel down.
“If it’ll get me fifty bucks…” Daniel shook his head. The
guy was between him and the door or he’d have started for it.
He sighed. “Getting your dick sucked doesn’t make you a fag.”
“Blowjob only costs twenty in town.” The guy rolled his
eyes and chuckled.
The chuckle gave him a bit of nerve. “I’m saving you the
drive.” If the guy was laughing, he wasn’t going to shoot.
Probably. He hoped. “You wouldn’t have to shovel out the
driveway.”
“You really are a dumbass.” The guy shook his head. And
then, to Daniel’s surprise, he pulled out his wallet and offered
him a hundred.
He took the bill, all but snatching it before the guy could
reconsider, and shoved it into the pocket of his jeans as deep
as it would go. “So, uh, what do you want…” The guy couldn’t
expect him to make change. He resigned himself to do whatever
the guy wanted. It wasn’t as if he had a choice, when it came
right down to it. At least the guy was good looking.
Understatement. He’d had vivid fantasies about guys that didn’t
look half as good.
The guy frowned suddenly. “You eighteen?”
“And a half.” He nodded.
#
This was stupid. But the kid needed the cash and it was a
long fucking drive down the mountain, even if he’d been
inclined. Plus the kid was on the pretty side, and it had been
a while. Matthias undid his belt as the kid got to his knees.
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The kid went a little wide-eyed, but opened his mouth
obediently. He leaned forward, taking Matthias in and starting
to work his lips over the shaft. At least it was clear it
wasn’t the guy’s first time at this. His tongue played over
Matthias’ shaft as his head began bobbing back and forth.
Matthias had to put a hand on the wall to steady himself.
Little bastard had a mouth like a dyson. He groaned. Damn, it
really had been a while, hadn’t it?
He shuddered when he came. And apparently, a hundred bucks
is what it took to get someone to swallow. The kid wiped his
mouth. Matthias hauled him to his feet. “If you’re telling the
truth about being eighteen…”
“I am.” Daniel nodded, his eyes going a little wide again.
“There is a recruitment office in town. Get some food and
a shower and go be all you can be.” He gave Daniel a shove
toward the door.
“Thanks.” Daniel nodded again before fleeing out into the
winter.
Matthias went back to the book he’d set down upon hearing
the kid’s entry. Hopefully, the rest of the winter would be
quieter.
And hell, maybe he’d even manage to get some sleep tonight.
#
Daniel stumbled a couple times on his way back to the car.
It took him two tries to get the driver’s side door open. He
slid into the driver’s seat and closed it behind him as fast as
he could. “Anna?” He started the car.
The pile of blankets in the backseat stirred, and then she
popped her head out. “What took so long?”
Yeah, there was no way he was going to tell her he’d got
caught and blown a guy for a hundred bucks. “Took longer than I
thought.” He passed her the rest of the crackers and water. “I
got cash though. A hundred. How’d you feel about tacos?”
She grinned. “Can I get a churro?”
“You can get two of them.” He leaned over the seat and
ruffled her hair.
Then he turned around and put the car into reverse. His
foot pressed down on the gas pedal, and there was a loud banging
noise. Smoke began pouring out from under the hood as the
vehicle sputtered and died. “No. No, no, no, no, no, no, no…”
“Danny?” Snow began falling outside as his little sister
repeated his name. “Danny?”
#
Matthias froze. A moment later, the sound repeated.
Someone was knocking at his door. It was close to midnight,
there was a snowstorm, and someone was knocking at his door. He
drew the gun again and moved toward it quietly. He picked out,
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and then shook his head in frustration. He took a second look.
The snow was already filling in, but there weren’t a lot of
footprints. Maybe just his coming and going? Hard to tell in
the darkness. The kid knocked again.
With a sigh, Matthias opened the door. The guy gave him an
apologetic look. “The car…” He caught the guy by the front of
his shirt and pulled him to the side. The figure behind him
couldn’t have been much older than twelve or thirteen. Her hair
was still in pigtails, peaking out from under her hat, and she
was wrapped in a blanket that was covered in snow. Red
pigtails, huge blue eyes, and freckles. Pippi fucking
Longstocking standing in the snow with just a car blanket
between her and the winter. He turned his gaze back to the
thief. “Please.” The guy gave him a pleading look. “The temp
is dropping and it’s already beyond freezing and…”
He made a growling sound, then hauled the guy into the
cabin. He nodded to the girl. “Get in here before you freeze.”
#
Daniel watched his sister warming herself in front of the
fire. The guy had given her a couple dry blankets and glared at
Daniel as if considering punching his teeth out. He was
starting to wonder if he dared ask about food when the lights
suddenly came on. A minute later the big guy came back in,
shaking snow out of his hair. Daniel was just a bit impressed
that the guy had gone out in the cold in just a long-sleeved
shirt.
He glared at Daniel again. “Propane is on. Soup is in the
cabinet. Make two cans.”
Immediately, Daniel leapt to his feet to obey. Trying the
guy’s patience really didn’t seem wise. He could keep an eye on
Anna from the kitchen. Something told him the guy wasn’t going
to hurt her.
A smile came to his face when he saw the cans of chicken
noodle in the cupboard. Anna’s favorite. It only took him a
couple seconds to find the utensils, and he got the stove lit on
the second try. The big guy was walking around the cabin,
peeking out the windows before securing them again. He was
still wearing the gun and holster. Daniel swallowed as the guy
paused at the kitchen door. “I’m sorry.” He shook his head.
“There was nowhere else to go.”
“How old?” The guy’s voice was quiet.
“Twelve.” He swallowed. “She’s my sister.”
“Figured that out.” The guy shrugged. “Or you’d still be
in the snow.” He narrowed his eyes. “Why the fuck is a twelve
year old girl…” He made an angry sound. “Pregnant?”
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His eyes widened. Anna wasn’t showing, so how’d the guy…
He swallowed again. “That’s why we…” Daniel sighed. “My
stepfather.”
“So go to the cops.”
“He is a cop.” Daniel sighed again. “Chief.”
“Well.” The big guy shrugged and glanced at Anna before
narrowing his eyes. “Fuck the police.”
Despite himself, Daniel laughed. Then he held out his
hand. “Daniel Thatcher.”
The big guy ignored his hand. “How much trouble have you
brought me, Mr. Thatcher?”
“I…” Daniel looked down at where the soup was starting to
boil. “I came home from school for Thanksgiving and found my
baby sister pregnant by my stepfather, with my mother not giving
a shit. I didn’t exactly plan this out.”
“It’s almost February.” The guy frowned.
“I was going to my grandfather, but when I called him he…”
Daniel took a deep breath. “My mother got to him first. Told
him I’d knocked Anna up and made up a bullshit story and…” He
stopped himself before revealing that there were warrants out
for him. After all, he’d tried to rob the guy earlier.
“And now?” The guy raised an eyebrow.
“I, uh…” Daniel ladled soup into a bowl. “I have no
fucking idea.” The guy stepped back to let him pass.
#
Matthias glowered at the two kids sitting on the rug in
front of his fireplace. The girl was working on her second cup
of cocoa, and her skin was starting to show a healthy color
again. “You have a nice cabin.” She looked around. “Most
cabins have animal heads everywhere. Yours is prettier. I like
the pictures.” She nodded at one. “Is that Venice? Or some
other place with water streets? Did you take the picture or did
you buy it?”
So much for a quiet, peaceful night. Matthias stood and
went up the spiral staircase. He dug around in his dresser for
a moment, then went to the closet before going back downstairs.
He tossed a shirt and towel at the girl, then pointed. “Shower
is in there.”
“I’ll be —”
“You smell.” He bet she hadn’t managed to wash her hair in
a few days. “Shower.” He pointed at the door he’d come out of.
“Bed is in there.” He tossed the blankets he was carrying onto
the couch, then sat down next to them and glowered at her again.
“Get.”
He didn’t need to tell her a third time. She grabbed the
shirt and towel and fled into the bathroom as though she was
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terrified it would vanish if she hesitated. He turned to see
Daniel staring at him. The guy swallowed. “Thanks.”
“Car fixable?” The sooner he could get them underway the
better. The couch wasn’t long enough for him, and he wasn’t
looking forward to sleeping in the floor.
“I think I blew the transmission. Or blew something.
There was smoke.” Daniel drew his knees up to his chest, then
suddenly dashed a hand across his eyes. “Maintenance light was
on but…” He sighed, and leaned his head back onto the chair.
“I ignored it.”
“Which light?”
“The one that looked like a genie lamp.”
“The…” Matthias sighed. The oil light. Naturally. Kid
had probably seized the engine.
Silence fell as Daniel began fidgeting. After a couple
minutes, he looked up at Matthias. “You’ve got a gun.”
Matthias just glared at him, and he shrank back a little. “I
mean, you’re armed and you’re a scary guy and you…” He shook
his head. “Can I start over?”
“Oh for…” Matthias nodded.
“Can we stay here?” The guy looked up at him.
“What?” He stared.
“It’s three degrees out there and my car is shot. All I’ve
got is a hundred and that won’t feed her more than a week or
two. I can…” Daniel shook his head. “Mister, I’ll do whatever
the fuck you want, anything you want, as long as she’s asleep
and doesn’t know about it. If you let us stay here and…” He
swallowed. “They’re looking for us.”
“I think you are seriously overestimating your talent at
blowjobs, kid.” Matthias sighed, and glanced at the bathroom
door. Pregnant twelve year old kid, and all she had to rely on
was a brother who shouldn’t have been off apron strings himself.
“I’ll take you to the bus station when the storm clears, buy you
tickets wherever you want.”
“We’ve got nowhere to go.” Daniel shrank in on himself.
“You don’t know jack shit about me, kid.” Matthias shook
his head. “For all you know, I’m worse than what you’re running
from.”
“If that were true, you’d have killed me. Or hurt me at
least. You sure as hell wouldn’t have paid me double what I
asked for.” Daniel looked up at him. “Please, mister. I’ll do
anything I have to do to keep her safe. She’s my sister. I’ll
blow you three times a day if that’s what you want, just…”
For a long time, he just stared at the kid. A grudging
sense of respect was creeping its way in. “So that's your
offer? I let you stay, you warm my bed?”
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“Mister if it keeps my sister safe I will light your world
on fire.” Daniel nodded.
“I ain’t gentle, kid.” Matthias narrowed his eyes.
“If you were, I wouldn’t be making this offer.” Daniel
drew in on himself just a little. “Long as you protect her,
I’ll do whatever you want.”
Whatever. He was probably going to hell already anyway.
“You can stay.”
“Just wait until she goes to bed, and I’ll…”
“Can it.” Matthias shook his head. He frowned at Daniel.
“Tell me you’re at least gay or bi or something.”
“I am.” Daniel gave a half hearted and kind of embarrassed
shrug. “Gay. So uh…”
“Stop talking.” Matthias rubbed the back of his neck. He
glanced at the bathroom door, then growled. “She seen the
doctor?”
“Doctor will dun us in.”
“I’ll take that as a no. Kid, twelve year olds aren’t made
to carry babies.”
“I’m a paramedic, I know what to —”
“You’re a paramedic?” He raised a skeptical eyebrow.
Daniel looked away, then nodded. “That’s why I went home.
Celebrate getting my certificate.” He looked up at Matthias.
“I really am eighteen and a half, honest.” He swallowed. “If I
take her to a clinic they’ll ask questions and search her prints
or something and…”
“You’ve got warrants?”
“Yeah.”
“Just tell me that car wasn’t stolen.”
“No, it’s mine.” Daniel shook his head. “I bought it.”
“And registered it to yourself?”
“Well, yeah.”
Goddamn pup chasing his own tail. “She gets out of the
shower, you get in.”
“Is there a washing machine?”
“Garage. You’ve got stuff in the car?”
“Yeah, I couldn’t carry everything and get her through the
snow.”
“Gimme your keys, I’ll go get it.”
“It’s below freezing out there.” Daniel shook his head as
he handed over the keys. “You’ll —”
“Cold don’t bother me. Need to think.” He glanced at the
door as the shower turned off. “Wait fifteen or so for hot
water.” He rose, and headed out.
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“You don’t even know his name, do you?”
Daniel looked over to see Anna standing in the bathroom
door, toweling her hair dry. The white t-shirt reached her
knees, and left her looking impossibly young. “He said we can
stay.”
Anna sighed, then shook her head and hung the towel up on
the back of the door. “Who is he?”
“I don’t…” He sighed. “He caught me breaking in. Gave me
food and a hundred bucks. He’s okay.” Scary as fuck, but not
the type to hurt kids. “You should go to bed. He said you can
have the bed.”
“Daniel…” Anna crossed her arms and bit her lower lip.
“I told him about Trent. He can protect us.” Daniel gave
her a reassuring smile. “Look at him, he could break Trent in
half.”
“He’s scary.” Anna nodded. She took a couple deep breaths
and started up the stairs. “Daniel?”
“What’s wrong?” He raised an eyebrow.
“I don’t know.” She shook her head. “Something is strange
about him.” She frowned. “He’s scarier than what’s hunting us,
so what’s hunting him?” She shook her head again continuing up
the stairs.
He watched her vanish into the bedroom. That was actually
a good question. The guy carried a gun, checked the windows,
had zero difficulty getting him into a sleeper hold, and…
Daniel stood. What had he gotten them into? Still, they were
better off today than they had been yesterday, and it had been a
couple months since he could say that. He started another
kettle of hot water.
The exterior door opened, and the big guy entered carrying
their bags. Daniel immediately ran over to take one from him.
He set it down behind the couch, then grabbed the dry towel and
offered it to the guy. The guy gave him a blank look. Daniel
shifted awkwardly. “You’re wet. And cold.”
Another blank stare, then the guy took the towel. He
started drying his hair as Daniel went back into the kitchen.
“Do you want cocoa, mister? I noticed some tea or…”
“I’m fine.”
“You sure? Cause I can make —”
“I’m fine.”
“Okay, then, I’m…” Daniel hesitated. “I’m gonna get in
the shower.”
“More towels in there.” The guy pointed at a cupboard near
the bathroom.
“Thanks, uh…” He swallowed. “What should I call you?”
“What?” The guy turned toward him.
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“I mean, I can’t just keep calling you mister…” He shook
his head. “I mean, unless that’s what you’re into and then hey,
yeah, whatever you want but do you have a name or —”
“Stop talking.” The guy sighed. “Matthias.”
“Matthias?” Daniel shifted from foot to foot.
“Just Matthias.” He pointed. “Shower.”
“Right.” He grabbed a towel and went into the room.
After a couple weeks of trying to wash in the sink, the
stream of hot water felt amazing. There wasn’t much in the way
of product, just a bar of soap. He made fairly liberal use of
it, then reluctantly left the shower. He blinked. The only
clean pair of sweatpants he had was sitting on the counter. He
hadn’t even heard Matthias open the door. Daniel dried off,
then yanked the pants up over his hips before stepping out of
the room.
#
Matthias added another log to the fire. He’d need to chop
more wood soon, if he was going to need to keep the fire going.
The girl had found the little space heater in the bedroom, and
there was an electric blanket around somewhere. He glanced up
when Daniel left the bedroom. The kid had a bit more muscle
than he’d expected, but was still thin enough that the sweat
pants were threatening to slid right off his hips. “Make a list
of shit you need.” He stood.
“What?” Daniel blinked.
“You and your sister.” Matthias shrugged. “I’ll clear the
drive tomorrow and head into town when the roads are clear.
She’s gonna need vitamins and…” He growled. “Make a list.”
Daniel looked down at the dirty clothes he was carrying,
then dug the hundred back out of his pocket. He held it out.
“Here.”
He stared a moment, then shook his head. “You keep that.”
“But…”
“Kid…” Matthias sighed. “Always have an escape cache.
Running money. You don’t know jack shit about me, kid. I might
be just as bad as what you’re running from.”
“You made sure I was legal before you…” Daniel gave a
small shrug. “Makes you worlds better than what we’re running
from.” He looked down at the clothes in his hands. “You said
there was laundry?”
“Utility room, off the garage. Soap is above it.”
The kid opened his sister’s bag and took out a bunch of her
clothes, then headed into the garage to start the load.
Matthias sat down near the fire. He looked up when the kid came
back in. Daniel swallowed nervously, then walked over to him.
He knelt in front of Matthias. “So, uh…” He shifted a little.
“What do you want me to do?”
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“Ground rules.” Matthias sat up. “One. I could hurt you
easily, and I’ve no interest in breaking you. So you’ll pick a
safe word, and you’ll use it.”
“Okay.” Daniel nodded.
“Two.” Matthias narrowed his eyes. “Long as you’re with
me, you’re with me. I don’t share.”
“Okay.” Daniel swallowed.
“Three.” Matthias glanced up at the bedroom above before
looking back at Daniel. “And this one goes for her too. You do
what the fuck I tell you. No arguing. I tell you to get your
ass in the car, or run, or stay down, you do it. I can’t keep
you safe if you don’t listen, and I can’t keep you safe if you
get in the way. We clear?”
“Four.” Daniel looked up at him. “She doesn’t know
about…” He shrugged. “This part of it. I don’t…” He sighed.
“I don’t want her feeling like anything is her fault, alright?
Cause it’s not.”
“Alright.” Matthias shrugged. “I’ll keep you and her
safe, fed, and sheltered.” He looked down at Daniel. “Which
tonight means you need to get some sleep. Take the couch.”
“You don’t want…” Daniel blinked.
“Kid, you’re half dead on your feet. Last thing I want is
you falling asleep with my dick in your mouth.” He gestured at
the couch. “Get some sleep.”
#
Daniel couldn’t help but be impressed when Matthias lifted
the plow onto the front of the truck. He had barely been able
to budge the thing. He moved in, sliding the bolt as Matthias
had directed. It clicked into place. Matthias nodded. “Make
the list while I clear the drive.”
“Yes, sir.” Daniel nodded. He hurried back into the house
and out of the cold. It took him a few moments to locate a pen
and notepad, then he froze.
“What’s wrong?” Anna looked up at him.
“He told me to make a list of the stuff we need.” Daniel
chewed his lower lip.
“Shouldn’t be hard.” Anna shook her head. “We need
everything.”
“I know, I just…” Daniel sighed. “Wondering how much we
dare test his generosity.” He wrote vitamins on the pad.
Matthias had mentioned those, so they were safe. The place had
food, but most of it was canned or frozen and there really
wasn’t anything healthy. He wrote ‘I can cook so fresh food’.
He looked over at Anna. “What sizes are you wearing these
days?”
“What’d you have to do get him to let us stay?”
“Anna.” Daniel started shaking his head.
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“Like that bar?” Tears started welling up in her eyes.
He still had no idea how she’d learned about that. “No,
Anna, I…” He shrugged. “You saw the kitchen. Everything is
canned and…” He shrugged. “I said I’d cook and stuff and
played the take pity on us poor kids angle.”
“If he hurts you…” Anna narrowed her eyes. “I will set
him on fire.”
“Anna, I broke in here and all he did was feed me and give
me a hundred bucks. It’s just for a little while, Anna. Once
the snow clears and…” He reached out and took her hand. “Come
on. What else do you need?”
“Shampoo.” She sniffled.
“Shampoo. Got it.”
#
He looked down at the list Daniel handed him. There wasn’t
as much on it as he’d expected. The kid had requested some
warmer clothes for his sister and noted sizes, including boot
sizes. Matthias glanced at the door. Both kids only had tennis
shoes. “Daniel. Boots?”
“What?” Daniel looked up.
“You. Boot size.”
“Oh, uh…” Daniel frowned a moment. “Ten.”
“Second bedroom has a bed. Get it put together for your
sister. Brought the mattress into the garage. Vacuum is in
there.” He pointed. “There’s an electric blanket around
somewhere in the linen cabinet. Find it for her.” He looked
down at the list again, then frowned before turning to Anna.
What the hell did twelve year olds do these days? “You like
crayons or…”
“Crayons?” She blinked.
“Fun.”
“Oh.” She shook her head and then nodded rapidly. “I like
drawing, but not crayons. Colored pencils.”
“Right.” He looked down at the list again, then up at
Daniel. “You cook?”
“Yes.” Daniel nodded eagerly. “I took some cooking
classes and this cordon bleu thing last summer where we did
ethnic fusion recipes like french thai and pairing sushi with
pasta or lefse with tikka masala and I can also bake if you like
cookies or pie or anything like that and I can make croissants
and…” He trailed off as Matthias just stared at him. “Yes, I
can cook.”
So much for a nice, quiet winter. Then again… He
shrugged. “I’ll get some chocolate chips.”
#
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“Half his books aren’t even in English.” Anna looked away
from the bookshelf. “It’s not even the right alphabet. I think
it’s Russian.”
“Maybe he’s Russian.”
“Matthias isn’t a Russian name.” Anna shook her head.
“It’s like Swedish or something but he’s too dark to be
Swedish.” She tilted her head at one of the photographs. “Do
you think he took all these pictures?”
“I don’t…” Daniel stepped back as he opened one of the
other cupboards. Matthias apparently had his own set of what
looked like riot gear. The guy definitely was no cop though.
He closed the cupboard again. “I can’t find any twin size
linens, so you might have to make do a little.” The combination
of sleeping bag and electric blanket would keep her warm enough,
certainly. He caught a glimpse out the window. “He’s back.”
He wished he wasn’t worried, but the truth was he really didn’t
know what he’d just gotten them into. With more than a little
trepidation, he went out to the garage to help Matthias bring
bags in.
There were more bags than he’d expected. Matthias had
apparently taken the fresh food suggestion to heart, because
there was a lot of groceries. He smiled at the bag of veggies.
Good groceries. Anna took a couple bags and watched Matthias
warily. Matthias, for his part, appeared a little wary of her
as well. He set three bags on the couch, then set an oversized
bag on top of them. “Make sure these fit.” He gestured at Anna
before going back out for another load.
She took the jacket out of the bag, and Daniel stared at it
a moment. It was nice, lined with fur and it fit perfectly just
a little too big. Anna smiled as she petted the fur trim before
taking it back off and setting it down carefully. Daniel felt a
slight lump in his throat when he realized their mother hand
never bought Anna anything half as nice, especially not brand
new. Matthias brought in the last bags and closed the door
behind him.
“Here.” He added a packet of twin sized bedding to the
couch.
Her eyes lit up at the sight, and she actually made a
squealing sound. “Pinkie Pie!” She jumped up and threw her
arms around Matthias. The big guy got a deer in the headlights
type look as she hugged him. Anna released him, grabbed the bed
set, and went flying up the stairs to the bedroom.
Laughter escaped him. He couldn’t quite help himself. The
guy looked positively pole-axed. His glare at Daniel didn’t do
much to stop the laughter. It took him a few seconds to make
himself stop. “Pinkie Pie is her favorite.”
“What the fuck is a Pinkie Pie?” Matthias stared at him.
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“Oh, she’s one of the mane six.” When Matthias just kept
staring at him, Daniel shrugged. “My Little Pony.” He frowned
a little. “She’d been wanting to do her room. I was going to
get her a set for Christmas but…” He swallowed. “How’d you
know?”
“Little girls like pink.” Matthias glanced up at stairs.
“Right?”
“Some. Well, Anna really does and…” He looked at the
bags, and suddenly realized Matthias had bought his sister a
whole new wardrobe. He blinked back tears. “Thank you.”
“You can cook steak?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Oh, yeah.” Daniel nodded.
“Cook steak.” Matthias pointed at the kitchen, then tossed
him a bag. “Boots.”
#
Matthias looked down at his plate with some pleasure. The
kid really could cook. When was the last time he’d had homemade
biscuits? Now if the two of them could figure out how to shut
up. The girl kept up a running monologue about the apparent
adventures of talking horses, while Daniel talked about some
type of dragon thing and a sparkling twilight. Anna had gone
through the clothes while Daniel had cooked, and insisted on
giving them a fashion show. She’d boggled at the art set before
hugging him again.
Maybe he should have bought himself earmuffs. It took him
a couple tries to turn the conversation to information he could
actually use. Trent Hayden was a police chief with unpleasant
ties. Daniel was pretty sure it was drugs and mafia, but the
kid’s judgment left a few things to be desired. Anna went
silent at that portion, and he was pretty sure the girl knew
something she wasn’t saying. Instead of pushing, he let Daniel
cajole her into talking about the horses again.
A simple police chief was one thing. Powerhouse in some
ways, but limited by borders. If the guy was tied to a cartel
and worried about the kids talking, that was a different matter.
And Anna was the kind of evidence that could bring down
seriously powerful men. They were in danger. Now he just had
to figure out who was looking for them, and how big a trail the
kid had left.
After dinner, Anna collected her various remaining prizes
and carted them to the room that was already starting to look
like a bubblegum explosion. Daniel did the dishes, thankfully
without further talking. Matthias went from window to window,
checking outside and making sure the latches were fixed. Snow
was starting to fall again. He’d pushed the kid’s car off the
road, and by now it would be well buried in snow. He sat near
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the fire. If they were lucky, nobody would find it until
spring.
He felt eyes, and looked to see Daniel staring at him. “I,
uh…” The kid swallowed. “She hasn’t smiled like that since…”
Daniel shrugged awkwardly. “Thank you.” Daniel walked toward
him, then hesitated before dropping to his knee and putting his
hands on Matthias’s knees. “I mean, you did all this and I
haven’t even paid you yet, really.” He slowly slid his hands up
Matthias’s legs.
There was something in the kid’s eyes. It took him a
moment to realize it was actual interest. Something about it
made the prospect of getting ‘paid’ more appealing. He put a
hand on Daniel’s cheek. “You pick a safeword?”
“Isn’t red light, like, a pretty standard one, or…” Daniel
leaned into Matthias’s touch. “I’ve never thought about one
before.”
“Red light works.” Matthias stood. “Go upstairs. I’m
gonna lock the garage.”
#
He tried to tell himself he wasn’t nervous. And he wasn’t,
at least not entirely the bad kind of nervous. Matthias had
definitely kept his end so far, and he hadn’t been an asshole
about it or anything. Hell, he’d gone above and beyond what
Daniel had been expecting. But he couldn’t quite shake the
realization that he’d sold his body to a stranger for some
clothes and bedsheets. And he had no idea just what use the
stranger was going to make of him.
Matthias entered, closing the door behind him. Daniel
shifted his weight a little, but smiled. “You’re scared.”
Matthias looked him over.
It really was a good thing he hadn’t tried his hand at
poker. “A little.”
A nod. “Do you want to be?”
Daniel blinked. “I, uh…” He shook his head. “What does
that mean?”
The big man crossed the room in two steps. He pinned both
of Daniel’s hands above his head and to the wall with just one
of his own. Then he traced a finger of his other hand down
Daniel’s throat to the middle of his chest. “Do you want to be
scared, Daniel?”
He tugged at his wrists, but the guy’s grip was like iron.
“What if I say no?”
“Then I let you go. You blow me, then go sleep on the
couch.” Matthias shrugged.
“And, uh…” Daniel took a deep breath. “If I say yes?”
Slowly, the big man’s finger traced down, hooking on the
waistband of his pants. “Then you’ll get to cum tonight too.”
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Matthias tilted his head. His voice was slightly husky. “And
sleep in the bed.”
His breath was coming a little fast. He tugged again at
his wrists, and there was still no give. It occurred to him the
guy really didn’t have to offer him a choice. He’d promised
anything, after all. Even if he hadn’t, it was pretty clear the
big guy was fully capable of taking it if he wanted. And
frankly, he was starting to get just a little turned on. Daniel
swallowed. “Yes.”
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Matthias smiled. The guy really was a pretty little twink,
with pale blue eyes and hair just barely red enough to avoid
being called orange. He lifted his hand, and trailed a finger
down Daniel’s jaw, then he lifted Daniel’s chin and brought his
mouth down on Daniel’s hungrily. Daniel kissed him back, his
own mouth and tongue eager.
Daniel tugged again on his wrists, and Matthias held him
fast, pinned to the wall. His teeth nipped lightly at the skin
of Daniel’s throat, just enough to make the smaller man gasp.
With a swift motion, he spun. He pulled Daniel’s pants off
while simultaneously tossing the guy onto the bed.
Before Daniel could recover, Matthias was on top of him,
pinning him to the mattress. The guy still smelled scared,
though underneath that he was starting to also carry the scent
of arousal. Matthias collected his wrists with one hand again,
then began exploring his body with the other. Daniel’s skin was
soft and smooth beneath Matthias’s fingers, with barely any
hair. Daniel’s back arched a little as Matthias’s hand moved
lower.
He released Daniel’s hands to remove his own shirt. Daniel
took the opportunity to sit up a little, and his hands went to
Matthias’s torso. A tiny frown came to Daniel’s face when his
fingers found the scars. Matthias moved his hand away, pinning
it to the bed. With his free hand he fumbled a small container
out of the nightstand. Daniel squirmed beneath him, wrapping
his leg around Matthias’s.
His tongue teased Daniel’s nipple as he inserted a finger
inside. Daniel groaned just a little, arching himself into
Matthias. He yanked at his hands, trying to free them from
Matthias’s grip. Matthias grinned just a little.
“Oh, god…” Daniel’s breath came in little pants. He
lifted his head, and Matthias met the kiss. He continued
working his fingers, enjoying the soft little moaning sounds
Daniel made in response.
“Scared, yet?” He murmured the words into Daniel’s ear.
“A little.” Daniel moved his head up to kiss Matthias’s
neck.
“Good.” Matthias lifted Daniel’s hips, and entered.
The kid was tight. For a moment, he was worried that he
hadn’t prepared the guy enough and was going to hurt him. Then
Daniel wrapped his legs around Matthias’s waist and arched his
back, pushing Matthias in even deeper.
They came within seconds of each other, somewhat sooner
than Matthias’s would have preferred. He rolled to the side to
avoid collapsing on the smaller man.
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After he’d caught his breath, he lifted himself up a little
to look at Daniel. Daniel gave him kind of a dazed smile. “You
okay?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Mmmhmmm.” Daniel nodded.
“Good.”
#
He awoke to find himself laying half on top a warm, rather
furry body. It took Daniel just a moment to get his bearings.
He was pretty much glomping Matthias. His cheeks started to
burn a little, and he was pretty sure he was blushing.
The guy had been a hell of a lot more gentle than he’d
expected, especially after the talk about scaring him. It had
been scary though. Matthias was twice his size, easily, and
shit the guy was strong. It had been strange, realizing just
how helpless he was in the other guy’s grip. Strange, and
really kind of hot.
Now he just had to figure out how to get downstairs and get
breakfast started without waking anyone else. He slid out of
the bed, and started to congratulate himself for managing it
without waking the guy.
“Make bacon.” Matthias didn’t open his eyes. “And
coffee.”
“Pancakes?” Daniel shrugged. “I can also do some cinnamon
rolls or something, if you want.”
“Bacon. Coffee.”
“Hash browns, or maybe —”
“Bacon.” Matthias opened one eye just enough to glare at
him. “Coffee.”
“I’ll make bacon.” Daniel smiled a little as he grabbed
his pants. “And some coffee.” He left the room, closing the
door behind him. He paused a moment at his sister’s door, and
heard her still faintly snoring.
Matthias came down the stairs just as the coffee was ready.
Unshaven, he looked something like a bear wearing boxer shorts.
Daniel immediately grabbed a cup and poured coffee into it.
“How do you like your…”
The big man took the coffee cup out of his hand and
proceeded to drain it before handing it back. Then he headed
toward the shower.
Daniel looked down bemusedly at the cup in his hand that
had moments ago been holding scalding liquid. “Alright.” He
shook his head. “Clearly not a morning person.” He laughed a
little, then turned back to the kitchen to start the pancakes
After flipping the first of the pancakes, he glanced at the
bathroom door. The scars across Matthias’s torso had seemed a
lot like claw marks, and he was pretty sure the ones on his side
were bullet wounds. The fact that the guy had scars like that
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and was still up and active was impressive in itself. They
seemed long-healed though, which made him wonder just how the
big man had acquired them.
Anna emerged from her room before Matthias was done in the
shower. Her hair was sticking up in all directions. “You look
like a scarecrow.” He offered her a plate of pancakes.
“You look like a doofus.” She took the plate. “Thank
you.”
“You look like a dork.” He grinned. “Syrup?”
“You look like a fart.” She nodded. “Yes.”
“You look like a butthead.”
“You look like a nerd.”
“Well…” He stuck his tongue out at her. “You look like my
sister.”
#
The two pieces made a slight clinking noise, and Matthias
collected the pawn. Anna stared at the board, her tongue
sticking out of her mouth as she pondered her next move. She
moved her bishop. He countered by moving his knight into a
defensive position, and then Anna let out a triumphant laugh as
she moved her rook. “Checkmate.”
Matthias stared down at the board, then looked up at her.
“And you’ve never played this before?”
“Nope.” She shook her head. “It’s fun though.”
He turned to look up at Daniel. “She hustling me?”
Daniel shook his head. “I don’t think so. I don’t think
we owned a chess set.”
Anna was grinning when she looked back at him. “You owe me
a pony.”
“No, I…”
“You said if I won, you’d get me a pony.” Anna put her
hands on her hips and glared at him.
“Stop glaring.” Matthias shook his head. “I’m not going
to be intimidated by Pippi fucking Longstocking.”
“Who is Pippi fucking Longstocking?” Anna tilted her head.
“Anna!” Daniel shook his head at her.
“He said it first.” Anna frowned at her brother.
“It’s gonna be a long winter.” Matthias sighed.
#
Daniel slid out from beneath the covers and staggered
downstairs toward the bathroom. His whole body felt deliciously
sore. Matthias had kept him tied up for most of the evening,
and eventually he’d had to ask for a gag to stop himself from
waking up Anna. He caught sight of his reflection when he
washed his hands, and noted that there were a few bruises on his
arms. He chuckled a little. After that evening, they felt a
little bit like trophies.
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He shut off the water and dried his hands before heading
back upstairs. Matthias had shifted a little. Daniel reached
out a hand to touch his shoulder. “Hey budg —”
A heartbeat later he was flat on his back, pinned to the
floor and with some horror realized there was a knife at his
throat. Matthias blinked at him a couple times before cursing
and withdrawing the blade. “Shit. Shit.” He shifted, letting
Daniel up. “Sorry, kid.”
“What the…” Daniel swallowed, touching where the knife had
touched his skin. “What the hell?”
“Sorry.” Matthias took a couple deep breaths. He shook
his head, then rose and put the knife away. “I was dreaming.”
“I, uh…” Daniel sat up. He touched his throat again.
“Take the bed.” Matthias shook his head. “I’ll move to
the couch.”
“Matthias…” Daniel levered himself up onto the side of the
bed. “Do you want to talk about —”
“I don’t need therapy from my fucking whore.” Matthias
grabbed one of the pillows before heading out the door.
Daniel sat, staring at the door in shock. He felt tears
threatening, and blinked them away. God, three weeks of warming
the guy’s bed and he’d let himself start to get stupid. He
threw himself down on the bed and started to cry.
#
The kid was actually pretty quiet the next morning. It
would have been a nice change, had it not left him feeling a bit
guilty. “I’m going to head into town. Make a list.”
“Can we come?” Anna looked up at him.
Matthias hesitated, then glanced up at Daniel. “How long
were you two in the area before getting stranded?”
“We never actually made it to the town.” Daniel shook his
head.
Then nobody should be looking for them in the town. It was
still a risk, but not a huge one. “Dress warm. Wear scarves
you can put over your faces.”
#
Anna’s stream of chatter kept the silence in the truck from
becoming too awkward. He’d let her ride in the front, and she
was currently expounding on why Pinkie Pie being her favorite
had nothing to do with pink. Matthias’s responses had become
monosyllabic before they’d gone the first mile.
Daniel perked up just a little when he noted the town
actually had a mall. Matthias glanced over his shoulder when
Daniel sat up straighter to get a better look, then pulled into
the mall parking lot.
“Movie?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Oooh, can I get popcorn?” Anna started bouncing in her
seat.
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Matthias glanced at him as they reached the marquee. “What
do you want to —”
He rolled his eyes and gestured to where Anna was already
ordering them tickets to the new Disney movie. Matthias just
sighed and took out his wallet. Daniel found his foul mood
starting to evaporate as he watched Anna ordering half the
concession stand. Matthias managed to rein her in a little by
simply handing her a twenty and telling her that was all she
got. Anna retaliated by grabbing up her bounty and turning back
to look at them. “What are you two getting?”
“Oh for…” Matthias growled before looking over his
shoulder. “Popcorn and coke?”
“Sure.” Daniel smiled.
#
Matthias shook his head as he carted Anna back to the
truck. The girl had fallen asleep on his shoulder after
complaining that her feet hurt too much to walk another step.
“As much sugar as she ate, she should be carrying us back to the
truck.”
“That’s actually a myth.” Daniel shook his head. “Sugar
doesn’t really make people hyper. It just got that reputation
because kids often just get excited by being allowed to have all
the candy they can eat.” He shrugged. “Case in point.”
“It’s not going to hurt her any, is it?” Matthias frowned.
“No.” Daniel grinned as he shook his head. “I mean, not
unless she does this every day or anything. But in moderation…”
His grin faded a little. “She needed a day like this. Thanks
for…” He looked away. “I’m sorry. I wasn’t trying to pry or
anything, earlier.”
“I’m not a nice man, Daniel.” Matthias opened the door of
the truck, and set Anna into the seat. “That’s why you hired me
in the first place.” He looked up at Daniel. “Best you don’t
forget that.”
“Well…” Daniel set the bag of toys next to his sister.
“Sometimes you make it kind of hard to remember.”
“I did promise her a pony.” Matthias shrugged.
Daniel managed a smile. “You didn’t have to buy her one of
each.”
“Yeah…” His voice was quiet as he looked at the sleeping
child. Other faces flashed briefly in his mind. Blood and
fire. “I did.” He shook his head. “Get in the truck.”
#
Daniel pulled the lasagna out of the oven, and set it on
the table to cool. Anna and Matthias were engaged in another
chess match. Based on the cranky look on Matthias’s face, he
was losing again. Anna had quickly proved to be a natural at
the game. Matthias, at least, had actually managed to beat her
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a handful of times. He hadn’t managed it once. For that
matter, he hadn’t been able to beat Matthias either.
“Supposed to be above freezing tomorrow.” Matthias looked
up at Daniel. “You know how to handle a gun?”
“I, uh…” Daniel shook his head. “I mean, I’m vaguely
aware of the concepts involved, but I’ve never held anything
more than a water gun.”
“Thought so.” Matthias nodded. “Best you learn the
basics. At least how to reload.”
“I was wondering if…” Daniel finished setting the table.
“Well, maybe if we shouldn’t see about getting some fake IDs.”
“You said you had a paramedic license?” Matthias raised an
eyebrow.
“Yeah.” Daniel nodded.
“Then your prints are in the system.” Matthias shrugged.
“Fixable, but pricey.”
“What are we talking?” Daniel frowned. “Five grand or
so?”
“Off by a factor of about a hundred there.”
He winced. “Yeah, no way I can come up with that.” He
sighed. “Was hoping that if…” He swallowed. “If they’ve lost
our trail, maybe I could —”
“They haven’t.” Anna shook her head.
“Been a month.” Matthias raised an eyebrow at her.
“They’ll never stop.” Anna withdrew a little on herself.
“They want her and they won’t stop until they get her and we
can’t let them get her.” She curled into a little ball on the
couch.
“Anna…” Daniel moved over to her, and put his arms around
her. “We talked about this. It was just a nightmare.”
“It wasn’t.” Anna shook her head. “It real.”
“Daniel?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
Daniel sighed. “The other reason we couldn’t go to the
cops. Anna…” He held her close, rubbing her back. “Her story
about what happened is a little…” He swallowed. “They wouldn’t
believe her.”
“Tell me.” Matthias sat back on the couch.
“She said it…” Daniel rubbed her hair.
“They needed a virgin and I was young enough they could be
sure.” Tears fell down Anna’s face. “A virgin with a spark.”
“Anna, it was…”
“It wasn’t.” Anna glared up at him. “His eyes glowed,
Daniel. They were glowing and chanting and I saw the shadows
moving and there were things there. They weren’t people
things.”
“Stuff like that isn’t real, Anna.” Daniel sighed. “What
happened to you was terrible, and…”
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“It was real. Trent has a monster in him.” Anna glared at
him through her tears.
“Trent’s a monster, Anna, but not like that.” Daniel tried
to pull her to him again.
“Then why does he believe me?” Anna pointed to Matthias.
He turned, and blinked. Matthias was staring at Anna, his
face just slightly pale. Daniel felt a chill go down his spine
as he realized Anna was right. Matthias believed her.
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“You believe her.” Daniel was staring at him.
“Kid, I have seen some shit in my years.” If she had the
gift, that was reason enough alone for a cabal to be hunting
them. And if she had the gift, it was possible Daniel did too.
Anna had the gift, and had been intentionally made pregnant as
part of a ritual. Cabals had wiped out entire towns for less
than Anna was carrying in her womb. The smart thing to do would
be to drop both of them off at a bus station somewhere and get
the hell out of Dodge. Except he’d made a deal. Both of them
were staring at him, wide eyed. Dammit, he’d come up here
because he’d wanted out, and now…
“Matthias?” Daniel swallowed.
“If it’s a cabal, they are going to find you. It’s likely
the only reason they haven’t is the amount of snow we’ve been
getting. Water purifies, wipes out tracks and traces.”
Matthias took a deep breath. “But she’s right. They are still
hunting you. And they will find you.”
“So…”
“You and I have a contract, kid.” Matthias shrugged.
“Which means I work for you. You hired me to keep your sister
safe.” He met Daniel’s eyes. “And that’s what I’m going to
do.”
“You’re…” Anna started to smile.
“So I guess I better teach both of you how to use a gun.”
#
“Demons are real.” Daniel shook his head as he paced.
“Yep.” Matthias didn’t look up from where he was dragging
a chest into the room.
“What about other things?” He took a deep breath.
“Vampires, werewolves, fairies, pegasuses, unicorns, mermaids,
all of those?”
“Pegasus no.” When Anna made a very disappointed sound,
Matthias shrugged. “Sorry.” He looked up at Daniel. “Never
encountered a vampire, though knew some folks that said they
had. Unicorns are a maybe, though probably extinct.” Anna made
another disappointed sound. “Werewolves definitely.”
“And fairies?” Anna looked up at him eagerly.
“Not the Disney kind.” Matthias shook his head. “Hard to
tell the difference between fey and demons most days.”
“Ugh.” Anna lay back on the couch, then sat up again. “If
we find a unicorn, can I keep it?”
“That’s between you and the unicorn.” Matthias just rolled
his eyes.
“What about angels?” Daniel folded his arms.
“Doubt it.” Matthias opened the chest to reveal it was
full of guns. “Alright. Where to start?”
#
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Daniel fumbled the last bullet into the bullet holder
thing, then inserted it back into the gun. “How was…” He
winced when it fell back out. “Dammit, this is harder than it
looks.”
“Just a suggestion…” Matthias took a deep breath. “But
you might want to try putting it into the right gun.”
“Got it.” Anna held up the gun she’d been working on
triumphantly. “Fifteen point three seconds.”
The oven dinged. “She reloads. He shoots.” Daniel shook
his head as he went into the kitchen. “I make cookies.” He
sighed as he took the tray out of the oven and set it to cool.
“Matthias, what did they mean when they said Anna had a spark?”
He walked back into the dining area.
“My guess is they mean she’s got the gift.” Matthias
shrugged.
“Okay, that really didn’t help. What does gift or spark or
whatever mean in this context?” Daniel sat back down at the
table and started trying to put the things into the thing again.
“Some people have power. Folks usually call those type
witches, or something like.”
Anna nearly dropped the gun she was starting to take apart.
“You mean I can cast spells?”
“If that’s your gift, and you had someone who could teach
you.” Matthias gestured for her to go back to what she was
doing. “Most go through their lives never realizing or
consciously using their power, since they never encounter anyone
who could recognize or teach it.”
“Are you…” Daniel lost his grip on the bullet. He picked
it back up a bit. “I mean, do you have this gift or spark or
whatever?”
“Something like that.” Matthias frowned. “I’ve known a
few who had, knew, and used. One guy could read minds. He
never learned how to control it though, and when he came into
his full power he put a drill through his head.”
“Holy shit.” Daniel started shaking his head. “That’s not
going to…”
“If you have a gift, it would be manifesting in little
ways. You’re old enough to have full power, even if you didn’t
realize it. And if either of you could read my mind…” Matthias
shrugged. “You never would have come into my house.”
He frowned. Then he shook his head and looked back up at
Matthias. “Anna knows things sometimes. Things nobody told
her.” He’d never told her about the bathroom at the bar. And
yet she’d known.
“What kind of things?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
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“Like how the story is backwards.” Anna started putting
the gun back together again. “It’s not supposed to be the pigs
that huff and puff.”
Daniel’s eyes went wide when Matthias nearly dropped his
soda. The big man looked at Anna for a moment. “Alright then.”
#
Matthias sighed. At least Daniel had actually hit a target
that time. Granted, it was the one he’d set up for Anna, but it
was a target. “You need to relax.”
“I keep telling myself that.” Daniel sighed. “But then
myself starts reminding me that I’ve got a machine in my hand
that uses explosives to propel death cartridges into something
that represents a person and that just really doesn’t seem like
the kind of thing I should be relaxed about.” He shook his
head, then lowered the gun before turning a little toward
Matthias. “And even if I could hit the target, if it was a
person, I…”
He took the gun away from Daniel, and nodded. “Ain’t
something to be ashamed of, kid. And better we know it now.”
“Have you…” Daniel hesitated a moment. “Have you killed
people?”
“I used to be a soldier.” Matthias nodded. “Comes with
the job.” Blood and fire. He shrugged. “Some of the bravest
folks I ever met were those who refused to even carry guns.
People who opposed war and violence with every fiber of their
beings. One such man followed me out onto the battlefield
almost a hundred times. Never carried a gun. I went onto the
field to take lives.” Matthias unloaded the gun before stowing
it away. “He went out to save them.”
“Combat medic.” Daniel managed a smile. “My great
grandfather was one, all the way back in World War Two.”
“World needs a hell of a lot more like them.” He picked up
the gun case. “And a damn sight fewer like me.”
#
Daniel arched his back as he rode Matthias, moving his hips
up and down. The fingers digging into his hips bordered on
painful as Matthias groaned softly. He exhaled when he felt
Matthias’s release, and slowly stopped his movements. Matthias
rose up and pulled Daniel down atop him. Daniel put his arms
around Matthias as the big man rolled half to the side, laying
Daniel down on the bed.
He wasn’t sure how long he lay there in the bigger man’s
arms before raising his head. “Will it come to a fight?”
“More than one, from what I know of cabals.” Matthias
nodded. “Until what’s inside Anna ain’t of use to them
anymore.”
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“If you’d known this…” Daniel swallowed. “When I first
knocked on your door…”
Matthias shrugged. “Wouldn’t have let you freeze. Would
have given you a couple grand in cash, a couple bus tickets, and
a ride into town.” He looked over at Daniel. “But you didn’t
lie. You told me what you thought was true. My bad for not
asking more questions then.” He smirked. “Wouldn’t be the
first mess I’ve gotten into by thinking with my dick.”
“If I had money, what would you charge for this job?”
Daniel frowned.
“Against a cabal?” Matthias shook his head. “Wouldn’t
touch that for less than five hundred.”
“That seems —”
“An hour.”
“Oh.” Daniel exhaled. “Wow.” He hesitated, then gave
Matthias another look. “Are you worth that much?”
Matthias smiled. ‘Yeah, kid.” He met Daniel’s eyes. “I
am.”
“Huh…” Daniel laid back. “Most I’ve ever made in an hour
was the hundred you paid me.”
“Eh.” Matthias squeezed his shoulder. “You were worth
it.”
“Thanks.” Daniel laughed. “I think.”
“Last whore I was with cost me a grand for the night.”
Matthias shifted position a lottle. “And didn’t make me
coffee.” He must have caught Daniel’s flinch because he
frowned. “Kid?”
“I was going to object to being called a whore.” Daniel
sighed. “But I let four guys gang bang me in a bathroom for a
hundred and fifty bucks, so…”
“My mother was a whore.”
“What?” Daniel blinked.
“What part are you questioning?” Matthias raised an
eyebrow. “That she was a whore, or that I had a mother?”
“Well…” Daniel chuckled. “Both?”
#
He set the trash bag down outside the house, then frowned.
There was a set of footprints in the snow, too small to be
Matthias’s. His eyes abruptly widened, and he started to turn.
Someone grabbed him and shoved him into the wall. A hand went
over his mouth. “Well now, Daniel, you’ve led us on quite the
chase.” His eyes widened as he recognized Trent’s brother,
Brian. There were three other men coming out of the trees. Two
of them looked vaguely familiar. “I assume your sister is
inside.” Brian jerked his head. “Get the girl. Kill everyone
else.”
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Daniel’s eyes widened, and he started trying to shake his
head. And then a shadow fell on the group of men. Matthias
caught the first man by the neck and snapped it before flinging
the corpse at two of the other men. Brian let Daniel go and
began reaching into his coat. Matthias’s knife nearly took
Brian’s head off, then Matthias spun and buried the knife up
under the rib cage of the man who’d just gotten up. Blood
sprayed out of the man’s mouth. Before Daniel quite knew what
was happening, four men were dead. “Holy shit. Holy shit.”
“Kid, focus.” Matthias pointed with the knife. “Can you
ID them?”
“Right. Yes.” He pointed. “That was Brian. Trent’s
brother. I recognize those two but I don’t know their names.”
“Get your sister packed.”
“Right.” Daniel ran into the house. “Anna.”
#
It took him only a few minutes to toss the bodies into the
ravine and kick snow over the blood. Not that it would keep
things hidden long, but there was always the chance of a
neighbor dropping by. No talismans. They hadn’t been expecting
him. With luck, that advantage would last a bit longer.
Matthias headed into the house. Daniel was carrying a bag
to the truck. He snagged the kid on the way back, then hauled
him toward the closet. “What are you —” Daniel blinked when
Matthias dropped the bullet proof vest over his head and started
fastening it into place. It was way too big for the guy, but it
would do.
“They want her alive.” Matthias narrowed his eyes. “Don’t
know that you have the same advantage.” He kissed Daniel’s
forehead. “Keep your head down.”
“Okay.” Daniel nodded. He started back toward the
kitchen.
“Forget food. Get your sister into the truck.” He looked
up to see Anna staring at him, her face slightly pale. “Anna,
get in the truck.”
Daniel had to grab her arm before she snapped out of it and
started moving. Matthias tossed his rucksack into the truck.
“That’s everything.” Daniel nodded to him.
“Almost. Here.” Matthias handed him a satchel. “Keep
that on you.”
He slung it over his shoulder. “What is it?”
“About half a million.” Matthias pointed. “Get in the
truck.”
#
Daniel opened the passenger door as Matthias opened the
garage. Daniel’s eyes widened when he saw a car blocking their
path. There were three shots fired, and Matthias staggered
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backward and out of his view. “Matthias…” Daniel felt sick.
He was wearing Matthias’s vest. He could hear Anna screaming.
“You kids are quite the pain in the ass, you know.” A man
walked toward him.
“Keep away from my sister.” Daniel grabbed the snow shovel
and swung it.
The man caught it and yanked it out of his hand. Then he
grabbed Daniel and tossed him toward the two other men. Daniel
landed in the snow.
“That…” Matthias’s voice was calm. He stepped out from
behind the truck. Daniel’s eyes widened. “Was your second
mistake.”
“I suppose…” The man cut off. Daniel’s mouth dropped
open.
Matthias’s eyes were golden. Then he smiled, showing a
mouthful of fangs. Claws extended from his hands as he growled.
“Want to guess your first?”
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He felt the bullets hit him as he transformed into full
were. Matthias snarled, then raked his claws through the man
that had attacked Daniel. They caught on the guy’s ribcage, and
he tore it free before lunging at the next. His jaws closed on
the man’s shoulder and he yanked his head back, taking a massive
chunk of the man’s flesh with it. A fourth man, who had been
behind the car, ducked around the vehicles side before popping
up and trying to shoot at him again. He caught the third man’s
face in one massive paw and crushed it. Then he bent, grabbed
the side of the car, and flipped the thing over on top of the
shooter.
Matthias rolled his neck, letting the were form’s healing
take care of the worst of the bullet wounds before shifting back
to human. “You alright, kid?”
“You’re a fucking werewolf.” Daniel was staring at him.
“I did tell you they were real.” He shrugged. “Get in the
truck.”
#
“Did you see that?” Anna was bouncing in the back seat.
“He was all ‘rawr’. It was great.” She gestured dramatically.
“The wicked witches were no match for the big bad wolf.”
Daniel tried to control his breathing. Eight men were
dead. Matthias had killed six of them with his bare hands. The
man he’d been sleeping next to for over a month was a werewolf.
Eight men were dead. He looked down and saw blood on his pants.
His stomach started to roll. “I think…” He swallowed. “Oh,
god.”
Matthias had barely gotten the truck to a stop on the side
of the road when Daniel opened the door. He leaned out,
vomiting up breakfast, dinner, and pretty much everything he’d
ever eaten. After a few moments, he was just dry heaving. It
took him a moment to realize Matthias was offering him a water
bottle. “You going to be okay?”
“Me?” Daniel stared at him. “They shot you. Like…” He’d
lost count. “A lot of times.” He leaned forward to yank open
Matthias’s shirt, and stared at the wounds. All he could see
were three. They weren’t bleeding, but still looked bad. “They
shot you.”
“Ain’t the first time I’ve been shot, kid.” Matthias shook
his head. “I’ll be —”
“Shut up.” Daniel shook his head. “We need to get you to
a hospital.”
“We can’t go to a hospital, remember?” Matthias touched
his shoulder. “I’ll be —”
“You’ve been shot. I have to…” Daniel reached up to touch
the skin near one of the wounds. “We have to do something.” He
felt a curious tingle as his fingers made contact, and then the
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bullet fell out of the wound as it closed. He started to sway
as he abruptly got light headed.
“Kid?” Matthias’s voice sounded both concerned and far
away. “What did you —”
“I think —” The world around him went dark.
#
Matthias sat, staring at the unconscious man on the bed.
Anna sat on the motel room’s other bed, also staring at her
brother. “He’s going to wake up, right?”
“He’s breathing, and his pulse is stronger now.” Matthias
nodded. His were form had taken care of the wounds he’d taken
during the fight itself, but… He looked down at the three
distorted bullets in his hand before moving his shirt to look
again. The skin was smooth, as if he hadn’t been shot at all.
His fingers traveled down to where the old scars had been, and
found nothing. It was as if he’d never taken a hit in his life.
His eyes went back to where Daniel was laying. Whatever it
was the kid had done, it had knocked him on his ass. For a few
moments in the car, the kid hadn’t been breathing, and his pulse
had been weak enough that if it wasn’t for his enhanced senses
Matthias wouldn’t have been able to find it at all. He’d have
preferred to be a lot further along before stopping, but first
he needed to be sure Daniel wasn’t going to need medical
attention. He really didn’t want to have to threaten a doctor.
Daniel stirred a little on the bed. “Matthias, Matthias
he’s waking up.” Anna started bouncing.
He stood, then sat down on the side of the bed next to the
kid. “Daniel?” He put a hand on Daniel’s shoulder. “Daniel,
can you hear me?”
“What…” Daniel slowly blinked his eyes open. “Where?”
His eyes abruptly widened, and he’d have sat bolt upright if
Matthias hadn’t prevented it. “What happened?”
“Was kind of hoping you can tell me.” Matthias frowned.
“How are you feeling?”
“I…” Daniel blinked. “I’m starving.” He looked around.
“Where…” He frowned. “You’re a werewolf.”
“Yes.” Matthias nodded.
“I didn’t dream that?” Daniel’s eyes widened. “You were
shot, we need to get you to a hospital.”
“Kid, I have no idea how, but…” Matthias shook his head.
“You already took care of that.”
“What…” He caught Daniel’s hand, and placed it where the
wounds had been. Daniel’s eyes widened when he felt only skin
and hair. “But you were…” He trailed off as Matthias moved his
hand to where the older scars had been. “You…” He started to
sit up, and the light-headed feeling returned. He lay back
down. “Oh, dizzy.”
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“Daniel?”
“I feel like…” He frowned. “Like I haven’t eaten in
days.”
“Anna, get on the phone and order pizza.”
“Okay.” She tore her eyes away from her brother. “His
favorite is Hawaiian.”
“Get him an extra large.”
#
Daniel stared at the empty pizza box in front of him, then
looked over at where Anna and Matthias hadn’t managed to finish
the other pizza between them. He hesitated, then reached over
and grabbed another slice.
“If you throw up again, I’m not cleaning it.” Anna shook
her head.
“I’m still hungry.” Daniel stared at the pizza in his
hand. “How am I still hungry?”
“You threw up your breakfast…” Matthias shrugged. “Then
you used a hell of a lot of power.”
“I…” Somehow, he’d healed Matthias. He’d been panicked,
trying to focus and somehow, he’d healed Matthias.
“It was like with the birds.” Anna nodded to him.
“Birds?” Matthias raised an eyebrow at her.
“I brought him a bird that had flown into the window. It
wasn’t moving. Mother said it was going to die, but I took it
to Daniel and he held it for a while to keep it warm and then it
flew away again. He ate half a chocolate cake after that.”
Anna nodded.
“A healer.” Matthias nodded. “A genuine fucking healer.”
He took a couple deep breaths, then slowly nodded. “Alright.
As the last witch I knew explained it to me, magic requires
energy. Humans get energy from food. So if you use your power,
you need to eat more to make up for it. Same as marathon
runners needing more calories.” He smirked. “Probably part of
why you’re so skinny.”
He managed a glare. “Then how come after all that, you
only ate half a pizza?”
“I’m not human. The wolf comes with an energy of its own.”
He shrugged.
“You’re a werewolf.” Daniel set the half eaten slice of
pizza down.
“How come him being a healer scares you?” Anna tilted her
head at Matthias.
“What?” Daniel frowned at her.
“Because…” Matthias took a deep breath, then looked up at
Daniel. “I knew a healer once. When folks found out what she
could…” He swallowed. “Let’s just say it didn’t end well for
her.”
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“She was saying thank you.” Anna’s voice was quiet.
Matthias rose and walked toward the bathroom. He took a
couple deep breaths, and then Daniel flinched when Matthias put
his fist through the wall. For a moment, he just stood there,
then he nodded. “Kid, you healed scars that were seventy four
years old. Imagine what else you could do.”
“I could…” Daniel stopped, then frowned. “What do you
mean, seventy four years old?”
“I’m a hundred and six years old.”
“No way in hell.” Daniel folded his arms. “There is no
way you’re a hundred and six.”
“He turned into a gigantic wolf monster and tore a man’s
ribcage out, and that’s the part you’re having trouble
believing?” Anna gave him a look.
“Okay, fine, it’s…” He shook his head. “A hundred and
six.” He looked at the pizza boxes, and sighed. “I wish I was
old enough to drink.”
#
“Anna’s asleep, so if you want to go to the truck or…”
Daniel was giving him an awkward look.
Matthias raised an eyebrow. “What?”
“She may sleep like the dead but I am not fucking you while
she’s in the same room.” Daniel shook his head.
“Get some sleep, kid.” Matthias sighed.
“But…” Daniel hunched in a little. “You killed eight men
for us, and got shot a lot and…” He swallowed. “You just lost
your house.” He looked up at Matthias. “Deal was you keep her
safe, I warm your bed.”
“We don’t know how many more of them may have come, so I
can’t afford the distraction right now. Also, no offense, but
uh…” He shrugged. He’d get the house back, soon enough. Or
just sell it through his broker. Hadn’t been there long enough
to get attached to any part of it. “Your breath smells like
pineapple.”
“I forgot the toiletry bag.” Daniel winced.
“Well, at least you remembered the guns. You can make it
up with an afternoon quickie once we are clear.” He glanced out
the window. “Get yourself some more sleep.”
“Matthias?” Daniel laid down on the bed, then smiled at
him. “Thank you.”
“Sleep.” Matthias smiled back. He shut out the light, and
went back to looking out the window. Two witches, and one of
them a healer. If he was right about Anna, if she was a seer,
then… And then there was whatever Anna was carrying inside her.
To the right buyers, the kids could be worth almost a hundred
million. Possibly each. Daniel was a good and submissive fuck,
but with that kind of money he could afford any whore he wanted.
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Adding a cabal to the things chasing him was just plain
stupid. He glanced back at figures on the bed. Both asleep.
They saw what he was, and neither had thought twice about
sleeping under his watch. Matthias looked down again at where
the scars had been. Daniel had nearly killed himself expending
magical energy in healing in his panic over Matthias’s wounds.
And Anna… Was curled up with those stupid horses he’d bought
her, under the pink blanket.
Goddamn it. He was going to do the stupid thing here,
wasn’t he?”
#
“Check this one.” Matthias pointed at a camping trailer.
Daniel blinked. “What?”
“That one…” He pointed at a few others. “And those.” He
nodded to Daniel. “Take a look, pick the interior that works
best for you.”
“Okay.” He shrugged, then was knocked out of the way as
Anna raced to be first to check. He smiled at her. “Why
those?”
“Not too long, still light enough I can make additions
without bogging the truck down too much.” Matthias shrugged.
“And no pop outs. Can get it moving fast.”
He looked inside. After about a half hour of deliberation,
he and Anna settled on one that would effectively give Anna her
own little room. The main sleeping area could also be closed
off, and the kitchen was tiny but efficient. He watched as
Matthias paid cash and produced ID in a completely separate
name. At Matthias’s direction, he came out to pay attention to
how to set up the trailer and get it ready for moving again.
They loaded most of the belongings into the trailer before
getting back in the truck. Daniel blinked as he walked by the
truck again. The plates were different than they had been the
day before. He smiled.
“Are we going anywhere in particular?” Anna leaned forward
from the back seat.
“Yep.” Matthias nodded.
“Where?” She tilted her head.
“Six hours of driving, then the first Walmart we come to
after that.” Matthias shrugged. “Need burner phones and a
laptop.”
“What’s a burner phone?” Daniel raised an eyebrow.
“A phone not tied to your name, that you can dump if the
number gets compromised. Do not call anyone other than me or
each other unless I say otherwise. Burner phones might not have
GPS, but if they figure out the cell tower they’ll know what
city we are in.”
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After they’d been on the road a couple hours, he looked
back to see Anna had fallen asleep. He turned his gaze to the
driver. It had been terrifying, seeing Matthias change shape.
Part of his brain told him he should be afraid of the man. He
was a werewolf and a man who could kill without hesitation. And
yet in all of that, he’d been far more scared for Matthias than
he’d been of him. “I can take a spell at the wheel, if you
need.”
“Might, after we get our shopping done.” Matthias nodded.
More miles passed them by. With it winter, the scenery
barely changed. They were heading southwest. If Matthias had a
destination in mind, he hadn’t shared it with them. Probably
best. Matthias clearly knew what he was doing. “I prayed.”
“What?” Matthias glanced at him.
“Before breaking into your place.” He shrugged. “First
time since I was about twelve. Prayed that there’d be something
in that house that could help us and…” He smiled. “You’re not
quite what I was expecting an angel to be like.”
“You sound like Polly fucking Anna.” Matthias rolled his
eyes.
“Well, my sister is apparently Pippi fucking Longstocking.”
Daniel grinned.
“I’m no angel kid, and it’s best you understand that.”
Matthias shook his head.
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Matthias lowered the map to find Anna staring at him.
“What?” He raised an eyebrow.
“There are so such things as angels.” She shook her head
at him. “We need to find one.”
He folded the map, then set it down. “I need to know what
the ‘things’ were that you saw.”
“Trent didn’t rape me.” Anna shook her head. “He used a
thingy like when they give you shots, cause I needed to be a
virgin. I didn’t get a look at the things. It was like I
couldn’t make my eyes see them all the way.” She frowned. “I
think most people couldn’t see them at all.”
“Demons can ordinarily only be seen in mirrors.” Matthias
leaned back. “Unless they found a witch they can ride.”
“They can make witches stronger.” Anna shivered. “That’s
what’ll happen to Danny if they catch him.” Anna shook her
head. “Cause he’d agree to save us.”
“He wants to protect you.” Matthias nodded to her.
“They can’t hurt me until they have her.” Anna touched her
belly. “So don’t let them catch you.” She frowned. “Did you
know her name?”
“Who’s name?” Matthias started to reach for the map again.
“The one you see sometimes when you look at me, before the
blood and fire wash her away again.”
The map fell off the table. “Stay out of my head.” He
glared at her.
“I don’t go looking.” She glared back. “It comes to me.
Blood and fire. Birds. The broken angel.” She shivered.
“She’ll be safe if we find the broken angel.”
“She?”
Anna pointed at her belly. “We can’t let them get her.
They’ll make her bad.”
“I…” He stared at her. “What are you…?”
Daniel opened the trailer door and stepped in. He set a
small bag on the counter. “Options were pretty limited. I hope
everyone’s okay with hot dogs.” He sighed at the bag. “And
Lucky Charms.” He shrugged. “What kind of town doesn’t even
have a grocery store?”
#
There was something strangely thrilling about being bent
over the hood of a truck parked off the highway. It was dark,
off the road, and quiet, but they were still out in the open.
Anyone who happened to drive by could see him being roughly
taken. Daniel bit back a moan as Matthias’s hand caressed his
shaft. He came a moment before Matthias did.
He winced as he pulled his pants back up. The waistband
brushed against the bruises. “Oh.” He winced again.
“Daniel?” Matthias glanced at him.
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“Sitting as we drive on bumpy roads tomorrow is uh…” He
chuckled. “Going to be an interesting souvenir.”
“I, uh…” Matthias shrugged. “Didn’t think about that.
Sorry.”
“Not complaining.” Daniel smiled. “So not complaining.
Besides, you’re the boss. I should just be grateful you’re not
into the really sick stuff.” His eyes widened. “You’re not,
right?”
“If I was?” Matthias folded his arms.
“I’ll keep my end. Whatever you want, as long as she’s
safe.” Daniel shrugged. “Really can’t argue. You’ve more than
held up your end. So, yeah, not saying I’d like it or —”
Matthias caught his hair and used it to pull Daniel’s mouth
to his. “I might make you beg and scream, but I’m not into
making you puke or cry.”
“I can handle that.” Daniel smiled. “Well, maybe not
screaming too loud, cause…” He chuckled.
#
Matthias looked down at the young man in his arms. “You’re
not asleep.” He kept his voice quiet.
“Neither are you.” Daniel’s voice was barely more than a
whisper. “How is it they can track us?”
“Cell phones, car registration, fingerprints…” Matthias
took a deep breath. “But my guess is your mother.”
“Mom?” Daniel shook his head. “We haven’t contacted her
at all. Or anyone since my granddad, and that was months ago.”
“She’s your blood. That’s a link, one they can use to
track you. Not easily, mind. Staying on the move will help.
So will keeping running water between us and them.”
“Then why are we headed into the desert?”
“Cause if it’s blood they are using to track you, there’s a
way to break that link. A ward. I’m taking you to someone who
can do that trick.”
“Thank you.” Daniel leaned up and kissed his chin. Then
he smiled mischievously before sliding down on the mattress.
He bit back a gasp as Daniel’s mouth encircled his shaft.
Damn, but that kid really did have a clever tongue. Daniel
moved his head slowly up and down, working that clever tongue
over him. Matthias shuddered when he came. “Damn, kid…”
“You earned a bonus.” Daniel smiled before crawling back
up the bed.
Matthias chuckled, then put his arm around Daniel. Daniel
snuggled back into him. Matthias looked down at him. A warm,
trusting body in his arms. Odd how quickly he’d grown
accustomed to sharing a bed. Hell, half the time the kid
practically slept on top of him. He brushed a bit of hair back
from Daniel’s face, then closed his own eyes.
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He snapped them open again a moment later, then looked down
at the kid again. The only nightmare he’d had since taking them
in had been when Daniel had left the bed in the middle of the
night. And Daniel… the kid ate more breakfast than Matthias
and Anna put together. Daniel must have sensed his expression,
because he looked up at him. “Is something wrong?”
“Kid, out of curiosity, how often did your friends get
sick?”
“I don’t know.” Daniel frowned. “Not often. One of the
boys I was friends with had leukemia though, but it…” He
trailed off.
“Went into remission shortly after you two became friends?”
“Yeah.” Daniel’s voice was quiet. He shivered just a
little, then his eyes widened. “It’s not going to come back, is
it?”
“I have no idea.” Matthias moved the covers up over
Daniel’s shoulders. If he was right, if the kid could do that
and heal wounds seven decades old without training or even being
consciously aware of what he was doing… He could only hope the
cabal was so focused on Anna it had no idea about Daniel.
#
“Knock knock.”
Matthias took several deep breaths. “No one is home.” He
said the words through clenched teeth.
“And the house burned down.” Daniel rubbed his forehead.
“Ugh.” Anna folded her arms and jutted out her bottom lip.
Daniel sighed. “Now she’s sulking.”
“Is she doing it quietly?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Blessedly.” Daniel nodded. “Let me see if I can find a
radio station.” After two days on the road they were starting
to drive each other nuts. The fact that they hadn’t been able
to get radio or reliable internet on their phones for the past
two hours hadn’t helped matters. He mentally thanked whoever
answered prayers when the radio crackled to life.
“Hey, I like this song.” Anna grinned. “Beiber.” She
settled back and started singing along, loudly and more than
slightly off key.
“Matthias?”
“Drive off the next cliff?” Matthias stared straight ahead
at the road.
“And please hurry.” Daniel nodded.
#
Daniel and Anna watched Matthias knock on the back door of
the bar. It opened a moment later. “Rosa, I…” Matthias
trailed off as he stared down at the shotgun pointed at his
chest. The woman on the other side of the door looked around
fifty, with the features of a woman who’d been stunning in her
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youth and could still turn heads. “Hello.” Yep. She
remembered him.
“It’s loaded with silver.” She narrowed her eyes. “The
right kind of silver. You’ve got thirty seconds.”
“I’ve got a couple of kids that need your help.” He
gestured toward where they were standing.
Rosa glanced at them, then narrowed her eyes. “Two more
reasons to shoot you.” She shook her head. “You’ve got some
nerve showing up here.”
“It’s a complicated…” Matthias sighed. “Mind taking your
finger off the trigger?”
“Yes.” Rosa glared at him.
“Please don’t shoot Matthias.” Daniel shook his head.
“He’s protecting us. Without him, we…”
“Protecting?” Rosa raised an eyebrow.
“Things have…” Matthias shook his head. “I don’t run with
them anymore, Rosa.” He took a deep breath.
“And?” She narrowed her eyes.
“You’re really going to make —” He sighed when she raised
the shotgun slightly. “You were right. I was wrong.”
“Nuh-uh.” She shook her head. “Do it right.”
“Rosa!” He glared.
“You knocked on my door. You do it right. Or I’m going to
start counting down.”
“For fuck’s —”
“Ten.”
“You’re really going to —”
“Nine.”
“Rosa —”
“Eight.”
“Fine.” Matthias dropped to his knees. “You were right.
I was wrong. I’m sorry.” He gritted his teeth. “Please
forgive me.”
She stared at him, then took her finger off the trigger and
set the shotgun on her shoulder. “Alright, get your ass in
here.”
#
“Old girlfriend?” Daniel raised an eyebrow at Matthias.
Matthias just glared at him. “Sorry. So she’s a witch?”
“With a capital B.” Matthias folded his arms.
“I’m sensing some tension here.” Daniel turned toward
where Rosa was fussing over Anna. She set a large slice of pie
down in front of his sister, then added ice cream. Anna set to
with some gusto.
“Really?” Matthias shook his head.
“Alright.” Daniel shrugged. “You don’t want to talk about
it, obviously. But she is a witch, right?”
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“Yes.” Matthias frowned. “Similar to your sister.”
“A seer?” Daniel nodded. He looked around the bar again.
It looked cozy, with a vaguely Italian feel to it. “And she can
help us?”
“Guess we’re going to find out.” Matthias shrugged.
#
“A cabal.” Rosa leaned on the bar. “When you get yourself
in trouble, you don’t do it by half measures.”
“Can you perform the ritual or not?” Matthias folded his
arms.
“After everything, you have the nerve to ask me for a
favor.” She glared. “I should have shot you.’ She turned
toward Daniel. “Do you know what he is?”
“Yes.” Daniel nodded.
“Werewolf. Soldier. Mercenary.” Rosa shook her head.
“Murderer. Terrorist.”
“I don’t run with them anymore, Rosa.” Matthias shook his
head.
“Finally found a line you won’t cross?” Rosa slammed a
shot glass down on the bar. “It’s a goddamn miracle.” She
filled the glass, then knocked it back.
“Can you do it or not?” Matthias glared at her.
“You know I can. That’s not up for question.” Rosa
refilled the glass. “You wouldn’t have come here if you didn’t
know I could. The question is will I?”
“You will.” Anna spoke up from where she was examining the
jukebox.
“Oh?” Rosa turned toward her.
“You promised.” Anna looked over her shoulder at Rosa.
“Never again, no matter what. You hate him for the ones that
didn’t have to die, but you hate him more for the one that did.
It was right, but he did it for the wrong reasons. Snow doesn’t
wash away blood like rain does.”
Rosa stared at Anna for a moment. “Answer.”
“Seventeen.” Anna nodded. “Thirty eight. Twenty one.
Gym locker combination.” She nodded again. “Yes, I am.”
“You can go fuck yourself, Matthias.” Rosa nodded. She
downed the glass. “Anna, Daniel, sit. I’ll help you.”
“He didn’t tell you our names.” Daniel frowned.
“He didn’t have to.” Anna smiled. “She knew we were
coming. She read it in her cards.”
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“What’d you do?” Daniel watched as Rosa and Anna looked
over the tarot cards.
It was some time before Matthias answered. “Her father was
a wolf. Part of a pack I ran with for a time. He, uh…”
Matthias took a deep breath. “I killed him.”
“Oh.” Daniel swallowed. No wonder she’d met him at the
door with a shotgun.
“He was an asshole. A murderer among other things. But I
killed him because…” Matthias shrugged. “Because he wrecked my
car. Not for the bad shit he did, to her among others, but
because he disrespected me and I was Alpha.” He glanced at
Daniel. “I told you, I’m no angel.”
“A monster would be selling us to the cabal.”
“I thought about it,” Matthias said softly.
“You did?” Daniel blinked.
“Think about it every time your sister starts singing.”
Matthias glanced at him. “That kind of money buys a lot of ear
plugs.”
Daniel laughed.
#
“He doesn’t break contracts.” Daniel turned to find Rosa
behind him. She shrugged. “It’s one of the few scruples he
has. Once he’s hired, he stays that way as long as you’re
holding up your end. Lie to him about the job or otherwise
break your end, and all bets are off.” She gave him a look.
“Hope you never get a headache.”
“He’s, uh…” Daniel swallowed. “What do you mean?”
“I mean, kid, that as long as he works for you he quite
literally owns your ass.” Rosa shook her head. “You’re too
nice a kid to stay mixed up with him. I’ve got some contacts —”
“He’s been good to us.” Daniel shook his head. “Better to
Anna than our parents ever were, and…” He glared at her.
Her face was sympathetic. “Do yourself a favor, kid. That
part of you that’s falling for him? Lock it away. You’re not
his boyfriend. You’re his whore. You might as well be his sex
slave. Don’t get emotions tangled up in it, because all you are
to him is a fuck.”
Daniel folded his arms and narrowed his eyes. “You don’t —
”
“I’m a seer, kid. And I’ve known Matthias all my life.
He’ll break your heart. And if you’re not careful, he’ll break
more than that. You want to know what kind of man he is?” She
met his eyes. “Ask him about Tran Cu Lien.”
#
“The ritual worked.” Anna nodded. “They can’t use blood
to find us without finding us some other way first.” She held
up a box. “Rosa gave me my own set of cards.”
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“Can she teach you?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“Yes, but she said you can’t stay. And I still need you to
help me find the broken angel.” Anna frowned. “He scares
Rosa.”
“Why does he scare Rosa?” Daniel blinked. “I mean,
Matthias doesn’t even scare Rosa.”
“She will die the day she meets him.” Anna shivered a
little. “She doesn’t want to die.” She looked up at Daniel.
“Knowing what’s going to happen sucks.”
“Alright, so, if we find this guy, we keep him the hell
away from Rosa.” Matthias nodded. “We should get moving
again.”
“Before she shoots you?” Anna raised an eyebrow.
“Preferably.”
“She thinks you’re an asshole.”
“Anna.” Daniel glared.
“What?” Anna looked back at him. “She does.”
“And she’s right.” Matthias shrugged. “Get in the truck.”
#
Daniel chuckled as he looked into Anna’s little alcove.
His sister had fallen asleep with her headphones on. He slid
the door closes before rising. “It’s like a pink bird nest in
there.” He shook his head. “I’ve never been to the Grand
Canyon. Think it would be safe to stop for a few hours?”
“Was planning on holing up for a few days, actually.”
Matthias closed the laptop. “Figure out the next steps. Like
this ‘broken angel’ thing of hers.”
“What do you suppose she means by that?” Daniel frowned.
“She’s pretty adamant we won’t be safe until then.”
“Damned if I know.” Matthias finished his drink. “Wish
she could tell me where to start looking.”
“Not even a cryptic hint?” Daniel sighed. He opened the
camper door and stepped out into the night. The air was a
little crisp, but not quite enough to be cold. The desert was
pretty in its barrenness, and all but perfectly silent. He
smiled when Matthias closed the camper door behind them. His
smile only widened when Matthias casually picked him up and
tossed him over his shoulder before heading away from the
camper. “Where are you taking me?”
“Here.” Matthias tossed the sleeping bag he was carrying
down into the small alcove in the rocks. They were close enough
to keep an eye on the camper, but the position afforded them a
little privacy. Matthias set him back down. “Take off your
shirt, and give me your wrists.”
He obeyed, putting his hands behind his back to let
Matthias bind his wrists to the opposite elbows. A box tie, he
called it. His arms provided Matthias with an excellent handle
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for… Daniel began to feel a slight rush of anticipation.
Rosa’s words drifted back into his mind, and he tried to shove
them away again. They stubbornly refused to go away. He took a
deep breath. “Who is Tran Cu Lien?”
Behind him, Matthias went still. Then he was spun around
and shoved into the rock face. Matthias’s eyes were furious,
and even more frightening, they were showing hints of gold.
“Who the fuck…” His eyes narrowed. “Rosa.”
“She said —” Daniel shook his head. I should ask you if I
—” The rough stone was digging into his back. “You’re hurting
—”
“If you what?” Matthias glared.
“Wanted to know who you really were.” “Please, Matthias.
You’re hurting me.”
He was yanked away from the stone and tossed down onto the
sleeping bag. The motion knocked the wind out of him, leaving
him gasping for breath. He coughed, and managed to roll over to
look at Matthias. The big man was looking away from him, his
fists clenched. And for the first time since he’d had a gun
pointed at Daniel’s head, Daniel was afraid of him. Finally,
Matthias turned to look at him. “She was a spy.”
“What?” Daniel blinked.
“Vietnam. She was a whore that got close to an idiot
general’s aide who was careless with intel. She fled when she
got outed, but the brass had no idea how much she knew and the
aide was somebody important’s kid. Our orders were to track her
and eliminate her at all costs. She hid in a little village,
one that contained a lot of her family. They were inclined to
protect her. All we had to ID her was a grainy photo.”
“And you…” Daniel swallowed, a chill running down his
spine.
“I was a soldier. I was given orders. I followed them.”
Matthias took a deep breath. “We…” He shrugged. “Contained
the situation.”
“You killed them.” His eyes widened.
“Twenty three men. Thirty eight women.” He met Daniel’s
eyes. “Fourteen children. Couldn’t risk word getting out,
anyone knowing about the intel leak. Full cover up operation.”
Matthias looked down at his hands. “A girl almost made it out.
She wasn’t much older than your sister. She crawled into a
tunnel to hide from us, and we all knew better than to try to
follow someone into one of those tunnels. So I just tossed a
grenade in after her.” He looked back at Daniel. “That’s who I
am.”
Daniel shrank back a little as Matthias came toward him.
“Matthias?”
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“Those weren’t the only innocent lives I’ve taken. I was
born on a battlefield, midst cannon fire. I have picked human
flesh out of my teeth. Make no mistake, Daniel.” Matthias’s
eyes were fully golden now. “I am a monster.” He smirked.
“And as long as you keep your end of our contract, I am your
monster. Do you understand now?”
“You’re not…”
“I’m a monster. You’re a whore. Best neither of us
pretend anything else.”
He was miles away from anyone, his hands tied behind his
back, and a werewolf was looming over him. His sister was
asleep in a nearby camper, and this monster was all he had to
protect her. “I guess you’re right.” Daniel narrowed his eyes.
“So are you going to fuck me or keep talking?”
#
It was strange, waking up alone in the bed. After Matthias
had finished, he’d untied Daniel and sent him on his way with a
rough shove. Then he’d tossed the sleeping bag down in front of
the camper and spent the night there. Daniel sat up and winced.
Usually the bruises felt a little bit like trophies. Matthias
had reminded him that the initial offer still stood. All he had
to do was say he was done, contract terminated, and Matthias
would drop them off at the nearest bus station with two tickets
and five hundred bucks.
But there was nowhere for them to go. He could have taken
Rosa up on her offer, but he had no idea if her ‘contacts’ could
protect them. Matthias had already proved he could. And they
wouldn’t last on their own. Anna was all that mattered. Rosa
was right. He never should have let his emotions get involved.
He started to get up, and Matthias entered the camper. He
tossed a bottle of aspirin onto the bed. “Take two.”
“I’m fine.”
“I said take two.” Matthias shook his head. “I’m an
asshole.”
“Yeah, you made that pretty clear.” Daniel grabbed the
bottle.
“Well, it’s day time now.” Matthias took a deep breath.
“What do you want to do today, boss?”
“Boss?” Daniel blinked.
“I work for you, remember?” Matthias stared at him.
“We’re two hours from the canyon and assorted tourist traps.”
“I’ll make breakfast.” Daniel swallowed the pills. “And
see what Anna wants to do first.”
#
“I’m holding…” Anna’s eyes were wide. “Dinosaur poop.”
She held the item in her hands out to Daniel. “Touch it.”
“No.” Daniel shook his head.
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“Smell it.” She turned to Matthias.
“No.” Matthias actually took a step back.
Anna giggled. “Dinosaur poop.”
“You know…” The woman behind the display was clearly
trying to hide her amusement. “They actually have some pieces
for sale in the gift shop.”
“Matthias?” Anna turned back toward him.
“No.” Matthias began shaking his head.
#
“I have a dinosaur poop necklace.” Anna twirled the
pendant through her fingers. She was practically skipping.
Daniel smirked a little at Matthias. Matthias just shook
his head. As acts of vengeance went, he could handle this one.
He certainly deserved worse. Besides, the girl’s good mood was
starting to be a little infectious. Daniel was starting to
smile again, and some of the tension was easing. They were on
their way to the parking lot when Daniel grabbed his arm.
“Matthias.”
He looked in the direction the kid was looking. Two men
were looming over a woman in a gay pride T-shirt. They were
clearly threatening her. He raised an eyebrow at Daniel, who
glared at him before nodding. “Sic em.”
Matthias sighed before walking over. “Problem here?”
“Freak tried to use the wrong restroom.” The first man
glared.
“Wasn’t talking to you.” Matthias nodded at the woman,
noting the visible adam’s apple. “Ma’am?”
“I just want to get to my car.” Her voice was shaky.
“You boys want to let the lady through?” Matthias smiled.
“Who the fuck are you?” The second man glared.
The first man reached to grab the woman’s arm, and Matthias
stepped forward and caught his wrist. He squeezed hard enough
to grind bones together, making the man yelp. The second man
turned and swung his fist. Matthias simply pulled the first man
into the path of the blow. The second man’s punch connected
with his buddy’s nose. “Jesus…”
“Shoo.” Matthias drew himself up to his full height.
The two started backing away, then fled. The woman started
laughing. “You alright?” Daniel asked her as he and Anna
walked over.
“I’m fine.” She smiled. “Thank you.” She waved as she
got to her car, then again as she drove off.
Daniel snickered. “That was awesome.”
“Sic em?” Matthias turned and raised an eyebrow at Daniel.
The kid just grinned.
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“You told her you don’t run with that pack anymore.”
Daniel sat down across from Matthias.
“Look around. You see a pack?” Matthias raised an
eyebrow.
He wasn’t exactly sure what he was doing. The last time
he’d pried hadn’t exactly turned out well. And yet, Matthias
had agreed to help them in the first place. That didn’t seem to
fit with a man who had done… “Vietnam ended about forty years
ago. I’d put Rosa about fifty. She can’t have been that angry
over something you did there, and you said her father was bad
news so there had to be more to it then that.”
“Kid…” Matthias sighed. “You’ve got to learn to stop
asking questions when you really don’t want to know the
answers.”
“But I do want to know.” Daniel shook his head.
“Why?” Matthias narrowed his eyes as he stood up. “We
fuck a few times and you think you can fix me? I told you, I
don’t need therapy from my fuc —”
“Red light.” Daniel said the words softly.
Matthias cut off in mid sentence. “What?”
“Red.” Daniel met his eyes. “Light.”
Matthias went quiet for a moment, then nodded. “Alright
then.” He shrugged. “Your sister asleep?”
“She’s watching a movie with her headphones on.” Daniel
shook his head. Then he stood. “If you answer me, we can go
back behind the camper and I’ll ride you until you can’t see
straight.” He shrugged. “Or you can keep being an ass, and
I’ll blow you and go to bed.”
It took a moment, but Matthias started laughing. “Well
played, boss.” He folded his arms. “Except your end was
anything I wanted.”
“You amended it.” Daniel mirrored his stance. “I don’t
want to be scared of you, Matthias.” Daniel met his eyes.
“Show me I don’t need to be.”
“That’s the problem, Daniel.” Matthias shook his head.
“You really should be.”
“Alright.” Daniel nodded. “I’ll come back out when she’s
—”
“It was a hospital.”
Daniel blinked. “What?”
“We were hired to do a hit.” Matthias sat back down.
“Make an example of someone. They told me it was an old
building. I was willing enough to kill the man, but not to…”
He sighed. “They were going to plant charges in the room two
floors below his. Idea was to take out the whole wing. That
way we wouldn’t have to worry about his guards or getting
spotted, but…” He looked down at his hands. “It was a fucking
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hospital. We’d have killed a couple hundred people whose only
‘crime’ was being sick in the same place he was. I told them I
wasn’t taking the job, then learned they’d taken it without me.”
“And…?” Daniel’s eyes widened.
“And what, kid?” Matthias shrugged. “The bomb didn’t go
off. I just had to kill four people I called my brothers to
ensure that. The Alpha and one other weren’t there. She finds
me, she’ll do her damnedest to kill me. Same goes the other
way, but…” He shrugged. “That ain’t a fight I’m seeking.”
“So you stopped it.” Daniel started to smile.
“I ran with that pack for sixteen years, Daniel. That
wasn’t the first time we’d…” Matthias ran a hand through his
hair. “That one was just…” He sighed. “I don’t know. There
was no message. No cause. Just a mark who hadn’t paid his
bills on time and that’s not…” His laughter was bitter.
“That’s not war, and there was no way I could tell myself
otherwise.”
“I get it.” Daniel nodded. “You’re a believer.”
“Oh bulls —”
“I don’t mean religion.” Daniel quickly shook his head.
“Just faith. You did the wrong thing because you thought you
had the right reasons. Until you didn’t, and it crashed down.”
He put his arms around his knees. “You said you were a hundred
and six, so…” He took a deep breath. “How long did you fight
monsters before you became one?”
#
They lay on the sleeping bag, panting. He expected Daniel
to head back to the camper, but the young man lay beside him,
looking up at the stars. “World War One was what, 1914?”
Daniel shifted to put his head on Matthias’s shoulder.
“I was a kid for that one.” Matthias nodded. He hesitated
a moment. “My father died there, along with the woman who was
more or less my grandmother. The pack broke up then, and my
mother brought me to the US.” He shrugged. “Where we had a
lovely Depression just a decade later.”
“So World War Two.” Daniel was quiet for a time. “You
were a soldier.”
“Yes.”
“That must have…” Daniel swallowed. “I mean, war is ugly
but that was the holocaust.” He shuddered. “Your scars…”
“War draws wolves. The Axis had a few on their side. My
squad ran into a pack.” He put his arm under his head. “Five
of them. They came at us, and I turned. Figured I could at
least buy the squad time to run.”
“How’d you survive?”
“They didn’t run.” Matthias was surprised to feel a small
lump rising in his throat. “They backed me up. Bunch of…” He
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swallowed. “They weren’t much older than you, most of them just
farm kids who should have been holding plows instead of guns.
They held their ground, and we took out the pack. And after…”
He smiled. “After, they kept their mouths shut. But they knew
what I could do then, and what they could do. We got ourselves
a reputation, and we…” He nodded. “We did a lot of good. War
ended, they pinned medals on the seven of us that made it
through, then sent us home. And uh…” He shrugged. “They got
older, moved on with their lives. I didn’t.”
“When did you…” Daniel shifted a little. “Stop aging, I
guess?”
“It’s not stopped, just slowed. Otherwise I’d still look
seventeen.” Matthias shook his head. “First time I shifted.”
“I’d put your age at just under thirty.” Daniel nodded.
“I, uh…” He raised himself up on his elbow, and looked at
Matthias. “Anna’s a seer.”
“Got that.”
“No, you didn’t.” Daniel shook his head. “Because Anna’s
a seer. She knows things. And…” He tilted his head. “She’s
not afraid of you.”
“She’s also just a kid, whose world should resolve around
those stupid horses and…” Matthias sat up. “Dinosaur poop.”
“Yeah.” Daniel nodded. “And a monster wouldn’t have cared
enough to make sure it does.” He leaned forward and kissed
Matthias. “Come to bed?”
“I…” Matthias nodded. “Alright.”
#
Anna pointed. “Lookit the kitty.”
“For the record…” Matthias turned to look at Daniel. “I
am not getting her one.”
Daniel chuckled as he watched the lions. “Oh, come on.
They’re adorable.”
“They smell.” Matthias wrinkled his nose. “Whole place
smells.” He shook his head. “I think one of the elephants is
sick.”
“I, uh…” Daniel’s eyes widened, and he gave Matthias an
apologetic look. “Sorry, I didn’t consider —”
“Cotton candy!” Anna grabbed their hands and started
dragging them toward a vendor.
#
“And she is out like a light.” Daniel chuckled as he
looked at where Anna had passed out in the back of the truck,
still clutching the stuffed lion.
“Thinking of getting a motel for a couple nights.”
Matthias frowned. “Clean out the camper, get the tanks
refilled, do some laundry.”
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“Yeah, we could stand to wash the bedding.” Daniel nodded.
“And do a bit of restocking.” He hesitated a moment. “How are
we doing on funds?”
“Money isn’t a problem.” Matthias shrugged. “We’ve got a
good cash reserve, and I’ve got accounts. I’m going to see
about getting you an ID. Not a full one, just something you can
flash if you need to. Pick a new last name.”
“Okay, I…” Daniel frowned. “You know, I still don’t know
your last name.”
“Currently I’m using ‘Croft’.”
“Maybe we should all use the same one? Might mean fewer
questions.” Daniel blinked. “Or more questions, I don’t know.”
“Folks thinking we’re related could lead to some
awkwardness.”
“Oh.” Daniel nodded. “Right.”
#
He fed the coins into the machine, then picked up the
laundry basket. He started to turn around and then… “Danny?”
Daniel nearly dropped the basket as he turned. His eyes
widened. “Grace?”
She smiled. “Oh my god, it is you.” She rushed forward
and hugged him. “Where the hell did you go?” She frowned.
“We’ve been worried sick.”
“Stuff, uh…” He swallowed. “Happened. What are you doing
here?”
“I’m here with my parents for my great-aunt’s funeral.”
She grinned. “Come on, I’ll buy you a burger and you can tell
me what’s going on.”
“Grace, I…” Daniel sighed. “Look, you can’t tell anyone
you saw me, alright?”
“Danny?” She frowned. “Danny, is something wrong?”
“Yeah, kinda, but…” He took a deep breath. “I can’t talk
about it. Look, I promise, when things are…” He smiled at her.
“I’ll call you, alright. Just don’t tell anyone you saw me,
please.”
“I, uh…” She nodded, and then quickly wrote her number
down on the back of a receipt and shoved it into his hand.
“Alright. But you will call me as soon as you can. Promise.”
“I promise.”
#
Matthias pressed Daniel against the shower wall. His legs
were wrapped around Matthias’s waist, and his arms around
Matthias’s shoulders. “Oh god…” Daniel moaned. Matthias felt
Daniel shudder as the younger man came, then grinned as he kept
going He came a few minutes later.
Daniel nearly fell when Matthias finally set him back down,
and had to cling to him for balance. It was a strangely
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pleasant experience, having a handsome young man hanging onto
him in the warm shower. “You alright?”
“Damn you’re strong.” Daniel smiled. “The, uh…” He
laughed a little. “I tried that once in the high school locker
room and uh…” Daniel shrugged. “The guy sprained a muscle and
dropped me on my ass.” He chuckled. “He was on the wrestling
team.”
“How’d you guys explain it?”
“I fell down the stairs and accidentally took him with me.”
Daniel frowned. “Pretty sure his girlfriend didn’t buy it, as
she dumped him a week later.”
Matthias snorted. “Serves him right for cheating.” He
turned the shower off and stepped out, handing Daniel a towel
before taking one for himself.
“Have you, uh…” Daniel hesitated a moment. “Have you been
with women?”
“Yeah.” Matthias nodded. “Tend to prefer men.”
“Lucky for me.” Daniel smiled. “I had a girlfriend, early
on in high school back when I was still…” He started drying his
hair. “We tried, uh…” He shrugged. “It was really awkward and
I think she was a little relieved when I told her a couple days
later that I was pretty sure I was gay and it had nothing to do
with her.”
#
Matthias sniffed the camper. The slight funk that had
begun to permeate it had finally been defeated. Unfortunately,
it had also been replaced. He sighed before going to Anna’s
alcove. “Okay, x-nay on the strawberry body spray.”
“But it’s glittery!” She shook her head.
“I can literally smell you from a mile away.” He shook his
head. “Jesus fuck, we’re going to have to wash all this stuff
again.”
“It smells pretty.” She glared.
“It smells.” He glared back. “Open your window, it can
air out while we’re on the road. And shower again before we go.
Where’s your brother?”
She climbed out of her alcove. “He said he was going to
take a long shower before we got back on the road.”
#
Daniel yanked his pants on, and opened the bathroom door.
He stared down at a gun pointed at his face. “Danny.” The man
on the other end of the gun smiled. “Where’s your sister?”
“I don’t know.” Daniel shrugged. “Did you check under the
bed?”
“Funny.” Trent grabbed him by the hair and yanked him out
of the bathroom. He tossed Daniel down at the feet of another
man. The other man grabbed Daniel and shoved him into a chair
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before grabbing his hands and starting to tie them behind his
back. Trent turned to the other two men in the room. “She’s
around here somewhere. Tell the others to spread out and keep
looking.”
#
They’d just gotten up the stairs when someone called out.
“There she is.” Two men made a beeline for Anna. Matthias
stepped into their path, and both men reached for weapons. “I
suggest you stand aside.” The one who’d spoken previously
narrowed his eyes.
“Not likely.” Matthias saw a couple more men coming their
way. If they were this close, then…
“Anna, we’ve got your brother.” The man who’d spoken
stared at Anna. “Come with us.”
“Danny.” Anna made a scared noise.
“I’m sure you want him to stay safe.” The man held out a
hand to Anna. “Come along.”
Anna looked up at him. Matthias looked around. Two in
front, two in the hall, two coming up the stairs behind them.
All armed. And a lot of civilians. He took a deep breath.
Then he grabbed Anna. He twisted to shield her before
crashing through the window. He landed on the ground five
stories below and started running, still carrying Anna.
#
“They went out the window?” Trent was staring at the man
who’d just reported to him.
“Five story drop.” The man nodded. “Not sure that guy is
human, because it didn’t even faze him.”
Trent nodded before turning back to Daniel. “Tell me about
this man.”
“How about…” Daniel shrugged. “No.” A moment later, he
saw stars as Trent backhanded him. Blood trickled from his lip,
and he spat some out.
“Your mother wants you back in one piece, Daniel.” Trent
crouched to look him in the eye. “You wouldn’t want to
disappoint her now, would you?”
“She’s got to be used to disappointment by now.” Daniel
glared. “You two have been married how long now?”
“You know…” Trent chuckled. “All you’re doing right now
is making it so I’ll enjoy beating the information out of you.
Tell me about this man.”
#
He knelt down next to where Anna was hiding in her little
alcove. He’d moved the camper to another location. If they’d
known about it, they’d have been waiting for them inside it.
She’d be safe enough here for a while, anyway. “Anna…”
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“If you’re not back in three hours, call Rosa.” Anna
looked up at him.
“I…” Matthias blinked.
“That’s what you were going to tell me, right?” She
clutched a stuffed unicorn to her. “Did they smell me?” There
were tears in her eyes.
“No.” He handed her the card with Rosa’s number.
“Where are you going?” She sniffled.
“To get your brother.” He rose, and picked up the guns.
#
Daniel wasn’t sure where Trent had gone. The questioning
had been taken over by another man.
The man blew out a ring of
smoke before pressing the lit end of the cigarette into Daniel’s
torso. Daniel’s cry of pain was muffled by the hand over his
mouth. “What is this man’s name?”
The man puffed on the
cigarette again.
“John Jacob Jingle-heimer Schmidt.” Daniel glared at him.
The man laughed. “Funny. That’s my name too.” He took
the cigarette back out of his mouth, and pressed it to Daniel’s
skin again. He put it back to his lips before raising an
eyebrow. “Try again. What is this man’s name?”
“Bond. James Bond.” Daniel could smell the combination of
cigarette ash and burned skin. It made his stomach roll. How
had they… His eyes widened. “What did you do to Grace?”
“Nothing. Her mother called yours. So worried you see.”
The man shrugged. “Scared you got mixed up with bad men. Your
mother sent us to check on you. Tell us about this man.” He
smiled. “Is he bad?”
The door opened. “You have no fucking idea.” Matthias’s
first shot hit the man behind Daniel, the second the man with
the cigarette. The third man reached for his own gun, but
wasn’t fast enough. Matthias fired twice, then put a third
round into the man’s head before doing the same to the man with
the cigarette. “Daniel?”
“Where’s…?” Daniel’s eyes widened.
“Safe.” Matthias moved behind him and swiftly cut him
loose. “Incoming, get down.”
He threw himself behind the bed as two men came through the
door, guns in their hands.
#
His shoulder burned where a bullet had creased it, and he
heard sirens. “Daniel?”
“You’re hurt.” Daniel started to reach for him.
“Not right now, kid. I need you conscious.” Matthias
shook his head. “Need anything still in this room?”
Daniel grabbed his shirt. “Nope.”
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“Right.” Matthias grabbed the chair and flung it through
the window, shattering the glass. Then he grabbed Daniel.
“Hang on.” As soon as Daniel’s arms were around his neck, he
jumped. Daniel made a small frightened sound as Matthias
cleared the twenty feet between the window and the roof of the
next building and started running.
#
“What about the security cameras?” Daniel gave Matthias a
worried look.
Matthias held up a couple of tapes. “They still used old
school ones. It’s why I picked that hotel.”
“It was Trent.” Daniel nodded. He gave Matthias an
apologetic look. “I fucked up.”
“Daniel?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“I ran into somebody I knew. I told her not to tell anyone
she saw me, but…” Daniel winced. “I should have told you.”
“Jesus fuck.” Matthias stood. “How much does this friend
of yours know?”
“Nothing. I just told her I was dealing with some shit and
I’d be in touch when it cleared out and please don’t tell anyone
she saw me.” Daniel shook his head.
“Did they cancel the ward?” Matthias took a deep breath.
“I…” Daniel frowned. “I don’t think so. They didn’t do
anything like what Rosa did.” He looked up at Matthias. “I
didn’t tell them anything, I swear. But they know you’re not a
muggle.”
“What the fuck is a muggle?” Matthias blinked.
“Uh, an ordinary doesn’t know shit about magic human.”
Daniel rubbed his head. “Like from Harry Potter.”
“The fuck is…” Matthias closed his eyes, then shook his
head before reopening them. “Never mind. They’re going to be
watching the…” He kicked a cabinet door. “Do they know about
the camper or anything?”
“No. At least, not from me. And Grace never saw it or
anything.”
“Then we need to get on the road before they start
circulating pictures of you and Anna. We need…” He sighed.
“We’re going to need to hole up for a while.” He took a deep
breath.
“Where?” Daniel winced a little as he moved.
“I, uh…” Matthias sighed reluctantly. “I know a place.”
He leaned on the counter, then he turned back to Daniel. “Are
you alright?”
“I think I’ll be okay. I found burn ointment in the first
aid —”
“Daniel.” Matthias sighed. “Are you alright?”
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“Grace’s mom called mine, and she told Trent where to…”
Daniel swallowed. “She had to know what he’d do, I mean…” He
felt a tear run down his cheek. “She had to know and she told
him where to —” Matthias pulled him up and wrapped his arms
around him. Daniel buried his face in Matthias’s chest as he
clung to him.
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The wound on Matthias’s shoulder was already healed.
Danial put his hands back in his lap. His own wounds still
stung. He sighed. “Do you know anyone who could teach me?”
“Only witch I know that isn’t bad news is Rosa.” Matthias
shook his head.
“But what if they’d had silver or something?” Daniel
looked up at him.
“It would have to be enchanted.”
“It’s a cabal.”
“Fair point.” Matthias nodded. “But all silver does is
make it so I can’t use the wolf to heal. Enchanted silver
affects me the way an ordinary bullet would you, unless it’s
been seriously enchanted. Witches that can do that are like
unicorns.”
“So it’s not like kyptonite.” Daniel nodded, then shook
his head. “Kryptonite is that stuff that affects Superman —”
“Kid I know what the hell kryptonite is. I was tuned into
the radio for the first broadcast of the meteor in ‘43.”
Daniel started laughing. “You sound like somebody’s
grandpa. Did you have to walk to school uphill both ways?”
“In the snow, with barbed wire wrapped around my feet for
traction.” Matthias nodded.
“But you’ve never heard of Harry Potter?” Anna stuck her
head out of her alcove. “Or My Little Ponies?”
“No, cause I’m not a twelve year old girl.” Matthias shook
his head at her.
“Hey.” Daniel glared.
#
“Where to now, boss?” Matthias raised an eyebrow.
“You said you know a place we could hole up for a while.”
Daniel nodded. “Roundabout trip there, then, in case they are
following. Anna’s starting to show a little, so it might be
best if we hole up until…” He sighed. “Until it’s born or we
get a lead on this ‘broken angel’.”
“Good plan.” Matthias nodded. “Pretty much exactly what
I’d advise you to do.”
He brought his knees up to him. “This place is safe?”
“Assuming the old wards are still up. Anna might be able
to set them that way if they aren’t. Foundations will still be
there.”
“So why were you out at that cabin instead of…” Daniel
frowned.
“That’s, uh…” Matthias shrugged. “You know that saying,
‘you can’t go home again’?”
“Oh.” Daniel sighed. “Yeah.” He nodded. “Guess I do.”
“Hey…” Matthias reached over and put and arm around him.
“You did good.”
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“I did?” He blinked.
“You didn’t panic, you didn’t give up intel, and you kept
your head down.” Matthias nodded. “You did good.”
“I’m sorry I didn’t tell you about Grace.”
“I haven’t exactly given you a lot of reason to trust me
lately.” Matthias leaned back.
“I do trust you.”
Daniel leaned on him. “Anna was safe.
You didn’t have to come back for me.”
“Yeah.” Matthias tightened his arm around Daniel’s
shoulders. “I did.” He shrugged. “I mean, I can’t exactly get
paid if you’re…”
“Ass.” Daniel chuckled. “Thanks, Matthias.”
#
Matthias looked down at the young man asleep next to him.
This was stupid. He’d have the law after him again, and for
what? It wasn’t like he actually was going to get paid for
this, and taking on a cabal was just… It was fucking suicide.
There was no pay off. He’d never recoup the money he’d already
spent, let alone turn a profit. A week of quiet and then back
into a mess, and for what? Some thief who’d…
Daniel mumbled in his sleep, and Matthias put a hand on his
arm. The young man stilled again, sinking back into more
comfortable slumber. Some thief. A kid with more guts then
he’d seen in a long time. Most he knew would have walked away,
if not sold their sister out entirely.
He lay back down. Daniel snuggled into him, and he put an
arm around Daniel, pulling him in closer. Then he closed his
eyes, and went to sleep.
#
“You watched all those movies.”
“Of course I watched all the movies.” Matthias shook his
head.
“But you didn’t know who Harry Potter was.” Daniel
scratched his head.
“He’s that wizard thing with the broom.” Matthias turned
the windshield wipers on as he drove down the highway.
“That’s technically correct and yet so far from accurate I
don’t even know where to start.” Daniel sighed. “What about
the Superman ones?”
“First one was good.”
“Do you mean Superman Returns or Man of Steel, cause Man of
Steel wasn’t bad but —”
“Jesus fuck.” Matthias winced. “Have you never heard of
Kirk Alyn?”
“Who?”
“What about George Reeves? Christopher Reeves.”
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“Uh…” Daniel frowned. “The second one sounds familiar.”
He shook his head. “What about Batman?’
“We found some shrapnel, part of a plane that went down.”
Matthias twitched a shoulder. “Frank noted one piece looked
kind of bat shaped, and filed it down on the march. I used it
to take out a Nazi holed up in a bunker with a machine gun.” He
smiled. “So they made me a half dozen more.”
Daniel laughed. “I would have figured you for more
‘Incredible Hulk’ than ‘Batman’.” He gave Matthias a
contemplative look.
“Hulk didn’t debut until ‘62.”
“Oh.”
“Show was good. Movies sucked.” Matthias changed lanes to
go around a truck. “Liked Ruffalo’s take though.”
“I liked Thor. He was the best part of those movies.”
“I think you’re forgetting Captain America.”
“Thor’s cooler.”
“I will pull over this circus right now.”
“Though the Captain could at least budge the hammer, I
suppose.”
“Budge?” Matthias shook his head. “He wielded it.”
“Did not. He just managed to wiggle it a little. Vision
was the one that picked it up.”
“You are aware there are these things called ‘comics’
right?” Matthias sighed. “They predate the movies by decades.”
“Not really.” Daniel shrugged. “But then, I’m not older
than electricity.”
“Elec…” Matthias glared at him. “That was the fucking
1800s, jackass.”
“I thought that was still steam.”
“You’re going to pay for that later.”
“Looking forward to it.” Daniel grinned.
#
Daniel chuckled as Anna raked the pile of cash toward
herself. “What’s she up to now?”
“Ten grand.” Matthias glared.
“And she started with…” Daniel frowned.
“The hundred she stole out of your wallet.”
“Anna.” Daniel glared at her.
“What?” She looked down at the pile of money in front of
her and handed him a wad of it. “Here.”
“Think anyone will buy her being eighteen?” Daniel
frowned. “We could head into Vegas.”
“I can’t go to Vegas.” Matthias shook his head.
“Why not?”
“There was a thing and a dragon and I don’t want to talk
about it.” Matthias started shuffling the cards.
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“Wait, dragons are real?” Daniel raised an eyebrow.
“I said I don’t want to talk about it.”
“If you knew she stole the money, why did you let her play
in the first place?”
“I was trying to teach her a lesson about gambling.”
Matthias tossed a bill into the pile. “I raise.”
“I see your raise, and reraise.” Anna tossed in two bills.
“Fuck.”
“Yeah.” Daniel nodded. “She’s definitely learned
something alright.”
#
“Tell me you lost fifteen thousand dollars to my sister on
purpose.” Daniel took his shirt off.
“That’s the annoying part.” Matthias shook his head. “I
didn’t.” He shrugged, then gave Daniel a slightly apologetic
look. “Also I told her I’d take her to get her ears pierced.”
“What?” Daniel turned toward him. “Why?”
“I told her I’d say I was her father so she could get it
done.”
“Yeah, but why’d you agree to that in the first place?”
Matthias frowned slightly. “Huh.”
“Matthias?”
“No, it’s just…” He shook his head. “I can’t quite recall
how the subject came up.” He finished unbuttoning his shirt.
“She…” Daniel froze, staring at him for a moment. A
slight chill went down his spine. Then he grabbed his shirt and
yanked it back on.
“Daniel?” Matthias blinked as Daniel walked past him to
head back into the camper.
He banged his hand on the door of Anna’s alcove. “Anna?”
It took a moment for her to open the door and give him a
bleary eyed look. “What?”
“Did you whammy Matthias?”
Her eyes widened and she flinched a little. “No.”
“You’re lying. Anna.” Daniel stared at her. He looked
over his shoulder to see Matthias had entered the camper. A
furious look was starting to come over Matthias’s face. A
horrified thought came to him. “Anna, how long have you been…”
“I had to.” Anna started shaking her head. “Danny, I had
to.”
“How long?” Matthias’s fists clenched. “How long have you
been in my head?”
“I had to…” Anna started to cry.
“How fucking long have you been in my head?” Matthias’s
eyes were starting to turn golden.
“Oh god, Anna.” Daniel shook his head.
“She’s been controlling…” Matthias growled.
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“I didn’t…” Anna hiccuped. “I just…”
“Just what?” Daniel felt tears of his own threatening.
“I just make him stop when he starts thinking that helping
us is a bad idea.” Anna shook her head. “I just push a little.
That’s all. We need him, Danny.”
Daniel stared at her before turning to look at Matthias.
Matthias was staring at them, his eyes all the way golden.
“Matthias…”
“She’s been…” Matthias took a deep breath. “She’s been
messing with my head.”
“Matthias…”
A snarl of rage answered him, and he saw a flash of fang.
Then Matthias turned around and left the camper. Daniel ran to
the door just in time to see a massive gray wolf vanish into the
night.
#
He stared across the camper at Daniel. His hands itched as
his fists tried to turn into claws, to rend and tear and… She’d
been in his mind. Matthias started to take a step forward
before he quite realized what it was he was about to do. He
needed to…
Matthias turned and went through the camper door. The wolf
took him over almost before his feet had touched the ground. He
let the wild instinct guide him, to take him away from anything
human before he lost control entirely.
#
Daniel sat down across from Anna. Her eyes were redrimmed, and her breath was hitched. He felt a bit like crying
himself. “I’m sorry.” Anna’a voice was small.
“Have you been controlling me too?” He couldn’t meet her
eyes.
“It won’t work on you, cause you’re a witch too.” She
wiped at her nose. “Rosa ‘splained it.”
“How?”
“Gifts come in two parts, light and dark.” Anna took a
deep breath. “I can take things out of people’s head, know what
they’re thinking about, and…” She sniffled. “And I can put
things in. Like how you can put healing in but if you really
wanted to you could take it out.”
He stared down at his hands. If what she was saying was
right… He didn’t want to think about it. “Anna.”
“Will he come back?” She wrapped her arms around herself.
“I don’t know.” Daniel swallowed. It was likely if
Matthias did return, it would just be to collect what was his.
Which was pretty much everything they had. “Anna, when did you
start…” If she’d been controlling Matthias from the beginning,
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then… Then what the fuck did that make him? Whore he could
handle. The idea that Matthias hadn’t been… He felt sick.
“When he learned about the cabal.” Anna sniffled. “He
started to think that the contract wasn’t valid and I made him
stop.”
“They shot him, Anna.” Daniel stared at her. “He had to
kill eight people to…” He shook his head. “He lost his house
and his…” He slammed his hands palm down on the table, and she
flinched. “We cost him everything. He did it all for us
because you…”
“Not all.’ Anna started crying again. “I didn’t make him
like you.”
“You think that makes it better?” Tears trickled down his
own cheeks. “Oh god, Anna…”
“I’m sorry.” She sobbed. “I’m sorry.”
#
He managed a bit of fitful sleep, and crawled out of bed
just after sunrise. Anna was still in her alcove. Daniel
sighed and began taking stock. He had a very large amount of
cash, some guns that he couldn’t really use that were probably
illegal anyway, no usable ID, and he wasn’t entirely sure what
state he was in. At least he had his set of keys to the truck
and camper. He opened the camper door, hoping for a moment that
he’d find Matthias on the other side. The rest area was close
to empty.
By the time he got back from the building with a copy of
the highway map, Anna had emerged from her alcove. She looked
miserable. “He didn’t come back.”
“I think maybe we should head back to Rosa.” Daniel
sighed. “She mentioned having contacts who could help us.”
“She could teach me. Her gift isn’t quite the same but its
close.” Anna nodded. “She said I could do more.”
“Did she know what you were doing to Matthias?” Daniel
frowned.
“I don’t think so.” Anna shook her head.
“Alright.” Daniel exhaled. “We’ll wait here a few more…”
He sighed. “Then you can call her and let her know we’re
coming.”
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He sat, watching the sun rise. Part of him wanted to turn,
to go back to… And he had no idea if those thoughts were his.
What parts of the past three months had been him and what had
been her pushing. If his feelings regarding either of them were
real or just a result of her will. Her control couldn’t have
been complete. Yet he didn’t know if it was subtle or if she’d
just actively prevented him from noticing her modifications.
The idea that he’d lost control so completely was…
And yet he’d accepted it. Outside of the bed, he’d let
Daniel take the lead. That part didn’t make sense either. Why
would Anna have allowed that, if her claim that she couldn’t
control her brother was accurate? Matthias sighed. He didn’t
even know how far into his head she’d gone.
The sun was high when he saw his truck pull out of the rest
area. A glance at his watch showed it was almost 2 PM.
Matthias stood slowly, working the kinks out of his back. Part
of him wanted to find a phone, to call them and… He had no idea
how great Anna’s range was, or how to tell if that was his
desire or something she’d put into his head.
Matthias shrugged. There was one person who might be able
to tell him. He walked down to the highway and stuck out a
thumb.
#
Rosa had food waiting when they walked in. Daniel had left
the truck and camper some distance from the bar, locked up
tight. Like Matthias usually did. He kept hoping to hear the
burner phone ring or something. Rosa gave him a sympathetic
smile when he sat down. “I made a couple calls. A contact of
mine can get you fake IDs, set you up somewhere.”
“What’s it going to cost?” Daniel raised an eyebrow. He
still had Matthias’s cash, but if Matthias had been right about
the cost of decent IDs, that wasn’t going to be enough to cover
both him and Anna.
“You and Anna have power. Let’s just say there are some
people who are willing to make an investment.” Rosa shrugged.
“You can cure cancer, kid. Figure out how to control your
ability, and you can name your price.”
“That’s, uh…” He frowned. “I hadn’t thought about it like
that.”
“You’ll want to keep it on the down low. Wrong people find
out, you’ll end up in a government lab somewhere, getting your
brain dissected.” She shook her head. “It’s happened to a few
of our kind in the past.”
#
Matthias tossed back a shot, then glanced over his shoulder
at the scene behind him. A small group of young men were
harassing two women sitting together in a booth. With a sigh,
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he stood up, and walked over. “I think the ladies want to be
left alone.”
“I’m just offering to show them what they’re missing.” The
young leader of the group smirked. He clearly considered
himself a tough guy.
There were several ways he could play this. Matthias
shrugged, grabbed the guy by the front of the shirt, yanked him
close, and planted a kiss on him before letting him go. The guy
immediately started freaking out, spitting and wiping at his
mouth as the girls started snickering. The guy’s two friends
had complete deer in the headlights stairs.
“You fucking…” The man glared up at him.
“Just thought I’d show you what you’re missing.” Matthias
smirked. “Unless you want to try a bit more, I suggest you get
a move on.” And the jackass decided to take a swing. Matthias
caught his fist in one hand and stopped it cold. “Or are you
saying you like it rough?” He raised an eyebrow.
Several other people in the bar were starting to laugh.
The would-be tough yanked his hand back, then the smarter of his
friends began herding them out of the bar. The two women were
outright laughing now. “Mister, that was great,” the blond
said.
“Can we buy you a drink?” the dark-haired one raised an
eyebrow.
“I uh…” Matthias hesitated a moment. Just a year ago,
he’d have ignored the situation. Walked on by, assuming he’d
even noticed. “Appreciate the thought, but I’ve got somewhere
to be. You two have a safe evening.”
#
Daniel looked up when the door opened, then froze. Trent
walked in, followed by a half dozen others. He turned to look
at Rosa. Her face was apologetic. “I’m sorry.” She sighed.
“They found my price.”
“You sold us out.” Anna glared at her. Tears appeared in
her eyes.
Trent smiled. “You two have cost us a great deal.”
“I’m not going.” Anna shook her head. “You can’t have
her.”
“Don’t be foolish, Anna.” Trent shook his head. “Come. I
really don’t want to hurt either of you…” He drew his gun, and
aimed it at Daniel. ‘But your brother is just as useful to me
without kneecaps.”
#
He was on his way toward the bar when he caught a whiff of
strawberries. Anna? Matthias frowned. He sniffed again, and
caught another scent. It took him a moment to place it. A
scent from the room where Daniel had been held by the cabal.
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They couldn’t have found the kids here unless… A low growl
escaped him. Unless Rosa had gotten stupid.
Matthias turned around and started walking the other
direction. None of them were his problem anymore.
#
Anna was crying again. Daniel held her to him tightly. He
looked up when Trent offered him the phone. “Your mom wants to
talk to you.”
He took the phone. “Mom.”
“Danny. Oh god, I’ve been so worried. Are you alright?”
“The only person we’re in danger from is your husband.”
“Danny, sweetheart. You don’t understand.” She sighed.
“Look, when you get home, I’ll explain everything.”
“I already know, Mom. About the cabal and witches and
everything.”
For a moment, his mother was silent. “Then you know what
you and Anna could…” She exhaled. “Come home, Danny. Let me
explain.”
“You sold them your own daughter.”
“It’s not…” His mother sighed. “Danny, please. It’s not
what you think. You and Anna are so unbelievably special.”
Daniel took the phone away from his ear and stared at it
for a moment. Then he stabbed the button with his thumb and
tossed it to the floor. He looked up at Trent. “We won’t
cooperate.”
“That will change.” Trent shrugged. He drew his gun and
turned to aim it at Rosa. Her eyes widened.
Then there was a shower of broken glass from the skylight
and ten feet of werewolf landed in their midst.
#
He caught the man’s gun hand and twisted. Bone snapped,
tearing through the man’s forearm. Matthias flung the man into
his compatriots, then closed. Out of the corner of his eye he
saw Daniel grab his sister and dive for cover. Matthias raked
his claws through a man reaching for a gun. The sting of a
bullet, then he took the shooter’s head off.
The man whose arm he’d broken was fleeing. Matthias took a
step to follow, and then another werewolf came through the door.
It was followed by two others. All three were smaller, but
there were still three. The one in the lead growled, then
charged.
#
Daniel peered out from behind the stage where he’d taken
cover. The larger werewolf was locked into combat with the
other three, but at a serious disadvantage. No sooner did he
close with one than the other two went for his back. Daniel
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glanced at Anna. “Stay here, keep your head down.” She nodded
up at him with terrified eyes.
As soon as the werewolves went for Matthias’s back again,
Daniel flung a chair. He couldn’t throw it hard enough to do
any real damage, but he did tangle the creature up for a moment.
Just a couple heartbeats, but it was enough. Matthias turned,
slamming the werewolf he was currently grappling with into the
one charging at his back. Then he tore his head back, taking
half the other werewolf’s throat with him.
The werewolf he’d thrown the chair at turned toward him.
It started to leap, and Matthias caught it in mid air, taking it
to the ground. The second werewolf leaped on Matthias’s back,
burying its teeth in his shoulder. Daniel began looking around
frantically. Where did Rosa keep her shotgun?
#
He snarled as he felt teeth pierce his shoulder, and threw
himself backward to land on the wolf on his back. The teeth
left, and he rolled back to his feet. The claws of the second
wolf raked against his chest, and he brought his own claws to
bear as she came in for a second attack. He opened gashes along
her arm, then moved to dodge a blow from her companion. The
second male werewolf leaped at him, and he ducked under to come
up and tear open the stomach of the female. She staggered
backward, and he stepped forward to tear open her throat.
The male werewolf hit him again, knocking him off his feet.
#
Daniel searched in vain for a weapon. He saw the last
surviving enemy werewolf take Matthias off his feet, and it was
clear Matthias was hurt badly. The big man’s wounds slowed him,
while the smaller wolf was still all but uninjured. And it knew
it. It got back to its feet, circling Matthias as he rose. It
feinted, but instead of falling for it Matthias moved in the
other direction. He caught the werewolf’s arm and yanked it
closer. It’s claws raked great gashes in Matthias’s body as
Matthias’s teeth closed around it’s throat.
It thrashed, ripping and tearing at Matthias as it
struggled. There was a sickening crunching sound, and the
werewolf went limp in Matthias’s jaws. Both wolves fell.
Matthias released the body, and it fell away. Slowly,
Matthias’s form shrank down, becoming human once more.
#
Matthias tried to get back to his feet, and succeeded only
in getting to his knees. He crouched, panting. He heard a
sound, and looked up to see the man whose arm he’d broken
pointing a gun at him. “I must admit.” Trent glanced at the
slowly changing bodies of the three dead wolves. “I’m a little
impressed.” His eyes narrowed. “How many bullets will it take
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to put you down?” He smirked. “Guess we’ll find out, won’t w—”
His eyes widened, and he made a small sound as his skin started
to take on a waxy grayish sheen.
“No.” Daniel’s voice was fierce. “We won’t.” His hand
was on Trent’s shoulder.
Trent collapsed into a boneless heap.
#
He rushed to where Matthias was kneeling, bleeding heavily
from the wounds he’d taken in the fight. This time he felt the
energy leaving his hands as Matthias’s wounds began to heal.
“You came back.” His voice was soft.
“I’m kinda stupid that way.” Matthias looked up at him,
and smiled. “We had a deal, boss.”
“Yeah.” Daniel smiled back. He saw Matthias frown as he
started to rise, and turned. Rosa was standing up from behind
the bar. Daniel gave her a furious look. “You sold us out.”
Rosa looked away from him. “That true?” Matthias’s voice
was quiet.
She sighed. “Yes.”
Matthias nodded, then turned to Daniel. “Boss?”
“Let’s just go.” Daniel walked over and pulled Anna to her
feet. “She’s not your problem anymore.”
“Disappear, Rose.” Matthias nodded. “You don’t want
them…” He showed a hint of fang. “Or me to come looking.”
The three of them walked out of the bar, leaving wreckage
behind.
#
“I’m sorry.” Anna’s voice was small.
Matthias took a deep breath. “Never again.” He narrowed
his eyes at her. “You understand me?”
She sniffled, then nodded.
He sighed. “Get some sleep.” He waited until she’d
crawled into her alcove, then turned toward Daniel. “You
alright?”
“What?” Daniel looked up at him.
“You killed a man. Are you alright?”
“I, uh…” Daniel swallowed. “Not really, no.” He shook
his head. “But he was going to kill you and…” He shivered a
little. “And I couldn’t let him do that.”
“Hey…” He touched Daniel’s shoulder, then grunted when
Daniel all but threw himself into Matthias’s arms. He put his
arms around Daniel as Daniel started to cry.
#
“You came back.” Daniel smiled at Matthias. He hesitated
a moment, then swallowed. “Why?”
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“Because…” Matthias sighed, and leaned against the side of
the camper. Then he took a deep breath. “Because you were
right.”
“I was?” He blinked.
“It all crashed down, and…” Matthias shook his head. “And
I’m not really sure the last time I actually had something…” He
looked up at Daniel. “To fight for.”
“I, uh…” Daniel reached out, and took Matthias’s hand.
Then he went up on his tiptoes and kissed Matthias. He felt
Matthias’s arms go around him as the bigger man returned the
kiss. “No better friend, no worse enemy.” He smiled. “True of
marines…” He leaned into Matthias’s shoulder. “And wolves.”
“Where to now, boss?” Matthias returned the smile.
“We hole up, then we find this broken angel of Anna’s and…”
Daniel shrugged. “Maybe figure a few things out on the way.”
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“Mother?” Daniel stared. He couldn’t help himself. There
was a resemblance between Matthias and the woman now starring
daggers at him. She was a tall, imposing figure of a woman,
with a rather blunt face and graying black hair. If Matthias
was over a hundred and could pass for under thirty, how old did
that make his mother? The black man on the porch still had his
hand on his gun, and hadn’t relaxed despite the presence of the
woman. If anything, he looked even more on guard. Matthias was
staring back at his mother.
“Yeah, um…” Matthias took a deep breath.
The woman turned to look at him and Anna, and then her eyes
widened a little. She whirled back on Matthias. “Matthias
Jarlson, why is the little girl pregnant?”
“I can explain.” Matthias immediately held up his hands in
a defensive gesture. When the woman folded her arms, he winced
again. “That is, uh…” He sighed. “Shit.”
“Language.” She glared.
“It was a cabal, I…” Matthias started shaking his head.
“A…” The woman blinked, then her eyes slowly began turning
golden. “Matthias — ”
“I’m protecting them.” Matthias hurriedly interrupted her.
“From the cabal, which are the ones that impregnated Anna and
are trying to get hold of her again.”
“Where are their parents?”
“In the cabal.” Matthias lowered his hands. “I’m
protecting them from their parents.”
“So why not go to the police?” The woman tapped her foot.
“You know cops are all a bunch of assholes.” Matthias
shook his head.
Both his mother and the man on the porch straightened and
renewed their glares. “We…” The woman’s voice was low. “Are
cops.”
“Fuck.”
“Language.”
“Because their stepdad was a cop and a police chief and
part of the cabal and…” Matthias winced again.
“Was?” The woman took a step forward. “Matthias, you
killed a cop?”
“No.” Daniel stepped forward. “I did, when he was going
to kill Matthias.”
“And they’d have killed Rosa to,” Anna spoke up.
“Rosa?” The woman raised an eyebrow. “You went to Rosa?
After what you pulled I’m shocked she didn’t sell you out…”
“Well…” Matthias rubbed his forehead.
“She sold you out.” The woman sighed. “And you’ve got a
cabal after you.” She lowered her hands. “So you decided to
come here, to my home.”
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“I didn’t realize you’d be here. I thought you were dead.”
“You thought I was dead?” She blinked.
“I sent flowers! And I killed the —” Matthias cut himself
off.
“Killed the?” She lowered her head.
“The terrorist group responsible for the bomb that I
thought…” He sighed. “Look, they were assholes anyway so it’s
not like it was a big…” Matthias turned toward Daniel. “Please
for the love of god help me stop talking.”
“Anna is standing out in the rain.” Daniel shook his head.
“And that’s not good for her.”
“Right.” The woman gestured at the man on the porch, who
promptly vanished into the house. Daniel caught a glimpse of a
curtain moving, and realized someone else was inside. “Anna,
was it? Come in, let’s get you something warm to drink. I’m
Magda and that was Stephan, since my son couldn’t be bothered to
make introductions.”
“I’m Daniel. This is my sister, Anna.”
#
Stephan found Ash cowering a little, and knelt down beside
him. “Hey, Ash. They are coming in. You going to be okay, or
do you want to go to Magda’s room?”
Ash made a whimpering sound before heading toward Magda’s
room. Stephan followed, and sighed when he saw Ash crawl under
the bed. Based on what little Magda had told him about her son,
he was giving serious consideration to crawling under there as
well. He came back into the living room to find Magda setting
the two kids down on the couch. Matthias shot him a look that
suggested he wasn’t exactly forgiven for the tazing. Well, this
should be fun. “Mags?”
“He okay?” Magda raised an eyebrow.
“Yeah.” Stephan nodded.
“Who else is here?” Matthias narrowed his eyes.
“A friend.” Magda narrowed her eyes right back before
returning her eyes to Stephan. “These are apparently Daniel and
Anna. They are aware of the werewolf thing. Matthias is
working for Daniel.”
“Uh…” Stephan glanced at the young man. “No offense kid,
but how does someone like you afford a werewolf bodyguard?”
“I, uh…” Daniel turned a little bit red.
“They have lots of sex.” Anna shrugged.
Matthias and Daniel immediately turned toward her with
wide-eyed looks. “Anna!”
“What?” She blinked. “You do.” She looked up at Magda.
“I’m not supposed to know about it though.”
“Matthias Fredrik Ingvar Sigurdr Jarlson.” Magda’s eyes
were fully golden.
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“Why don’t I make some food for the kids…” Stephan shook
his head. “And you two go catch up?”
“Yeah.” Magda was staring at her son. “Let’s do that.”
#
“I uh…” Matthias leaned his head back against the porch
post. “Alright, let’s start over cause…” He took a deep
breath. “I thought you were dead.”
“When?” Magda leaned on the post across from him.
“Almost thirty years ago. I heard you were in Ireland.”
“I was.” She nodded. “Didn’t stay long. Just long enough
to get the name of someone who could get me clean IDs.”
“Yeah.” Matthias nodded. “Going to need a set of those
for Daniel and Anna. Daniel’s prints are on file.”
“He a crook?”
“A paramedic. They ran his prints as part of his
background check.” He rubbed his neck. “I’m glad you’re
alive.”
She smiled, then glanced at the house. “How much trouble
are you in, Matthias?”
“Funny.” He gave a bitter laugh. “I was actually most of
the way out when those two fell into my lap. They…” He shook
his head. “It’s complicated on a whole…” He took a deep
breath. “They are witches, Mother.”
“Witches?” She straightened. “Full on, or just gifted?”
“Just gifted, from what I can tell, but it not a small
thing. Daniel didn’t kill the guy with a gun. He put a hand on
his shoulder and drained the life out of him in less than a
second, then used the energy to heal me. I’d just come out of a
fight with three other wolves and…” He opened his shirt to show
her the vanished scars. She actually stepped forward to touch
his skin. “Yeah. All he was trying to do was heal a couple
basic bullet wounds that were on their way to good anyway.
Nearly dropped himself instead.”
“A healer.” She whistled. “Oh Matthias, if anyone finds
out they will never stop hunting him.”
“I know.” He nodded. “And Anna, she…” He ran a hand
through his hair. “She’s young, she should barely be able to do
anything, but…” He met her eyes. “She was getting in my head
for nearly two months without me even noticing and…” When she
started to narrow her eyes, he held up his hand. “And I think
she somehow managed to get it on straight. For all I know, she
could be the real deal. Full witch.”
“You brought them here because of the wards.”
“Figured I could walk them through getting them back up,
but if you’ve been keeping the place up…” He closed his eyes.
“How come you didn’t contact me?”
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“After what you did, Matthias?” She sighed. “I was afraid
to. Afraid I’d find out you’d gone rogue and have to…” She
swallowed. “As long as I didn’t know, then I wouldn’t have to
risk having to hunt down my own son. And I couldn’t face that.”
“I wish I could reassure you and say…” He shook his head.
“All I can say is that I found a line I couldn’t cross and I’m
trying to…” He met her eyes. “I’m trying.”
“I’m glad.” She smiled. “Welcome home, Matthias.”
#
“Is that really his whole name?” Anna looked up at Magda
as she dug into her plate.
“Yes.” Magda smiled.
“It’s a funny name.”
“Seriously?” Matthias raised an eyebrow. “You’re poking
fun at my —” He blinked suddenly and started to come out of his
chair.
Magda immediately stood up and blocked him from moving.
“You will leave him be.” She glanced at the hallway where Ash
had vanished again. “Stephan, would you mind…”
“No problem.” He nodded and took the plate he’d just made
up as he limped into the other room.
“What’s going on?” Matthias frowned.
“We came out here to help a friend recover.” Magda sat
back down, gesturing for Matthias to do the same. She wasn’t
even sure how she’d begin explaining Ash. “There was a rogue
pack. They hurt him pretty badly, and for that matter did some
damage to Stephan. I put two of them down, but the third got
away.”
“I can help.” Daniel immediately spoke up. “I don’t know
if Matthias told you, but —”
“You’re a healer.” She nodded. “He mentioned it. Ash
is…” She took a deep breath. “Physically, he’s fine.”
“Then maybe I could help.” Anna sat up straighter.
“Perhaps, but I think it would be best if you learned what
you were doing before you tried.” Magda nodded to the girl.
“Oh.” Anna nodded. “Right.”
“Ash was hurt very badly by werewolves, Matthias. We
believe he saw them kill his father.”
“Does he know about you?” Matthias frowned.
“He does. It’s a complicated situation.” She shrugged.
“How is he?” She asked when Stephan came back.
“He’s not talking.” Stephan shrugged. “I think he wants
to come out and investigate, but all three of them at once is a
bit overwhelming for him.”
“I’ll introduce Matthias after dinner. I think he’ll have
an easier time with the others.” Magda nodded.
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“Yeah. He caught on to Matthias being a wolf.” Stephan
sighed. “He’s scared.”
“He’s smart.” Matthias stabbed his fork into his dinner.
“We’re going to need to discuss you tazing me.”
“You’ll have to excuse Stephan.” Magda smiled. “He’s got
a bad habit of tazing Alphas.”
“Can I have a cane like his?” Anna turned towards
Matthias.
“No.” Daniel and Matthias said the word simultaneously.
#
Ash was sitting on the bed when the door opened. Magda
entered, followed by the big man that had threatened his pack
brother. Ash debated diving back under the bed, but instead
lowered his head and growled. The big man glanced at Magda and
just raised an eyebrow. Magda sighed. “Ash, this is my son,
Matthias.”
He made a questioning whine. “Yes, he is a werewolf, but
he won’t hurt you.” She reached out and ruffled his hair, and
he bowed his head under the caress. “Stephan and I won’t let
him.” Ash made a growling sound. “I won’t let him hurt Stephan
either.” Ash nodded, then tilted his head and barked at
Matthias, who was staring at him with a confused expression on
his face. Magda shrugged. “Ash says hello.”
“I uh…” Matthias rubbed his head. “Hi?”
Magda smiled. “Ash, would you like to meet the others?”
She petted him. “The little girl is Anna, and her brother is
Daniel.” Ash made a whining sound, then bent his head and
picked up the stuffed ewok. He squeaked it as he looked up at
Magda. “I’m sure they’d love to play with you.” She petted
him, and he made a happy sound. She turned to look up at
Matthias.
Matthias shrugged. “I've got nothing.”
#
“I can hook the trailer up to the electrical, and we can
sleep in there.” Matthias leaned on the porch railing. “Rather
not have to keep draining the bathroom though.”
“We’ll manage.” His mother smiled. “I can fix up the room
under the stairs for Anna, so you and Daniel can have some
privacy.”
He smiled before he turned and looked back at the house.
Anna was sitting on the floor with the damaged young man,
showing off her stuffed horse collection. “He’s safe around
her, right?”
“Provided she doesn’t try getting into his head. He had a
full psychotic break.” Magda sighed. “I’m not sure even a
trained psychic in control of their abilities would do well in
such a situation.”
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“I’ll remind her.” He nodded when Daniel stepped outside
to join them. “Hey boss.”
“Hey.” Daniel smiled. “I asked Stephan if I could take a
look at his leg and he said he’s not entirely sure yet he
believes in werewolves, magic is going to take him a bit
longer.” He hesitated a moment, then grinned. “So, what was
Matthias like when he was little?”
“Going there already?” Matthias reached out and ruffled
Daniel’s hair.
“Like I’d pass that up.” Daniel rolled his eyes.
“Seriously, though?”
“I am just pleased he stopped biting people before he
started growing fangs.” Magda smiled. “He was born a warrior,
much like his father.” Her smile became sad. “Very much like
his father.”
“What was your father’s name?” Daniel raised an eyebrow.
“Jarl.” Matthias shrugged.
“Oh, so…” Daniel chuckled. “Yeah, Jarlson. How’d you two
meet?” He tilted his head.
“Father saw her getting accosted by some ruffians, and
headed over to rescue her. By the time he got there, she’d
dealt with the matter.” Matthias winked. “It was love at first
fight.”
Magda groaned. “You are not too big to put over my knee.”
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“I like your mom’s boyfriend.” Daniel stripped off his
shirt.
“He tazed me.” Matthias glared at him.
“Yeah. That’s one of the things I like about him.” Daniel
chuckled when Matthias picked him up and set him on the
countertop. He wrapped his legs around Matthias’s waist and his
arms around the big man’s neck. “I like your mom too.”
Matthias rested his forehead against Daniel’s. “Feels
weird. Being home.”
“You grew up here?”
“I grew up on the move. This house was the first place we
ever stayed longer than a few months. We came here just after
my father was killed and the pack broke apart.” He sighed. “I
was angry, and she…” He shook his head. “She managed to keep
me from being stupid for a long time, but eventually the stupid
won.”
“Don’t worry.” Daniel kissed him. “I’m here to do the
thinking now.”
“Look outside.” Matthias smiled evilly. “See how it’s
dark out?” He grabbed Daniel’s arms, then pinned them above
Daniel’s head with one arm. “That means I’m in charge now.”
“Yeah…” Daniel returned the grin. “But there isn’t
usually a lot of thinking involved with this —” He cut off with
a gasp.
“You were saying something?” Matthias pulled Daniel’s
pants off almost casually. Then he removed something from his
back pocket.
Daniel blinked at the sight of the handcuffs. “Where’d you
get those?”
“Swiped them from Stephan.” Matthias shrugged.
“What if he wanted to use them tonight?” Daniel tilted his
head, then couldn’t stop himself from laughing at the look on
Matthias’s face. He was pulled off the counter, spun, and then
his hands were cuffed behind his back.
“You’re gonna pay for that.” Matthias’s voice was a
playful growl.
#
“Matthias is still just a little annoyed about you tazing
him.” Daniel took the laundry basket from Stephan and carried
it up the stairs.
“He’s lucky I still had it on the lowest setting.” Stephan
shrugged. “If I’d known he was a werewolf, I’d have put it on
max.” He pressed himself against the wall as Ash ran by,
carrying a stuffed pegasus as Anna chased after him with the
nerf gun. “Just glad Mags has really good timing. So how’d you
hook up with him?”
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“I uh…” Daniel gave him an awkward look. “Are you really
a cop?”
“Technically I’m unemployed, Magda is dead, and Ash is a
missing person. But before that, yeah, all three of us were
cops.” He sat down on the couch and started folding clothes.
“Mags and I were detectives, Ash was on his first day as a
patrolman.”
“So you and Magda were partners.” Daniel nodded. “Well,
um…” He sat across from Stephan as Anna ran past, having
reclaimed her toy. Ash chased after her on all fours.. “I kind
of broke into Matthias’s house. He caught me before I’d gotten
more than ten feet inside, knocked me out, then waited for me to
come to so he could question me. Thought maybe I was sent by
someone he’d pissed off or something. When he learned I was
just looking for money to get something to eat, he gave me some
food and uh…” Maybe he’d leave out the whole blowjob part.
“Some cash and sent me on my way. Then my car wouldn’t start,
and I figured Anna and I were probably safer with him than we
would have been stuck outside in the storm.”
“Then you hired him as your bodyguard and pay him in sex?”
Stephan tilted his head. “You are legal, right?”
“Ugh. I’ll be nineteen in two months.” Daniel glared at
him.
“Yeah.” Stephan took a deep breath. “I think I might need
taze him again.”
“Who are we tazing?” Magda carried a load of firewood into
the house, setting it into the hopper before directing Matthias
to do the same with his load.
“Daniel here won’t be nineteen for two more months.”
Stephan turned toward her.
“Matthias…” She narrowed her eyes.
“Hey…” Daniel shook his head. “Remember who calls who
boss?” He folded his arms.
“Yeah, he’s the…” Matthias dodged as Ash ran by on all
fours with a stuffed unicorn in his mouth, followed by Anna
chasing after him with an inflated over-sized balloon hammer.
He blinked at Daniel. “Where’d she get that?”
“I have absolutely no idea.” Daniel frowned.
“It’s Stephan’s.” Magda shrugged.
Daniel turned towards Stephan. “And I’m the immature one?”
Stephan grinned.
#
Ash panted happily as he crawled onto the bed. Magda
smiled at him as she sat beside him and tousled his hair. “Did
you have fun with Anna today?” He barked in response, then
yawned. She couldn’t help but laugh a little. Matthias had
carried Anna to bed when the girl had fallen asleep on the
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couch. She’d watched her son tuck the little girl in carefully.
He’d even put the stuffed horse in next to her and kissed her
forehead before turning out the light. It was a side of him
she’d never thought she’d get to see.
A small, concerned sound from Ash brought her attention
back to him. He was looking at her with his head tilted
quizzically. Then he lifted his hand and brushed a tear from
her cheek. “You’re crying.” His voice was soft.
“Yes, Ash.” She ran her fingers through his hair. “My
pack is whole again.”
He smiled. “You’re happy.”
“Very much.” She patted his shoulder.
“Good.” He came closer, nuzzling her. “I like it when you
are happy.” And then he was in her arms, kissing her. She
pulled him closer as she fell back onto the bed.
#
Matthias opened the door, sniffed, and felt his stomach
start growling. He immediately headed toward the kitchen.
Daniel was by the stove, with flour smudged on his face. And
his mother was leaning on the counter, instructing Daniel on
making… “Krumkake?”
“I asked your mother what the weird griddle thing was, and
she said she used to make these for you when you were a kid.”
Daniel grinned at him.
“Yeah, they uh…” He chuckled. “They were my favorite.”
“With berries and cream.” Magda smiled. “He’d strip the
raspberry bushes bare, and make himself sick.” She shrugged.
“They aren’t in season right now though, so he’s going to have
to make due with store bought strawberries.”
“Will that be —” Daniel was cut off by Matthias taking a
long step into the room and kissing him.
“They’ll be great.” He smiled.
#
Ash knelt in the shower, letting Magda wash his hair. He
hummed softly as her fingers massaged his scalp. “You need a
haircut.” Her voice was affectionate.
He leaned forward, kissing her leg. She shifted a little
to allow him to pleasure her, and he leaned forward, his tongue
playing between her legs. She made a purring noise when she
came, then caressed his hair. He leaned into the petting,
smiling up at her. She washed his face before turning the
shower off. Then she let him dry her before returning the favor
and securing the collar around his neck once more. The presence
of the others meant he had to wear pants instead of just the
briefs, but he didn’t mind. Not when he could see how happy
having them here made his alpha.
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Magda headed into the kitchen to start breakfast, and Ash
went down the hall. Stephan was still asleep, sprawled on the
bed. Ash considered a moment, then shrugged and dashed into the
room to leap onto the bed. Stephan made a yelping sound, then
started laughing when Ash licked his face. He growled at Ash
before reaching up to start tickling. “Ass.”
“It’s morning.” He squirmed out of Stephan’s reach, ending
up back on the floor. “Wake up.”
“If I wanted to get up at dawn, I’d get a rooster.”
Stephan tossed a pillow at him.
Well, if Stephan was going to give him a weapon… He
shrugged, then hit Stephan with the pillow. “Wake up.”
“Fine. See if I ever buy you another squeaky toy.”
Stephan reached for his pants.
Immediately, Ash grabbed them, tugging them back. Stephan
glared at him before growling. Ash growled back, grinning.
Stephan stared at him, then reached over atop the dresser, and
picked up the blue rubber ball. He squeaked it. “Don’t you…”
Ash narrowed his eyes. Stephan squeaked it again. Ash shook
his head. Stephan squeaked it again, then tossed it into the
hallway before raising an eyebrow. “Cheater.” Ash let go of
the pants and went to go chase the ball.
#
“What have you found?” Magda set the cup of coffee next to
Stephan.
“Not much.” He nodded at the man across the table.
“Matthias pretty much killed all the cabal members whose names
Daniel and Anna knew.”
“We don’t need to find them.” Anna shook her head. “We
need to find the broken angel.”
“I need just a bit more to go on than a metaphor.” Stephan
sighed at her. “What else can you tell me about the broken
angel?”
“Rosa dies after she meets him.” Anna frowned.
“Except your bartender friend appears to be laying low.”
Stephan stared at the computer screen.
“Yeah, people I threaten have a tendency to do that.”
Matthias twitched a shoulder.
“I’m backtracking through Trent’s associates, but that’s a
lot to sift through.”
Magda nodded. “A police chief is going to have a lot of
contacts. Stands to reason a few are cabal, but more are going
to be ordinary politicians and other assorted low-lifes. That’s
a lot of false trails.” She exhaled. “Any luck on Sima?”
Matthias looked up. “How do you know Sima?”
She exchanged a look with Stephan before narrowing her eyes
at her son. “How do you know Sima?”
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“I know she’s a piece of work.” He shook his head. “She
joined up with a pack I ran with a few years back. I ran her
out. There’s a level of…” He blinked, then looked over at
where Ash was staring at at him before looking back up at Magda.
“She’s a stone bitch. And she’s a witchwolf.”
“She’s a…” Magda growled. “What’s her gift?” She shifted
position, going to sit next to Ash and putting an arm around
him. He snuggled into her, not taking his eyes off Matthias.
“She’s a living lie detector. But like most witchwolves,
she can redirect the energy to enhance the wolf. Bursts of
speed or healing. She’s no good in a fight, but she knows it.
Manipulates others to do the fighting for her, comes at people
from behind. She’s dangerous, but if threatened she doesn’t
stick around.”
“Why’d you run her out?” Magda frowned.
“She figured out I was tougher than the other alpha in that
crew, started trying to play me. Except uh…” Matthias
shrugged. “She was pretty pissed when she figured out my tastes
don’t exactly run her way.” Daniel snickered. “But she tipped
her hand making the play so I chased her off.”
“Think she’ll try contacting any of your old pack?”
“She might, but uh…” Matthias rubbed the back of his neck.
“When I broke with them things got a bit violent.”
“How violent?” Magda narrowed her eyes.
“Only two of them survived. One of them was an alpha.” He
shrugged. “That’s kind of why I was laying low in the first
place.”
“Alright…” Stephan exhaled. “I’m going to need you to
give me the list of people that want to kill you.”
“That’s uh…” Matthias frowned. “Well, hope you didn’t
plan on doing anything else this afternoon.” He shrugged. “Or
tomorrow.”
“It might take up less time to list the people that don’t
want to kill him.” Magda sighed. “Pretty sure all of them are
currently in this room.”
#
“The pack…”
Magda turned at the sound of his voice. “Ash?”
He didn’t want to talk, didn’t want to say what he’d heard
her say about her old pack. It was his Alpha’s son. He whined,
and looked away. She sighed, and sat down on the bed, putting
her arms around him. “You don’t want to tell me Matthias’s old
pack did bad things.” He looked up at her, and she leaned in
and kissed his forehead. “It’s alright, Ash. I know what
that…” She took a deep breath. “I know he did some bad
things.”
Ash shivered. “Lisa was an alpha.”
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“He’s not…” She ran her fingers through Ash’s hair. “He
walked a dark path. I won’t deny that. But he’s not walking it
now, and…” She closed her eyes, and took a deep breath. “And
if he starts down it again, then I will deal with the matter.
He may be an alpha…” She squared her shoulders. “But in this
pack, I am the Alpha.”
“Anna said he’s Daniel’s monster, but Daniel’s good so
Matthias has to be good to.” Ash slowly nodded.
“That boy is a good influence, yes.” She smiled.
“Can he fix me?” His voice trembled a little.
“I…” She swallowed. “I don’t know, Ash. Do you want him
to try?”
“If he can’t…” He looked up at her. “Can I still be your
good boy?”
“You’ll always be my good boy, Ash.”
“If he can…” He swallowed. “Can I still stay? And help?”
“Of course.” She put her arms around him, holding him
tight.
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Daniel sat down across from Ash. “Alright, Ash, I’m going
to have to touch you for this. Is that okay?”
The guy tilted his head and gave him a quizzical whine. He
knew the guy could talk, because he apparently talked to Magda
and Stephan. But around anyone else, he just acted like a dog.
He’d spent half of yesterday playing fetch with Anna. It
occurred to him that probably should have weirded him out more
than it did, but the last few months had completely thrown off
his definition of what qualified as ‘normal’.
Ash was a kid not much older than he was, who’d been
through hell. He didn’t know if this would work, but it was
worth a try. He reached out and put his hands on either side of
Ash’s head.
Nothing happened. He concentrated, trying to focus on the
stir of energy he’d felt the times he’d healed Matthias. There
was nothing. Ash looked confused, and Daniel frowned. “It’s
not working.”
“It was worth a —” Magda started to let out a dejected
sigh.
“No, I mean…” Daniel shook his head. “I mean my power.
It’s not working.”
“The wards shouldn’t be interfering with that.” Matthias
frowned as he turned toward Magda.
“They shouldn’t.” She nodded. “That doesn’t mean they
aren’t.”
“My powers don’t work in the house.” Anna spoke up from
where she was sitting. “I can’t look into any of your heads in
here.”
“Which implies you’ve been trying…” Matthias gave the girl
a look.
“I figured it was the wards.” Anna shrugged. “I mean,
that’s why we came here, isn’t it?”
“Let’s try outside.” Daniel stood. Ash followed, crawling
after him as they headed for the porch, and the others followed
as well.
#
Magda paced by the river. “The wards don’t extend this
far.”
“I know they don’t extend this far.” Daniel looked down at
his hands in confusion. “Cause Anna stepped on a rock yesterday
and I healed the scrape.”
Stephan sat on the bank, his arm around a clearly dejected
Ash. “Then why isn’t it working?”
“I hate to suggest this…” Matthias sighed. “But maybe
it’s him?”
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Ash whimpered, and Stephan pulled him in tighter, petting
him. “It’s okay, Ash. It’s not your fault and nobody here is
mad at you.”
“One way to find out.” Matthias shifted partially, using a
claw to cut open his arm. Then he extended the wound to Daniel,
who glared at him.
Daniel frowned after putting his hand on Matthias’s arm.
“Nothing.”
“Walk around.” Magda frowned. “Figure out where it does
work.”
After a couple minutes, Daniel suddenly smiled up at
Matthias. Matthias felt the slight surge, and this the wound
closed. “Got it.” Daniel yelled back in their direction.
Matthias kept a hand on Daniel’s back as the others brought Ash
over. He felt Daniel go tense again after putting his hands on
Ash. “Uh…”
“Daniel?” Matthias gave him a concerned look.
“It’s not working again.”
“Anna…” Matthias turned toward her. “How close do you
have to be to get into our heads?”
“Um…” She frowned. “I don’t know. I mean, I think the
furthest away you ever were when I was looking in was other side
of the parking lot at dinosaur poop place.”
Matthias frowned, then nodded. “About two hundred feet.
Everybody go to a different part of the yard. Anna, keep tabs,
figure out when and where you can sense people.”
“Map the wards.” Magda nodded. “Figure out if they are
shifting. Good plan.” She suddenly frowned. “Ash, stay by
Anna. Anna, don’t go in Ash’s head.”
“Okay.”
“Woof.”
#
They gathered back on the porch. Magda gave Anna an
encouraging smile. “Well?”
“I’m kinda confused.” Anna shook her head.
“What’s confusing?” Magda sat on the porch step.
“Earlier, I couldn’t sense anybody in the house. But both
times you and Daniel went in, I could sense you in here.
Sometimes all of you would vanish and come back, but it was all
over the yard. It’s not working now and…” She pointed up at
Stephan. “And I never found him at all.”
“Oh for…” Magda started laughing. “Stephan, start walking
that way. Anna, tell us when you can sense us again.”
Stephan was fifty feet away when Anna suddenly sat up
straighter. “You’re all back again.”
“Stephan?” Magda glanced at him.
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He shrugged and limped back. Anna blinked. “You all
disappeared again.”
“Hey Stephan…” Magda ran a hand down her face.
“I’m doing it?” He gave her a sardonic look.
“You’re doing it.” She nodded.
“That uh…” Stephan winced. “So what I’m hearing is that
unless I figure out how to stop doing it, magic boy can’t fix my
leg?”
“Pretty much.”
“That…” Stephan exhaled. “Sucks.”
“No kidding.” Anna shook her head. “You’re like the worst
witch ever!”
“What the hell are the odds that…” Matthias turned toward
Magda. “First humans we bond with in decades, and they are all
witches?” Ash made an insulted woofing sound. “Except him.”
“It’s somewhat less surprising than you think.” Magda
smiled. “Some primal recognition of each other likely
influenced the bond in the first place. Explains why Stephan
was the first partner I ever put up with for longer than three
months.”
“Maybe if we knock you unconscious I can fix your leg?”
Daniel raised an eyebrow.
“Now there is an experiment…” Stephan laughed softly.
“How drunk do I have to be to forget magic is real?”
#
His pack brother stayed on the porch this time, watching
them as they went down to the river again. Ash glanced at
Daniel, then back at Stephan. It didn’t seem fair that Stephan
couldn’t be fixed. If they were both fixed, they could go back
to being cops. He knelt, looking up at Daniel as the young man
put hands on his head again. This time, he felt something. The
slight pain in his elbow where he’d bumped it earlier vanished.
But he didn’t feel different.
Daniel gave him a sympathetic look. “I’m sorry, Ash. It’s
not…” The young man sighed. “It’s not something I can fix.”
Ash looked away, and swallowed past the lump in his throat.
When Magda went to put a hand on his shoulder, he shoved it away
from him. Then he fled back to the house, tears in his eyes.
He heard Magda call his name, and ignored it. In her room he
dove under the bed, crawling into the darkness and curling
himself up tightly. His entire body shook as he started to sob.
#
Daniel felt tears start to fall as he saw the young man
flee into the house. Matthias put his arm around Daniel,
pulling him in close. “I wanted to help him.” Daniel’s voice
trembled.
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“Thank you for trying.” Magda’s voice was soft. “It was…”
She exhaled. “Worth an attempt.”
“They made him kill her…” They all turned at the sound of
Anna’s furious voice. “They hunted her down but they didn’t
kill her. They made him do it. They made him do it.”
“Anna…” Magda turned toward her.
“That fucking bitch!” Anna shook her head. “That Sima
thing made him kill Sarah.” She turned toward Matthias. “You
should have killed her. Next time, you kill her.” Her fists
clenched as her voice raised to a shout. “You kill her.”
“Yeah.” Matthias nodded to Anna. “We find her, I’ll kill
her.”
Anna stared at him for a moment, then turned toward the
river and started vomiting into it. Daniel went to her,
focusing his power. She wiped her face. “You told me not to
look but I wanted to see if it was working.” She shook. “Sima
needs to die.”
“On that…” Magda slowly nodded. “We are all in
agreement.”
#
Stephan lowered himself to the floor, then crawled under
the bed. He heard Ash make a sound somewhere between a whine
and a growl. He didn’t touch the other man, just laid there
under the bed with him. Then he swallowed. “Lisa fooled me.
Completely. I was…” He took a deep breath. “I was half in
love with her. And all the time she was a monster who was
hurting my little brother.” He exhaled. “Can you forgive me,
Ash, for not seeing what she was sooner?”
It was a couple minutes before he heard Ash’s voice. “She
asked if I wanted another puppy to play with. I did. I smiled
at her. I didn’t realize that meant…” Ash swallowed. “She
meant you.” He shifted so that he was looking at Stephan.
Slowly, he extended a hand, and felt Ash grip it tightly.
“I’m sorry, Ash. I’m sorry we didn’t find you sooner. We
should have saved you.” He pulled Ash’s hand, and felt the
other man come closer, snuggling in beside him. He wrapped an
arm around him, and laid there next to him under the bed. A
shadow told him Magda had come into the room, but she simply sat
on the edge of the bed. Silence reigned for a time, then
Stephan shrugged. “You know, I think you’re onto something with
this whole under the bed thing. Nice, warm, and cozy down
here.” He looked around. “Not as dusty as I was expecting.”
“I cleaned it.”
“Good boy.” He tilted his head to press his cheek against
the top of Ash’s head. “Want to go fishing later?”
“You don’t like fish.”
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“No.” He smiled. “But I like you. I never got to have a
dog or a brother.” He hugged Ash. “Now I’ve got both. Ash,
it’s okay to…” He petted Ash. “To be scared. To leave reality
behind sometimes. I do it too.”
“You do?”
“You bark. I speak Klingon.” He chuckled. “We all have
our ways of coping, you just have a hell of a lot more to cope
with than most people do. Ash, he couldn’t fix you because you
aren’t broken. You’re dealing, just in your own way. There’s
nothing wrong with you, you’re just…” He kissed the top of
Ash’s head. “Really really weird. But hey…” He shrugged.
“We’ve got two werewolves, and apparently the rest of us are
witches, so when it comes to weird…” He looked down. “You’re
in pretty good company.”
“I love you, Stephan.”
“I love you too, Ash.” He reached out, and caught Magda’s
ankle. “Hey, get down here, partner. Family snuggle time.”
Magda laughed as she joined them under the bed.
#
Matthias put an arm around Daniel, pulling the smaller man
to his side. “You okay?”
“It’s what we’re going to do now, isn’t it?” Daniel looked
up at him.
“What is?”
Daniel leaned into his chest. “Witches. Werewolves.” He
took a deep breath. “We’re going to hunt the monsters.”
“Yeah, boss.” He nodded. “We are.”
“I won’t let you become one again. You’ve got a good pack
now.”
“You know what I find really annoying about you, boss?”
Matthias leaned back, then caught Daniel’s chin and kissed him.
“How often you’re right.” He hesitated a moment. “I love you,
Daniel. That’s not something your sister put into my head.”
“I…” Daniel threw his arms around Matthias’s neck, and
kissed him back. “I love you too, Matthias Fredrik Ingvar
Sigurdr Jarlson.”
“You ever use my full name again, I’m putting you over my
knee.”
“But it’s such an awesome name. Matthias Fredrik Ing—”
Daniel squealed as Matthias swept him up and tossed him over his
shoulder before walking toward the camper.
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